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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS. 

P. 906, 1.6. Read" XXII. 87/'-1:11. Read" 0./,"-1.17. 
_ 9 , 

'Read r' -I. 25. Read Jld . .. 
P. 926, I. 16. Read Ie Marriif". 

P. 990, 1.17. Read ~.6l~' 
P. 1015, I. 12. I supply J,..oU ~ or ;.Ial ~ before KlY in 

~ ":!~ r-, l;)A ~) Lo, (CD. 189r· 
P. 1096, I. 5 •. Read tc But". 

P. 1098, I. 10. Read It Alf;Tumim " . 
..... ..... 

P. 1170, J. 8. Read ~r.J-. 
" 

.P. 1213, I. 1. Read II orig. " 

P. 1219, I. 13. Read II Jh, MAR". 

P. U53, I. I. This II distinction" is the distinction between the 

ligna of the d.. and pl. and the i of femininization as respecte 
not being taken into account in formiug the dim. 

P. 18a~, I. S. Read It the 1.5 second". 

P. 1839, I. 20. Read It peculiar" . . ".' .P. 1896, I. I. Read ~ . 

P. 14.]6, I. 8. Read It upon". 

P. 139A, I. 12. Read II I. 2." 

P. 152A, I. 13. Read 't Khtt "-1. 141. Read "l':egypte". 

P. 180A, I. I. Read It of tile Hamza, the". 
, e", 

P. ISlA. I. 1. Read I'"f:':r- . .. 
P. 182A, I. 7. So printtd. by Wiistenfeld (Bk. 671, I. 18) ; 

but the metre seems to require ~Li~ without Tanwin. See p. 29, , 

II. 9-10. 

P.187A,I.6. Read "Uk1". 
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AdditioDi a.nd Corrections to the AbbreviatioDi of 
:References. 

* AArb. The A."o,r al'A.raiJi1a by KIAmb, edited by Seybold. 

* ABk. Read CI d. 494l'. 

AI~B. The Shaikh Muwatfa.1,c adDin Abu Mu\1ammad 'ABD 

ALLAT!' Ibn YU!lu! alMau,ili by origin, ALBAGHDIDI by hirth, 

kuown as AL~luT-A.lnml and lB. ALLABBlD, the Grammarian, 

Lesioologlst and Physician (b. 555 or 557, d. 629). 

AMArb. ABU MU'A1uuDa1~asan Ibn Al}.mad alGhuudajini, 

known as ALA~WAD .ALA.'&lBI, the Lexicologist and Genealogist. 

He was lecturing in 428. 

Amd. ABU-LlfiBIH AII;Iaaan Iho Bishr .ALA-KIDI, the Gram

marian (d. 371), auth~r of A.lMdMaliffDa -lM.'ta1if I~ A.,md AlA-

8b'ara. 

AN. ABU-xNADA. Mu\1ammad Ibn A\1mad alGhundajini, the 

Lexieologist and Genealogist. 

* ARI. The GlOil of the Shaikh AVKAD A.JI.Ri,l'{ upon the 

BY, printed in Egypt in 1297. 

* Awl. The Commentary named A."f/.alJ. alMrI,iili'" ita A.ljl,fJ 

lbn Hilik, and commonly called the rafl4i~, by IRab on the 1M, 

printed. iD Egypt in 1804. 

* AWM. The Kitib aZH.'ji6 fl Tal""i, .A.ldba, ttlMag"ri6 

(c.621), by the ijifi, Mubyi-dDin Abu Mul,1a.mmad 'ABD ALWlJ!ID 

Ibn 'Ali atTamiml ALMA.JI.&lx.cSBI, the J' uri.st and HistoriaD 

(6. 081), edited by. Dozy (The History of the Almohadea). 
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* B~r. The BIIU"!lat alMIIltami, fl TiiriU Rijiil ..4"1 dr· 
Andalu, by AB~ JA'UB. Al)mad Ibn Yabya Ibn Abmad IBN 'AJlI

RA Il4-Va.bbl alAndalusi, the Traditionist and Historian (d. fl99) , 

edited by Codera and Ribera. 

* BY. The Commentary of the Shaikh BU~In.t:~ ALYAlIANi 

upon the Liimi!lat al..4l'al by 1M, printed in' Egypt wiLh the 

Gloss of ARf in 1297. 

* Dw. Before" and of Abu Nuwiis" insert" of Ahu-l'Ati

lliya, edited.by one of the Jesuit }'athers at Bairut; of AIKhausi 

edited, with the Elegies of Sixty other Arab Poetesses, by one of the 

Jesuit l'athers at Bairut." 

* Fkhr. The Chronicle entitled .AlA.dii6 a,Sultani..ytl tp(Nl

lJu1IJal alblami,a (c. 701), by Fakhr adDin Mul}ammad Ibn 'Ali 

Ibn TabMaba, known as IBN ATTlIf.TA~l (6. 660 or 650, d. 708j, 

edited by Ahlwardt. 

* I Abr. The li.ifah at'l'akmila IS Kitii,b a,~ila, or, more short

ly, the Tfl/aniltlt o,~ila, by thn f):iiiJ.i and ~ii.fi, Ab? 'Abd Allah 

:Mubammad Ibn' Abd Allah alI)uiJii.'i alAndalusi alBalansi, known 

as IBN ALAsBAR, the Historian and Philologist lb. 595, Ie. 658 or 

659), editecl by Codera, being a supplement to the IBshk. 

* IBshk. The Kita6 o,Sila fi TariH .A'imma al..4ndalul, tec. 

(c. 1)3~·). by the I;Iiifi, Abu-l I)ii.sim Khalaf Ibn 'Abd Al:\Ialik. 

known I\S InN BASIIKuwlL, alA.DlJiri alKhazraji Il.IA.ndalusi al~ur

tubi, tha'TraditioDist and Historian lb. 490 or 493 or 494, d. 571 

- or 578 or 587), edited by Codera, being a. continuation of the IFr. 

* IFr. The Ki/ab TankA 'Ulama aZ..4ndolul by the I~B4i and 

B,ifi, Ahu-lWalid .. or Ahu Mu~ammad,.' Abd Allah Ibn Mu\lam-
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mad Ibu Yusuf alAzdi alAudalusi al~ur~ubi, known as IsH AL

FARA!?I, the celebrated Jurist, Historian, 'l'raditionist and Philo

logist (b. 351, It. 400 or 403), edited by Codem. 

* IKhrd. The Xilab alMa.iilik lOa -lMamali~ by Abu-l~iBiDl 

'Ubaid Allah . Ibn' Abd A tlih IBN KHUltDA DHBA, the Historian 

and Geographer (d. about 800) l edited by De Goeje. 

IMda. The l$:i4i Abu -I' Abbii.s, or Abu Ja'far, Al}.mad. Ibn 'Abd 

ArRal;lmi.n alLakhmi alJayyioi all~ur~ubi, known as IBN MA1?'. 

the Gr~mmariao aod Lexicol,?gist (b. 518, d. 092 01' 598). 

ITlh. Abu Bakr Mubammad IBN TAL\lA. alUmall'i allshbill, 

the PbiJologistand Grammarian (b. 6.Jt5, J. 618). 

IW. One of two Orammarians, fa.ther and soo, distinguished 

in the Index of Proper Names, viiI. 

(I) ADU-LI.IUSAIN Mul;lammad IBN WALLAD, 80 kDl>WU, though 

the real name was AIWalid, at'famimi aIMi,ri, the 

Grammarian (d. 298) j aod 

(2) ADC-L'ABDls Abmad Ibn Mul;lamma~l Ibn AIWalid at

Tamimi alMi~ri alijanafi, know!). as IBN W ALLAD, the 

Grammarian (d. 832). 
• 

* Jrb. The Commentary of the ShaIkh It'akl-.r adDin Al;lmad 

Ibn AII,Iasan -ALJllU.DARDI, denizen of Tabriz, the Grammanan 

(d. 746), upon the SH of IH, cited from a MS, and from extracts 

given in the MASH. 

* Kh. Add fl Also the Commentary (c. ~86) of the same Author 

Uj>OD the 1M, cited froOl extracts given in the S~II 
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Kbtt. Abu Sulaimln ~amd, or AI;unacl, Ibn Mu\lammad aI

:Busti, known as ALKRArrlBI, the J Wist, Traditioniat and Philo

logist (6. 319, d. 886 or B88). 

* KIJ. An Extract from the Kitii6 alK!arlij by Abu-IFaraj 

l$Ul»iJl.A IBN JA'UIl. al BaghdAdi, the Secretary (d. 337), edited. 
by DeGoeje as an Appendix to the IKhrd. 

* LTA. The Kitii6 alLu6a6 flPaldAib . al.J,ui6 (c. 616), an 

Abridgment by lAth from the .J".i6 of the J,Iifi, Taj all&lim 

ABb 8.\'D, or AB~ SA'ID, 'Abd AIKarim Ibn Ab'i Bur :M:ubammad 

atTamimi A.SSAIrl'iNI, or ASSllrl'lNl, al:M:arwazi ashShifi'i, the 

Genealogist l6. 606, tI. 562), cited from a Specimen edited by 

Wiistenfeldt . 

. * MAJh. The Marginal Annotations of N upon the J'h, 

printed in Egypt, with the text of the Jb, in 1282. 

* MASdt .The ~ork called .JIM.'ia". ,_ .J,~a.6 .JH;atlJ 

allma.". .J6" .Jli a'~(Jtl(Jfi, a Biographical Dictionary of the Pupils 

of Sdf, by IAbr, edited by Codera. 

MIl. Abu Bakr, or Abu 'Abd Allah, MUI;IAJUUD IBN I8J;11~ 

Ibn Yasir alIs:W'&8hi alMu~~alibi by enfranchisement, alMadiDi 

(hia grandfather Y aair bavin~ been taken prisoner by Khilid Ibn 

AlWalid from 'Ain atTamr in the year 12, and sent to Abu :Datu 

at AIMadiD&, where he became the freedman of Abu MuJ;lammad , 
or Abu -sSa'ib, ~ais Ibn Makhrama Ibn AIMu~lib Ibn 'Abd 

Manif alI~urasbi alMu~~libi alMakki .. !;Iab_bi), the Biographer,. 

Historian and Traditioniat (tl. 1441 or 160 or 151 or 152 or 168). 

* MINR. The Jlbi" tdI'titlil j' Naitl fl.r Bijil, a Biograpbi. 

cal DiotioD4ty of TnditioDiets, by Db, lit.hographed at Luokuow. 
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Nsf. The Shaikh Najm adDin Ahu ~af, 'Umar Ibn Mu\tam..:. 

bd ANN.i&8A.,1 a8Samar~andi, the Commentator, Traditionist and. 
Glossarist (6.461, d. 537), author of the T'r. 

Self. The ~i4i and (lifi, ABU 'ALi AIJ:lusain Ibn Mul}.ammad. 

ibn Firru Ibn J:layyiln A,SAD.A.ri alAndalusi asSara~usti, known 

as IBN SUltUlLA, the Reader and Traditionist (l. 514). 

Sfw. The Sayyid ~uth aclDin 'lsl Ibn Mu}.lammad alI,IusainI 

A,SUAWi (d. 953), author of & Commentary on the IH. 

* TR. The 'Porajim Ri;ii.l, etc., or Biographies of the Autho

rities cited. by MIl; by Dh, edited by Fischer. 

* Tr. The TtiriU arR",al fIIa-IM.li" by Abu Ja'far Mu}.lam

toad. Ibn Jarir ATTAB.AlI.I (0.224 or 225, d. 310) cit.ed. from the Fifth 

Part edit(ed by Kosegarten, and from the complete edition brought 

ont by De Goeje and others, to which are appended Extracts from 

the D"aie atMud"a1l1a1, a History of the Companions and 

Followers, by the same Author. 

TSh. The l'aba~ a ,"8Aa'a;l, or Cluses of the Poets, by 

MIS and UISh. 

* Also the l'a6a~ a,"81a.'IJrti, or Classes of the Poets, named 
aiso the Kita6 a,"Shi'r fDa-,kSk.'ara, OL' Book of Poetry and the 
Poets, by IKb, cited from a Fragment edited by Rittershauscn. 

* Tsr. The Appendix, styled A~Ta,ri(l. oi Matjmin at7'au1.i~ 
(c. 890), by Kh. to the Aud, cited from extracts given in the Sn and 
the MAd, and from a MS. The A~thor is sometimes called the 
MUfUrib. 

Tr. The l'aUoat, or Tiloae, at'talaba ji-lLug"a by Nsf, Ii. 

Glossary of the words mentioned in the works of the J:lanafi J ul'ists. 

* WIH. The Commentary entitled ..lIIYaft,v"fi SkQr~aIKii.ftid 
by IH upon his own work the Kifiya, cited D'om a liS: 
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CORRECTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL tIS')'. 

lJels No. 196 and Note 2. The proper plac& of ABk, who 
belonged to the Spanish School, and died in 494, is between No. 

109 and No. no. He was pupil of Mkk (96), and tnaster of ISB 

(116). His biography is given by IBahkj but not in the BM. 

- , 
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CONTENTS. 

cation of the da.-the form of the Ii"IJ' is 
generally preserved-elision of the i of 

femininiz"tion-of the ~ of the d •. -and 

Ii. 

Page 

of its' 8"2-8-16 

§ 229. The form of the 'ing. when unaltered in the 

dll.-and when altered-dualization of the 
abbreviakd, when its , is Srd-diiIerent 

opinions on the mode of converting the rad. 

'and the' whose 0./. is unknown-modes 

allowable when the' has two o./,.-duli
zation of the abbreviated when its t is 4th 

". or upwards- ~',\~ -elision of the' in .. " .. 
the duo of the abbt'eviated transcending four 

,,0.... , .... 0 , 

letters- ~,~ and ~~~ - summary 

of tbe rules for cOD\'erting the' of the 

abbreviated in the du.-summary of the 

anomalous £luI. in the abbreviated 

§ 230. The .,. whose final is Harnza are prolonged and 

un prolonged-definition of the prolonged

its Hamza-dualizll tion of the prolongNl 
when its Harnza is ll) snbstituted for the' 

of femininization-{2) rad.-(S) denotative 

of co-ordination anI) (4) converted fl'om a 

f'ad. , or 1.5 - ~L;.L..:.s' and \:.lL;.w-
,," 'ifI"" 

elision of the 'and Hamza of feminilliza

tion-summary of the anomalous dill. in 

the pr,,10nged-de6nition and dualization of 

846-850 

the unprolonged 850-858 
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lii. CONT'INTS. 

Page. 

~ 231. Dualization of the n. arbitrarily curtailed of 

its final-the n. whose J is elided for a 

necessitating cause 808-855. 

§ 232. Dualization of the qua,i-pl. and of the broken, 

but not ultimate, pl.-dualization is easier 

in the qu"si-pl. than in the broken pl.-and 

it not allowable in the ultimate pl. 81>5-856 

§ 238. Number preferrecl in the pre., tI} when two 

parts are literally or ideally pre. to their two 

wholes, (4) if the two wholes be uniform in 

let.ter-the duo disapproved. unless omission 

of dnalization would lead to ambiguity-the 

pi; why preferred to the ""g.-difference 

of opinion as to the number allowable when 

each whole contains more than one of ea('h 

part-Ix. of the du. and pl., and ex. of the 

df'.-(b) if the two wholes be separated by 

a con.-(2) when the pre. is not part of the 

poNt. du.-number of the pron., qual., dm.., 

and the li~e, belonging to the prl. fl. whose 

letter differs from its sense-the ,i"g. sub-

stituted for the du. or pl.-the d •• for the 

""g.-the pl. for the ling. or d •• -ex. of 

the ling. and pl. for the d.. ... 856-861 

CHA'PTER VII.-TIlE PLURAL NOUN. 

§ 2841. De6nition of pluralization-and of "l.-IH'. 
definition of pl.-R's explanation of the 
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CONTENTS. 

9 o~ a ., 80 , 

definition-,+J and~) not pl,., but a..u 
a pl.-classification of pl.-sound pl.-also 

called ~tj'. pl.--mtuc. andjim.- sound pl • 

... ,c.-also called perf. pl. mQ.lc.-.p8tj'. pl. 

fIIa,e.-also called pl. analogous to d •. , and 

pl. with two spellings-predicament of its 

two augments-elision of its \:J-its ,;'ng. 

sound in the final, or unsound-formation of 

this pl. from the sound-the unsound defec- . 

tive, abbreviated, or otherwise unsound-for

mation of this pl. from the otherwise unsound 

-from the defective-from the abbreviated 

-no distinction made by the BB and 1M 

between the abbreviated whose' is (lNg. and 

the abbreviated whose 'is rad.-co-ordi

nation of abbreviated with defective allowed 

when the , is a.g.-or whether the' be a.g. 
or rad.-or necessary when the' is undoubt

edly ".0., disallowed when the f is undoubted
ly rflll., and allowed when the f may be aflg. 

or rad.-predicament of the prolongecl

ring. of this pl. either substantive orep.--a 

proper name, or &n 'p., of III rational being 
-or, in Z's words, of II him that knows II 

-the same conditiops prescribed for this pl. 

as for the d •. , with some additions-addi

tiona! conditions-",. that do not satisfy the 

condition s-80me conditions relaxed or dis-
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Page. 

, J ., 0, ......, ,,0" ""'" " , 
puted-\.:J~Low and \.:J";~-\.:J~~~ ..", ...... ." , 
and \.:J~~-pl •• co-ordinated with perl. 

pl. ma.e.--classification of such co-ordi~tes 
-anomalous pl,. male. with 4-he, and \.:J-
".. , 0 , 

~~ ~-irregular pll. with the, and 
." "" 
\.:J common in. one class of ",.-sometimes 

found in others-all the beings mentioned 

not necessarily ma,e. or rational-duo and 

pt. of proper name, (1) when a synthetic 

com})., if its secOnt] member be (a) injl-,l,) 

uninfl.-(2) when an att. comp.-(3) when a 
duo or a pl. with the, and \.:J-other forms of 

0" "",0, 
du.and pt. of ~~, Rnd of ~ ~ as 

.... I 

a proper name-(4) when a prothetic eomp.-
,,'0 ," 

pll. of'M' ~,and'~ ,~undpl.fem • .. 
-significations of its' and I::J-its lino. 
preserved-but the final i elided in the pl.

formation of this pl. from abbreviated

predicament of prolonged and defective-pl. 
g .. 0.... G .. J-

of ~ or i.4' ,and of~' -of the trit. .. .. 
whose J is elided, the B being put as 

compensation for it-this pl. uniform in 0". 

and acc.-beloDg8 to f,m. substantives and 

,pl.-is regular or confined to hearsay 

-Iem. substantives that regularly have this 

pl.-formation of this pl. from such names 

of letters as end in' -proper nam8#! that 
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universally have this "l. irrespectively of 

their gender-substantives that mostly have 

it-epl. that have it-male. epl. that uni-

versally have it-broken pl.-ita classifica

tion-com~on to rational and irrational. 

substantive and tp., ma.e. and/em.-pl •. of 

Iv 

Page. 

the proper name of a man-and of a woman 

-~I.-number of formations in broken pl. 862-885 

§ 285. Classification of broken pl.-pl. of paucity and 

pt. of multitude-pl. of paucity not a regular 

pl.-its four paradigms-otber paradigms 

sometimes held to he pl •• of paucity-dis

pute whether the two sound pll. are pl. of 

paucity-proof tllat the four paradigms are 

peculiar to paucity-other paradigms (Ill •. 

of multitude-number of such formationt

distinction between pl. of paucity and pl. 

of multitude found only in the eril.-pll. 

common to paucity and multitude-pl. of 

paucity when turned into pl. of multitude 

-each sometimes used instead of the other 

-pl. of paucity subject to many predica-

ments of nng. . .. ••• 

§ 286. The I:J sometimes made the seat of inftection 
in irregular I'll. with the, and I:J-mostly 

in poetry-and not universally in pttj'. pl. 

Male. and its co-ordinate&-but only in 

what is improperly pluralized with the, 

885-888 
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and \,:) as a compensation for a. deficiency

expla.nation of apparent instances to the 
8 

contrary-two dial •• in cat. of ~-two 
"" . 

more mentioned. by 8yt-the 15 or, why 

inseparable from it-this inflection allow
able in prose in irregular p(,. with the, and 

\,:) when used aa proper names-usual 

inflection of dff. and pl. aualogous to it, 

and of their co-ordinates, when used as 
proper names--ez •• -the ~ allowably made 

the seat of inflection when the word has 
not more than seven letters-the , then 

usnally inseparable from the dff., and the 
15 from the pl.-three dial,. in the name 

formed from this pl. a.nd its co-ordinates

criticism. on a.n IZ. cited by R 

§ 287. The nng. generally mentioned, and then its pl. 

-paradigms of nnaugmented tNl. substan

tive-and of its \:roken pl.--some of these 

fOl'mations regular-and the rest anomalous 
80" 

-broken pl •. of (1) J,ai, (a) regular-(b) 

. ." anomalous-(2) J,ai, (a) regular-(b) ano-
8" .. 

malous-pl. of the reduplicated Ju -(8) 
• , 8 ,,, • 0 

Ju -(4) Ju-(&) Ju, (a) regnlar-for-.. .. 
matioDS sometimes used in paucity and multi-

... 8 
tude-(b) &nomalous-(6) J,ai-(7) Ju , ", .. , 
-(8) J.aJ, (a) regular-formation some-

Page. 

888-8941 
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" .. 
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reduplicated-)~ -(5) ~, (a) in 
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a ¥"'* '8,' ... 

of J,a.i -meaning of J,Au or J.,a.i I , ~ . ...... . ' 
and of Jlii -use of ",lou in place of 
8 G~ • 

Jw, and the converse-the latter usage 
anomalous, according to some-dispute 
on thi$P - tJ@'txt $P"l%pJz§ined.~ 

8 , 
dHferenc;z§ in m$PZ§{nmg betZ§{eeli J.s=:u z§z§d 

" 9 c" 
Jw Whel1. z§eed BeZ§0?0? po'eee,or~ 
their form-ez.-80me~meB both used-
8OZ§{etUnee Z§{;ly 

9 c" 
JWwhy 

sai4t to 1. the; eel. =. __ nHW" efIAtiIz§,1J'UI'z;e
able from act. part. and intensive form there-

, ,:0 ""m, 0:0 m"". ,s,:? 

of-.~ ~ and 1tA4J ~ - ~U J.u 
9 .. 

- J.u also used in Bense of reI. leo 

-Bense of ret. n. found in act. part. of 
or z§nd in 

three intensive forms of act. part.;--opinic;D 
€&.... ,,9..,. '- 9 ' 

of Khl on it ~~ i ";"!J.C and l!'1S' ~u, -
evidentiary verse-this verse alluded. to by 

Z-otber explanations of ~U; and "1''' -
9 00 = co 

JI,.a..u and ~ also used. as rel. .,.-
, ..,.. +m 

some of foregoing formations extensively 
US0?%i-bd ;t4)ne 1begtdar=ihis the z§pilliz§n 

of b- JL:i 1'e'gtzJa1be &C0?%1brdiz§ii M};=-
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duo (R, BS), a E!ynecdoche being meant to be understo~d, 
, , t",. G , , " , J, ... , , '" 

as .rt'~ ~He cut off his penis and .~ &.lit ~JtJ.i 

God cut off his two testicles! (R) ; and the substitutions of 

the sing. and pl. for the,du. are combined in the saying 

of the Hudhali [Abu Dhu'aib (N)] 
, , 0 '" 8' ,,0, 0" .", "",, 15 .. , , ,,, 0, , ..... .,...... 1 e');; )~ ~ ~~ ~ • 4a1~ ~Is' ,..~ ~u 

Then the eye after the death of them is as though its 

blacks wel'e put out with thorns, so that they are blind, 

shedding ·tears (BS). 

113 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THE P L U R A L N 0 U N • 

... 
§ 234. Pluralization is the additiGn of a thing to mGre 

than (Gne Gf'] it (IY). The pl. is a fGrm constructed to 

indicate number exceeding two (AArb). It is that [no 
(Jm)] which indicates [an aggregate of (Jm)] units 
intended [and indicated (R)] by the letters of its sing. with 

SGme alteration (IH), either apparent or assumed, in thGse 

letters. The apparent [alteration] is [produced] by con-
, , ., • 0 ," • 

sGnants, as in ~~ ; or vGwels, as In~' ; Gr bGth, as In 

~) and j;;: : and the assumed alteration is like [that 

in J ~~ [246J and ~ [beIGw], which in the sing. are , 
8 .. 80' 8.1 0., 

like )~ and J.Ai ; and in the pl. are like J~) and ~ , 
the vGwels and aug. conSGnant being assumed to be 
different from the [corresPGnding] v()wels and consGnant 

8·.... • • , 
of the 81,ng. (R). Such as rJ [254] and~) [257] are 
nGt pis., accGrding to. the soundest [opiniGn, which is 
that of S ; but the first is a generic n., and the secGnd. 

• • .J 

a quasi-pl. (Jm)}: w.hile such as .iUJ [beIGw] is a pl. 

(IH). The pl. is [Gf two. kinds (IY, Jm),] so.und and 

brGken (JY, IH). The sound pl. is that pl. whGse 

81,'ng. is n()t altered except by affixion of the sign 

of the pl. to its final (R). The sound is alSo. called 
perf. pl., because the form Gf its sing. is presened 

frGm alteration (IY). The sound (pl. (IY, Jm)] is [Gf 
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( 863 ) 

two kinds {I Y),] masc. and lem. (IY,IH). The [sound pl. 
(Jm)] ma,c. is that [pl.] ·tothefinal [of the ,ing. (Jm)] 
of which [in the nom. (Jm)] a, preceded by :pamm, or 
[in the acc. and gen. (Jm)] a 1.5 preceded by K~sr, and 
[in all three cases] a I.:) pronounced with Fatl}, are affixed, 
in order that it may indicate that the [ ,ing. of(Jm)] it is 
accompanied by more than it (IH) of its kind (Jm). This 
pl. is [also] called PBf". pl. male., because the formation of 
its ring. is preserved (A). The par/. pl. malc. is what 
indicates more than two, while the formation of its ,ing. 
is preserved (Fk), literally and constructi vely ; so that 
the broken pl., the ,ing. of which is altered literally, like 
~l' or constructively, like ~.;; ~ [231], is excluded 
(Y8). It is also called (1) pl. analogous to the duo 
(IY, A), because its first part is preserved, as in the 
duo [235] (Iy), [or] because each of them is infl. with 
an unsound letter followed by a I.:) that is elided [16] be
cause of prothesis [below] (A) ; (2) pl. with two spellings, 
because it is sometimes [spelt] with the ,and ~ , and some
times with the 1.5 and I.:) (IY). The.predicamentofthe two 

,.' 0' 
augments in I.:)~ is the counterpart of their predica-

ment in ~~ [228]; the first being a sign of the addition 
of two or more to the .ing., and the second a compensation 
for the two things (M), the vowel and Tanwin in the li'lg. 
[110,236] (IY). The I.:) is elided (1) on account of 
prothesis [110] (M, IH) ; (2) by poetic license, as in the 
duo [228] ; (3) for abridgment of the conj., as 

I lka.'\ r~l); ~ ~ .. J~ • oJ !~~.;;rs;~ ~T, 
(by'Amr Ibn Imra al\Uis alKbazrajr, & heathen, an
eestor of 'Abd Allah Ibn Rawal},a, And (we are) tl,s!! 
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that gua,.d the breach of the t,.ibe, so that a cause o/,.e. 
proach for neglect of their frontier comes not to tll,em from 
69hind them (AKB)J : and is sometimes dropped before a 
q\liescent J in a case of choice, as in the anomalous reading 

~''''~'J.;jr~ro ~1 XXXVII.:31. Verily yelhall taste 

tlte grievous chlUtisement, by assimilation to the Tanwln 
in such as 

~r~~;~~" ~6.;. ~ '"!!~ ~iJ~ 
(R),froma Rajazcited by AZ in his Nawtidirintwoplaces, 
in the first of which he says that it is by a woman of tb'e 
Bann 'Amir, and in the second that it is by a W'omanof the 
Bann 'U~ail boasting of her maternal uncles of AIYaman, 
Ifaida is my maternal uncle, and LaM!, and 'Ali, and 
Ifatim a!"(J'i, the lavilh beBtower of the hundred or hun-

-,.L... "" 
dreds [316J (AKB;, like e" KlJ't'~~, [609J (K,B). The 

sing. of the perf. pl. male. is either. sound [in the final] 
or not (R). The [Bing.] sound in the final has the sign 

[of the pl.] affixed to it without alteration, as ~,~) from 

~) (IA). The unsound is defectjve, abbreviated, or other
wise unsound. That which is otherwise unsound is in the 

, '0" , '0... I 1 
predicament of the sound, as ~~ and ~,,.,~ in the caS8 

8 0 , 8 0 , • • I 

of the rational being named ~ and;,J~ (R). The ~ of 
the defective is elided in this pl. with its Kasra [before it 
(Sn)]; and what precedes the, is then pronounced with 

:pamm, and what precedes the ~ -with Kasr, as 0~Wr;C; 
, .... 0...' ....... 

and ~W, ~~ [720J. The' of the abbreviated is 

elided because of the concurrence of two quiescents, [the 
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abbre9iat&d t and the, or \$ of the pl. (Sn)] ; wllile the 
Fat1;ta before the elided t is retained as a notification of 

,. • , •• 0 .. " •• , 

what is elided, vid. the t , as I.:)~'t'~' , III. 1 SS. When 
!lB are lAB I'Uperiorl and XXXVIII. 47. [115]. The 
looseness of 1M's language implies that there is no differ
ence in what has been mentioned between the abbreviated ,., 
whose' is aug., [like ~ when used as a name (Sn) for a 

'" '" ", 0 

male,] and the abbreviated whose' is unaug., [like ~ b.tG., ~ 
(Sn,] ; and this is the opinion of the BB(A). TheKK allow 
the [abbreviated] possessed of the aug. t to be coordinated 

"" 0 '" 0 

with the defective, saying I.:)~ with :pamm, and ~, 
; '" , '" 

with Kasr of the U" (R). As for the KK, it is transmitted 
from them that they allow what precedes the, and 1.5 to be 
pronounced with :pamm and Kasrrespective]y, without 
restriction [of augmentativeness in the' ] : while 1M [in 
the CT (Sn)1 transmits this pronunciation from them [ as 
necessary (Sn>] in the case of the [non.foreign (Sn) abbre
viated] possessed of the aug. t, [because it is the non
foreign the augmentativeness of whose aug. 'is known 

(Sn),] like ~ when used as a name [for a male; contrary 
tothe rad. f, before which the retention of the Fat1)a is neees· 
sary according to them, because the solicitude for the ,.ad. 
is stron~er than the solicitllde for the aug. (Sn ] : he says 

in the CT "and, if the abbreviated be foreign, like ~ , . 

they allow both pronunciations, because its' may be aug. 
or unaug." The predicament of the prolonged is exact-

. . ,,. ~, 

ly the same as in the Qu. [280] : so that you say 1.:),;(;;, 
with the Hamza sounded true from :~;, and ~,;~;;.. 
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'_ .... 0, : 

with the, from ~~ when a proper name for a male; 

and both pronouneiations, [the Hamza sounded true and 

the, (Sn),J are ~lowable in [the pis. of] such as ~ 

and iW"-when proper names for a male (A). What is .. 
pluralized with this pl. is [of two kinds (IA),J substantive 
and ep. (lA, A). This pl. is found [only (IY, MAd)J in 
the proper names and ep •• of rational beings (IY, Sh), as 

" '0;; ." , , 0 '0 

\:)~;Jf The ZaidI and \:)~, Tho projlJ88o'r' 01 ~ll"ilm. 

Z says" That [pl.] which is [formed] with the, and \:J 

belongs to him that knows, in his ep •• and proper names," • 
not" to him that reasons," because this pl. is applied to 
the Ancient (extolled be His perfection I), as LI.4S. [413] 
and LVI. 59. [543], which is frequent; so that Z deviates 
from prescribing reason as a condition to [prescribing] 
.knowledge, since the Creator is characterized by know
ledge, not by reason: and Z says" to him that knows," 
not" to the possessors of knowledge," because the Crea
tor (extolled be His perfection!) is knowing by Himself, 
not by means of knowledge in His possession (IY). The 
Bame conditions are prescribed for this pl. as for the duo 
(228], with an addition, that its 8ing. be (l)a proper name 
for a rational male, devoid of the Ii of femininization other 

, ". , " 
than the i of[ such as (YS)] i~ and ~ [below J when proper .. 
names: (2) an ep. of a rational male, devoid of the i of 
. femininization, [but] susceptible of it [in the font.] ; or [not 
susceptible of it, but (vS)J indicative of superiority [356] 
(Fk). Its [additional] conditions are [therefore] of two 

.kinds, (I) common to substantives and ep,., vide (a) being 
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denuded of the i of femininization; (b) being [ denotative 
of] a possessor of knowledge : (2) peculiar (a) to sub· 
stantives, vide the quality of proper name; (b) to eps., vida 
susceptibility of the s of femininization [in the fem.]; 

though the :,.:.., of superiority deviates from this rule, I 

being pluralized with the , and ~ notwithstanding that 
the S is not affixed to it (R). Such [ns,] then as the fol
loVting are not pluralized with the, and ~ (R, Fk) :-

~" "~ (1) among substantives (R), (a)~) [1]; (b) ~) [18] 

(Fk) j (c) ~r (R) [and] ~f; [6] (Fk) ; (d) ~ [18] 
0" "0;- ", 

(R, Fk) ; (e) ,!':!,.n '':: [4] and Irsu up (Fk), a name of a 

man (lYon §. 4) : (2) among epl. (R), (a) ~r.;. [268] .. 
(Fk) ; (b) [~:' in]~:' ;; A long-6orlied horse (R), 

[and] ~L: (Fk) when tp. of a~ irrational [object] (YS) ; .. 
(c) ~~ [265] (H, Fk) j (d) 2..f. and ;;.~ [269J j (e) 

" ..... 0, ',0. 
~~ l272]; (f)~' [273] (Fk). But [some oftLese 
conditions are relaxed or disputed, for] (1) the dim. 

. stands in the place of the ep.,. [because it indicates C01~. 

tempt and the like, according to the context (Sn),] as J;;; 
..... '0.,,' 

[25], pl. ~~) (A): (2) the substantive possessed of the 
, '" 0., 

i (R), such as ~ (A), may be pluralized with the, and 

~ according to the KK (R, A), who allow ~~ with ' 
quiescence of the e of the word; and to IK, who allows 

., , ., , • I 

~~ With Fatl}. of the e by analogy to the pl. with the 
t and I:.' [240] : but what they say is contrary to usage, as 

.. ( ".00 " 0 , , ,. 0 , ", ."., II. ,.,., .. "!J..... .". 
\::.Jl...s1.wt ~ ..• 1 j' r~ ~ • LIo.,.u.) ~, M.Jf ~ 

, ...., • """ 1- :;> 
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[by 'Ubaid Allah Ibn :{rais ar RuJ,cayyat, God have mercy 
"pon bones that they /,afJe buried in 8ijisldfl, the 'fall}a of 
the l'all}asl (AKB)] ; andto analogy, because their elision 
of the I is a suppression without anything to indicate it 
[11 and, if allowable in the substantive, would be allowed 

in the ep., as ~,;~, which is not alIowable by common 
consent (R) : (3) the tnl. in which the I of femininization 
. , '" '".' 
is made a compensation for its u, as I~, or its J, as ~ 

[above], when made a proper name, is excepted from [the 
prohibition appiied to] what contains the I, for it may be 
pluralized with this pl., [according to the majority; while 
Mb disallows this, and requires it to be pluralized in 

o ' such a form as I::.t'~ (Sn)] : (4:) some allow the synthe-, 
tic compo to be pluralized with this pl. (A), unrestrictedly : 

0" 

or, .as is said, ifitend in ~" in which case the sign is said 
. '" '0,., 
to be affixed to its fioal, as ~*-~ [below] ; or to tbe , , 
first member, the second being elided, as ~,"H :':" (Sn) : (5) 

objects not possessed of knowledie are sometimes assimi
lated to beings possessed ef knowledge in the eps., when 
the inJ. RI. of those epl. are [denotative of] acts of beings 

p088e1sed of knowledge, as ~!~:n; I i';l1XLI.IO. W, [the 

heaven and the earth] hafJs come, obedient, XX VI. 3. 

[44:9], and XII. 4:. [44:2] ; and like it in the v. is IS! ~ 
~,; e':; 's!li XXXVI. 40. And all of them [the 'U", 
moon, and stara] Bwim in a firmament (R): (6) the KKdo 
not prescribe the condition that the tp. should not be of com-

, mon gender, citing as evidence i" ~ lSc}Jf~ [571] ;. for 
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~~ is one of the common ep,., which do not receive the S , " 

when femininization is intended, because they are applied 
to the male. aodfem. in one form: but the KK have no 
proof in the verse, because it is anomalous (A) : (7) since ,Ii , ., 8 <II • 9' ~ I. ' , .,&,)..a and I't.~!, in accordance with ~~ and II~ res-
pectively, occur extraordinarily among the 6P', of com-

"" ~,. 
mon gender, some say that ~,,~ and ~,..!~ are allow-
able; but this is analogy, not hearsay, as S says of 
",0, 8 , • ., 

~~l,;.w[below] :(8) the ep.offiverad. letters, like~ 'Cla tl), 

deviates (rom this rule; for it is of common gender, not
withstandi~gthat:'';~ .;;~is said [245]: (9) IK allows 
,'.,0, ." ', •• 
~,.;~ and ~,~, [below J, citing as evidence 

, ,.s ", •• ,~, , "'"0,,,,, 
li:!~,-" ~~, J;?~ • )}'r! ~ ~l.4 ~~, W 

[by l.IakIm alA 'war Ibn I Ayyaah alKalbl, one of the poets 
of Syria, satirizing Mu«J,ar, and accusing the wife of 
AIK~mait Ibn Zaid of misconduct with the keepers of the 
prison, when he had fled from it in her clothes, leaving 
her in his place, Then thB daughter, of tl,e Banu Nizilr 
(the father of Muc}.ar) have not found husbands, red and 
black (AKB)]; but, according to others, "this [versf'] is 

, , ., 0" 

anomalous. S allows by analogy, not by hearsay, ~,.;l,;.w 
[aboveJ, because [the 8~ng. of] it is susceptible ofthe"S 

0 .... , 0" , , "., 

[in the fBm.J, as ilL-w ; and similarly ~~, because 
9'- ".. , 

theysayil~ [18J: S says "They do not say that," because 
, 0, 

the general nde in the ep. ~"j..AJ is that the i should not 
8 .... " 0, 8'" ., 0... • 

be aflixed to it, so that ilL.~ and il~ are, as It were, 
anomalous; and therefore it is better that they should not 
be pillralized with this pl., in accordance with the gene-

114" 
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~' ..... ' • ,',OJ 
ral rule. But ,=,,-l~ n"ked and ~..tl~ lank·heZlied 
are allowable bycommon consent, because the genernl rule .... 0, . 
of the ep. 1.:J..'j,u with :pamm of the \oJ is not non·affixion 

of the i (R). The perf. pl. maIo. is that in which the 
formation of the ring. is preserved, and in which the con
ditions before mentioned are found ; and therefore that 
(pl. with the, and ~] which has no Sinll. of its form, or 
has a .ing. not fulfilling the conditions, is not a perf. pl. 
ma,o., but is coordinated with it [in inflection] (IA). ~he 

coordinates of the perf. pl. mtuc. in its inflection [16] are 
of four sorts, (1) q'Uari·pl. n •. , vide thosewhichhaveuo.in,. 

,~ , .... 
of their form, whence (a) ,J,' [below], i. q. ,-:,~" a 
lJuari-pl. having no Bing. of its form, but [only] of its 
,~ , 

sense, vide ,~, [contrary' to ,,~ , which is really pl. of ,~ 

(YS)], as ~~ .. ~; ,;;. ~ !;~,'T; ~~ 9-~i;r,.;,t ~ti j; 
XXIV. 22. .And let not the pOBBeBBor. of uhundance 
among you, and 01 mean" ,wear that they ""ill ("ot) gifJ' 

'.'" o. '" r .. I • 
tlnto kindred, [i. e., '~J'=! ~ ~, ~ (B),] and ~~ ~ ,=,' 

....... ~ .. 0 , .' 

'7~'~'~ ~r~XXXIX. 22. Vnily in thaI is on ad-.. , . 
monition for the p08ltBBor, of underBlandi"K' : (b) ~,~ 

[below], a qua,i·pl., 1;t,; not being its ,i",., otherwise it 
would be applicable to thirty, because the pl. must be appli-

, ' .... " 
cable to three qWlntitieB of the Bing., and ~,~ with Fat\l, 
of the e and IJ. would necessarily be said ; and its sisters 

from ~,lli to ~:,:,;, the last included : (c) ~;Jt,; [below], 
0 ..... ., ,. " .... 

a qua,i.pl. of ~, not a pl. of it, because ~~ is peculiar 
J,- ,0 

to the rational, whereas rJW, TI,e World or UnivBrH is 
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a. proper name for the rational and irrational, and t.he pl. 
is not more peculiar than its sing. : this 'is the saying of 
1M and his followers; but, according to what others 
say, it is a sound pl. that does not satisfy the conditions, 
because ~ is a generic n.~ and is not a proper name nor" 
an ep. : (~) sound pl8. that do not satisfy the conditions, 
whence ;,# [below] pl. of j,.;i, and ~~,; pl. of ~,; 
heavy ,-ain, beoaus8 they are neither proper names nor 
eps. : (3) broken pis., vid. those [pis.J in which the forma
tion of their sing. 1s not preserved, whence (a) .;;;} 
[below] pl. of J;r, which is pluralized with this pl. 
because it is sometimes employed on an occasion of great 
moment, [and, says IBsh (in the Sh), may be pronounced 
with quiescence of the) in poetry (YS),J as 
,., ,..,., 9 '" ", ."., ,. , ,..... ..,. ,. , 

r~'~'IJ~,-:,,!~;.~tJJD. ~~~li~l~~)Y'~c.UJ 
t As~redl!l the people of the lands shouted when, tl,ere 
stood up, from tlte Ban,), Ha .lad, a peacl,er above the 

boards ofa pulpit (MAd)]: (b) ~h [below], pl. ofi,,::, 
the J of which is a , or I, because they say ill the pl. 
8'" 8'" J. 

\;I'~ [below] or 1::.)4-'-, and because the v. is ...:.:.> ~t.:. , ., , , ., , ,...... , 
or ~L.;." and ~L..., is mg. ~L.;., [727J; and its cat. 
[244], vid. every pl. of a tril. the J of which is elided, the I 
of femininization being made a compensation for it, and 
which has no broken pl. [infl. with vowels (YS)], like i~ 

, , • ." ..' 8 ..... , 

pl. ~r; and ~ pl. I.:J~' contrary to such as (a) i~ , 
. l' . (b) 9' d 0 ... because there IS no e 1810n ; i~ an il), because the 

9.... 9.... " 

elided is the \oJ [below]; (c) ~ and ~o), because there is no 
... ,. ". ,. 

compensation, while I.:J,-?' (below] and ~~, are anomalous; 
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90 9 • -.~ 

(d) ~1 [667] and ~ [689], because the compensation' 
o .... 8; .... 

is not the I; (e) i~ and u.:. [below], because they have a 

broken pl. [infl. with vowels], vide :I~.t and ;1 j.t. [260]: (0) ... , 
~ " 9 • 
~~ [below]pl. of ~, : (4) perf. pls. mase. or their co-ordi-

... 
, 0" 

nates used as [proper] names, whence (a) ~,~> when a 
, " proper name [of a man] ; (b) ~~ [below], a name for 

the Hig/test part of Pmoailise [236], which is orig. pt. of 

~ with Kasr of the \oJ , its measure being J !~! f~om 
#t (Fk), but does not satisfy the conditions, because its 
soing. is neither a proper name nor an ep., 80 that it is 
co-ordinated with the pl. before it is made a proper name 
(YS). Anomalous pls. mase, with the , and ~ are 

,. I o .. ~ 0 

numerous, whence (1) ~~, [286], as 
.. f ~'" ,.,0 .. " ..... £. ., • " • ,..., ... , .... J • '"'' 

~ ~~~, lJo~' ~~ • ~ \.Al ~f ~W ~> 
[by Bulmi {or Salma. (AKB) J Ibn Babi'a, of the Banu-s 
Sid tIbn Milik Ibn Bakr Ibn Sa'd (AKB)} Ibn :pabba, 
T1(/mi/4ir aBSe1'ts that, if I die, her '!Ioungest little sons 
will stop my gap, i. e., fill my place (T,AKB)], which, ac-

... ,. '0. . 
oording to the BB, is pl. of ~, dim. of~' assumed, -I,.. .... .• 
on the measure of J.aJ' , like ~, ; so that, according to 
them, it is anomalous as being pl. of a dim. whose no,,
dim. does not exist: while the KK say tha.t it is pl. of 
0"'''. ~ ...0... 
~, d1.m. of~' assumed, WhlCh 18 pl. of ~!, lIke J~' 
... - -
pl. of;';;; so that, according to them, it is anomalous in 
two ways, its being a pl. of a dim. whose non-dim. does 

not exist, and the occurrence of ~T as pl. of JZ J [because 
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~~ is orig. ~ or ~ (KF),] which is anomalous, like 
., •• • ,.. 0... ... a ...... 
~, and ~, as pls. of ~ and ~i. [237] : but Jh says 

• • II .". • • 
that it IS anomalous as be10g pl. of ~, d'tm. of ~f, by ... 
making the conj. Hamza disj. [669]; and AU says that 
- ." , .... ..... , ..... , ." .... 1, 

it is an irregular dim. of ~~: (2) ~,.~&) and ~,~ , 'T?' 
[285] in . 

, ., ..... f ... , , ." 
~~~,~~~~ 

,..... "'4 

(;.,,&.~... I ~;1i • ~·f'" ..... ~ 1 t ~1 " ... , I:J.. •• !\, ~ 'ifI" _..... ....'., 

[from a Rajaz cited by AU d, whose author is not known, 
They hat'e drunk, e.'ooept the little young camels, except 
thirty and forty, little young she-camels and little 

8 .... , 

young he-camels (AKB»), for the first is pl. of I~') 
9 , .... 

dim. of I'~&), which means young camels, [and these 
are irrational objects] : while the second, according to 

, .... J, , .... s ., •• 
the BB, is pl. of b' dim. of ,4' assumed, like~" 
so that it is anomalous in two ways, its being [plural
ized] with the , and ~ in the case of irrational objects, 
and its being pl. of a dim. of an assumed non-dim.: 

but, according to the KK, it is pl. of the dim. of ;;;r 
pl. of ~ ~ young ~e-came!; so that it is. anomalous 
only as be10g pluralized With the, and ~ [10 the case 

• • ..... , 0" ,f.. 
of irrational obJects1 like ~,.~&): (3) ,1,' [above], 

, '" ,. 
which is a heteromorphous pl. of ,~ : (4) ~~ (above], 
which is a name for the Record of Good [236]:'as appar-

• • • 8 ,., • ~ 

ently expounded by God 10 HIS saymg &;-0 ~Uf 
LXXXIII. 20. A written book; and, according to this, 
there is no anomaly in it, because it is a proper name 
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transferred from the pl. of the rel. n. of i.;~, which .... 
r ..... 

means an upper chamber: whereas, if we say that ~~ 

".-is not a proper Dame, hut is pl. of ~, and is not a ,·el. 
n. of it, but means elevated places, it is' ;nomalous from the 
want of masculinization and reason; and in that case the 

J., ",. , " 
full phrase in LXXXII J. 20. is ('ii;A 't~ 'r.1'~ (Tlte 
places oJ) a written book, by suppression of the pre. 11.. : 

, '" ,0, 
(5) ~,JW' [above], because it is neither an ep. nor a 

" '''. proper name: (6) ~,.tsD' [above] because it is not [a pro-
per name or] an ep.; while in 

$; iG~; J,jC:; ~;r; • ~ ~!~ ~Pt ;Z,~ ~; 
[by AshShanfara, a ~abtini heathen poet of AIAzd, 
A nd I !"ave leins/olk other than you, a swift wolf, and a 
'sleek leopard, and a shaggy-necked beast, a she-hyama 
(A KB),] it is pluralized with the, and \:J notwithstand
ing the irrationality [of the animals mentioned (BS)], 
because the poet makes the wolf, len pard, and she-hymna 

the substitute for his kinsfolk: (7) ~~r[above], where 
the ) is pronounced with Fatl}. either because the , and \:J 

stand in the place of the , and I:J, so that it is as though 
:"lAf [241] were said, or to intimate that it is not really , , ,' .. 
a sound pl. j and the) of ~,.-6)' may be made quiescent: 

., , • , , • , '. , '11 

(8) ~,~ to ~~[above] : (9) '-!)r.' [above], '-!),., I and 
, ,.... . 

.~,;.- , which are anomalous, because they are neither 
epa. nor proper names; whereas [ ,~ in] J~ ,~ is an ep. : 

I * 
. , " .' '. 

(10) ~,.4 [above], because by rule It ought to be ~,.4' ; , .. 
and it is pluralized according to the o. j. of ;;, , vid. ;Z .. 
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[689], by elision of the J as clean fo~otlen : (11) their 

saying ~~4;r~ ~;4 Thou had B~tremBlfJ distrB88Bd 

u. and ~ t~;';lJ'i with :pamm of the \oJ in both, and 
"", .... ,., ,. 

~';'~, ~ ~t!' I BzperiBne,d from kim, or it, disaster • 
• ,. ,e,. 

with :pamm and ~a8r of the u, and similarly ~~, , 
all of which mean calamilie, and dislrefl" ; and their say. 
ing ~~ ~;f The lion of '7jirr1,n or .d lion of lion. may· 

be an anomaly of this cat., the ~ being made the seat of 
inflection [236J (R). A poet [of the Banu Janib of Bal
~n (MN)] says [to his wife] about a son of his [by a 
handmaiden (MN)] 

~;;: ~,;s ~~ .;J; • t;.~ ~1 d ~ ~ ~J;; j . 
[Upbraid me not ahout Qrmdu; : ",dly Qunduj and thB 
lion o/'l/irrin ar, equalhelore me I (liN)] ; and they say _ .~ , ~ .. 
in the tyrOfJ. ~~ ~t.J ~~, BrnfJBr than th, lion of 
'ljirrin or than a lion o/lions, cited by As and others: 

some say that ~I! is [a name of (MN)] a place [e,',. 
MaUd for huge liotl. (MN)] ; but ~~ may be pl. of ~ 

....... ." 

[236] meaning the lion, because he 0~ ~ throUJs "'B 
I adversary down in the dust, so that thifl expression is like 

e~ t ... " t e" 
their sayings ~,~, and~,eJ ~ : and this verse is .. .. 
related with Tanwln ; but the provo with Fatl.t of the ~, 
not otherwise ,T). The pl. with the, and,=, is common, 
notwithstanding that it is irregular, in those flI. which 
have no broken pl., and in which the i of femininization 
preceded by Fatl.t is made a compensation for their J, the 
initials of some of these pis. being altered as an intima-
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tion that they are not really sound pll. : thus, in the CAse 

of the n. pronounced with Fatl}. of the u , like Ii.:, , they , , , 
say 0~ [above J with Kasr ofit ; while 0~ with pamm 

of it occurs, but is rare : and, in the case of the ft. pro
Dounced with :pamm of the u, Kasr occurs with :pamm, , , , , . 
like 0~ and 0~ ; though it is not unIversal, since KaSl 

, , " 
has not been heard in 0~ and 0,1' : but in the case or 

. the n. pronounced with Kasr of the u , no alteration has , , 
been heard, as 0~ and 0~ [244J. And some-

times the like of this pl. occurs in the case of (1) 
J"! ' , 

the ft. which has a broken pl. also, like ~ pis. 0.r.J 
and ~Gi: (2) the ~ whose u is elided [above], a; 
.... , J"" • 
ii) pl. 0,.) and lie>..! pl. 0,~ : (3) the ft. whose J IS con-

v;rted int~ " like It:tt and lUi: but [in forming the pl.] its 
J is ~lided as clean forgotten, so that 0,%t and 0,a are 

.,JI. .",., 
said ; whereas, if their J s were reghrded, 0~' and 0"u 

.,,,0, 
would be aaid, like 0,.u.~' [above], because after the elision 
of the i fin the ling.] they are abbreviated : and in 
accordance with this the poet [AI Kumait Ibn Zaid (AKB)] 
says, [satirizing the people of AIYaman (AKB),] 

., ,.". 'fa. ~' ',.s" •• '- ",. 
~,c)tJ' ~ ~\, . ,. ~lja .... ' aJ~ .~,~ ."., ..,.,,. ",'-5;.--

[Then f'mean not hy that, i.e., by my satirizing you, !lour 
lowest; but 1 mean by it tke Dhu'I, i.e., the Kings of 
AIYaman Damed Dhil Yazan, Dhil JadaD, Dhil Nuwis, 
and the like (AKB)]; whereas, if the J were regarded, 

., .... 1> •• , 

he would say ~jJJf, like ~, because,~ is pro-
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bounced with Fatl} of the e according to S, [its o./., says 
ABZ, being ,;~, like Ui (AKB)]: (4, the reduplicated, 
I'k~'" ~... II .... 
I e 0,),1 ge~,e and 0,~ .tony t,.act, ; while 0,~1 with 

Fat{t aud Kasr of the Hamza is transmitted from Y: 

some say that ~occurs in the Bing. ; and some that it 
does not, but that the Hamza is added in the pl. as an 
intimation of its being irrego.lar. The masc. gender . 
prevails over the (em., so that it suffices for some [of the 

, , , ., II .000 .... 00"", 

beings mentioned] to be maBC., as 0~JLo I:.J'~" ~ 

Zaid and the Hind. are strikinK ; aud similarly reason in 
, 0" ,0 ...... 00 .... 

Bome of them, is sufficient, as 0# ~" ~)ZairJantl 
the Q,8'I!' are approachinlf. The compo proper name whose 
1st member is uninll. because of the composition 

. .,,0 .... 
may, if its 2nd member be not ,minjl., as in ~ and 
'" 0 ... 

+-~ [215], be dualized [228] and pluralized, as 
G ." ..... 0.... • " ..... 0 .... 

1;)' ~~ and 0~", be~ause the two members are 
like' an in". word. If, however, the 2nd member be 

", ,,0, 
uninJl. because of the composition, as in ~ ~ , 

0 ... , 

or of something else, as in ~~, the rule is that 
."" ' .... 
~~ "~ and ,,~ The two p088e8l0rB, and The P08l6880"', 

of the name ~ihawaih [122], should be sa.id, and simi~arly 

;.;,; i;.:;;' ,;~ and ,;~ ; just as in the case of props. used as 

names ~ ~li (,~ and ,;~ are said by common consent, 
, "...... , ." ... ,.... , .... , . . 

and lJDu;i yLt. u1,~ and I:.J',~, because props. must be ImI-

tated, 80 that the sign of the duo and pi is not affixed to 
the~. And similarly in the case of the duo and pl. [with 
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the, and ~] used as names, when you do not make their 
0" 0 J ,,, 

two ~8 the seat of inflection [236], you must say ~ ~ ',~ 
... 

o , 0 , ',. 0." 0 , 

[or ~ .. ] and~ '''~ [or ~~] in order that 
tfI',. "..,.... .,. 

two inflections with the consonant may not be combined at 
". .".. , , 0." .. ." 

the end of the n. But Mb allows ~L..,~ and 0J+.!~' 
\ .," 
[above], notwithstanding the uninflectedness of the 2nd 

• .'" .,., "'" ., 0, 

member; and ought to allow the lIke In ~ ~ when 
a proper name. The prothetic compo proper name has its 

. ", .,., " ' . ., 
pre. n. dualized and pluralized, as uu.;.,~ and uu... ,~: 

, * * 
and, when it is 'a surname, the pre. and post. ft,. may be 

dualized [and pluralized] together, as ~c>.;;rt .;;, and 
Oli.. , ..... 

~~:1'f~, ; though here also it is better to restrict 

oneself to dualization and pluralization of the pre. As 
: ,,. '0 ".". , 

for the pl. off¥ ~~ and ,~,~, whether proper names 
, '- ,~ 

or not, (1) if they denote a rational being, you say'J,s" y.., 
, and ,JS' ,;5 or ,J,? ~U;j and leli ~T;~r: (2) if not, theD, 

J'" '0 II!' II! '" whether they have a fem. IJ,S' ~ and' 'c,).( \::I'~, as .. 
~, it ' 0 , 1 if' 0 , ., , ~...... '.. J~'-

~,~! and ~~,t,::.J ~ and ~~ ,~~ and \::It~ uu 
, 0, 0 , 0 , 0 ..... ,.. , 

, ~,or have not, as "!'J'! ~! and !~.,~ [below), 

they are pluralized in the forms tl? ~~ t as ~,.;lX ~lJi 

[below] and ~~ ~U;, and 'If ~,;S, as ¢!~ ~';5 ~ 
He-camel, having long hai" under the lower jaw 

I , 0,04 , ,., 

[below1 and ~~ \::It,~, because irrational objects are 
o ",,, ' ......... 

coordinated with, the/em. in the pl., as ~ r~~ [210}; 
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- -o ~ 0, ., 

but Akh transmits ~r; ~ and ~ ~ also, from regard 

to the letter of~!, even thQugh it be irrational: the 

poet says eX It;;-':;t:.,S1 [161], as though he made itapl .. 
• , , 0 

of ~ \.:H' ,although the latter is not used (R). The 
to ' 

[sound pl. (R,Jm)] !6m. is that [pl. (Jm)] to tbe final 
[of the ring. (Jm)] of which an' and a ~ are affixed 
(IB). The GG dispute about this' and ~: lome of the 
ancients say that the ~ denotes pluraliz!Jtion and/emini
niza/ion, the' being introduced to distinguish the pl. from 
the ring.; and some say that the~ denotesfimininization, 
and the' pluraliz!Jtion ; but most hold that the' and 1::.1 

denote pluralizalion andJemininization without distinc
tion. This kind of pl. is like the perf. pl. male. in preserva
tion of its ring. (IY). That [ling.] whose final is a i [of 
femininization], whether the ling. be abbreviated [16J or 
unabbreviated, [or better, whether the i be preceded by an 
, or not., because there is no abbreviated whose final is a 
i (Sn),] has its i elided in this pl., in order that two signs 

. of femininiz.'dion may not be combined. The' of the 
abbreviated is converted in the same way as in the duo 

8,,0" ,0' 
[229]: so that you say ~~, [pl. of ~ (Sn),] 
s ", 0, 8;" ,. 0 , 0 , 9 ", 0'" 0, 9 ' 0",. 0' 

~I • i bd4 , ~I ~c) i.·.. and ~~ [pll. of Il i bod., iW. III II .. .., .. , , 
and ;W, though these are not abbreviated, except accord- I 

•• 0 ", " 
109 to the o. f. , 1. e., the male. (Sn ),] and ~4iO, pl. of ~ 
when used as a name of a female, with the '.$ ; and YOI1 

say .:.,~ , ':"9' ,and ':",;S1 ,pll. of ~,j; ,and ,$1 
when used as names of females, with the, [639,686]. 
The predicament of the prolonged and defective also 
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is like their pt"edicament in the tlu. (280,229] (At 10 
8 0 1",0 6. ": ~ h' h . h the pl. of ~ and &.4' you say I::.J~, W IC IS t e , , 

Fl. of their o. f. I~' [689], by elision of the J 8S 

clean forgotten : and similarly ~t;::l is the pl. of the 
o 0 ~. 0, ,1$ ] • h l' . f h J o. f. of ~', 1. e. i~' [689, Wit out e 1810n 0 t e . 

The t,.il. of which the J is elided, and which is compen
sated for it by the 8, is of 8 kinds, (1) pronounced with 
FatlJ. of the u , in which kind the restoration of 
the J in the pl. with the' and \::.t is most frequent, 

., ", 0 "., 0 ., , 

as 1::.J',.uo and 1::.J'.r'- [above] in [the pl~ of] i.UD and 
i;:. , because of the lightness of the Fat\ta ; though 

. ", ."', 
it occurs with elision of the J also, as I::.J',~ and ~ ; 
and in some cases it is not pluralized with the sound pl. 
either with the, and \:J or with the' and \::.t, the broken 
pl. serving instead, like iu. and ij,;' [above] : (2) 
pronounced with Kasr of the u, in which kind the 
omission of the restoration ia more frequent, a"s ~lio and , . , . 
1::.Jl,!;)" because of the beavmes8 of the Kasr; though 

o , , 
\::.)~ g,.eat thorn-t,.eea [244] ?Ccnrs : (3) pronounced with 
:pamm of the u I in which kind the restoration does no~ 

o ,., • ,,' 
occur, as 1::.J4i and I::.J~ , because J;>amm is the heaviest 
of the vowels (R). The [perf. pl. (IY)] feme is made 
to accord with the [perf. pl. (IY)]. male. in having the 
same form for the gen. and ace. [17] (M) : and this \::.t ma'y 

not be pronounced with Fatb [in the ace.l according to 
us; but the Bdd allow it (646], citing the verse of Abu 
Dhu'aib 
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And, forA'¥, from lhe sm,'¥,ke, 
they withdrew in swarms, their humiliation and rout being 
ypon, the'in (lY)~ somnd with the and ~ 
belongs to the fern. in its subs •• mtives and eps. (M). This 

• 0" ., = 0 

) hk1&1& ~~ Of ~ (2) fO 

.8 .... ' .... " "'3 hear1&1&1&1&:y, 1Jke I::.)',,,,,~ pl. nf • .l ••• h (Fk)~ Th1&1& t:&Oly 
1&1&tan1&1&ives regulaky pluralizek with this pl. are (1) the 
r~ .. n,r~£]; .. name of the fem~, whether th1&1& sigrn of 

'e; , ., %if _- ,"""", .... 0 ","m 

tion] be expressed in it, as.IiT ' ~, and,~ , or sup-

f1&S the 1&1&ub1&1&tf1&ntiv1&1& p01&1&1&1&essek of 

the expressed Ii of femininization, whether it be a pr1&1&pi~r 
,0.... o .... £,,, 0 ., _m "" 

ma,c., 8~ ~; or not, as ~, whence ~Lo~ , 
0" 0 ~ • .... ..... 0 

~4:m:r~~ iwd be1&1&nuse . IS em11 

;~v~j with the Ii of unity [336] • (3) the [snb1&1&tallline] 
,dP 

pORSessed of the' of femininization, as I$;'~ ;i( and ,~(, 
n1&1&hen it is mJt as namn for fhe p[~ope" mas,J~, in 
which case it is pluralized with the, Bod ~ : (4) what 
may or iiga8C" whf1&n it no pl. 

may not be pluralized with the, and ~, as ~~(, 

d«t;, , el1&1&., be'Cf1&&lSe the cats. of the pis. are closed 
£]; .... "'£];T~t' thie (R)~ Th1&1&'1&1&1&1& letters nf the f1&Jph1&1&h1&1&t which 

a may hy common consent be ab-

bre1&1&if1&ted prr:&lf1&nged (Fh) so that ,~,4.; said by 

conversion of the abbreviated , into 1.5, and ~'!!.4 by I 

retenlion the (Yk)~ prf1&h1&1&r Df1&me of Ihe 

irrational object, when headed by the prefixion of or 
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, 0' 0 , 0 ,0.... , --, 

,.) , as I.t~ ~~ and ~~, ,.) [above], is universally plue 

ralized with this pl., even if it be not fom., as we have 
mentioned. And two sorts of substantives are mostly, 
not universally, pluralized with this pl., (1) the malc. irra
tional generic substantive, when it has no broken pl., as 
8'..... 0'" 
,=!Lo~ [17] and I;,)li~!i- [261J; and similarly every 

G ,. ,0, .... 
9uin. whose letters are rati., as I;,)~;A- [245J: but, 
according to Fr, this sort also is universal: (2)pll. that have 

o ". " 8"" 0"' " 
no broken pl., as I;,)~~/ ' I;,)~'~ , and I;,)U~ ;- but not 

:", ;iSf, because they say ~~[256]. If, however, thefem. 

be an ep., then, (1) if it contain the sign of femininization, 
it is pluralized with the' and 1;,), whether it be an ep. of a 

! 0 ,0, 0 '" .. , Iii , 

. proper maBc.,as I;,)~) JI,;,.)menofmiddleh.eight and I;,)l..~ 

[265] ; or not, as ~t.;)L.,j, "~, ;~, and ~',1 ,,~i;[278J: UB- -

less it be the ~ of ~id or the dd of Jdr; for they 
are not pluralized with the' and ~, being made to accord 
with their maBCB., which are not pluralized with the, and 

0,,0, 0, .... 0.". .... ',0, 

'-=' : but IK allows I;,)t,,~ and I;,)',~ , as he allows ~,-l~ 
' .. 01£ 

and ~,~, [abov~]; and, if the quality of substantive 
predominate ~n either of them, this pL is allowable by 

common consent, as in the saying of the Prophet ~ 
0,........ ",0" 0 .... 

ii~~',~'~Thereisnopoor.,.at8ong,.een8[248] ;and 

similarly in the case of every ~ or ~~ used as aname 
for the proper maBO. : (2) if it do not contain the sign of 
femininization expressed, whether it be of common gender 
or peculiar to the j6m., then, ( a) if it be not a 9uin. whose 
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I letters are rad., like e.f. and ;,.;.; [269], and like ~ ... G: 
r 0., 0 at '" I 

[268],~'£' , and J.,AlA.A having a!Joung one with h8,., it is 
... ... 

notpluralized with the' and I::.J; (6) ifit be 8quin. whose 
, ; 0 • 10 , 'iii "" '.0 .... 0 .... 

letters are rad., like ~ .... tA" ~", and "',J' Th, cia-
, , " "" 0"""0,0",, . 

moro"s man and woman and lJ~ • S\~" i'.rJf The decrepit 
8 '" ," "" 0 ...... 

woman, it is pluralized with the' and I::.J, as I::.Jli~ eO. 10 ,,~ 
0,,0, •• I 

and 1::.Ju,~ [245]. The ep. of the IrratIOnal masc. 

also is universally pluralized with this pl., whether th~ 
'... " masc. be proper, as I.::,JwW Btanding upon three legs and ... 

the point of the lOB of the fourth leg for the males of hor-

8es and ~~ ~ [261] and ';~b; ~" and. similarly 
, iii 10' " .... '" , ,., 8 ., : 

•• ~ I::.J~ and ~~ I::.J',~ ~tabove] ; or improper, as 
y. "" "" J 
, ." ., 0"., ... 0".. I 

\;:.)~l£tJ, r~~' [270] : and similarly the dim. of the irra-
G." 0 .... '. 8 ,0, , 

tiona] [ma8c.], as I.::,J~ [2A9] and I::.J~' because 
the dim. contains the sense of qualification: and in both 
these cases the mase. is pluralized with the pl. of the· 
feme because in both they intend to distinguish between 
the rational and irrational; and the irrational is subor
dinate to the rational, as the feme is subordinate to the 
masc.; so that the irrational is coordinated with the fem., 
and pluralized with its pl. (R). The broken pl. is that 
[pl. (Jm)] the formation of whose sing. is altered [other-. 
wise than by affixion 01 the sign of the pl. to its final 

(R)], like JL;.) and ;~r([H). It is of4kinds :-(1) the 
... 

l. h ·'... J ... p. as more consonants than the sing;, as ~) and ~): 
- , 
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(2) the sing. has more consonants than the pl., as ~G:s' and . .; 

o " 
~: (3) the pl. is like the sinK. in consonants; not 

o .... 0' ~ 
~owels, as ~t and ~t : (4) the pl. is like the sinl(. in 

o 0' 
consonants and vowels, as ~ [above], which is sing. 
as in XXVI.lJ9. [539]; and pl. [237], as in X.23. [1] 
(AArb). It is common to him that knows and others, 
[to the rational and irrational (IY),] in their substan
tives and eps. (M); and to the masc. and fern. (IY). 
When you pluralize a man's name, you have an option: if 
you will, you affix to it the, and \:) in the nom., and the 
~ and \:) ill the gen. and ace.; and, if you will, you break 
it for the pl. in the same way as substantives are broken 
for the pl. And wben you pluralize a womau's name, 
you have an option : if you will, you pluralize it with 
the [ , and] ~ ; and, if you will, you break it in the 
same way !,S substantives are broken for the pl. The 

_ 0",,' 0,. .,.. 

poet Ru'ha says e" ~~, ut [131; and the pl. so 

formed in theBe names is frequent, which is the saying 
of) and Khl : and the po~t Zaid AIKhail says 

, 0 ,0, "oJ. 0 "., ,0.... 0"0,,, .... 01£0... .s .... '" 
l!.~ \ir. ~ \:)~ \ir. ~; • JJ~ \ir. ~ U"'4,i:1' &' Yf 
"" 111 "" ,," 

Now tell thou the /fuiS8S, /fais lim Nauf~/, an.d /faia 
16n Uhban, and /fais llm Jabi, ; the poet says 

~ ~ ~ Jlo ,~} ~ • ('.~'<' y';.:' ~ ,;;.,: ~~ 
" ,"''''' ",.~ '* , 
1 have seeft Sa'd, from many tri6e~, antl have not 8een 
a Said like Sa'd Ibn Malik; the poet AIFarazda~ says 

, "0,.. , '" 0" 0 ... ,." ".". ' .... " , ".". 
r ),..-J' r:~ ~1~' 'r; • ':"~~'-! ii)~) .d~; . 
~nd Zurara raised lor me lofty eminence" and 'Amr 
A.IKhair when the IJl,mr. were mentifJfted, and he says 
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~~r;::p it .. ~t TI,en where are the Jundubs ? of a n~l~llJer 
0' 0 , 

of men everyone of whom was named y~ Jundub; 
and the poet says 

4~',;~ ~ 'fJraJ ~ • ~~ ~ ~ e~f'~o~ ! 

J repaired tl"e breach of Kaeb, when tltey had, fromfirrce
nell of hatred, already becomd Ka'b,. ':fhe poet Jarlr 
says 

, , '0,..' .,. ,.0,. ,iii."., ",0" II """" ,. 1£ .. 

~~- c>Jf,.sUf ~ • ~ ~ ~ w~, 
'" '-5';-.-;'--- ""'" "'" , o Khillida, I have become attached to tll,ee after Hind; 

and thtJ Kltittidos and. el,e Hiruls.ltflf'e m.,oe me Itoa,y : 

and they ,s~~o~~~°tf, as they ~a!o it~~°ft ; and, if you. will, 
you say ~Us.O~' , as you say e'~~1 (S). 'fhe broken pl. 
has 27 formations (A ud). 

§ 2.35. The broken pl. is of 2 kinds, pl. of paucity 
and pl. of multitude. The pt. of paucity pl'ope·rly 
indicates three [and upwards J (I A ·1] to tBn; and the pt. 
of multitude [properly (A)] indicates what i, above 
ten to infinity (IA,A). The pl. of paucity is not a 
regular pl., because it is not mentioned except where 
explanation of paucity is meant, and is Dot· used to 
denote mere pluralitIJ and f(enericalify, as the pl. of mul-

. , ..... , .". "'" 0 ... ' 

titude is: Cine says ~~, ~ I,;}'j,j ~uch a 0"8 is well-
e:.;;.oo , " ... ....0]5:0...0' ... " 

olothed in the sense of ~~, ~ , while ~~~, ~ i$ 
"G.. ".0 .... ~"".oo 

not g.ood ; and I.,J- ~·I' .:~ cl~ !'< or I.,J~' How many 
,-'r-~, ... ~ " ." 

.... "':xs:"...o 
cV!thes eI,O" hast got I, while ~f,.s~' ~ is not good; and 

.. ,. 0 ... ' ,0"",,' .,,0 .... 
'iJ' !'~"~' ~ He is lite smartest of the youths, not ~!'~~ 
when explanation of the Kenus is intended ( R on the 
S8).· l'he llaradigms of the pl. of paucity are four, (1) 
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• ".. "-.,r,, '." , 
Jla.il, [as ,41 ~ ~~ 11. 192. (Upon Aim shlJll be 

, ,.,. 
incum6ent)alastoj3da!ls(DJ]; (2)J.ul I [as XXXI. 26. 

" 0'6- 0.... (Iss. , ." • 
(79,585) (D)] ; (3) ~" [as i~' 4488l'I CD)] ; (4) ~ 

.,,0 ',,., 

CD, lA, A), as ~ i~ Ten young mM (D). Fr holds 
0 .... ' G .... ,. 

the following to be 1'/S. of paucity, (5) J.u, as ~ ; (6) 

~, lUI ~ .. ; (7J~ I as :~~ [237] ; and some, as IDn 
'"" 0 .... ,.... • 

trllnsmits, hold(S) iJ.u)as i)r ;alld AZ, nsT transmIts from 
_, .'6 _" :It 

llim, holdf'J (9) f..~' ,as f..L:~I: but the truth is that .. .. 
these are all pI,. of multitude (A). The two sound pis. 
nlso are formations of paucity (1 Y, R, A), according to 
the GG CR), becnuse they rEsemble the du. (I f,R) in pre· 
8£'rvRtion of the sing. [234] (R), and the dll. denotes feu, 
(IY) : but this is of no !lccount, since the resemblance 
of one thing to another in letter docs not exact resem .. 
blance to it in sense also: though, if the story were authen
tic that, when ~:\ssin· [Ibn Thibit alAD~fi.l'l (AKBJ) 

. _ ", 0... , .",,, 0..,. " 

recited his sllying ~' ;&'1 I::.I~' W [helow] to 

An Nahigha [ndhDhubyani (AKB)], the latter said to hilll 
, ", " "',. '" ",. Ii .... 

~J+.-' ~~ ~ Thou h'1st mad~ thy !Jowls and tn1l 

8Words few!, it would contain 1\ proof that the pl. with the 
t and 1::0) is a pl. of paucity : while IKh says tbat the two 
Bound pis. al'e common to paucity ancl multitude ; and 
apparently they denote unrestricted piuralis'ltion, without 
regard to paucity or multitude, 80 that they are applicable 
to both. For proof that these four paradigms of thebro
ken pl. al·e peculiar to paucity the OG refer to the preva
lence ·of their Ilse iu the sp. of 3 to 10 [317], nnd to the' 
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pl"eference shown for them in it, if they be fonnd, above 
the rest of thc pIs. (R). The other paradigms of tlle hro
ken pl. are pis. of multitude (IA). The pl . . of multitudu 
bas ~3 formations (Aud, A). Tbis distinction between 
the formations of the few and the many ~ccurs only in 
the Iril., because of, the lightness of its form and the 
extent of its circulation (IY). 'Vhcn the n. has only 

00 0 'O~ 

"pl. of paucity, as~) pl. ~)' [237], or of multitude, 

8S ~ pl. J~) [237], this pl. is comUlon to paucity Rud 
7 • 

multitude; Rnd so is every broken l)l. of the 9',ad. 
whose letters are fa'i. [245] I or of whllt is }Jluralized 

, ... 1£ ' ... , 

( only in the same way, as J~~' and ~~ [253]o,<R). 
When ·the pl. of paucity is conj.,incu with the J' de
noting totulity [599], or is pIe. to what indicates multi
t"d~, it is turned by thl\t into a pl. of tllultitudc, as 

I , 0 '0..0 " '.<l Q 

.:.tl.l-Jt,-~ w..,!, 1,;)' XXXIII. 35. Vedfy tlte Muslill' 
I ... ", .." It 

mera aRd the JJmsUm WfllllP.n ; allll hoth matters are COul

bined hy the saying of I.I;l8san [above] 
.., "..0 CI ,,0 .... ~ J U.oo J ... ~ ~,,~ ~" 

~~~,~~'W 
"" , ".,. 0 ,,' 0.,. .,.' ,,-s. 

Lo "\ ..... ~ -.b.iU LULv...'~ .) II~ ~ 1,;)" .. .., .. ", 
[23~J (A) IJTe. "al'e tI.e brig/It howls (mrfl.ning s!tieIJ.~) 
Kieaming ira tile ea""i forenoon, and our swords dr(Jp 
6loodfro7n hattie (.Jsh). Each of the two [pis. (I\. on H. 
228)] is sometimes metnpliol'icll.lly used instead of the 
other, notwithstnnding the' exi~tence of that other, as 
..I' , ,1, II '01' 0.".,..,., ,~.f ,..' "-0 
.,~ i.lli ~~ ~~ ~uu.la..Jt, H. 22~. And the 

.'fJorced women 8!tall comlJc1 tl,emsclL'8' to wait during 
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ihree menltrualiolla [317, 406, 503], notwithstanding the 
r 0 " _ .... 0" 

existence of [ U"'~ and (K)] "11 (R). The formations 
of·paucity being nearer [in sense] to the sing. than those 
of multitude, many predicaments of the ring. apply to 
dIe pl. of pancity, whence the allowability of (1) the 
formation of its dim. according to its letter [285] ; (2) 

I J ,0" Go .... 
the qualification of the 'Sing. by it, as ~, ",:-,,s [146] ; 
(c) the relation of the pron. literally in the ,ing. to it, as 
XVI. 68. [1461 (IY). 

§ 236. The ~·is sometimes mRde the seat of inflec-' 
tion in some of the irregular pls. with the, and ~ [2341, 
as a notificatiou of their irregularity, in (~onsequenc(! of 
which they are, as it were, broken; and therefore follow 
the inflection of the broken pl. ; so that the Tanwin is 
affixed to tbem, ond the ~ is not .elided on account of 
prothesis, as 

i ,0', .... " G .... _ .... ".... , .... c., 0" 0 ", .... 

f,)~ ~- l-.t lu ~. .No ~ • u ~ ~ ~., .> • _, • •• • • 'H' •. ~. J\ 
• .... ".... ........., til .". .... ~ 

[by AIiI~imma Ihn 'Abd Allab al~usbairi, SpartJ ye two 
tne (the mention of) Nnjd; for vlwily ita yeara, or its 
drofllrhis, made SpoTt (If '~R when lwary, and fllade U8 

hoary when hem'dless (AKB)], 
.... "so. Gi", '''",,,, "'", ..~",,, ,.. ",0",,,, ", 

~~)'j' ~ ~),~ w, • ~ J~' ~ ,.>~, 
[by Sul,aim Ihn WathIl arRiyal}i, And tOhat is thi. 
(thinf( tOhich) the poet, seelc from mt', when I hat'e tia8sea 
'he limit of the forly wears) ? (Jsh)], 

'''#10 '",,,, 0 to .. , " ..... s0-o ,,' ... ~~'" 

~:r-J' ~L..c e,J' -=.,~.~,~, ~~ ~~ 
, ~" ,. 

[by AtTirimmal} Ibn ~akim atTi'i, Fair in the f,zposed 
places of the faces, slender in the waUts, BiUnt itj the 
anklet, (AKB>" and 
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J ;' '" , 0" I" 0.. I C I ~ "" I'''' .,., G 11 

~ .J ~, ~ y' • ~ ~ '"=', W \:J', " ~. "", 

[by Sa'itl Ibn ~ais alHamdiini, snoken by him on one of 
the days of ~ifFin, And that Ahu Ifasan tAli i. a good 
father tn m, wl~il8 we are (,ood) snn, to him (AKB)J: 
and the 1.5 is then in!'leparable from them, as in the case 
of the sound pl. male. used as a name [helow]. 'flUlt 
mostly occurs in poetry (R). The universality of this 
is disputed (I A) : according to many of the GG, and 
among them Fr, it is universal in the perf pl. mllse. and 
its coordinates; and thus they explain 

" ...... "',,, " " " ,0" , w" ", 
~~, ~)u 0,.J~ y • ~~ 1.5~ ~wr ~~ y) .,., 

[Many a tribe mighty, pos.,esled of goodliness, I/lat cease 
_ '0 ., ." 

'lOtiO he pile/ling the terots (Sn)] and C' ~)'~ wj 
[above 1 (A) : whereas the truth is that it is uot \lni versa], 
but confined to hearsay (lA, A) ; and hence the saying 

.," ",* o",·"o,°ooOCi,I,,, 
of the Prophet u-,-= ~I:.~;~, ~ ~,~, 

., 
o God [52], make 'Ihou, them 10 he upon eh'!m ,ea1's like 
the year8 of Joseph, [an imprecation of drough~ and 
famine upon the people of Makka (MKh"] in one of the .. . .,. " , 
two versions, [the other_being U.ANr..~~~ (MKla)] ; 

and like it is eK ~ ~ ~t.,;'; (IA), a version of 
_ " , 0 ,." _, ,. , C' ~ I.:J"! ~~~ [above] (AKB) ; and like~' ~ .. ~~ 

is the sllying of the POE't, as cited by AZ, 

;jJJl ~~~; E cl;f • t;;; ::";';y 4!i ~.~: ~ , 
In m!! !!ea'f'S, all oj tht!m, J hnf)~ eneo'~"te,p,d w!n', IlJting 
reckoned witl" tAB hard!!, caliat,t warriors; and the other 
says 
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, W II .. , 0' J, ... ., 0, ,. 0..... "" .... , 0 , ., ~ (. ." 

f~' ..:;;..;.S' MJf ~ ~'j,~ • ii.>~ U4Mc ~~ ~~,i~ ~,~ 
" '*' .... ,. 

.And assuredly thou didst be/(et sons of ~oodness, IO"ds; 

and assuredly UtOU, after' GodJ tlnse thlJ lord. It OCCUl'S 

on]y in wbat is [impropel'}Y (A Az'] pluralized with the 

,and ~ as a compensation for a· deficiency, like 0~, 

" '" [ 0'T- ,and 0~], the idle~tion of the ~ being allow-
able in this kind of pl. only bE-cause the ~ hel"(~ stands in 
the place of the departed lettel', so that they make it like 

the J of the word. As for e1' ~*;~ 'S~, ["hove], 
.... o:s,c. 

some hold that the ~ in ~~~)'j' is till! letter of inflection, 

and the Knsra in it the sign of the gen. : but the truth is 
that the ~ is not n letter of inflection, nor the Kasl'ft 1\ 

sign of the g~n., but only the vowcl of the concurrence 
of two quiescents [664], vid. the \5 nnd ~; b('cause the 
vowel of the 'concurrence of two quiescents occur3 some
times as n Kasra, which is the o. I, sometimes as a 
J;>llmma, and sometimes as a FatJ.ta ; aud, since the poet 
is constraincd, he pronounces with Knsr : and one proof 

..... Cl1£O 

that the Kasra in the ~ of I.;)'~)~I is not a sigrf of the. 

gen., hut only the KasrR of the concurl'ence of two quit's
cents, is the sayingof D.hu.lJ~b:\' [nl'Adwa.ni (Mb,T)] 

w.. 0 w......' 0,.. "'., ,.' , !" I 1£ .. 

~.M-' ~ r£.-' ~I ~', • ~L:su ,:' ~, ~I ~1 
V c!ril!J 1 am .unyielding, uny!elding, scornful, and a Bon of 
an unyielding, unyiet.JinJ( fathel', sprung from unyielding 
sires, where it is undoubted that the Kasra of the ~ ill 

~f.i?!is on account of the concurrence of two quiesc('nts, 
., 

because it is a r regnl/ll'] sound pl., like ~~ ; and 
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like it is the saying of the other, [\'id. AIFnrazda~ 
(Alb, AKB),] 

.. .... c;,.,,, '_" ., "1It " " "." 0 0....", I"." " 
~!.~t;I'~ ~~~, Ylo ~~~Y,~~Lo 
z,.·ot a living being, nor a dend, has filled their place, 8ave 

the Khalifa8 alter the Prophets, the ~ of the pl. being pro
nounced with Kasr only by poetic license [16J (I Y). There 

o 
are then two dials. in the cat. of~: ~, (1) pronunciation of 

Tnnwin, [the dial. of the Banb 'AmirIMK.h)]; (2) absence 
of it, [the dial. ofTamim (MKh),] nsthoughitsomission 
were from observance oft1le form oftliept., while I have 
seen lUK fay in his Commentary on the Toskil that 1M 
gives as the reason for omission of the Tanwin that its 
presence with tllis ~ is li~e the presence of two Tanwins 
in one word [110, 234] : and, in the latter dial., 8S 1M 
appears to say, the gen. is with Kasra expressed ; but, as 
Fr appE'.ars to SRy, it is declined as a diptote, so that the 
If"" is with Fatha. And there remain two other dials. 
mentioned by 8yt, (1) inseparability of the, and of the ~ 
pronounced with Fat~a, in which dial. the inflection is 
apparently with vowels RSsl1m£'d upon the,; (2) insepa
rability of the" and inBection with vowels upon the ~ 
(Sn). They make the 1$ inseparable from it only in 

o 0 

order that it may become like ~ and similar sing. 

fa • • 0 '''' .... ' 0" 

"8., ~ being ~ from iJ\.-1J' ; and Mb allows 

. inseparability Qf the, ,in which case it is like ~~S 
[below] (IY). This is before the word is used as a proper 
name, atter which the ~ may be the seat of inflection 
by choice in this sort, as in the regular pl •• when used 
as proper names (R).· When you mean to use an 
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eltpression as a [prop31'1 nnme, then, if thatexpl'ession hea 

duo or a pl. analogous to it, liko 1.;1~;I • .;; and 0;';l";; , or co-
" " .... 0 , 0 

onJinated with them, likel.:JW! nnd0,~[234], it is mostly 

infl. with the inflection that belonged fo it before It WILS used , 
as a [proper] name (R on the proper name). You say aJ.so 

"" 
.' • (. 0 , ''It .... 

0,.~ TI"is is Palestine (Mb,Jk), ~~~~ 1 saw 

Palestine (Mb), and ~~,~,~ G~; We passed hy Pule.-
'0" 

tine (Jk) : this saying is the best; and similar are 0,J+.! 
0.... , 0 Gil 

and ~r ' and all that resembles this, like 0,~ and 

~~,o,~!: and the best [sayin,g) is in this verse [of 

AI .. e\.'sha (Akh, Jk)] 
., G' , ,. 0 '0... '.... ....0... .' 0.. " ,. 
~~ I;.)~' 0 0 ,......4.Jf, ~,U~~, 

And our wilness is the rOs6 and Ike jft.minIJ ana the songs
tresses with their flut, 8; nnd the ~ur contains a passage 

. -' 

, widch verifies that, ~ J~;;~, ~;!-: ~)t;.~iY~ ;1-jJ' 
0":!-: LXXXIII. 18,19. Now [598], veri!; tlte ,ecordoftlu~ 
piolJ' i. iu' ll,iyun, [the proper name of the RecordofGooa 
(234), in which all that is done by the aDbels and the righte
ous men and Jinn is recorded (K)]. A.nd what hath mad6 
thee know whal' llli!lunis 1 (l\1b). But the I.:J may be made 
the sent of inflection [234], provided that tbe letters of 
the word do not exceed 7, because the lettel's of such as 

~~}J are the extreme number of the letters of the 
.,. 0 .... 0' , 0 .... 0' 

word, so that the I.:J in 1;)' :~ ..... nnd 0r.~ is not 

wade the seat of inflection. And, when the I.:J is 
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in.ft., the' is inseparable from the du., because it is lighter 
than the r.5 , and because there is no ling_ ending in an 
aug. r.5 and ~ with a Fatha before the r.5, as 

~';'Wr;~ ;~ (~ j.:.,f • '4(.; ~ ~$t. it ;~~ 4 ~, 
[by Tamlm Ibn Mu~hil, Now, 0 abodes of tl,e trihe at 
AsSa6u'il", the night and tIle day have UJearied them 
(an enallage from the 2nd to the 3t'd pers_) with wear 
and tear (AKB)] ; and the 1.5 is inseparable from the 
pl. [above], because it is lighter than the, : but 
'0,. • ",0" 

\,;)':!~ OCCIU'S in the duo contrary to analogy ; though, 
, ." CJ '" 0", 

says Az, some of them say ~~t according to analogy ~ 
and the, sometimes occurs in the pl. [alternatively] 

, 0" , '" G '0,' '0 ..... 

with the 1.5, as ~~ or ~,~, and ~~ or ~,~, 

because the like of ~~S [above] is found i~ their lang
unge; while Zj says, quoting from Mb, that the, is 
regularly allowable before the ~ of the pl. when it is 
made the seat of inflection : he says" and I do not kno,v 
anyone that has anticipated us in saying this :" but F 
says that there is no evidence of it, and that it is remote 
from analogy ; and he says on 

L;;; l.5~r J,;;.j J.Sr • lSI ~,*w~ 41, 
.-

t:;1 ~ ~ ::"1~ • ~~;l;r t~l ~ lJ;:' 
[by Yazrd Ibn Mu'awiya Ibn Abi Sufyan al~urasbi 

alUmawi in a love-song about a Christian nun, who had 
shut herself up in a ruined cell near A 1 Matiriin , which. 
was a garden on the outside of Damascus, And she has 
cd A.liViiliriin in the days of winter, wilen the ant eats 
what he has collected, some gathered fruit, until, when-

111 
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,he passes ehe spring, ,he remem6e'fl churcM, 01 JilliJ 
(MN)], with Kasr of the ~, that it is a foreign name (R 
on the proper name). The name formed from this pl. and 

from its 'coordinates may be treated like ~ in insepa-
'" .. 

rability of the f$ and in inflection with vowels upon the '" 
pronounced with Tanwln ; and worse than this is that it 

o 'oJ 

should be treated 1i.k~ ~r.~ earnell-money in insepara-
bility of the , and in inflection with vowels upon the ~ 
pronounced with Tanwin, :1S in 

~,~W~ ~;~;, • ~;~;ii;; ~ .. ~'J~ .. .. 
[by Abu Dahbal alJumal}i, Long was my "igk~, and 1 
spent the night like the posseBsed; and cares assailed ?M 

at A1Majiriin (MN)]; and worse than this is that the, 
and Fat~ of the \:.1 should be inseparable from it (Aud), 
by imitation in the nom. case, which is the noblest of the 

, '.,. cI" , • '", " 
cases of the n., as they say ~u, r.' \;)"l ~ aDd ~ ~,lA.o .. 

,0 , ''Il .,.." '" , fill 0 5..-

\;)~ r.', an~ 88 some read ~ r.' ,~ ~ eXI.1 .. .. 
[110] (MN), in order that nothing of it may be altered, 

80 88 to confuse the hearer (K). The verse ~,*W~ l.fJj 
"" 2' is related with Kasr of the \.:) (Akh, Jb on r=u ) ; but 

the well-known version is with Fat:ta (Akh): and, if R 
had cited in evidence ~ ~ Ju, ,88 IHsh has done 

in the Aud, it w()uld have been more appropriate; for 
the Kasr of the ~ is plain, because of its occurrence ill 
the rhyme (AKB). 

§ 237. The conventional practice of [most (Sn)] GG 
is to mention the ling., and then say that its pl. is such 
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and such (A). The unaugmented tril. [368 J substantives 

have 10 paradigms, (1) ~, like .~; (2) ~, like ;;; 

(3) Jai, like J..i ; ( 4) J,:.i, like ~ ; (5) ~ ,like Jck; 
~" ." 

(6) ~,like~ ; (1)~, like~!; (8) ~ ,likeJjj; 

(9) j.d, like ;.;; (10) ~, like ~ (IY). The 
broken pl. of the unaugmented tril. [substantive] has 

10 paradigms, (1) ~ldr; (2) jld ; (3) ~~ ; (4) ~~ ; 

(5)~1 ;(6) ~~; (1) ~ ; (8) ~; (9) ~; (;0) 
~ ~ . " , a.u (M). Five of these formations are regular, univer-

sal, vid. (1) j;;. ; (2) ~; (3) ~;; ; (4) ~; (5) 

~ : (a> J:lf and ~T are formations denoting few. 
~ 

[235] : '(b) J;; and ~ are fellows, denoting many; 

and theirfoms. iJ,dand ifldJ265] are used in the snme 

way : but ~f and Jt,;jf are not fellows, beca~se jld 
~ 

occurs in [the pl. of] the very same [paradigms] 8S J;; , ,0. 0 ~o. 

[242] ; whereas J.a;t and JI..,u. are not like that. And the 
rest of the paradigms are anomalous in respect of usage, 
though some of them are more frequent than others (IY). 

80~ 

The l'egular [broken (IY)] pIa. of J.d are, (1) in paucity, 
j.;;, (IY,R), as ..;1Sf and .~l::' (I Y), except in the hollow 

0, • GO .... 

[242] (R) : (2) in multitude, J~ [except 1D the cat. or ~ 

(R)]and~ [euept in the C(lt.of~;:S (R)],as~Cafand 
o , , _ '0", , 0, 

~(IY,R), .hence e-"~~'~1 ~l411] (IY) ; and 
tometimes one of the two i& isolated froln its fellow, as 
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j~ and ~,~: and similarly [these two paradigms 
." a ..... 0 , , 

occur] in the reduplicated, as ~l.(.o and ~~ ; and the 

defective, as ;:i~ [683] and~i[243], '4~, and ~~(R).-
The anomalous [broken (IY)] pls. of j.d are, (1) in 

paucity, (a) ~r,as [;G; (IY),];.~, ~G, (IY,R), and 
8_°. ..... 0 .... OJE 

~')t (IY), except in the hollow, whereJl&j, is regular[242] 
, '0. 0 ",0. 

(R) : while the two formations [J.uf and Jld' ] are some-
o to. 

times concentrated upon one substantive, whence ~)t .",0. 
and ~u)t , as 

.... _ t'a o:lt , .... ". ., , "..... , .... 0 , '(..... 0.00.... ......, •. 

Ut~)' y-iU't ~~); • r-so~ '"s' ~, '~1 ~~ 
[by AIA'sba (8), Tlto'U hast been found to he the best of 
them whe~ they make peace, while thy fire-stick i. the 
fuick8S1 of their fit·e-sticks to kindle fire, a met. for the 

0' o. 
quickness of his hastening to ·do good (MN)) ; .;.a' and 

o .... 0" -\..,.I 

·'..;',as 
C /- , , 0.. '7'/ .... 0 • .... 0 ., .,.' .... ~ .. 

~- .~ .• " .. --'I) ~ • u';'·!.~A'f .: .... ~~ Y , ~'~ *........ .... ~- .... 
But for earning' from collectinJ industrious{V for hoys 
like the young hird, of the ne,ts [below], and 

~ .f. j, ,e; i ~~ " ... ~; • V 15~ t;~~ j,iJ'S L. 
[by Alij:ut&i'a, addressing 'Umar, who had imprisoned 
him, What is this t.hat thou Bayest of young birds (mean
ing children) at Dhu Marak'" (a valley near Fadak), 
downy in the crops 1 NeitAer water is there nor trees (MNj] ; 

G ,_ 0 .,._ 0-0 " 

and Ul' and uU' : whereas only ~')' [below] has been 
heard (IY) : .(b) i1.1 , as i~r pl. of J.i,U, which is a 

'" '" 0,,0. 00", I 

hig" place (R), like a.c.,s' pl. of d(T) : the poet [Mn1}.am-

mad (T ,KF), or] 1Junfaid, Ibn Abl Shi1}idh acJ:pabbi say~ 
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~f e~ lJ>Oj,J ~rs~, • ~~,~~jir~~ilr;.ai; ~ 
[ And sometimes pove1·tyltolds the youth hack .f' om attaini'P"'C'J 
his purpose, when he would hfJve heen, 6utfor poverty, an 
ascender of high places ('1')] ; and another, Ziyad [Ibn 
lJamal, or (Tn Ibn Mun'lddb, says 

'" " .,. ., ""JS.' ~., ... .,,0,. "",' , J, ,., , tJ,. I; 

~Jb '!'~~ s: !,,~I e)l,b • !Y;-O ~ ~ ~L.,;I ,~~~ 
(Jb) A~~ asceiEdsr of high if#~W'W8S jlal/kis ~~"",?p,u",'r? 
'?~88, gf#SS. befiire thsm the raF~l!l ri"wming in f;ueny 

o " 
ofo6~1?11f#aation (T): h (It), it pl. of ~~ (Jh,R}pt. 

o ill..... <to! , 

of ~ (R), pl. of the pl. 1256J (Jh), J,u being pluralized 
, w" of 0 '.... Q , ,. 

on the measure ofi..w by assimilation to J,v , like ??&",,;r;p"? 

9'" o!-[r~46?£ d'· • .. I h ' oF# i::..\..t.r¥ S 5J ; an1 IS n,,7\; nnprsslb e t ·at li~'may , ~ 

~ ",yam' "~iII.. O""J' 
be pt. of ~4>U pl. of ~ , JO winch case r also 1 84.\$\ ;, .. -. - ;. 

is pl~ of tbr (T) mn1titude, (a> ~5J"';;, as ~I,.f.~ 
o ~_'" , w" 0 • 0 ' £f 0(2 ..... ,w 0"-

and \:J~ ; (0) \:J~ , as \:JI '?"~ , [~~) (R), and \:J'~..c 
, "", 0,..... 0......... 0 .... ' 

(IY)] ; (c) i.L·~ as, 84 [ii~..i: (R),] and 2£~~ [helawl 
" . ~ ~ -/", "" .... , 

[kindll of (IY)] tllujJles, [and l;~ (IY)J; (d) 

J!.wi, as (J.~1; and (JY)] ~# [below] ; (e.£) ;J,:J, 
0", ." 0." " 0"" , , 

and i.l1» [265 J, II~S u~ (IY,R.), iJ"s"'; (R), and 
0 .... ", ", ,,.,., 

iJl..s.s.J ; while 80.7mll S[~y th~t ~ ill sontracted from 
~ ." 

Jw- '" "" ""~- •• 1;#,. "~M 0 , , 
iJ\.a.i , so that lUW [ below] IS or1{J. bW (IY); (g) Ja.:, 

~ ? 

G , , Q " " • 11 "'" "" ~ ' __ 

&.11 \o..))L" a~41 ~" wtuCh [Enrnlat:¥onj, ~ccardmg to the 
/ 0 0 , 0 ., 

E'??~niE. T~mim, m~y be ~bblle~iatlld, [all ~aDd~) (T),] 
o , 0 ", $ ~_M '~M'" 

like ~ [246] : but ~ is.rarertban i.W, a~~ ~ than 

gill d D u ''- ~L' rr 
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, .... • , .... Cit , 

~~ with Kasr , which is rarer than 1;)"J..Aj with J)amm. 
" 

And sometimes jd Js restricted to Jdt or Jt:df in 
paucity and multitude, as ~ and ~,;t [above J (R). . 

0" ... 

The regular [broken] pls. of Ju are, (1) in paucity, 
J " .• . Q ,,0. II ,,0. I 

laJt [in the hollow or anythlDg else, as J4=!..t , Et~1., 
and ~4ir (R» : (2) in multitude, [(a) in everything but 

the hollow (R,)] ~ and j;; , [as ~ and ~":' (IYJ,] 
o " 0" . . JLu being more frequent (IY,R) than J,u (1Y) j (b) in 

: ,~. 0" G" 0" ..... 

the hollow, I;)~ , as I;)~!:! ' I;)!r~ , I;)~, and I;)~ 

(R). The anomalous [broken]pls. of ~ are, (1) in 
, 'w,$ 0 , •• 

paucity, (a) Jut [242J, as ~t [234,246} (IY,R), whence 
, ""., .... _ .. , l' ,'....." .... , or ..... ", _~ ." .""' ..... ,.". e',) ~ ~.l\J' ~~, J:o • L..4 a r--~ ~;::\A' 

by Dhu-rRumma, 0 two abodes of MaY!la, peace be upon 
you ! ~re the times that havepa'8ed aboul to return' (IY), .,.. ..., ..... 
~, [transmitted by S (IY)], and ~t (IY,R) j(b)~, 8S 

B}.!t,b~, andl~l(R) :(2) in multitude, [(a) inevery. 
, .... OJ fa ..... , 8 "., 

thing but the hollow (R),J (a) I;)~' aSI;)~and 1;)li.Lw ; 
, ". • ". 0'. 0 ,,0 G " 

(b) I;)~' as I;)U}'!' [ 1;)4~' and I;)~~ ,(R)J ; (0) J..u , 
o 'f. 0" -

as ~, [246J and~, (IY,R) , whence the reading of'Ata 

Ibn Abl Rabal) wt~lIV. 111·l550] SCA'fJ8 idol" meaning 
• • 

- ., Q' , 9 " 
W" the e being made quiescent, as in J....) and ~[246], 

and the, converted into Hamza, as in :;, [683] (IY), 
- ",....... J" '," 

where 'A'isha read UU,' (K); (d-,) iL:! and iJ,... 
[265J, as i)~ and i;j.), ~~ (IY,R), and i~' (IY) J 
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'" ' • O. , 0 , 

(j)~)as~:JbelowJ :(b) in the hollow,(a)Jd,asu,.... . ." ." ." [246] and ~ [710] ; (b) J,-a, as u,,.... [683J and ~~ , 

[714J (Eo). But in the reduplicated j.d there is only one pl., 
, .... ~Jt G , •• 

which serves for paucity and multitude, vid. ~, , as u4J1 . '... . ,and ~l.iJ" as is the case . witb [some of the sound, 

like (R)J :'~;i , [J~T (R),] and ~1 [242]. The brok-

en pi,. of 1J [in paucity and multitude (R)] is ~;, , 
o .... " • ,... • ,... • " 

Las &)4f', ~I£u', and )l.,)f (IY)] : but they say )~ [and 
." .'f. J~, (IY)] by a,8similation to [the cat. of(R)] &),....' (IY,R) ; ." and;-.l is contracted from it (R) : the !:ajiz [~ukaim Ibn 
Mu'ayya arRaba'i, describing his sw calle 'Pear-shaft 
(J sh),J says 

~-o~; .. ,L¥rvAi.-i • ;.:~,,-~ &)f-"'r.:~ ~b. 
• ~r, 'If" .". ~ ~ __ .... ","'-" 

.- &) "l ,~~ 
.,. Q' ~, .... -:-~, 

~, ~ I,J"'!':<'" •• 

[715] (8) That UJfU I'Urrountkd by m~untains, hills and 
gum-acacia treps, in the tangled COp868 of wide 10UJ grouNds, 

. , , .. 
intertwined in branches, ~ being pl. ot~J wherein were 

prowling beasts, lions and lefJPard, (J sh). The [broken J 
0" ....... 0 ........ 

pl. of J.u [in paucity and multitude (R) J is JWI, [as )~f 
Q,o'" G, G, 

and &)~f (IY)J: but sometimes J~ occurs, as ~l. 
G , G'"" 0 ", 

[235] and e~, by 'assimilation [of JdJ to Jd; wh~reas 
G ..... ." 0' til' 

~) [with_Fat~ of the) (R)] is not a broken pl. [of ~) 
, "" .... 

(IY)J, but a quasi-pl. n. (IY,R), because i.ld is not one of 
the measures of the pis. (R). The regular [broken (IY)J 

o. o,~ 

pi,. of J.u are, (1) in paucity, Jl,a.if [ in the sound. hollow, 

- ~ 
~ .. \~. 

-' 
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or anything else (R), AS jt..::" :tf:4i, And ~4i, (IY)]: (2' 
8', ,". j" 8"8" 

in multitude, J,.u and ~, [as ~, J,~, ;I..!.t ' and 
8 .. 8 " 

yL:;~ (IY)]; Jr,t,' [says S (R),] being more frequent 
(IY,R) ": while J,.u is always used jf its medial be a IS , 

8" 8'" 8 .. 

as J~ and j)~; and J~ if its medial be a, ' as 
o ." • G .... 0. . . . 
C~:) [242] (R). Sometll~es JL&i' IS used In paucIty 

.• • ." "]l 0 ' 0 " 

and multitude, as U"~, Rnd ;~, (IY,R); and simi-
8 " 8 .. 

larly J,.u or J~ (R). The anomalous [broken] pis-. 
0" , ,0. 

of J.d are (1) J.dr [in paucity, which is rare (IY)], .. 
as [~;~f and (IY)] :J;} [235J : (2) ~, as idft [235} 

,., , ,' .... 
(IY,R), used in paucity, aR !j)~ illS Tkreeapel, instead 

o .... os , .,.. " G .... " 0 .... 0 

of j)~' (IY) : (3) ~~I as ~~ [234], ~'y-!, bO:th 
sometimes pronounced with J)amm [of the \oJ (R), and 

.0". ' .... 0' o .... .J., 0 ..... ' 
~'Jii~. (IY)] : (4) I;)~, as I;)~'~ and I;)L.~ (IY,R) :" 

o ". 0" 0 .... 

(5) ~,as U""':!~ (R). The [broken] lJls •• of J.A! are (I) 
• ....... G ... liS 

JW' in paucity (IY, R) and multitude (R), RS u~, 
_....... 0 .... "'It 

and J(U' ; and [in paucity alonE', 1. RS e~' Rnd 
8 .. _ ' , 011' 8 , 011' 8 " 

,.,), (IY) : (2) Ju' in paucity, as ~,: (3) J,u in 
I 8 , , 0 'i- c-- 0 , 7-

multit:~e, as ~ and r,;' (IY,R); but not y~-
nor ~ [243 J because they use the pftfadigm of 
paucity instead ( IY ). The [broken- (IY ) J pl. of 

J.,u is j~f in paucity and multitude (Iy,RJ~ as ~r .... 
and jU,r (IY). The regnlar [broken (R)] pis. of j.;; 
are, (1) in paucity, j~, [in the holl()w, as:;'7r aud ~9t ; " 
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or in anything else (R), asJ'U;f and ;~i (IY)] : (2) inmul. 

titude, j,d and ~, [except in the hollow,] as ;,;. , ~,;,; , 
." 0' 0, J" ~~, [ (,)L.:t, and ..Ie!;! (IY)], ,.. being more frequent; 

though j.:d is more fl'equent in the reduplicated, as ~L.iJ , , , 
D .". 0.". 0 , 

u~, [u"~ (IY),] and ~~ (IY,R) ; while they say 
" , 

o " 
~ also, as says Bu'b" 

4;'t,~j", d'·~ ~ 
U" ." 
., , --" 

[above] (IY). Sometimes j~r is used in paucity and 
multitude, as ~~f and Jt;f (R); and they say in the un· 

sound[~pl.,t~it(Jh)and]~J..;pl. JT~r[243]t and do 

Dotexceed thispl., because of the rarity ofthissin.1. (IY). 
o ., . 

The anomalous [broken] pis. of J,a.i are [(1) in paucity, 

~r, as ~r(R)] : (2) in multitude, (a)~, as [&.b~ (R),] 
0....... 0......... 0.' fa ." 

i~,and~~; (b)Ju, as [in one word (IY)]~[234], 

which is sing., as XXVI. 119 [539], and pl., as X. 23 [1] 

(IY,R). When j.d is hollow, its only pl. of multitude is 
,,.. 0, 0' 0-' 
~~ , as ~,~ and ~~ ; and other [ catl. of Ju] also 

... ... ... 
, ... • 0 o:i • 

share with the hollow in t,;)'j.,u , as ~~ [256],' which, S ... ... 

says, is pl. of J,:. aga.rden (R). The regular [broken] 
0 ..... ' ,;Oil 0 .... • 

pl, of Ju in paucity and multitude is ~~, [as ~,(,)~ 
0,. 0..... 0" .. 

and ~,~ (IY)] ; while e'4;' [and e'4J (R)], and [simi-

larly (R)] ~l..Jc;f [and ~(..fc.l (R)], are anomalous,_ The 

US 
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[broken] pl. of ~ is j~riD paucity and multitude (lY R h 
Q ".~~ o~~~~ , ~ 

~£4 u~r and sJ,~r (IY) The commonest of these para-
digms the hrolten pl~ i£4 jL;,jj [because it occurs in the 
10 formati<:?D£4 (nf the sin~), being anomalous in two of 

equz",l, 
w_ ". 0 -..- 0"". ~ 

and ~ CIY,,) an.i ii~~ [pi. o~ (Jb, F",~ 
0........ Zb '" w- _ ?J ", 

(Jh) 1 io~ and &Jay:" [pIs. of ~t and Jo;; (1 Y)] ; next 

~, as .0cj~:" ;tG, n£4nt ~L~ nnd J;.; &£4 s;;;~ 

~ (M)~ The opinion of S is that #[nbove] and the 

like ""re qaf",si~JJl~ns~? like ~~~ ""nd ~~ [257], and £4imi· 
". /". 

~arl.r i:i1 [above] and i.;~, not broken pis. ; but Akh hold,,, 
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that all ~ftheln are broken pll., though seldom used (IY). .... . , ... 
And ~ [aboveJ occurs aspZ. of ~, [being the only 

, " 

pl. of this measure in the tril. (IY, AAz), for which rea-

son Z does not mention it with the paradigms of the pls. 

{IY)] : the poet ['Abd Allah Ibn AlI,Iajjaj (IY), (or) 
Alijutai'a (AAz),] 8ays 

, Ii , .......... , .. ,. ., ~. • , ... .,..... ! f..oo ... o ... t·, 0 

~ i.J~f~ w <II. 'is'' ~, .. , 
~',.:r- \S,; 0 . , w ~ ~, ~ ~), 

(M) Have merCJ upon my Uttle hoys [286], who al'e as weak 
«s though they UJere partridges stepping along in A shSharab· 
ba, a place [belonging to the Bann Ja'far Ibn Kilii.b~Bk)], 

,. II , , 

Jalling from their inabilit,y to fI.y (IY). ~ does not , 
, 0 • 

occur as a pl. except in [two words (Jh),] ~ pl. of 
G , ... 0 0 ....... 

~ Apartridge and ~r';' pl. of ~~J~ A polecat (Jh,A); 
and IS holds that it is a quasi-pl. ~ n., not a pl. (A): 
As says that k is a dial. var. of ~ (IY,A) ; 

but the truth is that it is a pl., like ~* : and what 

proves that ~ and ~ are pis. is their femininiZ'l~ 

tion, as k iT ~ The'lJ are the partridges and ~~! 
J ... , 0 ...... ' 

the polecat. and ~f ~ It is tke partridgp., that being 
, . 

transmitted by AZ; whereas, if ~ were a dial. var . 

. of ~ , as As snys, it ",ould be masc., like the latter: 
, 0 0.' 

and Akh says that ~ is ling. a~d pl., like ~ and 
8 ' 
~~ [234J (IY). 

§ 238. Having finished the pl. of the formations of 
the unaugmented tril., when it is a masc. sub:stantive, fZ 
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followed by] IH enters upon the explanation of its pl •. 
when it is [a substantive] made fem. with the I (R). 
The tril. [ substantive] that the I is affixed to has 6 for-

l mations, (1) i1d; (2) ild ; (3) i.W ; (4) i.L:j ; (5) , .". , ,. ..... ' ,. 
i.Lu ; (6) i.Lu (IY). 'fhe paradigms of its broken pl. , 

are (1) J~ ; (2) J,.d ; (3) jd, ; (4) ~ ; (5) j.d ; (6) 

j;; (M). The pl. of i1d in paucity is with the' and 
8,.".,. 8'''''' 

I:.) , as I:.)I..wa.i and ~ [240] ; and the unsound and re-
duplicated are like the sound in that: they say, in the case 

o "0.,,. 8 "" 0, 

of (1) the unsound in (a) thee, ~ and~,), as ~ 
Ii "" 0,.. "" 0,. 

I:.)li:pJI ~') XLII.21. 111111"e lawn. 0/,11,8 garclms[240] ; 

, (b) the J, ~ and ~t;i): (2) the reduplicated, dfr and 

~4; (lY). The brokenplB. of u,:; [in multitude (IY)] 

are (1) jw, regularly, in the sound, unsound, and redup-, . 
licated, as el ~, [ ;I~ , 'e(!,04 , :;oc:,;) (713), it; ~ (IY),) 

~ 

: "IS, [~4~ (R), ;tfr' and ~4) (IY)]: (2) ~,las 
though it were (R)] contracted ,;om ~W .. , as ~, [~ 
(R), ~~, and ~ (IY)]; but that is not regular [in 

o " 0 " the sound or anything else (R)] : (3) J,u , as )'~ aud 
o " J " 8 .. P o~ ~,~ • because ~ and J~ are fellows in the pl. of vu 

[the male. of iJd (R)],exceptthat J;; in the pl. of;..r;; 

is rare, and in the pl. of J.d is frequent [237] : (4) Jd t 
, ,,0, G ..... 

[when i.Lu is hollow, of the cat. of the, (R),] as ~ 
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[and J;~ (R)] j and (similarly (IY), though anomalously, 
-' -, 

when it is defective (R),] as 1$;3 ,[and, says F, I$r pl. of 
~;. which, says he, is 'Whal is put in the nose ofth! cam,l, 

whereas the well-know~ (!~rm) in this sense is 'r (R)] : 
but that is not regular, ~ [here (R)] being [ooly (IY)] 

made to Record with kJ.d (IY,R) j Rnd, when i.GJ is 
hollow, of the cat. of the 1$ , its u may not be pro
nounced with :pamm in the pl., but is pronounced with 

G.... 0" 

Kasf,as ~ [above] and ~(R). Sometimes, however, 
they content themselves with the pl. of paucity, and do not 
exceed it: S says (IY), And they sometimes pluralize with 

the [ , and] I:.J when they mean multitude (S,IY) ; and 

the poet ~assan says ~ ~Il~ iii.:f [285], where he does 

not mean paucity (S). aI;i is pluralized in paucity with the ' 
o ,,,, G ",.., 

[' and] I:.J , as 1:.J4J) and I:.J~) courts; and the unsound is . "" '"" similar, as I:.Jlill (IY). The [broken] pis. of i.l.aJ [in 
multitude (IY)] are (1)~, [regularly (R),] as ~Ci) , 

• , 0 , ... 0.... ... 

[~~),IY),] and u~ [256] : (2) ~, as r:! [718] and 

~ (IY-,R), as says the Rajiz 
" ..... ,..,,' '" '..J , 

!p.!~; ,:,~13 ~ 
He ~ta"d, at times, and walks at times (IY); the o. f. of 
which is j~ (R) , 3d here being contracted from jGu I 

.... .... , . 
•• , • , G , • 

{lY) : (8) J,.J, as u~ (lY,R) nnd ),a , 8S in the saying 
of the Rajiz [cited by As (Jh)] 
~ L..:',..,..,. .. ,. • ,. • ~"r. .. or., ... II .. , .,. 0 ... 

)' _~-) ~ ~)~ ~ • ),.;w' I$~ ~ ; )'c,)J' urs ~ J 
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DOBt ilwu know tlte dwelling at the top of #"'e monntain
full qf k"olls 1 It has become effaced, except a,he, covered 

o ", 
with dust (IY) ; and [silllilarly in the sound (IY)] I.:>~ 

00' , +.0:0 >r .... -: 0' ~<1 ........ 0 ............ 0'0'..0 

and ~ (IY,R), as in~';'~ ~ r-~~ I.:>~'j 
XXII 37. And (Wehave'nlfuie) the 8acrijicial camels, We 

hartB made them for gou to he of the signs of the religion 
., " 0'.-0 0 " 

oj God, [read by IlB I.:>~" with two :{>ammas, like ;..J 
0 ..... '; 0 .... Ii.... , 0 0 to', ,;1£.... . 

pl. of !irs (K,)] and in jji.M-A~~I?L~1I1.4. [516J, 
read with quiescence [of the Jt. by IAl,Ks, and, as is report
ed, Ibn Kathir (B),] and witb pamm: but that. [ quies~l'nce] 

GO, 0' , 

is not the o.f., J.u being only abbreviated from J,JU con-
0" 00' 

tracted from J,.u (lr) : J.aJ is not frequent; and, in the 
Bound, the e may be pronounced with :(>amm, on the 
ground that the I)amm is either a deriv. of the quiescence 
or its o. f. [711]. And [in paucity] it is pluralized upon the 

measureofj..jr, as ~in thesound,~J[256] in the hollow, 

and rT[244] in the defective. iJ;j from the defective, [i.e., 
the unsound in theJ,] is frequent (R) ~ as for the unsound 

in the J (IY), like iG..i and i~, it, when in [the lenseof 
(R)] the pl., mostly occurs [curtailed of the i (R), like 

the pl. of generic ns. (254) (IY),] as Ui, [L1t, and ~ 
(R)] ; or [like the sound pl. (IY)] with the' and .::.I, [as 

• ",,. 0., ."., •• 

~',.u and ~~ (IY)]: but IS sometimes pluralized 
o II • , •• 

upon the measure of J,u , as ~,.> Bnd ~ [722]; and 

j~, as '~1 and JGt [244f(IY,R), as says the poet 

[AnNa.bigha (Jh,ABk. Jk) adhDhubyani (ABk), describ
ing coats of mail (Jk),] 
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$'~"~4a~ iUl ~fi • i~~~t, l'J~~ -:~:.t! .,,~.,. T ., TF".", ~ 

That ',ave 6een rubbed over with dregs of oil, and SCOUT

ed in.ide with rotten camel', dung; so thnt fheV are 
bright, like pools of water, cleara a. 10 the linings (IY) ; 

and [~~ , for] ;t;.:1 occurs, like ~I;'::l (R~, [as] says 

[the poet (8)J AIJ:{attaI [alKilabi (8)] 

)WG ~,;~r,;.; ~!J3 ISl • ,:0, ~~~ ~ a:.~1 Q 
A; for the b;ndswomen, they call me not child, ';h.eq lAs 

Bons of the hondlWomen uphraid one anot/I.er with ,hame 

(S,Jh). The predicament of the reduplicated is the same 

as that of the sound ; but it is scarce. The pl. of i Li.i , 
0.", 0"" 

in paucity is with the' and '=J, as '=J~ and '=J'~ (IY). 

The [broken (IY)] pl. of i.W [in multitude (IY)] is [jd , , 

(IY),] with Kasr of the ~ and Fat~ of the e ' as ~ and 

~ (IY,R); but that is not regular (IY): Sfsays, And t;he , 

like of it is rare, not invariable; for ~ and ~ are 
0"" 0 .... , 

not said in the case of i.Jj'" and ~ a pregnant she-camel , , 
G, '" 0 .... .,. 

(R) : while i4iU and i~ are 80 pluralized only because , , 
9,0 D .... 0 

they say i4i; and i~, [with quiescence of the 2nd (IY) 
0,0 O~ 

,.ad.,] like i~ (IY,R) and iiI!' (IY), according to ~he 

[] 
8, 0, 

Banu Tamim and others 468 ; 80 that rJU, and ~ are 

~any pis. of i!d [below], not of u..; : whereas other . ~ .' "', '. 
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- - ., - 90· .... "" 0 ........ 

words, like i..lS" and i..i..l=.., [whose 2nd "ad. is "not a .. .. 
guttural letter,] do not occur upon the measure of i~, 

except accorcling to the Banil Tamim [758](R). iCd 
• , 

is p~uralized in paucity with the' and I:J , as ~~ and 
, 

o .... ", , , , 0.. -.".... • 

I:J~ [240], whence ~~ 0;.';, ~ XLIX.4. From . " ..,,, ,. 
outside the cham6er8, [also read ~~, (K,B),] and 

0" "0,, ....' ..... (I" , , 

~ u,", ~ 1:JL..llb XXIV.40. (Thesll are) dark· .. 
nessel, 80me of which are above uthers (IY). The [broken 

(R)] pl8. of ir;; [in multitude (IY)l are (1) ~, [mostly 
o .. t of t~ 0 .. , 

(R), regularly, as Y5') , r-"" and oJ~ (IY>] ; which is 
.. ' , 1 ~ 

sometimes used in paucity also, as 't~ ~ Three upper. 

chamber" [though this is rare (R)] : (2) jLd , [E"xcept in .. 
the hollow (R),] as ;~, [J~ (IY), ;~ (R),] and 

J!J1 ; which is frequent in the reduplicated, as [~ , 
8.. 0, 0 .. 

~ (R),] \o:I~, and \o:I4! (IY,R); while in the 

hollow they' restrict themselves to Jd, as)~ and j;; 
',0' 0 .... ' 

(R). In the i.Lu unsound in the e tLey say 1:J~,j) and 
• t 

J;~ : and in the one unsound in the J they say ~G h':' and 

~ ; while the one whose unsound J is a 1.5 is similar 
r} .. , 

in multitude, as "s- and ~c.M ; but they hardly ever plu .. 

ralize it with the I:J, contenting themselves with the 

formation of multitude instead. And the reduplicated 
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••••• ' 8 ..... ' 0;;' 8 .... ' 
IS SImIlar, as I::.'r and )r and I::.'tJ,.,o and ~J,.,o (IY). As for 
• , , 0 ... 0 , " 

~ pl. of the i~ wai,tband of the trousers, i.e., plac6 
, .... 

of ~!Jing them, it is anomalous (R). i..1.u is phll'alized 
o .. .. 

in paucity with the t and I::.' , as ~~~~ and ~t];{[240] 
(1Y). The broken pl. of i1d [in mul titude (I Y)] is j.d , .. .. 
[in the sound or anything else "(R),] as [;~~ and (IY)] 

.G , 0.". 0, 0..... 0", __ r [289], ~ [and ~~, ~ and ~~ (IY)], and~) 
~ 

and ~ ; wh~h is sometimes used in paucity also, as 

if ~ Three fragment, (IY,R) : and others than S 
G ..... ' " , 'til! , 

mention J,d with :pamm of the \oJ , like ~ and ~ ; 

but Kasr is better in both of them: and sometimes JLd .. 
; occurs, like;"W and J~ ; so S mentions, but it is "" .. ... 

<,xtremely rare. S says that the pl. with the t and I::.' is rare, 
whether in the sound or in a-nything else, because, in 

this pl., [vocalic] alliteration of the e to the \oJ is the rule 

[240] ; whereRs ~ ,like ~1 ' is a scarce formation (R) : 
and [8 says that (R) ] they hardly ever pluralize [the 
defective (R), (i. e.) the unsound in the J (IY) , whether 
it belong to the cat. of the, or 1.5 (R),] with the t and I::.' 
(IY,R), because its 2nd [rad.] would then be pronounced 

with Kasr, as ~t,A) , and, since they dislike the comhi

Dation of two Kas;;s in the sound, they dislike it mOl'e in 
the unsound (IY) ; 80 that they content themselves with 

j.d in paucity and multitude (R). But the unsound in .. 
Jl9 
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the e is pluralized [in paucity (IY)] with the t and ~ as 

;,~~ and ~~~, because [its must be made quiescent, 

80 that (R)] two Kasras are not combined (IY,R) in it. 
, U U Q 

, And they say in the reduplicated ~tw and ~f~ (IY) . ... 
!. ( 0. S sayS (R), And ~ sometimes has a [broken (S,IY)] 

~ ~ . 
, '''It 9.... 0 , "15: 

[uf pzuucitY]'4por, the mearure of J~f as ~~ ~, 
",g. 
~, thz"t is [suurcu (8, iwt 

, ( ... ' I'"'f ' '', (d i;.~ , ITt E1%Zt plnralRZe{l 2'm 
(Le.) in multitude (IY),] has a [broken (S,IY)] uyon 

u.... 0... 0, 

the measure of [ J.u ,as (8)J ~ and ~ , [being assi~ 
'wm' £t , #2 _" 5' :cd,O , 

milated to UaJ (lY,R), like Wlb and iU~ (IY), and 

therefore pluralize4 upon the measure of j.;.; (R)] : but 
. f?", w""W 0 m,m J 

that is not like [ ~) and (S, R) J y-1.o) [254], because 
'S W4' 10:, 

....... !:,~ is masc., [like ~r. and ~ (S,R)] ; while this is/em. 
'" df' Ck, , ? If' 0 

(S,IY,R), like [~and(S)] u~ (S,R) : and [because] 
WE ,.::r 8U m,·' 0 , 

the dim. of~) is ~.b); while the dim. of ~ [and 
" "m "" " '"" 0 ." «I,m" Y 

. ~ (R)] is ~~ [and ~~ (R)], the word being 
~ust4r"ed to the theu phtraliuud wity 

anY ~ it a [285] Thur thu 
whole number of formations of the [broken] pl. of these 
substantives is as above mentioned. The commonest 

i. "t"4J".m "om" 0;" 

of tYem is J~, becausu it 4rccurs in 4 substantives, i..l.aJ, 
, 

;+ ~ ,JIt.WM ',::M J J, it #,,,, , 

i.LrJ , i.la.i , and i..ld : and JlA; is regular, universal, in 

!. ("-: !. l' "~ 0 -' , 
~ and ~ J anomalous in the [tWD2i] other%t ; "w 

J 
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tegular in iI,;j and ~ ,any other [broken pl.] being 
0.... J,. • 

anomalous in them] ; and J.a,i is regular in iJ.u , a.ny .. ; 

otber (broken pl.] being anomalous in it, while the pre-
. 0..... J .... ., • 

dieament of [J.ai In] i..td has been mentIoned above (I Y). 
~ .. 

§ 239. The rule in epB. is that they should not 
receive a broken pl . ., because they bear a resemblance 
to, and exercise the same government as, .,8. ; so that 
their finals receive the same affix for the pl. as the finals 
of the V., vide the) and I,;) ; and it is then followed by the 
, and I:.J , lfhich are subordinate to it : and also [because] 
tDe latent protl8. are attached to them, and the rule is 
that their form should contain something to indicate those 
pron8., whereas that iR not found in the broken pl. ; so that 
it is better that they '8ho~ld be pluralized with the, and ~ 
to indicate the latency of the pro1f,. of rational malea 
[below], and with the' and \:;.t to indicate a plurality of 
othtr objectB. Notwithstanding this, however, some eps. 
receive a broken pl., because they afe ns, like substan
tives, although they resemble the V. t and the broken 
,,1. is more frequent in the assimilate epll. than in the 
act. part. of the tril., since the former resemble the t'. 

less than the latter does; and more frequent in the act. 
parI. of th~ tril. than in the pass. part. of the trit. and 
the act. and pass. parts. of the 1Ion-lril., because the two 
last resemble their aor., in form more than the act. parI. of 
the tril. resembles its aor., while the pass. part, of t.be t1'it. 

is treated like the act. and paBs. parts. of the fton-tril. in 
rarity of the broken pl. on account of the r in its begin .. 
ning (R)~ The formations of the t .. iI. epa. [that have a 

• 
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0· ... 00' 0.' 

broken pl. (R)] are 1 (IY,R), (1) J.,d ; (2) ~ ; (8, J,u; 

(4) jd' ; (5) j.d ; (6) Jd ; (1)ld(1y). The paradigms ... 
[of the broken pl. (IY)] of the tril. eps. are like the para. 

digms [of the broken pl. (IY)] of the tril, substantives 

, [287] (M). The brokenp18. of j,d are (1) j~ , most-... 
8, 0..... G,. 0 .... 

1" [universally, as y~, J~ mean, ~lJf, and ~~, 
0,,0" 0" ... 

(I¥)] : (2) J,-u, as J,..s"(I¥,R) and rP [242] (R) : (8) 
." 00' Ja.; [or J,u, one of these two formations being 

o , , , 
apparently a derive of the other (R)], as J,A.... [wl,Ue 

garments (IY) or ~, and ,:r.il'Jf ~~ Steady in , ... 

the encounter or ~ ~~ (R)J, and [sometimes only 

I ' 0' 
one of them being used (R),] as U, [~~ (R),] and 
D·' ' 
~)' bright hay horses (IY,R) ; but this is rare (IY) ; (4) 

_, .... ' _,. ,,' 0 • , 0" • 

[~~ , as] ~I:S\....., , [ by assimilation of J.ai to ~u (R), be-
oe" _ "" 

cause ~ muni/lc6nt i~ i. q. the act. part. (IY),] like 
o ., -"" '" , • '" 0" _" , 

r-'~pl. ~~ [247] ([Y,R) ;or to~, like ~~.rpl.l.L.r 

. [246] (R) : (5) [~A , as l;fJ : ~ is [ordi~rily] not 
0 0 ... 

used as a broken pl. of [the 'p.] Ja; [in paucity (IY), 
because the ep. in most cases has a qualified explaining 
the paucil!J and multitude, and the o.f. in pls. is the pl. (If 
multitude (R); so that, when a pl. of paucity is needed, 
they use the sound pl. (IY)] : but, since some 'p'. are used 

8 .... 

as substantives, like ,,).,.0, they are pluralized [in paucity 

(R)] upon the measure of j.di , as ~. ; and, jf [ ~ or 
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(R)] any [other (R)] ep. be used as a name [for a man 

(IY)l it is plura1i~ed as a substantive [240] (IY"R) : (6) 

~ , which is the [formation or paucity] prevalent in the 

hollow belongiOng to the cat. of the 1.5 , as j~f and (R) 
0".. ,,,0 
C~, [242] (IY,R): (7) ~~, in the hollow and anything 

else, as (R) ~~, [~~ (IY),] and ~,~, (IY,R), like 
, 

0,. 0 .... • ,,..J G ..... , 

f;)1 ,A,~ and I.:J'~ [237] (IY) : (8) 1.:J"j.aJ, as 1.:J'1oU, 
o , 0 " 

(IY,R) ; while such as I.:J~ and I.:J~ may be orig. 

pronounced with 1;>amm of the \oJ, which is then pro-
., '. . ' ,."" 

nounced wlth Kasr for preservation of the 1.5 : (9) i...l.u, , 

as i;:-,,) delicate (R) [and] ~!.!, (IY); while ~ with 
, 0 , 

quiescence of the e occurs, as ~ (R). Thus the . ~ 

; paradigms of the broken pl. of jdhave 9 formations, of 
o , 

which ,one, vid. JW, is regular ; and the remainder 
" 

are anomalous, heard, but not copie~, though 8eirne of 

them are more frequent than others. That is because 

they are treated as substantives; for they are hardly 
0..... 0' .... 

ever used with their qualifieds, so that ~ ~) and 
•• " 0'.... 0 , 

~ ~) are not said (IY). And they say ~ [and 

~ (8)], as they say ~[287] (S,IY) and ~'is(8). " .... ., , 

00 B'. 0, .Jf 
The broken pl. of J.a.; is JUtJ', as \oJ~, skinned ~arcasses of , 

G ..... " _" •• 
,sheep without head. or legs, [v6Liu' jaded(S,R),] and Jl.4l1 

',maciated (S,IY,R); while AZ transmits J~free or 
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,uit (IY) : ~[here (IY>l is made a substitute for J;; 
and J~ [in multitude] (S,IY) ; and therefore does not ,. 

o , , 0 

occur: with [either of] them, so that u~ or ....;4 is ,. 
· - 0' OJ!: 

not said (IY) : while ~, is said [by some of the Arabs 
t; olt 

(S,IY), upon the measure of J.dt (8)], by assimilation to 

substantives, like ~;~, [237]' (S,IY,R) ; but it is extra· 
. b 0·' ~,..~ 

ordinary in ep'. (R). The roken pl. of J.d is ~t , as 

)o~r and;~. Thebrokenpl. of J,d is(l) j~ (IY,R), 
~ R 0." 0,. 

mostly, 8S IS appears to say ( ), as ~~ fair, ,k,~ lan-'~ . 
0,. • a .... ·-. 

bair, and ~L.fAJ very curl!} half (IY) : (2) Jla.i' some· 
" 

· times, [says S (R),] used in8teadofj~ (IY;R), as j\ ~T, 

·~.;.:r, J~, and jt.;..:, [146,235] : LabId says • 

. ~,y!jr 5!t! ~ :Gt;. • j~ ~ ~r {t ~~ 
, 

(IY, Whole van shall be led by etJery fleet mare, short. 

haired, like the mare Hirl,wa oftll,e unma'Plied meD, as 

though they used to borrow this mare to go hunting 

. on, or like the staloJ the herdsmen going Jar afield 
" 'r'Ct '<I'!e, 

with their camels to pasture (Dw). But ~~ and I.;)~ , 

like ~'~1 and ,;'j';, are because;;l and 1S are used 

as substantives ; so that they a~ like ~~~ mal. 
· 0,..' 0" . 
· bullards and I.;)~ lam6, [237] : and similarly [ J.ai and 
0' 0" 0·' . 0 .. " Ji; , like] ~ and ~, because ~ middle-agel 
is like a su~stantive, and is reckon~d by S amoDg sub.-
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. stantives ; 80 tb at they are like ~, and ct:.f [237,246], 

according to him (R). The broken pia. of ~ are .< J) 

jldj, as ~Li:ll(ly,R), whileJr transmits ~~'(IY): (2) 
G ." 0 ,. 0 .". 

[ ~, as] et::,.] (IY,R) and e1: : the poet says 

• ." ." ~ .• r; 0l.LJ.L, 8. ,. • w' ~ ~ .. , " 
eft ~, ~ .. ,. • ~ ~rf I.I'liIf ~, 

The laces of men, 80 long as thou art preserved alive, 

are white, cheerful; and their spirits are jO!l!ul (IY) : 

(3) ~,as ;.:;, (IY,R): (4)~, as ~4..; (R) : (5) 

[Jld ' as] ~~ (IY) : (6) ~ , which is rare, as ~ ,;~ 
(R). The broken pl. of J.d is j~ , as -'U) (IY,R) and 

~~ ;r (R) : the poet [AIKumait Ibn Zaid (MN,EC) 
alAsadi (MN)] says 

41~;-~~' • .p;~. ~~jiOi;i~1~jr:l:~iJ , 'tfJ'" ." ~ r-"", r;-
(IY) Auuredl!l Ih6 wakeful as to the coverings of drowsi. 

neBS, meaning the lid, of the e!}es, have known their bnng 

adorned and anointed with black [CollYlillmJ (MN,EC) : 
0'.... 0'..... • • 
~ and ~ are said to be the on 1y two words of this cat. 

that have a broken pl., the remainder being pluralized with 
.0' .... 0", .J .... 

the sound pl.: and AAsh transmIts ~pl . .fb~, like e-pl. 

e' ; "; in the substantive [237]; but tbe truth is that ;~ 

is pl. of ~I ,;,ii , because j~ is prevalent in [the pl. ot] 

,did [250] (R). The brokeD pl. of j.d is J~r, as ~U;, I 
0' , 

(IY,R) ; but Bome of the Arabs put ~ always intp 
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. 'iii ClIO.... "." , " , 

the sing., as ,,~\.; ~ F ~1) V. 9. And, if1l' h 
unclean, purify yourselves, making it an into n. [14S] 

(IY). The commonest of these pis. is ~f, because it 

is applied to all [the formations of (IY)] the eps., [vid. 
0· ..... o. 0.' 0 ........ 0 .... G ,.... P'! 0 .... -. 

J.» , J.» .. , J.d , J.d ~, Ja; , and u.u (lY),] as c~t, 
o .,.. • f 0 .".... 0 ........ 0 ., "f 0 .... ·f 0 ,,01J. 
U~I , )~, , JL~' , j)~ ; Jbli:!1 and ~Uq.:, ; and the next 
o .. 
JlaJ, because itis applied to 3 [formations (IY)] of them, .. 
[t-J, jd; and ~", (IY),] as ~~, ~~, and eL;,; .. 
while the rest of the pl,. al'e equal ([Y,R). As (or the 

remaining paradigms of the [t,U.] eps. [368J, they al'e (1) 
0 ... ' 0 .. , 0'" 0 

J.,.J, as I"~ and ~ [skilful guide (Jb)] j (2)" ~, as 
00. 

~ 1 prolific she-ass and *- stout woman, there bemg no 

other; (8) ~, as ...s~ and . ...s~, there being no other: 
-" ." and no broken pl. has been heard in them, t'~' being pl. 

~f~~ ,like tn pl. of;.ti [246], not of...s"-: (R). The 

[sound (SB)] pl. [with the, and ~ (M>] is allowable in 

all [of these eps. (M)] that denote rational males [234] 
. , .... , " 

(M,SH); nay, is the rule [above] (IY), as 0~, 0~ , .. J., ,.,.".... , f. ... 

[0,~ (IY),] 0~, 0,)~, 0,.-~ intelligent, and 
.,' 

!. 0~ (M) : the poet says 

.~..u.u.;Wl~~Y~ •. ~~~T~ty :~1.~.~ I 

....,--. ..... 19 '1 ..... , ...,....". ..... ~ , 

Sulaima said, [love not 'he frizzly.ll-aired meo, nor the 

lank-h.aired: flerily they are stinker. [252] (IY). And as 
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for [the pl. of (M)] their fem., it is with the' and ~ , Ddt 

otberwise, as ~~ 1 [~~ (IY), ~~ (M),J ~~~, 
a;" • " .... 

and \::,J~ ,except the paradIgm of i.LJJ, [all of (R)] 

which, [says S (&)IJ receives the 'broken pl. jw , a8 .. 
o ~ G ... • G.... • 

[ ~~ (M,H),]!"p-l.S' quick, sl"arp, and J4c, [because this 
,Ii' , ) 

formation occurs so frequently that they, allow them

selves to vary it (IY,R) in the pl. (R)] ; while they say 

~ in the pl. of ~ ~ (M, SH), becau8e they trea~ ~t : 
0..... 8". 

as a substantive, like ir{ pl. ;.:.r[238J (IY.R). SsaY/J. 

that ~, as i1.;''';, is pluTftlize.d upon the measqre qf 

. [~ , as] ~~, apd n'ot of J~ , except when iu male. . , 
. G ... .,. . 

is.pluralized upon that measure, ft8 .you say ~ and 
., ,." 8 , 9 .... ,.... n , : 
.~, pl. f,;)~ ; but. not ~ pl. J~ ,.since you d9 ... , . 

9 ........ 8, I 

Dot 81ly J.~ pl. JL~: and therefore every ep. upon ... 

the measure of J.;J , which is pluralized [in tQ.e .masc.] . 

upon the measure of ~, is, pluralized in t4e/em. a~so : 

~pon that measure; so that this sayi,ng of S is contra~y 

to the saying of[Z followed byJ.IH (R). [See §. 251.] 

'§'~40" The fem. [tril. n. (IY)] quiescent in·the 

medial, [upon the measure of i1d (IY), ~ , or iCd , ] .. 
is ~ither a substantive [238J or an ~p. [239J. When it 

is ,a su,bstantive, its e' in the [sound (AAz) ] pl., 

.is, when ~oUDd [below]" (I) ;vocalized with (A) Fat». 
120 
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{for alliterf\tion to tile vo~e of itA \oJ (AKB)] in the 
. 8 """" "" 

[measure] pronounced with FatJ,. of the u, DS ~~ ; 

(b) Fatl,t [for alleviation (IY)] or Kasr [for alliter

ation (IY)] in the [measure] pronounced with KftSf of the 

\oJ, as ~~~ [17,238] ; (e) Fatl}. [for lightness (IY)] 

or :pa.mm [for alliteration (IY)] in the [measure] pro-, 
8 "" .... 'Y 

.0uneM with :pamm of the \oJ, as I.::>l.;~ : (2) sometimes 

made quiescent, (a) by poetic license in the first, [though 

some say tl1at this is a dial. oar. (IY)] ; (6) in a case 

of choice in the remaining two, in \the dial. of Tamim 
, 8 .,0 0 .... 0' 

(M), as ~~~ and ~l.;~ (IY). The ~ur has II. 162. 

[484], and the poet I'Abd Allah Ibn 'Umsr Ibn 'Amr 
al'Arji (MN)] says 

r,;.;r" r:'rr 50 (of .... i:J .... w ... i; Wf .. I:: Ji, G abc, 
• r.:)A ~ r o..:r-I.S ".,.. ..:r- $ ~ ". " • 

~., "" ",. "'" 
(Aud) (I adjure !Iou) by God, 0 doe-gazelle, of tl.e plai", 

SfJ!! '!Ie to 'US, 1. my LaUa one of you, or i, LaUd one 01 

mortal,' (MN) : while the saying [of an Arab of the 

desert, of the Bann 'Udhra (MN),] 

~,~ ~A.;j", ~.::~~ ~~; • L4ii1u ~i ~,~~ ~; 
, ~ "" "" F J :... "" , "J"-~ .... 

[And 1 wa$laden willi, the sighs of the earZ,forenoon, and 

was able to bear them; but 1 have"ot hand., i. e., strength, 

for the sighs of the late afternoon (MN)] is a [pretty 

(Aud, MN, Sn)] poetic license (lA, Aud, A), as also is th~ 
_ 'OGij 000'" ., 0." 

saying of the [unknown (FA)] Rajiz e"~' e'~ 

[537] (A) cited by Fr (MN), because the e is' some-
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times made quiescent by poetic license even in the ling. 

nnd male. (Aud, MN, Sn), as 

I; ,:,\ ~fYf~r li ,;:; 4 
(Aud) 0 'Amr, 0 BOIl 0/ Ihe noblest in li"eage (MN), 
80 that its quiescence is more appropriate in the pl. 

(MN, 3n) andfim. because of their heaviness (So) ; and 

Dhu-rRumma says, [adJressing himself (AKB),J 

~C:°"'J~~~G· •• :: l:uo~ ~'·~'~'Sl· 
.. , 'T' ." ')'!l~' ~ ,e? 
~I wf'..si 4.5~~1 ~~,Li,.';' • ~ ;c;;'i ~~;; ~ ~f 
., .,.,. / ;;> r: 

(lY,R), and, in Borne MSS of the H, [as in the IY,] ~f, 
though I have not Been it io the MSS of the DIwan [of 

Dhu-rRumm,,], of which I possess (and to God ~e the 

praise !) four MSS, When thou sayest, "Bid fare-well eo. 

meeting with Khar/f.a, and shun visiting her: (if thou' 

sh rm vi,iling her,) thou wUt lOea1· out tIle coo·dB 01 the ties," 

memories refuse, or come, tl,at have accustomed the side, 

of II is hea,'t to throbbing, while the /oosenesses of love are 
, .;;,., , ",. "JI 

in Ihe jointl (AKB) ; nnd the other says~' e~~ ,f 

~ Dr the .oul willfind rest elc. [5-37] (IY) ; and, says 1J, 

L.abld says 
, IG .. ., ... 0.,. ,,0 ,. -' II., ,,0 r _ , til' 0 " 

,r,..-J', ~,,..,,. ';'~~ • ~~, 'i.},1, ~~) 
(AKB) TI.ae (referring to camels) were saddledfor a 

long journey, and were urged to thei,. utmost pace for the 

inteRle heat, of the noon, and tlte hot willa (Dw). And 

(the 8~yiDg of the poet (8)] 

• 
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~;,~ ~ji ~ 51 ~;; ~ • w~ ~~4 G;~UJ 
And, when they saw us in s~ch a state that our kn.ees 

were showing, On a battltJ-grounrJ wherein we mingle 

not earnestnelS with jest has been (S,IY) heard by us (8) , , 
recited [with the e of '1::.14$)'] pronounced with }'nt1} 

. ,0 , 

(IY) ; and in II. 16. [440] HB reads 1::.Iw,J.::, withquies-.. 
cenee of the J (K). But, ~hen ullsound, the e is made 

8 ,,0, 8 ..... 0., ., 8., , 

quiescent, as I::.I~' I::.I!>~ , I::.I~~ , and 1::.I'j,.), except 
. ' 

in the dial. of Hudhail (M), who pronounce [ the e of 

iCd in the pl. (AKB)] with Fat}.l (IY, AKB), which, IJ 

declares, is not a poetic license; while, according to 

. others thun Hudhail, Fatl) is a poetic license (AKB). 

The ~ur has ~ ';'~~ ~ XXIV. 57. [(They are) three 

times of ezpoling the person for you (K,B)] and XLII. 

21. [238] (lY) : while the poet [ of Hudhail (M,A)] says, 
[desCl'lbing his be-camel (MN,Jsh,Sn),] 

, '" 0, 0 .... 0... 0, ..-1 s.s" G _-' .",.'" .. w " .... lXA ~, "~ ., cr.- ~. e-+:~) .,.. ,-:-" ~') 1::.1 ... y:. 
.,., '" ,..,. ., \.r, til 

(M,R,A) (My he-arllnel in the swiftnes8 of his ;ourntying 

is like tl,e male ostrictt, who is) a POS8e1S0r of eggs, going 

. [home to his ned (J8h)) at nigl"tt, ;ollr.ne!ling in the 

h.eginning of the night, cll!ver at moving the two shou/Je:1'S 

in journeying, stretching tI,e jore·legB in running 

(MN, Jsb,Sn) ; and ~ 1::.I~~.;.Jj XXIV. 57. ,[aboveJ .. 
is [anomalous]y (R., Sn)] read (R,A) in their dial . . (A) by 
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MA·'lBI\sh (K); but that is rare, the first being tbe 

[pronunci~tion] 'frequently used (lY). The condition 

that the e should be sound [above] is meant to exclude 
05... 85' 05' 

two things, (1) the reduplicated, as ~ , ~ , and ~ ,. 

in [the pl. ,of] which the e is only made quiescent, [be

cause vocalization would necessarily involve dissolutioD 

conducive to heaviness (So)] : (2) that [substantive] 

whose e is an unsound letter, which is of t'wo kinds, (a) 

• kind in which the unsound letter is preceded by a 
0...... 0... !(,. 

vowel homogeneous [ with it], as i}S , ~-> , and &.1,-> , 
... 

[in the pl. of] w.hich [the e] remains in its state [of 

quiescence] ; (h) a kind in which the unsound I~Lter is 
& ... 0", 8 "'" 0,. 

preceded by a Fatl}.a, as i)~ and ~, in [the pl. of] 

whi(~h ther~ al'e two dials. VarB., thE' dial, of Hudhail 

being alliteration, and the dial. of others being quies-
8 ... ", 8"."., 

cence (A). The e in such as I::.J~~ aud I::.J~ , accord-
ing to Hudhail, is not converted into' only because the 

vowel in t.he pl. is accidental [684], n~ the, of ~~~ 
preceded by n letter pronounced with :pamm is not con-

verted into 1.5 because the :pamma is accidental. If i.Cd 
. , 

be unsound in the e, which is oilly a r..5 , either rail., as 
0... 0, 

in bti' t or converted, as in l4i-> [685], alliteration is ... ... . 
Dot allo,vable by common consent; nor Fatl;l, except 

, .... , 
by analogy to the dial. of Hudhail. And, ifi.Lu be un~ 

• 8 ..... ' 
8GUn4 in tile e ' which is only a , , as In I)J-W' allitera-
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tion is not nllow~ble by common consent: while, by ana;" 

Jogy to the dial. of HudhaiI, FatJ.t is allowable, a8 ill 
G ., "',. 8.", 
\,;,JU,) and I::,J~, because they account for it by the 
lightness of Fat~o. upon the unsound letter, and by its 

being accidental [684] ; but S says (R), "You do not vo-
8 ... , 

calize the, " (S,R) in I::,Jj,.> (R) " because it is second" 

(8), though he apparently means" with ~amm" (R). As 

for the [substantive] unsound in ·the J [below], such a8 
8 .,. & ... 0"", • • 8 "'" ,., 

i,~ and 1:';1' , you treat It lIke the sound, as I::,Jf,~ and 

~c;,:J3 (IY) : but they disallow alliteration [in the pl. 
8 0 8 .. °' 

(Sn)] of such as s,)~ and~) , [because ·Kasra before the, 

and :pamma before the 1.5 are deemed heavy; and there is 
8 

no dispute nbout that (A:),] the Kasr [of the ) in \,;,Jf,,t-: 
8 0 . 

transmitted by Y as pl.(A)] of s,J! being [extremely 

(A)] anomalous (1M): while it is understood from the 

language of 1M that quiescence' and FatQ are allowable 
8 • 8 .. 0' 

in su'!h as i,)~ and ~) , which he eXpt'essly declares iq. 

the OK ; and that the three dial. "ars. are allowable in such 
8 .... " , 9, " •• 

as i,.~ and ~ , though some of the BB dIsallow alh • 
... 

teration in such as:;";' t, becauRe it involves a succession 
... 

of two Kasras before the 1.5 , and 1M follows them in the 

Tashil. It is understood from his language that quies~ 
8 • .,. ...... 0 .... 

cence is~not allowable in such as ~ [241] or ~ ·un .. 

restrictedly, [i. e& whether it be unsoulld in the J Of. not. . . 
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and 'wbetber it be a. quasi-ep. Ol'not (Sn)]: but in the 

Tashil he excepts tbe unsound in the J [above] , as 
8 ... 0 ... 11 .. ( 0.. I' 
\::.t~, and the qtUMi·ep, , as ~~, [241], n lowmg 
quiescenre in both of tl1em as matter of choice (A). In 

0,0, 9..... 0 .... 0 ' 

the ep., however, [as ~ , ~ ,and i~ (A),] the 
. e is always made quiescent (M,A) in the pl. (Sn), whe
ther the \oJ be pronounced with FAt~, Kasl', or ~amm 

. 0 , fI ." 

(AAz), as ~~ [239] (IY). because the ep. is heavy 
[248] by reason of [its] derivation [142] and [conse
quent] assumption of the pro". [26] (8n) : and it is voca
lized in [~~ (IY,AAz,A) and ~t,;.;; (AAz,A),] the 

8 ...... , 0,,0 .... 

pI. of ~ and~) (M,A), only because they are, as it 
were, orill. substantives, which are used as epl., as they 

9,0 '-- .~ .... o ..... :.J:..J ' 
say 41S' B1-! a depra!-'ed woman and ~ - .. a murk, night 

011 ... 6 .... ' 
(M), meaning ~~ and ~ ; or (IY) because som~ of the ... ... 

Arabs say i~,f (IY,A) and ~) (A) : while a people of 
, ." ",,0.... ... 

Kuraish are named ~Y...uJ' because tl1eir mother's name 
~as ir.;;, and the ep., ~hen used as a name, becomes ex
cluded from the predicament of the ep., and is pluralized 
as a substantive [239], for which reason they say ~,~i( 

. ... 
8.". ,. .... 

[249] (IY) ; and 1,::.J~[transmitted by AHm(A) as pl. of 
8 .... 0.,. • 

L4S'(R,Sn),] is ,extraordinary, [because it is an ep. (A)]; 
and is not to be copied, contrary to the opinion of Ktb 
(R,A). The e of the ep. is made quiescent, while the e 
of the substantive is pronounced with Fatl}., only for 
the sake of distinction, the ep. being more fit tor quies
cence because of its heaviness [2;48], by reason of its 
requiring the qualified and of its .resembling the 17., 
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on wbich . account it is one of the causes of diptotc de-

• clension [17,18] (R). 

§ 241. The predicament of the fem. which contains 

no i [264] is like [the predicament of (IY)] that which 

contains the i [240] ; they say [~,~ (lY),] ~t.:i;f, and 

~iJo' [belowl in the pl. of [ ~; a womnn's nam~ (IY),] 

':.,o;r, and. j.;:, , as says the .poet [AIMukhabbal asSa'di, 

describing, says Am, the gathering of the Banu Min~ar 

and other clans of Sa'd round JS:ais Ibn 'A~im alMin~ari, 
theil' chief (AKB),] 

9;?~~~~t~~"~1. ~~~~~iJ~~.~ 
[Then they are kin,{olk arof.lnd .({ais 11m '~im. . ·Wh6f& 

'hey journey 6y night, they call'upon a hountilullord, i. e. 
they sing his praiIB to the camels (AKB)] ; and they say 
'8 .. ' I , 0 .... . 0 0 , 8 . 

~Lwr and ~~ [bel.ow] in the pl. of Lf'r and ~ , ~s 

says A1K umait, [praising the family of the Apostle. of 
God (AAz),] 

• rLC~r~~ ~)1 :Wf' ~;;"1 JI ;;;; ~t~ 
i' ,.",." '" J"" 

'(M) The camels carrying provuiO!ls of gen,rosity aM 

inezhafl&tihle pritlcelintBs are U'tlloq,r/ed of the hurdens 

beside them~~' BaYs IH; being dependent upon i1~ 
.. i . 

because. it implies the sense of iJ ~" arriving (AAz) • 
• ~ .. , 0 .... 

. ~" however, is pl. of -&.Let with the i , not, as.Z 

. ihiRks, of J;i ,wbieh is a ,millC. plnre.lized .with the., 
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aDel \:J t 88 eI ~,Lo' ~,;;j [284] ; for, since they 

qualify with it, they treat it as an "p. in the affixion 

of the I of femininization for distinction [265], saying 
, -, ., , ,!tf,"-' 811'-
~ ~) a IDortl!l man and LUDl I~~ a rJJorthg 

tD08ItIJI, as says the poet [Abu·tTama\lin ar~ainr (AKB)] 
~ .,. ~ .... ~ ~~. ~ r:f .'." • ......... .",. _. .... •• 

~u'~~~~~I'. "''',~r-s~~~, 
[And (many) CI ( bt;; companPJ) UJorthy of /Qf7B have I 

appIWlm'8e/fto gain 'Ir, love 0/, and ha"e I conferred m8 

diligence anti .m, 60u,"y up"" in praise/ (AKB)] ; and, 
8 -" , i:1 since they say in the ma&(;. J.sof and \:J"-' and in the /em. 

..... ... •• ! (.~ 
I.LDI and \::,J~ , it rest'mbtes &U.i in the eps., &0 that they 

- ..... 
make its second [rad.] quiescent, S&ying\::,l~' [2401, "s 

, 8 , ..... 

they do hi the rest of the epa., as ~~ ; while some of tb. 

Arabs say :"i;of , pronounciog tbe second with Fat!}, 88 ... ,. . .. 
. they r,rononnC?e it in \::,1\..-6)1, because JJl>f is a substantive-

I.ike ~;T , althongh it resemble:) the "p. (I Y ) : and ~~ ,pl. 
• • 

~f~, [whichisf~ •. {A),] isannmnlous (R,A),according 

toO others than Bud.hail (R), analngy requiring the 1.$ 

to be made quiescent, beeause its sing. is unsflund in the 

e and pronounced with Kasr of the u [240] (Sn). 

§ 242. In the [trY.] unsound in the e, they abstain 
, ,0. . 

from (forming] (I) Jut (M,SH t from these 10· para-

digms (of the ling] men~ioned [237J, whether the hollow 

[Inl.] be of the cat. of the , or IS (R), the pI of paucity 

l.n 
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being then [mostly (R)]j\,;jf, as ~t;l [235],1.;':'1 [251] f . ..... . ..... 
~I+.?' ,and C~, [239],. becRuse the :pamma upon the lln~ 

'(lund letter, even tbough preceded by a quiescent, is 

deemed heavy (IY,R) ; and similarly, when t.be unsound 

[tnl.] has an , for its C [in the Bing.] as. ~9 Rnd ~~i, 
because, its' being converted from a, or 15 o";g. mobile 

. . .""'. .,,, 
[111], it IS virtually of the cat. of [J-i , hke] U"~ and 

;L., the normal (orm of [ the p~. of paucity in] which 

is jL;jT, a8 ~.;' and ;~1 [237], not ~f (IY) : while' 
.,.~ ., .•• , .• ·'·r ., .• ·'·r 

L such as (M)] ~l, ,-:,,st , ~, ~ [),,) , )~, , u,.w (R),] . , .. 
and ~'are anomalous (M,SH): _ AlAzra,J aI' Ambl\ri 
,says 

, " 8 ,., 1::'=".-: ,0. ,,,,. ~ , I:'" ", t~ ~.~,. • . 
~ I.:)+.!' ~)U U"~1 ~ • iLo~ ~\J,' b~' 0~ "" , *~--. ", 'T, 

[246] They flew at a ,~artinK of string' flrmly ,fastened 

on hows that Iright hand, strove to pull away from lett 

hand, (IY) ; the Rajiz [Ma'ruf Ibn 'Abd ArRah,lOSo, or, 

as is said, I:Jumaid Ibn Thaur (MN),] says 

l!~i:""~ ,~:.; l 'b;~ • 4~:r ~ J.i~.; jb ; I 

., ,,- , J... ".". 

[6R3] (S,Aud) For every time, meaning eternal time, I 

htJve put on clothes, mantle, Qnd w,.apper" my s/n:ped 

wrapper. of A 1 Yamf", marked with tile jigr4res of arr61fi 

(MN) ; and the other says 
' ........ ~.. ,'" Lf.,"" , -: ... 6 • ... .... ...... ., .. 'IG~$ 

... ~. ~u wa..o ~ .... i.t.l~ .• ..t... • '0 'IS --' ,U. n . '"' .. "~~~ ~ ." .,.. 6 ",,'." 

(Aud) ~8 tllough eIley were white Yamani ,word" tDAcMe 

ed,e. are sAarp, the scar left h!J whicA" la,ting (MN) : 
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though some distinguish between the fIIOSC. and /tm., 
8 ,er 9 ,.s 

making the ,)1. of the mase. Jliu , as "':"J'?' , and the pl. 

of tile rem. j;i, as )9;:' and )·~T (1 Y) ; [fol'] Y says that ,', ... 
J.dt is [regular as (R)] the [broken (8)] pl. of [paucity 

.,'" 
in (S)] Jai, when feme (S, R) without ai, as it , 

8 ", • "" 
il legulnr in [the pl. of] JLaj and ~ when fem. , , 
[246] (R) : bnt ~hat is not universal, according to S, nor 

9 "'.. , ,." regular, as iff proved by ",:,4l' t1Y) : S says, Nay, Jai' is 

anomalous in J.;.i [237], even though it b& fim. (R) ; and, 

if it were [regular (R) only because of the femininization 

(8,], they would not say :~l, [:U;" according to thOle 
"', • ",-. 8 ,." 8 " 

who make W feme (S),] r'~ , and rUD' (S,R) : (2) J,u . 
in [ the cat. of (IY,R)] the" not the \$ (M,SH), the pl. of 

• 8 .... 8" 
mu1t.itu~e belDg thelT [mostly (R» JI,Aj, as uO~ L 713] , , 

• ... 9 , 

(IY, R),»~ (IY), and,":,~ (R), on account of the :pamma 

upon the u~sound letter "'togetllt~r ,with the, of the 1)/. 

(IY), because :pamma upon a, followed by a, is deelDed 

heavy in the pl.; though not in the info n., as ;,~ 
• , , 8 .... • 

[683,714] and )''''' ; whereas in Jw the word 18 lightened 
.' '" 
by conversion of the, into \$ (R) : while [such as (M)] 
• t, 8 e", 8 , , 

. E'-'" [pl. of d (R)] and u,,... [714] are anomalous: (3, 

ld in [the cal. of (IY,R)] the \$ , not the, (M,SH), in .. . 
the whole of the paradigms [of the ling.] mentioned 
[237] (R), the pl. [of multitude] being then [mostly 

. (lY)] J;; (lY,R), a8~~ and ~.;, [289,714] (IY), like 
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~ cou ...... 'c pL of ~;! (Jb). which i. PeroiaD (Jh.JIr.!,' 
not genuine Arabic ( k), arabicized (Jh, KF) from ~ 

• , I 

(KF),] and Jr-- (R), in order that the eat. or the 1$ 

may not be confounded with that of the, (IY), because, 

jf ~~ were ~aid, like ~L;. [ abo\"e], the cae. of the , , , 
",ould be confounded with that of the r.$ (R), sInce the , 

in jw passes into r.$ [718] ; while the :pamma [on the 
~ . " 

. e in J,d ] is lighter with the tS than with the, (IY). 
J I, ~ ". 

'rhe initial of [ ,.., when its e"is. IS, like] ~~ 

[247] in the saying of Ka'b 

. j~"; ~~ ;'''~.:U;i t~t • u.f1 ~~ ;,;;, ~';'i~"I$":; 
~" ~" '* *F- , , .,J 

. 8' I' J 

That [referring to the itt~ mentioned in a previous 

Terse cited in § 258] throm' "po. 'he Aiding.places tfIJi) 

'ye, (in "eenneu of 8iK~t like th« tVItJ _ye,) of 0 (UJiltJ 

bull) .'pfJraled (from hu ,on), a ./,ite bull; eYen wAsn t~ 

r'Ullged ground, a'ld the huge Aeops of MUld glofIJ with 

heat, (and the e!Jel are daszled,) IDAy be pronounced 

- "ith Kasr, in order that it may become light, and may 

approximate to the ($; and Kasr is read among the . " 
8eveo in such as ~J+.o1' [which IAI, Warsb, and lJaf, , 
read with tlamm of the ~ in II. 185, and the remainder 

• • j , 

with Kasr (B),] and ~~, [which Nln', IAI, ]Jar", and , 
HishAm read wit" ~amm of the p wherever it occurs, 

and the r.emainder with Kasr (B on XV. 45),] and ~, 
• .. .... ____ •• tI# 
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[which Abh Bakr and IJamza read with Kasr of tbe ~ 

wherever it occurs (B on V. 108)] : though Zj mentions 

that most of the GG do not recognize this; and that, 

according to the BB, it is very corrupt, because there is 

DO j~ in Arabic: while F points out, AS evidence of its , . 8.... • ... 
allowabiJity, that in the dim. of ~, ~,and the like 

the' initial may be pronounced with Kasr, S being one .... 
of those who transmit that, although ~ is not one of 

. .. ' 
the formations of the dim. [27") (HS). Fr holds th" t 

~ is regular in the j.d whose \oJ is a Harnza, as :Jr;' 
• •• • 

or a , ' as ~j : and 1M shows by his language in the 

CK that he agrees with Fr in the second; for he says that 
fL '·r' , ,." 8 ... \J\.&i is more frequent than Jut in the J.U whose \oJ is a .. . .... .... . .... - . . . .... 
, ' as ~ pl. ,=-,u,t , -.i..oD, pl. \oJ~", ~,.pl. ~lJ" , and 

~, pl. r~l, becaust>, deeming the ~alDm of the p of 
".- d'· ~ .. J.ai' heavy after the, ,they eVlate to ~" as they 

8 ... 

dp.viate to it in the Ju whose e is unsound ; and that, as 
.,.. 8,.. . ..... 
y,st and ~, are anomalous In the [J.a.; whose e is] 

8'·. ,.~ 

unsound, 80 ~,t is anomalous in the c).U whose u is a 

, : these are his very words : then he says that the re

duplicated ~ is like the ~ whose \oJ is A, in that 
• .... •• J h ' '·If • ' 8 , •• Jlut is more frequent In Its p". t an~" as ~ pl. rl..Of, 
• ' • .....' • ''.If ... 8 .... 

~ pl. j)'~' , ":0') pl. ~~)' ,anel ~ pl. ~w, : lhese also 
are his. worels (A). 
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".. . " § 243. In Jut and J,... from the (/ril.] unsound in 
...... , .. , •• s·, 

tbe J, [as yj), ~ a~d,~ (IY) or ,~or,~ (Jb,KF),] 

they sny ~;f [244, 685, 721] (M), ~r, ? whence 
, ,.. •• , f·' .... •• ~ ,,,. J 'e·.... _8 ., 
U"f~t, ~t &J 1.~-.J4 • IX !I!D-~ ~ ~~ ~ 

~ .I .. " Y - T., " , .... , .I"J , 

(IY), by Malik Ibn Khalid alKhuni'i, A. lion, mighty, 
hold, at hi. den in Ar Ra[cmatan, having whelp • . and 
.' .. I , 
mates (DB), and ~f [260] ; and ~j) [231,685, 721] and 

~ , 
• I • I I ~ .. 

1S'j) [260] (M), and slmilar]y ~ pl. of ~ (IY): , , 
I " I" • and they say ~ [722] and ,-J.l, [accordtng to the o. f. 

(IY)]; though conversion [of the, into r.$ ] ill more 

frequent: and sometimes the initial [ of J,.d J is pro-
- I [I • nounced with Kasr, 88 ~j), ~ (IY),] and ~; 

,,,.,, "," 
. 1 I I • II 

while [ ~ or (IY)] cs-i. bows [transposed from U"}"" ,.,.. , 

its mea~ure being ~ transposed from J~ \IY),] is. as , 
8".". 8 .", 

it were, constructively pl. of,-J [transposed from U""'] 

(M), the, in it being then cODverted into 1$, 88 in ~~ , .. ~, .,..,0 I" 
pl. of yj) (I Y). The pis. of ~ are ~, 1:)4. u , ,.u .. , 

j " I,. I I 

[upon the measure of ~ (Jb)], and ~,hke ~ 
,,, .... " 

(Jh,BS) : the two first are in the Book of Gild, •• ~;ifJtjj 
~fld he .aid 10 hill voting men [not traceable in'the'~ur, 

.0..... ',,0. 
though ~ occurs in XVIIL 12. and Ii!.:" in XVIII.9.,] .. .,. ,., . . 
.nd &.)~ Jlij XII. 62. And he laid to 1.11 young ",en I 

" "., 

1 . f.' 8 " but the third is anoma OUS, because Its o. . 18 \$,.. 
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a" .. ~ _ . 
apon the measure ~t ~ , [ the J of ~ belDg " t$ , •• 

", 
is proved by ~t:.;:Al (229) (T),] so that they ought to 

charge its , into t$ , and incorporate it into the 1$ (BS) : 

Jadblma [Ibn. Malik Ibn Fahm I atTaniikhl (AKB) J 
alAzdl, {thEl last of the Kings of 'uc;li'a at Al1JIra 

(AKB),} called AIWac;lc;lI\1 (The Fair) and AIAbrash 

(The Speckled) in allusion to his being leprous -
(MN,AKB),) says 

" ..... ,.",. . ,,,.-,, , ...... " 
fJl:.o i~~ Jj:S ~ • ~, (;,..u ~ 
'T ='.1, , r"', ~ -~ 0 

(Jh,BS), as Jh [followed by IHsh] quotes this verse 

(AKB), which come~ after elf ~~;f c.; [505,~12] 
(MN), Amon.g gouth, tAae I was the Bcout of, that died,· 

i. e., endflred lerror8 and hard.hip"from tMfatigU6 of <I 

fora!} ; or 

t,34!)~ 4~ ~. ~!~uT~ ~ 
as Amd says, Among yout~ tlu.t 1 ",as the guard of, lliat 

p088ed 1M night in tlae tr.ials of a dreaded In'each in • 

frontier (AKB) :and the counterpart of it in anomalous-
ec I' • 

ne8S is &"u m the inf. n. (8S) : S says that they anorn.. 

a10usly substitute the, in the pl. and inf. n. (Jh). j,-d 
8· , 

is irregular as p7. of the J.U unsound in the J (And).: 
J " 8·, 

the regularity of ,... as pl. of J.U is subject to the condi. 
. J b ().. ., tion that Its e not a 1$ .A , as ID I$~ a mea-

8ure of capacity used in Syria and Egypt [237J ; while 
I , I II? [with :l)amm of the ~ an~ Kasr of the Hamza 
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• • • J, ... 
(Sn), or ~ (Jh,KF), ONK. 1.5,~ (Sn),] pl. of 1.5~ t. 
anomalous,'u 

l~!\ ;. ~(J ~1 ;.a. 
(Aud, A) It hal become desolat., ezcepl,horl rnpe8 UlBtl 

10 fa,'en tAe haltom of tile tent eo thl' peg', or Bl&all"w trene1-
~, dug round tile tent to prevent 'the rain-water frOM 
coming in (So). . , . '''~' § 244. 'l'he [tf'il. substantive (IY) i.Lu (R)] curtailed , 
of the J , [and containing the I (M) of femininization 
(I Y),] is pi uralized (1) with the, and ~ , [as a reparatio~ 
'for what is elided from it (R),] its initial being (n) [some
times ([Y,R)] altered (M,R) by pl'onouncing with Kallr 
what is pronounced with Fatl}. or :pamm [in the sing.] (R), 

~s ~~ and ~~ ; (b) [sometimes] unaltered, as~";; and 

~,1i (M) : (a). the \oJ in the cal. of ii.; [,34], when pro
nounced with Fat~ [in the sing. (Sn)], is pronounced with 

, , 
Kasrin the pl.,as ~~ ;an~l when pronounced with Knsr 

, 
lin the Bing. (Sn )], is not altered in the pl., as ~* : this 

• , , I., 
being the chastest [usage] ; whlle~,-A- [234], ~,,.. , Rnd 
~,;.;. are transmitted: and, when pronounced with :pltmlD 
lin the 'ing. (So")], is pronounced with Kasr or :pamm 

" r! [in the pl. (Sn)], as ~~ and ~r"! (A), J)amm being, 

, • • fi bl' I [' , in my opmlon, pre era e JD t Ie nom., as~,r.$,] for 
affinity to the" and for avoidance of the tranbition (rOl~ 
Kasr [of the u ] to 1;>amm [of the e] ; and Kasr in the 
ace. and gen., [as ~~ , ) for affinity to the 1$ , and .for 

,avoidance of the transition from l)amm [of the \oJ ] to 
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Kasr [of the e] (Sn): (2) with the t and I::.t ,. the J 
• • ,,11 8 "", 

being (a> restored, as I::.tf,.wu and I.::."~ [234] ; (b) not 
8,' 8 ... , 

1'e8t0red, as I::.t~ and ~la {M,R) : (a) Jr says that the pl. 

with the' and ICI denotes fetJJ, and with the , and ~ de-
.. ' 8.. .. ... ' , 

notes fIIG,,!/, so that they say L4li ~4! IS~ Tlaese are {em 
-", " 

comparaiel and I~if~;"; marlY companiu ; but I see no 

foundation for that: (6) they sometimes pluralize with " 

the' and I.::.' what they do not pluralize with the, and ~ , 

saying ~4.£, and ~l!,; [pI, of~;::' a curvei/,- part of II tip 

of a bow, the I in the sing. being a compensation for the, , , , 
(Jh)], but not ~~ [below] nor ~~ ; and in that is 

a proof that the pl. with the' and I.::.' is the o./. in thesa 
fU., because you pluralize with the' and I:.t all of them tbat 
you pluralize with the, and·~ , but do not pluralize with 

the, and ~ all of them that you pluralize with the' and 
, , .. 

I::.t (IY) : (3) upon the measure of J.a.i' [in paucity (IY)], 

as rT, [Mig. ~- (IY,R),] like ~ [238] (M,R), the, 

being cORTerted into 1$ ,and the :pamma into Kaara, .- .-as in ~c), [243] (IY,R) and r-' (IY), and the 1$ 

being [then] elided, as in uGU [16] (R) ; while in multi-
* 

tude they say '(;1 [238], as they say ~1Si : but they do 
,- , L__ • h b not, say 0"" , as they say 0~ , "",:ause It as a roken 

pl., and [ in this cat,] the pl. with the, and ~ is only a 

compensation for the broken pl. (IY) ; while ~;~ [with 
122 
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" 8.... .-
llamm and Kasr (KF),] pl. of ~ aft eige of an arrow. 

bead, and of a sword, [and of a spear-head (T ,KF) and the 

like (KF), or, as is said (T), aft end of a swo1'd (Jh, T), and 

of an arrow-head (Jb), or, as AFR mentions, a ",iking-

place of a sword, and, when;s.;. Clft edK, is pre. to it, II 

whole Bt.lJOrti, or its striking-place (T), as in 
~ w ... GUJr'" ~< .,~ .... ·'~~·"W 

";. ... ~" U"'T ~ ~ ~ J), 
-j 

... ... 

by Ka'b (Jh) Ibn Malik, describing the day oC.Ul},ud, 

Their right hand. interchange" among them the cup. of 

{he fates with Ihe edge of the BUJords (SR),] is anomal-- .. , o. 
ous, because-it has broken pls. ~ and ~, (248] (A), 

;' 

orig. ;; jJ , liJre ~, [285,237], its J being a, (Sn) ; nor . 
8 "... 8 ,,.,, 

do they Bay I.::.J',...' , as tbey say 1.::.Jt,.Lw , because tbey 
dispense with that by availing themselves of r.T ' since it .. 
likewise is a pl. of paucity (IY). 

§ 245. The [broken (1y)],1. of the [unaugmented 

(lA, A)] guad. [no (IA)l is upon the measure of [only 

(IY) one paradigm (M)] ~ (M,R,IA,A), in paucity 

and multitude [~35] (IY,R), whether the qvad. [392] be 

8 substantive or an sp., bare of the I of femininizatioD. 
, - , ...... 

or not bare (M), as [~f0Z68 and ~'Y-Iong (679). 
~ " , ",." . , ' "', 
~~I,) tlirAams and fJ.~ tall (679) (M),] ~r- claw 

"" ., " , , " . , " 
(M,IA,A) and e:~ Aug' [camels (IY,], ~Jr-g. anel 
, "" 8 • • 
r)l..ii.i. [pl. of r~ a sea la",. mueA UTG'er and a _n-

, , ---
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, "', .. , -
tijill man (IY)], and AW (M) pl. of ~ a 600k·caBe, 

w hence the saying of the poet 
La ).~ ~~ ~ yt :i.it .. (;.. ;h~/".~ Co ~ ~ 

,r-;" , ~," ~ 

. What Ihe 6001l-case ,torll 'Up is not knowledge : knowledge 

;, not aught bue what th, breast has ,eored up (IY) and 
, " 80, 

~~ (M,A) pl. of ~ (IY, A) stretched out (IY) at the 1 

spring, said of a lion (Jh, KF), [ or] ""arp:,ongued, as in 

the KF (an),. [which, however, has] ,ha"P.teitted (KF) : 

• and similarly, [as is said, in multitude (R),] whf'n it con

tains the I of femininization, as [~~; pl. of i.;~;; a· wind- . 
",. 0 ..... '0' "1 

pipe and (IYJ] ~~ pl. of i.'!" •• a ,kull, [because the 

i is an a'Uf/. that. drops off in the formation of the broken 
pl. (IY)] ; while, in paucity, it is pluralized with the' 

8 "",., 8 "" 0, I 

and I:.' as [I:.'~)) and (IY)] I:.'I.,.~ (IY,R). The mea-
. , ",.". 

Bnre of this [pl.], then, is J,Jld , because its letters are all ,. 

of them rad,. [253] (IY)]. The broken pl. of the qui,.. 

[11.: (IY)] is disapproved (M, 8H), like its dim. [274J (SH), 

from dislike to the elision of auy of the rad,. (IY, R), 

these two formations being practicable only (MASH) by 

elision ofits 5th trad.] (8H) : and its broken pl., ifit have 

one, does not exceed this paradigm after elision of its 5th 

[and last letter, the last being elided for two reasons, 

. becau~ the ,l. is complete by the time it is reached, so 

that there is no place for it, and because the last letter 

is what makes the word heavy, so that. but for the 5tu, it 
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would not be heavy (IY)], as :S~); , [a collective generic . 

n. (Sn),meaning lumpBofdough (Jb, IKhn, Sn), AIFaraz

daJ.c being 80 called (Jh, IKhn), says IKb, because he was 

rough in tAe face, having been attacked by small. pox in his 

face, which remained roug''', pucker,d, (IKhn},]pl. ~)9 ' , 
i 8 ......... , J" 8 .. 0, 

, [~~ quince, pl. t::I~ .(IY),] and ~~ decrepit, 

· . pl. j;o~ (M) ; and. similarly, in the whole ofthe fuita., 

.you elide the J , and form it upon one of the paradigms 
8....... 8 • 

· of the pad., as ,-.. [892], ~r-) , and the like,. and then. 
· .pluralize it in the same way uthe fuad. (IT). 1M inti

mRtes· by hi, saying "And,. from an unaugmented pin., 
the last remove by rule" that the [broken] pl. of the un. 

, augmented pin. [401] is upon the measure of ~ regu-
. ... 

•• ".... 8" 0,,, 
, larly, its 5th belDg elided, as tau.;., pl. of ~,a- [above], 

, ,JII 0,."" , ,,, 8,0" 

~)Ji pl. of ~)J' ' and \:))t~ pl. of ~)~ a 'Pidw (IA). , ... 
The 4th of the [unaugmented aA)] fuin., however, if 
qulUi-aug.; [in form (A),] as being one of the letters of 
. • '0, , 
~ugmentation [671], like the \:) of ~)~, or [in source 
(A),] as being from the same source [782] as one of thQ 

l~tters of augmentation, like the () of J~;; [below], lnaJ 

be elided, the 5th being retained, as ~t~ and ~)9 ; 
, ... 

thnugh [elision of the 5th, and retention of the 4th, as (I A)] 
, .... , "" 
~)'~ and ()t,. , are (lA, A) more frequent (IA) [and] 

.' .. 
~ , " 8" e", . 

~tter (A). !~~y. say Ui!r as ~l:_ of~~)t. ~~~:~e~,. ~~d~ .. 
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:ing the c) [for two reasons], because it is [pa,i-aug., al 
being] from the same source as the I:.' [732], whi~h is one of. 

the letters ofangmentationI671], and beca~~ it is near the 

'end (IY): whereas, ifthe 4th be notqua8i-aflU., it may not 
'~'. a,., ... 

. be elided, 80 that J)~ 18 not allowable as pl. of ~;A- , 
[because the E ' though near the end, is not qua.ri-~ug.] 

. ' "'. . .,." CIA); while J.)~ 18 not Bald as pl. of i.J.~, be. 
, ~ 

~use)he r" [though q"asi-aug.,·as being one of the Jetters 

~f augmentation,] is rar from the end (IY). This is the 

opinion of 8 ; while Mb says that only the the 5th is , ,,,,. ,;;. 
elided, U)'~ and U)~ bemg wrong; and the KK and Akh , , 
.tlow elision of the 3rd, as though they regarded itas ea-

sier, because the' of the pl. takes its place, so that they say 
, "', ,,,,., . 
~,~ and ~~ (A). The [unaugmented q_ad. or] quin. 

n., when'it it is a proper name, receives the sound pl. 
"., "."", 

[with the , and ~], as [0,~ and] 0"c)~ (IY); and 

[similarly when it is anep. of a rational balng, so that (lY)] 
"., ". 0,..ac) easy-tempered, 0~~ tall [and digit (KF»), and 

~~.:".; clamorou, [234] are said: aod [the quatt 

Bnd quint m., when they contain the I of femininization, 

Bfe pluralized in paucity with the' and 1:.', as ( IY)] 
..... f •. '_.' 8,1·' .",., ..... , 
~~ colocynl'hl, I:.'~ ,hore women, ~~;i-

a, ..... ·,. 8,0, 
q,dflCeB [234], and I:.'u.~ deorepit [234] eM),..;.~ 

a4Bf;rtfpiC, old .~om~ beins pll11'alized with th~ I:.' , because 
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it is ft".., thougb there is DO sign [of femininizatioD 1 
in it (lY). 

§ 246. Having finished the unaugmented bil., [,Md., 
and quin., Z followed by] IH commences the augmented 
[tril.], of which those kinds that have a broken pl., accord

ing to what he mentions,- are four [in number], because 

the augment is either a letter ofprolQngation [246-2481 

or a Hamza at the beginning [249], or an' and ~ at the 

end [2501 or a quiescent l$ secolld [251] : and, if it be a 
letter of prolongation, it is either second [247], or third 

[246], or fourth [248], or fifth [247,248] ; and he gives 
precedence to the tnl. whose augment is a letter of pro
longation, third, because it involves many discussions. It 
is either a substantive or an ep. (Jrb). The [augmented 
tril.] substantives [of 4 letters (IY)], whose augment 
is third [374], a letter of prolongation, have 11 [or 

rather 12] paradigms in the [broken (1Y)] pl., (1) 

~r; (2).~; (8) ~~; (4) ~~; (5) ~~; 
(6) ~ :. (7) ~ j (8) ~ oj (9) J;i; (10) f.~r ; (11) 

J;t; [( 12) ~f~] (M). The substantives of this 

formation that have a broken pl. are of 5 formations, (1) 

Jt;i, like~Go) ; (2) j~, like;~ ; (8) JW, like ~!>1 ; 
(4) J!:', like ' i~;; (5) J;;, like~";; {IY). The 

[broken] pU"of ~ are, (1) in paucity, iiair, [univers-
o ." 
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- -" .• ,... 8,... --
ally (B), wben Jl&i is fII(IIC. (IY),] as~" [~ (R), 

i1~ (IY),] and tc.ul- ; while it is sometimes used in mul .. 
, I , t 

titude also, as ~1 aDd ~ : (2) in multitude, (a) [ ~ , I 

J" 8" mostly, ~ (R)] c.U and ~~ (IY,R) ; while, if you like, 

you abbreviate- it, in the dial. of Tamim [below], by mak-

ing the e quiescent (B): (b) J;;, as J~ [below] (IY) -= 
, ...r~.. 8,.· 

(c) ~, as ~~~; though it is not a normal form [in" 

the pl.] or ~ , but is an assimilation of ~ to ld-, like 
8,.0 8,. .,.' 8,.'-

t;)~~ and ~~, pi,. of "'="!rD and )'~ [below] (R). The 

[broken] 1'18. or J.:d are the same as those of jW in ,. 
8,. •• 8 .... _ 

paucity and multitude : so that. you say II~' [and II~' 
... ... 

." ." 8't (IY)] in paucity; and ~, [~, and) (IY)J in multitude 

(1 Y,R), while ~is sometimes abbreviated among Tamim ; 

and som~times the pl. of multitude supplies the .place or 
8" e" ' .... 

the pl. of paucity, as ~and~: and ~~occurs, 88 

, ' ...... • 8 '" • 
~~ pl. of)~ a herd oftIJIltl cattle, [ ~ ] bemg made 

to accord with J;l (R) : and they say Jsu (IY,lt), ... 

upon the measure of ~w (IY), because jt..:t, is fem., in the ,. ... 
e,. . • 8 ,. e,._· 

sense of ~ a haf.ld; while the regular pl. IS J...t', like E,)c)r 

[below] -j but, j:;~ being the pl. of ~ [below], M , 
, '" 

since the i is supplied in it [264], is treated as though the 

I were expressed in it (R). The [broken (S,IY)] pi,. of 
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Jt;; are, (l)i~ ~ucity, (a> ~, as:;;;, ~P(8,Iy,R),.· 
if~;r (S,R), i;;t, and i;iT (~) ; w~il; i4f ~ sometimes , 

the only pl. used, [in paucity and multitude ( R ),) &8 . 

;ci~ (S,R); b~t they do not B~yi..1:t (S,IY) : (b) ~, .. ., .. 
as (IY) ~ , which is a substitute for t,u1 (S,IY ,B), &8 

, " 

1-; u is for iGif (8), because of their resemblance in denot- ' , . 
ing paucity and in form (B) ; while [the proof that l.:U is a , 

substitute for &..Uris that (R)) in the dim. it is [sometimes , 

(IY)J restored to the regular form, as ~ [286] (IY,R): ,-
". . 8,0 : 

(2) in multitude, <a) ~~, [the normal form eR),) 88 ~4~, 
o ,. • ,. 8 ,. 8 " 
[~~~ (8,R), ~, tlJ (8),) ~~(8,Iy,R), ~~~(8,R), and 

::,~ (8), because, as is said, when the' , which is aug., jg . 

,,! , ... ! .... , ~rt 
elided, ~ becomes, as it were, [~ , as] ~ and ~, 

8 ... , 8, , 8 , 0 • , • 

like ~and ~t'" ' where they say ~,~~ and ~f.)ft [237] 
, ,-.' 8 ,- '. 

(IY) : (b) ~~, in two words only (it), ~~ , [which 
o _, 

some say {S),] and ~u) ,[which we have heard the 

Arabs say (8),] pl.. of;~ [above] and JU) : (c) [j.,d' , 
asJ 3;; ,l. of ~, [like j~ pl. of;'~ (B),) ~[with 
:pamm (R)] being made to accord with'jW [with Kur, , 
because of the affinity of the two vowels ; but i~ is rare, 
extraordinary (R)] ; and like it is [the saying of lome .' . " (8)J ":'.) [below] (S,R), orig. ~~, the incorporation being· 

based upon the practice of the Banb Tamim in abbrevi. 
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- S" S, 8"" 
atiDg ,such as ~ (R) ; while in )'- those who say)',:... 

• 8,. , " 
a IJrcrcelet agree wlth those who say)',-: [711] (8): (d)J.t;t,J, 

,,,"" ,,,,, a."., 
anomalQusly, as ~,,"> and ~~, 1'/,. of I,;)li:...> ,moka 

and its ayt&. ;U;, which have no third (R). ,The 

[broken (S,IY)] ph. of ~ are, (1) in paucity, (a) i(dr, 
"" "" 

.a8i~;f ,t;.t( S,I!,R), :;ii \8,IY), I;~ (8), and i~1 

(R), and similarly, in the reduplicated, ~r, ';;', 
[and ~ (Jh,KF),] and, in [the unsound in the J belong-

"" 
•• s S"" .s 

ing to] the cal,. of the 1.5 and , ' i:Jr1 and i:!r' [247], .. ... 

,but not I~t~l [below] (8) ; (b) i1"~, 8S (IY) R:t; ~ 
I (S,IY,R), like t.ll [above] (IY), being a substitute for 

"" 
1[; ;,t [above] (S,R), as we Raid of ~ , for which reason 

its dim. is i~:;~ [286] (R) ; (c) j(dt, as ~c.:;, (IY) ; Cd) 
"" 

,~, anomalously, the mas(J. J!.J being made to accord 
"" 

with thefeM. [below], as 
'0.0 .. 'II, J 0.". " II, 

~~iJ~~)~ 
Until he tJCCII8Bd a maiden of having !Jou"g ones ill Ilia 

&J' 
tmmIb (R) : (2) in multitude, (a) J.,ai (8,IY,R), regularly 

(IY), when J!~ is a substantive or quasi-substantive 
, S II S I' 8 ' , 

(lib), as ~) (S, Mb, IY,R), ~ (8), ~ (Mb, IY, R), 

I ~(S, IY), ~ (S),~ (S, R), ~,and j.;,f moun-
123 
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tains 01 sand (8), and [similarly (Mb), in the recluplicat. 
OJ, &" 

ed (S),]),- [below] (S,}lb,R~, ~~netO[below], because 
, 01, 

it follows the course of substantives, and)ft rope. (Mb) j 

' .... ' G', 
(b) l;)~' [regularly (IY), as commonly as J,a.i (R),] as 
G '0' 8'0' 8'CiI' 6'0' 6,.-' 
l;)W)' l;)14f(S, IY,R), l;)l?Tf" (8), l;)~ ([Y,R), l;)~, 
• " ., 0., 0 "0' 8 ."" , _, •• 

l;)~T' (IY), l;)~ , l;)~-I' and l;)~r (8) ; (c) ~~, , [sel-

dom (8,R),] as ,T;~r, it,;' ... :", (S,IY, R),and ~~'(8), as 
r"_ ~. though they assimilated it to the ep., where they say ~~, 

and ~t;!*r[below] (IY), though ~r'has not been heard 

• , ' .. (0. 
as pl. of [the substl\ntiv~J ISr(Jh); (d) l;)~, which 

also is rare, ~ here being [as it were (IY)] assimilated , 

to JLd, as (S, I Y) ~~ male ost,.iches and :,~~ 

As-goats, [both transmitted by Th (R),] ~I (~ '(S,IY,R). 
, I 

~~, (8, IY), wh~ch we have heard some of them say 
8 ,. & II. . 8' . 

(8), l;)~ , and l;)'~ SaId by some as pl. of r~ rugged . 

ground (8, R), though here :pamm is better known; (e) 

3~ ,8S (R) j~ (8, R), and similarly (8) lil (8,IY), I 

by assimilation to [ ~ in (R)] the etA [below] (S,R) ; , 

(I) [~W', as] ~tJr (S,IY,R) and the like, the masc. ' 

J!.~ being made to accord with i4,.j [below] (R), as 

ihey say ~O [above]. And they say ;~f[257] and 
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..... 1 

\,jJf ; but these are quasi-pl. ns., not broken pls. of the sing. 
o ., 

(IY). The broken pis. of J,u are, (1) in paucity, (a) 

~r (IY,R), as i¥, [237], uff, and iJ.~i; (b)., 

J.;;r, as ,~i (IY) : (2) in multitude (IY,R), (a, b) j.d 
'.... 0" 0" 0 •• 

and l:J~' mostly (R), [as] ~, ~, and ~ , and. 
·0 ....... 0,0 0,. 1 

[as] l:Ju;r:, l:J'~ , and l:J'~ (1 Y), except _ in the de- , 

fective belonging to the cat. of the, [bel.ow] (U) ; (c) 
, -,.... , -', , 

[JSLu, as] ~~.) [below]. All of these [pl •. ] upon the , . , 
o " • I : 

measure of J.d may be made quiescent [in the medial] .0. a" 0.' 0" , 
for abbreviation, as ~ for ~ , and J-) for J-) [711]. 
Thi$ is the dial. of Tamim [247], who say that every 

[medial] orig. mobilized may be made quiescent for 

abbreviation; while it is transmitted from Akh that every 

'j;; in the language may be mobilized [in'the medial], I 

o •• 
except what is an ep., as r.::. [248,249], or unsound 

in the e' as ~,.:. [237] : 'but the 1st, [i. e., quiescenoe of ' 
o , '. i 

the e in J,a.i,] is an~wable in prose ; and the 2nd, [ i. e., 
o· , 

mobilization of the e in J.d ,] only in poetry. Thus (J) i!d' is regular in paucity, being common to the 5 forma- ' ... , 

tions, (a) jW" , as ~; ; (b) j~ " as ~ ~;., ; (c) jGJ, as , 
...... 'f -:: 0,·. 0" 0,." "! I 

~t' ;' (d) ~, as U;, ; (e) J,u, as 8~' : (2) ().aj is 

regular in multitude, occurring in the 5 paradi~s, 

<a) ~ , as jJ.j pl. of Jf~ J which is ,the back of a horse's. 
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lIMed, 'where the 'head·stall is fastened, [behind tIt, fore; 
0... 0" 0 ... , 0" 

lQ!Jk (Jh,KF)]; (b) J~, as ~ ; (c) JLu ,as 1)1 tick, ; 
., 0" ... , oJ, 

(d)~, as~san,J"ieQPS; (e) J,u, as r-)books: (3) 

, ..... •• 0 " 
~~ .. also occurs 10 the 5 paradigms, (a) [ Jl» , as] 

;:f~; (b) [j~, as] ;~~ pl. of;'~ a herd of[wUdl 

eattle [above] and a mu,k·bag, as says the.poet 

;.;~rt 2i,Sl ~1~~ • ~ ~~- ~,;~n i:.oj ,SI . 
When t~e herd of wild caltle appears, 1 remember LaUd: 

and I remember her when the musk-bag wafts 118 oduur, . 
• .,' 0 ...... 

eotnbiniog the two [senses]; (c) Jl...i, as ~~I: ; (d) 

, j!~, a8 ~~; (e) j,d , as ~,s.~ : (4) ~~ OCCOlS in 

2. formations, (a) J .. ~ as ~Ljr young camel, ; (b) j;; ,as 

~1iS bucketsfull,[or, s~y& ISk,nearly full,cifwat~(Jh)]: . ... 
' .... f 0 ... , 0.' 

(5) ~'j...u is [found] in 2 formations, (a) Jl,.J, as ~U); (b) 
G" 0. ,,0, , .... 
~, as ~4i : (6) i.Lu [2571 also is [foond] in 2lorma-... ... 

'to'! 0.... 0... 0.... B"~ 
tions, (a)lJuu, as~;(b)~, as~:(7)lJuu.iet[foundJ ... .. ... 

in 2 formations, (a)j.t· .. ~, as ~CJ[below]; (b)j,d", as;jjl 

eOlIS [below]: (8) ld occQrsin only oneparadigm,jt.·',u ... ... 

~ yo~ng weaned camel, [below] : (9) J;; also is [found] 

in-one paradigm, ~ , as ~ ~/ie·1fid8 [below] : (10) . 
....r _.: 0... .,....~. 
,~, also occurs -in one formation, ~ , as -,~, : (11) . 

~ , , . 
~ ..• ' . . 
J.»' [below] is not used as a pl. ex.cept for what i. Jim. 
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Q ,.. G ,,- 1 

flY) ; while, in the ma.c., ~~, pl. of j)L~ apparatus,: 
• I .1$ !.\ ' • 0 I .1$ • , I 

~'pl. of IJ~, spleen [264], '-:'~' pl. of '-:'~ raven; 
0'.. 0, 0 , ... 
~, pl. of ~ [above], and the like, [as ~'pl. of 

o .... . ' ~; 
'-:'~ flame (Sn ),] are extraordmary: (12) J.J:.~ "Iso 

• Q ,,' '"'' occurs anomalously In [one partldigm, J\.u , as] ~',~ 
I ' .. 

CAl. J.d' occurs [only (M)] in the {em. (~ItR) exclu-

sively (M), whether the fma. be upon the meaSure of 
o ...,,, 0" fa " 0 , •• G ,_ 

J\.ai , J~ , or Jlai (I Y,R), as ~, [and ~1 (Jh,KF),] 
.,.. ".. 0 ,.. 0'" 

E,)'>' [and J....t.' (Jh,KF)], and ~, (M) and el' (Jh,KF)] ; 
0' ". 0 , while 1.:1"...j'. is said because, ~~ having two dial. vars., 

Q , ..... 

flm. and mIJSc., be that makes it fem. says ~ , and 
0, •• 0 '''1$ 

he tbat makes it masc. says ~f (IY) : and ~f [255] 
o " 

is anomalous (M,R), ~lJ:.A being masc. ; but is allowed 
f\~' 0". 

because the ~\.M place is uG)' ground, which is fem. 
e ,... 0 " 

(IY) ; and ~, may be like it, being pl. of ~Lo) , not of 
o " ".,s 
~ [23-1, 237] : while Ju' is allowable as pl. of these 
two, only because tbey are made to accord with thepm. 

j~ , notwithstanding their being maBC., as the feme jt :.t . , 

bare of the i is made to accord (1) with the [feme j\,.JJ 
containing the i , as iJL.::,) , so that ~t:.i [above] is said, 

like ~c:; [below] ; and (2) with the maBe. ~ also, so 
I G, , _ .... " , , ... 

tltat ~ is said, as e" ~)lJ ~";1 ~ [242] : and a8 _ 
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.. 

I. "'.' a '" J the fem. "'~, like Io.:'lli, is made. to accord with the 
0 .... ' Q..... . G, • 

. masc., like Io.:'~' so that ~4i: is said, like ~4~ (R). 
I • 

. 0 " . 

And for that reason they say u~ [above] in multitude, 
0" " •• 

because J,u and J.d' follow one another in the 'ril., as 
·0., 0,0. 0" .u.,.,u) pis. uoJ.i' and UO'"u [237] (IY) : there is a pro" • 

• 1'10 ,,", , J , ..... u,...,. ~ u,.w' She-kids after Bhe-camels, applied to him 
, 
that is reduced to want after wealth; and similarly they 

say ~~I:' [below] as pl. of ,C meaning rain, because it 

is maso. and fem., and ,-C;; i ; ~~r Rain fell on us is said, 
0'" 0" 

i. e., ,.i:I..o (R) : and som~times they say ~ , contracting 
0" O'~ G'~ J,u ,as they say c,).wl for ~,....I [237] ; and sometimes 

o ., 
it also is abbreviated, so that they say ~ [287], as 

they say ~, (IY). And the feme j:..; bare of the i is , 

like the fem. of the three mentioned [242], as ;~ pl. 
G '.. 0, 0' o. . 
~t [and ~.ro pl. urk' (K F )] ; and sometimes the , 

o , 0..... ,' .. 
broken pl. of ~ is ~~, also [above], because Jut and 
o ..... 0 , •• 

JLut share many cats. of the hi~. in common, 1ike t:;S' and 

~t.Jt [237] (R) : while ~td pl. of ~ of this class, 

[i. e.,ftm. without any sign expressed (Sn),] does not 

occur, so far as I know, as (pl. of (Sn)] a generic sub

stantive ; but, according to analogy, it would be pl. of a 

pm. proper name, like ~G:.: pl. of ~ Sa'icl when a , , 

woman's name (A). The [broken pl. of the] /em. 
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.j~ is j,:;}d , as ~"G~ ,[~~ ,and ~~ (Jh, KF)] ; 1 

0" 0" 0" 

aod sometimes J.u , [8S ~ and ucli (.Jh,KF)] : so thnt , 
J;i in the {em. is different from J.;j nnd j!~ when 

pm., b~ing co-ordinated fn the pl. with iJ;; [below], 
because it is heavier than its fellows on account of 

8.' I , 0 ' ... 

the, (R). J.u, as UJ pl. of u,-il 4· noil!! female 
• 0 '" frog [248], )s confined to hearsay (A). As for ~~~ 

0 ..... o. . . G J '" 

pl. ~~, ,It [IS because ~~~ ] has two dial. 'Var8., ma8C. 

• 0 ... OJ' J 
and ftm. ; so that ~he that makes It ma8C. says J4l~', 

... 
while he that makes it {em. says ~u~ : and it is related .. 
that, when ['Amr Ibn Sha's (K on LI. 59), or rather] 

'AI~ama [Ibn 'Abada (Mb, AAz, N, FDw) atTamlmi 

(FDw),] said [to AllJirith Ibn Abl Shamir, {Of, as others 

eay,Shimr, and, assome say, Shamr (Akh), I alGhassiDl, 

to whom his brother Sha's {Ibn 'Abada (Mb)}· wasa 

prisoner (Mb,N), having been taken prisoner by him at 

the battle of 'Ain Ubigh (Mb), or, as IAr says, Abagh 

(Bk), Of, as others say, Ibagh (Akh), between Ghassan 

led by AIlJ5rith and L.'\khm led by AIMundhir Ibn Ma 
asSam', who was killed on that day, while Lakhm 

were put to Hight, ~nd pursued by Ghassan ·to AIHira 
·with great slaughter (AF),] 
", ......... ,. J. ...... '''''' ...... ,., ...... , ........ , • 
~~ Idf~ .. ut ~UJ ~ • &..a.4 ~ ~ ~ I~ J.f" ...jii 
~T ~ tJ ..... ,. ,..... y " ~.." 

[And upon every tri6B hall thou lavi,hecl 6ounty. ThtJn 
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." po~cion of t"y' largesse hal been found due to Sho'. 

(AAz,N)], he [the king (Mb,K) AU;£arith (N)] said 
G .......... ' ......... , 

[ ~~" ~ Yea, and portions (Mb, J.{,N), or] ~~, ~ Nay, 

portions, and set his brother Sha.'s [and the whole 

of the prisoners of the Bantt Tamlm ( N)] free, and 

was liberal to him (IY). As regards the regularity 

of ~, however, there is [according to some au

thorities] no difference between the masc. and fem., 
o t" 0 , , 0 ,fJ . 0 ,,. 

as Jfc)J pl. J~ [and ~Ut a _he-alB, pl. ~1 CA) or 

,~ (Jh,KF)],;~ pl. ~ IA,A) and i~~ a forearm, 
0" 0" 0" 0" 8" 0, 

pl. e;~ , [ ~!;i pl. ~ji (8)] ande'!' pl. ef[bel~wl, "'r"!~ 
o " 0 , 0" 

tI branch or wand, pl. ~ , [and ~l,k, a road, pl. U],k, 
. 0' , 0" ~ 0" 

;(Jb,KF)], and ~~ a pillar, pl. ~ (IA), and uG,..u a 
0" 0" 

"oung ihe-camel, pl. ~ [ above], J,u being regular in 

.both of them (A) ; and it is deducible from this, together 
!r~. 0" 

with what has passed, that ~, and J,u are regular in 
• !:: 0" 0 ,;0' ." • J" 

,the masc., as Jf~ , [)~ , ~!;i ,] ~ ,and ~ ; aDd 
, ,.. 0 , , 0 " O,fJ 0' 

J.d' and J,u in the lem., as ~ [and ~Ut], e~'~ [and 

:~ , itf', and ~i.s; , except in J';d, as ~Ji, where ., 

.~1 is replaced by ~td as a regular pl.] (MKh). The 

looseness oflM's language here seems to imply that ~ 
o " . 

is regular in Jld ; and so he clearly states in the OK, 
0,' 0" 0" 0" 

wince he gives ~ji pZ. c>;J and tJl' pl. ef'[above] as 
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ft:Dl. of the reglliar ; aud he is followed by [his son BD,l 

the [earliest] C(wmme[gt~tor [after Hi't himself upon 

the Alt'iya] : hut be mentions in the Tash!l that ~ is 
,,"",. 0" 

extrl\ordinary in Jw which is tbe truth; 80 that ~~ 
", 0 " " 

is not said aspZ" of [the maL~c"] y'~ , nOL ...,..*''' &8 pl. of 
fA ~, 0" 

(the (em.] ~Ib (A)" ~ doeR not occur (1) the redup~ 

lieated (M) • (a) the pt. of the reduplicated, in paucity and 
,,..~ sw"r "" .. " c;t:;; 

multitude, is only ilaJl ,as [w" coverings (1 Y),]~, reing~ 
; ~ 

andiLJ tooth.picks (IY,R)§ because tlley deem the redupU-, 
cation heavy, while incorporation is not allowablo (R) : (h) 

£2 .,J-

the reduplicated of "'~ however, sometime€¥ OE!om·s upou 
o § , 0' , 

the measure of [J..;u, like (Jrb)] l1"'" [abot'e] (8M); and AZ 
. M , 

and AU relata th~t some people pronounce the e of )r 
[731]with~ath, s~ying;r' tlwugh:pamm is better kpown 

(R) : [for] in the reduplicated exclusively .R Fz¥.t1].a may 

be substituted for its [second] :pamma, because the redup~ 

licatiun is deemed heavy; while, Fatl).a. being lighter than 

pamma, one may deviate to it fur the sl!ke uf alleviation, 
... , £?... M' 0,,· , 

flBying ~~~ [)~(K F),] and )7"""; ~nd some of the Re<i.den~ 

read .!6~Y"'~ ;; LVL15. Upon couokes embroidered 
.. '. s' ~ 

with gold (MbJ : Borne of the TamImIs and Kalhis, deeming 
0' 

Damm of the ~ of J....u too heavy in the l"eduplic,nt{;§d, "ut 
• ~ 6 r 

·9-

e Fatl,ta in its place? saying ~~ [731] a.nd " [thes4.!b" 

stantive and tip. being alike in that, according to them§ as 
12~ 

• 



• 

• 
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IJ and Shl say (Sn)] ; so that, according to this dial. [2481, 

j.d is regular in this sort (i\) : (c )'as for the reduplicated, 
0' , 

ifits letter of prolongation be an , , then, J.ai is ir~egular in 
,0", 0" Q,,,-

its pl., as \,;.)~ a rein, pl. ~,and e::~ [witd Fatl;t or 
Kasr of the C ' the' bone that the t!.yeb,·/Jw grow'J upon 

, 0 , , . 

(MKh),] pl. ~, the only instances heard; but, Hits 
, ' 0 , ~ 

letter of prolongation be anything else than an' , then J.ai 
• 0 ., 0" 

is regular in Its pl., as T-.;:' a couch or thro~, pl. )r' and 

j,jS a riding-beast eas!l1o manage, [thougb this seems to 
fU' a , 

be an ep.,]pl. IJ.J~ (IA) : (d) such as (M) yo> Eabove] is 
r· 0" 

anomalous (M, SH), because J,u ought not to be incor-
, 0 ,.. 0" lIS 

porated (R) ; and the pl. of '-:'~.) in paucity is ~~" and 
o " in multitude \,;.)~ [above] : AnNabigha [adhDhubyani] 

says 
;,: i..!Ji ~ I:' A it... "::_ ~ ii '. d«I' ..... ;:~ if' ~ 8 L.::. ., 0 ;-G1 

• \,;.)~I Ur' ~'T .,.. . , l::,. ~ I": 
~tjiJ."R,i. ;~ i;,:6 

.,. ..,. "" F-
I, the Lord of the Pavilion sleeping or listening, tIle 

giver of the hardy w},ite, or thorough, bred, she-camels, woue 

to strike tll,eflies with the lip' (Jh,IY) : (2) the unsou~d 

in theJ (M), such as ~c.:; [and~;], it:s,: and ,T;~ (lY) : 

(a) the [broken] pl. of the defective [jw , like ,C mean

ing lsky, or heat'en, and (Jh)} rain and J;~, and similarly 

of the defective j~ , whether they be of the cat. of the, 
~(~. Q ....... 

or IS (R),] ilf only iM.i1 in paucity and multitude, as ~, ,. , 
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(IY,R) and i;, .. ;r (R): i!~:';f and ~~;r (IY), from dislike 
0" 

to the alteration that the formation of Ju would lead to, , , .~ 

since, if ,they said c- and a.) , like ~(,), [243], the pl. of 
multitude would be of [only] two letters (R) ; though 
~.... I , 
S,-", when it means raj", takes the broken pl. ~ 

o " I , 
[above] in multitude, which is J,u treated ]ike ~ and . , 
~~'(243] (IY) : while [Ns says in the Commentary on 
the. Evidentiary Verses of S, quoting from Akh, and 

similarly IJ says in the Commentary on the T~rif of Mz, 
the wording being IJ's, that (AKB)] the poet [Umayya 

Ibn Abi.~alt· 'Abd Alla.h athTha1,<afi (AKB)] in his 
saying 

~C ~ J;; ~r;c: • ;';;J;r~"~ ~~l.. ~ 
[To Him, i. e., our Lord, helongs what tl,e eye of the seer hQS 

.een ; and above it is Ihe empyrean, or throne, of God above 

a8V?n heaven" departs froni established usage in three ways, 
because he (AKB),] (11) gives ~t:.: sky or hea~'en, [here 

"., , -,,,. 
meaning the I.P-~ (AKB),] the pl. ~w (Jh,AKB), 3ssim-

I 0, ,_" 
ilating it to JW pl. ~~ [above] (AKB), as you give .. .. . ., , ,-," 
i4~ the pl. ~l.s\.w (Jh) ; whereas the pl. [of multi-

tude] known in it is only ;!:. upon the measure of j~, 
0" 0" _"',. 

like u~ -pl. of u~, because ~L.- sky or heaven iR 
jem., as ~~ a she·kid is (AKB) ; .(6) restores it to 

the o.j. (Jh), [i. e.] retains the Hamza' supervening in 

the pl. notwithstanding tbat the J is unsound [726] 
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(AKB); (c) does nClt pronounce [it] with Tanwin [in the 

gen.], as ;.';:;' [18,720] is pronounced, but pronounces the 
. .. 
last 1.5 with Fatl.t, because he treats it like the sO'.lnd {in 

the J], which is diptote [17] (Jh) ; [so that he] 

treats the 1$ in ;;,:r;; like the y in Y)'~ , pronounc-
. .-

ing it with Fatl,l in the position ofthe gen. (AK~), 

as you say ~ ~ ~~ ~;; I passed by letters, 

o youth (Jh) : all of this iB frolU the U~ul of IS, 

except that IJ has expanded what IS has summa

rized (A K B) : (h) the normal form of [broken pl. in] 
o '.-

the defective J,ubelonging to the cal. of the, [above] is 
o ,CI'. _ .... 0'£ _'" o~ 0 " 

Jl.a.;l, as l~' [239,255] and ,,'~, [below]; and J,u occurs, 
! , 

though rarely, as ~ with ::pamm or Kasr of the ...; 

. ." [243] ; but they do not say J.a.; with two :pam mas, 

because of what we mentioned in the cat. ohr.:: And "';; ; 
, ~., G .... 0 

And I,;)~ also, like I,;)'~ " does not occur, because it is 

deemed heavy (R). As for the unsound in the e ' (1) , 
• G" 0,' 

if It belong to the cat. Qf the, , [as I,;)'~ a tabu and U',) 
.- .. 
. ! ( ~. a portico, its broken pl. in paucity is u,u" like that of 

the sound, as ii,fT and ii;r: wltile in ~\utitude (IY)] 
0' , 

the e [ of its pl. J.u ] is made quiescent, [accordi~g to 
o , 0 , 

the dial. of the ~anu Tamlm (IY),] as 1,;),. [and U,) , . , , . " 
orig. 1,;),. and U,) (IY), because the :pamma on the, is 

deemed heavy (R)]; but sometimes the poet, being 
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constrained, restores [it to (R)] its o.f. [of:{lamm (R)], 
as [says 'Adi (IY) Ibn Zaid (AAz)l 

• " ;' • ", , .... ." til" 0' (II" " • .".,......,," ., 
~1;.J~l.!~~j. ~~, ~,J~~~ 

• 0'' " ... ' 't' ..,' •• ,.. , ......" .. ' ... no.. ..... 0' ." 
)r- ,;,~~I ~'j' ~,~ ~%-~ ~u.r--- ~ 

[711] (IY,R) It has grown time, ifth.ou hadst cume to 'Ay 

6eme" Chat thou ihouldBe ded,t, when time htl, esAa'Usted 

that pristine vigor which thou knewest, from the love of 

woDien b,illiant with anklet" and of those on the arms 

of whose gleaming hands appear braceleea, i. e. ,:i;J.~YJ; j 
• w '.. , •• • , .., , 51. 

~'e;~' ~, the Jf in ~'jt beingi. q. theprcm. [599], .. 
or rather and such that on the. arms of thei,. gleaming 

kandB appear 6ra~let8, an instance of the coupling of the 

Clar. to the act. part., to which the pret. also is sometimes 

coupled, as ~ ,=-,~4ru ~~ 1;.J4.~U ~ 1;.J4.~Wtj 
....." ..... ~ " " 

~ C. 1-4. By those horses of the warriors that 1"'" pane. 

lng, ana that proriucefire ,triking, and whose people 

make a ,udden raid upon the foe at day6,eak, etc. [588] 

(AAz); and an [additional] ez. of ::pamm of the e in 

metric exigence is the saying , 
.e.oo'" ,J ...... J .::r;: .......... ' ........... 

J.,A.wYI clr- '+ not A:! • '=-'~I ~I ~l;.iJ1 ~, 
" ,. .... .,.... .I 

(A).. She is white in the front teeth, darll-red in tAe gumB, 
tohich tootA-sticks of the tamarisk beautify (MN) : (2) if 

o ... 
it belong to the cal. of the \$ , as ~4; a ploughshare, [its 
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predicament is that of the sound: so thatin paucity it;' , 

is Mid: while in ~u1titude (IY)] the IS is [Jeft (R)] pro-
0" s', 0" 

nounced with J;)amm, as ~, [like ~ pl. of ~ 

laying many eggs (R ),] because the :pamma on the ~ 

is not so heavy as on the,; but those [of the Banil 
0., 0" 

Tamim (R)] who abbreviate, [saying J.-) for J.-) (lY),] 
o 0 0 " 

say ~,as they say ~ [711] (IY,R) for ~ iIY), 

Such of these [substantives (IY)] as have the i of femini

nizBtion affixed to them, [which are upon the measure of 
,""- "", GoO" "" G.,,, ., '" .". 8.... , 0.... , 
ilW, like i.o~ nnd ~\..:!..~ , or iJ~ , like ~) and i.ol..c;, . 

. , 
, "" 0 .... 1t' 0 .... ", '''' 0....., 

or iJl.a:; , like ~f,~ and ~~~ , or i..4.Ai , Hke Iii!$\, ~ and , , 
0...." ',. " 0 ..... '" f' ,,, 
~ ,or iJ,u, like iJ,... and ~,s-) (IY),] have two 

, -"" paradigms lof broken pl. (IY)], (1) ~La.i, [which j~the 
, -'" , -"" , ", 

normal form (IY),] as ~~ [and ~~ (IY)], ~1..:.) . 

[and ~r;; (IY)], ~r,~ [and ~4S (IY)], ~1S. ~[and 
~u.: (IY)], and ~'C. [nnd ~7{; (IY» ; and (2) [some-, 

0" 0 " 
times (IY)] J.aJ, [which is rare (8),] as ~ (M) and 

o , , , , 1 I' d 'h h d ~ : and In pauCity are p ura lze Wit t e' an .~., as 
a... .,,,,. G "- , 0 ,,'Ill 0"" Q .... r ' , 
~~ , ~~~) , ~~f,~ , ~I ;.~ ~ , and ~JJ,... ; though 

sometimes the; say ~tA.; ~is th,'ee letter, and ~t..:; 
meSlages, using this for~ation in paucity. The nonnal 
form in the [broken)pl, of these formations is ~GJ, on11 , 
because the Arabs want to distinguish between the masc. 
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and lem. of thelie formations, as they distinguish between 
....... '" Q • '" 9 ..... ", 

the pl,. of ia4i [238] and uo-U [237], and of~) [288] 

and ~ [287]; and therefore treat the aug., vid. the 

letter of prolongation, in them as equivalent to a ,ad. ; 

80 that these formations b.ecome like quads., such as 
0'.' o,e, 
y~ a green locust and ~r- [245,392] ; and therefore, 

as they say. ~~~ and ~-.;. , so they say ~e:;. and 

~c:; ; because ~td follows the co~rse of ~, being 

like it in the number [ of letters] and the [arrangement 
of] vowels ; although the two differ in measure, the mea-

, ..... ,. "....., " ..... 
sure of '-:'~~ [248] and ~"'r- being J.!La:i I while the 

measure of ~r:;;. and ~c:.; is ~~ ; because the 3rd 

letter of these formations, being an aug. letter of prolong

ation, is represented in the paradigm [ofthe broken pl.] 

by its like [converted into Hamza], while the 31'd [letter] 

of y~, being a rad., is represented in the paradigm 

[of the broken pl.] by the J : and the letter of prolongation 

is converted into Hamza in the [broken] pl., because the 
9' ,..... ." o .... s' t of i.o~ , iJL.v),' and li',,) follows the' of the broken pl., 

and the' of the broken pl. causes what follows it to be 
• ' .......... ,,'" ',,#1; 

pronoun~ed with Kasr, as ID ~~ [248], ~~) , and ~"'r-
0 .... ,,, , • 

[245]; whereas the , [of u~ , etc.] IS an aflg.letter of 

prolongation, which has no share in any vowel ; so that 

it is converted into the consonant nearest to it, whereby 

Di9iliZedbyGOOgle' ~ 
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its mobilization may become possihle; vid" the Ranum; R9 
':1 .... , 5'_,..... ,-, L- 0, ,. 

r0~ , ~~~) ai"Ld ~'5.) : w~Ili"L thi"L ~ of iU:;~; amI :J 

of iJ~, being [also] aUIf.letters of prolongation, which 

have no share in any vowel; are made to accord in th:: 

Hamza with the , i;,~, ;JL,;,. an;) 

~I;~ , since they are like it in augmentation and p~olon .. 
0" , 

gation . for you do not conve~t a~ the U'~1 

[717] ii"Lto H:~m::a, but it in the pi" in (o:iginal] 
, 0 , 

state as a IS , saying ~L...o • because the ~ in ~ is 

"ad., orig. mobile; and conversion of it into H~m:a . 

corrupt; though explained andjustifif;d bJ the [Ilppamni] 

it is not, [reaHy] like them (I Y). 1M mentions in the Tllshil 

that ~~ is also pl. of sucb as £~ ["t,f>adine"~8 in fight· 

excellmt "i:;&d of dried dntel and ol/ult-
...., .... , .... 

grolDn unripe dates (8n)], and £y~ t,~W:io 

i"LOU¥i"tJ':'s/ of P:rsis? (Sn)1 . af",d 
whi"Lt i"Lommi"Lnsnrable with tbe&&e 

tbe pr&&lo~gi"La 1 of temini~jz271tii"Ln 

it is regul:5r in 

'fsvo:ds (A.), be;:;:mse 

like its i [248] (Sn). 

1'he ep •. of this formation have 9 paradigms [of broken 
"",=,"J' .... G , $. 0, 0 , 

pl.], (1) ~ ; 12) j.&;[sometlmes contracted inte; ",l:;sd 1 ; 
o .... ' ... r 0 ~ , ..... 0 .... 0_ .~ 

(3) ~ • r4) '";~ ," (5) .. t~; (6) .ILu, ,. (7"\ ~~ .i,; • 
'1 ~ , \ ~ - ~. 'ff '-' "" ~, ~ , J P_--;-", , 

, " ~ 55 , 

(8) i,L.JI ; (9) J,.,u (M). The [broken] 1'18. of j~ :~:e 

gill d D u ".. ~L' 
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a' , 
[of 3 formations (IY),] (1) J.u, which is [pl'oDounced 

by S to be (R)] regular in [the whole of (R)] jld , be

cause, [says he (R),] it is like~ (IY,R) 8S respects qua

lification, number [ of letters], and refusal of the i of femi-

ninization (IY), as ~ niggardly [men and (KF) 
0' , 

women, anddrougl;ty years, and ~ skilful women (IY)] ; 
and [in the cat. of the, (R), in the unsound (IY) in the e.] 
•• , 0' 

J.u, [with quiescence of the e (R),] as)~ modelt [711], 
o , • , 

~,... ,,,iddle-aged, [j)~ libttral, the e being made quies-

cent for alleviation, because of the heaviness of the :pamma 

on the unsound letter (IY)] : (2) i~, as ;ri;:;' coward", 
Q "., • • Q ". 

[247], JLu , says S, being aSSimilated to ~ [below], , 

because like it in qualification, meaSUI'e, and augment, 

[the aug, in the two formations being a letter of pro-
o , 

longation and softness (IY)]: (8) J~, [rarely (R),] 
• ,. G ,,-

8S c)t ~ pl. of j)'~ fleet (IY, R), ma.o. and fern. 

(Jh), said of the horse or mare (R), ~GJ is not , 
.,., • 8"" 0 ..... 0 

found in the pl. of the {em. Jw, lIke ~4:P- i!J-o' 
.-. 

o ", 
(I tJowtlrdl!l woman; but the male. and fem. of JlAi are 

0...-; ,." 0 ...... 

alike in the pl. (R): while 1.\4 i!J-o! a cowardly 

woman is transmitted [from S (IY)] ; and, according 
• 0 "" 

to this, it is not forbidden to pluralize ~4 with the , 

and ~ (iy, R), and, in ~he {em" with the t anel,=, (IY). 
125 
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.. , ..... ,,, 
The [broken lIY)] pis. of JLAi , [whlCb 18 like JLu , the' , 
i of femininization not being':lffixed to its [em. (I Y), like 

)~, w Mch is of common gender (H ),] as )~ ii-G [and 
0., D,., JUS: ~ (R)] a she-camel, [and he-camel (R),]jirm in 

a" G" , 0" 0.'. 
jl!!sh, [nnd similarly cl~~) and cl~ i!r-! a man, and' 

D, ." D ... " 'WOman, spnr, in flea/" anel 1f:J'j~ ~ (R'1 and iil.; , 

:'y~ a sUlift [he-camel anel (It)] Ihe-came/, are [uf 3 , 
0' , 

formations (lY),] (1) Ja.; (IY,U) in most (:ases, like the 
o " 0' , 0' , 0 " 

pl. of Jw (R), as fS', [d;(.! (S),] and ~.) (lY) : (2) 
0 .... 0" G" • 
Jl,aJ, as I,;)~ [234] thorougl,,-hred, [ I,;)~ being .ing. .., , 

and pl. (I Y),] according to Khl [and S (R)] ; so that you 
8" « r ,..,,, , 

say I,;)~ ,~ This iI, [nnd ~l.;~ l;J.tJ.Jt These tteO .rtl 
o , ,,:,(J, 0 , 

, (R),] and I,;)~ ,.~~ TJ,t!,e al'e, thorQugh bred, J~ being 
I' 0 , 

here assimilated to ~, and theref.>re taking the pl. , 

"::. h-I [J . h R] o. ~ - ",' d ' I u-: ; W I e r mentIOns t at ( ) I,;)~'~ an ~,~ 
6 , 0 , _,J, 
I,;)~,! anJ I,;)~,.y,- are saill, [the .i"K., du., and pl. 

bdng uniform (R),] because it is treated as an i"'.f. n, : 

and [similarly (IY) there are the same two opinions upon 
9 .. , 0 .. 

(R)] uOy~ glIttering (IY,R) as upon I,;)~ (R) ; and they 
8, o· 8, 8" 

say uO':J~ EJ~ Clillittering coat, and ~~ e,,)~ glitt,ring 

fJOO/s, of_ail, ~Y~ , when pl., being the broken pl. of 

~Y~, which is Bing, (I Y) : and I Sd relates that some of th., .. 
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D' 9' 
. Arabs' say )u.s; u,-l ,he-camelsfirm injl6s". in the (.nm of 

8 ", 0 #I' 

the Bing. ; so that)~ is (}f the cat. of \'py~ (A) : and 

[similarly, among substantives (R),] ~ menning charac-
. ... 

ter"i,t~c is 8ing. nnd pl., [as Akh says (R ),1 whence the 
Baying of the poet ['Abd Yaghuth Ibn Wal{~:i~ alllirithf 
(l-IN )] 

t.;JL:..t ~ . r .~_·f ~-~ • t f~;; i;il"~; ~ :'. 
, .. , ~ I.:J 'T , .. ~ ro'. 

{ Know no' !I~ two that tI.. profit of censure is small t 
N(/r is c"n8tU'e oJ my brother one oj my charade-,-

islie, (MN)], i. e., ~U ~ (IY, R), ju taking 
",,,,,,, , 

the pl. ~t:; , as ~~ takes the pl. ~J~ ~ [below], 

because the male. is made to Record with the fem. ; 

wllile both [~~ and ~~;,] may be pl,. of the two ... , 
. , -'" 

ling'. or of the two pl~. [256] (R) :(3) ~laJ,[inthe ... 
. .fem., though it is rare (R).] as ~~~ thorou:ih-bred she-, . ' ,,,, , 
~smels (lY,R.', JW being made to accol'd with iJLu (R) • 
• ,," 0 , , • 

JW, [snys S (R),] is 011 an equality with ~ [below], .. 
because they are fellows [in some positions (R)], as j~~ 

." G " 8' D ", , 8" 
and J.:!rb tall, ~~ and ~ dis/ant, [ e~~ nnd ~ 

8 ... , 8 • 

6,.aV6 elY),] and u~ and ~ l.ght, and the Ii is ... 
o .... , • , 

am ted to the fem. of J'..IU, as to the j6111. of J..~ " as 
.' ,,' ....... 0'" , , I 
Jf.1,Jo ii!r-~ [below] and &.4~ a tall woman ; so thnt tho 

[broken] p18. of Jt,;,j are like those of ~ , (1) [ii;; ... 
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(R),] as £t.:,.; .t. [247] (IY,R) : (2) [j~ , ] as ~ (IY): 
'''0' 0".' 

(3) ~~, as ~~ [below] (R). The brokenpll. of 

J!-' are [of9 formations,] (1, 2) .. ~ and Jl..J , mostly, .. .. 
as .. T;;1 and ;t£, [ .. ti~ (8, Jh, KF) and ~~ (lY)] ; 

8 , 0 ' 

and, in the reduplicated, ~1~ (IY,R) and c:~ (R) : 
.-.' " " "" (a) ~~ iR regular in ~ when [an ep. of a rational , 

male (IA,A),j neither re~uplicated nor unsound [ in the 

J (Aud,A)], and when [i. q. the act.parl., which includes 

waat is (A)] i. q. J.:lS ,.like ~l generou., ~~ ,(mtty, 
G .. ,~, 

and ~ niggardly (lA, Aud, A), and what is i. q. 1J.AiA, , .. 
· .... G ., 

· like ~ making to hear, i. q. e::"" ' and wh~t is i. q • 
• ,J 0 , 0" 0" 

~liA (247], like ~ intimate, i. q. ~,[and ~ 
, " ." , 

fellow·,itter, i. q. ~ (SO)], all ~f which take the pl . .. 
.. ~' (A), as ~r;1, .. U~, and ~~~; (lA, A), ~r.;::, , 
a~d .. ~ [And .. t..:..L;. (KF)] : while .. G; buried, £~ II: 
impri.oned, £4i::; impo1·ted, and .,.;;;,.~ "eiled, modest, 

all transmitted by Lh, are anomalous, (i. e., contrary to 

analogy, and little used (Sn)] ; and .. t;: t[below] is extra

ordinary (A), i. e., contrary to analogy, but much nsed 
I 0..... • • 0: *' 

(Sn) : (b) J~ IS (a) regularm [every (IA)] ~ when an 
· , 
I D " " , 

ep.i. q.~u, and in (lA, Aud, A)i~fem. (Aud,A)i..4U , , 
D , 0 , 

[below] (lA, A) also (A), ae r~ genero'UB, pl. of I"=lrand 
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fa, I' • , • • ## • ## ~ • 

~, and u'7'! su:k, pl. of uA:!,t and i.A.!,t (IA); pro-

vided that their J be sound, as J~ witty [below], 

pl. of ~zi' and ~~; 80 that ,r~ is not said as pl. . , .. , 
of 45'" strong and ~,..: and (b) dependent upon me-

, , 

mory in l!d i q. J,~6:, as .t4) pl. of ~; tied up, .. " 

bound (A), i. e., ~;.; (Sn), like ~pl. of ~ [above] 

(B on VIII. 62): (3) li:J, which is [rare in the sound, .. 
as J1i~, being (R)] used instead of .. ~ in the redup-, 

licated, as .. rUt, [i4I (IY), J4»t (Jh, KF) learned in ,.. , 

physic, the pl. of multitude (Jh),] and .. ~: and [simi-, 

larly (R)] in the unsound in the J, [whether it belong 

to the cat. of the ,or 45 (R),] as ~r, ["':\1, "4~ :~, 
~? (KF),] and if ;;. (IY, R); while ¥ pious 

[properly "~D, because it belongs to the cat. of the 15 
-'" , .... "" -

(IY), Jt,a-liberal (A),] and ""r noble, [the last trans-
mitted by Fr (IY, R), these being the only pls. of this 

kind (IY),] are anomalous (IY, R, A), for which reason 
. -' .... , 

they alter the 15 of .. ~ into , (R): whereas, in the 

unsound in the e ' [whether it belong to the cat. of the ,. 
_" .... ' _" •• • " fa" . 

. or 15 (R),] neither .. ~ nor .. ~, occurs, but~, as Jf~ 

• and ;,~ (IY, R); or ~ and ~ which are rare .. 

as says the poet 
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I :~~L JI' w'" ...... " ...... Sa;" r;Jj" ctl. .,..." 
~~ ~-1' .,~, ~', • iJ~ i. ..,~, ~ ~ ~ 

".... ~ ~, .... , 
[713] (IY) It has beconle plain to me that smallness is lou/-

ness, and that the mighty ones of men are thei·,. tall ones 

(MN) : jw is the only [broken (Sn)} pl. used in ~. 
'" '" 

[i. q. ~u (A)] and itsfom. [ilt~ A)], when their e is 

a" and their J is sOlInd, like c:4~ and lie,.' (Aud, A); . '" ,. '" 
80 that you say J!~ as pl. of both, eKoopt w ben you use 

the BOUnd pl., as ~,k and ~~.;:, (A): (4) 'Uajf, in 
'" '" '" 

'. 8 iii II 8111 II ~_Ii II 
the reduph~ted, [as ~, Bj~, and iJ~ r whence 

ij~ ~r i;;i ~ XXVII. 84. .And maTce the mighty 

ones of its inllamtants low (IY), and i~ (Jh, KF), the 

pl. of paucity (Jh)]: (5) j;1, by assimila.tion to the 
. 8 , • J , ,,, , , ,. • ,-, 

substantive [~ (R)], as)~, [whence ~,~ 1;)" ~ 
)~ LIV. 16. Then how severe were My chastisement and 
, 

My warnings? (IY,,] and ~l.:. (IY, R), whence the 

sa.ying of the poet [Man~1ir Ibn Misja.\I, a4~abbi (T)] 

u.:"~;~t~~Q!;;~:! • ~;~~~:;"'~~L.?~ud 
[ Then he 'Went round, as the collector oj the pcaor

'Fate goe, round, in their midst, being allowed 

to choose from them among the' nine-year-old aful 

the six-year-old camels 

(IY); and [similarly in 

.', .,. 
(T)], and uc.Mt and ~ 

the reduplicated (R), r as 
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11 , abbreviated like J:; [nbovl'] (IY,R), and ~~ [above] 

(IY) ; and [in the deft>ctive belonging to Lhe cat. of the 
, • ." • 8, , 

~ (H),] as ~, ong. ~,Lhke U"'~ (R),] where he 
• " .0, 

tbat abbreviates [J.a.; ] says ~ , L with retention of the 
•• , ',s.! • ... f .... , 

~ (IY), like U"'(.).w(R)]: (6) ~~, as ~I!j~ nnd~~ 

[above], by assimilation to [the 8ubstanth>e, like ~~; 
• ,., , ., • 8 ,.. • 

and (H)] l;)4Tt" [abo\'c] : (7) ~~ , as ~~ ,hy assi-
. 8,. 8 ....... S ", •• 

milation to l;)~ [nbove] : (8) [ JLd', as (R)] u~' , 
[;~l (IY),] nnd j~T, by assimilation [of j!~ (IY)] 

• .. 8". ... • 8 .. 
to [~u , as (IY)] ~l.t pl. I,)~' [251] and ~~ pl. 
'" . , 

• .... 8 • 
'-'~, [247,255] (l,¥, R) :~, is a priest, nnd Jesus .. . ' ..... ,,, 
(peace be upon Hml!) used to be called ~'j , ~, (I Y) : .. .. .. 
the [heathen (lIN)] poet ['Amr Ibn 'Abd AIJilln lM~)] 

IUn'8 
'" 
(,J.;; ~; 15)J;~ ~ • 4i~ ~~r; .1:;;>, Q 

" 
~.;; ;;.re!,~~ir~.~~i~i. !;.~!¥ ~ ~t.;;;';; e;:"(,' 
C ~~ ~ (. ,~, ~~ • ..w ~ :..~ Li.. ~,~ :"iJ 

, , J fila "'- r"''' ,I, ~ 
(Jb, IY) NoUJ, 6y 6Iood.J1owing about, that thou 'Woulds' 

'hink to be, upon the top of Al 'Uztul and upon (tbe '-' 

being i. q . .;..;) tbe top of An Nasr, dragon's blood, and 

by the fact t4at (G. being in6niti val) tAe monk, e6tul as holy, 

in etJery cAurch, the P"iest GJ Ih6 Priest" t!ie lJ6S~i"h 8011 

of MarJ/, aBluredly t .Ami, talted fro'", UI, on the da!J 0/ 
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mount La'llJ', a morel such that, whenever it ilsha1cen 

J " by the hfJ,,,d, it CUIB through the bone (MN) : (9) [ ~ , 
8 " • as] u,~ [255], whIch, as Jr says, is an irregular 

o ' . 8 .... ..,. 

pl. of ~~ ( IY, R). And they say 5~ [257]; 

but appare-;'t1! it is a quasi-pl. n., not 1\ [broken] pl. (R). 
8 ; 

And ~ takes the sound pl., [with the, and I:) when 

belonging to a rational being. and rn(Jac. (IY),] as ~~/, 

[ 0~:;1 , and 0";t.!( (IY)] ; and [with the f and 1:.1 when 
,. 0", 0,. .... 9"; 

feme tl Y),] as l:.I~f (M), I:.I~~' and I:.I~ (IY). The 
8" • a" 

[broken] pl" of J,u ore [of S formatIons (11'),] (1) J.aj 
8" 8" 

mostly, in the male. and fem., as ~ (IY, Rl,;AA (Jh), 

;~, ~ (IY),~ (Jh, KF), as 2' J~~T IS!, [247] 
8" 8" 

(Jh', ~, and ~ (Jh, KF), because this fOl'matitln 

is of common gender [269] (IY, R) in the sing, (IY), 

the i in ii,; and ir,J..; being intensive [265] (R), and is 

therefore of common gender in the pC, (11'); while 
9 .... , , 8 .". " 

be that says iJ,~ [below] says 1:.I1.s,~, and he that 
0'; 8" f'~ 

says u,;J says ut in the pl. (R) : ().&j is regular in the 
8'... 8'· ... 8'.... e" 

ep. J,u not i. q J,.u, as )~ pat'tent, pl. ~ : whereas, 
j '.... 8" e, 

if it be i. q. ~, it does not bike the pl. J.u , as '-:J,s-; 
8 , , e ., 

ridden [below] (A) ; [though]J,...,) envo1l, i. q. J,.:,;-o ,ent, 
e" 8 ., , '" 

bas the pl. J.-) (Jh, KF) or J..,.,) [above] (Jb) : (2) ~'"Gj I . , ... 
in thefem. [exclusively (IY)], as;~ [below], ~T~, 
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[and ~'ii (R)',] because- tile sign of the ftm.- is sup~ 

plied in it (IY, R) ; so that it is, os it were, il;; (H) : 

(a) they assimilate tlie [ftm.J cp. J;d to' tbe lSubstanti ve, 

and therefore plaralize i"t in tlie same wny as the latter ; 
." 0" '_" 

80 that, as they say r'~ an adze, pl. r~ and I'"!'~ , and 
.. " vcyU a !J')ung shB-camel, [which lY regards as a sul). 

0" ''':.(_~ 8'· .... 
stnntive,] pl. ~ and ~.l\.i , so t.hey say i~' 

pl. ~; and ;,~ (IY)., and' j~ distracted 6y thel~" 
of her little one' (Ju,KF), pl. ~ and ~~ [below] 

(KF) ; but sometimes they dispense with. one of the twOl 

[formations], by the help of the other, saying ~T: ~, but. .. 
Dot ~ , and ~ [249], but not ~~ [.above] (S,IY) ; 

, "', 8" ,. 

and ~1d is mOTe frequent in the fem. than J.,d, and ,. 

;specinlly in what is peculiar to the ftm., like~,.li , 
8 , .. 

[which R regards as an ep.,] and I,),~ having little milk : 
I '" . '" , '" nod they say ~ having much mzlk, pl. ~u..c [726],. 

which may be j;; pl. ~1d", like ;;li pl. ~y;; ; or 

~ made to accord with i.4.ai [below 1, because it is. .. , 
fem~ (R) : (b) ij:itim alTa.'i snys 

J!{)' J;vG~·ij;c. C'r~,tJ # (f.ot:r\ J~i? ~Wt, GT·I~ 
:, , T' '" . '" ".! '" """ ;. ..-w, 

Nor am I the mlln to be bU8!1 with Ihe end 0/ her nose-
rein, in older that she 11~a9 drink the '(vater o/the t1'ough 

lJqfor6 the riding-beasts [of my fellow-travellel's], where 
126 
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~1{;is pl. of ~,f; [above] (T), wllich (a) fs [a substan
tive denoting (T)] that [she-camel (KFJ] which is ridden, 

8 .... , .... 

as also is i..?:/'; [above] (T, Jh,K on XXXVI. 72., KF), 

which is applicable to the sing. and the ,1. [267] IT) ; or 
OIG ... 

(6) is [an ep. of ~'~beast understood, meaning] the beast 

[actually] ridden, while ~j ;[265,269] is [a ~ubstantiv(>, 
meaning] the beast set apart lor riding, and constantlyal 

I ~.... 8, ; , :1'"":'.... 8 ,,,-

lOork : [so that ~I) ) pl. of y;f) is like ~u~ pl. of '-:-'~.> 

in the 1st case, and like i~ pl. of ~ in the 2nd] 
. '-,,, . . 

(KF) : (c) they say 10 the 'masc. i~ (IY,A), which IS 

extraordinary (A) : (3) £~, which is rare,~as (IY) 
-", -," 
£,~~, ' which is anoma10us in two ways, because ~~ 
• 8 ,... • .... 

IS not a pl. of J,.u , but, by rule, of ~ ; and because 

it does not occur in the reduplicated even of j! . .J (IY,R), , _, .. _11- _"' .... ' 
hut ~~, , as ~'~I [above] (R) : and similarly ~L) as 

pl. ofj":";isextraordinary (A):J,.dhas no ioundpl. (R) : 

they do not pluralize it with the, and I.:) [234], even if it 

belong to a rational being, because its lem. is not plura

lized with the' and,=-, [234], since it is not used in the 

lem. with the sign of femininization [269] ; so that, the 

i being rejected in the Bing., notwithstanding that the 

femininization necessitates it, they dislike to employ a ' 

, pl. that would necessitate what they disallow; and there

.fore they deviate [in the lem.] from the sound to the 
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broken pl., and make the male. follow the samo COurse 
I' ... G , 

(IY). But ,J.A; like [its 0pp. (IY)] ~~ , is appli~d 

to the pl. [under the form of the aing. (IY)}, ns XXVI.71. 

(S~~] (IY,R), w!;!: ,;~ rJ:I";1I ~tli1r~l IV.I02. Yel'il!l 

the unbelievers arB manifest foes to you (IY), nnd 

~~ ,;~ ,;~ ~~; • !* I$,~ ~ & j 
'" .. 

[And many a people/ull of hostility against me do J thin1; 

to be joe., IOhen they are f"iends (N)], being as~imilated 

to inf. n"., because of the commensurability, like J,.;J 
8' G '" 0, I" 

nnd e"Jj ,and ~ and ~ (K on XXVI.11.) :and,~ 
.. '" .. 

ha!J a.[brokeo]pZ. J'~' [above], though this is not its 

normal form [of broken pl. as an ep.], because it is used 

as a substantive (R) ; while, according to him that says 

i;s.; [234], it is not forbidden to pluralize it with the 

'and \:.J, and its masc. with the, and \:) (IY). As for 
G" .,., • 

~ i. q. J,..u [269), Its normal form [of broken pl. (M), , 
when it denotes one of the calamitiu and disagreeable" 

that afBict the living being (IY,R),] is ~ , as ~;:;. . 
,...... ,..,. . 

wounded [259], ~ ,'ain (M,SH), ~,)J ,tung (IY), and ,. o. ,. ,*,-\Sr' captive i and \5)l..w' [250] occurs (SH); while 

, [such as (IY)] ~ and *'-r;,t [above] are anomalous : 

nnd it does not take the sound pl. [with the , and \:) 

when it is ",asc., or with the' and \:.J when it is fem. 
, "'. • 8".". 

(lY)] ; so that ~~ 18 not S&1d~ nor \:.J~l" (M,SH) j 
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in order that it mAy be discriminated from the original 

~ (SB), which is i. q. J.clJ (MASH) ; [or] because 
" " 

they do not distinguish between the maso. andfem. in the' 

JJing. by the sign [of femininization], and therefore dis· 

like to distinguish between them in the pl. (IY). The 

ftm. eps. of this formation hn. ve 3 paradigms [of broken 

pl.], (1) jw ; (2) ~r.J ; (3),,~ (M). The [broken] 
". " o "'" 8 J ..... 

pls. of the [Iem. (IY) ep. tR)] ~ [not i. q. Jyu..o (IY), 

when the i is affixed to it (R),] nre [of 3 formations 

·(IY),]. (1) Jw, [like its pl. before the affixion of the 
" o .... 8 .". 

.5 (R),] as u~ witty [above] and C~ pretty, [like the 

mase. (IY)] : (2) ~w (IY,R), which is mo~tly peculiar 
" 

9 " 
to the lfim. ep. ~ ] contaiuing the I , whether it be .. 

j '., 0 .... , , 

i. q. ~,like ~~ slaughtered [below], or not, like 

i~~ great sin (R), as (;;T~;' p,'etly, eJ~ Bound, aDd 
, :r" ( 
~4JC skilful (IY), to the exclusion of the mase. bare 

" 
[ of th£' 5]; while i~ and ~'1 ~re anomalous as 

p18. of ~ similar and ~~ tideltable (R)r this pl. [in 

the ep. (R)] being like ~'tQ ~ [nnd ~T.i.~ (IY)] in the 
. ,,, , 

substantive (lY,R): (a) the substantive and ep. &.4u 
" 

~oth take the pl. ~'i:d, the substantive as ii!~'; a letter , . 
, ~ ~ , .....", , ~' 

or 6pi)tle,pl~ U:?1..SJwO, a~d ~ a.dip or 6oat,pl. ~U.w ; 
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'J", . . 
'i.L,,d is that it Hholdd not 

, , 0, ",e 8" ., 
,Hke t~~ 

t 
_',,"" , "",,0" 

lDofmdHd slai'Fi, [h69] ; so 6'r and ~lA.i 
'~='"'' "" 9,,, ",0, 

1Wt nnt pSl::~ pt. oh ~~ [abov~] is anomat-
\..... ... 

Oi"O (~O~) ; (b) sometimes they dispflnse with ~w by the 

00" j 0"° 0"° 
.help of Jw , as ~~ fat,)liw:J yOUflg., and ;14' old ; n~ 
.J , .... " 9.... , -,,, , >T '..:' 
~~4-w [iiT"~ (R)] or filM or ;'4'z [the toord being 

1l1l0wable only in the sense of great sins (IY)z not of -offl 
_ ........ :if _",J 

women] : (8) ,.~, in two words only ~~ neetly 

Iwomen(R)] andJr.f~~· ,ill!} (IY,R) -; while thE'; say [;';-tU 
, _ .... , 

and (KF)] ~h;"w as they say e:~~ [ahovo] -: Hnd? tzS 
8... .. 

i.zh~ thny .. 
, .~( .",!/!, _~- ,,, of c, 

pl" ~~ anh JLL~, at ~ 

We made you, 10 be 

8Zi{7ceOOO'r"t on the ecwlh and ~~ rJ:i~ VII. 67. H~ 
mHde you to bo SltOi,sBsBl!rs: so that says ~Y..;;. plura .. 

.... 

lizes it aceording to the rulo mentioned, like Ls\!;!'; 
, ~ .... "" T'" , _.,.,J 

pl. ~~ ; while he that say~ ~"U=:- mokes Hhe ,~,Jij 

. d T"' .. ' (=" ,.; "i .' ani,o"¥= tY) but [they that (R)l,~ tzccnrs 

[morn eatily ClY)] hettz, b~eaTItte ~#- , [though onnttzin

ing the i (R);] is (IY)] tiTato. is 



• 
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in the sense of the [~]'b"re [of the 5], like ~/pl. ,r:;l 
(R) ; and is therefore pluralized according to .... the sense, 

not the form (IY), as though they. mc.de ,~pl. of 

~ (R) ; and ~ also occurs, as .. .. 
'., ., ... , ~., ", #/# ."., ....... " • 

~~ ~,4Si' ~~, •• i P! .. 1.=. '~~,.-o ~,~ ~1 
Verily of the people are some rDhf,.e 8IJCce8s~risfound, 
rDhile the ~"CcesBor of Ahu Wallo is not to be found, so 

that ~~ may be its 1'l. (IY,R),:except that the pl. is 

well known, contrary to its Bing. The [broken] pl. of 

iJ~, like iff;"' 8~! [above], should, by analogy, be 
, .. .. 

like the pl. of L4.U, because of the equality of their .. 
j ,,, 

masos., as 'v~. mentioned. And ,..., when the i is 
D., J, 

affixed to it for intensiveness, 8S in ii,,. [ahove], is. plu· 

ralized with the' and ~ (R). 

0." G" • 
§ 247. ~u [or ~u (IY)], when" substantlvel has 8 , , ." , '" ., 

paradigms in the [broken (IY)] pl., (1) ~,~ i (2) ~'j.AJ; 

(8) ~~ {M}. The [broken (8, IY)Jpl. of the substantive 

J;tJ is (1) ~';J (S,IY,R), with unbroken regularity (R), , , . '" .,. 
this being the normal form (IY), as [~~pl. of ~~ 

an eyebrow (Jb, KF), ~'l pl. of ~i the 'PtJC6 betrDlen 
, IIW" • _" 

IAe ,houlderB (I Y),] ~'" pl. of ~1.. a waU,jence, walled 

garden (S,IY), t;t;.: pl. of~~ [below] (8), J[t;ipl.of 

\ 
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• '" '" 0,'" D '" 
~ti a gift (IY), ~,~ pl. of ~u, (8, IY) or ~u, (IY), 

a frying-pan (Jk), Persian (Jh, Jk), arabicized (Jb, KF) 
, , , " 0" 

from "'ill (KF), and J.?'~ pl. of J.?U ,eeds wed for sta-, 

'~i"g (8) or ~u (.Th, KF) : (a) ~,~ is [regular as 
.. fa .... , 

. (Aud, A)] pl. orCa) [the substantive (lA, Aud)] ~u (lA, 

. Aud, A), as ~~pl. of ~L1 a se·zl or ,tamp (lA, A), like' 
, "', 0 .... ., , '#1' 

[~~ pl. of (KF)] rJ~ a dgnet-rillg and [~~ pl. of] 
., , • 5 '" 
~ a mould (Aud): (b) the substantive ~u,[whether . , 

, '" '" a '" 
a proper name, as Jj'~pl. ofn~ Jtibirj or not (A,MKh),] 

. as [~,?pl. of (lA, A)] ~l? (lA, Aud, A) and [;.r;. 
9 _ .. 

pl. of (KF)];~ a beam of a ~oof (Aud) : (b) that is 

. becaus~ this J.;c. consists of four letters by reason of , 

.the augment [373], so that its predicament in t~e pl. 

is that of quad,. ; 8J?-d it is assimilated to what conta;ns 
•. 0'0' 0,0, 

the augment of coordmahon, as ;s&~ and \oJ)+'" [253,369], 

because like it in the number [of letters] and iIi the aug

ment's being second, a letter of prolongation: while the , 

of J.;U is converted into, in this pl. because it is folIowed , 

by the' of the broken pl., and the two cannot be com. 

bined, because they are both quiescent ; so that elision 

or conversion of one of them is unavoida~le; and, elision 

not being permissible, because it would spoil the indica. 

, tion of the pl., converlilion is necessary: and they convert 
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it intO' ; , not into 1.$, beca1l8e they make it aecord wifh 
0 ...... , 0 .,' 

the dim., so that, as they lay ~~ and ~~ , so- they 
, -" '" lay ~t,.> and ~~, Bincethe·dint. and the braken pl. 

follow ·one course [274} ; aoo beeause they want to dis

tinguish between the J of ~l,j.nnd the 1.5 of 3;;;', as J;~, 
, ... .", 0 ., 

lince, if ul.~ were said as pl. of u\~" it might be mis-
~ ~ 

o ...... '" 
taken for the pl. o.f U)*"" (253]. : (c) there is no-difference 

in that [broken pl.] between the det. and the indet., for 
, ;~ ,." G " D' '" 

you say ~~ and ~'''; pl •. of J.!li> AMilid and ~lJ. 

,{{asim, as you say ~'l pl. of ~I?; while the det. is 
. Ilot debarr~d from' [the sound pl. with 1the , aDd I.:> [234], 

,,, " .' ,.". 
as ~,~~ and ~~U (1 Y) : (d) sometImes ~'''' oceull, 

,.". '." 
[by impll tion of the Kasr (R),]. as ~';~ [255], ~',..b,. 

, " 0......... . 
and ~~ [252] (lY, R), pls. of ~)~ a 8l:.IhpfJrt of. 

o , '" 0' ... 
tiirham, ~I..b [above], and ~~ , as thoug'h they phmr. , 

G "', 9"" 
lized it according to a sing. not used, as uu,~, u~L,1; ,. 
and r\it.;;. (IY) ; but that is not universaf: while some-

, ~ 9 ......... 

Bay [that ~t~ is pl. of (R)] rlJ~ , which occurs in th~ 

sayiog [of the Rijiz (Mb)] 
'" e.,., , ,. •• , " ., ." .,.... ,0 '" 0.0 , ., c;; '" , 

~ ~ ~L.:;I.> ~~, • ~'.~' i .Jt ~)~, ,=-,'c> IS" ~. 
, j •. '; '" 

o Mal/ya, mistress of the torn sock, thou hast taken my 
,:gneC.ring toilhoue any right ;. and, according to this, 

'~1~ i$ regular (IY.R) : (e) Fr says that ~J;; does n~ . 
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oCC;OI'in Ettie ep ] ~u [253], except in something from the , 
, " 

speech ofthepost-cl88sical poets, who say ~,~ ,S pl. of 
, T' .. 

~4Ial8e, assimilating it to ~,;,; pl. of ~'-' (IY) : (2) 
~ ..s~: • ,. , G , 
~,[sometimes (8),] as ~~ (8,IY,R), pl. offt~ 

[(I f'OI4nd place relaining water, anel forming part of tAe, . 
8 ,.' G , 

lwink of a valley (1Y), ~l:.i.U pl. of ~Y a wide tract of 
8 .. , ' 

land 6etr.oesn tlDO e6ten.ive tracts of sand (8)], ~Aw pl. 

of 1:, [0 nt.IrrOfD 6ed oj a torrent in a valley (IY), ~~ I 

,1. of ~ IOfD ground overgrown with tree, (8)],' and . 

~~~ pl. of itc: (8,IY), a garde,,, [below], which the . 
• 0, J...... O. 

vulgar call ~ (IY) : (3) ~~, as ~~ (8,IY, R), . , 
pl. of ~~ (8,J rb), which means a father of J inn, and also 
CI great [white (JhjJ serpene(Jrb), and ~~ [said by some • 

8-' •• 8 ..... 0 ..... 
(8), pl. o,f r:t.::. (IY)] ; and simIlarly ~~ and ~~, 

[said by some (8),] pi!. of ~~ fDide low ground and , , 

~'"L:. [above], the, being converted (S,IY) ioto c.S (IY) 

after a Kasra (8), as in ~~ [6R5] : (8) that is because . 
• 41'"..... 0"" a ,0, 8 ..... , . 

they assimilate J.;u to ~ , as ~~j=!" and ~w.) [246J ; 

and similarly they say here ;1 ~ and. ~~ , [as they 
• ...... 8 ..... , , ., • , f 

say \:JL.a and ~~] (IY) : (b) ~"J.aj pl. of ~lJ , like 
", ..... I .,., ., 

\:J~ pI. of ~~ (I barrier, is dependent upon memory 
J , oJ , ,. • 

(A) : but ~~ismorefrequent (lY,R) here than~~, , 
127 
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. because ~(; is made to accord with j!~, in whicb , 
, .. ( o! • , 0 , • ,0, 

the· normal form is I,;).AU, as 1,;)4~ aud I,;)~ j while 

~~ is rare, as ~\.l.Ib and ~~ [246] : (~) he that .. , , 
• , J " 

pluralizes ~u upon the measure Jat,J pluralizes it 8S a , .. 
,flad., treating the aug. in it as equivalent to a rad. ; 

, '- .. 
'W hile be that pluralizes it upon the measure ~ or 

~ does so by elision of the aug., pluralizing it as a 
• ,#4 0 I • ,. ., 

tril., like I,;)~ lamb, [237] and I,;)'j), (IY) pL of J); 
. , 

G lcind o/'iflard (Jh, KF) j but nothing of this [forma • 
• " '#I!" tiOD] is debarred from [the pl.] J..;t,J (8) : (4) ~ [in 

I. ., os .. 
pauCIty (IY)], as i:!~' pl. of c>J, a valle!J (IY,R), irregu-

• • a,..0!S • .,. 

Jarly, as though pl. of I.S~ [255], like i:!r' pl. of ~r 
'" ,. 

G firlam [246] (Jh) j but only in this word unsound [in 

the J ] , extraordinarily (IY) : (5) [jG.jf , for] theysay 

.r;t as pl. of c>', (A). The {em. of this formation is , 
of two kinds, (1) made lea. by a 8, like ~" the .. 

I ~ .. 

'op of'''' tDither,. of the borse and i~~ an anu, j and (2) 

made feme by a prolonged " as ~ti.;u and ~~Li [below] 
I .. .. 

. (II). The [1stkindof(IY)]fem., [vid. ~U,] bas one , 
. , ",., .. 

paradigm [of broken pl.], J..;',s (M), because, in forming 

the broken pl., you elide the 8 , since it is separable from 

the n. [266] ; and then pluralize [the remainder]lile 
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the J'IIUC., converting ita' into, (IY), as ~';t(M) And 

~~ (IY). And they treat ,~u as equivalent to ~U 
(SS), befause (R) they treat the' of femininization a8 

equivalent to its I (14, R), since the former is a sign of 

femininization [iG3], like the latter (R) ; 80 that ,tiill .. 
aDd ,~u [below] are equivalentto ~6 and k..oLs (IY} : , .... 
and therefore they say ~~ in the pl. of [the 2nd kind of 

fetll. also, "id. (IY)] ~Li (M), as though It were pl. or .. 
' ... , 
al&U (K on LXXIV. 88.), eliding the' offemininizatioft , 
in forming the broken pl., os they elide the g (I Y), as 

, ~1~ , e';i [248], and ;';~' [pIa. of ~Cl, ,r; ~C:s I 
. and J:.,~, which all menn a hole, or burrow, of the je,.boa 

(IY, R),] and '":!';.;, (M,SH), pI. of ~~L:: (IY, R), which 

is the piecB of,,"n tAai comes forth with. II,e !}OU1tg one 
[at it, birlh] (R), and also (Jh, KF) the increase of ana. 

,' ................ , .. , .. . 
mall, whence the tradition !)~~ ... ~r." )~, ~ 
.~t.:J' ~; ~;i Nine tenth.8 ojbles,inK, or prosperity, arB 
ift f1161cAa"di,e, [i. e. in tradiftg,] and one e."th in i"creas~ 
of animals, [i. e. in 6reeding dock] (IY). And similarly , 
they say ~I;; [248] In the pl. of ~t;'i~~ a hlack heetie .. , 

."., .,#, 
{27S,39?] (IY,R), ~s though pI. of i",iy.. (IY), like r.,w 
pl. ofri.U a lark [373] (R). The ep. [~lJ (If» has 

9 [paradig818 of broken pl.], (1) ~ ; (2) j~ ; (3) ibj ; 
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(4) i t;0; , which is peculiaf to the unsound in the J ; (5) 

[Jd Of (Ii')] J.d ; (6) ~'i.d ; (7), ~5A.d ; (8) ~ ; (9) 

J;; (M). The regular formations, out of these [nine], 
8., OG' 'l.~ 

are J.a.i and JLu ; and ()taJ seems to be abbreviated from 

l.d, because, wherever J;.; is allowable, there jt.:; is 

allowable: but, beyond these two formations, all are abnor .. 
a , 

mal (IY). The broken 1"8. of the [fI1aBC. (IY)] ep. ~\.i 
8G' 0.' aG' 

are (1) J.ai, [mostly (R),] as ~ pres~nt, [Jr- nine-
I 8 G' • d· 1_ year-old came s, d jive-lear-old sohd-hoofe anIma.., 

8G' 8G' 
(8, IY), ~~ taking fright, and running auay, ~ 

outstripping (8), r conversing by nigbt (Mb), and 

~ ; bowing down (8 on 11.119)]: and [similarly, in 

the unsound (8, I Y) in the e (8),] as ~;:"fastiflg 
. 8G. 8';. 

( 8, IY, R), & s18eping (8, IY), and & .tanding 
8.' 8G' &IIi, 

(R); or ~ [715] (IY, R), ~ (IY), and ~ ; 
8. 8G aG 

or ~,[~ (KFJ,] and r*-! with Kasr of the u un 
o • 8 0, 8 • , 

account of the c.S, like t;}'t ~. 0 and ~ for ~ and 
8 0'. 0.' 0,; , 

~ [242] (R); and as ~ a68ent or hitld8f4, [~ 

Jailing to conceit·s lKF),] and ~ menstruating (8) : 

and [similarly (8)], in the unsound in thp. JO, as IS;' 
o c, 

raidin9 [below] (8, lY,R) and ~ effaced (8, IY) : (2) 

. Jt:; t often (S, lY, R), as ~ present, j~ ig,lorant, 
•• , • a G' 
"="~ nding (S,IY), u'~ happening or inlen7efti,., (8), 
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Sf;' reading, and ,t1lsettling in 8 country (Jh, KF), like 

~Li:.: dwelling ( K~" ) ; and hence, [in the unsound in 
o G' 8 .' 

the e ' ] )',) visiting and ~~ ahsent or hidden (S, R) ! 
OG' 6G' 

(a) J,u and Jw are regulllr in [the pl. of (R)] the 

ep. ~u (R, lA, Aud, A) sound in the J ; and extraordi- I , . 
• . c. c, 

Dary lD the unsound [10 the J (lA, A)], 8S \S;A , [ ~ 
(lA, Aud), and I.S~ jourll6!Jing 6" niKht (IA),] 

And as ,t; (lA, Aud, A) and ;~ (lA, Aud) : (3) ird, . 
(.also often (S, R), but not like the first two (R),] as~;' 

.......... ,. ..... ., .... 
piof.18 (8, IY, R), B~ unbelitf1ing (IY, R), B)~ of flO 

a ..... " • a ........ ' 
account, worthles, (KF, Sn), ~ fou;lced (8, IY), ~ 

8'" ...... " ..... " 
ignorant, I.J,..Jb UJronging, II~ vicious, ~~ lying (8), 
..... " .... 0 .......... 

~1'0tD8rlel, (R), and i~ reading (Jh, KF) : and [simi-
., .... , I 

larly (8) in the unsound in the e (IY),] as iU~ unfaith-
..... " .' ..... flIl [684,711], if',. UJeaving (S, IY, R), and b~ sell-

..... .... 0" ..... 

in, (~, R), by rule iU~ aDd if'1... (IY); while they 
..... , . a" 

[sometimes (IY)] say [ lUt. and (IY)] it'1... (IY,R) also 
8 .... ' , ..... , .... 

(R), astbeysay b4(IY): (a) i.LuiS3 [common (Aud), 
6 , 

regular (lA, A)] pl. of ~lJ when tp. of a 'I'otioflal maso., , 
B' ........ 

and 80Und in the J (lA, Aud, A), as iJ...S' perfect, (IA,A), 
.......... ." .......... , 0: ',II' 
IT"- BOf'cerer' (IA), and i)r- [above] ; while i..UJ crow" 

8 " , ", 
pl. of ~u croaking, is anQmalous (A) : (4) i.Lu, [when .. . 

J "" the J is uneound (S, ~), in which case the \oJ of i.1.tt 

, 
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, ,,0 • ~ , 

blust hepl'onouneed with :pamm (R).] as Ii~ raidinK, il.aI 
6 ~~$, 6 ". $ 

judges (S,IY), 8\.,0) throwIng ?,r .hooti,lg (8), lil.i- CrlP-
he'lrer" waterff:f'¥S (KF), aud uff:£'fWUnCfUB df'¥9h, us 

saFs arnE [bfwailinb 'Abd AI' ziz (N)] 

~;~T, :1i ~ e-~ ;,:, ~ (J ~ff:;~~ i~~jj " 
( 'bhlS berdd8 ad':d':uoU'f£ceff:l thf deflth z/tllz Com

of the BelifiJerS~ 0 best of them thai have gone on 

pilbrimage to the Hoa,e of God, and have visite(l the Ho(, 
Places! (N) : (a) this is a formation peculiar to the un-

~_M ... , db ",,_ 

lound (IY, Jrb) : (b) &.Luis regular 88 pl. of ~t..when 
, .,. 

ep. ofa rational [tna8c. (lA, A)], and unsound in the J(IA, 
9,2$ ,¥'"., , o'~,' 

Aud, A), as IiLo) [above], ~\..:U (lA, A), anb ~ ; while" 
• ~_M:fr 0% ' " f§ ,+M, ,,'" 

It..! pl. of :s.: mail-clad, Ii~ pl. 01),.4 a hawk or Jaloon, 
D''''''' !if%, -"" 

and 1i)c,)JD pl. of)~l.sD a man ojno account, worthle8,[below] 
O ... y, ., 0 ,#J 

are anomalous" ; as li'~ pl. of t,5f erri71g, Ii~ pl. of l;)~ 
6' f , '¥ " , 

naked [250], Ii'~ pl. of,~ a joe, and ~.») pl. IS~) [upon 

thz measure of J!:.J a camel 6roken down, disabled • .,. 

fromjaUgue, and a man made heavy by di.eaBe (Sn)] are 
extraordinary (A) : Fut, in my vpinitm, thif requirea 

consideration, because mJJY pl. of JJlc a9g'i£f~ 
* =, ~ ~ 

lor, alo" not of ;~ ; nay, that is said morz thzJJ 
- .", 

one (authority] on such as ~t~,. l;)"'.~ ~[l46] ; 

the like is said on ~; and ~; (So) : (5) J,;; lor J;; 
•• , " . 6 

(IY), often (S, R)], as J-p nine·year·old camels and ~ " 
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~,. camels, [or 3-;' and :.s;,.t. (IY) ; and as ~; ha"in; 

recenely lmJughtfortA, j~ failing to conceive, aDd.s:~ 
(S,IY) i. q. J~ (IY)] : (a) that is because they assimilate ., . '''' . 
~u to J,u , on account of Its resAmblance t.o the latter 

in [measure (8), augment, and (8, IY)] number (8, IY, R) 
, ." .,. 

of letters (8, R) ; and therefore, 88 they say,u and ~ 
." ." .f, [246], 80 they say JoT- aud \oJ~ (IY) ; and then J.u is 

lightened, Rccording to the BRnil Tam 1m [246], by mak
ing the e quiescent: (b) the, of the holJow must be made . ., " . , 
quiescent, accordIng to all, as [~,-&,] .10,-& , and J~ (R) ; 

.' 0 , J ' ."." the o. f. of ~ , [JO~ ,] and ~ being ~,-& , [~ , ] and 

J;:' ; and the, being then made quiescent (IY), because 

[tbe :pamma upon (IY)] it is deemed heavy: wbUe in bt,,! 
[i. q.~, which is of the cal. ofthe ~(R), its o.f. being 

~;, the ~ is made quiescent because (the :pRmma upon) 
it is deemed heavy ; and (IY)] the \oJ is pronounced, 
with Kasr' in order that the ~ mRy be preserved, R8 . , .... ." in uAt:J pl. of ~, [248,249,710,711] (IY, R) : (c) [J.u 

t·! f .. 
or ] ~ as pl. of ~u is rare, dependent upon memory' 

. (EM): (6) .. ~, as i~:,; ,061" ~ ignoranl, [" 

learmtl, ... ~ ,rigkteou' (8, IY), and .. ~ rational, 
I • .. 

intelligent (IY),] because ~u is assimilated to [the ep. 
I ._ 

. (8)] j!:\ (8, IY, R), like .. CJ [246] (IY, R) : (a) ~ 
I'T( .. ~ j 

ud ~ are Dot regular, 80 that they should be copiedt 
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beeause they are rare, what the Arabs sa1 [as in8tanee~ 

of these pis.] being only heard, and not exceeded -: S 

says (IY), ~ and i~ are not [the (S,IY)] established 
[rule (S,IY)] iu this cal. (S, IY, R) ; but they are caused 
by assimilation to another cat., as before explained : (b) 
-'''' , 
~ in this cat. and others mostly occurs when it indicates 

a ftalural guallty, prailewortlly or 6lameVJOrthy, like 

~ ignorant, ~tr;:;. cOU}(J/rdly, and ~t;" :t. irave [246] 

(R) ; and is frequent in ~u when indicating a sense .. 
, like the natural qualih,/, as J..~ intelligent, ~ righteouI, 
, 0 .. 

and ~lA a poet (Aud) ; and also .often occurs as pl. of 

~ i. q. ~U; [246J, like ~t.:L;. and ~~ (R) : (7) .. .. 
'.,:r O ! 0 ... , 8 ., 
~~ as f;)~) paBtOrl, kerclBm6n[below], f;)~ youthful, 

0 ..... ' • 0 .... ' 
(S, IY, R), f;)~ companions (IY), and f;)'~~ hamng 
recmt(y brought fortA (BS), by assimilation to the sub-

0.. 8 ... , 8 .. 

stantive [~u(R)],Jike f;)~~ (IY, R) pl. of ftlA. and 
8 ,., 0 .... • • 
~li.ljpl. of ~[above] (IY) ; but It IS rare {IY, Aud): (8) 
0 .... G'. ., G" 

~,as r~ sleepIng (S, IY, R), e~ hungry (S, R), r~ . ... 
fasting ,(K on X.x.VIII. 23, KF), r~ ,tanding (Mb, K), 

~~ tJompGnionl [below] (IY, R), as says the poet . .. 
Imra al~ais 

':Au Illi·tt~.~~ Jti,. ~;u,,,,~~ --1~ , ... , ~:.... , ..., r ..... ... c.:J:: ~ 

Then I threw the bit into hil mouth, wilen they paMetl 

6efIontl me ; Gftd my colllpanions 8Gid "ThB!J' htwe- gDnlt 
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( 981 ) . " ~ ~-
ahead of thpe .. then gif)e chaBe" (Jh),)~ 'rader.,)~ 

unbelieving, os says the poet . 
'" .... ',,, ".... ;w J ,., , ••• , , • .......... , 

)~~~~tj· ~~'>'~,~~~; 
And the 8ea was divided from the cfJmpanion, of 

Mose" and the unbeli8f)ing PAarooh,tlJtrB drowned (IY), 

and .'G) herd8111m (IY, R), whence ~~ ;~ ~ I,$~ , , 
XXVIII.2S. Until tAt herdsmen t"ke away (IY) their 

beasts from the water (B) : (a) j~ is dependent upon 

memory as pl. or the ep. ~li , like ~(! ~pl. of ~t,; (A) : 

(b) as for what is orig. an ·ep., and is then treAted as a 

substantive (8), when ~Li is transferred from the ep. to .,. 

the substantive (R), like ~~(peclt1iar to the rider of tAB 

camel (R)], ;)~ [peculiar to tho rider (R) ofthehorl6 (Jb, 
, 

KF)], e~ [peculiar to the pastor, or herdsman, of a part.i-
• , 8 .,. 

cular 'flrt (R), ~~ a companio1t. (S), and ~~ an .,. 
anohorite, mon' (EM), it is not like wbat follows the course 

of the v: in generality: for, in most cases (It)], it takes 
, , ., • .,.., ..,..' 0'" • , 8.,. • , 

the pl. l;)'j,u, (asl;)4S'), l;)1.-~ , l;)~)' l;)4~ (8). 
• ....., G ..... , 

and l;)~) (EM), like l;)'~ in tbe genuine substantive 

(R)] ; aad sometimes J~ [also (R)], as ~~ [and ~GJ .. 
(R)] : but, [says 8 (R),] J;';J is Dot altowable in this 

[prevalent <R)J 'p., [as it is in th-e genuine substantive 
128 
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0,,' 0 .... ~ • .... . 

(R), as in ~u , ~~, and ft~ (S),] because this [is orig. 
, " 

an ep., and (8)] has a {em. [that tllkes the pl. ~'" (R)] ; , 
so that they distinguish [the pl. of (R)l the maio. from 

[the pl. of (R)] theftm. (8, R), except in :.r/;. [below] 
, , ~~ ., , 

(8) : (9) ~ , as j)~ witnesses (IY, R), as says the poet 

~~j,~j.;f~~,e,~, • ~~,;~~)J~4; 
And I made a covenant with LaUd in a lonely place, wheTi . 
tllere were not just, s1JtJi~ient witne8ses against Lailaj ', 

0" 0" ." j)~ .itting down, U:~ sitting up (IY), )~ pruent, 
o ' , 0 , , bS') lowering the !lead, howing down (R), and j)~. 
prostrate in prayer (B on II.119) : (a) S says that it is 

not frequent (IY) ; [for] it occurs [only] where the in/. 

n. also is upon the measure J;; (R) : (b) 1M in the Tashil . " .. , 
makes J,u confined to hearsay 10 [the pl. of] ~u ; 
[and allowable only] when ~[~U is ] an ep., not redupli

cated, like ~~, nor unsound in the e' [the e being a, ,] like 
0- 8 , , • , 
~l.i ,as j)~ pl. of ~u (A) : (e) [IH8h says in the 

, ,'0 _ ,. ". ., 
BS,] '-!'~, in Kn.'b's saying e-" y~' ~;l [242] is pl • 

• -... 0 ' , 8, •• , 
either of ~1.4 ,like j)~ pi, of ~ ; or of ~ : and 

tile first is bettar ; though I have not seen them mention 

any but the second, notwithstanding that it is a trope, 
00.... .... " 

since ~ is orig. the inf. n. of ~~ , and is then applied 

to denote the ~U a6.Bnt or hidden IS unrestrictedly 88 
, 
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;; is applied to denote the f,U sinking or 8uflken in 
, ,,, 

LXVII. 30. [419] (8S). i.lu is [ral'e (Aud), dependent 
• '" 9" 0 ., 

upon memory (A),] In such as [~~ pl. of (A)] )~\.sD 
o ,.. 0 " 

(above](Aud, A). Jl,u, also, in the pl. of ~lJ, is depen-, 
.".. 0 , •• 

dent upon mewory, as J~' ignorant (A) C&nd ,-:,~f com-
• '" • til 

1'amo," [246,255] (KF). And tbV say ~'IJ Ill!! pl. of 

~ perla/linK, assimilating it to j!.~ i. q. j,,;;; , as 

~;,;. and ~ [246,259], since it is a trial and an afflic-
o ,'" 0" I 

tion. But, as for ~ and r~ [257], they are fjua,si-
o , 

pl. n8., not ,.la. (IY). If ~u denote others ,han men 
" 

(S), [i. e.] if ~u be 81" of an irrational object elY, 11, ., 
lA, Aud, BS, A), it takes the [broken (S)] pl. ~';J 1 

(S, lY, H, lA, Aud, BS, A), regularly (R, And, A), even 
if it be ma8C. (S, IY, lA, A), because the irrational is 
treated like the lem. in the pt. (I Y, R), since the 

, and 1.:,)' which are allowable in [the pl. of ~u denot
ing] men, are not allowable in it [2341 so that it is 

, "0,, . 
fJurui-Jem. (S), as J;,f,-? J~ nine-year-old he-camels (S, IY, 

" 8·· ." R) and u6',-o r4' past duys [234,270] (R), hke [~~ pl. 
*. . 

of(IY,IA,A)] ~~ neighing (IY, lA, Aud, A), said ora , 
, ,'" 0 , III 

horse (IY), and [~'r pl. of (II)] ~~ lofty (IY, Aud), 
.said of a mountain (I Y), whence the saying of 
Al Farazdal,t [satirizing Jarir (Jsb)] 

cl~ Wt"~~ ~~ ur • ;£..~ .t::Jr '-J~tr6~'; 
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(BS) We ha"e Aeld, i. e. stopped the 'UJ(J,Y '0, tAe "egion, 
of 'he ,1Iy of eminence against you, i. e. J alir and his kins

folk, the Bant. Kulaib Ibn Yarbu' Ibn ij:an~ala. Ours ar, 

itl ,un and moon, i. e. Mubammad and' Ali, and the ,.ising 

"Zanet" i. e. the eleven Executors, of the cbildren of ' Ali 

Ibn Ab~ Talib (Jsh). Many ofthe moderns say that this 

sort [of ~';l] is an2malous : but 1M in the CK c~Arges 
them with blundering in that; and says that S distinctly 

. '''''. ,. ,. 
declares the rE"gularlty of J.;~ In the pl. of ~u when tp. 

, " 
of an irrational maso. ; and that the anomalous [J.;~] 

, " . , , 
is only in such as U"')'''' [below] pl. of U"')u , i. e. where 

~U is ep. of a ratio~al moso. (A). If ~u be 'an '1'. [of , , 
, " 

a rational mac. (IA)], it does not take the pl. ~~ (Mb, , 
IY,IA), although this is the o.f. (IY), in order that it 
may not be confounded with thejem. [below] (Mb, IY) : 

, " 
wbile [S says that (R) such as (M)] U"')'~. korle-rider., 

, 

[~,; lowering, "anging down (Aud, A~, ~ pe,;"hing 

(IY, a, AUd, A), ~~ outstripping (lA, Aud), ~~ 
J " , ,,, 

a6s~nl, ~~ p"81ent (A), and cri~ heretics, ,eMsmatiel 

(T), all of which are epa. of rational masel. (A), as nlso 

is & followers,] are [rare (IY),] anomalous (H, B, 

lA, Aud, A), ns 1M intimates by his saying "and 

[~ft] ig anomalous in [the pl. of] ~),w, with what 

resembles it" (A) ; aDd I have seeQ iD the Commentary 
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, .,..,. 
or Jk on the Adab alKatib [of IKb (HKb)] 1.J")',.keeperl, ., 
guardB and ,~,~ door-keepers, chamberlains from 

l;~ the oOice ojdoor.keeper or chamberlain, both trans· 

mitted by bim from IAr; and hence, says he, the protJ. e 
~1.:, ~ ~t;d With the mis~er, is an arrotD Koing 

" " .L... ."., , "'. 
lI1'oig/&1 to the mark and their sayiAg ~, ~~ ~''''' Lo, 

~'f~ NoUJ, b9 the pilKrim. of thB HOUBB ;Y God, 

and ii, comme"cial vl+itorl, vide the Q"i,tant., and tho.e , .,. 
who lei out 6ea,l, 01£ hire; while ~") giuer. is trans· 
mitted by MD, who cites J.... ",0 .... ".... ."" , 

~"r' &' c.fs'J' ~ J.J '~1 
When few are the giver. in the whole tribe (A KB). 

But, if a poet be constrained, he may give leG the .,. 
, ",., • • 0,. , "'0Ol!'" 

pl. ~~ , because It IS the D./. (IY), as ~ ~ I.J")'~ Y,J 
.,. e?! [548] (AKB on the verse next below) : the poet (8, R) 

AIFarazda, (S, lib, IY), being constrained (8, Mb), says 
[of men (8» 

Jt' :.:~r ~!;i ~li7'i ~ • ~~ i..~ ~~ ~jl (1) 
[246,256] (8, Mh, IY, R) ~nd, 'Whenmi'n .ee Yazid, thou 

,eell them bem in tl.e necks, 100000rinu Ihe lye. (AKB), 

meaning Yazid Ibn AIMuhallab (Mb), because you say 
".,., " .... , 
~;-'t ~ ThlY ar, the men, as you say J~ ~.,. Tlaey 

.,. ".. .. " . ar, tM h.,.camel., so' that ~ 18 ae~umilated to ~, 
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(8) ; but the like of this is never found except in poetic 

b) : hu~IGhdI ntTuh±:n"Z'1 ('1')] S±5,dS 

• ." tG '" ". 1//,"'': '" 0 ~f" "'., 0" .0 "'". 

~~~ U"'iT • ~:':b"Z'; ~~~ C$i":::?'~ ±±,::J.j ., 

, II... ." -.-0 ". '" 0". "..". 0~i7 "'i, ...... ,L:: ~ .......... >'I~ ~~~, ::::~JI b] 1;;.J;'±5, '~l<iLI+J.......... . .... .1 ........ T fI".w-,7" "'*'" it' 

?'i&!}."Z'lfa±5,d what right hC"Z''%id i"Z''e"S'CnS"S'Ck"S'n8(ym l£ors8-

men that ka"e vedfied m1J thoaghts (:/ them, horsemen 

tkat akhor not the Tuteef, Wh"Z'i§ tlief mill oj §efZ§" 

:Emd §motker §:E5*"YS 
0... 0., OJE " ". ". :cG ;1'" 0..0' _, ... ,. ,..,., 

~~, ~GD " §:E~'~ • )~4~' ~lj zi' ~.J.ii~:U 
Then 1 made sure that 1 should he the avenger oj 

Ibn Mukaddam on tllae morning, or he perisking among 

periski7ig Y)7 dtek by by Ibn eft':ri7±5,n 

(Jh) s:dKinZ1ni (Mil) nlFirasl, of the Banil Kinana, lament. 

ing his brother Malik (T) ; and, says ~f, th~ saying 
, '" 0 ffi" _",w_

M 0 :f is '" ~- ". '" f,. 

~~,~ ~~.~, # ~'~l&:i!~~~~' 
[l d~tfnd !&i[5me~s: tJ 'Oig§:E Of~fOU?/ ; 

me !}1)~4:: ab~ent (?'fryes ra/n (AIrB 4eccrls 

in poetry (R), said by ['Utnibaor(T)] 'Utba Ibn AIUarith 

[al Yarbii'i (T, lAth)] to Jaz Ibn Said, who replied ,.;.; 

T~~ ~, Yes, Qgnong 4JU1' OigeS ~B); 

PO§:Et, his 

J~) ~,; ~f}t~; i:;~ ,>Ji;rr)l ;~U; ,S1; 
.Anti, when thou pursuest a need to AtMahalla6,JollowBN 

, ~.~~ 

. inlsrtJsns before him, and Blav8s, means men by r:J''', this 
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being allowable in poetry, and it is only by poetic 

license that he restores it to the o. f. (lIb). These 

anomalous words nre variously explained: (1) S attri-

butes ~';l to regard for the femininization in jL;.jJt 
~ ~ 

[above] (AKB) : (2) Mb [followed by If] mentions 

that ~';i is an o. f. in [the pI, of (T)] Lite prevalent 

~u [when ep. of what is rational (T)] ; and that in poetry , . 
it is allowable, good (R): (3) according to [8 and] Mb, 

, ~ ... 
[followed by IY] (AKB), they say U")t,J , [as they say 

... , .", . , J!'" (8), firstly because U")u is treated as a substantive, 
, ... 

on account of its being frequently used alo~e, unquali-

fied : and secondly (IY I] because this word is no~. used 

[in their speech (8)] except for men, [and orig. denotes 

none but them (8, IY)] ; so that there is no fear of 

confusion (S, Mb, I Y), since the feme has no part in it 
J " , ", 

(IY) ; and therefore they say ~'''' as they say 1.:l.J;',-. , 

l!l/,ritlu when ~)~ is a proper name (8) : while ~ is 

[treated as (IY)] a pro", [in their speech, and prof)~. 

are current in a stereotyped form (IY)] ; so that it occurs 
in its o.f. (Mb, IY), from frequency of usage (Mb): (4) . , ;, 

some explain such Instances on the theory that J.:t,J is 
, , -.', 

ep. of ~~ bodie. or hand., in which case it is regular 
'... r". • f'. (A), being then pl. of~u not of ~u (Sn)' : and I say 

. ,a..'~' . 
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thnt there is no evidence in all [the 6%1.] that they men

tion, since ~,,;+j, mny be pl. of iiJuD , i. e. ~ ~t1 ; I 
, "" , 

, , , • " ".... I, • 

and similarly the others, as 0 ,~, , i. e. t::)'~ u,tJ! tll~ 
heretical, or schi,matical, ,"(,eee.), like"ll.; ,:,\Jt:J; 
XXXVII.I. By the (band, 'if Angel,) Blanding in rank" 

i. e., ~i:J; ~,;..£> (R) And no ep. of this formation. 

when denoting men, is debarred from [the soundpl. with] 
, , , , r ... '_ 

the, and ~ , as ~~u wicked, ~~~ ignorant, ~~\oa , , 
rational (8), and ~~)r.s reading (KF): and [similarly] .. , . 
~",Wt in Ka'b's saying 
, ~.' .. 'Wi 1JD::.G "LJ 1-:'1" °1 ~:::J.Jt i· ... ~ ... 
Jyau ~'" T'1 ~ ...... UM'*" ~. ~) .. '.t' 
Wailing much, loo,e in ehe two upper arm" so that her 

two bands are quick in movement, that had no reason 

[333] left when tl.e me"t'ngl'r8 announced Ihe death of 

Aer fir,t-6orn, ~,~ being in the ·gen. as 'p. of ~ in the .. .. 
preceding verse 

~u.; lli t+;;~ ~G • ¥ J"tc:~ ~~~ )t.4iJl ~ 
, - - ~ 

~t the time 'of tile day'. becoming high [65], were the 

rapid shifting of the two fore arm" ofa middle-aged tull 

woman tltal stood up, and wa, a"",,ered 6,o/.ildlell 
. ,.", 

women, bereft of ,nany child, en, where ~ ~,\.) is .. " 
the pred. of ~'l in ~ c.;;~~ y;r ~;r[75], by suppression 

,., ."" ,.. , 
of A pre. n., i. e., cJJz~D ~~~ ,-,,' t is_ pf· of.~u , ~ts o. f. 
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being 0~Wt ; and like it are ~~Li.it the judge. [234] and 

~,;~ the "erannen (BS). The fem. of this formation 
,.... 0., 

bas 2 paradigms [of broken pl.], ~t,.; and Ju, what 

contains the Ii ond what has no i in it being equal in 

that respect (M). The [regular (R)] broken pi,. [of the . .. 
fem. (8, IY)] of the ep. ~u , whether the Ii [offemini-.. 
Dization (8)] be expressed in it, [as in ;:;i~ (8, R),] 

or supplied, [as in ~"L:; (lY, R),] are (1) J.,;f;i (8, IY, 
, ,,, , " , ,,, 

R), as '-:'Jfy6 striking, [ ~1"; lcilling, Or going out (8), 
, " , -" 

and ~~dtting up (IY)] ; and [similarly (8)] as ~f~ 

menstruating, r,f~ ftripped cif clotAe, (S, IY) and ~G-' 
0., 

menstruatingfor the firtl time (IY) :.(2) J.u (8, IY,R), 
like the mase. (IY), by elision of the Ii (R), while they 

OIG , 

trust to the context for distinction (IY), as r,-l ,leeping 
8., 8 ., • 0 • , 

and ),) 'lJiriling ; and as ~m6n8truatmg, [~leized 
. 8. , 

with tlae pain. of lahour (8),] and ~ Btripped of 
, .... 

clothe8 (8, lY). ~,~ is. a [regular ( Aud, A)] pl. (1) of 

.~u when ep. of a [rational (IA,A)] fem., as [ ~y,:. 

pl. of ( lA, A)] ulJt:: (lA, Aud, A) ahd [~;.r; pl. 
8 , " , 

of] ~ divorced (Aud) ; and (2) of ~u (IA,Aud, A) 

also (IA), whe~ an 61'. (Aud, 8n), unrestrictedly (A), 

. i. ~., of a ra~ional being or irrational object (Sn), a8;1:'; 
, }29 
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t" ." , ."., ....." . 
.'pl. ot i..!"U UJeaning (IA,A), ~,~ pl. of ~~ a compa-

, - ~ - . . . "ion (IA), and '-:')'~ pl. of ~l~ striking (A). It is ,. ,. ,. " , ., 
disputed whether the sing. of,ui)',.c in Ka'b's saying ~ 

el ~,; [14] be UJ,~' aSALB sa~s in the Exposition 

of the GhariballJadith,or J)~ ; and whether, in the latter 

ease, ~)';; be an anomal~us pl., as Ns mentions intbe 
,. . 

exposition of 'An tara's saying 
..... ,...". ~. 0 t.i .,,, ", "" .". ., ,." ." ,."." • "f~ 
~ ~ ~14-oc,',.c ~ • i.!",i! ~u i,U ~IS, 
,"" ~ " ttI'.,.I........ , 

[ .And it i8 as though a musk-bag. oj a merchant, ~. e., 
'perfumer, in a scent-baskt't, had preceded her ride-teeth to 

Ihee from, tAe mOll,!h, me~ning that her fragrant 6reath 

precedes ,\er side-teet", when thou seekest to kiss her 
, --(EM)], declaring that J.,c;',. hardly ever "curs as pl. 

of ~ , [or be regular] : but the correct opinion is - " ,..". • 8 , 
that ui)',.c IS pl. of ui)l:z:, because of Jarlr's saying [in 

" " 
an ode satirizing the poet A1Akhtal (Jsh)] 

~("~·rr~!;,, ~I :~ ~* • ~~)~ ji.;J r; lJ.ll 
[ Dos' thou rememher thB day that ihe IDas I'oli,hing h,r 

two set8 of side-teeth mien, a lung of a tree of 'he 6al

sam crt Makka , May the tree, of 6alsalll oj Ma"lw, 6e 

watered I (Jsh), where he means by vO)~ ,&8 ANB .. 
says, the testh after thB. central incisors, the central 

incisors not being includ~ ,in the vO;t:; , ~r, as ISk says, 
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the e«nine tooth arail the Incu'piJ "s.d to it, or, a8 some 

_y, tDhal u between Ihe central int:Uor and the bictJlJpili 

(Jh)] ; and that it is regular, because it is a substantive: 

while ~,;; as pl. of ~u is anomalous only when ~u 

is aD 'p. of a' rational [masc.], like ~t,;o [above], .J.t!j, 
8 .... 0'.... 0.... 0", 

and '-'j~ J.::..) and ~u ; whereas, if ~u be a substan-
r 0' O~O' 0, 

tive, like ~~ [above], JJoD , ~~, and ~b, or an ep. of . '" ,.... "'" 

a[rational]fem, like ~6[above], ~u" and~'-', orof 
, " 
O's.'· 0 " ..... , 

an irrational [mase.], like eu' ~aDd ~u, ~ [above], 
, '"" , .... , 

then ~~ as its pl. is segular (BS). ~'" is also [regular 
0",. 0.... ,""', 

as (Aud, A)] pl. of [the,substantive (Aud)] ~, as [~~ 
0,0, J _ O~~ 

pl. of([A,A)]fD~ (lA, Aud,A) and [~'1;rpl. ofJ;,s'[253] , 

(Au d) ; or, [as 1M adds in the Kafiya (A),]i{;~, aR [bt;.o 
·pl. of (A)] ia.o;.; a monTe'. cell [253] (Aud, A) and 

f2.!j) pl. of] iai;) a whirlwind of dust (Aud). And in 

the TaahIl he mentions a rule for the sorts in which 

it is regular, saying" ~,~ belongs to the n. whose 2nd 

is (1) an aug. , , except ~u when ep. ofa rational male. ; 

or (2) a , not co-ordinatiog [it] with a quin.", meaning to 
,,- , . 

exclude [by "aug." such as the' of ~, (684), pl. ~,;t 

(686) upon the measure of ~uT (249) ; and (Sn)] by 

"Dot co-ordinating [it] with a '1Min." such as {the , in (Sn)] 
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j:i;~', pl. ~~ [upon the measure of J.!w (Sn)] 111 

elision of the, [253] (A). j;J is regular in [the pl. ot'] 

the ep. &4u sound in the J (lA, Aud, A), as [y~pl. 

of (I A)] ~)u and [~ pl. of (IA)] '~t;, (lA, Aud), 
, 

j '" ~r J'" [and] as ~ pl. of &J~~ hlaming (A). ld is extr~or. 
, .. 

dinary in [the pl. of] iL:.u , as in the saying [of A]~utiml 

(MN,J)] 
, " , ;'0,.. .,'" , '; ~\ -;- ~ I ~ :.n t1 ", ~I '_ ofl., 
~~~#~) ~, .... ~. ($', ~)\oA? 

(lA, Aud,A) Their ey" are [continually (J)] ·turning 
towards tlte youths; alld sometime. ISBe, i. e., knofD, tllem 

to ~e"ot averse from me (MN,J), where .,,~ is [meant ... ... . , '. 
to be (IA)] pl. of i.,L..; (lA, Sn), the [acc.]pron. [in ~f)' 
(MN» belonging to the wome,. (MN, Sn) : but [apparently 

(Aud), as some . explain the verse (A),] ."J..,.; Queried is 

J.l. of ~ , [not of &>L;O (Aud),] the [ace.] prone [in ~,;T 
(MN, J)] belonging to th~ eyes (Aud, A), not to the 

I .. • women (Aud), because .,l..o ~ an awrlea eye is said, like 
I .. • .... r.)l.. ~ a sharp eye (A) ; and in that case there is nothing 

extraordinary in it, because it is then agreeable with 

analogy (J). ~ is dependent upon memory as pl. 

of the ep. l.4Li, like ;~ pl. of ~t; fasting (A). And .. 
none of these epl. containing the i is debarred from the 

[sound pl. with the' and ] ~ , as ~4;Y and ~~j~ 
(8). ... -
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§ 24:8. The n. ending in an' of femininization, fourth; 

abbreviated or prolonged, (1) when a substantive, half 

2 paradigms [of broken pl. (IY)], (a) ~ , as [~GS pl. . ~ 

of ~~ a prominent bone behind the fa,' and (I V)] ~)~ 

[pl. of~~'; a desert (IY)] ; (b) J~, [as;~ pl. of ~}~ 
(IY)] : and (2) when an ep, has 4: paradigms, (a) jtaJ. 

~ 

as JUi:: [pl. 01 ~ thz'rsty (IY)], ~~ [pl. of ~tA1.; 
, , ... "'.. . .. , 

wide, 01ig. an ep., alS ~f o.;)t.s:.A a wide place and ~-r-. ' 
~ a wide delert, said of what is spacious (IY)], and 
~r ... ,! [pl. of if)A'~ having been 'en months pregnant, 

e 'T'~! &aid of a she-camel (Jh, KF), and U"'~ pl. of ~~ in 

the nalfJ following child-birth (I V), said of a woman, 
o , """ the only two instances of Jla:! pl. of ~~ (Jh, KF) in 

•• , 00' 0 .. ' 
the language (Jh)} ; (b) J.u, as ~ [below] ; (c) ~, _ 

8S ~ [below] ; (d) .;w, as ;.~ (M) pl. of ;.~ 
longing for the male, said of a ewe (IY). Its broken pl. 

is of two kinds. (1) the ultimate pl. [18,256J, in which case 

you say, (a) in the abbreviated, Jl.d and ,jlJ in the .. 
o 

substantive, as l~ and ~;t.£S [pis. of ~~S a claim] ; 

and [according to R] only J.ai in the ep., as )I;a [pl. 

of ~ pregnant (Jh, KF),;Ui pl. of .?ffemaie,ftmi-
"" " ,. , 

nine (KF),] and ~~ pl. of ~ a hermaphrodite : (b) 

in th~ prolonged,).Ai and ~ ;while ~lil is allowable. 
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but rare, though it is the o.f. : (2) j~, as [;li~,] ~Gl ' 
[~I ~ (KF'),] J,l b,! , [~~ Kfi'],] ~~ , ;lfi,,:, 

pls. , ] ,;£;, , L,t~ (KF,f,] sfJ:p , [ ,,,p~ 
~ - - "='~ 

T .... _,·..,. -'-,' 
KF)y] ~~ , and "r": but [accordinp to RJ this 
oecurs only where the ultimate pl. does nl)t occur [250] ; 

o ., ~. 

ths:?ct, sin«!s:?c thep say ~U] thep do Ewt sap ~U, ur 
~ .-

'" ..... . ' ",.". 

~\";1 [above] ; and, SlDce they say ~~, they do not 

say 1.i:J' ~ ]R). )~~ and. J~ !?~e cY~:;nmo~$. to 

ths:?c ( 0, in this 

is the ultlmate pl., the' of femininization being taken into 

,,~~;v,,'''', bes:?cs:?cnse its ]R). the fpf 

femininization is not separable from the word, as the i is 

[266], they it s:?cs of j 

tPerefs:?cfe, whs:?cnit fourth, the n.; being by means .of it 

like the quad., takes the pl. of the latter; so that they say 
ths:?c fubsts:?cntiv«! ,)j.; of wii; plant 

which brooms are made and. ~Li~ pl. of 1$}1~ ; and, in the 
"",_ , "",!" , '. mc~'".... ",0, V ., 

ep., ~4:> pl. of ~ I$;L<- pl. s:?cf I$ir::.w 

tPus )..;:; s:?cnd ~(;.:> i;orrs:?c~yond to 'r,nl ~:; [24f 
, ,,,,. . "', , .,.. , '" 

_ and ~~j) {245] ; and the [final] , In ~ [and <sl.i~] 

is not like the' in ~ [and I$;;~ ], because tYe latter 
for fnmininizati'fs:?c, ths:?c 2orms:?cs:?c is ,"'H,,,,.,,..,,,,,,,,,,, 

","'" "', , ,"" """ 
a 1$ , since ~ is a pl. upon the model of t~ [246J, 

whis:?cP ths:?c lettef t;ftes:?c '{if tht; Yraken pI, is 

• 
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Bounced only with Kasr, so tbat ~ is constructivel,. , ,,,, .. 
b ,a Fattta being substituted for tbe Kasra, and an 

, for tbe \$ , because tbe 'is lighter in pronunciation; 
and tberefore the preventive of triptote declt!nsio.n in 
", "". .. . ..... , 
~ and \$l,j~ IS not bk~ Its preventIve in ~ and 

\$;~ , but is only like its preventive in ~t...:; and ~I~ 
[18] (IY). Conversion of tbe \$ into' is necessary, 
[according to R,] in the ep. whose 'is abbreviated, 
contrary to the ~ub8tantive, because the ep. is heavier 
[240], as respects the sense, than the substantive, so 
tba.t necessary alleviation is more appropriate to it ; and 
the' is more frequent than the \$ in the substantive.also. 
They flee from the IS to the f in these pIs., contrary to 

'such as ;;;... pl. of ~~ [726], in order to match the 

pl. with the sing. in ~he two positions, i. e., ~ and 
;t;:;; and to distinguish tbe f of femininization from _., 
otbers, vide the converted f , as in ~ [229,721], and 

-.. . the' of co-ordination, as in ~)t a kind of tree growing in 
.sands [272]. The same conversion, however, of the 1.$ 

into' that ~ccurs in [what ends in] the f of femininiza
tion sometimes occurs in 'what ends in a converted, , 

,by assimilation of the Jatter to the former, as .;,t'(J.; and 
, '" '" "0 

1.$)'1oM [256,661,126], pls. of IS)~ a comb or hair-pin; 

but it is not regular: "bile Sf says that it is regular, 
whether the' in the sing. be conferted or co-ordinative, 

though the o. f. is [ JW with] retention of the 1.$ ; and, -
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.. ", .",,, --, 
accordlDg to thiS, you say !~ and ~'j.J, as pis. of ~ , ,.. ",... ~ .. 
and ~~, and ~~, as pis. of ~)' , because, says he, it is 

impervious to ambiguity; but it is better to stop at what 
has been heard. As for the ft. ending in the prolonged' 
fourth, three forms occur in it, the most frequent being 

)w (R). In the broken pl. of what ends in the two 
. . -.-,.,. -,., 

, 8 offeminiDlzation{263,688], as ~~ and ~~~ virgin, 

maiden, you say (1) ~)~ and ~)t~ ; (2) J~and 
" ." ", l~ ; (3) ~;~ and ~;'~, which isthe o.f. : the poet 

says 
." I ~ "_it 'I;;": ' • ,0. C: , •• On 
~~' '-:' ." ) jj "M ~ ~, t.UJ 

cited by Mb as by AIWalid Ibn Yazid [Ibn 'Abd AIMalik 
Ibn MarWin, .Assuredly I somelim68 go forth in tM early 
morning upon a sorrellhal traverse, the deserts (AKB)] ; , ,...... ". 
another says ,-:,~i' ~~ the wide peblily watercour,es, 

meaning the pl. of iLQ~ ; and As transmits ~,~ as pl . 

. of ~Ui ~ hard ground, and ~l ~ as pl. of ~~~ lev81 
, 

_" 0, 

ground, producing lote-trees : for ~~ anel its like, a~ 

i"~s.; and i~, are of five letters; and the' [of pro

longation], when it occurs fourth in a word containing 

this num,ber [ of letters], is not elided in the broken pl., 

being elided only when you :Gnd elision to be unavoid

able [253] ; and, when retained, it must be converted 
into 1$ , because the) [ or other letter] before it is pro

'nounced with Kasr [685] ; and therefore the Hamza 
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becomes an', since it was converled into Hamzt\ only 

because it was preceded by the' of prolongation [683] ; 

80 that, when the' is removed by its conversion into 1$, the 
HQmza reverts to its former state as an , [of femininiza

tion] ; and then they cOlvert the' of [femininization] into 

1$ because of the quiescence of the 1$ before it, the letter 

before f being never quiescent; and incorporate the [first] 

1$ converted from the f of prolongation into the [second] 
" .... 

1$ converted from the , of feminiuization, as 1$)l.iA.. 
... 

and ~~ ; then 1I0me elide the first 1$ for abbreviatio~, .. 
a.q)~ and u~ ; and then some sub~titute a Fatl;la. .. - . 
for the Kasra and an , for the 1$ , [as i;~ and ~~, ] 
because the f is lighter, and this formation is not liable to be 

confounded with anything else, and in order that the pl. 

may end in , , like the sing. (IY). This conversion or 

the 1$ into' is not all?wable in the [prolonged]' of co-or

dination : you do not say;'';:' as pl. of it;~ a male ., ,.,. ,.,. 
chameleon [273,385], but 15!~ or 't~, because the' of 

femininization is worthier of being preserved [250,282], 

on account of its being a sign, than the' of co-ordination. . ,. "" . "" 
Two words, vid. ~~ Bactrian camels and 1$)4-0 

. .. 
Mahrl camels [below], are co-ordinated with the cal. , .... 
of I$)~' although the sing. does not contain the t of . .",. ." , 
Cemininization ; so thnt the three forms r~~ , ~~ 

,. -- --~ 

130 
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." .", .,." ,,, 
(Jb, KF), and ~~ (KF), and c$J.LtA, ,l.f.. (Jh,KF), 

and ~~ (KF),] are allowable in them, though the 

double \$ is preferable: but they are not to be copi-
""". .", 

ed ; so that ~Ut and l.S)t~ are not said as pi,. of 
Olli 0.\ 
i:,;i3t a ,tone, one of tl,ree. supporting the coo"ing pot and .. 
Olli .. " .. .,; .. ", 41 "" 

i:!)~ a loan, [but ~lSt and uUt, and I.S)'~ (Jb, KF) and 
" .,.-., ,,, ., 

;~ (KF)] : and one 'word of the defective, vid. ~ tired, 
0 .. 0, 

weary said of a he-camel, or ~ said of a she-camel, 
,. 

pIs. ~L::, and Li~ [661,126] said of he-camels or she-..... 
camels, is .co·'Ordinated with such as [1.S."n a legal opinion, 

pls. ,~ and] I.S;U; (R). Jt,;,;' nnd )W are associated 
* * _,0, , " 

in the pl. of (1) ~j.u when (a) a substantive, as.lLA..., and 
OIl ,." _,,0, 
l.S)l:swo ,pT.s. of ~~ ; (0) a ftm. ep., [not beingfem. ".. ,. """ " " _ ..... , ,., 
of Jut (Sn),) as )~ and l.S)t~, pls. of ~~~ : (2) [~ 

01'] ; d , when; substantive, as u~ [258] and;";';, 
--pls. of [~ or (Jh)] ~ [272,875] : (8) [~ 01'] .. 

~, when a substantive, as;..t.iS and l.S)uS ,pls. of [I.S;~ - .. ~ 
or (Jh,BS, KF)] 1.S~~J272,375]: (4) ~ when afem. 

, ..... :5 .",. , " 

ep., not being feme of Jut , as J~ and ~ ,pl •• Qf 
-... , 

~ : and these sorts are all regular, as 1M intimates, 
-'.' ,.,.". , ,.". 

except ~j.u. when aftm. ep.,like ~~~, in which ~ 

nnd Jtd are not regular, but dependent upon memory, I 
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as 1M plainly declares in the Tasltil, contrary to what 

is implied by his language here and in the CK : (5) 
•• , ,<II' ", 

~JfA [below,} where they eay )1..fA and 15)4A ; but these 
~ 

two [pls.] are not to be copied. J~ is separate [from . .-
,."., 8;0 8,. 
~] in the pl. of such as~:>~ [385], ii~ ashe-devil, 
D,,·" , ,. , 
~r [a piece oj'woodjixed across the rim of the leathern 

A.".., 
'bucket (Sn), to prevent it from· collapsing], and ~U . ~ 

[with Kasr of the U , the end of the eye ne~ to the ~OIe 

(Su) J ; and, when the 1st of the two augs. is elided, in such 
""."'- _0", ,.,,, 

as ~~ and ~~ [253], ~,~ [a town. in A.lBa~rain 
8,.', 0'" ." 8 .... '·,., 

(Dm)]. i4".e.i [a small arrow (Dm)], i!i..f.4 [677], ""....u.s 
" .". " ""'I" '" 

[253,390,675], and 15)~ [below]. And ~ is separate 
,,' ,'0,. ' ..... , . 

[from Jla.;] in the pl. of the eps. t.;)Y...» ,as t.;)I-G.. and 
.- ;-- I 

• .,., , ..... ,., ."., II,..", 

'='~ [250] ; and. ~ ,as 15r- and ~ (A). ~. 

is [regular as (Aud)] pl. of every tril. [substantive (IA) 

quiescent in tIle e (A)], whose final is An [aug. (A)] 

double ~ not denoting fresh relation, [there being no 
I ., 

relation in it at all, like IS':r' or a relation not fresh, 

i. e., not regarded now, because forgotten or like the 

forgotten, so that it is co-ordinated with what contains no 
I ." , ~" 

relation at all, that 15)+0 (Sn),] as [~!f"pl. of (rA,A)] 
I 0'" , ~; 

~r a chair or throne [294] «(A, Aud, A), 15~!r. pl. of . 
I ...... • " ! 0' 
\S~r- a bulrush. (IA ), I5;W pZ. of (Jh, KF) 15;+i a turt~e.dove. . 

'-~-: '-:"'\ 

. \ 

,~ 
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[~~ pl. of (Jh,KF)] ~~; (Au d), and ~'1 plo of ~I a 

""" ! 0, • ". crane; butnot~;pl. of:£;a !urk(A). As for ~Uf, 
o ". I • it is [said to be (R)] pl. of ~l.-l1 ' [not of ~1 ' being 

, ". orig ~\jf (Aud, A),] a r.S. being substitnted for the 
",,, ." 

..., , like ~7I" pl. of ~~~ [237,250] (R,Aud,A) ; while 

some of the Arabs say ~ ~Cft and ~!1', according to tbe 

o.f. (Sn) : but [AH says that, if a man were to adopt 

the opinion that (SIl)] it is pl. of ~1 (R, Sn~, like 
• "" • 0' 
~'f' pl. of cs':r (It), lie would adopt a good opinion, 

and would g,-'t rid of the assertion of substitution, since 

the Arabs say .~, a human being, man in the sense of 
~"a 

~Wl ; and AH thus seems to intimate that the rela
tion is forgotten, as is known from his words" in the 

8 ". sense of ~l..,.)1 " (Sr.). The sign of the fresh relation is 
that the r.S may be elided, while the indication of a sense 

uQderstood before its elision remains. The 45 sometimes 

denotes real relati.on, hut the n. containing it is after. 

w:lrds so much used thllt the relation beoomes forgotten, 

[1. e., when the relation is not regarded at all (Sn),] or 

like the forgotten, [i. e., when it is sometimes regarded 

(Sn),J 80 that tbe n. is treated lik.e what is not rel., as 
• "" I ." 
~)4-0 plo of r.S"... [above], which was orig. the camel 

relating to Mahra [Ibn IJaidan (ID, Jh, KF), fatber of 

(J11)] a tribe (o~ ~u~ac~ (Dh,LL)] in A1YawaD, and was 
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afterwards so much used that it became a substa.ntive 

denoting the well· bred camel. 1M mentions in the Tashil 

that this pi. ht:longs also to such as i41: a certain sintw 

in the '4ec~[273,385], it;'; ringworm [213,385], and 4~~ 
[282] ; and that it is dependent upon memory in such 

_'0"" _ ...... ", G,. G"'" 
as ~~ and ~~~[aboveJ, ~~1, and ~'-?zl" (A). As 

for [the second paradigm (lY),] ~, it i; because the 
'" 

, of femininization, being like the i, is elided in the 

[broken (IY)J pl., as is done with the i ; so that [~~ 
... I 

.' e;., ,., 
(R),J C~, and ~ul are like e~ [238] (ly,B),)~ 

., 0, 

(lY), and r!n : and this [paradigm J~ ] is chosen from 
' ...... , "., 

among all the [broken] fill. of Lla.i and Lla.i because it 

most resembl"s ~, which is the o.f. ; while snch u 

J,',.'; and ~T)';': , being made to accord with such as ~t, 
take the pl. jw , althouy. Jld is not a broken pl. of ... ... 

~ [238J, beoause of the aforesaid affinity of ~ ~o )Ld , 
which is the 0 f. in its like, as we mentioned. Such as 

a;.;i does not take the ultimate pl., as the [formationJ 

quiescent in the e does, because the' is like the fifth, on 

account of the vowel of the e: and neither the ultimate p(. 

nor ~ has been heard as pl. of ~, like ~)t [212] and 
,. '" , '" ..... , ", ..... ,. , "" t# 

~ [272, 375J ; or ~, like c,s.b;J' [272J and \$;3~ 

(~72,375] ; or ~'i;i, like ~T~li [385J ; but, if they took a 
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broken pl., it would by analogy he ~ , as we mentioned 
. ... 

in tbe case of such as "t;' i} , although the mo~t suituble 
·8 ... 

pl. of the whole is with the' and I::.) [belowJ (R). Jlu , 
. ,., 
is dependent upou memory as pl. of (1) the ep. ~ , as 

G ,., _,." 0' 

'":'4) pl. of ~) [below] ; (2) the ep. ,,~ ,as u~ pl. of .. 
;ti:p; lean (A). The pl. of ;.; having recently brought 

forth, [applied, as AZ says, to A she-goat, but, as others 

say, to a flhe-gont and A ewe, and sometimes to a she-
o .... 

camel also (Jh),J ought to be ,":,4) with Kasr of the) ; 

but ~4; with 1;>amm is said, which is not a. pl., but a 
8" 0'" 

quasi-pl. n., like J~) and r'~ [257] (R) : and some of 

the .Arabs say ~~ [pl. of "T,~ji (KF)], like ~~; (8) ; 
o "'" _", 

but there is no othtlr instance of Jlu pl. of ,,~ (K[t'). 
0.... ~ • 

Fr holds Jd to be regular as pl. of (1) ~ when A sub. 
.' , 

..... ·,0 ,., 0, 

stantive, as r~pl of ~~ remembrance [272], and (2)i.Lu 
. •• 9" 0 .... 0 , 

when Its e IS a 1.$ , as ~ pl. of ~ an estate [238J, as 
fa ,J .... J" 0 ......... 

he holds J.u to be regular in such as ~') and ~,-l [below J ; 
o , .. 

and Mb holds it to be regular in such as wso [18J, as 
o ' 

he holds J.d to be regular in such as J:.; [below] : while 

the opinion of the majority is that such instances of the 

foregoing as occur are dependent upon memory, and 
. • G , 0" 

Dot regular. Neither Jlu nor J..u occurs as pl. of any , , 
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ft. whose u is a 1$, except \\' hat is extraordinary, like . , ...... 
)~ , which, says 1M in the Tashil, is pl. of ~ , i. e., the .. 
male kid tied up [as a bait] in the piifall dug for ths 

lion, and of i~ (A). J;j and j.;j are peculiar to t~e 
ep. (IY). j.;.; is the pl. of ;-~ [when an ep. (IY),]fem. 

of ~r, 8S ~:.. (IY),] ~ (D,iy), ;~ ,and ~; (D), _ ..... ' _ ..... , -,. .... _ ..... .,. 
pls. of ,~ red, ,~ yellow, [,~ g"een, and ',1,),-

., " 0, 8.' 8 8"", , .... , 

blae'] (IY), whence iiJ,*£\.o ~,~j)~~' ..... ,-
.... ~, .... ........ ~ , 

~,..:. ~~t;i, Qt;RXXXV. 25 CD) And ofthemou,nlai~ 
are some having streaks, wltite ana red, whore colors ar8 

txlrying [in intenseness and faintness (B)], and some 

intensely black (K,B), or, according to 'lkrima, and long, 
e ., 

or high, black mountains (K). J.,u is regular as pl. of 

~r and ,Y...d , when epa., either conesponding one to the 
GO, ',.. _ ..... , 

other, as ~ pl. of~' [249J and ,~ ; or isolated by 
, ..... 

a pre.ventive in nature, as .rS" having a big gland to 

the penis and ~~T having a swolle" testicle) ,lii; having 

the passage of the vagina closed up and ,,"i.1; having a 

thickening of the vulva: but, if they be isolated by a 
- .... _8' ,. 

preventive in usage exdusively, as ~, ~) a man having 
-" ." ........ I 

a big rump and ~~ i~ a fDoman having a big rump, .. , 
, .. oll 0'" r.: 0 ... • I 

since they do not say ~, ~) nor ~~, i!r'! in the hest: 1 

0 0 , 

known dial., the regularity of J,aJ is disputed ; for 1M 
in the CK distinctly declares that it is regular, and he 
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is followed hy Bn; while in the TasLil he distinctly 

declares that it is dependent upon memory; and here the 

looseness of his language asrees "ith the former. The 

\oJ of this pl. must be pronounced with Kasr when the 
r 9 e is a 1$ , as ~ [710] {A}. The medial of this [pl.] 

may not be mobilized, exc<'pt in poetry, as in Tarafa's 

saying 
• , , til" ., 0 , • , ,. ., , ,. 0... ....£. 
~, b''), 4AA I,j)~ • I i ... 1.:p. .. ~ ~4W I Liif ", ., ,~. " ,. .... 

o "'e youths in our assembly, dctac:hfi'om them bright bays 
,,,,, .. 

and sorrels, in ol'der that [the pl. of] Jul when an ep. 

may be distinguished from [the pl. of] the substantives 
o • 

0" 9" . 
that take this pl., as J.....) and ~[246,711] : for the e of 

the latter is pronounced with :pamm, but may be made 

quiescent ; whi1~ [the e of] tIle former is quiescent, and 

may not he pronounced with :pllmm, except by poetic 

license, when they assimilate it to the substantive lIY). 

Its e may be pronounced with :pamm in poetry [249] 

on three conditions, soundness of its e, soundness of its 

J , and absence of reduplication, as in the saying 
,£... , ...... ,., ..... ,.. , ,,0. ,., 0" "" ,....', 

1- , 'I .,~~I .. ,~c) .-ll.....!".i,~ .... I~' ~ tJ,.3 LO . I~·\ StJI L 
~ ",",0' 1::,.1, l5;r-' "'" ~ ~ _""", ~~JD 

'" '" '" , [The night and the day folded up what I had been 'WOnt to 

unfold : and the mistre88e8 of wide-opened eye, disliked me 

(MN)], which is frequent; whereas, if its e be unsound, . . , .-, 
as in ~ white and j),- black, or its J , 8S ill ~ blind 

and ;:.; blind by night, or it be reduplicated, as in ~ pl. 
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.. ~ 
of ;c' wl,Ue, illustrious, :{>amm is not allowable (A). And 

o " 0 0, 8 " 0.' .... , 
~ and u-U , like ~and ,"""AS'[246], are pls. of il.:.:A.\ 

G ". , ". • ,0 , " ..... 
(KF). And J.a.i is the pl. of ~, fern. of J.a,i~' [355], 

, ,.0. 
because- Ju', not being indet., but always accompa-
nied by the determinative' and J or the particularizing 
• 

t;)A , falls short of the course of eps., and follows the .. 
course of substantives, since the normal form of epa. 

is indeterminateness, inasmuch as they follow the 

course of the v. ; and therefore it takes the broken pl. 
, ...... 

of substantives, so that you say, in the masc., )jIN' the 
, ,... , ".. , ...... 

greatest and ~Lcy, the smallest, like J~~~' and ~u~' 

[249], as 4a~#'10 ~~ ~~ ~ ~ I~~ ~Uj VI.123. 

And so have We set in every city the greatest of its 
,.,.. , 0 ..... , " 

sinners [356] ; and, in the fern., ~ pl. of 15~' and 
, , II ' • ~ '" , 0 '" 0, ... Ii 

~ pl. of c.5~" as t"'" 15~~ 1.+\1 LXXIV. 38. 

Verily it, i. e., Hell, is one of the greatest [trials (K,B) 

and calamities (K)], because they treat the' of feminini

~ation in it as equivalent to the i (IY) ; so that, since 

iJ.:j taken the pl. j.;; [238], ~ also takes it (K). j.d 
..... ,,, , .... OJ$O 

is regular as pl. of ~ [355], when fern. of Ju~' , 
, ;1',,, ;0 , 0 '" 0 , 

as r.-'J' pl. of 15~' ; whereas, if ~ be not tLe fem of 
, ,0"'8 ..... , '" " , 
J,a.ij, , as ~ [258] and~) a return, reply, anS'loor 

[272], it does not take the pl. J.;; : (a) Fr holds j.;J to 
.... 0' ,., 

be regular as pl. of (1) ~ when an inf. n., like ~) 
131 
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0 .... 0 ~ 

[above], and (2) i.ld when its 2nd [rati.] is a quiescent 
0 ... 0.... • .... , ..... , . 

, ' like i)~ [254], so that you say~) and )~ in their 
1t, 8" ,a, ...... 

pl., like 15,) and y,-l [238] in [the pl. of] 4.,) and·&.i~ 
.' 8" • [above] ; while others hold 15,) and y,-l to be Instances 

of what is dependent upon memory, and not regular: 
0,,· 8., 

(b) Mb holds J.u to be regular as pl. of J.u when/em. 
8 ,0 , 

without ai, as ~ Juml [18] ; while others confine it 

to hearsay: but 1M's language in the Ki6ya and 

its Commentary necessarily implies agreement with Mb ; 
, 0 0,0 

for he says in the Ka6ya" And ~ is like i~ afrag-
8, ,., ...... , 

men' [238, 239] in. ~ [above], and ~ is like i.e;? a 
8,' , .. ! 

cooking-pot, [pl. rr (KF),] in ~" ; and says in its 
8 8 
, • , 0 , 

Commentary" And J.u and J.a.i, when /Bm., are co-ordi-, 
o 

nated with i id and ii.:j [238], so that ~ pl. la and , , .. 
,., 8". 0" Oa' 
~pl. ~are said". And [Sdtransmit8~ and ~ 

T"':! as pls. of ,.~ (A). Every n. ending in the' of femini-

nization, [abbreviated or prolonged (IY),] may be plura

lized with the [' and (IY)] ~, [because the n., when 
it ends in the , of femininization, follows the course 

of that which contains ~he i of femininization, on account 

of their agreement in being aug. and in importing the 

sense of femininization (IY),] except the ~ of j.;l 
[234, 249] and the ~ of ~~ [234, 250] (SYI) : and 
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[thusl when paucity is meant, l:.I~r~ [pl. of I.Sf~ 

o *"0,,, "". , G" ., 
(IY,BS), li~e ~~ (BS) pl. of ~], I:.I~ [pl. of 

.".., , .,,,. II ". • II 8 ,0 , 

~ (IY)], I:.I~~ [Pl of I.SF" (IY), ~,,~ (8) pl. 
_"o#" G '0, _,., 8 ", 

of J~ (Jh,K F)], I:.I"~ [pl. of J~ (IY), 1:.I"t,Ac pl. 
_"", 8, " , " 

of Jt,Ac, and ~"l-u pl. of a.::...il (8)] are said (8,M) ; . 
Q ,0 " ,. ..... 

but not I:.I"~' while the Prophet's saying ~ ~ 
..... " ""'·"110 '" 
ii~ '=!""~ [234] is because it is treated as a sub-

stantive eM). since [by greens] he mE"ans vegetables 
_,,0, "0 •. 

[below] (IY). The J~ IJOOl. (D)] of Ju' is not plu-

ralized with the' and ~ , nor its m/J80. lVith the, and I.:) 

(D,IY),:because it is not conformable to the v. : for ep'. 

are of two kinds, (1) conformable to the v., like ~}~ and ... ... .. a.:;L.6 [343] ; and (2) not conformable [to the 'V.), like 

".. .. . ~, and Itslhke : and the first kmd takes the sound pl., 

as 0~T3 and ';;';,.U.in the maso. [247], and ~~"'G and 
.... .". . 
l:.I~l~ in the feme [247], because, being conformable ; 

to the "., it is assimilated to the form of the v., to which 

the prone of the pl. is attached, since the f'. is preserved, 

being altered by means 'of 19 hat is attached to it ; so 
, ' '0' ..... ., 

that 0r.iJlJ is. treated like ~r.!wil' and 1:.14;~ like 

;;.; ~l : whUe the second kind does not take the sound 

pl.: except by poetic license, as 2' ~~, W [234,249], 

though IK used to say " I do not see any harm in it " 
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(IY). This is suhject to the condition that iid be not 

transferred to the cat. of the substanthre, really, like 

it:;':" Sauda, when it is made 8 pt'oper name; or vir

tually, like ~~ in the tradition C' ;..;,J.[ above], because 

it is so prevalently applied to vegetalXes that it includes 
o ", u ",. 

the greer, and others: and I::.J,,~, as it occurs in 

the tradition, has been expressly declared to be correct, 
8 ."..,. 

for Mb says so in the Mu~ta£,ll\b; but, as for I::.J"~ 

with ~amm of the C ' which iIJ current upon the tongues 

of men, there is said in the TT to be no reason for it, 
G , .".. 

while some say that the correct form of it is \=.I~ pl. 
9 .... 0 , 

of i~ a green plant (CD). And for the same reason 

the ~ of ~'id does not take the sound pl. with tile 

, and I::.J ,nor its mase. the [sound] pl. with the, and ~ 

(IY). When the t [of.feminiuizntion (IY,R)] is fifth, the 

n. containing it (M,R), if it be prolonged, may be plura

lized with the' and I::.J ; or, the' being elided, may take 

the ultimate pl., as e';i and ~( ~ pl8. of ~~Li and 
, 

.t~;;U: [247] ; and similarly ~~, ~~, and ~i; 

pl8. of i~ [246], ,.u:,;, and ~Y,.L;.: but, if it be 

abbreviated (R), is pluralized, [says S, only (IY,R)] with 
0';1'." "J 

the [' aud (R)] I::.J (M,R), as 1::.J4:>~ (pl. of r.$)~ ·a 
G" .... , ""'. 

bustard (I Y)] and 1::.J4.1~ (~I) pl. of ~t..- a quail, even 

if you mean multitude (IY), because, if you said ;~ 
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[and ~t::.. after eliding the' of femiuinization (IY)], or 
.-

\$} ~ [and ~C after eliding the 1st' (IY)], the former , 
J"" "",. 

would be liable to be mistaken for the Fl. of iJLu [2M>], 
.-

"·0" _" 0 .... 

and the latt(>r for the pl. of [~ or (H)] t~ 
[above] (IY,R). 1M, however, mentions in the'rashil 

, _", ., ,.' 9, ." "" 

that ~lu is pl. of such as \$)~ [378J nnd ~'J- [stout, 

inclining to shortness (Dlll)!, if the nugment after their J 
be elided [253] ; I\nd apparently it is regular in what is 
commensurable with these words; while he restrict.s 

,." 0 .... ', 

\$)~ and ~~ to the case wbere the 2nd of their two .. 
augs. is elided, iu which you say ~~ [above] and 

, -'" 
~~I on]y in order to e~clude the case where the 1st of 

the two augs. is elided, in ·which you say;(';' [n bove J and 

y!F (A) . .. 
,.-~ 

§ 249. J.a.;I, (1) when a substantive, has one para .. 
, .... 1). , "" 1> 

digm [of broken pl.], ~UI ,as J.,)~f [~35, 248,253] (M), 
.- .-

jsQ [248j, e")4f, and ~~;, Fls. of j~f haUJk [372J, .. .- .-
8,.. 9", •• 

J,(;' afit of quaking or shivering [369,372, 672], e~' a 
o "CIS 

kind of'Ted gum [672 J, and ~)' a hare [18, 672], because, 
being like the quad. in number [of letters], it takes the 

,,,tJ. , "" 
pl. thereof [240], so that JfLJ' is like ~~ [248] : (a) 

. every tnl. substantive beginning with an aug. Hamza. 

taken· the broken pl. ~tjr, even if its vowels vary .. 
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[255], as ~Ut pl. of ¥1 [372], ~4rpl. of~t, and ~LJ 
0 .... 

pl. of ~1 [253] (IY) : (2 " when an ep., has 3 paradigms, 
0:"-

(ft) Ju (M), which is the [regular (R) broken (S, R)] 

pl. ~f [every (IY)] j;ji[when it is an ep. (8), whosefem. 
_."., 80' 0.' 8 0' 

is ,~ «(Y,R)], as ~ (S, M), ~ , ~ , ~,- (8), and 
... 

00' ',0" ,,,.. ' ...... 
.,w,(IY), pla. of ~t red (S, IY), ~t green,~, white, 
, ".'S , ." o. 
~,-t black (8), and ~t yellow (IY) ; and of itsftm. (S,R), 

8 " , G • , _,0 , _, • ." 
as ~ and ~ ,pIB. of'~ and,~ [248] (8) : (a) 

o , .. 
they assimilate it toJ,u (8,IY on § 248), where they say 
." 9, .. 0" 0' ... 
~ pI. of)~ and ~ pl. of J~ [246] (IY), because 

J ' .. it is a tNl. (8, I Y), as !,aJ is (IY) ; and contains an aug., as 

J;'; does ; and the number of its letters is like the 
o , .. 

number of the lettt'Is of J,u (8) : <b) its e may not be 

pronounced with :pannn, except by poeticlicense (8, IY 
, .,'" 

on § 249, R) : (b) l;)~ (M), which [often (8, R)] occurs 
, ... 0 IS. 9 ... 0' • .. I 

as pl. ofthis Jut (8, lV, R), as l;)~red (S, M, R), l;)1~ 
....... , 0 '0' 

white, l;)'~'- black (8,IYJR), l;)~ having grizzled hair 
9 .. 01. 

(S,IY on § 248), and l;)lo~' tawny (8) : the poet says 
, ....' ...... ,., ." ., "", .". . 
llt~,- ~)~, l;)~ • ~ 4~ I.S~; 

[673] And shaggy goats that moun' tke hillocks of the 

gt'otmd, black (lYon § 249): (a) that is because, since they 
80' • . 

give it the pl. Ju , hke the pl. of the unaugmented [ep. 
t:~-: ',.' 0,·'.0 
~], they give it the pl. l;)~ also, like l;)tc.U, pl. of c.Uj 
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, , 0, 
mean or sordid, ana weak [239] (lYon § 248) : (b) 1.;)'j.;&J 

, ,.. -,., 
is dependent upon memory 8S pl. of the Ja,if of ,,~ , 

D ,.., , , .s: 8 "'., ........ 

like I.;)f~,- pl. of ~,-f black and I.;)~ pl. of ~, blind ,..... ,,, .. 
(A) : (c) J.:l.if , as ~L,,~f the .mallese (M). The ep. is 

, ....... _"" 0 " , ' ... , 0 ,. 

either the Jut of ,,'j.;&J or the J.ut of ~ (R) : but 
,I" .... ' 0, , '. 

only the Jut whose fem. is ~ takes the pl. ~u' (M), .. , , .. 
because this Ja,it , when synarthrous [356J, follows the 

courSE of the substantive, nnd therefore takf>s the 

broken pl. of substantives (lYon § 249). And, says S 
" ...... 

(Jh), we have heard the Arabs say Ii~LO~I (S,Jh),8s 
" ,...... 0.... ", 

you say ~l.:..iJt [~65] and u;L~ [253J (S). And you 
, ., •• 0 , .... 0 •• 

say 0,~~I (S,Jh) and 0,rs~' (S), [because] it takes the 

[sound (IY )]pl. with the, and I.;) also (M), as XVIII. 103. 

[85, 248] (S, M),. the, . and I.;) and the broken pl. being 
no' , .... 0 , 

combined here, as Ju and I.;)~ are combined [in the 
, ..... -, ..... , ,... , ., .. 
Ja,il of ,,~] (8). When an ep., such as ~I and ~I t 
is used as a [proper] name, it becomes a substantive, 

and takes the [broken] pl. of substantives, as ~~ .. 
, , 'IS ".... " •• 

and ~lw' ; and the 30und pl. also, as 0,~I and 0,~, ; .. 
because the sense of qualification is removed from it by 

" os 
its use as a [proper] name (IY). But 0,~' is not 

said [234], in order that it may be distinguished from the 

Jdl of Buperiority ; nor ~f,~:..: [234], because the 
" , , .... 

feme is subordinate to the masc. (SB) : though l.;)"LLif aDd 
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0, '" 0,. _ ., ,.",-r"", 

~"~ are allowable by poetic license, as eJt \;J~, W 

[234, 248], and IK allows that in a case of choice (R) ; 
, "0,, '" 

while ~",~ occurs [2481, because of its prevalence 

as a8ubstantive (SH), since the prevAlence of application 

kills the sense of qualification (B.). And, as for the 

saying lof AIA'sha, when threatened with death by 

'Al1puna Ibn 'Ulatha Ibn 'Auf Ibn AIAl).waljl (IY, AKB) 

Ibn Ja'far Ibn Kilab Ibn Rabi'a Ibn 'Amir Ibn ~a'~a'a 

alKilabI al'.Amiri 1\:;;~al;1ahi (AKB)] 

Lc,C:ii~ ~~ ;, ,;.; J.~ Q • ;~ jf ~ uc~f'~; ~G1 
, ., iIII" '" ",,, 

[The threat of the A?two~es (meanin~ the children of Rabi'a 

Ibn Ja'far, named Al A?twa~ because of a naJ'1'owneS8 in 

his eye), of the race of Ja'far, has come to me. Then, 

o 'Abd 'Am" Ibn ShuraiJ.t Ibn AIAl,1wa~J if thou hod8l 

forbidden the A?tu:a~"s, (it tDould harJe been bf'lter fur 

theml, 'Abd 'Amr being nddl'essed because:- he was then 

their chief (AK.B)], the two sides of qualificativity and 
, "0 IE 

substantivity [240] nre regarded in it (M). UC~f being 
, '" 0.. G "" 

orig. of the cat. of~', itspl. is J.JU : but, when it is made a 
, ... 

proper name, its pl. may be (I) J.s:,u, , like that of the sub-
, ..... os 8 ,,' f"-o§f 

etantive Ju' ; (2) J.u from regard to the o. f. ; (3) 0,.-uuw 
when it is a proper name of the rational [masc.] ; (4) 
q' ,o~ ~ 

I;.I~' when it is a proper name of thp.,fom. [234]' Ana 

~,J:ol and ~y,;;r are allowable as pis. of such 88 J;} 
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• 6 .... _ , 

needy and iG)' [18], because they are like 0~)~ and , 
., ~ • ' ...... 8 ........... 

tAI~~y [234, 247] (It) ; whIle J.:')' [or ~~, (KF)] is the 

[broken] ,1. of ~;r and il ;;r (T, KF), because it applies 
, .... 

to the male. and fem. (T), ~~, , says ISk, being the 

nBedYt both men and women (Jh). 

§ 250. When ~9.d is a substantive, its [broken 
r ' 

J ,.,. ;,... 0'0' 

(IY)] pl. is ~(M,R), as ~4..t. [pl. of ~~ a detJil 
, # , . • ..... ' 

(IY)], ~~ [pI. of ~~ a 80vereign (IY)], and 
J ...... ,. • ... • • 

~'1"'" (M) pl. of ~l.:a.n a fJ)olf (IY), whether It be 

quiescent in the e, [as mentioned (MASH)] ; or mobile. 
, # 8 .. , 

·88 [~~j pz. of MASH)] 1;)1..4.); a "incl of pigeon, . #. , .. ,. , " 
[~~pZ. of (MASH)] I;)lA~ [236,385],and[~Jr-. 

pl. of (MASH)] ~4;' [237, 248, 385 ] (R, MASH) : 

beoallse, being a t.,.it. 8ubstantive ca .. ordinated with 

be [augmented] quad., it must have the same pl. 
as what it is co-ardinated lVith [253] (IY) ~ unless it be· 

".,. ' ... 0' , ...... ,., 
a coined proper name, like ~L.J.-, I;)~ ,and ~~ [4],· 

beca~e the broken pl. is deeQled strange itt the coined" 

contrary to the transferred, which was previously fami. 

liar with the broken pl., especially when the coined con .. 

tains the [aug:] , and ~ , which ought to be preserved 

because of their resemblance to the [prolonged] , of 

f~minjniutioD [248, 282] (B). And they 8ay ~~ J 

182 
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( 1014 ) . .. 
(S, M, SH) and e~ (S, R) in the (broken (IY)]" pl . 

. 8 ",. • ..... 0 •• -, 

of I,;)br, (IY, R) and I,;)~ a male hyena, by assllDlla· . 
G.... , ,. '" ". 

tion to ~~ pl. of I;)U~ [below] ; and ~~ also in the 

8 '. b. ' ,. • . pl. of I,;)~r (R). And I,;)~ strangely occurs [as pl. of 

"" .. . .... ' . 
t:J'j.,u (CD)] in 1,;)',,£ pl. of 1,;)1,1', as says Dhu-rRumID8, 

Ipr~i8iog Bilil (Mh, 8M, CD) Ibn Abi Burda Ibn Abi 

Ilfisa alAsh'ari (8M, CD),] . 
.... ....., tI .... t ~ -: tI,,' ,JS w* .... • .... I'.· ,,, .... 0... tG' 
~~ l.,,/'~ ~ ;,>'. .. ~"'" ~ ~ ~, 
G~4 ~;;';T ~,,;4t .. ~~ • ~~ ;;it~; .~; ~! ~ ~ 

[B"ut I have Or'l'it'ed from the two ride! Q/ E.a8tZ, fJiSie .. ·· 
;,ng an exalud generous Yaminl youth Of the family of 

.4.bU MUs';, sue h that thou wilt 6ee' the people flocking 

round. him" as though they were partridges, tAat have. 8een, 

or 'U)hen they hare 8fen, a Aaw.~ or fctlcon (8M)] ; aod some' 
• ; .... ",. 8'11 . . 

mention that 4;J'~ a stone takes the pl. I,;)~ (D). IBr . .. 
~ays that other words of this measure occur, besides. 

. . ..... ,. ...... 
~bat H mentions, vld. (1) I,;)U;, [aboTe], pl. I,;)u,;, ; (2) 

,. 

~(i1j lively, spirited, said of a horse, pi. ~l aj ; (8) ,. 

~1..Yf ~ 8h.arp in affairs, [pl. ~liI~ (Md)] ; (4) ~j~ 
1 • .....0 • , ,,,, 

brat'e, bold, [pl. I,;)~ (Md)] ; (5) t:J'~ a male chama-,. 
.~. 8'" 

lion, [pl. t:J'J. i ';' (KF) ; (6) I,;)l:!~ lifJely, cheer.fulsaid of a 

'. man, pI, ~4~ (Md~, which seems ,from the context to: 
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have been aecidentally omitted (rom the CD] :- so til at 
8," 8",," 

these [six], together with I;)\jf' and ~,.a..o" menti'Oned 1>y 
H, make eight. IA says, in his Comm~ntRr1 [named 

AIMusaiid (HKh)]on the 'rashil [ofIM (HKh)], "Ssays 
• -,' 8 ,0 

. "Lbat they say 1;).'1' ; and for the pl. I;)"~' which is onl:1 
• tI,.. ,. 

"the broken pl. of !I' ) like ~'~1 [255] :- bnt this is 

~'a mistake, for it is only in the prov. [below] that they 

"say !1, Which is cortailed ; and the 'Pl. of ~"7 ought by 
, "" 

"analogy to be ~Y1below]". What is-[here] transmifJ. 

ted, however, from 8 is approTed in the Mul1kam by ISd-; 
And he is followed by the author of the KF : and what IA 
asserts as to S's mistake [requires consideration], because,. 

. even if it w~re admitted that 9"in the prOf1.. is curtaned~ 

this wou~ not harm S ; since be means that ~,,;:S:is 
pl. of an assumed sing., confo!fDAble to analogy : and 

tltis is expre9sly declared by M.b~ who says in the Kimil 
o o. • ',- . ' 

(CD), 1;)',£itI pl. ot' ~"r' which is a well-known bird; 

and this pl. does not belong to this substantive when 

eomplete; but is formed by elision" of the augment, 
0- .... a .. - 8" 1;)',,[ being &lsumed to be fl. ofy-, like 1;)'.,.1 pl. of C' 

• .... 6.... • "tI 

[239,260], ~)}'pl. ofJ), [247] (Mb, <;D),and I;)U~pl. of 
G" 9,., t 

Up a lamb [237] (~b) ; and 1;)',1' is similarly treated 
in the sing., as say tIle Arabs in one of their prODS: 

I-applied to the self-conceited (CD.J 
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*,,' 0... "" • .-0. ."" 0 0 IS , "'- • o. . 
~f" ~ ,.lLilt \:)1 • ~ ut" ~ u~' 

(Mb, CO) Lower thy neck, partridge! Luwer thy fleck, par'. 

ridge! VerUy. the ostriche8 are in the town8, i. e., cont'l'aill 

th,ine eyelids, for veril!} the great are in the town" the 

partridge being a low bird (AKB), meaning the l:J'i1 
(Mb). And, according to what is mentioned by S, and 

approved by Mb, this is not strange, . extr~ordinary, as 

. H says (CD). The!1 is variously said to be the l:Jt{1 
8 " 

itself, and to be curtailed. froUl \:J"r (Md) The p19. of 

~',lare (1) ';"1'" [like~:. ~~, (Jh)] :(2) ~"f(Jh, XI), 

contrary to analogy, lik~ :,u.;, ; formed by e Hsion of the 
, . 

_" I , ." fJu!J8., a8 though pl. of Y' (Jh). When \:)~ is an ep., 
,,0; ',0, 

[and has ~ (8, IY, R) for itsftm· (IY), like l:Jtr-fem. 
,0" • .tt • 1.5r- (R),] its [broken (8)] pls. are (1) ~ (8, M,R), as 

~~ [below] (M), by elision of the augment from its 

terDlination, as the.' [of Ji' and;; (IY)] is elided in 
.... 0 .... '· "., 

[forming] l4Ju1 [248] and 'T4), [so that \:)~ and 
"..... 0., 8 0 ilf 

\:J~ , becoming, as it were, ~ and ~ , take the 

pl. j~ (IY),] as ~ , ~~, aud ~~, pls. of ~~ 
, ,. 0, J. '0. ..... 

AaBI!I, ~u..u thirs.t!/, and \:)lJ~ hun!Jf'!l (8, IY), like 
., 8, GO, 80" 

J'~ and ,-,\.&.0 [239],pls. of J~ plu1T!P and ~ hard, .. . .. 
dijficult {If' ; and similar is (tile pl. of (IY, R)] itsfem. 

. . '" ,.; , .... 0,. 

[248] (8, I Y, R) : (2) ~l.N (S, M, It), beeause l;J'J.j,J resew-
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~le.s ~~ [248] through the two aug$~· and tht [sense of] 

qualific.<itiou (R RES 1.S)tJ:~ .. (8, M), l.S;l~~ 41f., [zmd 
'" "J , Q , ~ , '0 , ,r 0 

~)4A (8),] pla of ~i,-'w drunken, ~'r-~ perplexed, I.;)~:'=-' 

abashed (S, I V), and ;,;),~~ jezdf)U8 (8) ; similESr i~ 
F 

[tbepl. (R)] thefom~. (S, IY, R), ~L~ 4~, 
.. ",. I ":['.,, "M 

pla. of 1.5r- and l:!~ \Ii) : (a) they ns@imilate tho t 
and t:J to the prolonged , [of femininizntion bc('anse 

they are both aug. together, nnd the first of them i~ 
, ,," ,. 

)z:;UeES of pESolESnguthHl (1 Y)] su th?lt tbuy ?lay I.;)r 
",. , ..., ,,, .", mM , _f/! 0 

~)~ laud ""'~~ J)Z' ~~ (IY)], like t~ pl. 
'f'm m!!!''' ~,o" , 

~)lA..c (IY, R) and t~~ pl. \$)'~ [248] (IY)~ And 
..". 0 '" 9 , '" , , " 0, 

_1_ t _'": £>. A , - l' [h ] t3E34r ,1ft16• r~-:" lS~r' ,s ,,810., WW '?~rES 
, . 

iES au ep., that whicb has I.;)~ , as though, if this 

[word] were used in the masc., %.:Jc,~ would be snid ..,. 

] n 'I'" ~. ""',. " ". CI" W""'1:' • 0 ~'" "'. 
(248 (,,)~ tEla }f£,s. U'}W Jern. ~~, liJ kES ~l.AJ,J 

8m-'" • '" , m'.... . 
JESm. &;iLoJ,J (R),] are the same as those of !:)~ fen",. 

cF • %f!! ~M ~ M~ ,,~- .,. 0 ,. 0" ,. 0 .:. 

~ (8, R), as 1"'4U and ~'w, pla. of ??)L,~ fmd vLo~u 

(S)~ Neither two plES. i£3 the 
.,.0..,. <0,.. "'"",1""; 2,;'1::>" 

\;)~ of ~J.J, Or the r,;)~ of i..i~ (R) ; but 

~ is more frequent (8,IY) than)~ (8)" Th£3 tw~ 
• I :" Or ,. .", 

~re Sf:&metnuESS comhin~d in I.;)"k of i..i~, like 
D, '" ,. 

,,~ and IS""'~ ; land in the !..:)iaJ of ;id, like v.CI,..~ .. 
with 

gill d D u ''- ~L' 
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. mentioned [248], ~l~ bein~ said, but Dot ~~ ~ and 
" , '" 8 ..... . . 

1.5)~' but not)~ (R). And they sometimes give , . , ..... ' ....., , 
80me [eps.] of thls[mensure] the broken pl. ~,asl.5ju:..;; 

..... " '" d"unken and-~~ hasty; while some say [1.5)~ and] 
, "" 
~ (8). IH says that [only] (R) four are [optionally 

(MASH)] pronounced with :pamm [of the oJ (MASH)], 
,." ....... , a ..... ,., 
~laz!l, [pl. of 1;)'1-5' (lh, KF),fem. il~ (KF),] 
", ,." , .... , 

1.5)t.t:;.., , ~, and 1.5)4:A jealous (SH) ; but I have not 
'" "J 

SEen anyone [ else] restrict ~ to four. Z indeed says 

in the M that (R) some of the Arabs say p , ~u::.; 
., ." , .... , 
~, and 15)4A with :pamm (M, R) : but even in this 

passage there is no express declaration of restriction ; 

while in th" K on IV. 10. [585] he mentions that (R) 
..... "', , .... ' . ", ..... , ..... 

~la.,Q and ~l.a..a are read, hke 15)~ and 1.5)~ (K,R)~ 

This :pamm is found in the pl. of [some eps. of the mea .. 

sure (R)] ~~ , exclusively (IY, R), in order that it may 
, ...... , -, ..... 

be known to be the pl. of I;)~' not of ~~ elY), , ,. ...... 
because the ultimate pI. AS hroken pl. of I;)~ is cont-

I ,. 0 ." 

rary to the o. f., since I;)~ takes it only because of th~ 

resemblance of the f and \:) to the [prolonged] , of femi~ 

ninization ; so that [the vowel of] tile initial of the irre

gular pl.' is altered from what it ought to be, in order 

to notify from the very first that this pl. is contrary to 
, 

.",Ie. :pamm is (1) lll'eferable to Fat~ in p: and 
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. , ," 
~~ : (2) necessary in the;'~ of tbe bird, i. e., its 

anterior wing-.fealws, and i n ~l::J [246], pl,. of ~ Rnd 

• • :r-:-' ; and this shows how very different they are from 

what the broken p18. of these two [sing •. ] ough t to be : 

(3) not allowable in anything else. SODle GG, seeing 
'" .. ' the difference of ~ from the ultimate pl., by reason 

of the ~mm of the initial, SIlY that it is a'luasi·pl. n., 
• ,J •• , ......... 

like ~~) [248], ,.,.., nnd ~ ; and is not a broken pl. 
, ..... J 

[257]. When an ep. is upon the measure 1:J"j.,u , like 
.,OJ .,., 1i:~ 

~'-i~ and t;)~ , it does not take the pl. cS'-' , because 
_, .J 

~ with quiescence of the e does not occurfem. [278], 
J ., • J • • • 

80 that 1:J"j.,u should be assImIlated to It ; and therefore 
• '" • ,OJ .... , ., . 

they BAy uO~ [below] as pl. of I:J~ and il~ , by. 
G , , ,., . t!I". 

~S8imilation to ~~ pl. of I:JU~ [above 1 (R). ~ is 

commoo, [i. e., regular (IA),] as pl. of (1) the ep. ~. 
~... '. 

[239] and its two ferns. (1M), ~ [fem. of the diptote. 

I (So)1 and il~ [fem. of the triptote (Sn}], as ~~. 
'. , J,., . ,., 

[above], pl. of I:J~ angry, waihfol and ~, and. 
• .. • ..... • .... • .1 
r'~ [above], pl. of [ I:JlAtlJ repentant and (IA)] ill.c)J .. , ..... , . 
(lA, A) ; (2). the tp. I:J~ and likewise [its fom,. (A)] 
" " ., • " 0 '" ., 
~~ (1M), as u"~ [above], pl. of t;)~lank-hllW, 

and ii~ (lA, A). 1M intimates by his saying" COIU:" . 

mOIl~' that it is Dot; regular j aDd 80 he ~prel81y declarea' 

• 
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In the CK : but Ilia language in the Tashil necesiJAri11 

implies that it is regular (A) ; and so he expressly de

clnres in the U, as Syt SAys (Sn). Some of the Araha 
. , , ., 

say (R), and you may say (8), 0JJ~ [284] and 
Q"O' 8,., 
~I.J~ , [from r<'gard to the fact that ~~ is not of 

common gender (R)] ;and [similarly (R)] ~t,;jJ (8,R) 
o ' ;0., " ,., G " ..... J , til 

and \:.IuLoJ.,l (R) ; and&,.;4~ [nnd ~4~ ], like ~:ll2f 
9 ., , ~ 

and \:.IL,,=,;.?;k7 (246 J, because the g is affixed to the masc. 

()I'mation, when yon mean to form the /em. (8) : but 
'*", , "" "" tlley do not say J~ [or 4~ (8)], because they use i~ [pl. 

, 8 ...... , . " 

of/LA (H)] instead (8, R), sinco ~~~nak8d[241] and ~L. 
, , ..... "tI", 

"dell are synonymous (R). The ft;)"j.u of ~ does not 

take the [sound (R)] pl. [with the, and ~ (8»), excepl 

in poetic license (St R), because the I does not occur in 
itsfem. (8). 

§ 251. j.;; is one of the formations peculiar to the , 
, , ,J • .,. 

unsound, like the pl. ilaj [2<17] (lY). ~ occurs only 

in the unsound in the e. [378], like J;; ; and J;~; only , 
G .......... 

in the sound in the e, like )~ a lion, exceptiD one word: 

the poet [Ru'ba (Jh)] snys 
• ,0,. • f&1 • .""" . .... 11 ..... .,.. .~~ Lo 
~,; .. , ~.- . 

l What i, the matter with mine 6!1', that it runs like tM 

tlripping 'II1ater.",in' (MAR)]. This is the opinion of 

S, who says that some measures are peculiar to some 

. IOns, as i r;,; is peculiar to ~he pl. of the defective,.awl 
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"" lila#' to rthli pl, ofl nuiE-defeclilie (R), s;; liku 

~ [iprllllat, :,;:, a ;;: a ielliEi, , triEuted lik~] 

~1Z [thiErefl:&re] its []iEgu)i&r [i&nd fre'f*,lenf 

(IY)] pl, is die (lY, in i%~aii. }61ft" 

(R), b[]iaui[] it is in ip. [23d] t[] wd[]se jem, th[] i ii 

iEffiiEid fiEr (2f5], iE8 ~~ deall, ~~;, and 
~ , 

~ ~~ ; it is iEc00ficmiEdle tf§~U , 
:;~'ciEtlliiES the lime iEUTI:iibec [of lettiEcs]§ , pOfitioi 

of the augment in both [mensurfi] the fimf; Si 
o ~ , , 

that, as the normal pt of il~1.; is the sound§ like \;)::llJ,.~ 
o ,,~ . D ...... . 

and \::JL,iLo [247], so thi miEct friqurnt (>f ~",~j if thu 
? ~ 

... '-". 
~und (IY), Fm' thiE ma,i#(., (8)§ thed sad (S, ll) 

'.' (8)2 0,~~ (M)2 , ---
\;)r'+,A (1 [tor thefi:m, (8)]'; .. 

, w..-
), 

o ' ..... 
, ind \::Jli~ 

--, B.," ..... 
\;)~~, llne bellffJe'ff';[ (Ff 

, 

triEditiiEn if 
-It 

[beliEw] (1 Y). And 
o 0 m ' 0 " 9. " ""M 

~ pi; \;)ri+.JC und ¢ 
,...... 9 0" 

Q~' becailse £,~:} if 

to [703] (8) simih~dy \;),.i.~; 
~ 

..:" i;:: al'i , 

bb ., d; ;;. ,; h (R' I 0" & ,; , iE¥ iEiEl'la~e SiY elision ot tee ). n ~L- \::J'~ ~ 
"F ..... '" 

0% ."fI 

LV. 70. Tl.erein ,halloo good, beautiful maidens ~,~ 

i§i.eti.n8~~, being abbreviated (K, B), as in the Prophet's 

saying 0';!Y 0';;'; [above] (K); while ~,;;i is read, 
;; ~ 

188 
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ft.ccol'ding to the o. J. (K, BJ : and in tIle saying of SabrA 

Ibn CAmr alAsadi [aIFftJ.c'aRi (T)], lamenting CAmr Ibn 

Mas'iid [alAsadf (SR)] and Khalid Ibn Naf}la [alAsadi 
(SR, lAth)] 

~1~"!.~.~~';,;~. ~~:;;'~~l1Jy<-;gj ., ,. " .",/-
Now the lterald hafJ eome early in the morning "",iek tlee 

tidings of the death of ehe two gond men ojehe Banu A.,(lf/,. 

rif'Amr Ibn Mas'zld and of ehe 80vlreign lo,d, tbe poet 
• .'." 0 w, 00, 

~eans ~# ; and then abbreviates it, like ~ and ~, 
~ , 

9 .. , 90, 0 ..... 

and ~ and ~ (Jh). When ~ is meant to have A 
~ ~ 

br~ken pl., it is made to accord with some other [mea

lure] containing the same number of letters {IY) The 
G c, S .,.". 0 .... 0. . 

broken pl&. of ~, [like ~ (SB),] are (I) JlA.i', [10 the 
~ ~ 

fI ~~" a "'t" 

, tna,e. andftm. (Rj,) like I;.t"'" (S, M, SH), pl. of (a) ~ 
~ 

{a, IY, R), j.;J being assimilated to ~li t like ~ 8·;'1 
~ " 

pl. of ~u. [246] (S,IY), by elision of the at/g., as t dough , 

~;.; remained, nnd tllen they said ~';i, like .tt;.J 
flt~ ,fI~_JS .00: 

pl. of.b,- a whip [242] and ui",.." pl. of ui',.. (I cistern 

[below] (IY) : (b) ~;;; (S, lY, R), which is lik~ the , 
'(nase. (8, IY), because in forming the broken pl. you. elide 

the. (IY) : (a) similarly they S8.y "r;.1 pl. of [ ;;'Uf1,ng 

2\nd (IY, R») i;;,., and ,~i [239],' pl. of [;.A: and 
ft',.. 0 .... 0.. .. 

(IY, R)] i~ (8, IY, R), and ui'W'[239]pl. of[ua.u .. 8oi.l, 
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(k)]:;;';) (S, R), that being frequent (IY) ; and like [tWjT , . . 
p,. .,. • .,. 

pl. of] ~ is 1;)',.-1 pl. of iH tt1Of1&ffl [255], as though 
o. • ... ois . 

broken pl. of ~ (8) : (6) they say [Jf~1, and sometimes 
a ,.0. . 8...... fa _, 

(IY>] M ; as pl. of ~ a king (S, IY), o,ig. ~, which 

is J!~ from j;,Jjt , being S4id of the Iring beea~e of the ....... 
execution of his word·: so he that says Jt,-i' pluralizes it· 

accordipg to theo.j:, like ~,;.rpl. of ~-; ; while he that 

88YS j~1 pluralizes it according to its form ; but the 
'v • ..... fil'st is the l'lght way (I x) : Rnd [ they say (IY)] U"4S" 

Il. of ~ (S, 1)1. meaning ;.;t clevtr; upon the measure , 
• 0" 

of ~ , as is shown by their often pluralizing it with the 

" and ~ (IY') ~ fot', [the hroken pl. being more frequent 
8 0 ;> • 0 0..... G 0, DO,. 

io J.d ,and the) and ~ in ~ (8);] if ~ and ~ 

were j.;J , [and not (Yrig, j .. ;; (S),j the broken pi, would , 
0, 8,. J ... 

be more usual, like ~~ , E Jt~ ; and ~ (8),] in the 
80..... .., 00.... . 

pi, of ya.o6 (8; lY" J~ ; and ~ [239, 250] (S) : (2) 
0, 8 ,. 8...... , 

~, like ~~ (8, M; SH), pl. of ~ e6cellent (S; IY); 

and ~l ~~ ,1. of ~~ r,lce (8), ~.;,f being assimilated to , , .... 

~G (IY), like e~ and ;~ [247] (8) : (n) similarly 

" .'" ,. t 9 - ; .... , :: • :r-~ tney say &>~ as pl. 0 ~, like i~1.i pl. of ~u a ~ead~r 

and ifL.::. pl. of ~~ a w~ver [247] (IY) : (3) .. 'i..::. , like 
~ .... 

T~O. s·~ 

... ~, (S, M, S~), ,pl. of ~~ ·pumt, elOf/uefll (8), and 
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;U;' pI. of ~ [714] (8, IY); while Jr traDsmit8 .. .. . 
• r~';, 'Pl. of ;) ~ (IY) : (a) S says that j.~; ~kes the 

pl." ;-iaj, only b;cause of its affinity to Jt.;' in. number .. .. 
of letters, as it is made to accord with ~ in such as .. 
• ,. ,. 8 ' • • 0 0, 8 ....... 

I~l.w and ~~ [above] ; and WIth J,u in such a8 II:.It,.ot. .. . o ,... .,0_ 0 ... 
[above), L.J"'4f f , and J',-Jt ,since ~ t being often abbre· 

viated by elision of the e ' b~comeslike Jd in vowel aDd 
• 0 .. 

quiescence (R). And sometimes ~ occurs in the-.. 
fOOSC. and fern. alike, asli.;; i~l:; ~ I it.°~fj L.ll. Af!c.I 

";0 .. ........... , 
We qu'tcTcen Iherewatla a dead land and ~ &iU a /'Utiw. 

,J.e.carMl [269] : ArRi'i says 
, J, l .. __ -a"'." ·'v 1' .. ""-,:°', .... , , 'w' .. ~ 
~,.,~~, ~~" • ~r~ L)1 ~~ \,;)LSj 

;0 .. .r 
.And a8 though tM restive one of thel'n, wken thou art 
gendB with her, W8Fe acc'Ultomed to the journe" well 
broken (8). . 

§ 252. The sound pl. IS cODsidered sufficient in (I) 

jld ,Jl;j, and J!.~!, as ~~~ [and ~4~ (IY»), ~~~ 
D,.' ,_ .,w 

[ftnd~u~ (IY)], and ~"'t.~,,! [and ~~] (S, M, 8B), 
, .. 

these being intensiv~ formations, which are not or 
common gender, the i being affixed to them because ....... , 
of their resemblance to J,aA.o in letter through the , 
reduplication, and in sense through the intensive
ness (R) ; so that these three measures have no brok-

en 'Pi. (8, 11, R, Jrb): (8) they treat jt.:i [2~1] like 
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t .. ~J Ow,, • 
~ [below], because both ~re intensive, ~ belDS' 

.". Ii.... ,..". 

conformable to J.u , as ,-s he bro"e in pieces. act. part. 
It ..... ' ...... .; fl." 

~ , and &s Ite oue 10 pieces, acl. part. ~ [489] ; 

and because the i of femininizatioll is affixed to j:d;, as .. 
~"' .. -(J_ 8, w" fi c' 0 • .". 
i~ and ~ , and JW is ~imilar, as Y~ g,.eat drin-

8, .. , , c .... 
ker alld i.?~ : so that you say 0,Jlu slaughterers and 

S '- tIi,. ' ..... , G '." 
\;.J~w , as you say .:,- 1 ?It ... and \::J~ : (b) the predica-..Jr-;- .. I 

G,,' ••• 8'" 
went of Jli.i t as \;)~ "try beautiful, r-9' fJt!'I-y gene,.. 

WI, ii,;i a,devotee, and ~; clean, in the pl. is the SAme 

as that of JLd ,:because it is like ~ in intensiveness, 

and the i is affixed to its fem. : AshShammakh says 
- . 

I' ~"'il~~~~.(:,j~~ ~\"i(ii;I"(., , -;. -. .. ,..... r- ~'., ) 
[The aNde, or (I mean) the abode, of the girl, to whom 

IDB wert wonl to 8ay, 0 doe.gazelle unadorned, very beauti .. 

ful in the neck, where, says S, )'~ is governed in the occ. 
. ..-

by subaudition of~', and there is a version witb the 
'" e .. o •• 8. ..I 

110m. (Jh)]: (c) ~, as u-t ~ ! p1'njlzgal', ~r: wine-bibbe,., 

and r-~' drward, is like that, because it is like ~ in 

int9Bsiveness, and the i of femininization is affixed to its 

fem.(IY) : (d) similarly J;.; , like J; cowardly and l;;. 
8· '" , •• , 8 ... , 

ajraid,fearfo1, and J+.u, like ~ cotDardlg [and ~ 

taciturn (253 ),. being- intensive paradigms, to which 
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tbe i is affixed for the fem .. (it)], have Lonly (R)l thd 

Bound pl. : (e) as for [the intensive formations (R)] ~, .. 
[like ~,~ babbler (R)], J.f.~i!, [like ~.-;,~ .. o running 

A..... G .... 0 

hard (R),] ~,[l~ke ~~ piercing much 'with the 

lance, j~, like e~ clwer, skilful, in work, J~, like 
tI.... . 0';> 0,,,. 
l;)~ white, well-br"d camel, and J,.-.;, like )~ fMr!l 
patient ,It),) theyare ofcomruon gender [269] (S:R) j and 

not one of them has a sound pl., except in poetic Hcenset 

and we have mentioned the broken p'&s. of JL;i , J~ and .. 
j~ when ep'. [246] (R) ; whilo the broken pl. of jf:,! 

8. t,.... ,,, .... G .... 0 . 

and ~ is ~u., like ~LiA pl. of I::.I~ a she .. ,. .....". ,. .... 

tamel thut brings forth one, and afterwards doe. not 

~onctit1e, nnd a woman no child of whom lwe.s, [and ~~~ 
9 < • '_i" 8 0 . 

pl. of )'~ (8)], r--"~L. pl. of r-~o livelg, spirited she-en..:. 
, .". ", 9 0 . 

mel or courser [nnd ~~ pl. ofJf.~$.! (8)] ; and [siml-
. 9....... ."~ , IJI'; 

larly (8) the pl. of (R)] J.a.U (IS J,DLiA (R)], like ~'J.A 
~.. .. 

. 8 .... .. , .... ~ ft,. . . 
pl. of ~~ [and J,lii.O pl. of J~ talkatit'e (8)] : but tbey .. . , 

J. 0 '" • 0 iI' 
say::,,;:.(.....o [and ~, At'-". (R)] because they say [.- .:<"d_ .....,. ,.., ".". ~ 

and (R)] ii!~~ by assimilation to [~!t and (R)] ~~ 
f ~, , , 

[284] (8, R) ; while they say ~L-. , as they say Jf.~C; 
, .,., .-, 0'·' " .... 

(8) : ( 2) J,w, ~ t and JMo, as ~,~ beaten 
, 0' "0' 

(S, H, SH), 0Y',fo honoring, and 0"'~ honored 
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elf, SH), i, ~., every act, part. or pOBl. pari. that is con

formable to the "" and whose initial is [an aua·] r- [676], 

its norlna} pl. being the sound, because of its resemblanoe 
Q,., 9,0, 

to the ". in letter and sense i R): (a) J,u... , like Y'~ beat-
o II ... 

en, is treated like Jw, because it is virtul1l1y conform-

able to the 17, [347] ; and because the 1I0f femininization is 
9 .... ,,, ." . 

J'ffixed to it, AS ~,~ : nnd therefore its normal pl. is the 
, '" ... 0 .... , ,.... ., c; 

sound, as ~,)~I ~ 1"~1 XXX VIr. 172. Veril,'1 tiley, 
t ~ , , ...... 0J' , .... 

(l8s~redl!l they are tke holpen and I,~I I,;!'j ~I ~,aM 
... 

~ 0' I r !!.~ ~!~iUI~, XXXIII. 61. Accursecl,whe~e'Ver they befouna, 

tkty shall be taken, and slaugMered with great slaughter .' 

(0) similarly what is [actunlly] conformable to the ",' like 
" ., .... , 5 ~,. , • ., .... , 

J..~ [above] and J,aA.o, as r:s:.o breaking in pieces and 
....... , 0_ ..... ' , 

~ broken in pieces, ~ being an act. part. conform;.. 
0 .. "" Gc"'. 

able to the act. [aor.] ~ [343], and ~ a pass. part. 
,~ cG .... , 

conformable to the pass. [aor.] ~ [347] ; a~d the II of 
o .". ., 

feminini~ation beiogaffixed to hsft",. (IY) : while )~ 
8,0, 0,."" ''0' 

and ~lJU.O [also J are like "-I,~ ; so that 0,)~ aod , , II, 
~,~lJu.oare sRid, and they do not form a broken pl. : so 1M 

Plentions in the U ; and it invo] ves a contra(liction of A's 
• ~ , ~ I"''' 

assertlon that i!~ and ~u.. are said [253] (Sn). But 
, ..... G G, 

they say (1) r1'~ (8, M, SH) as pl. of )~ a coward 

'" 8: ., 
(8, lY, R), ass.~ilatiog it to ~W pl. of)W a ~ of 
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rntalr sparrow (S), because they treat it ns a suhstafltive 

(IV., R), since they seldom qualify the fem. by it (8) ; ....... 
(or they do not say i)',~ of a woman, because bmvery and 

cowardice are [mostly (R)] qualities of men (IY, R) : 
AIA'sha says 

,. 0.,. ,,0... .., • flO" , ..' Ii ... ", • ' 

~trj', ':.:'4tJ' ~ ':.:',~ • WI ~ ~~ u)l!iJf ~~ , 
,. 0 1l'" m,,, ,,#'. ........ ,,,,,,. , • ., 

~U{' j~ ~~ ~; I~ *" ~ p.,--'~ ~j ~ ~ 
Thy host, old and new, qf chiefs wOf'thy of grants and of the 

portions qf the spoil ,et aside for the chiefs, are not afraid, 

nor coward. in war, nor weaponlelll, nor unable to J:eep 
their seats on horsebaok (IY) ; and.in poetry you may say 
, "" 
),J~ [715], as say. Labld , 

, r ...... ;:n:"', c.~ ~ :i; .~ ~ '" ~~ ~ II'" Ji'" ~ ~ : 
)~ r' r" \S";J~ __ '" \5", ~ '" ~ , 

Ana, on every day containing an occasion of difence, he 

upbraios me: therefore have 1 stood, or may 1 Bland, in (J 

place that cowards stand not in ! (Jh) : this, then, is ano-

malous in J.:; (lY) : (2) in the pas,. part. of the [llnaug

men ted] tril. [48~] (R), :'~j,;, [~~t; (M, SH),] and 

~~;,; (8, M, S H) as says the poet [AlA khwlUJ alYarbu'i 

(AKB)] ef'~ ~tA.:[426] (lY), and [similarly (R)] 

r.:,,~ and ~, as [broken (IY)] pls. of ~~ 
• '0'" ... • '" 8 , 0c"": 

accursed, [~~ fortunate (IY, R), 1 r'~ ill-omened, )'--..... , . ., 
broken, and i~,J-. a ,kinned carccus of a sheep or goat 

(8, IY, R), as though assimilating them to the substantive 
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(8, IY) of this measure (8), [i. e.,] of five ~etter8, 

the fourth of which is a letter of prolongation and softness 
, ,,,,, .,., 

[253] (IY), like c).1:)Lu pl. of ;)"t..o a kinrJ of trutft6 , 
"., 0'·' 

[37B] (IY, R) and J.~.~ pl. of J,..l.~ a nolJl6 : and this 

J ,.,. • .. 
is anomalous in ,....u (l Y) : (3) in the male. J.~ ~or ....... , ,,. , , ~" ,,, , 
J,au] (R), ~4.A, ~UA I and ~ (S, M, SH), aspl8. 

• ., 8 ., 

ofr:~ wealtl'!I [686, 710],,~u breakinghisfagt(S, IY, 
• OJ ............. n ...... ' 

R, Jrb), and ~ (IY, R), act. part. of~' (IY), [or] ~ 

clInning (8" making the t.5 obligatory in them, in order 

to mauifest that their broken pl. is contrary to rule, 
, ", 

analogy req~irillg the sound pl. (R) ; [butJ ,~~ in 
_ ..... "... • ..... 0110' 8 , ., 0 • , C' &.lJI;,~u [204] is pl. of )~ i. q. ~ ease, pro.-

perit!l [333J (8M) : (4) in the j,.,i.; peculiar to the fern. , 
. .' " , " (8, R), and not havlDg the Ii affixed to It (S),J,all:i.o , \.:,);)Uw. , , 
, " • 0, 

(8, M, SH), and e7t (R), as pls. of ~ a mother 
o ., 

having a little one with her, \.:,)~ a doe-gazelle whose , 
Joung one has grown strong, a"d become able to do without 

o •• 
its mother (S,IY), and ~~,.08u:.:"ling (K, B on XXVIII. 

11.), because this cat., [being mostly denuded of the i, has 

no sound pl., but (R)] takes the [broken (8)] pl. (S, R) 
.. " 0", 
J.~li..o ; though it sometimes occurs with the i also, as J,A.. 

, * ....... , " , 
and ~ , said of a she-camel, followed by '"er little one, .. 

1840 
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. . . , ..... , . 
and ~ and ~~, said of a bitch, having a wheJp or 

PUPP!!, the I being expressed in the defective from fear 

of catacbresis through elision of the sign of femininiza-. . 
tion and of the J of the word (R) : and [they allow the 

acldition . ?f 15 in the pl. of this fern., in order that i& 

may be a quasi-compensation for the supplied i ; so that 
, "', , "'" 

(R)] they [sometimes (8, IY)] say ~l.IU, ~~u... 
" ...... I , ...... 

(8, If, R), and ~~ (R), irregularly (8, IY): (a) the 15 
, ...... 

in ~Uu is an impletion, as in the saying [of AIFarazdalF, ... 
describing his she-camel (AKB),] 

~)'.~':'"~liU~~c.U·;; .1~U;j!cs'~"U;fJ.; ~;i ,. , , .",~ :, ,. ,. '" 
[339] (B8) Her twoforelegs scalier Ihe pebbles in ef:ery 

hoi noon, wilh the scattering of Ihe dirhaml by the testing 

oflhe money-changers (Jsh, EO, AKB, J), the evidence ". .,., ..... 
beiog in ~)~ ,pl. ,or u~ [253] ; while ~~~ is pl. of 

... 
o ". Q .... 

'rU»~ a dial. l·ar. of ~)~, as 

f~.-4'~ ,..,~ "::::£;9'. ~.~ U1L. Ju.a -: Ii'·f 
r~ ~ .. ' ~ ~ r, '), ... ~ ~ y 

If I had ILOO hundred dirhams, 1 'Would buy a mansion 

among 1M Ban'll Qaram (8S) : (b) it may be omitted, a8 
,. ,,0.. 0,,. .......... e!iJ' ~ u.o~, XXVIII. 11 . .And ffe forbade him 

lhe Buckling women and eli ~ ... t.;jT ~ ~ ~ if ~ [below] 

"(R). j!'!'9t in Ka'b'ssaying 2'~;~~~~[452] 
'is pl. of jt..:t: ' which isjl ;;: from il..:.; iiLi a she-camel 
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,"ick in returning the two forelegs in journeying ; and t.he 
• 8,- 8,0 8 ..... 

- oounterpart of it is the pl. of ~la~ , r~ and e~ : 
the poet says 

..-- ... '~I ~ ~ :I" 'Lbi 
~*" IS! ~ ~,~ ~ 
U"~r ~ .t;:J, ~ur ~r ,~, 
~r oJ- ,I. 

Spearing mllch in war, enterta ining much in hospitality, 

. when the regicYII.s of the sku become yet/ow from intense 

cold ; and Ka'b says in this ode 
, ,;# * " * 0.... _..... ."". ;J> "'.... , ..... , iI' 

~~ '~1 ~~~ ,~, l.t~ • ~~t ~L.; '~10~~ 'j 
They rejoice not when their 'pear. reach a hostile people, 

ftor are they gioen to repini"g when they are reached 

by the foe, making ~~ triptote by pop tic license [18] : . 

and the ep. beginning with r is debarred from the broken 

pl. in only two cases, (1) when it is upon the measure of • 
8' ..... 0", ,,.,, ""-

J,.w , like ",:,,~. such as ~'i.A and ~"U,... being ano· 

malous : (2) when the r is pronounced with ::pamm, like 
.... , 8 ... , 

~ and ~ [253] ; but from this are excepted the 
0., 0 .... ' • 0, . 
~ and ~ peculiar to the fern,·, like e;A suckling 

. and ~' having 8f.Delling breasts, the broken pl. being 
- . , 

allowable in these two [measures], as in XXVIII. 11. and 

the saying of Abu Dhu'aib 

• 
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[above J And verily a discourse from thee, if tholl flJoultl61 

vouchsafe it, would be the honey olthe b.ea i" milk cif sbe

camels recently delivered, having little ones mth them, 

having little ones with them, 8uch as' have brought forth 
ody once, whose bringing forth is recent, when it i6. 

mi.1:ed with water like the water ojthe J.,..,~, [pl. of .. . . .. 
J.,..AU (Jh),] which, says As, means the place o/parl,-.. 
ing of the mountain. from the tract of .and, gravel 

and small pe6blea being between the two, for tile water of 

that [ground J is clear, sparkling (BS). And they 
, .... 8 0' 0 • . 

say ~u..o as pl. of ~ slinking, and ~ (Jb, KF) 
~." , , 

with two Kasras (KF), the r being pronounced with Kasr 

for alliteration to the Kasra of the \;F, be~use j..l. is . .. .. 
o , •• 

. not one of the formations (Jh), and ~ with two Dam-

mas, and ~:~~ (KF), as el;';l~::Jli [239] (Jh). 

. . -§253. The pl'ecedlDg [broken] pIs. [except J,Jl.d] aU .. 
belong to the uDaugmentedand augmented t"1.; and [those. 

given in the 1M] eousist of 25 formations, four of whiqb 

denotepauc:ity [2351 andthe remainder multitude (MKh). , ,., 
The formations of paucity are (1) Jdt [235, 23 i -239, 242-

8 ... " 
244,246,254-256, 2($0] ; (2) Jluf [235,231, 239, 242, 246~ 

!.f ~ 241, 251, 254-251, 260, 261] ; (3) u,aa' [235, 231, 246, .. 
' ... 

247, 256, 257] ; (4) i.1.aJ [235,231, 246, 255, 251]. And , 

• the formations· of multitude are (1) J;l [231.239, 246 .. 249, 
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• J J 

256, 2:>9, 281] ; (2) ~ [287-239, 246-248, 256] i (3) 

J;j [285, 288, 244, 248, 254, 257, 260] ; (4) ~ [235, .. , , " , , " 
288, 239, 248, 254] ; (5) Llu [247, 251] ; (6) i.Lu [285, 

,., . 
247, 251, 257]; (7) ~ L239, 246, 247, 259] ; (8) 
"" .. , 
LlaJ [285, 237, 289, 247, 254] ; (9) J.d [247, 248] ; .. . 
(10) jt.:; [247, 259]; (11-) Jld [287-239, 242, 244, .. 

• J J 

246.2(8, 250, 251, 254-256, 25~, 260] ; (12) J,u 
[281-289, 242, 243, 246, 24:7, 254:.256, 260]; (13) 
". "., 
~~[287-239, 246, 241,250, 25".256J; (14) ~':J..a.j [287, 

-,,,, 
239, 246, 241, 249, 256); (15) ~~ [239, 246,247]; 

(16) ~i.di [285, 246, 251J; (17) ~'7 [246.248,254, .. .. 
255]; (18) J:sw [246, 2-18, 256, 261]; (19) JLJ [248, , ~ 

255] ; (20) JL.i [289, 248, 250, 259] ; (21) ~ [248] 

(Aud) : this is the last of the [25] paradigms mentioned 

by 1M in the Alrlya for the broken pl. of the unaugment
ed tril. and of the tril. augmented by a letter neither ..... , 
co-ordinative (A), like [the 45 in].J~ [869, 878, 674]. 

, #JII" , " • 

pl. U)~ on the measure of ~~ [below] (Sn), nor 

quasi:eo-ordinative (A), like [tho- Hamza in] ri ;1 [372, 

672], pL ~L:t on the measure of ~c:; l24~] (Sn) :{22) 

, " .' ~" JJW [below] ; (28) the lIke 'of JJW [below] (Aud) : .. , 

[and 80 far the total Dulhber of formations in paucity 

and multitude is 27, as stated in § 234 ; ] while there 
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remains one formation of tbe tril., (2t:} ;n.;.; [239, 2'~, 
250], which 1M has omitted [here] ; ItO that the total is 

28 : these are the well-known formations of the broken 

pl. ; and there remain some other formations, which are 

disputed (MKh). 1M adds in the Kifiya 4 formations 
~ ", . , 

[of multitude], (241 ~I.ai [above] ; (25) c..4U [237, 239,. , 

255, 257] ; (26) Jt.d [241, 248, 250,- 255, 257] ; (27) ,. 
~ [237, 250, 272] ; [raising the total to 31]. As for 

j.L.i , it is the pl. of every n. whose ,.ad.. exceed three. , 

And by its like is me:\nt what resembles j.Jt.d'in number .. 
[of lettt"rs] and conformation, though differing frolD it 

in measure, as JclZ and J.c1J [above] (A). It is every , , 

pl. [other than J.!W itself] whose third [letter] is an , 
, "" 

followed by two l(;tters (lA). J.1W is the regular pl. , 
of four [sorts ISn)], (1) the quad., (,,) unaugmented 

...... " .. . 
[245], like r.- [and ~tJ (Aud)] ; (b) augmented, like 
...... " . . .... " 
E~c)..o and ~t~A.t [below] : (2) the quin., (a) unaug· 

0,·" .,., 
mented [245], like J+;'- [~nd ..;.~ (Aud)] ; (b) 

,.. . , ,., .. , . , 
augmented (Aud, Sn), like U"r."'r, and U"'t!;~ (below] 

(Aud), [and] like ~J:;i (below] (Sn). And the like of 'j , .. , J:!l&i is the [regular (Aud)] pl. of every augmented tril., I 
....... , ",0, o. , 

. [like ~,., ufr4 ,and C)!'", II (IA ),] other than what 

bas been previously mentioned [246-251] (lA, Aud, A) 
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,-. .,.,. " .......... , 
luch as [the cal. of 1Sr!" and 1Sr- (A),]~, and.,.., 

[e~ and ~(A),] and the like (lA, A), in wl~ich there 

exist broken pll. of other furmations (A). Every eril. 

containing an augment for co-ordination (S, M, A) with .,., ..... , 
the quad. (S, M), like ~~ [869, 675J, ur---o [above~, and 

tie, ., ..... 

~ (248, 272, 375] (A), [and] like~,s [873] (S, M), 

;t~ [689], ~ [878], ~"'1:;.. [878, 677], Ji,:.: [373J, .,., .. , .,. 
),-1 [675] (S." Jj~ [369, 874, 675], ~ [374, 674] 

•• , .&, 
(8, M), ~ [below], J,...> a purult'nt pustule or hoil, and 
-8,·' 
.>.>,. [315,392,,731] (8), or not for co-ordination (8, M,A), .",. 
but not a letter of prolongation (S, M), like ~1 [above] 
• e", sr' .", •• 
~~.,._ [861], and r- [874] (Al, [and] like J~' [249, 

., .,..... .,. 
371J, ~ [872, 678], and ~~ (M), which is a solid' 

Jpear (Jh, IY), as related by A IT d (Jh), forms its [broken 
. . , , , , ..,." 
{S)] pl. like (S, M, A) ~lA.O (8), [or rather] J,JLd (A), 

'" '" 
the [brokenJpl. of the quatl. [245J (M), so that you pro-

nounce its initial with Fat\l, augment it by an , third, 

and pronounce the letter [next] after the' with Kasr (IY), 
'" , " ." , 

ast'.,'~ [247], uJ,~ [above], ~nd ~~ [248], and as 

,~",Q [aboveJ, ~t..::.,; [18, 248, 376], and ~i.:" 10 long 

as· it is not one of the aggregate previously excepted (A), 
. ,. , , " 

vld. the cat. of 1Sr!', etc (8n) : you say [~Y'(S, IY), 
'.-', , " ,,, , , " , "., ,.,.,. I 

r.?~ , ~ (883), ~~~ (888), ~l..w ')~~ (S),] J~'~ 
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(8, M), ~U; (8, IY), ~, J;.~; , and ;~.; (8) ; and J~~f 
. , " . " 

[235, 24·9, .376], ~w [376] (S, M), and ~'c)..o (M). 

That [augmented tril. (R)] which is upon the measure of 
the qflad., [i. e , equal to the pad. in number of letters 

(R),] whether it be cO-Qrdinated [with the fJUad. (R)], 
., ..... 8"....... .., ...... 

j' like ~,s', [;r' (247) (R),] Jj~ ~ and J!~ t or not , . ,... . ... 
eo-ordinated, like ~ and ~~, [and whether it be 
(R)] with a letter of prolongation [fourth (R)], like .. .,., .,. 
c'ji. [below], kl1,,s, and C~ .. ' or without a letter-of pro-

.",.., .' . 
longation [fourtb, like the e.s. from..;,.s",s' to ~c)..o (R)], 
follows the course oftbe quad. [245] (8H), provide'd that 

the equality [in number of letters] be not caused byaug-, ' ... 
mentation with a letter of prolongation, as in ~u [247], , .. 
jw [246], J';; , and ~, because the broken pl. of 
th~e paradigms is not like the broken pl. of the 

fuad. ; but they have special pls., as before shown. This 

saying of IH, however, is tropical, because the special 

vowels and the qlliescences are considered in the measure; . ,., ...... , 
so that ~ is not said to be upon the measure of ,.... 

from regard to [the arrangement of] the vowels with

out restriction [of 8ort], except by a fal'·fetched trope: and 

limilarly the augmentativeoess and the'radicaloess of the 

letters are considered; but by a near trope the co-ordi
nated is said to be on the measure of the stundard, as .. ., ..... , ....... " 
J;~ 'and r~ are said to be on the measure of ,.u.=t- (R) 
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When sllch an augmented tril. contains the S offeminini-. ",.,., 
zation, like u:fA a generou. deed (S, lYon § 245, R), . , ..... ., 

. iJ~,tA a grapnel [having thl'eejlu'ku (Jh)], with which 
0 ... , •• 

the bucket is dra.wn ont (8) of the well (Jh), and aWl 

ajinJ8r tip (R), then, [in mllititllde, as is said (R),] it 

forms its broken pl. in the same way, like ~t.i.:, [J~~ 

(8), and J .. Q (R)] ; ani in pallcity it ta.kes the [sollnd 
... 

(R)] pl. (9, IY, R) with the [ I and (IY)] ~ (S,IY\ 
o .... ' % 0 .. , •• 

like ~(.r (IY, R) and ~~'[256] (R), because of the 

influence of the I of feDiiniuiZ:l.tion (IY). This is when 

the augmented tril. is not foreign nor tel. (Jrb). When 

it "is foreign (8, M, Jrb), arabicized (8" like ~;; a sook 
0,· , 

(8, IY. Jrb) and rt)~ a bool (8, IY), both Persian (IY), . , ",., .. 
\:J~r' a erook, or hooked BI,ck, 'Used in playing polo, [Per-

o .... , ..... , 
sian (Jh),] ~~ a [green-grocsr's (Jk)] shop (8), orig • .. ~ 

in Persian (Jk), ~L':~ a hood or learf (8, IY" Persian 
• ,.." 0, ;o~ 

(Jh),orig. \:JUJl3 (KF), and~a cerlain measure of ...... 
capacity (IY), or rel. (8, M, Jrb), likA~' (Jrb) related 

to AlA.,ACath (LTA, LL), an ancestor (LL), [and] like ... , .... 
~J~ related to AlMundhir 16" lIti asSama, ~ 
~ . . ~ .. 
related to MiBt'IIa', [a father of a clan (KF),] C$~ :~ , . ...... . .... , 
[bele>1'], Persian, t$J!;-I [below], ~ rBlat«l to .A.IMtI-...... 
A4l1«b lIm.461 $1Jfra, ~~, rdlalBrJ 10 .A.lA~~,., [which, 

~ , 
. 185 
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says AsSam'ani, is, I think (LTA), a sub-tribe of AIAzd 

fLT is LL"" ano& II .:'~:' to Nxfi' TA,NN')1 \ oh\/, ht li ~)i ....... .. .,",... .,", .. ,,' .. ,', ...... ," 
(IY), the is m05t 5ase5 (S, I Y), a8 Khl 

asserts (8),] affixed to it~ final (8, M, Jrb) in the [broken 

)8, rb)] pL (8, ), wbieh formrd (8, 
, , , , '" '" 
~li.O [or rather JJW] (8), the preceding [broken] pl. of .. 

8 .... '" 
the quad. [:'45] (IY) :; they (\ i.?)~ [26b) (8, 

.... 
"w!/!" 8 ' ., G ., .,,,, • '" , '" " 0, ,., . 

i::,-j'TS [~:I"", 5~7~ )8),( ~ and \:~~:,td; wbile 
0 .... 0, 

the counterpart of that in Arabic is ~ a poZisher,fo,.. 
",,c' '" ,_m ,. • 

Usher, pl., \:~N; !,., [18, 265], ...J~ a money-c!:'anger, pz. 

[24i1], an nngel, t\1t"S(; . (8, 
, G '" 0' cr....'. 0.... , .. 

~md ml.....ll ~\..:" [below] (8) : (2) ~~, [265] (M), 
0.... ., , .' "M' , ±0 " ., 

i)~u.:o , ~L......o, [~'-*- a pe~ple from AsSind at A1Ba~ra, 

~ho ware wardnrs 01 the i,r:;i (IY),] 
• '" '" '" 8..,.." ' ~ 8..... ,!l ' 
e~ B~Lli;I, i,;~lll (8, 
., I" ~~m 

8 ., 

two 1$ s of relation, and then pluralize)~ in the form 

)~G:.; ,since it is of four letteLL, and Lffix Ii as 8 com-
0.... • 

the nlided and Limila/'lN in e t '" ; .... . 
I liibilL in ~J~ tIle J being double, they elide one of the 

fA ..," , 

two J Sf so that there remains ~,a word of four 

letterLy wbiLN thed then the duad. Lnd 
, ".. ' .... 8.. . 

larly in ~, and U)' , whIch they pluralize as substan-

tiveL )249]' Lince they not mea:: to p:: 
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. For, the foreign being' subordinate to the Arabic, the sign 

of subordination, vid. the 8 t is added, to indicate its 

foreignness; and, the 1$ of relation being like the Ii [below], 

inasmuch as buth are applied to denote distinction between. 
D"., GO .... 

t},e individual and the genu" as Ii~ and r3 [254, 265], 
I e,., 0 • .,... 

and ~i and. ei [294], it is meet that the i should take 

the place of the 1$ in the pl. (Jrh). Foreignness and 
fJ..... .." • .,.. • .., 

relation are combined in Ii~!r- [pl. of I$rr an inhabi-
0.... ""', 

tanl v.f Barbary (R)] and ~~ (8, R) apeoplefl'r.m, 
, , 

I , ... 
India, who eon voy vesl'els on the se~, pl. of ~!t.!II (R), 

• 0' "" meaning BarhariB and Saibajil, as iuL....:.o means Misma'J" .. 
the inhabitants of a country b,eing like a tribe (8). But 

, .,., ,,, ~ , "''' 
they sometimes 88,y Y;,',.=I- , [~t,.o (265) (Jh, KF), rJ'f'. 

, .... "" -

(Jk),.] and ~ (8, IY, R), by assimilation to the 
. ."'" ,,, ArabIC pl. (R), lIke ~',.s' and c:'~ [247] (8, (IY) ; and 

, ." .... , "",,,. 
similarly [..::..~LiYI the Ash'athi8 and (KF)] ~U;Y' tll,e 

Allh'ari.'1 [helow] (S). According to S, in the pl. of the 

rel., the Ii is a compensation for the \$ of relation necessa

rily elided in the pl., because the ultimate pl., being henvy 

in form and sense, is not compounded, and made like one 

ft.., with an)" but a light thing ; while the Ii is lighter 

than the double \$ , and there is an affinity between them 

[ above] ; so that it is chosen for the compensa- . 

tion : whereas, in the pl. of the foreign, the Ii, not 

being a compensation for any thing, is not necessary, 
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as in the pl. of the rel. ; but is an indication that it« Bing. 

is arabicized. Sometimes the Ii in the ultimate pl. is (1) 

substituted for a 1.5 other than the 1.5 of relation, as 
& , , " • ., • .,. 

~~ pl. of Cl~.... a chief [265], the o. f. b~ing 
, , ". . ..... ,.... . .... '" 
~~ : whIle the Ii ID ii~Uj and JUi~ may be either, 

, "" 0", 
fL substitute for the ~ [265], ,ince ~~u) or ii~l.;) and 
, " 0", 
~~~ oriU~1' are said; or an indication offoreignness : (2) 

.'-" Iiopplied to denote C01·rCJiJorati..n of plurality, as ~~ .. 
8.... ...., • • .... ~ ." " 

Gnd ~~ L 265], as in other fils., like Ii)~ and Lo~ 

[237, 265] : while the Ii in :;, ... Gf [above] is said either to ... . 

be a compensation for one of the two 1.5 s in ~Gr [248 • .. 
". "c ,. 

685], a81t~ ~\j'j XXV.SI. And many mtn ;. or to de .. 

pote corrob01'ation of plurality, ~8 in ~~, on the 
. . .. 

g, ,. • ..... &.... • 

ground that it. ~ljt is pl. of \:JWl orig. \:J~1 [286], the 
, ... " . "., 

, and ~ being elided in the pl., as in ~~). pl. of \:J~ 

[399]. It is said, however, that in the pl. of the rel., 
0......... . ' . . 

as i~U,' ,.the Ii IS not a compensatIOn for the 1.5 , slDce 

the 1.5 is not in its Bing. ; but tbe Ii in the pl. is an indi~ 

cation that you name everyone of the related by the 
...... , .. 

pame of the [ ancestor] related to ; so tha* ~u, IS pl • .. 
, ".'IE 

.of~', everyone of the tribe being named by the name 

of the oldest ancestor, as is said on ~!::.41t .. ~ ~ 
~~J.VlI. l,30. Peace [25J be upon the Blia8e,J rread with 
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the conj. Hamza as a pl., meaning Elias anel Ai, people, like 

gAulJal7J and Ais adherentl a~d 0;tf.l .A.1Mu

hallab and hi, partisans, ~t.;jt":'1; And tJerily Elia, being 
.". " ... 

read lor U'"~1 in XXXVII. 128 (K),] and 0,~' Th. 
A.,h'ar" [AIAshfar being the father of a clan in AIYaman 

(Jb, KF), whence Abb M1isa alAsh'arI (KF)]: but this 

explanation is weak, because it dots not extend to the 

[person] related to a place, like i~l ~, ;1t the inhabitant, ., 
'" ,,~. of .A.lMashhad [265] and ic)~~ the inhabila711. of Bagh-

d"d, since a person i8 not named by the name of his 

town, as he is by the name of his ancestor, though 

even that is rare (R). When the lJUacl. is augment
~d by (S, M, R, lA, Aud, A) a soft letter (8, H, 
Aud, A), which is [generally] (8) a letter of pro-

longation (A, IY, R, IA), what is meant being a ' 

qlliescent unsound letter (MKh), fourth (S, M), [and] 

penultimate (R, lA, Aud, A), whether preceded by a 

vowel homogeneous (A, MKh) with it, in which ease it is 

conventionally termed letter of prolongation (MKh), as in 

~~ a canclleor lamp [896,674] (8, IY, R, lA, Aud, A) , , " . .,., .,., 
and ~~ ~ eminent (8), u,..~ a galoche (IY) and )~ . .,. 
a 'parrow [896] (R, lA, A ud, A), C'~ a Jles"!1 ,Ae-camd 

8 , • 

[896, 678] (M, Aud) and U'"u,1, a roll, ,croZI, or ,Aut oj 
paper or papyrus (R, lAtA), or by a hetero!eneou8 vowel, 

, ., ...... , 
[in which case it is named 80ft (MKh),] as in U+.l;A an~ 
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........ 
U"',..,~ [396J (A, MKh), its [broken (S, IY)] pl. is 

, " 
upon the measure (S, M, R, lA, A), J+.cli.O (S) [or rather] , 

~ (H, R, lA, A), as ~(,)Ui [18] (8, M, lA, A) and , , 
',; '" , ......... "-' 
~~~ (8), ~~ (IY) and ~~ (IA. A), e-~7w (M) 

, " I ." '" 

and ~1' (lA, A), and as ~~Q,nd ~~~ (A, MKh). 

This aug. is not elided [283J elY, lA, Aud, A) : but 

[is sounded true if it be a 1.$; and ( Aud )] is con

verted into ..s if it be a ,or I (IY, Aud, Sn), hecause 

it is [quiescent and (IY)] preceded by a Jetter pro

nounc~d with Kasr [685] (IY, Sn) : for you do not eJide 
anything' when yoo find any means of avoiding elisioo 

[248] (IY). And similarly the tril, (L) co-ordinated with 

the·quad. (S, M), and then augmented by a letter of pro-
8 • 8 ,oJ 

longation fourth, like c'ji [384] and kU,;i [385] (S, IY)" 
, " " .... 

as e!~1' [388] and ~1' (S, M) ; while the ~ying of 

the poet [Suwaid Ibn A,~imit (Jh)] 

",::d .. ..,~ .. ~:.jf ~ ~j • ,.;;:, ;'1~'~ ~~ ~j .~J 
,,-,,T 1

.,. ",. , ill" """ , 

1 lend; ana my. debt u not secured upon thee, but upon 

the tall, hardy, long.legged she-camels is analogous to the 

saying of the other, [Janda} {Ibn AIMuthanna (MN)l 
atTubaWl (AAz, MN), addressing his wife (AAz11 .. 

!j~ ,s ;~ ~1) ~rj • 1.$~4t ~;Lii ~, ~~ 
)"~ ~~;;it .. ~<5 • ;~U ~~r, ~LL ,;.:. 

, ""'" , , 1& ..... .,., ~ 

[715] (IY), or in another version ~ ~I{j (MN), Ie 
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tttf.lJoldt"t4ed t~~ [to upbraid and thwart me (AAz)] 

thai rtty ca7nels have dtDindled down to flw, and that 

thou ha&t seen time to be ike author of vici8litudes, l'O 

that it hal bOUled m?1 lJon,s, and I see it to be breaking my 

front teeth, and. it hal afJoi'i&ted the two eye.s, a'$&d 

my ttDw] eyes (MN)J 'm4ffte4ff (A MN), ur 
,,-ooa 

'4ffV64ffe 4ffphth'i:?wlmi4ff', orF~g. t-~~~ (MN), as though he eli-

ded tbe ~ for alJbreviation, as is indicated by the soundness 

of the , (I Y) : (2) containing an augment not a 14fftter 4fff 

prolongation (Sw M),' wh4ffreby it becW4ffm4ffS fOU4ff ]4ffttez;s 

elY)w f4ffr its fm1rth a letter of pr4ff104ffgutiou, 

i]Ot f01m4ffd lik1 the whuse fot?:rth i1 a of 

p1014ffngatiun (8), tbe 8?:,gment uw1t being for co-ordina-
• ~m 0 , "Fa 

tion, like C~ [366, 379] and rW1 [256], where the r 
[or the Hamza] is aug~q not 14ffttw'$fJ nf 8fJd 

the' i4ff a?tg~q a lettefJof p4ffoltmg]QtiwJD aB:l:d 
o , 0... _ 0 ",,, 0 e , 

like O'!r- L 379] y,J.5' [384:] (8, IY) or. y'j.5 
,. -"-.. 

(384] (IY), as ~Lc..o [18] and ~L;I [256], and (M) as 
, ~ , '" '" 

-..,,~ [386] and ~+"5AS (S, M). Thes4ff euB. f04ffBD thdr 
w .. ::;,)" ,. . 

pl. Hk4ff of whtt4ffe penultimate is 
,""" . 

a letter of prolongation, like !J"IJ.:,~, although they are 

not guad,. : and 80 do other f!48., uot m4ffnti4ffn4ffd by L S, z, 
. or] IH2 of the Iril. uugm4ffntBtd by two une of 

which js 4ffoft ftButtb, whethe4ff a lettetB of pro-
s • '~fJ • 0 

longation, a8 in J!,.l [379, 612], j)~' ,and C~! ; ~r 

gill d D u. ''- ~L' 
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••• # --~~-

not lett~r of p£'010rg~tim1, as ~ [252, 284] and 
••• 2~' (R). The th1zt the lett~r, wlAich 
'is retained, flhould be fourth is prescribed only where 

the e ar~ not repe££t~d £'40 £'!t" ,~'; 
[below] is said with retention of the 1.5 , although it ££ot 

fourth in ~-ro;A; and the latter may not be treated like 
... 

• *., M. , , 

IN-..£zrzr [b1£l£'!tw] sa21ilg mag say that , 
the is fourth after the eliRion of what is elided? vide . .. 
the second r' hy analogy to what A says below on ~r.~ 

0" , 

(Sn 'di1i@, of eh£'4 l£'4gs being 
• 0', t •• 
~~, its broken pl., when It bas one, ougbt to be 

... 
,,, !ii§",,,,,,O"',gt'" ,~"" 

c.N;)L....o ; and similarly )~ [below], pl. ~US-, since its 
... Q 4?,,' 

dim, is )'Y";t/iS'(R). tbizt [aug±"nentnd or RbI] 
M. • ......... , 

in ,tihich thn u££s4mnd lnttet )fourth( is like 2~ 

[396]and~;sO[384], is excluded from tbat[predicament]; 

for it not n£'!tnvifnted 1.5 hut 
, ." '" , 

elided, as ~l;5' and 

then not a soft letter . . ..... , 
8S blL:~ 

, because the unsound letter is 

And such [augmented tril,. (Sn)] 
, " 

ane exeTtded for ~'e~ tend ,# 4_ • , ... , 
vt-~ are not said, by conversion of the' into 1.5 be-
caUn0±" thn is n0et uug. 0 gut a; 8(& that 
, .,. " ", 
~i.d:;:.~", and c,).SU.. ure 
,I, , 

: IU the . , it 

obviously requires consideratioD, since by 8nalogy ~~ 
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Bn~ ~,L.i,; should be said, by elision of the ~ and,"" , beea use 
... 

they are aug., not of the' , which should, on the contrary, 

be restored to its o.f., vid. the \$ [and, ] (MKh). When 

the [tril. or other (MKh)] n. contains an augment-whose 

retention would spoil the formation of the [ultimate 

(IA)] pl. [by excluding it from (Sn)] jJW- and ~W' ... ... 
[and what resembles them in number and conformation, 

though it differ from them in measure (Sn)J, this aug

ment is elided (IA,A). You elide from the augmented 
'!. I (~~ • ., 0 "., Q. • ... 0 , 

tril., like ~ [252, 382], , J!'" 'iM .... [387J, u,,,or ;wjj. ,. ~ ",. ." 

0, , o~, 

going bacfrwards, jibbing [432, 496]. 8~ [248, 390, 

675], ~ [below], ~~~' ... [332, 680], etc.,' and from 
9, .... ' _ 0 .... 0' 

the augmented '1uad., like c::~~ [393, 676]. ~ru 
o , 0 • 

[495J, and'r~~' [below], what you elide in the dim. 

[283] (R). Th; a~gment of the tril., ifsing-Ie, as in J~ir, 
8 0 ... 0 .......... 0....... _0, 

~ ... IO, ~,~, u~, and ~~, is not elided: but what ex-

ceeds one [letter] is elided; so that one is elided fl'om such 
-0 .... , 0,0 .... ' 

&8 ~ [belo",], and two from such aSe:::~x-.. [above] 

01.'" and r.:~( Aud). If the [augmented tril.] n. can be plura-

lized in one of the two forms by eliding part of the augment 

and retaining part, then it bas two states, (1) that one part 

should be superior to the other, and (2) that the case 

should not be so (lA). Superiority [of one part over 

another] is reduced by 1M in the TashII to three matters, 
186 

• 
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(1) superiority in respect of sense ; (2) superiority' in 

respect of form ; (8) insnfficiency of its elision to av()rt 

the elision of the other (Sn). If one of the two para

digms be attainable by elisioo of part [of the augment] 

and retention of part (A), you [must (Aud)] retain that 

which is superior (R, Aud, A) in sense or form (A) ; 'and 

elide the other, whose presence would spoil the formation 
, ... ~ ~ ''- _ 0 ... , 

of ~UA or ~llAA: while, ifneither be superior, asin~ 

[below], you are allowed an ol'tion, exactly as in the dim. 
o ,. 0 , 

[288] (R). T.hus in [the pl. of (lA, Sn)] ~~ you say 

e'~ [below], eliding the I.J'" and,=-, [together, because ... 
. their reten'tion would spoil the formation of the pl. (A)] ; 

and retaining the t' because it [is initial, and (IA)] 
is [superior to them in sense, being (A)J added to indicate 

a sense (lA, A) peculiar to m. [676] (A, MKh), sinee 

• it indicates .an act. or pass. part. (Sn, MKh), contrary to 

. them,. since they are added in 1lS. and VB. : and similarly 
9 ,.. 0 

in [the pl. of(Sn)] e::~! [when a rropername, because 
, .,,, 

the info ft. is not pluralized (So),J YOll say (t,~l;,.u, re-

taining the,=-, in preference to the U'" , because the I:;,) is 

superior in form to the U"" since its retention does not 
produce an unprecedented 1,aradigm, because ~w ., , " , ." 

exists in the language, like ~W [386] ; whereas ~l4;);"" 
. ,." . 

would be unprecedented, because there IS no ~~ In ., 

the language : and another instance of lit. superiority is 
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9 .......... , " . 

the pl. 'of ~--r~ [370] where you say U""-)!~ [above], 

with elision of ,the [second] r and retention of the 
), because with that the n.'s being orig. eril. cnn
not be ignored; wllereas, if you elided· the [second] 

, .... 
) ,and retained the r' saying ~!t' ,that would give 

rise to the notion that the n. was orig. quad., and 

that ~~ was ~, not ~~ CAl. ~be r [676] is 

worthier of remaining than anything else (I M), because 
of its superiority to tlte other aug. letters (A, MKh) : so 

, ,.,. , ........ 0 "'0' 
that you say ~Lb.A, not ~lh.; , as pl. of ~ ; and .. .. .. 

.... , .... ." ""'.... 0 .... 0' 

~ttJ..A [above], not e!~ , nor e!J.J, aspl. of ~~ (Aud). 

'rhere is no dispute about this when the second of the two 
o ...... , 

aags. is non-co-ordinative, like the ~ of ~ , in the pl_ .. , .... 
of which YOlt say ~Lb..o , eliding the ~,and retaining the .. 
r:and, when the second of the two, [by which A means the 
non-cQ-ordinative Rnd the co-ordinative (Sn),J aug •. is co-

o 0 ..... 0' 

ordiuative, like the U" of \.1' '" ··;;'0, [which is not the second .. . 

of two aU'9'" but the thit'd of three, vid. ther' the~, and 
one of the two U" s (Sn),] then, accordingto S, t~e case is si-

Qlilar, so that ~~issaid ; while Mb disputes this, eliding 
"' 

the r' and .retaining the co-~rdin~!ive, viti. the U"; 

because it is quasi·,·ad., so that ~l&i is snid : but the 

opinion of S is preferable, because the r' being initinJ, 
Rnd denoting a sense peculiar to the 11.., is worthier of 
remaining (A); and [according to I Hsh also] the r. 
is unrestrictedly superior, contrary to the opinion of Mit 
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(Aud). By worthifleB' here 1M does not mean prl!fofa·· 

biZitg of one of the two matters with aliowabilit!J of elth~·, 

because retention of the r is necessary in what has been 

mentioned, on account of its being worthier, [the practice 

I of the worthier being obligatory here (Sn),] so that it 

must not be deviated from (A). And the [disj. (MKb)] 

Hamza [672] and the 1$ [614J 1I.re like the I" [in being 

. worthier of remaining (A)], if they precede (1M), i. e., if 
G,O~'" 8'0'" 

they be initial (Aud, A), as in ~~, and ~~~ [376J, in 

the pl. of which you say ~91 and ~i.i(1A, Aud, A), orig. 
, ...... , ""1" ..... 
~~~, (Sn, MKh) and ~~~ (So), eliding the ~ ,and re· , , 
taining the Hamza and the 1$ , because they are initial ; 

and because they occupy a position, [vid. the first (Sn),J 

wherein they are applied to indicate a sense, [vid. speak

ing in the case of the Hamza, and absence in that of the , ,,. , " 
1$ (Sn), as in &' I stand and r,;i:! lIe stancU (IA),] cont. 

rary to the ~ , which occupies a position wherein it does 

not indicate any sense at all (I~, A~ The retention of 

the r ' r..5 , and Hamza in the e:C8. mentioned is on account 
of id. superiority (A), notwithstanding the existence of 

the lit. also, vid. initiality, because the id., being st-ronger, 

is more entitled to consideration, wherever it exisbJ (Sn). 

And, [when the elision of one of the two augs. is suffici

ent to avert tho elision of·the other, while the converse 

does not hold good, 8S (Aud,Sn)] if you pluralize wha~ 
9 , ......... 

is like ,,",r.~ a c~nning old wOfIIan, then elide [the 01:'8 
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wh,ose elision is snfficient, like (Aud)] the t.5 , not [the 

one whose elision ig insufficient, like] the, ' this being 
, ..... 

an established rule (1M) ; so that you say ~~ J eliding 

tIle r.$ , and converting the, into 1$, because, [when the 

r.$ is elided, its elision is sufficient to avert the elision of 

the, ' wllich tben remains fourth, penultimate, and may 
• 0 ,. , 

therefore be treated like tbe , of)~ ; whel'eas (A),] 

if you elided the, (lA, Au~, A), saying ~t;:: (Aud, 
... 

Sn), its elision would not be sufficient to avert the elision 

of the t.5 CIA, A), because the 1$ would not be in a. posi- .. 
lion secUl'ing' it from elision (A), or more plainly, in th~ 

words of lUK [and lA] (Sn), because the retention of the 

t.5 would make the foi'm of the [ultimate (IA)] pl. unattain

able (lA, So), and (Sn) that would necessitate your elid-

ing the 1$ [also (Sn)], and saying ~'F (Aud,Sn), 
since the' of the broken pl. is not followed by three 

letters, the middle one of which is quiescent, except 

when the middle ono is unsound (Aud). And they 

allow an option, [when neither of the two augs. js supe

rior to the other, as (IA)] in the two augs., [vid. the \:J and 
. til· .... , 

I (Aud, A),] of I$wr ' and all that resemble it [in con,-

taining two «1.Igs. for co-ordination of the tril. with the 

guin.(A)], like 1$s.;.J.; coarse (nf),·~b;·;:[283,395] 
fl • ."."" eo 

(lA, A), and ~~ [378, 677](A): so that you [may (A)1 

831 ~~ , ~i;, [~~ (lA, A), nnd ~;,U; (A), eliding' 
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. the' , and retaining the ~ (fA, A>]; or ~~ , ~~ , [okl ~ 
~ * * 

(lA, A), and i~ l A), eliding the ~ , and retaining the 
I (lA, A), which is then converted into ~ (A, MKh), as 

in ;f;:;" (MKh)] : while the reRson for allowing an option 

in these two augs. is (lA, Aud, A) that they are equal 

(Aud, A), because they are added simultaneously for co

ordination [of the tnl. (A)] with the quin., nnd neither 

of them bas any superiurity over the other (lA, A). The 

augment o~ ~~~ .. quad. (J rb, ) A, Aud, A), like J-;;' 
[397] and ~~ [399, 678] (Jrb), whether it be a final, 

'0'" Q '." 

8S in ~h [272, 397], or not, 8S in ~~ [395] and 
8,0 ..... ' , • 8 .......... ' 
~~ [393, 676] ~A), one letter, as 10 ~r~ , or two, 

I Go""" 0,0 • 

8S in ~~, or three [392J, n.s in r~~~ L283] (MKh), 
is [necessarIly (Aud, Sn)] elIded when Dot [a letter of 
prolongation (Jrb,IA), (nor) a 80ft letter (Aud, A),] 

'penultimate (Jrb, lA, Aud, A), [nnd] fourth (Sn), as 
, "" ',," . , "" , " 
~~ and ~~ l.Jrb) ; [an?] as ~~ , ~~, nnd 
, .... , 0 .... 0.."".' GO", 

~)l.:w (lA, A), pl. of ~~~ nod ~ (Sn, MKh) ; 
..,. ' ' ', 

and as ~~, where the last [aug., vid. the] , is con-

verted into ~ , aDd the others are elided (MKh). The 
0.... ", 

pl. of Ii~'~ [395] in Ka'b's saying 
, 0.... 0 ,0 It....,. ,. .,. 0....,. f" ",J O;ll! 

.1 ..... 1:- Ju t I'~~' 1~ I A.~ ..... Ii~'~ ~11 :-:T"~ .1-
~, :'>Py" ~~ "'" J.. ~~, 

A.nd that not aught will convey me to, or reach, this I ait;,; .,. 

being coupled. to the L~ in the preceding verse';' :.';.1 .,. 
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~JI [452], 8f!-ve Ug, ong hardd 

ihe-camel, wherein are ambling arid easy running not-

~t?it hstt? n[ling /c:rf:i !1ue, f:;r;.'~ which like 

'of ~L..:.; [above]; and is not that which was in the 

,'!mg., th~ is 10 pl. 

combined the two alterations, lit. and id., which are sepa-
0' , 

nated such ~~ ]234] (d8). 
o :w ,. • .,. 

me'nt of the quin. (Aud, A, MKb), like Li"r.kJ! and 

~)'i~~r~ ]401J f'51Kh(y smdJ ~~"~:w [401 2'13J 

is [necessarily (Aud, So)J elided (A'ud, A, MKh), toge-

tUt; 2th (~n lwo elidt?!1 

from t!1e augmented quin., [when it is pluralized (A),J 
, "'"' the aU!l, and tut? 5th (A, MKh), ~~ 

, ,m-
(MKh), [andJ as ~4= (A). Some say that, tbe elision 

of the' 5th rad, being known from 1M's sayhzd 

"And; an m:,augrnnnwed et('~ f45], chmz:t? 

[thereJ allowed between th~ 5th and 4th mny not impro-

!1ably 4H:cur thir 

open to the objection that "quin." in 1M's saying is res-

lricte!1 Uunnngmekilitt?!1", klln1/'iledge way 

analogy be meant (Sn). After the elision (R), a ~ 

may be added [fourth (R),.in tht? pennltimate (A),] ar 

t?ompt?n'!t?tion the ( w!1t?ther or aug. 

- (A), as in the dim. (H), if the word be not entitled to it 

thag as t?f ~j:.~1 
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[272], the J of which is elided withQut compensation, 

because its 1.5, which belonged to [it in] the sing., is 

retained, as A will mention in·the dim. [284J (Snl : you 
'" ,~ 

say ~~l.A.w [and I.J.~ (A)l in the [broken (IY)] pl. of 
o ,. 0,,, 0 ." 0, 
~;A- [245J (IY, A) and ~ [above], The KK allow 

, " 
the 1.5 to be added in the like of J.d . .i.o, and elided , 

, ,., " *' '" ." '" ." 
from the like of ~u.o , as ,~~ for ;i~ , and ~ 

for ~,~ ; and, according to them, this is allowable in 
" ",;, ,* .. 0' 

pros(>, where they hold 1IJl!'),L&.o c,siJt ,J; LXXV. 15. Even 
0.... • .... 

though he put forward hi, ezcuses, [pl. of Ii)~ , by rule 
",., , ,.,' ..... 

)~lu(B,Sn),] to be an instance of the first, and eli.O lS~j 
• ,0.,. 

y+.iJ' VI. 59 . .And wit!, Him are the keys oflhe hidden, [pl. 
, 

Q ,. 0 ,.,. 

~f C~, by rule ~u..o (Sn),J to be an instance of the 

seconu : while 1M agrees with them in the Tash!l as to 
the allowability of both matters; though he excepts 

. ,." , ,., 
[the ep. (Om)] J.:t,l [241J, for which ~,~ is not said, ., 
except anomalously, as in, the saying [of Zuhair Ibn 
Abl Sulma (MN)] 

, • CG..o ""w"'" 0 '" , .",,. 8 ,. ,. 0 '... ., .'" 

~ 4ir'1 ~ ~ t~''- • ~r.' ~4;Lo '?-' ~ 
[Upon th,m, i. e., the "orses, are raflMOalS lions, wMse • 

gaJ'b is white, i. e., polisll,ed, ampls coal, cif mail that 
. , "" ..... , 

arrOUJ8 ""ill not p'/,erce (MN), where &r is pl. of ~~ 
, " 

(119) (Dm)~ by Iule ~~,.- (MN)]: but the ~B hold 
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that tbe \S may not be added in the like of ~Li,; , nor 
... , ..... 

elided in the . like of J.~li.o, except by poetic license .... . 

[255J (A), as says the Rajiz . 
.".' , J. • , , , ." , , 0,00 ". .,.. "': '0". til. ,. 

l!'J~ r' I.S~ ~ ~~ • ~lhaJ' ~ .~ Y) 4 
o many a fai1' maid, of the full!J-dt!Veloped women, 

19,ughi'1lg 80 as to disclose serrated front teeth, white like 

Ttailstones, properly ~~[398] (Jh) ; while in the two 
. " 0 ." 0 ." 

texts (Dm) r--.~I...u is pl. of )'~ (B, Dm), and ~li.O is 
o ,0 , " 

pl. of ~ (K,B, Dm). 'I'hey say ~~~ (8, Jh,KF), from 

dislike to the repetition (8, Jh) of the ~ (Jh) ; and ~t,.;.) 
, ,. .. 

and ~Y- [388J (Jh, KF). And, when you mean men, 
"., , ...... 

it is not forbidden to say ~))),w.i and 0,.-0',;, as itsfetIJ. 

, bas the i affix.(>d to it, and is pluralized with the [t and] 

C:I (S~ 

§ 254. The sing. n. is [sometimes] applied to the genus, 

its 11. un. being then. distinguished from it by the i [265], 
00.... ......... 8 '" G.... , 

as ;+J dates and i;+J a date, [j~ ... ~ barley and IiJ*~ .. ~. a bar-

ley-corn (IY),J j.~ colocyntks and i.c,,~ a colocynth, 
9 w 9,,0'" W 0 .... 0"" 
e!~ melons [384J and ~~ a melon, ~;A- quincu 

and iL;.;i,;' a lJ'Uince (M). The n. which, in the form of 

the sing., is appHed to the fe,w and the many, and il1 

which the Ii is put when unequivocal designation of the 

'ing. is intended, is named [collectiv~] generic n. [257] 
187 
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(R). The n. whose n. un. is ~istinguished by the i (is, 

according to us, only a Bing. n. applied to the geuus, as 

to the individual; and (IY)) is not [really (IY)) a [br~ken 

(IY)] pl. [234, 251] (IY, 8H), according to the soundest 

[opinion] (8H), thougb multitude be imported from it, 

because the import of multitude is not from the expres~ 

sion, but only from its indicated, since it is indicative of 
genus, which imports multitude (I Y). The generic 

ft., whose n. un. is distinguished from it either by the i, 
• 0" §" 0" • I' 0 , 

as in ~ and i,rl , or by t~e IS , as 1D ~') and ~) [294}t 

is excluded [from IH's definition of the pl.], because it 

does not indicate units [234], since the expression is not 

constituted to denote unit" but to denote what contain& 

(11.6 8pecial quiddily, whether it be Biag., du. or pl. ; and, 

even if we admit [its] indication of them, it does not indi .. 

cate them with any alteration of the letters ofits sing. : for, 

if it be said "Are not its sings. taken, and their letters 

altered by elision of the i or IS 1'.', I say that the forma .. 

tion containing the i 0\' IS is not a sing. of the generic no, for 

the three reasons mentioned in the case of the quasi-pl. 

[257], to wllich we ~ill add that the generic n, is applied 
8 ~" 

to the few and the many, rl being applied to a date, two 

dates, and dotes, and similarly;';;; so that, if you eata date 
or two dates, or deal with a Greek or two Greeks, you may 

8ay ;:;" ~lhafJe eaten dates and r,;' ~~ 1 h.QfJe dealt 

~~th Gre~s ; whereas, if they were pls., that would not lw 
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nllowable;as J~) men is not a~plied to a man or two men . 
.-

Some generic ftS. indeed are so notOl'ious in the SAnse of 

the pl. that they are not unrestrictedly applicable to the 

sing. or du. : but that is according to usage, not by cons-
° 1<> .,1S 

titutioll, like ~ wotds [below] (R on IH) find rS" lI,illsor 

mound. [below] ; and is rare (R on SH), According to 

the KK, however, it is a broken pl. (IY, R), whose 

sing. is the formation containing the i (R) : but 

what we have mentioned is corroborated by two [or 

rAther four] matters (IY) ; and their saying is vicious, 

(1) as respects the form (R), because (a) this ft. is [most--
. , .... 0", 

ly (R) qualified by th~ sing. (IY)] male, [:271], as )~, 
..... , 0 .... 

l'!.jj;.o ~ LIV. 20. Trunks Ituprootedpalm-trees (IY,R) ; 
.... ., 0 .... ' , •• 

while ~~~ ~ )~, LXIX, 7. Trunks of hollow palm-
",. ,,,. IG <'0 

trees, where it is madeft»'., and I::JLA....~ ~,,' L. 10 . .And .. , 

tAe palm·t,·ees when tall, the d. s. being like the ep., and 
, ........ "G' 
J\jj~" ~~ XIII. IS. The keavy clouds, where it is qua-
lified by the pl., are sy lleptic, because the meaning of genus 

is generaltty and multitude, and syllepsis is frequent (IY) : 

(b) its dim. is made conformable to it, [by common con-
...... ' 0.' J 

sent, as ~ and ~(IY)] ; whereas, ifit were a ~bl'oken 
(1 Y)] pl., [then, not being in the shape of the pl. of paucity 

(R),] it would [necessarily (R)] be restored to its sing. 

(IY, R) in forming the dim., and pluralized with the' and 
9 "0'" 0 , .. '" • • = , as I::J~ and I::J~. t~'t [2851 : (0) If It were a pl., there __ 
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wouldbc some difference h.etween it and its sing. either in 

consonants or in vowels [234] ; whereas the i is equiva

lent to a n. joined on to a n. [266], so that its elision 

does Dot indicate the broken pl. (lY) : (2) as respects 

the sense, because it is applied to the ling. and duo 

also [I\bove] (R). These ns. 'are (1) of three letterll, 
•• ,. 00.... 0 .... , 

[upon thc measure of] (a) J,d , like ~ [and i~ (S)], 
~... 0 ... 0, 

C-..fc gum-acacia trees [nnd i£.l.b a gum-acacia tree (S)}, 

80, 0 ...... ' 0-, 0 ..... , 

~ (8, R) and ilsu (8), J.,l ants [and i..W an ant 
.. 0-.... 8."...... G ., ..... 

(Jh, KF)], I'+? lamb, (R) and it+.' a lamb (Jh, KF), ~ 

'1'ock and ~ ~ a'rock (8) : (a) when you intenu paucity, 

you pluralize the n. [un. (8)] with the [ , and (R)] I::.T : 

and, when you iutenu multitude (8, R), yon havc recourse 

to the n. that is applied to the collection, and do not give 

the n. un. a bro1iell pl. of another formation [256] (8) ; 

[but] you denude it of the i ,the generic n. being i. q. the 
0 .... 0, 0 , ,., 0 ., 

pl. of multitude, as ;...W [ilbove], I::.7Y....l and J.,l (R) : (6) 

the i..i.:d of this cat. sometimes takes the [broken (R)] 
9 ,. 8 ... 0" 9 , 0 , 0, 0 , 

pl. J~ , as ~ pl. C~ [below], ~ pl. r4! ,.[ and 
o 0 ,. 0 ,. • • 9 .... 10, 

~ a "id" pl. J~ (8),] by assimIlation to [b.4i pl. , , 

o ' • 8 .... 0 ,. 8 J ,. 

(R» e~ [below 1 ; whlle some say ii~ pl. )~ 
. a .... ·,. 

[below 1, by assimilation to i)w. a lam6's skin used to holtl 
o " 0,11-, 0 J' 

mil", pZ. ),w., and ill..o an abdomen, a paunch, pl. 1:,),,.-
8,.0, 

[2381: (c)similnrly in the hollow (8,R), as i)~ a walnut 
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o ~., G. ", 9 " ".;0 0 , ., 

[248], I::J~~ ar.d >~ 'walnuts, and ~ an egg, I::J~ 
8°" " ..... 

and ~ egg'J (8); and [here also i..la.i sometimes takes 
• , 0 .... " , 0 ,0,. 90, 

the pl. ~ (R),] as [ ~ a tent or booth, I::J~ and .~ 
o ., 9" ..... 

and (8)] r~ te.'lts or hootl,s, and [u,) a meadow or lawn, 
. - 9 , 0" 0 ." 9 " 
I::J~,) and ul',) and(8)] ul'~;) meadows orlawnl [238, 713] 

0" 0"'-

(S,R) ;nnd [J,.u, as] ul'~~ \KF): (d) similarly in the defec-
e 0, GO, .,., 

ti ve, [a~ iijr a CYP'l'e,~ and 'r cYP"esses, i:!r a color.ynth 
8., 0 ..... , OCt, 

and I.5r cTilocynths, and (S)] as Ii~ a small.'1parrow, [~ 

and (8)] 1G:.., small sparrows \8, R) ; nnd the redupli-
.-

OG" e " 
cated, a~ ~ a grain and ~ grains (8) : (e) the broken 

pl. is not reg\lla~ in it, nor in any other [measureJ of 
o· 

this cat. (R) : (b) ~, the predic:lment of which is like 

that of j;J (S, U), in that the generic n. denotes multitude, 
0..... G , 

and the' nnd I::Jpaucitg (ll), as Ii)~ alotl!-tree, ~~~ [17, 
8. 0,· 8,' 

238, 240] and )~ lote-I,·eea, and i';'~ a straw, ~I; ~ 
o 0 .~(o_ 

8traw8 nnd ~ straw (S) ; while Mu, sometimes takes the 

0", fJ ." • • G ". 
broken pl. ~,as)~ [238J, by aSSlmllntion to [lir pl. 

G.- 00' 

(R)] rs: [238] : (c) J.u, rthe predicament of which is 
90 0.-0' 0 " 

like that of ~ (8),] as ~~ a grain ofmillet, (I::.JUa~ 
o • , 

grains of millet and ~~ millet (8)J ; and [similarly the 
• 0" , 0 ", I, I 

reduphcated (8),] as ~~ a pea,.l, [I::J~~ and )~ pearls (8),J 
0", • iii' I, 

and ip a grain of wheat, [1::J!r- grains of wheat and r-
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",he'lt; nnd similnrly the hollow, as ::,; a silver bead, 
G", 0' .~(O! 
,=-,l.o~ and r~ silver beads (S)]: while &..\.a.t sometimes 

G,. , 0 .... ' 8 .. , 

takes the broken pl. J.a,i, as ))j) aDd & (8, R), by assimi-
0"" 8 """ 

lation to....J;A [238] (R) : (d) J.a,i, [the predicament of 
0 0 ,. 8 .... ' .... 

which is like that of J.a,i (8),J 8S i~ a cow, bull, or ox, . 

[~~ COteS, bulls, or oxen and Ii cattle (8),] and i'fli.':' a 
Q ....... ..... 0 .......... 

tree (S, R), ~~ and ~ trees; and similarly in the 
0 ..... ' 0"' .... 0, ...... ",. 

hollow, as ulsD an owl, ,=-,LAlsD aDd rUD O'wls, ~~ a palm " 
0", G .... 

of a hand, '=-'~~ and C~ palma of hands, [as says a poet, 

describing some cloud drawing near to the ground, 
tGl!O ,,, ." " .,' "",' 

~'''~ rLs I;).A ~ j)LG _ 

They th,at .tar,d well.7ligh grasp it with the palms of the 
d'; "" 9 .,. "'" G IfI' 9, .". 

Iland-8 (BS),] uu, a mel", ~Lau, and ru' moles, bL... cm 
G , " 9 , 

hour or a time, (~~I..w and (Mb, Jh, KF)] e~ , as says 

AIJ5:utaml 

~L.::, ~;., ~L:: ~ ~ • 4~ y~ Uo:!~iLlli 
~--; ~ ~ 

Then we were like fire that, or when it, Il,Qs '",.eached beds 

of reeds, '0 that it sink, down at one time, and ri.e, up 
9 .... , 0" 0, 

at times (8), and ~~ a want or need, ~~~ Rnd ~~, 

as in the saying 
.. G w" 0 ,. 1.5 .1 n" -It ," '," I -:.. t.., ., 0 " 

~~ '1) ~~!r • ~Yr' ~ '=-'~~, ~~wj 
And sometime8 wants, or needs, elicit, 0 Umm MaliTe, nob16" 

deeds from a master niggardly of them and the saying of 

ArBa'i 
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, 0 ... .-. ." III, • ., ".". ., Ci , '- ,. ,,. II , 

,..lsJf ~ Ii~ ... ~ ~~, • I"'fL-o ~ J,.-,), J-,.....~i 
'- .". J I·· ",. .,. ~.. 'II- ". ",J ' 

..... , , III , III" , .'It Ii" .,.4 iii..."" "., III , , ,0 ., 

l.Lt.O ~ ~ .-If ~~ • u.., -.: If J~ L.. ~ ~~\j, 
~ r ,," . '"'" , :. ~ ., 
And many a Bender, a'nd uns,..'pected mes,enger, and want 
flat lig1tt in burden: of the wants, h"ve·1 yielded to after 
the secret colloquy witl, t'S has lalted long, and he haB 

'hought that I am nI)l inclined towards him, not 2J;., 
[which is not of the speech of the Arabs, notwithstand

ing its frequency upon the tongues of post-classical poets 

(Mb ),] as in the saying of one of the moderns 

~~ Ct 4~Li ~ cl;~ • ::'j;, ~~ ;,jj ~~ Lo'S! 
, _,,, III,. , 0'.....,. 9" 9 "0,, , , 0"" .... ' 0.... tII,-

~f~' !+.! vAil ~ '~1 c:!) • ~~, '=;:'~, ~ ~~ 
Wherever I enter the mansion one day, and thy curtain, 

are raised for me, then consider thou what 1 shall go out 

with. llor equal are the web of the spitler and a loft!! 

palace fJ)hen the waftts are not satisfied in it [255] (D) ; 

and the defecti ve, 8S ib a pebble, ~l! ~ and ~ 
pebhle, [238], and iLhi a sand-Krouse, ~f;.hi and ud 

J" ,.,. 

sand-grouse (8) : (a) i.Lu sometimes take~ the broken 

pl. j~ , as [i;si a hill or mound, ;tr and (8)] ~~ hills or 
Q ... ". 8 .... 9" 

mounds, L~' a thicket,~, aud r~l thickets (8),] and 
0 ... ,' 0 .... ' 0, . 

[i~ ajruit, ~ fi-uit and (8)))~ fruits [256], by assimi-
..... ",. 0 ., 

lation to [~) a courtya'rd, pl. (R)] yL.) [238] (8, R) ; 
" 

and jdi, as ~[238] ; nnd j\.d;, as ;~T nnd ;I~ ~~ . .i 
Q "of Q ...... , 9 ".... ... 

(R) : and they say iW, apool, [1::.1',.-6' or I::.I~' (KF), LQf, 
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and (8)] ,Wl po~ls [288] (8, R) ; for we have heard 

that from the Ara~s (S) ; but the broken pl. in the de-
,,..,. 4 

fective is rare : (b) 8 says that i.Lu with quiescence, 
0........ . 

and J.a,i with Fat~, of the e sometimes occur (R) : they 
8,. , G ,.", 

say ~ rin.'}8 and d.U whirls of spindles, [for the genus 
0 .... 0, 9" 0 ... 

(R)]; and ~ a ring and UlJ a whirl of a spindle, 

lightening, [says he (R),] the 1~. un. [by making the e 
quiescent (R)], when they affix the augment, [i. e., the 
i (R),] to it, [and alter the sense (8),] as they lighten 

[such as ~ii (R)] in [affixing the..s of eR)] relation 

(8, R) to it [296], since the i is akin to the ..s [253, 294] 

(R) : but this is rare (8) ; while iib, [with Fatl). 

of the e (R)] is transmitted [by Y (S)] on the 

authority of IAI (8, R), in which case JL:; is Dot 
8 ... 0, 

anomalous; and some of the Arabs say iiiL.. with 
0, 

quiescence of tlae e ' and ~~ [238] with Kasr of the , 
9 ... " '" 0" u in the generic fl., like ii)w. pl.)~ : Ce) the reason 

why, in the whole of this cat., we have as~igned the 

broken pl. to the .n. un., not to the generic n., is only that 
the generic n., being i. q. the pl. of multitude, ought 

I) , 

not to be pluralized (R) : (e) J..aj ,in which [the pl'edi-, 
8 ,,, 

cament is the same as in J.d , except that (S)] the broken 
0'" 

pl. [of the n. un. (8)] does not occur, [as it does in Ju 
o , . 

(R),] because of the rarity of J.aj [in comparison with , 
8;, 0, ". G ; *' 0; 

J.aj (8)], as ~ afTu"e of a loee-t,'ee, [1::.Jli.;l and ~ 
, '" '" 
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fruit of a lote-tree, :1 ! i a brick, ~~ and ~ (8),] and· i.:J! 
, "'" , 
."'. ." 9" a word [238] (8, R), ~l.¥" anu ~[~LboveJ (~) : (fJ~, 

which [is treated like, but (8)] is rarer than j,d-, as :;10 .. '" 
G .... 6" IUS: ... 

a grape, [I:;I~ and (Jhr~ grape. (8),] nnd B'~ a , , .. . . ........ " '. 
kite (8, R), I:;I'~ anu ,~ kites (8): (a) the [broken] .. .. 

615:" L J .. 
• pZ. ofi'~ is ,~ (Jh, KF, HH), says As, like 4J biesting$ .. .. .. 

_, 9 ...... • 
(HU) ; and ,'~ (KF) ; and [IKb adus (HH)J ~,~ 

It , .. 

(KF, HH) with Kasr (KF) : (g) J.u, which [is treated 
9" ..... , , 

in the same way, but (8)] is rnrer than ~, as ir a 
a .. ,.. 6'-. 

pum,-ocacia t,.ee (~, R), ~'r- [and r' in paucity (Jh)] 
0' , ...... J, 0 ", 0 J." 0 , , 

and r- ' and irs a fnJit, ~~ and rs (8) : (h) Ju, . .... ' , 
{which also is rare (R),J as ~ a full-~rown unripe 

G .. " 0" t."., 
date, [I:;I~ and ~ (8),J and J4~ an eyelash (8, R), 
a .. " .', G', 
'::.I~~ and ~~ (8) : (i) Ju , [which is similar (8),] 

........ , . . 0",' 
as Ii~ a shrub named glgantzc swallow-wort, [1:;I'r and 
..... , Q" ... , 0 ", r (8),] -and ~) afrEsk ripe dale (8, R), 1:;IL.;,b) and 
0,,' 9'·" 8" 
~) [238] ; while some people say y~)' for ,"""i:,) [237], 

o ,,0')5. 9' 

as they say y~' for ~ [237] (8) : and [similarly (8)], 
• 0 .. ' 

in the detective, il.f..o seeel of tke stallion in the sAe-

. cfI'Inel', womb, ;¥ (8, R) ; while Akh asserts that the n • 
." , 0" , • 

un. of ~ necks is i~ ; and, If you mean paucity, you 

pluralize with the [' and] \:I (8) : (a) the rule in all these 

measures is, RS we mentioned first, that in paucity they 
138 
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. are pluralized \vith the' and ~ , while ill muTtitude the i 
9 , .... 

is elided : (2) of more than three letters, as rCal ostriches 

and ~W an ostlich, ~j.i;', nnd ii;;i:', [above] (R). 

'fhis [n. (R] mostly occurs in things [createlt (M, R) by 

God (IY),] not m:mufactul'ed (M, SH), becaust", [say 

the GG (R),] the former are [often (R) a genus (IY)] 
cO, • .. I 

created by God in an nggregat<>, like,.s dates [snd CW 

o.ppZes (R)] ; so that, [the aggregate beiflg anterior to t.he 

individual (IY), a n. i~ constituted to dE'note the genu,s; 

and afterwards IR),] when the indiviGual is required to 
, 0 ... ·, 

be distinguished, the i is affixed (IY, R) to it (R), as i.rl 
• 8, 5' . . 

a dllte[and bW an apple (Jh)): while the counterpart of 
. G·.... a o. 

that is the inf. n., such as YyD striking and J,s'f eating, 

which is a generic n. indicative of multitude, denoting 

a_ts ; but, when they affix the i, saying ~~ a s{rd,e 

and ilS'r a meal, repast, becomes limited, and indicate~ 
a sing/Po iI/stance [336J IIY) : whe}'e~s- in m~nufnctured 

things the individual is anterior to the aggregate ( IY, 

R.) ; so that in the expression also their si~'U. is anterior 

~o their pl. But this requires consideration, because the 

generic m. mentioned are not constituted to dE-note tlte 

collection, as the GG imagine, so that their reasoning 

should be correct; but denote mere quiddity, whether 

it be with paucity or with multitude (R). And [the 

few that occur iu . manufactured things (R),] such"~. 
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• , 0, '" 9 , 

~ ,',ips or 60als [and ii!;;,'" a ship 01' 6o/lt (M, It )], ~ 

bricks(M, SH) and ;r: r a brick (M,It), for which, says 1Sk, , 
. Q. 0...... 0 0 s ..... 

some of the Arabs say ~ and ~ , liJ{e ~ felt and i~ 
. .., 

a ple~e of fe.lt (Jh), \5r nose-rings for camels and anklets 
0 .... ' ., ,. s ..... 0 , ..... 

and ir [238, 260](R), ~caps[721] (M,SH) nndi,-w .. 
«cap (M,R),.are [anomalous (Jrb),] not regular (M,SH), 

. D .... 0", 

the rule in such nit. being to form a bt'oken pl., as ia..oa.i 
o , 0,0,. 

a di{h or platter, pl. eLc..i [above], Rnd ~ a bowl, pl. , 

~~ [238J; but are nssimilated to c~eated things • .. 
A nd sometimes t hey as~imi},,,te ercated to manufac-

o , 
hued things, giving them n broken pl., as C~ [above], 
8 , .. , , 0 •• , 

~ , and )~ (lY) .. But il.$'truJlles or mushroom, 
., 0 ..... ' go, 

and JrS a trutfle or fflllshroom., [i.a.i,; ll)hUe tru.ffles and ~ 
os·",. • , 

a white truffle (R),] i4 red truJlles and J~ a red truJlle 
•• , 9 .... • ... 

are the crmvcrse of ~ and i~ (M, SIlo), and are extra-

ordinary {IY}, because they [generally (R)] dooote t't~ 

collection when they contain the i , nod the indivitJual 

when they arc denuded of it (IY, R) ; though sometimes 

the reverse (R). And sometimes they have hroken "ls., 
91'''' 9...... J,o~ 

according to analogy, as i~ , like id! [237] ; and ,...s" I 

like ,:J.i1 [237], wh~nce e1' .n;;~ ~, [504,599] (IY). 

§ 255. The [broken (8, IY)] pl. is sometimes not 

~d from the sing. [used (M), but from an assum~d 
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, .. -expression 8!1n. with it (IY)], whf'nce (1) ~, [256] 
.,. '." 8 .' 

(~, M, SH), as 2' '1~ lJ?'? ~ [101] (IY), pl. of ~, 
as though [broken (S)] pl. of.t;;r (S, IY, R, Jrb) i. q • 
•• , . ".,r. 
») [251] (lY), a pl. pl. (T), because the substantive Jut, 

, .. " 
however it may vary, takes the pl. ~lJl [249] (Jrb) : .. 

9 H. • 
(8.) .b.se)' , [accordiDg to S (T), is not used, not belDg 

pl. of ~; ,since, if it 19'ere so, ~~r would not be an0-

malous ; but (IY), as is said (R) by others (T),] is used 

[by the poet, when be needij it (IY)], as 
• ,.,,, til ...... .00 ........ • '0. ,.' .,. 
~ ~ Y, ~~',J' 0' ~ • ~)I ~ e~uAl ~lJ; 

, ... ".--

A.nd many a disgracer [of others (MA.R)], disgractd 

among I,is [own (MAR)] kimfolk, from the hiRAc81 part 

of the valley, and not from the middle ofit (IY, R), in 

which case~~iis regular (R): (b) similarly ~&1pl.of et/ .. 
& , •• 

a shank (S, R), as. though broken pl. of E.f1 [246] (8) : 
, .. '" . .. 

(2) ~4' (S,M,SH), pl. of ~4false (S, IY, H, Jrb), as .. .. 
though [broken (S)] pl. of ~1 (S, IY, Jrb) or jl'lJ 

[256], i. q. ~4, though they are not used (I Y), by 

, " , ".. ". rule ~'r. [247] (IY, R) : (3) ~~~, [257], uAdJ..~' , and 

t .. " • .. 8 ' .. 
~\j' (8, M, SH), pls. of ~~ a tradition, uO,~ last 

foot of firsl hemi8tioh of a verse, and & a herd or floclc 

(8, IY, RI.Jrh), as though pis. of is;~'[257J, ~1, 
. , 
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and ~1 (IY, Jrb), which are not used, by rule ~,~, 

~~, and ~f}:i (IY), because their broken pl., the 

number of their letters being four by reason of the aug

ment in them, would be JfLd (8), like ~~ and ~1i.~ 
'. O~ [246] (lY): (4) JLsOI (8, M, 8H), pl. of J.Jot (8, IY, R, - 8, ~ 

Jrb), as though pl. of B~t (IY, R, Jrb), which is not 
.' 8, 8,,_ 

used, by rule J\.s&l1 ' like ~l&! [237] ; while JIJDI [below] 

occurs in poetry, like t9f[237], Akh citing 
,. '_0 '0 .... '" , .... 
~IJD' ~ ~~I l..o i_~; .. 

A.nd many a land such that man i8 not one oj'its inlia-

6itams (IY) : and [similarly (IY)] JQ (8, M, 8B), pl. -
of l;f (8, J tb) or i r;r (lY), as though pl. of ii;J (IY, R, 

Jrb), which [sometimes (IY)] occurs in poetry, as 

• ;i;) JS, ~ ~ '* ~ "iIt ,.., 

In erJer!J day and every night (IY, R), though it is '. 8·. strange: and similarly "I~I ,[pl. of uO;' (JIl, KF),] by 

Tule pl. of iL6;r (R) ; while Akh asserts that they say 

~~T[upon the measure (If] JLdT, as they say jISoT[above] 

(8) ; and ~;J is [sometimes used as (Jh)] apl. (Jb, KF) : 
" fa .. 0.. 0""'. 

(a) ~w is extraordinary in J.Joi [and uO)' ] , and in i.I.;f ~ 
G ." 0" "" 0 , 

night and is+,( an agg. (A), pl. ~~ ,KF) : (5) ~ 
o , 

(8, M, S8), pl. of )~ a he-ass (8, IY, Jrb), as though 
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pl. o( ~ (IY), becau..;e j!:~ , according to 8 [257], is 
0 0 , 

Ote of the pl. forms, but by rule is pl. of J,.J (R), like 
o ... 0 , 

~ dogs [237, 257] (IY, R), ~ slaves [237, 239] ... , ... 
o , 0 " 8 , ." 

(IY), ~ ~oats [257], and 0-t~./J8heep (R): (6) ~~, 

o ".. 0 " 
(246, 247] and )~t (S,IY), pls. of ~L..c a companion acd 

il1 a bird, as though broken pla. of ~ ~nd r.-' [257] 
. _",.. a" 0 'OJ$. 

(IY) ; and t~t pl. of;.u [~39, 246] (8) : (7) ~, [246, 
o ... ... 

264] (8, M, SH), pl. of r.;)1..S:.A (R, Jrb), as tllOug-h pl. of 
0;": 0 ", 0,-1£ G" 

~ (8, I V), not r.;)l5:.A (8); and ~)t [246], pl. of r.;)L..) , 
. 0 " 0., 

(R) ; beeause we do not see Jw [or J+.d (8)] take tile ... ... 
"os 0 ... , 

[broken (S)] pl. Jut except whenfem. (S, IY), like ~lh 
. 0 , os 0 s, Oso, 

an eagle, pI" yoht [246] (I Y) : .8) rt,.s [257]. pl. of r',-l a 
00 

twin, [says S (R), as thougb broken pl. of ~ (~), 
o ... , 

because, according to him, Jla.; also is one of the pl. for-
o • • 00 0., • O~, 

mations, but by rule IS pl. of ~ or J:.a.i (R).] hke )~ pl. of 
o. 0 ... , 00 

~ a foster-mother, and J~) pl. of(S, R)JJ..;, (8) or (KF) 
0,. '" 8.' 
~) a ewe-lamb [257] : (9) ~~ pl. of ~ beauty, and 
, .,,,, ......... . , , , 
~~ pI: of ~ a l~kene88 [257] (R): (10) ~)~ pl. of 

~u, clean [259J,. as tho,ugh pl. of ~!J.f..b (Jh). J,;:, 
[246J is [said by'Kbl to be (R), 8S it were. (IY),]pl:of 
00 ..... 0 '" 00 .... 

~ i. q. ~~, though u~ is not used in this sensa 
, J 
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(lYon § 246, R), as ~,J..; is pi: of ;li~ i. q. IS II peni8 

[257], though ;t?~ is not used [in this sense] (R). 

They say '~"l, and for the l)l. ~"j, w hicb is only 
*, 0 ". , 

the broken pl.·of'!. like 1.:)'~1 [2:'0] (8). And 
, _" 8 ........ 

~'~ is pl. of ~~ (Jh, KF, A), a9 though pl. 

of ~;G: (Jh, KF). According to Khl,::;~ is orig. 

D , _" , -" 

~;l=.., and therefore takes the pl . . ~,~ ; and so any 

IAI and In : nnd, as all three say (CD),· i.s\r;~ has been . , 
heat'd (Om, CD) ·in this sing. (Om) fl'om the Arab3, like 
o , , , _,,, 
~~ (CD); so that ~~ may be pl. of it, the pl. of 

i.:;.~ being dispensed with (Om) : except that the well-
0"., 0,_, 

known form is ~~ , the use of i~ ;~ hein~ very rare, 

for which reason IJ says thnt it hilS not been heard, and 
, -"". . 

that e'~ IS pl. of nn I\tlsnmed sil/g. ; while some lexi-

, -"''' - " • '" 8 , , 
colllgi·sts hold that ~1~ is pl. of ~~~ i. q. ~L;., 

which olso is a sing. used, as in the saying of ~ais Ibn· 

RiCa'a [flIWil.dfl alAn~a.rI (Is)] 

1,_°. 9 ..... ~ wLJ 0 1:~to'T"·' ..... ,,,., 
)~~~) ~ ~~. ~~~~~~~I.:)I{r,:)A ...,. ,. 
lIe in whose mind is a need that he &eekd he8ide me, verily 

1 am responsible to him. for disclolure, the pl. of 4~ 

bei?g by rule ~,~, like)~ [248], but t~e .~ being 
# -put b.efore the ~ by transposition (CD).. And [the use of 
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, -'I' 
(CD)] e,.. is frequent in the [correct and chaste (CD)] 

langunge IJh, CD) of the A.'abs fJh), as in the sAying 
, ." ,. °4 ... ,. , ... ,.. ., '" '",. 

of the Prophet t:+J ~~~ ~,~, c~l ~ ~!:i ... ! 
Seek !Ie help Jor lhe accompl~hment 0.1 your needs in con-

",.., " .... "., 
cealmMt o/them, and in [another] tradition ~~ ,~, 

, '0Il1O ., ., • 

~,." l:J~ ~ Seek ye your need, beside the hanthome 

inJace, and in the sayhg of AIA'sha 

~~, ;;f, e!;S ;, j.;i • ~~ J;;' ~wf 
Men round his court-yard are needy ~nd petitioners, and 

the saying of AIFarazdaJ,c 
" " 0 0 c; i' , _,; ,,, "" • 0 .. <oct,. • 

~',s ~~, I::.t~ ~'''' • Ut>~' ~ ~ ~~ ~; 
And 1 have, in the eou~rie. oj A.. Sind, at the court ojit, 

gooernor, man.'1 needs; and i" my power is their reeom

pef1..e, and countless other ea;a. in prose and verlSe 

(CD),8s 
iii... oG..., """ '" , 0, '" , "".. • '0 ... ' .,." 

~,.J=Jt ~ ~ ~'''' • ~ ~ .~f .r-" )4l , 
TAe man's day is more convenient, when hi, wants are 

satisfied, than the longnighl (Jh), which, if all were cited, 

would make a thick book (CD). It is disapproved, how

ever, by As, who says that it is post-classical [254] (Jh) ; 

while H, as [pointed out] in the Masa'il of IBr, follows 

As in what he mentions (CD): but As disapproves 

it only because it is irregular (Jh) ; and this is reckoned 

one of his slips and blunders; while [his pupils] AHm 
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and AFR report, on his authority, that he retracted this 
'" ,,,,, 

saying (CD). And similarly ~"~ [247J, ~J~ ,and 
" . s,. "" 0 ..... .", fa .......... 

~,;) ,pis. of ~,~ , ~~ , and U),) a skiff, the rule being 

to omit the \$ [253] ; so that the anomaly in these is the 

impletion of the Kasr. Th$ preceding are all pla. in form 

and sense, havIng sing8~ of their form, ex.cept that they 

are irregular. And approximat~ to this cat. are (1) the 

. ma8c8. which, having no broken pl., are plurulized with 
G ,. • "" 0 "" 9 "" • "" 

the' and I::.t , as I::.t~ J~ [234, 26 J] an(l. ~~) 
8 , Iii, G .... "'" "" 

"[261], I:.JLot.... [17,234], and I::.tU~!r [234,261]: (2) 
,..... , , , , 

0~)' [234], 0'J: ' Rnd 0~, nnd the likefems. plura-

lized with the, and ~ [234, 244~ 260J (R). IW is a .. 
9 ..... • 

[heteromorphous (Jh, KF)] pl. of iI!r'! a 'looman (Jrb), 
8 , " 0" "" , ,.... , , 

like uGW.G pl. of ~ [238] and ~" pt of cl'~ [17 r, 
8, • 0 ..... , .. 0 ...... 

172] (Jh); asalsoarei~ori,.-l[21, 257J, ~~[251] 

(Jb, KF): and 0~ (KF). And sometimes a pl. occurs 

that has no Bing. at all, regular 01' irregular, like ~~C; and 
" " , 
~~ [257] (R). Jh sayR (BS), I have not hefLrd the ... 
sing. of ~~ meaning miragll, as in Ka'b's saying~" 

~ ~~~ ~;i[75] : but the Bing. of ~ meaning A 

p , 0' 
kind of large white tru,.ffIes or FAulh'rooms is ,,~ ; while 

- ,. , 0,." .,.,. . ",. 
the poet says ~ ~ c.UJ; [504] (JIi,BS), orig. ~ ,,~:, 

the letter or' prolongation being elided by poetic license 
189 
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[253]. ~T l23f3, 256] in' ~l.:tt & (~1 ;:. XLVI. l~. 
Until, when he reacheeh hiM stronge8/, or his full powers or 

""J> 
strength, (1) is pl. of ~I by elision of the augment, as 

AU assel'ts, citing in evidence e1l~ ~ ~ 45~ at 

the time of the kighest part lifthe day [~5J, or;g. ~:t; , 
according to him, the Hamza having been elided ; and, 

... • I , I , J> III • ,,, 
o according to thIS, ~ pl. ~I is like yl pallure, pl. y,' 
[661, 686J : and this is one of 8rs two saying (88) : (a) . 

O'GJ> bo' 
critical judges hold that ~, [238J is pl. of the info n. ~ , 

., , ..... 
[from their saying ~ rJ'=! a day fIj' enjoyment (Jh ),] ac· .. 

o I,ll' .. ~~f 
cording to analogy; and that ~t is pl. of ~ , like c.U1 

I..... • o. 
pl. of I,).j a kid's skin (lYon § 238): (2) 18 pl. ofi~ [2381 , 

o 'Oil 0,. 
os 8 says, like ~I pl. of i+al (BS) ; and this is good iii , 

respect of tho sense, because ~j..-: ~~r ~ The young 

man reached his full 'Vigor is said (Jh) ; but ill:" does .. 
, lOll I 

not take the pl. J.d! (Jh, KF) : (3) occurs [as pl. of ~ 
o oJ~ 

(Jb, KF,,] by elision of the i, as IJ says (BS), like "'=",~, 
o • 

pl. of ~~ [237] (Jh, KF): (4) is a pl. having no ring. [of , 

its own crude· form (Jb, KF)], as Mz says; and this is 

the second of sra two sayings (BS) : (5) is [said to be 

(D)] a sing. [iti th~ form of apl. (Jb, I\F, AKB)], like . ,-
I!llt pure lead [256] (Jh, B on VI. 153, KF, AKB), 

tbese two having no counterpart (Jh, KF, AX B) ; and 
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[this is the saying of AZ, who relates that (AKB)] 

its ·Uamza is prononnced with ~amm (KFI AlB) as" 
dial. t1ar. of FatQ (AKB). 

§ 256. Necessity sometimes leads to pluralization, as 

to dualization [232], of the pl. (A). "The [broken] pl. 

is (sometimes (S8)] pluralized (M, 88), when they ll1e&n 

to intensify the multiplication, and to notify dijfere"t 

kinds of that sort, by assimilation of the pl. expression to 

the sing. (IY). The pl. pl. is of two kinds, sound and 

broken (J rb ). When they mean to fOl'm a broken pl. of a 

[broken (A)] pl., they [assume it to be a sing., and (Jrh)) • 

·form its Lbroken (AI] pl. like that of the sing. resemb-

• ·ling it (,Jrh, A) in measure (Jrb), i. e., in nuolber of 

letters, and [arrangement of] vowels and quiesc~nce8. 

even if differing from it in the sort of vowel (Sn), aB ~; . . 
{239) and j,;;r $peechu, pls. ~LJ and ~~(;f, because 

"." 0'0 , ...... 

assimilated to ..>,-' and )~1 [379], pls . ..>~t-., [249J and 
, ..... 0 .... • , ......... . 

~~, [253] ; and as 't;)~;i; [246], pl. I,;)-~y. by assimilation 
. 0 .". 0 , .,.. ..... 

to [ 't;)~pl. (Jh, ~F)] ~r [250) (A). And, when 

they mean to form a sound pl. of a [broken 1 pl., they 
G ." 0 .... , 

affix the , and 1:1 to its final, as J~ ;[237], pl. ~~ , 
... 

and similarly the rut (Jrb) .. The pl. is plnralized 

with the, and 1::1 because the broken pl. is fem. [2701 
(IY, R)~ A seems to 81\y that the pl. of the pl. not ex

cepted [below] is regular: but A H 8nys that, in the pl. 
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of multitude, it i~ not regular, by common consent; and 

that, in the pl. of paucity, its regularity is disputed, the 

majority holding it to be regular, while IU adopts the 

opinion that itis not regular (Om) IH says" sometimes" 

in order to make known that (Jrbl, taS S and others say 

(R), thepl.:pl. is not regular (IY, H, Jrb), universal (R, 

Jrb), whether it be broken, like ~~[below] ; or sound, 
9 "" " • • like I::.JU~ [below] (R) : but 18 confined to what the 

Arabs have pluralized, Bnd does not exceed that 

(IY, Rl,' because the Object of the pl. is to indf.-

. f!ate multitude; and, this being realized by the pl. 

expression, we have no need of a second pluralization: S 

says that (IY) every pl. is not pluralized, as every inf. n •. 

is not pluralized (8, IY), nor every n. that is applied to 

the collection [254] (8) ; and [Jr says that (IY», if yon 

said ~ as pl. ,of ;L,[ 8n~ ~~ as pl. of ~(IY)], 
it would not be allowable (IY, R) : and, thai being the 

case, the pl. pl. is anomalous (IY). Similarly the pl. of 

the generic rI. is not regular (R, Sn), by common CODient, 

ifits sorts do not differ, whether it have a n. un. distin

guisbed by the i [254], or not: while, if they do dUf'er, 

the maj~rity hold that its pl. is not regular, because of its 

rarity ; but Mb, Rm, nnd others hold it to be regular 

(Sn). And similarly the in}'. n., because it also is a gene-
. '0" .,' 

. ric n. [336] : so that you do not say ,.,u. and )~ , as pl. 

, 

a 0 " • 0 " 0 ... os • , 
of ~ and ~ , nor )7?' 8S pl. of r[254] ; but confine 
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yourself to what lU~H been henr<1, except that the poet,' if 

constraine<1, pluralizes the pl., as 

\5J.Jjf~ :. ~, 1.;;4 
". r-".- ~ 

With eyes that mote8 have not trou.bled (R). And, as for 

the quasi-pl. n., S seems to say that its pl. is not regular; 
• 0 .... 0_ ".. s"" 9 tI .... 

whIle r'~ and ~~" pls. of & [2571 and~) [255,257], 

are instances of what has been hear<1 : so [says Syt] ill 

the Ham' (Sn). The pl:pl. occurs in the pl. of paucity, 

and in the pl. of multitude (IY) : but is frequent in the 

pl. of paucity; and rare in the pl. of multitude, except 

[when the pl. pl. is formed] with the' and ~ (J rb) : being" 

('asier in the pl. of paudty, because this indicatesferD ; 80 

that, when many are meant, they pluralize it a second 
".. '''·fJ time (IY). It hilS been often heard in Jut , Lla,j, , and ,. 

.,.. ""r ',.". Jl,u, <R) : but, as for Z's saying" every J.u or~' " 
o ...... 

and" every Jt..JJ " [below], it is a careless expression, the 

correct doctrine being what we have mentioned (IY). In 

the pl. of paucity (S, IY), (1) evel'y (M) Jdr or ~f 

takes the [broken (S)] pl. ~GT (S, M), because ~f is ,. 

assimilated to j.;1, [like ':;' IIY),] Rnd i1~' to ild, 
(8, IY), like iL;r [2(9] tIY), as (8) ~~f pl. o(~' [248, 

0, 
160] (8, lY, R), pl. of ~ a hand (IY), as says the Rijiz, 
[describing snow (Jh)] 

tI' ."." 8. J ., e,:... ",. ~., 'Ii,~ 

... J~ 1$~4.,-! r~ ~ • ~:», '"!!,s. to.$\ to.J",! KlD 
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As t1w'lIgh it, on tlte broad plain, 1l,:ere coiton '0ft In the 
'"fS 8' •• 

ftel, in bands of spinners (I Y) ;_ and ~", pl. of ~,' 
o • 

(8, IY, R), pl. of ""=",,.b, a 'kinfor holding milk (IY), as 
saf8 the Riji~ 

~o..a 'If ". • ,,,..' 

\oJo.b'-~f &A-~ ~ . '" , " ".. 

TIle sir. skin' l!!mill~ are millcedfrom . her (8, IY) : [andJ 

as ~"(M, 8H), which, I think, does not occur, for wbicl • . " 
reason J r says [above] that, if you said ~~ , it w~uld 
nat be allowahle ; though Jh hAS transmitted it as (IY) pl. 

G " ~ ,. "lS 0 , •• 

of~' dogs [237 J (IY, Jrb) :and U:?~, lJl• of ~f [238} 
• 0 .... ". • 

(Jb, KF, HH) : (a) Jh says (HII), the pl. ofu-u in paucity 

is J;t ; and then, dp.eming the ~amma too heavy upon 
9 '0. 

the" they make tbe, precede [the \,;)], saying UJ,' , which 
is transmitted by 18k from some of the ra'IS ; and then 

• • 0' o. 
they substItute a IS for tbe" snYlOg ~, (JIl, HH) : (b) 

" ,. - 9" 0 ,. ~. uLw' pl. of it.!"" (8, IY, R), pl. of l~ a .kin used tf) 
-- , '. 9 .... o. 

hold wat€f' or milk (IY) ; and ),l-' (M), pl. of ~,-' ,p1. , , 
9' '-:. ' • .,41.. ". "..C" 

of )'r: a bracelet, as ~~ ~ )'"w..' ~ ~ \,;)~: 
XVIII. 30. TIley shall 'be adorned tnerein with bracelet' .. 

of gold (IY) -; and [sometimes (IY)] i;,L:..i (8, IY, R), pI. 
" 

of I;,.:r (8, R), the i being affi~ed for femininization 0'( 
,. ,.,. 0 0.... ".. ",. '" ,.., ..... 0,,. 

the pl. [265], as ~~ ~ i)'"L....t ~ ~ y,.u XLUr. 53. 

Then wherefore Aave noe 'bracelet. 0/ gold been pue "PM 

Ai",! (lY), 80 read by some(K, B) : (2) every (M) ~i 
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, ...... 0, ~ os 
takes the [broken (8)] pl. ~lil (8, M), because Jt,;uf is ... 

• • 8 ..... 0 , .... 1l 

DSRlmllated to Jlul [379] (S, IY). 8S ~U, (8,M, SH), pl. 
G ",.os· a" 

of rW1 [253] (8, (Y, R, Jrb), pl. of r-Al camel, (IY); 
, ...... 8 ... •• 

and ~,l.t1 (8, IY, U), pl. of JI,st sa~ings, speeches (8, R) ; 
... 

,..... 0 ...... • 

and ~41 pl. of ~~llera', or hogle, [242] ; whil. a 
... 

flOet SI'1S 
• .,. 0,.. ,. ......:,0 ... 

~,~~ ~ ~U, .rJl 
Emaciated camt l8 browse o.ff ehe 1'ltgged ground oj'the ,all 

T~~ll s· 
plants, pluralizing ~\.MU' [239, 251], pl. of ~ , [ond con-

' ..... '.... - 8,." 
tr8cting ~l.t, ioto ~l.;'] (8). A nd they say \;I4b' ..., ... - 9,.·. ........ • ...... 
[pl. of~' pl. of J~ a gift (KF)J.and ,=-,'!.! "" , using 

'.... •• a .... ,._ 
the sound pl. [of ~I (S, IY)], like \;I~I [2~3] 

(8, IY, R). And [in the pl. of multitude (IY)] they 

say (l) [in j~ (8, R),] (Il) ~r;,; (8, 1\1, 8H), pl. of j~ 
"'.... .... ' 

G· .... ,. 

[237] (8, IY, R, Jrb), pl. of ~ a he-camel (Jrb), using 

t~le [bl'oken (8)] pl. ~td (8, R), like ~r:..; (H, IY, R, , , 

Jrb), pl. of jt.:.:. (8, Jrb), which is the wind that blows 

from tIle diret:tion of the pole-,tar (Jrh." [or] pl. of j~ , 
[246] (IY, R), as though they meant different Innds of 
Ae-CtJmel" not intending multiplication here, because the 

• ... ... • "''' '.1f~ o. f imports multitude (IY) ; (b) ~~~, [as 1aI~t.:.. lUI) , ... .. , 
~ LXXVII. 23 . ..4., though, tluy tD6n~ reRO'II) Ae-cam" 

(IY),as they say'(S)] ~~~(S, M, S8), pl. of ~~ do,. 
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. (KF), ~) (, S, M, R), pl. of jL;; men [235,237] (Jb, 
, , 

G .... ,. G , • 
KF), and l::.Ju4.1 pl. of u~ sheco:mels [238] (KF), uSlog , , . 
the sound pl. (8, lV, R), which is fl'equent in comparison 

o " 0 ' " with the broken (IY) : (2) in J,u (S, R), l::.Ju,r-? (8, }I, 
0" • 0" 

8H), pl. of 1:.I,r-? tents or hOUle8 [242] (8) : (3) in J.a.; 
9 ", 0 ... " 0 ' , 

(8, R), I:.I~ and I:.I~~ (S, M, SH),pls. of,.. [246] 
0" 0... 0' ... 

and ;~, pIs. of ;L.r:: a he·ass nnd ;,.~ a camel fur slaugllter 
o ... " 0 , r 

(IY), I::.JU,Jo (8, M, R), pl. of u,JD roads [246] (8, IY), 
0"'" 0" 0'" and I::.JUu (M ) ,pl. of' ~ , pl. of ~ running water (IY) : 

(4) in ~ (H), ~'S; (8, M, R), pl. of ~; [247] (8, IY), 
o _, 

pl. of ~~ (IY, R), as says the poet [ArRa'l (IY)) ... 
• 

QU;, ~ I::.J"~; ~~f'~J • jJ.; s;:'::;G ~ LfJ 
"" *,''''' "J t ~ _"" 

She has in Qalfll and AnNumaira. all abode, wherein she 

.ees th? wild animals whet' '1'ecentl!1 delivered, andfollowed 

by their little ones (8, IY) ; and [similarly (8, IY)] ~~,~ 
• , ' 0.....· 

(8, M, R), pl. of;,') [285] (IY), pl. of;'') a house,owelling, 
' ..... 0' ,,0 '''' .... 

or abode (IY, H) : (5) in 1.:J~{or I.:J~]' ~ [250] ... ... 
, " 0 ..... , 

like (n) ~.;.,l.4A (8, M, R), pl. of I.:J~ (8, IY, R), pl. 

of~~ a gut or bowel (IY, R), like :'l,!'if pl. of ~ttf 
, .... ' 0.' 

[246] (IY) ; and ~!..:~ (S, M, R), pl. of I.:JL:... (S,R), 
. I ... 9 ... 

. pl. of ~ a garden [below] (R), or of~d"Yfodder ... 
10· 

(R onJ237); [or] pl. o~I.:J~[237] (IY), which may be 
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(RJ pI. of ~ ... ~ [above] (IY, R), because it is a dial. liar • 
• , 8 " 0·" 

I ef ~ [237], like ~~ pl. of),3 tJ bull (R). And, says 
o "0,, • u. • ... , 

lSd, it is my opinion that \!Jtr-' aad ~D~ are pls. of Idr- ' 

which is pl. of if; , as says Zuhair, deseribing a sand. 

grouse fleeing flom a hawk to some water flowing on tbe 

8urface of the earth, 

cl;l"'~u~ ~ ¢~i~ • ~ .. t.i! Y .~ ~1 ;;. 
Until.',6 took refuge on some water that had no well-rope, 

among ihe wide pebbly water-courses, at whose Bide. were 

ducks or frog. (HH). But none of that is to be copied 

(R on § 256). The pl. pl., [says Jrb (Sn),] is Dot un

restrictedly applicable to les8 than nine, as the pi,. of tae 

ring. is not unrestrictedly applicable to less than three 
, , ",,1l • 

[234], except by a trope (.Jrb, Sn). If you saidl"*'!Il'\5~ 

I ha~8 88o.ral cam tis, the least number necessarily im·. 

pli~d would be twentY-Beven, because the least that the 

tjUasi.pl. n. is unrestrictedly appliCAble to is three ; so 

that, when you pluralize ~ ,saying ;~lt, it, being mul~i. 
plied at least three times, becomes [at least] nine; and 

8 .... " 
~heref6re, when you pluralize rW' , it becomes [at least] 

.twenty-seven (IY). The pl. pl i!J sometimes pluralized, 
:r"" 8"'-' 0 '4 CI'-

as ~\.oG' pl. of~' ,pl. of J,..OJ ,pl. of ~, an evening i but. 
. " 
some disapprove of that (MASH). ~~ ispL of ;;t, like' 
...... 8" .,~ '" 8" 
~lu' pl. of ~ [237] ; and ~, is pl. of r""~' like ~ p.l. 

140 
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fk '" 9~ illS 

; and rlSl is pl. of ~f [::l!54], Jt,~ pl. of .. 
,.., 0.,... 9 

a mO¥'¥'i"tai1& ; f'1 . of ~ and the nni~[gter-
m _ _ G .... .... _m ~ 0 1........ 9........ m 0 ,. 9 .... 

part of this is irs pl. ,.s ,and ,.s pl. )~ [hh4] ; and )~ 
G 9 G ,,0,. 

pl~ pl. )t :c':;, : Jd them" )r8n8-

mrlung frOliA I n"r nrun-
terpnrt of them in Arabic (BS). The [ultimate, i: e., 
ullhuate pl. on upon dipbitn, A) 

• ',,,,' _M .... 

lIpon the measure of ~LA..o or J~l.i.O (A), i. e., agreeing , , .. 
them numhrr (of ldlers] nven 

thougb differing from them in cOllventional measure (Sn), 
:. . 

is ui"med "wrltimatn" bec8Hrr the for~s brnkcn pl. 

pl., it mearSH~r, it ( refu-

ses to form a C~urther] broken pl. (R,A), because it has ~o 

l't b ~ ~"f''''rr.fkfk1t i:&monh Fnn!J9" e to nnnor'4_ 

'with (A): but it sometimes forms a [soun4 (R)] pl, (R,A), 

ar menticms in :ijl1j)nl (R), thn and liJte 

'0~; pl. of ~17(A), as in the saying [of Al'Ajja)J 
dnr0:=nibinh .ihip hoat hfdB),] 

~ , '!0~m" _ mmOZ:: ;w«<:t '" mmM ,Em *' %1~" m"" _", .aJ 

),fJli ~)'~I y~ • )'~, ~ .. 4l;~ 
~""*"""""H~ i:'boY{ir'fkslll tl,r huuling el,'! rnilorJ 

" on tde i"errr keep awah I7"om !/CiHiing (hi hi B )], fdbl)~ 
.... ..... _Iii' ., 

thn n"zuQ.d of , pl. of J~ of f~ a 

and , 

, . )~Yt~~;i ~Li):'l ~ • ;+~r; ~t. ';'; ~? 'S!) 
(R), ,[k5-s1:l thn being trans1f](sitied bg lk1l:"Rany, 

" '-' , "T 
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(AKB) ; o~ with the' and 1:1 (A), whence [the tradition 

(A)] ~~~ \~t~«>;,;..; ~ ~1 YerilY!le, a .. uredlJ!le 

are Ihe mi&tre88e8 of J08eph (R,A) : though the sound pl. 

is not regular, universal (R). And 1M; nuds in the Tas

hIl iJ;l and iJ.d ; so that, s'o.ys Dm, whatever is oommen. 

surable with any of these four paradigms does not form.a 

[broken] pl. (Sn). The ultimate pl. [18] is the pl. whose 

initial is pronounced with Fatl,. : and whose third is a 

[non.compensatory (A, Fk)] , followed by two letters, 

[whether one of them be ineorporated into the other, as in . " , ".". y',c) , or not, as in ~l-e (R)] ; or by three, tbe middle 

one of which is quiescent (R, Jm, A, Fk, upon the 

diptotel, sucb that it and what follows it are not meant to 

be understood as separable [from the'] ( A) : while 

the letter next after the' is pronounced with Kasr not 

accidental (A, Fk), either expressed, [as in ~L.::; and 

~~ (YS)]; or understood, as in ~,;,; [and 15}~ 
, ", , ., 

(YS)], orig. ~"c) [731] (A, YS) and ;,ttJ..A [248] (ys). 
, ~ 

When the pl. is of this description, it is excluded fl'om 

the forms of Arabic ,ing8., because you do not find a ling. 

whose third is an' followed by two or three letters 

except when (1) its initial is pronounced with ::pamm, 8S 

~~ [395] : or ~) its' , is a compensation for olle of the 

two ~ s of relation, <a> really, as in I.:)t.;;, and ~, orlg. . ... 
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~ 8~d ~tt., 000 of the two 1$ s of relation being elided, 

aDd the J put as 8 compensation for it, [while the Hamza 

of e:ti, is pronounced with Fath for affinity to the f (Sn)] ; 
. " ,., 

or eonstructively, as in rLfl [and I,;)U (A)], the' of .. .. 
which was present before [the formation of the ,.el., so 
that it is a qU8si-compens8tion (YS)], as though the ,.et 

D,., • 8", 8 0, 

were formed from J,u, [hke ~ (YS, So),] or J,u, [like 

~t; (YS, So), and then one· of the two 1$ s were elided,. 

and the' put as a compensation for it (A)]: or (3} the 
second of the three [letters after the t ] is mobile, as in 

..... " ." ""., [the i1if. fl8. (YS)] W dislike and~f,k obedience 
. . '--'~ 

[below] (A, YS); for which ronson such as i'?~ [below] 

and lj;!;' ~ [253] are triptote (A): or (4) the secoud and 

third are accidental. added to denote "1I1alion, and meant 

to be un:ierstood as separable [from the' ], the canon 

. of which [accidental addition to denote ,.elation (Sn)] 

is that the second and third should not precede the ~ in 

existence, whether they be (ft) preceded by it, as in·[~~; 
I ,11* , ..... G 

and (An I$l~ [,.el& to·I,.4;1' (Jh)f 8 country .from 

which camphor is imported and lii, a city in AIYaman 

(Sn)]; or (b) inseparable [from the' (YS)], like ;)~ all 

assistant and ~~ cunning: contrary to such as" ~)W, 
" ",. • ", J "" 

[~~ (A), and ~~(YS),] which correspond to e.~lU_ 
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(A,YS), because [ille second and third, i. e.] the two 15 s, 

being found in the sing. [248], are not accidental in the pl. 

(YS) : or (5) the letter next after the I [is not pronounced 

with an originAl Kasr, but (A)] is (8) pronounced witla 

(a) Fat!}, 8S in ~;; [246] ; (b) :pamm, a8 in [the inf.. fl. 
G, ..,,, 

(YS)] ~)'~ ; (e) an accidental Kasr on ,\('count of the 

unsoundness [of the final (YS)], as in 1:)';; and I:)IJ;3, [ong. .. .. .' ." ., ", . . 
~t,3 and ~I~, the :pamma bemg converted Into Kasra 

(YS, Sn) for affinity to the 15 (Sn)] : (b) quiescent, as 
I ."." •• ", 0" .... 0. • 

in ~ pl. of iJ4A a weight, as in the saying ~ ~ 

~ He threw hi, weight upon him (A, YS), 1;,; being 

triptote because the quiescent in it next after the I has 
• • II ,,. 

no share In any vowel (A), smce J~ has no o. fe, in 

which the quiescent was mobile, contrar'y to such as ~I;~ 
(Sn). The reason why the ultimate pl. is so strong as to be 

equivalent to two causes [18] is, (U as the majority bold, 

becaufle it hilS no count.erpart among Arabic Bings.: (a) as 

for such as ~ and ~~r, which also have no counter. 

part among rings., the strength of their plurality is broken 

by their being pl,. of paucity, the predicament of which 

is that of sings [235]: (b) the opinion is attributed to S ' 

that ~ris a sing. ; and th~t for this reason the text has ~ 
.' .... ,... I 

~~ <.S! XVI. 68. [146], though thepron. refers torlAiYf ; , 
and the ring. may be qualified by it [146,235, 257], tbough 

Dot by any other pl. measure: but it would Dot be 
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r~~ • •• -correet to urge ,that~' occurs as a sing. in C).)i " 

name uf a plaee, because it is trllnsf~rred [4] ft'oln tbe pl., 

like ~~ ; nor in ~rbaked briolcs and J,;i[255], becaus~ 
they ~re fort'ign ; nor in ~f. beeause it is a corrupt, ano

malous, dial. VGr., the chaste ,pronunciation being :p;)'lnm 
I ,. 

of the Ham,za [872 J ; nOl' in ~4,' [238,255], because it is 
o iii 

an irregular pl. of i~:', or a pl, having no sing., as is , 

pro~ed by the saying 
-' ...... -',.--0 I~!:r~ 

~~, ~ •• i~'; ~ , , 
1 wa, brouJht to it, tu.\en my ,tr6llgtla ID'lU collectscl, tbe 

v. beingmadefem. [270] (R) :(c) R's argument, in which 

he follows fH ill the OM, that the felnininization of tbe 

v. proves Jl.r to br.> a pl., ill controvertible; for, the Com

mentators and L~xicologistj being Rgl'ced upon interpre

ting;t by;;; stren.1th" the femininization of its v. may be 

(rom regal'd to its meaning, not to its being pf. : while the' 

true version of the saying, which is by Abu Nukhaila, 

praising Hishim Ibn' C Abd AIMalik, is 
.... '0" .,., iii .... II ,........ - , JE .... ~ '" ., .... ,.. .. ,. 

~", yyo ~ W J..t;u • ~.t.j' et:p.A 4~ 
in the 2nd peT'., not the 1st, Tlwu wast brought to it 
(the Khili.fa),tohmcoZleoted as to thy IIrength; ontl, when, 

thou didU rise to the throne, tke thunder-,hower povred 

ao-n, i. e., the' doors of' bounty were opened; thouglt. 

it may be from another Rajaz poem. and God knows t 

(AKB): (2) as some say, because it is the ultimate 
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broken pl., [_8 explained aboveJ: (3) as "Otbers83Y, 

bec8u,e, having no counterpart among sing~., it resemb

les the foreign, which has no counterpart in the Arabic 

language; but, according to· this, it contains two causes, 

pluralization and quasi.foreignness, not one cause equi

valent to two ca'us~s : (4) a~ Jz says, because it contains 

pluralization and want ofa counterpart.amongsings., want,

of a counterpart being, according to him, an independent 

cause, not needing [to bJ comhined withJ plul·n.1ity ; so 

that, according to him also, it contains two causes; and 

the causes, according to him, are more than nine: (5) 

as IH says, because the pluralization is really repeated, 

as in :,~; or because this pl. is on the measure of the ' ... , .... 
pl. pl., as in ,,",~l_ .. : so.thn.t, according to him, its being 

the ultinute pl. has n'l effect .. This f\)l'~n [of pl.], how

ever, [in order tp be an independent preventive of 

triptote declension,] must be without ai, a condition 

-intended to exclu(ie such as i~i,; [253, 265J, because 

. ~he i approxima.tes the exprossion to the measure of the 

,Iring., as ~'1 [above], ~Y..; puIJlicit!l, Btld i;~,~ , so 

~hat the streDgth of its pl urality is somewhat 'broken (R J .. 

§.2~7. WJUlt [~follo1red by] JH ~entions in this sec-

tion is tbE grlari-pl. fl. (R on 89). Th~ fl. ij [sometimes] 

. applied to the collection, tbough it is not ~ broken pl. of 

its.ing; (8, M), but is [only a sing. n. applied to a m~l- . 
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. ..""" 8",., . 
titude {I Y ),] like & men, ~ a member of menfrom three 

tote", [and ~ a nil~er of men less than ten (Jh, KF),] 
except that it bas the same crude-form [ and composition 

's...... 8........ .0, 
(IY)] as its sing. (8, IY), while r,s [273J, ~, [and ~)] 
have crude-forms different from those of the Bing, because 

their sing. is J;.; a rnan (IY), as (1) ~ [OWn61'S of camel. 'I 
en ajoumey, exclusively,from ten upwards (IY), sing. 

o *' ...... 0 , 

~~ (8, IY), ~)footmen,pecle8t";'an', sing. ~~ (Jb, K,B 
•. ...... ' Q ..... • 

on XVII. 66)J, ,a- IrafJ.:UerB (S, M), &tng'r!'-- (IY), 
0."", • .... ...... D ,1 

like ~c'mpanions, sing. ~L..o , [~ birdB, fing. iTS:, 
D ..... 0 ,. ...... 

. (8);] ~ traders (8, IY),. Bing. ftU (IY), and '-:'r d,·in· __ 0 _ 

ker. [helowJ (8): (2) F' [tanned hides (IY), ,'ing. ~~, 
8'- • 8 - 8 .... (8, IY), J.i' partly tanned h,dLs, sing. ~" and ~f ... 

G .... G ......... 
• tanned hideB, sing. ,-:,~1 (8)] ; ~ [poles of tents (IY), .. 

D J..... 9.... .... 0 , 

Bing. ¥ (8, IY)] ; ~serfJa"ts (8, M), ling. r':?~ , and 

~ absent, sing. ~ti ( S), like;;=: guards, [sing. ;)~ 
. .,..... ,." e,. , 

(~F),] 8S ,~~ ~ra-~ LXXII. 8. Fillet/, with strong 

gua,ra" (K, B), where, being Bing., it is qualified by 'l.!~ , 
... .. ... 

wherealll, if its se~se were regarded, ,~~ would be said; . ... 
while a similar construction occurs in -~,~ '~li; ~I ~~i ..:J~1 • ~~~ (:;.<) ;ri~UJ,;,~r ... 
1 dread a small band of footmen or a small troop of camel- . 

riders going out ea..rIy in the morning I and (dread) the . 
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wolf ,jrSC4P him [(;2], a dop, whe&'e the poet 
." '*' 0" , 0 ..... . 

says 4.~~ (N),] because~) and J) are sings. (K): (3) 

~ [a herd ojcamels with their herdsmen and owners, as 
• , -J..... .,dO ". .... ,~"" .... • .... 

1SJ1L;; ''-4e ~)e: ,,0. a I~ I:)~ 
(1 Y)? by A I ij:utai'a , satirizing AzZibri~in Ibn Badr at· 

Tamlml 8~';Inba.b4, And, if thou owner of many sheep, 

'Vento they are oe:mee,;t 4f berd caroels, 

rest not in the night, meaning that the herd,men atay 

uw,~u"e all ri:ighl to keep ovee the ),] 
fJ ' 

and u~4 (8, M) a herd cif cows [with their herd.mten 
Jif .... 

",!f 'l', , ~-m- ", ..... """'~ 

(Jh)J, d8 in the reading ~ ~~ ~'4J' 1:)' II. 65. 
~ 

Yeelly "eeil of eOWS so 'ijiuch elwe 
0:....... 0 

G8 to cOIflfus6 us (IY), sings. ~ a he-camel and fj~ 

a COUI IY) ; and I:JL;. genii, .ing. ~ (KF) : 

(4) iwy:.iwble., ebiefi »)46J M)s orifo i;;.: Y), eing. 
I ... 9 ",0' 

\$f" (8,IY): (5) iJlJt (S, M) sharp in pace? said of he-asses 

(IY), sing. :~Lj, like i~ '" com.panions, sing. ~t,.; 

M), ,jingo ~te:, anY)Zo 

goat4, (8, 
fJ ... 

" 00,. 

anl' jU' 
s· ~ " 

like ~) (IY) : (7) raiders (8, M), as 

~t:..~ I:J~ ~ ~.~ Ii;;; • ;+:f ~~ ;.;. ~ ~ 
Ht4'4e lrnnde by f~£ght, tha4 ",ven rniPers 

are &Peary, ant/, '0 that even thq;; gene'r,}us CC£4rsel'C etc, 
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\ [501], sing. jll:, ; and [similarly (IY» ~; [camels toot 

. do noe return to tke tribe at evening (IY)], Bing. ~)~ , 
• ' • 8" •• , , 

and ~ inha6itants, ~,,"g. ~ (S, IY) : (8) r',s (1.1" 
8.... G., 8' 8 ,~ 

sing. r',s [255] (IY);)~, sing. ~ [255J (S), l./"'Uf 

tribe (K on VII. 160), sing. U:;1 (KF on u-,.; ) , and iw 
she-camels that have brought ./;Jrth twice, sing, ;S, (S) ; 

~ (M), sing. ~ [255] (IY) ; and ~~; herdsmen, [.ing. 

;6, 1 as ~~, read' in XXVIII. 23. [247] (R, B): (9) 
..... 0 . • .-. .,. , _ 

i~l broeAers [237], nng. t.' (S) : (10-11) ~~ and ~~ 
I, .. 

enemies, foes, sing. ,~ [868] (KF). This kind of n, 

(IY), such as..:J'; [above], ~~, etc. (SH), tho~gh it 
indicates multitude (IY), is not a [broken (IY)] pl. 

(IY, SH) of the sing. (IY), according to the soundest 

[opinion] (S~); but is a fJtIasi-pl. n. (MASH). The 
. G 0- • 

quasi-pl. n., as J.:'1 camels [232, 213] and ~ skeep, IS 

excluded [from IR's definition of the pl.1 because, 

although it indicates units [234], stiU tbose units are 

not intended [and indicated] by t$king the ~etter9 of its 
sing., and subjecting them to some alteration; but its 

. 0 .. 

sing. is a heteromorphous expression, like p-j a camel 
G .... D eo'- • , , 

and iU; a sheep: for, if it be said that ~ [above], ~ 

pl~r8ue1'~, and ~L;.. Are incl udclI in the definition, SiDC8 . 
G , ." 8........ : 

their sings. ~) , ~ , and ~ are of their crnde-forlDl, 
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as y~u see, ~; , e. g., being ~ken, and it~ letters altered, 
• """ 0 '" '. 

80 that it becomes~), I say that ~~ is Dot the sing. 
ao, 

of yS')' though they happeD. to have the same rad. 

tetters, beca\lse, if they were plll. of these ';'"g;., (1) they 

would not be pl •• of paucity, since the measures of .the 

latter are limited [235], but pls. of multitude; and the 

pl. of multitude does not make its dim. according to its 

own form, but is restored to its sing., while these are 
•• " 9 0,' 

not restored, AS ~~) and ~:!~ [285] : (2) they would 

be restor-ed to their sings. in forming the rel. [310], and 
I 0 , I, 
~) and ~L:j.. would not be said: (3) it would not be 

allowab1o to put the pron. relating to them into the Bing., 

.as in 2' ~~ ,;~[abovel and 

~ ~~t ;..~ ~ e • 4l'i~;; ;; ut.~ ~~i ,. , c;...-- " 
£271] (R on IH), from the odp. celebrated as the Lamiyat 

al'Arab, by As'hShanfara, Then they (the sand-grouse) 

gulped water do~ hastily, and afterwards passed, as 

though' thsg were, with the dawn, camel-riders from, Of." 

6f, U/ii4a, kurrying along, where the pron. relating t9 
8 ., D • J. . 

~) from its ep. ~ IS ring. (AKB). But Akh [below] 
, 

says that every n. which imports the sense of the pl. ~ and 
,. . '09' so .. 

whose ling. is an act. part, like ~ and ~r [above], 

Bings. ~t.,; and Y)~' is a broken pl., whose sing. 
f'" 

. is that ad. pari.; and it fDlIows from the opinion of A kb, 
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although he does not expressly declare it, that~' dis .. 
8 " 0 ...... 9'''' 8,' 8,,, f! " a", 

lant, ~ing. ~ , ~t , ~ , ~ and ~ , ~L,. J Ii,..., , 
.... J 9'., .1'.~I O~I 0, 0" 
iSD;l and~..o, ~.t ' r'ii and )',Jb, ~ and ~[237, 

• 0., 0 ..... 0, , Go" 

255J, sing'. ~ and ..,;.J5, is\.~ .. elders, sing. ~ , and 

"G:r..:t~; elders [273J, I>~;~;: asses [273J, and I.Ur!C she· 
. 0 ., 00, 9 ,. 

Gsses, ,ings. ~ , ~ , and \:Jut, are all broken pl •. , since 
\... GO"", Go" . 

they resemble ~';A-, and the like, because the pl. 

has an expression of its own composition applicable to an 

individual (R on SH) ; and [thus], according to Akh, the 

whole of the quasi·pl. 71'., that have sings. o( their own 

composition, are pls., contrary to the opinion of S : while,' 

. according to Fr, whatever has a Bing. of its own compo-

sition, whether it be a qUa8i·pl. fl., like':;; and ~, or 
b 0, 8 , 

a generic n., like,.:; and r') [254], is a pl. ; and whatever 

has not [such a sing.] is not [a pl.], such a n. as ~1 being , 
a Bing., according to him. As for the quasi-pl. n. and the 

generic n., that have no sing. of their own crude· form, they 
o 8 .. I 

are not pls., by common consent, as ~1 camel, aud ~~ 
o ,I " dwt; while the reason thllt a n. like ~'.;3 and ~ vine. 

gar has no n. un. with ·the Ii is that it has no individual 
o .' ..... 

distinguishable from another, as CW apples and,.s tHfM 
ha.ve [~54] (R on-IN). This sort [of qUalj·pl. n.], which 

bas no .ing. of its own crude-form, is mostly ftrm. [271J 

(~ on S8). I( it be said that some pi,. also, i. e.,. tho 
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"",. ", 
pl. of the assumed si1lg., as ~~ and ~.)~ [255], , , 

meaning [horsemen, and (KF)] partie.If [of people, going 
a..... 0 ...... 

in ever!! direction (Jh, KF)], and i~ pl .. of i"fto! [21,255, 

275], being excluded by the saying" intended [and indi

cated] by the letters of its ling." [234J, ought to be tunal·pl. . .', 
nt., like J.jl and ~ ,I say that the tjUaai-pl. '11.1. are such 

as import the sense of the pl., while differing from the 

measures peculiar to, or notorious in, the pl. ; whereas, 
, '" '" "-' the measure of such as ~~~ and ~.)~ lJeing peculiar , , 

9 .... • " to [256], and [the measure] of such as Ii~ being noto-

rious in [235], the pl., their measure necessitates their 

being pls. ; so that, a sing. being assumed for them, aa 

;~ .and ;,~~ , and as iW , like ;jl pl. ~ [246J, they 

have, 88 it were, a Bing. subjected to some alteration. Alld 
", 9,,,,,, '" 0.' 

aueh as ~~ pl. of f'o> [25j], ~~ pl. of ~ [255, 
, ,..". 8,. ..... 

285], and ~IJ.A pl. of ~ , are co-ordinated with the pl. of , 

the assumed ring., although they have a si.ng. of their own 

crude-form, becaUl~e it is not regular ; so that their ling • 
• , 0"". • (,0 ...... , ..... , 

is, as it were, ),s'~ or )\)~, ~, and ~ : and 
. " " similarl, the ~~~, Iradilion8 of the Pt'ophet [255], pl. . .. "., or o....~, not of the i3,~, used, because the latter 

denotes G Jacniou., lOrD .eor!! (may the Hke of It bo 

DaDned r) (R OIl IH). The difference between the pl., 

the ,u_-pl. n., and the collec;tive generic n. [254] is (J) 
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iel. : for the n. indicative of more than tUJO is (a) applied 

to denote an aggregate of units collected, indicating 

them as the repetition of the sing. with cOllpling [228] 

would indicate them; (b) applied to denote an aggregate 

of units, indicating them as the sing. indicates the whole 

of the parts of its named ; (c) applied to denote the 

essence, the consideration of individuality being neglect

ed in it : so the first is the pl., whether it have a Bing. 
08... 0,," 

of its own crude-form used, like ~J,. and 1,),-1 [237] ; or 

not,.like ~L;i separate companies, flocks, or iJ,evies : the 
... 

second is the quasi-pl. n., whether it have a sing. of its 
o~ 0., 8 ..... 

own crude-form, like ~) and ~ ; or not, like r,s and 

~) : and the third is the collective generic n., which is 
0· ... 

distinguished from its n. un. mostly by the i , as ~. and 
......... . , i.rJ [254] ; and sometimes by the ~ of relation, as r,) 
and ~,; [294] : (2) lit. : for, (a) if the n. indicative of 

... 
more than two have no sing. of its own crude-form, then, 

(a) if it be upon a measure peculiar to the pl., as ~4i 
.... 

, " • D.,. •• 

and ~ .... ~ , or prevalent 10 the pl., as \o:I~I , it is a pl. of an 
8 ...... 

assumed sing. : (a.) we say that ,"=,,~I is upon ~ preva-
a ..... 

lent measure, because Jla.;1 is extraordinary in .ings., as 
8,0 •• '" •• 
)~I &AT- [146]: thIs IS the opinion of some GG ; ...... 
but most of them hold that Jl::dl is a measure peculiar 

• ,... 0 ... ·' 
to the pl., and make )~, &AT- a qualification of the 
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ling. by the pl. [235, 256J5 for which renson 1M in 

the Kafiya mentions only the [measure] peculiar to the 
~o. 0 6 • 

i_i~' not pl. '-:'r ' YJ=- IS common 
•• the i,±ettlezl A ~i(,±b8 :zznd no,n,llit y!r' 

is peculiar to the nomads: (b) if not, is zz;e., 

as~; and 3.;1 : (b) if it have a 8in.~. of its own crude

form, then, (a) if it be distinguished from its sing. by 

of thn ..s relz,tion zzzr Ii. femininiza-

tionz rwhiz:;h in itzz (S,.-&) J it is, nnt zzarinbly 
o , 00" 

fem., a collective generic n· z as and;+'J [254 z 294J ; 
• • 0' 0 ... ' 

and, when InvarIably fem., a pl., as ~ and ~ [238] :. 

it bn not zzo [bistinguished (bn)], then, ifit accord 
"-%Yith the pre%Y,.-zding me~lsu%Ye%Y of the [tf5, 

it is a pl., so long as it is not equal with the ieing. in bning 

masc, [270], and in having a rel, n. formed to it [3IOJ, 

in which ease it a qz.?;ab-i·pl, n., fozz whic~ reason ..sf 
ae4';1Qe~n to a of il is eqnal 

the 

eided to a 

." hOi 'f" z~l{\ W UT/, I izz 
~ .... ~ 

beh:&g 'iiT/J.se. T/nd ~~ Jfding·cae§Jls i%Y de-

'of i;,.;; bee%Yn~se they Jay 

• • ww- 0 ., 90~ ~ ..... 
ul., IS fjUizzJf,-pt i n., %YzS '-I'mz.~ T/nd ic.'f) beeT/use e§.U 

is not one of the pl, formations, contrary to the oph::&ion 

of Akh [ahove]. As for the integral generic n., like 
.?; ~(. T" 8... • ., 
~"-%Yldk, J\..O Yr st%Ytkzng, It (toes not indl-
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cate more than two, [nor t",o (Sn)]: for it is applicable to . 
8'· , 

little and much; though, when~,. is said, with the 

i , it is an unequivocal designation of unily [254, 336] 

(A). J.d is not regular in [the quasi-pl. of] J.~ , so , 
. 0·' •• ~ 

that ~ and ~ are not said (R on SH). As for 
0, 1\ ,! 8, ." , 
~ and IJI.U, like ~ and )',Jb , some I!!ention that they 

are quasi-pl. ns. ; but 1M says in the Tashll that, accord

ing to the flountIest [opinion], they are paradigms of the , ,. 
broken pl. [237, 239, 2551. IS holds that i..lu is a , 
tJ1Mlsi-pl., not a broken pl., because it is not regular 

inany formation [of aing. (Sn)], but is remembered in six 
• 0, • , ., 

measures, (1) J..d , as ~ [239] and i~ hull.; (2) 
." .~ 00 0,. •• 
J,u , as It;'; [243, 246] ; (3) ~, as ~ pl. of ~ .econcl 

in rank as a chit':/, [like the Mini,ter in relation to the 

&vereign (S~)] ; (4) j~, a~ 'iJ.~ ga6elles ; (5) ~ as 

.,. 8 11* 0 ... 0 

&.ll [246]; (6) ~, as ~ [246] : t.he source of all , .., 
that being report, not analogy (A). 

§ 258. The [Bing. (8, R)] n. containing the sign of 

femininization is [sometimes (R)] applied to [the indi

vidual and (8, M)] the collection [under one form (S, M»), 

as [~ Saint John' 8 ",orl (M), an odoriferous plant (IY),] 

~ lOall~barle.!l gral8 {248. 272], ~ti" tamuiB" IrBe8. 

and ,t".1L; [273] (8, Mfa), a plant [grorring] itt flI(J,tsr «( Y), 
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the no un. being distinguished by the ep. [i~,; (S,~)], 

as [i~~ i~ (IY),] i~,; b;.;' "and i~,; ~'Gi' 
(S, IY, R) ; not by the S [254], because two signs of 

femininization are not combined (IY, R) in one word 

(I Y). But ~: i; is transmitted, which, according to S, ... , 
is anomalous, because the' in ~ , aecording to him, 

is for femininizatiGn : while, according to Akh, the' is 

for co-ordination with & [392] ; so that, according 

to him, ~ is pronounced with TanwIn, triptote ; and 
• 0, ..... • ..... 
~ is not anomalous (ft). You say su,), and sl.i.l.# 

"._ " ell' 
[272], because the' of ~)' and ~ is [for co-ordina. .. 
tion (lY, R),] not for femininization (8, IY, R) : but some 

.. 0 .. 

of the Arabs pronounce ~ without TanwIn, holding the 
8, ., "0", 

I to be for femininization; so that they say s~f, ~ (R). 

Some [lexicologists (R)1 mention that the n. un. of ~r;;c, 

and ~r; ';i reeds or caneB [273] is ~" and i;.;; [with 

mobilization of the e (R)] : and, as for ~r.iC; , its n. un. . . ..... , 
IS said by As to be ~, and by AZ [and Fr (IY)] to .. 
be UL: (lY, R). And ~r.J.;, sometimes forms the 

• "', '" '- ., --,0·, 

broken pls. ~~ a.nd cs'~ , like ~~ [248] (ft). 

~ 259. The n. is [sometimes] made to accord with 

another [beeause of their approximation (IY)] in sense; 
;., "., I 

and therefore takes its fl., as ~,. sick, fSlft ma"!J!I. 
U2 
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~ ~, ,~ A, 

[~ crippled (IY)], ~ rerishing, cs3~ dtad, cs'-+> 
• f· • 

~tupid, [and J,l foolish elY),] which are made to accord 

}Vith ~. i~46], ~u, ~;;.; hamstrung, ~, and 
0, ., ... 

8i~ilar i~tances of ~ i. q. J~ (M), because they 
. . 

participate with it in the [sense of] d~8agre~q1Jle (IY). 

~ is 0"9. pl. of ~ i. q. J,;~; ill ~he senJle 0(p,tft~f}le4 
(~). And what r~~embles J!~ i. q. J,;r; in [this (~)1 
sense is made to ac{'ord with it, ,ide (I) j!~ i. q. ~14, 
(which is the nearest, because of its rcsembl$nce to thp 

8.". 0.". ,., 

former ~ in (orip and seose (R),] as uQ,~ pl. ~J" ; 

(2)~,·as~pl. ~;;(3) ~Lj, as ~ pl.~; (4). 

/:;, ,as ~r pl.~;; (R,IA,A); (5) ~f, as [J;':fpl. (A)l 

~:.; (R, A) and [~F' pl. {J~I)]~;; (R); (6) ..;.y.;;, 
, ,. , ..... 0 ., , "~",,,. " 

as l;)f;S'- pl. ~r (R, A), whenee l;o, ~F u.-UJt ~.tj 
..... " ., " 

~A ~ XXII. 2~ 4nd thou~""a~t aee men as though 

they were drunken, tDhen tAey are ~f)t really drunken, 
- J ,., 

~~ read by aamza and Ks (A)~ aod I.:.J~V werzlened by 

joumeJIifl~, [so that he is heav!J u:ith seeep (Jh),] pl. ~~; 
(R), as e ~ t:t [62] (Jh). Bat that does not occ~r 

,.; ,., 
regularly, 80 that ~ and ~ are ~ot ~d (IY, R) as 

p18. of J!~ ; 'tt;,ggardly and ~! .: ailing (IV). And ~ in 

other cases is dependent upon memory, . as ;;, cletJer, pl~ 
. "". ~- - . -_. ,. -
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-~, which does not contain that sense; o.nd.~)S sharp, 
, , 

~, ,~ 

pl. ~)j) (A). As for~, it is made to accord with 
", . ., . ., . 
~ as being its opp. (R) .. And such words, though 

often made to acco:'d with the sense, are sometimes made 
• " 0', • 

. to accord With the form, as (1) 0~t' and uG~ , ltke 
,,. 8' ,,. 0 ...... ' 

[~~# and] u~ [246]: (2) 0.r..J7" and ~~ , hke , 

[0~ and]~~ [239], because ~ and Jd approxi-
" G Ii , 

mate one to the other: (3) 0""lsD and ~b, like , 
,., 0 ., 0 0 "....... . 

~,~L:.and ~~ [247]: (4) ,-=,,~[pl. of,-=,,~' (Jb,AAz)], 

according to analogy [249J, whence the saying [of Duraid 

Ibn, A~imma (AAz)] 
• , , •• ", o,."f~ , 0 ., .> ,......,; ,. 

y~ ~, .~l.iD -~, D • &l ~ Y, ~h I •• ' L. ,.~ . " ..,.". ~ ",. , ...,. 
. e 

(ty) 1 ha-venot seen, ~1 being red., nor have 1 heard tif, like 
the one that I have seen to:.da1/, a smearer 0/ mangg 

,he· camels with pitch (AAZ). Similarly ;'4.f 'liidow 
.",. .,~ ,; ,. 

, and ~~ orphans are made to accord with ~~j suffe,.. 

"ng pain and ~(~ having pain in t1i~ belly (M). ~ 
. . , ,. ., , . . 

[in the mate. (R)] is ON,. pl. of ~~ (250]; while J,d , 

and ~id are often asfJociatedJ like J. Je; and ';"1 .,. ,; 
o , .. .", 

(lY, R); 80 that ~ sometim'es takes the pl. ~l:d, 88 

.~" ., ;" ei pl. ~~ [289] and ~ pl. ~~~, because made to 
"e.. ;', ... 

accord with ~~ pl. 1.5)~ [250] (R) : and then H' and 
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~ ~ , [participating with the cat. of ~ in sense,. because 

the widow and orpban must suffer grief and pain, and 

also approximating to it in form, take the pl. ;'lJ and 
;~ ; so that they (R)] are made to accord with ~ 

(IY, R), which is made to accord with ~id (R). but' 
)l.d is dependent upon memory as pl. of such as ~ , 
a·J5. & ' .,..II'. . 
r1.' , r! ~ ,~) hurl tn IAe Aeacl, saId of a sheep, [pl. 

~1) (Sn),1 and ~L£, [255] (A). . 
§ 260. The elideCl [letter] is restored in the broken 

• , , q ~ _ 8 '" 0. ' _ & • 0 " -. 
,I" as i,U, pl. 1Iu.t and sL.;t pl~ 1I~ [234],~, pz. Il.w.' , , , 

., -- I, 0.. T' I , 
[667], ~ pi,. ~'andl5~ (M),andr>pl.' .... ~ [and ~j)J. 

That [tril.] which is curtailed of a letter, and ·remains 
lnZ., is of two kinds, (1) what has the i of femininization 
affixed to it as a quasi-compensation for the elided, like 
• , , 0, , 0,. .". D , 

i.\.w [265], W , i,U" and iU. ; (2) what has no i in it, like 
• • 0"..... • 
[~ ,] ~ , and r> (IY). What 18 biZ., and contains the .. 
i of femininization [244], is [ordinarily (IY)] pluralized 

G '"'' 8 ' , 
with the [ , and (IY)] '=-', [as ,=-,t,A- and '=-'~ , through the 
influence of the i at its end (IY)]; and [sometimes (IY)] 

~ith the, and ~, [as 0,)'; and ~,li _(IY), like the 
, ., . 

masc., as 0~ (8)]: but occasionally makes a broken 

pl., in which [caSe (IY)] the elided [letter (8)] is res-
0;, • 0 .... 0 ,. • .". 

. tored, as i,U, a hp, pl. 1IW" and iL.;t II 'Mel', pl. ~ (S,IY). 

The measure of ili. ~nd il4. is u:; , the o./. being' 
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..... " ., 0... ..... . 

~ and ~rt [275, 683], with quiescence of the e ' for 
0, 8' 0 .... ·, 8~ 

which reason the pl. is .lu. and .4-t , like ~ pl. '-='~ 
", , 

[238], and the J being a I ; and, when the J is elided, 

the e is pronounced with Fat1;l, because of the vicinity 

of the i offemiuinization, 80 that the, ofi;..t is converted 

into' [684, 719]: while Sf holds that their o.f. is 5e';, 
and ist~ with mobilization of the e ' their broken pl. 

a " .............. a .... 
being upon the measure J~ , like ~) pl. yli; [238] ; 

but the right view is what we have mentioned,. because 
0 .... 0 ..... 8', .... 

the cat. of ~ is more numerous than that of~ (IY). 

And they say i; pl. 1$;' [288, 254], and U; pl. ;,J, mak
ing their broken pl. according to the o. f" like the broken 

,1. of their counterparts that are not curtailed, as i;lf 
*' pl. ,;.s- [238]. What is bil., and does not contain the 

sign of femininization [719], (1) when its o. f. is j;;, has . ".. ., o. 
for its broken pl., in paucity, Ju' , as ~ pl. ~f (243, 256J; 

* 
- 0" B" 1"" I, 

and, in multitud(>, ~ and J,u , as I\"o~ and ~~ [243] : 
B"" 

(2) when its o. f. is Ju , has for its broken pl., in pauci-
'to ''',.. B .. B'" 1"'-

ty, ",\,&j' J as y' [orig. r.' (Jb, KF),] pl. 14', and, as Yas-
... B,.. ~~_ 

serts, t" [oriB"'" (Jh),] ,1.1~' ; while [iamultitude] 
.,. 0,..... 0..... . 

they say ,-=,,,,~, like "-I~ pl. ~~~ [239J (8). As for . . . ........... 
~~ [667], Its o.f. IS &.tw, With Fatl} of the e ' as is 

shown by their saying :1i:J in its p/~ ofp"ueity ; whereas, 
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"0' 8,·" . II, 
if it were JaJ [237], ..x....f would be said. The o. f. of c..\:!' 

is ~~ with quiescence of the e ' without dispute: and, 
00... "..." becnuS'e it is J.ai , its pl. of paucity is Jut [287], as ~f , .. . " . " like J~f and ~t [243]; while [in multitude] they say 

.. iO 

II '. ., •• , 
1.5~ (lY). AccordIng to S (Jh), the o. f. of r> is IS"~' 
(Jh, IY); while Akh ~nd Mb hold that its 0 f. is ;;; t 
8S is shown, say they, by the fact t.hnt the poet, when 

constl'ained, reverts to the 0./., as in 

t:.ln' wiu..,~ l~:. d, # G.: '~.":'J.; uLit~r 'i: I CD 1,j 
] " ~~, )-U~ ;.- ~ 

[by AliJu.ain Ibn AII;Tumiim aIMurrl~ Then rile are 

not such that oUr wO'unds bleed upon the heels; but "pan 

our feet. drops the blood (T t AKB),] and 
,~, ,. , 0' .... ,."... ",., • "" , ..... 
LA~ ~ ~ 4r: i~ • (.io:~r- '=-'~ ~l{ 

. ~ 

" I t.~ _ ~ ; I ~ ", ." 0, .... ' 0 '- , , . l.o~, r~ ~ '~: • ~~~~ 
[Like a wild COfs that missed her calf, wAen the ashen 

wolves, or dogs, had lnougM 1018 cifhim upon her~ STtewas -heedles8;and afterwards fJame, llellcing him; and lo, she W48 

alone with bones and blood! (AKB)]: but the right view 

is the first (IY), because iu pi,. [of multitude (IY)] are 

iGo~ and ~; , like ;;., pi,. J~ [287] and ;!~ I and ;i; I 
_'1:( I' I pi,. ~~ and ~j) [287, 248] (Jh, Y); whereas, says S, if ... ... 

fI/J, __ ,. 

it were like w and ~,it would nat have those pi,. 
, #fI'.. ",tJ. , " , 

(Jb); while e1' ~,~, ~~;, [like el' ~ 'c>u, ] 
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is according to the dial. of those -who abbreviate [231] .. , 
(1Y), saying L.~ (AKB). The broken pi,. of the bil,., 

therefore, are analogous to those of their count~rparts 

tl1at are not curtailed ; but the bil,. in the language are 

few (8). 

§ 261. The [irrational] male. [no (IY)] that has no 

broken pl. is pluralized with the [' and (M)] Io:.J , as 
• ,.." 0 ......... 

~li~r [234,255] (8, M), 1o:.JL.~ [17, 234, 255], and 
• , 0 " • iii, .lIUut,l (S), Bing. u~ra tent of ootton ([Y), r~ a hoe hath 

I • 
(Jh,KF), and ~',1 a portico, palace (KF) ; and [hence (8)] 

;.,~ ;-~ j4 bulky Ae-camel, [234, 255] and ~~ ~ 
o .... • , 

long-bodied [234] (8, M) and 1o:.J~J, 6ig [255] (8), 
•• , 0... 8 ., 

'ing. ~ (8, IY) and ~ ([Y) and ~; (KF). In 

such cases they are constrained to have recourse to the 

pl. witb the f and ~ , though it is not the regular form, 

because the broken pl. does not occur, while the pl. 

with the, $nd ~ is disallowed for want of its condition 
. . .. " 

[234] (R). But they do not say 1o:.Jlii!'~ J since they 
, " 8 " 

say ~~ (8, 1f, R), ring. ~~ [below] (8, IY) a sock 

of wool or other material ([Y). And theftm. not con
taining the sign of femininizatioll is treated in this way 

0 ..... 0"",. 0,.,.. 

(8) : you do not say I;.tu..:~ [or 1o:.J~ or Io:.JI 'P I S\ ! (8)], 
, " , .... .". 

~jnce you say ~~ hoop of camels (8, R), r'!w.liltls . 
- - .. 

'~-
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f- -- -_.-r-- ,"'" • • " 
.Ji,,!!!," an~ ~ 1'P{lmg~i'M ; whIle they SRY ~~ 

[241], since they do not give ~ a broken pl. (8). They 
8 ; ;, 0 ;' 

say, however, ~u~, [ling. ,,=,'X (S, IY, R) a ttnt-pole 
; ; 

(IY, B),] notwithstanding their saying :,,; (8, M. R). 
8 ;" 

a broken pl. (IY, R), as they say ~~ wedding' or 
8 ; •• 

UJedding:fea8ts [241] and 1.1'~' ; and some of them say 

:.,~~ [and ~~ (Jh)] aspl. of JUa north wi"d (8): 
; 

but that is rare, to be remembered, and not copied (lY). 
e " , " 

As for ~~ [above], 8 mentions that only ~~ has 
; ; 

, ;' 
been heard from them in its pl. ; but others allow u}f~, 

,.", . " , "" 
like u-;~ pl. of ~~ a handsome youth, ~ pl. of 

; 

~ a grave chief, ~~ pl,' of ~~ a captain oftAe 

people (D), and ~,~ pl. of ~,~ [395] (CD). 
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C II APT E R V 1 I I. 

THE INDETERMINATE NOUN AND THE 
DE T E R MIN ATE. 

. 
§ 262. The n. is [of two kinds (Sb, KN),] indel. and 

det. (Aud, Sh, KN). The del. means the Imoum thing, 

and the indet. the unknoton (I V). The indeterminate

ness of a thing means its being common 10 [the individu

al8 <if.] il8 genus, and being an un.moton part of a whole, 

except in the non-aff. [sentence]," as ~; ~;t; ~ Not a 

man has come to me, where it denotes totality of 11,6 

genus [below] (R on IH). The inrJel. is t~e primal'Y 

form (IY, Aud, Sh, A, Fk), becanse [the n. at first is 
. 8, ... 

indet., like ~) a man, which denotes ever!l one of the 
genus; and afterwards what particularizes it by deter

minati?n is prefixed to it, in order that it may denote 
, ,. f 

one, to the exclusion of the rest, of its genus, like J.~r 
the man, which is restricted to a particular man: so that 

(IY)] no del. is found, but has an indet. (IY, A), except 

the name of j"f God [52], because lIe has no partner 

(IY) ; whereas many indels. are found that have no 

tkt. (A) .. And the del. is secondary (IY, Aud, Sh,Fk). 

The indet. is what is common to [the individuals of(YS)] 
a genus (M, KN) o.bjectively (Fk) existing (KN), like 

143 
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1:.; a man (M, Fk), which is applicable to ever!! [adull 
(Fk)] male [speaking animal (Fk» of the sons of Adam 

(IY, Fk), and;'; a horsB (M), which is applicable to 

every neig1ling quadruped (IY) ; or nssump.d (KN) to be 

. objectively existing, like ~.; ;, a sun, which is applicable 

to a multiple, because it is applied to denote the diurnal 

,tar 'u,',08e appearance effaces the presence of night, 

although only this single individual is objectively exist

ing : what is considered in the indet. being its applica .. 

bility to, not the existence of, Multiplicity; while the 

pluralization of ~.: ,~, ,as in the saying [of Al Ashtar an 

Nnkhn'i (T)) 
" , ."... 0., 7 .,,, 'G"'~' _ A ~ r:' ,.,..,,; 

~~ elA4." ~r' ~~j • Alu,j ~ ~~, ~ 
[ Upon whom the iron will be hot, 80 that it will be £II 

though it were aft'll'" of lightning or a beam of suns (T)1 
is from regard to the renewal [of the rising (Tn of the 

sun on every day (E'k). The indet" (1) when it occurs 

in th.e suite of negation, prohibition, or interrogation, (a) 

apparently denotes totality of the genua [above], whether 

it be sing" du" or pl. : (b) possibly does not denote 
, ...... 8,,, , 

totalit!J, because of the context, as ~ ~'j ~) ~.~ Lo 
C 8" ., 

So' ':> One man ',a8 not come to me, but two met, or ~J, .~ 

but men, ~~r c; ~i;; ~.t; t,.; Two men that are tAil , , 

brothers "have nOI~ome ~o'me, .nnd ~~1;; j~ ~.t; J;, 
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Have any men· that a're thy brothers come to thee f j or, 
but less. probably, with no restriction [by the context], 

• G ,.... '" 

for whIch reason~) ~ Not a man (is) or A man (is) not 

[547], apparently denotes totality, but possibly 80mething 
.. 

elBe: (c) unequivocally denotes .totality, when ~ is pre-
'" . ,..... -, '" 

fixed to It, as~) ~ ~.:L:;.l.t [499], for which l'eaSOD. 

,~, " . 
~) ~ not any man, which implies ~ [99,647], is a desig-

• 
nation of totality; (a) this ~ ... ' though red" as the 

GG predicate of it, still imports. designation of totality 
• 

[499], because it is orig. the inceptive ~ ; an.d, when 

totality of the gMUS is meant, you begin at the finite 

end, which is one, and omit the higher end, which is 

infinite, because it is unlimited, as though YOli said This 

genus l,aB not oome to me, from one of them to infinity: 

(2) when it occurs in something else than negation, prohi

bition, and interrogation, (a) apparently laoks totality: 

(b) sometimes denotes totality, by a trope, often if it be an 
...... 0-0 o ...... " ,. 

inch., as !~, ~ p::. ~) [25] ; seldom In any other case, 
41 .... cD .... A 00 .... II .......... 

as ~~ lA ~ ~ LXXXII. 5. A. Boul B/,alllcnow what 
'" 

it hath committed: (a) the proof that, in the aJf. 

{sentence], it is tropical in [the signification of] gener

.JIlitll, contrary tQ the n. made literally [not ideally] del. 

·by the J [599], as in ~~ ~ ~ ;~~ Tlae dinar is 
... . 

/Jette". than tke dirAam,· is that the totality is preconceiva-
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ble with that J without the context [explanatory] ofpJir

ticularity, while the lack of totality is preconeeivable 

with the indet. without the context [explanatory] of 

generality, preconceivability without an [e-xplanatory] 

.content b~ing one of the strongest proofs of the proper 

[as opposed to the tropical] signification (R). The inde,. 

[ig what (lA, Aud)] (1) J'eceives j(, when determinative 

'(1M), like 1;.; (lA, Aud, A), as ~~ (IA): (2) occurs in 

the place ot what has been mentioned (1M), i. e., what re--, ' ... 
ceive~[the determinative (Aud)]lJf, like,~ [i. q. ~Lo 

(lA, A)], b6cau~e it occurs in the place of ~~ (lA, 
". - . ..... , . 

. Aud, A) ; a~~)ike I;)'" and LA , [when condo and interrog., 
'contrary to the opinion of IK upon the two interrog8.~ 
which, according to him, are del., and when qualified 
. . ,-
.indets. also (A),] because ~hey occur in the place of' ~L.u:.ll 

0·.....·... " 
[ or (JQ.~ 1 and ~~ [182, 180]; and like L.:t with 
. * 
TanwJn [187, 19~, 60~], because it occurs in the place 

* , , c , 
of13~ (Aud, A). Its sign is that it receives (1) "':').' 

8 ,..... ,..... ., 

[like ~) (Sh),] as ~) "':') [505] (IY, Sh): for, if you 
'" , ." ,. , 

.()bj~ct that you say ~)~) [168, 498], and the poet 
_'" ,,0 'ff' . 

. says eJt i!X! ~) [160], while the prone i3 det., I say that 

·we do not admit the pron., in what you have cited, to be 
"del. ; b:ut on the contrary, it is indet., because it relat~ 

." , , til ...... 

·to what follows it, vide ~) and.i!~ ,-whieh.are i"de4 
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- " .... 
[below] (Sh) : (2) the J , as ~jJf [above] (IY). Some 

indet,. are more indet. than others (IY, Fk), what is more' 

. general being more· extreme in indeterminateness : and 

according to this, J~ a tAing is more indet. than ;:.~ 
a body, because every body is a thing, but every thi~g 

•• 9,,,,, . 0,', 
is not a body ; ~ than l;)'~ an ammal ; l;)'~ than 
• .... • .... 0 , ... l;)wl a human being ; and l;)Wl than ~) a man and 
"~ " . iftoJ a 'WOman (IY). The rule IS that, when the tndet. ~as 

other mdet,. included under it, then, if it be not inc1uded 

\1nder any other, it is the most indet. of the indets. ; but, 
if it be included under another, it is more genera1 in 

relation to what is included under it, and more particular 

in relation to what it is included uDder (Fk). The del. 

is what denotes a particular eking (M, IH), being pecu
liar to one oJ tAe genus, and not extending to others. 
That depends upon the knowledge of tbe person ad

dressed, not of the speaker, since the speaker sometimes 
mentions what is known to him, but unknown to the 

perRon addressed, as ~ I5J'~ ~ In my ~ouse is a man 
o .... , 

and l;)~ ~ I have a gart/en, when he knows the man 
'" 

and garden; while even the speaker sometimes does not . , e..". , o. ." ~ .". ....... J 

~now it, as ~.rs' ;,.b; ~i ·t·I ~ ~ cs! loll 1 am i~ 
~l6fArc"6ofa male slave to buy, and of a houstto hire, whep 
.Ile.does not intend any particular thing (IY). 'r!le def. 
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. . .... 

is (1) ",hat does not receive Jt at all, nor occur in the 
.. . 00' .0, 

place of what receIves It, hke w.:) Zaid and 'r 'Amr 
..... 

[599] ; (2) what receives Jf , bllt when not determinative, 
8" •• , 8 Ii " ..... 

like ~)~ [11], IJI'~, and cl~, the Jf prefixed to which .. 
denotes allusion to an original meaning in them [599] 

(Aud). It is (1) the prune [160] : (2) the proper name 
. [4] (M, IH, lA, Aud, Sh, A, Fk) : (3) the vague (M, IH) 

fie (IY), which is [one of] two things (M), Co.) the dem 

(111] ; (b) the conjunct [176] (M, R, lA, Aud, Sh, A, }4'k): 

(4) the synarthrous [599] : (5) the n. [ideally (M, IH)] 
pre. to one of these [111] (M. lH, lA, Aud, Sh, A, Fk): 
(6) the [indet. (Sn)] 1'00. (IH, Aud, A, Fk)specifically in

tended [48], which is added [in the CK(A)] by 1M (A, Fk), 

who is followed in the Aud by lHsh (Fk) ; while some 

GG do not l'eckon it [separately] among the dets., 

because it is a branch of the pron., since it is del. beca,use 

of its occurrence in the place of the cl of the second pers. 

(R) :(7) the interrog.;; and L., whichare added by lK 

(A). Some det., are more det. [than others], the n. 

being more del. whenever it is morc particular (IY). The 

most det. oftbem is the l' ron. (M, A), according to· the 

[most (A)] correct opinion (IY, A), which is that of S 

and the majority, who argue that there is no homonymy 

in the pron., because it is particularized by what it relates 

to, for which reason it is not qualified. and does not qua-
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lify [147] (IY) : then the proper DAme (M, A), becAtlse, 

though homonymy occurs in it, and it is llualified, it does 

not qualify (IY): then the vague (M), [first] the demo (A), 

because the demo is qualified and qualifies, and the ep. 

is not more particular than the qualified [148] (IY) ; 
and then the conjunct (A) ! then the synarthrous (N, A), 

which is the vaguest of the dels., and the nearest of them 

to the indets., that being shown by the fact that it is 
., 0 .. 

sometimes equal in sense to the anarthrous, as ~r 
... 

• C I drank water or,so; (IY). As for the pre. [to a 

dBt. (8h)], it (1) ranks with what it is pre. to (M, Sb), 

except only the pre. to the pron., which ranks not with 

the pron., but with the proper Dame: this is the correct 

opinion: (2) as 80me assert, alwaYIli ranks with what is 

[next] below that det. : (3) as others hold, ranks with 

that det. unrestrictedly, the prone not being excepted: 

but the second opinion is falsified by the snyiug [of Imra 

al'ais (AhI)] 

~ it:;; ~&i ~,;~~ ... ~,~ ,u..; ~~ ~ cl)::LJ 
Then ke overtook tbem, when the place w/lBre the headstall 

is fastened kad nol sweated, passing swiftly, like tke per

forated tDAirling ploy thing of the boy,' the pre. to the 

synarthrous being here qualified by the synarthrous, 

though the ep. is not more det. than the qualified [148] ; 
, ., ., ,.", 

and the third b'y their .saying.tt .;~~ f!rj ~),. 1 palled 
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by Zaid· thy companion (Sh). Some one has arranged 

the aetl. in a metrical table of pre.cedE'nce 

~1j;';:; ~Lt~r~U • ~'~J;;~lJl ,,*,7t 
, "J ,,, ...... ......, , , ,.". ~:o ' , , • , 
u~ .J 15~ ~) ~ • I..iW" e~' ,~ I~, 

II,. ,. "0"fJ 'fli ., II' "" • .... ~ 
~ ~D alw. J!l+'rAlJ ~, 15~ ~1 ~' ,. ..,,,,,,,,,, 

The most del. of the)n is tile pron.; after it the proper 

flame; then the dem.; then a conjunct tha,t has com· 
pleted the tale of vngue m.; an~ after it the 'lInarth. 

roUl ; wllile the pre. ranks with what it is pre. to, ezcept 

that which has been pre. to the pron., for oerily it is 

like the well kuown proper name (MAd). The most det. 

of the prons. is the pron. of the 1st pers.; then [the 

l,,·on.] of the 2nd p~r8., [because sometimes two or 

more persons are in the speaker's presence, so that one 

does not know which of them he is addressing (IY)] ; 
then [the pron. (IY)] of the 3rd per,. (M, A) free from 

vaguenE'ss (.\), i. e., relating to a del., or to an indet. 

particularized by the ep. (Sn). As to [whether (Sh)} 

the pron. [of the 3rd pers. (f)n)] relating to the inciet. 

[be indet. or det. (Sh)], the GG hold different opinions 
(Sh, Sn), (1.) thatitis indet., unrestrictedly (Sh): (i) that 
it is aet., unrestrictedly (Bb, Sn), which is the opinion 

of the majority (Sn): (3) tbat it is (a) indet., if tbe 

1 . '1 - .J - • G'''' I.' indet. that it re ates to IS necessarl y i"fWlfSt., as 1U ~)~) 
tII,- '.' 

and eJi i!~ ~) [above], because the indet. here is asp., 

and the 8p. [according. to the BB (MAd)] is only indet. 
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[83]"; and (b) det., if the inaet. that it relates to is allo,,~ 
" ........... " b 

Rbly ir.det., as io KlA.fU ~1~ •. A. man came to me, 

and I honored kim, because the indet. here is an ag., aod 

the ago may oe indet. or del. (Sb) : (4) thai; Its is said 

[by R] (Sn), the pron., when it relates to an indet. [pre

viously (R on § 262, Sn)] particularized by 80me predi-

. eament, is del., 8S ~;~;:;.;.; ~.'t; A man came to me, 

and I beat him, [because this pron. relates to 1M, man, 
wAo came to me, not to any other man (R 011 § 262)] : and . 

otherwise is indet. (R 00 §§ 262,449, So), as ;i;f ~~ ;;..a 
el[449] (R ong 262), where the prim. latent in~" relates 

•• , .". ,,. 'Ci' -' '''' , • 
to~ (AKB), whence~)&f)[above] (R,So), ~)~ ... 

.". ,,, ..... . 
,nnd~) ~ Most evi~, Rnd MOBt escellent1tshe asamanl 

(R), ~ L4J 4 0 marvel at it al a 'tory or fact! (48, 84], .. 
~~ ~')' ~: [53S] (R,'So), aod (-frl~~"j iU.~: Many ,,, ." , '". -, 
'a 'heep etc! [223, 5381 where the P'I'om. are all indel., 

since the indel. related to is oot previously partioutarized 

by any predicament; whereas !!~~ ~/~;~; would 

d 4:. "",.~ .,.~ ,." 

Dot be allo1\tablef ao sImilarly 4 d £\.U',; 11'~;- au. JS'" , .. . , 
(aSS), because the pron; becomes det. by its relating to 

,an ind,t. particularized by an ep. (R): and this is prefer

:.red by Dm (So). Infiectiooists say that, when the ina". 
:.ia repeated indet., the second is different from the first ; 

", but that, wben the incht .. is repeated del., or the dee. is 
'. " 144 
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repeated del. or indet., the second is identical with the 

first. They so explain the tradition [that the Apostle of 

God went out one day laughing, and saying (K)] ;r 
....... , .. "., .. 

~J--! ~ ~ .A. difficulty shall n(;/ prftJatl over double 
, 

eale : for Zj says that ~'is mentioned [in XCIV. 5. (13~) 
(DM)] with the art.~ and then its mention [with the ar~ • . , 

, (DM)} is· repe~ted [in XCIV. 6., while J--! is mentioned 
., ." 

twice inaet. ; so that there must be one r fLud two J--! 
tDM)), and therefore the sense becomes Yerily fbilh ,he 

difficulty shall be double ease. The first two cases are evi-
'*,.... , 0 Ii' ....., ,. ..... " • 

I denced by. your saying Lw~ ~ ~ ~~ ~r:'~ I bough' 

. «/ior,ej and· afterwards I ,old a hOl'Be, the second being 
., t'~1t .. , • •• 

,different from the first; whereas, if you said IJ'r' ~ ~ 
a"d afle1"/.oQ,.ds 180ld Ihe hdrae, the second wo,-"d be iden-

\ . 
tical with the firAt : [the third by what lUsh hilS transmi'~ 

ted: from Zj (DM):} and the- fOllrth by the saying of Dh~ 

lJimasi- [AIFind 8~mmini (T, Jsh)] 
' .... 0 , • .... 0.. ,., .,.". ..... .... ..... " 

\:)'~1 r,.aJJ Wi; • JJo,) ~ I:).A I ',Q i 04 
~.. . 

. ,,.;( ~~l{ Lo;J ~. ;:~ ~; ~~r ~ 
([ We forgave the Banu Dhulll Ibn Sbaibin, and 'Girl" TM 
folk. ana we are f?l'ell.ren. May-be the days will1wing 

.back aJDlk to a.state of friendship and brotherhood ·Zilie 

,hat which they 'Wm"t in " (J sh)]. But tIlIlt inTolYes three 

.difficulties : (1) in the ·text theeecond prtJP. 'it apparently 
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0' " "., ., • 
arepetition of the first, as you say ~J ~, M.) ~J ~, "r, • ~ "r, • 
9~ Verily Zaid ha& a mansion! Verily Zaid hal a ,nan· 

8ion! ; and, according to this, the second is identical with 

the first: (2) Ibn Mas'ud says [ ~~~ ~ l5~r; (K)] . 

~ ~1.~;'(;~~ I$b ;'::t.8tf' ~llcJ ~ ~ ;,:,:;r~t/ ~ 
: ....... , .. ,; ..... 
~~r~ [By Him in WhoBehond is m!J.8oul (K),l 

if diJIicultll were in a burrow, ease w(Juld pursue it, until 

it entered upon it! Verily the case is this, a difficult!} 

etc., althGUghthe text in his reading, and in his Codex, 

oceu-1'8 only once; so that this proves what we have 

asserted about the corroboration, and shows that the 

doabling ~f ;,,~ [in 2' ~. ~ (OM)] is not derived I 

. _0'. 
{rom the repetition of ~ [in the tf'xt (DM)], but from 

fi.omething else, as thought he had caught the·idea of it 

from the solemnity in the indeterminateness [of~'~~ in the 

text], and interpreted it by the ease of the two abDdes, [i. e., . 

The difficulty of the present abode shall not prevail OtJer 

the ease of the present abode and the ease oj the last ab.ode, 

but over the ease of the present abode only (DM)] : (3J 
the Revelation contains texts that refute these four 

rules: for XLIII. 84. [177] is difficult to reconcile with the . 
, ........ ,., -", .,;. 

first, God being one: and y'~' W ~,~ ~lJ~ XVI. , , 
90. We will add unto them a cAalti-semBnt [for their per 

version (B) of others] abol1e the cha,ti,ement [dqe 
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to their unbelief (B)] with the second, a thing not 

being above itself: and LV. 60. [581] with the third, 
"' .. 

the first [~L......:..Yu being the work, and the second the 
• 

recoDlpep$e ; and ~ 4Cd ~ J~ ~i ~I xai j;i ~ .,,, ~--". ,. 

;c:s IV. 152. The :people of BoNpture will. as): thee t • 

. bri.ng down upon them a Scripture frO'lTlt he4ven with the 

fourth; as also is the s .... ying [of a man of 'Ad (Jsh)] 
, l:: 'I -;'j~ 8 I :- ' I ~,.. • I .. ~ \ J'",., I ~.h ";.. • 1, 

1,;)-) I,;)Y"T" U"y 1.J"'UJ1 ':?1 .... ;~ ~,\,oU ~ j) ; 

[Countries that we were dwelling in, while 'We were loving 
them, when the men were perfect men, and t~ time wa, 

4 perf~ct tim~ (Jsh)] ; for, if the secoQ.d were eq.ual 

~o the first in i~ sense, there would be DO use in pre~ . ,. 
dicating it of the ilrst j aile! ~his is only 01 the cal. of U, 
~ ~ ~ if ;J [30l, i. e., and my poetry does ROe alter from. 

fl.. state, (and so in the v~rse, 'When 'lie men 'Were no' 
"l~ered, qnd the time was not altered (DM)J. lf, howeverJ 

j~ be a.ss~rted that the rqle holds goocj Qlll, h~ the 
abseJlce of circq,mstaJItial evidence, and that cir~u~8tan" 

tial evidence, .if present, is to be relied u(lon, tbell thQ 
P,l,,~te ... is eas, (ML). 
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CHAPTER IX.' 

THE MASCULINE NOUN AND THE 
FE MIN IN E. 

§ 268 .. The n. is orig. masc., thefem; gender being· 

a derive from the masC. (IA). The masC. is what is free 
from the three [or four (IY)] signs (M) of femininization 
(IY). . The {em. is what contains a sign of femininization 

(14, IH), literally or constructively (IH), whether the 
• '... , I 

femininimtion be proper, as in i;;l.~ [247], ~ [248, 
, ... 

'272], and ~t:i\ [248,278], where the sign is expressed ; 
, '0, , ", ' 

and in~) Zainab and ~lA- Su'iid [18], where the sign 
8 ..... ·' ,. • , 

is supplied: or improper, as in JU;A [288], I$~ [272], 

and ~~ .; [248, ~78], where the sign is expressed; and in 

;ll and )~ [264], where the sign is supplied (R). The signs 
'[of femininization (IY, IH, 1M)] are (1) the B (M, IH, 

1M), either mobile, which is peculiar to 11.8., as in ~ti; 

. or quiescent, which is peculiar to V8. [607], as in ·;';Li 
(Aud, A) : (a) the Bor femininization is original in the n., 
~ deriv. in the v., because it is affixed to the V. on ac~ 

count of the femininization of the n., i. e., its ago [or" 

fwO-ag.], and the sign is orig. affixed to the word that 

contains what the sign denotes; and therefore the nOIl)inaf 
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Ii is more plastic [than the verbal], in its assumption of 

vowels and its. conversion into I in pause [646]: (b) the 

Ii of femininization is sometimes affixed to the p. [402], 
III , • 

like (a) y) [505], when the gen. governed by it is/em., [in 

order to indicate from the very first that the gen. is • 

fom., though the ~ is generally -held to be added to ps. for 

femininization -of the word (AKB),] as 

,.~ ~ ~-;.;.=; ~;j • ~l.i i~ ~;~;41 ~iii , t.. ., ." , '" 
(Then I said to her, Thou hast hit the kernel of my heart. 

.And many a shot is from one not a shooter (AKB)] ; 

while 

:,.; jt:.; ;t r;.~ii ,;l·~ J~ • ~ ~~1 ~ I; =:~ 4 
. [0 my companion, many a goodly n'ian will beg of thee 

to-day, or beg (of me), i. e., ~ (AKB)] occurs, though 
. - ~ 

the poet may mean the jem. by 'i'Wl a human being : 
(~) ;; [540], when it couples a story to a story, not a 

single term to a single term : [this is the general opinion; 

butJ have seen in a poem of Ru'ba Ibn AI'Aijltj 

,.i:Jr ~ ,.i:J4i 
~ ..' 

Then in peace, and again peace ; and so 1M uses it 'in 
the Alfiya on the Broken Plurals, saying 

~;~J~f~. ~:;~i.Wf , ~-. , I , 

~r, JdT, then Ltd, then ~ ~ plurals of paucity . , .. , ;.. ., . 
(AKB):] (c) ~ [109], because of its resemblance to ~: (d) 
,''1 00 •• ' ........... 
I,)aJ [537]: (c) the to=I of ~;.! [277, 689], ~'J ~ I 4l!. 
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1,;)1 rd, and ~I;'~; [183], does not merely denote femininiza~ .. , 
tion but is a substitute for the J in the state of femininiza-, 
tion, for which reason the letter before it is quiescent; 

while in ~t'r;; [183] it is a qu~i-substitute for the J, 
• .,,~ 0",'" 

because its si~., vid. &.\A, is like u..t [260] (R) : (2) the' 

[497] (M, IH, 1M), (a) single [272] (Aud, A\, which 
, .. , 

is the (A) abbreviated (IH, lA, A), as in ~ "(IY, Aud, 

A) ; (b) preceded by an t [272], and therefore converted 

into Hamza [248, 683] (Aud, A), which is the (A) pro-
_,0, 

l~nged (IH, IA,. A), as in ~~ (IY, Aud, A), the t of 

femininization being the second, which is converted into 

Hamza, not the first (8n) : (a) as for the saying of some 

GG "the two t s [here meaning the double, i. e., prolong 

~, t ] of femininization", it is an approximation and a 

trope; for, since the two are associated, and the word is 

formed with ~oth, these GG apply the term "t offeminin

ization" unrestrictedly to the t of prolongation, and say 

"the two f s of femininization" (IY) : (3) the r.5 , as in r.5.) 
" 

[171] (M, R), says Z (R), though it is not a sign of femin-

inization, 88 he thinks; but is only the e of the word, 

the femininization being imported from the formation 

itself: (a) according to the 'KK, the n. is the ~ alone, 

the r.5 l>eing added to denote jemininization (IY) ; but 

it is better to say that this entire formation is applied to, .. 
d~nQte the jem., like LJ , there being no unil. demo (R) : 

"." 
(4) the Ka..cn. In such as ~ [161 402], whi~h is added 
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by some (IY). The fern. [gender (M)] is [of two kinds 

(M),](l) proper, which is [the gender of (M)] what has 

~ male corresponding to it, among a~imals, as ~! a woman 
8~ ., • 

(265}, iiU a she-camel (M, IH), and the like (M) ; but 

if [Z andJ IH had said" The proper (fern.] is the pos-

sessor of the «:.:~ [21] among animals", it would have been 

~tter, since it is conceivable that there may be a female 

~al that has no male (R) : (2) improper (M), lit. (IT, 
IH', which is the contrary thereof (IH), like [the gen-.,. , .. , 
der"of (M)J ~ darkness [265] (M, IH), J...u a sandal 

(M), ~ an, eye (IH), and the like, which depend upon 

application and convention (M); while the lit. fem. is 

sometimes an animal, as in ;SS ~ [54, 271], since there 

is no male corresponding to it (R). The proper, [id., 
fern. gender (IY)] is stronger (M) than the lit., because the 

proper fern. is fern. in form and sense, and the improper 

in form exclusively (IY). And therefore (1) ~ .t;. is" .. 
disallowed in a case of choice [21, 271J ; while~ ~ . " ., 
[below] is allowable, though ~ is preferable [21J.:(2) 

if a separation ocour, then such as the saying of Jarir 

[disparaging Taghlib, and eatirizing AIAkhtal (MN),] 
" • " .. '_,:,,~.~ I'"': 1:.... .."", · ,'.,.,,,, .,,. ru', ~ +' ~~ ~ .,.. .,..... rJ J ~tla-~ .u, c.W 

[..48BU9"edly a mother (1/ etJil; upon the door of whose anU6 

are crol8e8 and moles, has given birth to A.lA.khlal tM 

little (MN, N)] is deemed all()wable (M), and similarly 
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. 2' ~~ ~i ~1 [21] (IY), ; though this [elision of the sign 

of femininization from the v., when the ago is a proper 

fem. (IY),] is not extensively used, and is rejected by Mb 

(M), who argues that men and women sometimel!l share 

names in common, as 
, • ., , , ... "" " 0." _, • ., ".. , 0 "" 

~~U~~l~'~L..~l. ~~~)'~I::.t)j~ 
[ I have passed on from Hind, ihrough dislike to fighting 

with him, to Malik, betalcing myself to the light of his fire 
90 

(MN)], where ~ is a man's name, and , ,; o. ...... ", ". .,.. ,.. . " . , , 8 , ., ., ...... 0 , ; 

~~u~'~~cl'~l. ~~~l:!~4 
o Ja'jar, 0 Ja'jar, 0 Ja'jar, if I be dwarfish, thou art 

, ...... " ..... " 
shorter, where ~ is a woman's name (IY) : while ~ 
tit....· 8 t: ." .,. , 
~) ~ l~,.., I_~ II. 276. Then to whomsoever an admo-

~itW: c~th from his Lord, [bi;.:Jf,~ ~J}T ~~ 
XI. 70. And chastisement laid hold on them that had done 

wrong (IY),] and t;,~ ~ ~t?;I j LIX. 9. Even 
, 

. though want be with them are deemed good (M) ; though 
• ,. • , -' 0 8' ..... • ~~. , ." 

ex~ression of the ~ is better, as ~ ~ l~ ~-t;. ~ 
X. 58. An admonition hath come to youfrom your Lord 
(IY). This is [the predicament (IY, R)] when the 

v. [or its like (R)] is attribute of the [fem. (IY)] 
explicit n. (M, R) in the sing. or duo (R). If, however, 

it be attribute of a [fem. (IY)] pron. [in the sing. 
or duo (R)J, then, (1) [if the pron. be attached (R),] 
the sign ~ust be affixed, [whether the femininization 

145 
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be proper or improper (IY, R), except in poetic license 

(R),] the saying en ~T ~j ij [below] being [~ 
and ugly, but (IY)] explained by a paraphrase (M, R) of 

~;fby ~Li:; (IY, R), which is ma8C. [246]; and simi1a:ly 

el ~;t.:~ [613], because ~~~ol' is i. q. ~U~: 
(a) this is made permissible by two matters, that the femi

ninization is improper, and that this involves a restora-
'-,. , ,., . 

tion to the o. I, vid. the masc. ; whereas rU ~) ~1 
would not be allowable, because the femininization is 

proper: (b) uglier is the saying of Ruwaishid [Ibn 

Kathir affa'i (Jh)] 

':';":'ii I~ ~ ~r. ~ J:;t: • ~~ .... :'Jt .. j,~"~ ~ " ." ~ , -, ~;,r' . .,T' 
o thou camel-rider, urging thy beast along, as1 thou the 

Ban'll .Asaa "What is this erg f ", as though he meant 
J,... ",0 .. 
i.s\ ! ~ . clamour and ifu.l-~' call fOr" help: and like ... ... 
it is the saying [of Jarlr, praising Hisham. Ibn 'Abd 

Al Malik (Mb, AKB) Ibn Marwin (AKB)] 

I'::!r;,r;s ;,.ii ;Qii~. 1~;i:.J ~ .. ~:; ,$1 
" , ~ " 

['When one, or some, of the droughts gnaws, or gnaw, the 

flesh oJ! OUr" bones, i. e., destroys, or destroy, OUr" goods 

and our beasts, he maw good to the orphans the los, of 
the orphan's father (AKB)], which, [says IJ (AKB),] is 

[ a little (AKB)] easier than the preceding [femininiv.a.tioD .. , , ..... ,., ..... , 
of I::JYO (AKB)], because ~ uU-? is iJ..w a drought ...... 
(IY) or, says Mb in the Kimil (AKB), are ~ ~:. drougAts 
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(Mb, AKB), 88 Al A'slm says el ~,ij~ ~!'l; 1111], 
~ ..... ,.,. '" ......... 

because !lJ..iJt)~ is IW (Mb); though the best say-
ing is that in sense the enunc. belongs to the post., 

the pre. being interpolated for corroboration (Mb, AKB) : 

(2) if the pron., be detached, it is like the explicit 

n. [ above] (R). Inflectionists say that the f)1a8C. or 

fem. is allowable with the tropical ftm. ; and this is 

a stock phrase among Jurists. But it ought properly 

to be restricted to the attribute of the tropicalfem., and 

to the case where the attribute is a v. or its like, and the 
fem. an explicit n., 88 u' : ~,ij' ¢' [above], ~,,: ,i f ~ 
The sun rises, and~,,: ,;, ij 2~' Is the sun rising ?: while 

, • G ,.. l' ~_ ,. II ... ,. , " ,. iii .... 

~ ,~ or ~,so is not allowable, nor'~ ~ 
.... 1 , 0 IG.... , .... 

or ,so ~, [but II~ or ~ is necessary (DM»; nor .. " .. 
is ~ ~f, except in poetic license, co~trary to the 

opinion of ~K, who cites as evidence elf J,i;f ~} Y; 
[21], saying that it is not a poetic license, because 

the poet might have said l..fjli;i~rby transfer [of the .. 
vowel of the Hamza to the preceding quiescent (DM)], 

which is refuted by our not admitting that alleviation 

of the Hamza, by transfer or otherwise, is practised 

in the dial. of this poet (ML). As for the pls. [270] and 

the [generic n. and] quasi-pl. n. [271J, their predicament· 

will be explained hereafter (R). 

§ 264. The iI is (M, 1M, R) (1) literally expressed 

(M), which is the general rule, to distmguish the fem 
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from the masc., as ;:.:. and if:;, , and ~ti and ~u (IY) : 
'7'-;" ~ • ' ' 

(2) supplied, [meant (IY),] in some '11.8. (M, 1M, R), like 
G ~ •• ....... 

~ a shoulder (1M), (a) tril. (M, R), like ~ an eye 
'" 

.,~ 0", 0-. 

(':M, lA, A), ~~, a ear (M), ~ a hand (A), ~ H'ma, 
8. . .-, 

)~ a coolcing-pot, ~ [262] (IY) ; (b) quad. (M), [or 

otherwise] exceeding three letters, by analogy to the tril., 
8 til, ...... "". 

whioh is the o. f. (R), like U~ [246] and '-:'~ a scmpion , ,., , , , 
. (M), ~ and ~la.w [263] : being elided from the expres-

sion because the peculiarity of the n. to the fem. makes 

the sign unnecessary (IY). The 8 is [the only sign 

(R, Sn)]supplied (R, lA, Sn), says R (Sn), (1) because, 
being co~stitutionally adventitious and separable [266], it 
may be elided and supplied (R, Sn), contrary to the t 
(R) ; (2) because it is more frequent [in usage (IA), and 

more plain in indication (Sn),] than the' (lA, Sn) : while 
the proof that the Ii ,and not. the , , is supplied is its 

"." 0".... .... ' restoration in the dim., as Ii~ and IIJ=!~ [274,282] (R). 
But the source of t~s is hearsay (IY, IA). The gender 
of that [fem. n. (IA)] which has no sign expressed (R,IA), 

[in· consequence of] the supply (IY, 1M) of the II (IY,Sn), 

is made known by (1) [the restoration t of the 8 (IY, lA, 

Aud, Sn) I in (IY, 1M)] the dim. (IY, 1M, R) of the 

tril. [282] (IY, R, Dm), exolusively (Dm), says Dm (Sn), ., ..... ' " ...... ' 
as 8J=!~ (IY, R) and II~ [above] (IY); and similarly 

of the quad., when its dim. is formed by curtailment [282, 
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0 ...... ". G ..... ., ...... 0"..' 0 " 

291], as x~~ d~m. of u~, tmd b.:!)';' diTii. of e~';' (Sil) ; 
and sometimes, anomalously, in what exceeds three letters, 

..... O ..... w.wm ,$ 

[when its dim. is not so formed,] as 4.!~J.,i and ~}i [282] 
mm!/!' m 

(R) : (2) the affixion of the sign offemininization to (R, A) 

v. [or similar word attributed (a) to thejem. n. 
, 0i~ ;,m" ..... ' is ..... 

()Y, A), as J!~ 't ~ W, XII. 94. And, when 

the caravan set out from Egypt (Aud), whence JWf~ i;.:'r,j 
LXXV. 29. And the leg is folded; or (b) to its pron., 

c..... ..... m"" 

whence "'flSJ:J LXX. 15, 16. Hell-fire will bedragg-

ing, slJ ~~ ~'!~ ~ 'I'~ XXXVII. 45, 46. With a 

cup q/ flowing wine, white, delicious, and ~;2();;' (~ 
i..L.:It,; XXI. 81. A nd We subjected to Solomon the u.Yind, ... 
when blowing hard (R): (3) the femininization of its 

7+ .... ffL J ""·0 .... ",, 

[enunc. (IY, A), as ~~,.., I..:-';W' The 8Corpion is noxiou..<# 
-'Ii 0, 1/J ..... '0 ..... .,. 

(IY),] (IY, lA, A), as ~~~ li:f~' I (z;te z;'oaiteil 

shO'lllder (IA), or d, 8., [all included by R undz;r 2 (b)] 

(A) : (4) the gender of (lA, Sn) the prone (1M, R) relating 

to the n. (R, lA, Aud, A), as XCI. 1. [538] (R), whence 
:¥ """,' d/! "S.-o , ,1,/",* ..... ,. 'iii /,c0 

f,~~'~~' Llj, Yil~,)W' XXII. 71. (Itis)thejire. God 
_ ~ m,' 0 w- 0..0 ..... ., Ii 

hath promised -it to them that d~believe, I..:-'~ (: vi'; ~ 

LD;~;tX] ~VIII. ~. Until the war lay down it8 burdens, 
" ..... "" "m{(J_"" ::" w" " ...... 

and 4J ~u ~.~ 1: ~ ~b VIII. 63. And, if they 

.nchne t; peace; mcl~ne to it (Aud, Sn) : (5) the use 

n 
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, • .,,, t 

of the" [Jem. (Sn)] dem., [as~ ~~ XXXVI. 63. This 

is Hell (Aud)]: (6) the elision of the i from its num. 

(R, Aud, A), from 3 to 10 (R), as 

~ ~H ~~ ~jj;; • e~T ;,; ;, t..t;r.; ~1 
(Aud), by IJumaid alAr~at, describing a bow, I Shoot 

with it; and it is a whole branch, and it is three cubits 

and a finger, where the elision of the Ii from ~jj shows 

that e~~ isfem. (MN) : (7) its pl.'s being of a paradigm " 
• ' ". '." J -" 

peculiar to the fem., like J.;',s In eps., as ~"" and ~j,. 
, t O:lS 

[247] : or prevalent in the fem., like J.aJ' , which is pl. of 
8,,-0, 0,' • '" 

the lem. on the measure of UUA , e~~"' elf" and ~ ; 
. 8,,,. G' .. 0 , 

seldom of the masc., as l;)u::.pl. ~, [246, 255], Jl£Jc, , 
,. ,_ ~ ~ 8' 8 t •• 

pl. ~ [246], and ~ aforehead, brow,pl. ~, (R). 
\" , 

§ 265. The i is affixed [to ns. (A) for various reasons 
(M)], (1) to distinguish thefem. from the ma80., (a) in the 

ep. (M,R, lA, Aud, A), being regular in four sorts, (a) the 
0, , 

act. part. (R), as a.,},i, [267, 343] (M, R) ; (b) the pass . .. . ., , ., . . 
part., as B)~ [347] ; (c) the assllDllate ep., othel' than 

'...... • ' ,.. 0,.,., 
the J.aJ' of superiorIty and the ep. Jut , as ~ [348] ; .. . , 
(d) the rel. n. with the lS [268], as &.!~ [295] : while .. 

O~ ~- " 
such as iAl) [54, 266] and ia.A:! adult, in the m.aso. and 

• 0 , ...... , • .., • ,,, , 

Jem., are orig. eps. of ~ , i. e., ~) ~ and ~ a mid-

dle-sized, and an adult, soul or per80n [268J (R) : (b) in 
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0.,0 0 •• ,. 0,. • ,. . 

the substantive, 88 Ii~! a woman [or 8ft' (IY), ~ an 

old woman (M)], IiWl a woman, [i.,;lU a young woman 
G"" 0 " 0,,, 

(M,R,A),]~)awoman, [IiW a damsel (A), i)~ a she-
.". 0 ..... 0,. 

ass, i~t a lioness, and u,'>,r: ajade or hackney mare (M),] 
,. 

which is rare (M, R, lA, A), irregular (Sn), confined to 
hearsa.y (R), because the fem. [generally] has a sub
stantive to itself; while the opp. of this is the affixion 

of the i in the num., 88 u.u [314], to distinguish the 

masc. from the fem. in the generic n. [313] (IY): 

(2) to distinguish (a) the n. un. from the generic n., 

[ordinarily (IY) in things created (IY, R, A),] as 
0 .... 0, •• 0 .... 0" 

i.rJ[254, 267] (M,R, Aud,A), and [m ~nf. ns. (R),] 88~~ 

[336] (M, R), being regular in both (R) ; seldom in things 
..... , . 

manufactured, as ~ l254] : ,b) the genenc n. from the ,. 0.- ... 
n. un., 88 il..S' ~54, 267] (R, Aud, A), which is rare: 
(a) the i mostly occurs in the two senses mentioned [in 1 
and 2]; and in them it is adventitious, not inseparable[266]: 

(3) to indicate the pl., in the eps. whose qualifieds are not 

used, and that are (a) on the measure of ~u or J;';, as 
.... ",.,,, .'" 

~"j , ~ ~)~ ~~ Some rebels rebelled against the 
" ,. ,. ..... , ..... '-, 
governor, ~)u. [267], and ~,f) [246, 267] ; (b) rel. epa. 

with the f$ [2941 or on the measure of Jt.:i' [312], as 
,G • ,.... • ..... ,;" 
i:!~ and ~ [267] : (4) to corroborate the ep., being 

. " 
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used (R) to import intensiveness [in the ep. (M, R) on 
& , 0 .... , 

the measure of ~u (R)], as ~,~ a great reciter (M, R, , , 
Aud, A) of poetry (IY) ; and [ to corroborate the inten-

0., ..... 
siveness (Aud, A) in the ep. on the measure of Jl,.j , JlJu..o ... 

0'''' 0 ... , • 

or J,u (R),] as ~W a proJound genealog?,8t (M, R, Aud, 

A), i.;~~ highly emotional (R), and Ii,; very timid 

[246, 269](M, R) : (a) the 8 here denotesJemininization 
• G~ ". 

[in the ep. J ; and the suppressed qualified IS h4,ci.. a mul-

titude, the single thing being treated as a multitude of 
' ..... , " .......... 

its genus, as in ~J' J,{ ~rt~' [142J (R) ; [or] they 

femininize the masc., because they mean that he is a ai~ 

. extrefM in that [quality], ~Li being Jem. (Sn) : and here 

the i is separable: (b) the i is often affixed to ~ i. q. 
0... s., 0' .... 0 ...... ' 
~u, and to J,a.; i. q. J,....., as I4+w great reviler and 

... . 

• Ii' .., .... , 8 ..... ' 
~ much remled, ;u,J great curser and tuaJ much cursed: 

and in these two measures it is inseparable (R) : (5) to 
corroborate the [sense of (R)] Jemininization [in a word 
-. ., ., ..... 

peculiar to the Jem. (A)], as ~ a ewe (M, R, Aud, 

A) and uG [263J (M, R, A), which is rare (IY) : (a) 

this i is inseparable: (b) the i is said to be sometimes 

put to corroborate the sense of Jeminin~tion in the ep., 
..... " 0" • 

as Bj~ an old woman, )~ bemg applied to denote the 

Jem. ; and here the i is not inseparable (R) : (6) to cor

robor~te [the sense of (M)Jemininization in (IY, R, A)] 
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5 .... , e"mM mm , , 

the pl. [270] (M, R, A), as i)~ [and i)IS'~(M)J;~,w, 
., J' G". ", 0.... .... , 0....... '" 

~,~ A) wL;c~ and l2:~,*"W 'n",U;lI:r.,~ 

[249] (M) : it is then affixed, (a) necessarily, in two for-
,.,. ... 
il.a.if as 

, "0 

; (b) l2:j~ , 
" 

9'" • 

i+ll , 

[246] : (b) allowably, in three formations, (a) iJW , as , 

he-c(,&f&,*"ds, sometimee heeey ill 

0.,... , 6...... J, " G.... " , 

it~ and i)~ [237, 253J ; (b) i.f,u , as i),.w hawks, being 

"""""t' "; "~"&'l " !'", &q'37 d J'w J.' • S",qq", lmeq ,nsep,'" ''';; e, a,;; i.o~ l2: '" an =,~, 

(c) the ultimate pl., as i.l:sLi ~ and ~ [253J, not being ... 
here: in the 14Jtimat,c (R)y a 

sation for a significant aug. [existing in the sing.] (Aud), : 

as its IS a (R)] 14ela-
9 .... ".. 0.... " .... tion (M, R, A), as ~l..»' (M, R, Aud, A) and Sc.\JDu.A 

" " 
: (a) i it" in14Hvarabley is a cHhsti-

tute for the 45 : (b) it is affixed to the ultimate pl., exclu-

In by 'meansy the n, to 

its o. f ot triptote heclensiH~ [IH, JH6] : ill ~Iti-

mate pl. (R)y to indicate arabicization [of its sing. (R)], 
'" ,.". 8.... m- _ 'S.... "" mm _ -

as l2:"f)t,.o R, i.?)'~:= (M, anH ~4s"JH53] 

(R; A): (a) the i here ~ said to be the sign of foreign

nem; becams(y the tL14eign is tIT;c14Ht'erred Arah:&:14; 88 

the fern. gender is transferred fro~ the rnase. : (b) the i 

m kind, not . but, the ,'H',;;;" ............ 
. "" 

146 
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and ~;'~ [258] are allowable (R): (9) in the [ultimate .. ' . .. .. 
(R)] pl. (IY, R) upon the measure of ~l.iA (IY), as .. 
a compensation (M, R, Aud) ,for an unmeaning aug. 

(Aud), [i. e.] for the ~ elided (IY, R) before the final 

(R), [or in fewer words] as an alternative to the f$ of . 
", D""'" , ...... " 
~u:. (A), as ~~ [258] (M, R, A), il)~ (M), .. 

0..... .", .. 

pl. of \:J~.t a queen at chess (IY), and u~U) (Aud, A), 
• 0 

pl. of ~~>, a Dualist (Aud) : for, when the f$ is put, 
, ., ,. , ;, 

the i is not put, but ~~ and ~~U) are said; 80 

. ..... " 
that the ~ and i are alternatives (A): (a) as for il)f~ .. 

...... ". . 
and li~U) [258], the fJ In them may be a compensatIon 

for the elided ~, or a sign of the arabicization of the 

sing: : (b) the I and the f$ not being elided together, 
nor expre88ed together, the i is inseparable with elision 

of the ~: (10) not to denote any meaning, but (R) 
for mere multiplication of the letters of the word 

(A), and (Sn) for lit. femininization (R, Sn) also 
8 .... 0' 9 .... 0' ..... " 

(Sn), as u;A (R, A) and ~ [288,268, 266], Le~ 
G, ..... ..... , • 

a turban [246] (R) and ~~ [266] (A), and US' 1 III a .. 
wrappe1' ; and here it is inseparable (R) : (11) as a com

pensation for (a) the u [of the v. (R)], as i~ [699] (R, .. 
. ., , 

Aud, A) ; (b) the e, as Lelil [888] (A) ; (c) the J (R, 

Aud, A), as Ii :., [260] (Aud, A) : and here it ia insepa-
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table (R) : (12}.as a compensation for the letter of pro· 

longation in J!:;oi, as ii,rU [338] (A) : (13) as a com .. 

pensation for the ~ of proth~sis, vid. in ~r ~ and ~r t.; ,. ,. 

only' [54J : (14) as a mark of transfer from the state of 

ep. to that of substantive, and a sign that the ep. is pre .. 

valent [149], not needing the qualified, as i.Q.~ a sheep, ,. 
II,. ,. 

or goat, gored to death and ~~ a sheep, or goat, Jot' ,. 
slaughter [246,267, 269] : (a) this i is mostly inseparable: 

G,,'" 0,',_ 
(b) the i in ~,.b and ~,f') IS most probably like truSt 

because the qualified is not mentioned at all with them 
[267, 269] : (c) every n. that has this i affixed to it is 

applied to the male and female alike: (15) as a compen· 

sation, says TAl,. for the I of femininization, as in ;;~ 
,. ,.,. , 

dim. of ~)~ [282] (R): (16) in such [transferred pro· 
J #1* • , , .... 0" 

per names] as i.Ali:I Tall}a and i".. l!amza, which 
9 .... ·..... • ,. , 

are really of the cat. of i~ [ above], i.s\...U, being a tree 
0 .... • , 

[254], and i~ a herb, and both being afterwards used 

as names : Anas [Ibn Malik (N w)] who was surnamed 
Abu ij:amza, says" The Apostle of God surnamed m~ from 
a herb that I used to gather": so that, when any 

such [name] occurs, one looks at its o. j., before the 

transfer [4] and use as a name, in order to know which 
of the kinds it is of (IY). And [Z says that (R)] these 

reasons may be combined by saying that the i is affixed 

for femininization and quasi-femininization (M, R). 
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§ 266. The ii is (1) mostly separable, [because it is 

affixxd to cOHllDletf:n., femmininxlion it, 
9 _... 9 ... _... y., II,. ... • 

as l~u and ~Li and ... and i'T'~; and therefore is equi-

valent to a n. joined on to an. (lY)]: (2) seldom a lun;.. 

dament&l part th<f [insnparahle, the as 

though the word were formed fern., and had no share in 

the "if~~C. so 8 like <~<He of 
o~ ... , 9 ... , "" 

of the n. (IY),] whence i:!~ a wooUen robe [721J, ~~ 

a lizard, [ii~ a stone use(l to craclt nuts, ~~ e:c 

or Y),] i;~ 
, " 

9 .... 

sometl£i/,ng vP}eJr abHi7e, 8,L:;,~ wretchedness [229J [M), 

and 8,4i want of intelligence (IY). The 8 in these m., 

beinv for fetr%lininiz<:<tion, m 
~~ 

0 .... 0' G ..... , 

as in iU~ and WJi:I [265] ; and, even though in saine of 

them it occurs separ£:%hle, ;,1 i.i' and ,li ;;, [0183, 

7231< rtill the fem" it e1}nslilutimiz#lly Inr4:ma'lr 

(R). The g is sometimes inseparable in what is (1) of 

comniOn mlhdle-r~eed 2221 of 
0"" ., 

men and '%,romen; (2) peculiar to the masc,* as ~ 

'Valiant, said of So man (",r~). 

§ 267. e=Hying ~ thr of J ::; 
~ti Ii ... 0." #fI" ","..'m 0.-0;."" "",0 .... II "'" 

is i. iJlnt= "4, andrimilxnly iSL '%,; and If~ meaning 

a multitude owning camels and mules and asaes, or tvOf'k-
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th~i;~wners (IY)] ; and [similarly (IY)] i;)~ [265] and 
... 

i~J" and ~t.: , [meaning a multitude d.welling upon 

the side of the river, to whom its water belongs and arrimng 

at water and travelling upon the road (IY)] : and hence 
,.. ",., ,.. , .... r.' [265] and ~~ , [meaning the Ba~ri, and Kuft, 

'Ii 0,.... 'If ..... " 

multitude (IY),] and ~""'" and ~~;J' , [meaning the 

multitude related to Marwiin Ibn All;lakam and to Az-
0 .... '; 0 ... " 0 .... ', 

Zubair (IY)] ; and ~~ and ~,.u and ~,s-) [246, 265], 
0"" ..... '" 

as r+?n ~ XXXVI. 72. And of them is their ridden . " .... , ., 
one, where ~,s') are their ridden ones is read (M) by 

'.!'isha (Jh), andi.;;:': , meaning the multitude milked and 

saddled with a pack-saddle and ridden and laden (IY). 

The i in all of these really denotes jemininization, as in 
e.. .. S1- ~ . ~;l .. .o [265], not being as in iiI.+) [254, 265J, because the 

n." containing the i is constructively ep. of b~ J the 

qualified being necessarily suppressed, because known 

(R). AB for :;~ for the individual, and ~~ for the 
Q .... , 0 ..... 

genus, they are like i,rl and ,rl [254, 265J (M, R) ; and 
here the i denotes unity, not jemininization: ""'-And it is 

some~imes said that ~I ; and~';; are synonymous [2461 
• " 0'" 

and similarly y~ and i.?~ ; and, in that case, the i 
donotes trantlfor to the state of substantive, as in ia.us .. 

0 .. , • 

[246,265] and iJy'f a sheep set apart, and fattened, 

t9 be eaten [269J (R). 
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§ 268. They say ~~ i~, and ~L£, and ~.k [247] . 
, 

d Ol -:. d .. ,I" • dOl ~ 8 an ~u espa'tnng OJ menstruat'tng, an ~~ C':> ' 
whence I °i~~ e:~ Lfl.t; X. 23. A wind blowing ha:a 

shall come upon them, not putting the i in the ep., though 

the ep. belongs to thefem., because it is not conformable to 

the v., but is i. q. the rel. n. [below], i. e., ~ ~,s and 
~ . '" , " 

~ and u~ , meaning that divorce is permanent in 
~ , 

0", Ge, 

her, [and ~~ \;I'':' (B)] ; and similarly ~r'[252], i. e., 
"',, . ;.. .... " 

t.r.~, 1::.)'':'; and hence LXXIII. 18. [below], i. e., ,l.b..U' I::.)'~: 
~ ~ ~ '" .",. . ,. , ..... 
not meaning ~~ and \;I~~, since, if that were meant, 

they would put the i , because it would be a thing not per-
." ........... ,. ., II, , "'..... ",." ,.", 

manent, whence ~)' ~ !~r' ¥ J.so~ L.fj,f ~ XXII. 

2. On the day that '!Ie shall see it, every woman giving suck 

shall forget wltat she hatlt suckled and XXI. 81. [264J 

(IY). The general rule in eps. is that their fem. is dis

tinguished from their masc. by the i [265J : but (1) in 

eps. peculiar to thefem., and being on the measure of ~u , 

and j.d.; , the i is ( a) commonly not affixed, if the sense , 

of origination be not intended in them, as ~'L: and , 

~ [247, 282], ~; and ~ [252J ; (b) inseparable, 

if the sense of origination be intended in them, as ,.~,~ 

i,i.yt;. ~ She menstruated, so that she was menstruat

ing; ( c) sometimes affixed, even if origination be not 
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mon to the masc~ and fem~ is Z:Y4:%metin1les dem'%ded th4:% 

i , when origination is not intended, as ~t.:c lank-bellied 

said of a he-camel or she-camel, and ~~ unmarried at 

m~i or woman. as to the rea-

S04:% for dz:ynuding these z:yps. {)f i , onh;&nat&&~n iz:y 

not intended, there are three opinions :- (1) the KK say 

that the B is put to distinguish between the masc. and 

th4:% tem~~ diz:ytinc'%tion nez:yded only 
""", /!' 

ho~onym.y tndsts . but thiz:y refEVon ( a) eo tend 
• " 0 ,. 

to such as y>L6 and ~~: (b) requires that the ep~&~ 

peculiar to the fem. should be denuded of the Ii even when 

or&dz,nation intended th;z:yt thz:y v. there 
..... .... 

IS hi:RiHonhmy, shz:y meo~57truc57ted, bc 

denuded [of the c ... ~ ] : (c) reduirz:ya th57zt 
. 0; • , • th· d . be said; whereas ~~ IS au onze even when originatic5n 

is not intended: (2) S says that ~~ is to be para-
8,"=";· ., 

phrased by ~~ \,;)Wl [282] or l~ a menstruating 
,." ~." 0" 

human heing or thing, as ~) is by ~) ~ [265J ; but 

thc agrremc.nt GG Ii affined, 

orihination is intended, proves that thr rea,son not thir 

paraphrase: (3) Khl says that the ep. is denuded of 

tha bCRiauacc it is by n., me5Lning, 

when unj~r~':Ftri¥~tedn4::~':Fs not 
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cwigination, the ep., though in the fonn of the act. part., 

is not in the sense of the v., but of the rel. n. [above], like .' . , , " , 
~'j and ~u [312] ; so that, as these two mean ~ ,.> 

.... , 
and;.J ,.> unrestrictedly, not with the sense of cn-igina-

. I , ~f • .... 8 r'" 8... , ... 
tion, i. e., ~ and r.SrJ ' so ~~ and ~u, mean 1::,)''> 

... 
• .. , , OGi. , o. , .-
~ and ~~, i. e.,~ and ~~: but, even if 

t!# ... , , 

o :r'" 8 ... 
it be granted .that such as ~~ and ~l,k, [247] are ... ... 
formations of the rel. n., how can it to be said that such as 

~:;and~;': in !'j;~;:~CJfLXXIII.18. Whereby 
o ., J ........ , 

the heaven shall be rent in BUnder and eJ" il~ Such a 

womam. is suckling belong to the cat. of the 'rel. n., when 

~ and j..1.: are not among its authorized formations 1 .. ... 
The most probable reason is that the distinction between 

the masc. and feme by the I::,) prevails especially in the v. : 

then the act. and pass: parts. are made to accord with the 

V. because of their resemblance to it in form and sense ; 

. so that the I is affixed to them, as the I::.t is to the v. : 

then some eps. on the measure of the act. part. are BO 

used that at one time origination is intended by them 

as by the v., and at another unrestrictedness ; and there

fore, designing to distinguish between the two senses, 

the Arabs femininire with the i that in which they intend 

origination, because of its resmblance to the v. in 

sense, contrary to that in which they intend UftreB

tnctedneu j while the assimilate ep. and the rel. no 
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with the 4$, which always denote ?tnrestrictedness, have 

the i affixed to them [265] no.t because they resemble 

the v., but because they resemble the act. and pass. parts., 

since they are ns. co.ntaining the sense o.f the ep., like the 

act. and pass. parts. (R). 

§ 269. The i is no.t affixed to the fo.llo.wing eps., 

[which are o.f co.mmo.n gender (R)] ;- (1) j,d [246; 
o .. 

252] (IY,R,IA, Aud, A), when i. q. ~u (R, lA, Aud,A), .. 
o ,., D '.,. D' ., 0 ...... 

as )~ ~) and )~ it.ro! a '1-'ery patient man and woman 
c.. .:J ....... 

(IY, lA, Aud, A), whence ~ ~I ~I{Lo; XIX. 29. 

-' .. Nor hath thy mother been a harlot, orig. l:!~ (Aud) ; 
9 .... ';I" 0 .... , .... 

(8) the i in iJ,L [and ii,~ (A)] is intensive [246, 265] 

(Aud, A) ; and is therefore affixed to. the fem. and masc. 
5 .... '.,.. 0 ,.,. 

(A), as is pro.ved by iJ,L ~) a man much bored (Aud) ; 
0" f .. 

(b) they say i,~ [234, 246] (R, lA, Aud, A), which is 

ano.malo.us (lA, Aud, A), made to. acco.rd with ~~ .. 
o " J f ... 

(Aud) : (0) when J~ is i. q. ,..u, the i is affixed to it 
0 .... , .... 0 .... J 0, 

(lA, Aud, A) in the fem. (IA), as ~,s-) i. q. i.?,.s'}'" [246J 

(lA, A), iJ,s1 i. q. ii,$'t [267J, and i;~ i. q. i;~ 
9 ;..- 0 .. .. 0 ~ ;r 0... .. 

(A), whence",:,,..)~ and ~,..)iiU a he-camel, and ashe-
. 0,.. 9,0 .. 

camel, ndden (Aud) : o.r, as R says (Sn), J,.u i. q. J,..,u 
. 0' .... o~ .J, 
also. is o.f co.mmo.n gender, as )ifr [256J, ,-:,,..) , and y,.u ; 
but (R) the i is [o.ften (R)] affixed to it as a sign o.f 

iransfer to the state o.f substantive [265, 267] (R, Sn), . 
147 
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not for femininization ; so that, even after affixion of the 
... 0 

I, it is applicable to the masc. and fern. (R) : (2} Jl.ai.o 
" 

[252] (IY, R, lA, Aud, A), as ;,~ ~; and )4 &r;! 
o ,. 

a babbling man and woman (lA, A), like )~ [a woman 

(IY)] using much perfume (IY, R), ;l?~ wont to give .... 
birth to males, and ~~ wont to give birth to females 

(IY) : ( a) il~ knowing with certainty is anomalous , 
o • 

(lA, Aud, A): (3) ~ [252] (IY, R, lA, Aud, A), , .. 
as ~~! using much pe'lfume (IY, lA, Aud, A), said of 

• • a [man and (A)] woman (lA, A), like ~~ eloquent .. .. 
0, • 

(IY, R) : (a) they say i1t.G.... [234] (R, lA, Aud, A), .. .. . . . . ..... 
which is anomalous (lA, Aud, A) ; while ~ i!r'! 
a needy woman has been heard, according to analogy 

(Aud, A), being transmitted by S (A) : (4) j.;:. [252] , 
0,· 

(R, lA, Aud,A), as ~ dauntless (lA, Aud, A), said of 
." • D ,., 

a man and woman (A), and ~~ (Aud) : (5) Jl..J [246, , 
G " • " •• ,0 

252J, as I.;)~ chaste; though S transmits 1.;)4 Ii!t'~ and 

ilt:;,:; : (6) ~ [246, 252], as ~j~ uu (R) : (7) J!~ i. q. 

j;;; [246J (IY, R, lA, Aud, A), if it [is not used as a 

substantive, but (IA)J follows a qualified (R, lA, A), as 
8 ' D '" 
~-r wounded [and J!~ slain (A)], said of a [man and 
l-' • , ..... 
(Aud, A)] woman (lA, Aud, A), whence ~ ~ ... 
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an eye anointed with collyrium (IY, IA); or rather, 
~ .... '0 ...... 

if its qualified be known, so that such as ~~) 

.t,;;.." ~ .. I saw a slain one of women may be included, 

the i being elided here because its qualified is known, for 

which reason 1M says in the CK "if qualificativity be 

intended, and the qualified be known, it is denuded of 

the Ii" (A): (a) the Ii is sometimes affixed to it (R, 

lA, A), notwithstanding the mention of the qualified 
fJ , ,,9.,.. ,. • . 0.... J 0, 

(R), as i.t~~ ~ a blameworthy qual~ty, i. e., iAyoJ... 
.,. ,,0 .... • 

and Ii~ i..l.d a p'raiseworthy kind of deed (IA)" because .. .. 
9.. 9" 

it is made to accord with ~ i. q. ~U , [on account of .. .. 
their resembla"nce in form (R)], as ~ i. q. ~u is made to ' .. .. 
accord with it in being denuded [of the i (R)], whence VII. 

54. [111] (R, A), as is said (R), and XXXVI. 78 [below] 

(A) : (b) if it [is used as a substantive, and (lA, A)] does 

not follow a qualified, [expressed, or meant to be under

stood from some indication (A),] the i is affixed to it (lA, 
..... " 9 .... , 

Aud, A), as ~~ I~ and ""til; [246, 265, 267J and 
.... ........ .... 

W'f eaten by a wild beast (IA), from fear of ambiguity .. 
(lA, Aud, A) : (c) IHsh says that this reasoning holds 

good in the remaining eps. [of common gender J, when you 
, *, .... '0.... . . 
say ~~ ~:!~ or the like: so that, lfwhat the GG say be 

founded upon analogy, the whole are alike; but, if their 

authority be hearsay, which appears to be the case,· there 
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is no difficulty (Sn) : [and IY says that] the ii is not put in 

these ns. when they follow their qualified; but, when the 

qualified is not mentioned, the II is expressed, from fear 
.,,~ ,,. ,.J'.... """ .,. • .,.." ,.,. .,.. 

of ambiguity, as II;~ ~~ and II;~ and 1;J"j.j ~ il!~ 
o ,.,. G "". 

(IY) : (d) if ~ be i. q. J..cu (IY, lA, Aud, A), , , 

(a) the II is affixed to it (lA, Aud, A) in the fern. (IA), 
G.,.. .,. 0.,0' 0,.,.. • 

as ~) 1I1.t'! and ~l'" a merciful, and 'witty, woman 

(Aud, A) : (b) it is sometimes assimilated to J~ i. q. , 

j,~i; , so that (IY) the II is elided from it, [which is rare 

(lA),] as VII. 54. [111J (IY, IA) and rL,bjf"~ ~ , , 

~) ~j XXXVI. 78. l-rho will quicken the bones, when 

they are decayed P [above J (IA) ; or, as is Mid, the i is elid-
0 .... 0'.... 8'" 

ed in VII. 54. because i4>; and ~) are one, which is cor-
WIll..... 0 ..... ", .,., 

roborated by~) ~ i4» I~ XVIII. 97. This is a 

mercy from my Lord (IY): (e) ~~ in their saying 
o .... 0 .... .,.. 0' 

~~ iQs. 1..0 a new wrapper is, (a) as the KK say, , , 
8 .... ,,, .,.. 

i. q. i.),~ cut off (IY, R) from the web at the 

finish of its w:eaving (IY), from ;~ he cut it off 

(R); and [this seems to be the opinion of IHsh, who 
fa.... "". 0 ... ",. 

says that] II~~ i';$J..o is anomalous (Aud): (b) as 
'" , 

,.... , " Ii .,. 

the BB say, [i. q. ild ... , i. e., I;.!~ that has become new 
. , . 

" , "" 0 III (IY),] from ~ aor. ~ (IY, R), irif. n. II~ (R); and, 
, ' 

according to them, the elision of the ii is anomalous: (f) 
. . 
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hence ~.f 2~ a violent wind, as though it tore up the 
f) ,,0" 

ground; and UM:!~ iiU a six-year-old sheep (IY) : (g) , 
." • '., 0 , 
~ i. q. J,..u , though frequent, is not regular : and Jt~ 

G ,. • J , ,,0-G , 0" .,.. 

occurs i. q. (a) Ja.i.o, seldom, as ~~I r~' the un-
',".'. 0 .... ",' 

ambiguous admonition, i. e., ~,; (b) J.,c1..A.o, often, 
• ' 0 .,.. 

as ~ sat with [246, 247] and ~ confederate: (8) 
, ' 

• ., 0· ..... ,,,. 
~ , occasionally, as ud;':; iUU [251] (R). 

§ 270. The femininization of the pl. is not proper, 

[because it is a femininization of the n., not of the thing 

meant (IY)] : and therefore the sign [of femininization] 

may be either affixed to the attribute of the pl., [on the 
9 .... ",. 

'ground that ~L.,:p. is meant (IY),] or omitted, [on the 

ground that C;; is meant (IY),] as jL;}I ~ and 
, , 

I ." • ,. , ;;~. • 

"=-'~ and rl:!jl The men, and The Muslim women, and 

The days, have done, or J;.i (M), no regard being paid to 

the gender of its sing., as XLIX. 14. and XII. 3~. 

[21] ; and no distinction being made between tho rational 

and irrational, because the femininization [of the pl.] 

belongs to the n., not to the thing named. The KK 

assert that the mase. belongs to multitude, and the 

fom. to paucity [235]. If the pi; be broken, you are 
. . .' ' • ..0,,, 

allowed an optIOn ill the gender of lts v., as J~.r" rli 

or ~\.J [21], neither being preferable, becaus; the , 
form of the sing. disappears in the broken pl. [234]. 
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But, if the pl. be sound, then, if it belong to a fem., 

the {em. gender is preferable in the v. ; and, if it 

belong to a masc., the masc. is preferable: while some 
, ,., .,,, " ...... 

make the first masc., which is rare, as ~~, ~ 
w" , "'" 

IS}) ~~ XVIII. 109. Before the words of my Lord 

should fa~l, read by IJamm, Ks, and Ibn' Amir with 

the 1.5; and some make tlie secondfem., which is a poetic 

license, as 
, ..... * .. , ." 0 , .. , , "..", ." ", '" • , , 

r'''~ ~~ ~ U"r. ~ • ~-, ~ ,~ .t'~ ~ ~ 
[below] (IY), by AnNibigha adhDhubyini, The Band 

'Amir said, Forsake ye the Ban':' Asad. 0 the calamity 

of ignorance, when very hurtfal to peoples! (AKB). As 

for the broken pl. and the sound pl. with the' and ~, whe-
8, J ..... ,. 

ther the sing. be a proper masc., as in J~) and ~I.£\ lJilf, 
" n, • , " ....... 

or a proper fem., as in i~ [257] and ~I : ;/} , or a tropical 
. fa.. 0 , 0" • 

masc., as In r~' and ~~ [234, 289], or a tropIcal flm., 
0' 8,1' • 

as in ),j) [256] and ~u~ [240], the predIcament of their 
attribute is the same as that of thc attribute of the impro

per fem. [in the sing. or du.], except in one thing, that, 

without separation, the elision of the sign from the op. 

governing the nom. is better with the pl., as ~;Ji JLi or 
-,.. , ", .. 
~G...Y' or ~I : ~;J' , than with the sing. or duo [263], because 
the femininimtion of the pl. is by reason of a paraphrase, 

0 .... ", 

vid. its being i. q. h~ [21]. They do not regard the pro-

per femininization, which was in the sing., because the 
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adventitious tropical [femininization] removes the predica.· 

ment of the proper, as it removes the predicament of the 

proper masculinization in JL;.;.... But the proper mas· 

culinization in the pl. with the , and ~ , as 0,~Jt ' is 
not annulled, because the form of the sing., remaining in 

it, is respected by them. And, by analogy to this, the 

proper femininization in the pl. with the , and I.::.J also, as , .... 
I.::.Jtc.U..fJ1 ,should remain, because the form of the sing. 

remains in it : but, since that sing. containing the sign is 

altered ~ither by elision of the sign, if it be a 8 , as ~u~ , 
s ,. ..... , ...... , 

or by conversion of it, ifit be an', as I.::.J~ and I.::.J"~ 

[234, 248J, that alteration makes the pl. like a sort of 

broken pl. ; and it is as though the femininization of the 

sing. had disappeared with the disappearance of the sign : 

and then that [kind of proper fom.] in which the Ii is sup. 

plied [264], so that the alteration is not apparent upon 
, ..... • , ........ OG 

it, as 1.::.J,~t and I.::.J~~' is made to accord with the 
former, because the supplied, according to them, is in the 

predicament of the expressed. And the proof that the 
, ........ ;; 

femininization of such as 1.::.J4-4;J' is tropical is the saying 

of the ij:amasi ['Ari1~ at'fa'i (T, AKB), addressing 'Amr 

Ibn Hind, king of AllJira, or, as is said, his brother 

AlMundhir Ibn AlMundhir Ibn Ma asSama (AKB),] 
0',,,,,, .... .... _.,." " , "" , , , .". If!' .... ., ., ,. tit , 

Ki»h» ~ • t ~ ~ • a.3'~ ..a..t..o ~~ ~ ,/ .". '" J; r-rl, -.,. .... 
(R) I swear by sacrificial victims whose young she·camels 

are marked by stabs on t!te humps, and whose young 
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ca·mels amble in the plain of AlGhabi!, where;,.: ;,: , the 

. ~ttribute of I;.)~ pl, of s~ a young she-camel is not 

made flm. [146J (AKB). The predicament of:;~ is 
.. 01S 

the same as that of J~', though it is with the, and 1.:), 

because [the form of] its sing, :,.;! does not remain [234], 

as [ ~ ;:,~ ,;; ~Li andJ elf ~~~ ~.::s' ;£ [594] : and 

similarly the predicament of the pl. with the , and I.:J ' , 
whose sinfl. is flm., like 0~ , is the same as that of the 

pl. with the , and 1;.), because it ought to be with the' 
• 

and \,::.J, the, and I.:J in it being a compensation for 

the' and \,::.J [244, 260J. The I;.) of the 3rd pers. sing. 

flm. of the aor. [404J, and the I.:J of femininization, when 

a p. [21, 161, 497], as in 
., ~..,. G 100 ,. ......., ,. 0 .". , ,,. ,,~ I '" • , 

~)u, ~ I.:)~ I.:)~"~ • ¥.IO" sr.' ~4,:? ~j .. 
[by AIFarazd:l.~, But thou art a man whose father and 

mother are of Diyaj(a town in Syria), whose next of kin 

p,'ess out olive-oil in lJauran (a district of Damas

cus) (AKB) ] are equal to the \,::.J [of the 3rd pers. 

sing. flm. of the pret. ] in separability and insepara

bility. As for the pron, of the pl., (1) if the pl. 

belong to the rational masc., its pron., (a) when the pl. is 
, em,. 

formed with the, and I.:J' is the, alone, as 0,~'" 
~Li , not ~, because the form of the proper mase. 

remains: (b) when the pl. is not formed with the, and 
",',. ", , ". 

w ' is either a " as ~,.o J~r' and t,.?~ \,::.JL£.lJQJI , from 
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regard to the rationality; or the pron. of the 3rd pe1·s . 
• "" , , • , , • , G,.". 

sing. fern., as ~ J~r" and J.ail and u;u, and simi-

larly ~LS. UJt, from regard to the invasion of the ex-· 

pression by the femininization of the sense &;1 ;:p" : (2} if 

the pl. belong to something else than the rational masc., 

which is of three kinds, irrational masc., like ~4.i and 
· 8 "'( II" 0 ... 0 , ......... Ii 

IC.I~, rational flm., like Ii~ and 1C.I~;t , and irrational 

flm., like ;,~ and ~~ , its pron. m~y be either the pron. 
• • ..... ,." I 

of the 3rd pers. 81,ng.fem., because of the paraphrase h~ ; 

or the ~ , because the ~ is applied to denote everything but 
o "''''' ,. Gj,Ji. • " 

the rational masc. : so that you say ~ r~~' or ~ , 

and similarly ~j ~ i, and ~t:' I~ and ~I; '';' and );lrt . 
, ,t~ • 

'and 1::Jl;~' : (a) what is added [to denote the attached 

nom. pron.] is one of the soft letters: but the' is taken 

by the du., the, is appropriated to the rational masc. in the 

pl., and .the 1.5 is used to denote the flm. sing. in ¢t; ;:; , 
· ,. 
and ~! [161, 402J ; so that, none of the letters of pro-

longation being left for the pl. of everything but the 

rational masc., the ~ is put, because of its affinity to the 

, in nasality (R): (b) the poet [Mutammim Ibn Nuwaira 

bewailing his brother Malik (Mb ),] says 
,,11 ".... .. _ , ., "" 0." "..... .". 0c .... ,,, •• ,.. I ' • . 

~, r,.,t ~"~ ~4 ~ • ~ ~,. r~j' ~ ~1i 
And, if the days have parted us, my brother has passed 

· away praised, on the day he bade farewell: but the pl. in 
148 
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~ ",." .'; 
~ Lei ~r [161, 234], where the poet ought to say ~~ 

or 0~; , is treated like the rational ; and similar is ~ 

e1' ~i4 ro XXVII. 18. An ant said, 0 ye etc [161, 

271,612] (IY) : (c) one says~Li Jf.:'iJ, [or ':"~Li (K)] 
~ ~ ~ 

"" 5,.,,0·.,. ." . 
or ~}~, whence i~ E',>' ~. ~, II. 23. And m 

them shall they hat'e pU10 ified uives, where ~~eh; is read 
(K, B) by Zaid Ibn 'Ali (K), both chaste dials. (B), the 

pl. being according to the form, and the sing. according to 
0 .... ., '" 

the paraphrase k~ (N): the poet [Sulmi Ibn Rabi'a 

(T,IY, AAz) at}:pabbi (IY)J says 
, , .... ~ ,,0,..,. 0" • '" , ., 0... 0 """ ".. r .,,, ....... " 
~)'~ ~ ~~.; .. I, • ~ ~~~,"-? ~"J.aJI ''>1; , ., ... '" '/ 

(M, K, B) And, when the maidens. veil themselves in the 

smoke, and are in a hurry for the food notwith
standing the setting on of the cooking-pots, 80 that they 

bake some meat in hot ashes (AAz). According to Mz, 
,. " • ....".". •• c. ..... 

the Arabs say \.:J~' e'~f The trunks broke of few, 
• '" '" ,0 ... , , , ..... 

and I::.J~' e~f [of many (IY)J : and hence [in dat-
,0" ., 

ing (IY)] I.:.J~ ~ After [504J five nights that 
~ ~ , ., ...... 

have passed [and ~ (j)'j On the last night but jour, 
~ ~ ~ ." '" " ." "" . .". (IY», and ~ i~ ~ After fifteen nights that 

., ., "0,, ","" 
have passed [and ..:;.A!~ i~ 1f;J~ On the last night but 

thi'rteen (IY)] are said (M). Various reasons have been 

assigned for that ; but, in my opinion, it is because, many 

predicaments of the sing. being applicable to the forma-
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tion of paucity [235, 256], they speak of it in the /em. 
by the ~ peculiar to the pl., in order that it may not be 

fancied to be a sing. (IY). That [construction], however, 

is not a constant infliction (M) : but you are allowed the 

option of putting it, which is good; or not putting it, 

which is excellent Arabic (IY). 

• 8...... I 
§ 271. The generic n. (IY, R), such as;.l (M), 

whose n. un. is distinguished [from it (M)] by the i , is 

made masc. [by the IJijazis (R), according to the form 

(IY) ;] andfom. [by others (R), according to the sense 
..... ......... . 
h~ (IY) : and both genders occur In the 'ur (R)], as 

LXIX. 7. and LIV. 20. [254] (M, R) : while jts ep. may 

be a pl., broken or sound, as XIII. 13. and L. 10. [254] 

(IY). It and its pron. may be treated like the sing., 

masc. and/em., and their pons. [263], while its pron. may 

be treated like the pron. of the broken pl. [270], as ;:;\! 
, • Ii... " ... ..... .... ,0-0 r .~ .", 0 .... , ... 0 ", .... 0 

J,suJt or ~r!' and,w'~' or ~,wf or ~rwf (R). 

The/em. of this cat. has no masc. of its crude-form, in order 

that the n. un.. may not be confounded with the collective, 
9..... ......... • 8 ....... 

[because, if you said, iA~ for the /em., and r~ for the 

masc., the latter would be confounded with the collective 

(IY)] ; and therefore, says Y, when they mean that [dis .. 

tinction of gender (IY)], they [content themselves with 

the ep., and (IY)] say ;S;i~!~ This is a male sheep and 

IS ~~ a male pigeon [54, 263J (M), and similarly 
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.,., • *' ..... j. 0 ........ " 

~, 1iU, a jemale ~lteep and ~, i.o~ a female pigeon 

(IY). One may say is :;~ ~~f A male pigeon cooed 
G " r 't ... ., 8...." • 

and )~ ~1 ~ ~)U ~~ I possess three male duclc8; 
G,·"" 

so that LW in XXVII. 18. [270] may be a male, its form 

being regarded, and its attribute therefore made fem. ! 

but the like of that [regard to the form] is not allow

able in the proper name of the proper masc., which 
, , . , 

contains the sign of femininization, ~ke ~ ; so that 
',0, *", 
~ ~LJ is not said, except according to some 

of the KK, against whom the lack of hearsay, not

withstanding investigation, is decisive. And, when the 

lit. {em. is a proper masc., as in 1'; litt ,and not a 
, ......... 

proper name, [like ~ I ] its pron. and its demo may 
G" ........ , '11.-0, • 

be masc. orJem., as~i.o~ ),s"~~ ~~ Iposses8 .. 
• 8 .... ,,, 

a beautiful pigeon of tke males or u-. , as says T~afa, 

[describing the ears of his she-camel (AKB),] 

~X ~~ aU ~;.W'. t: "!' ~.il:"..:J .liU; . .... ~ ~., .,. ., ~., t ~ 

[Pointed, wherein thou wilt recognize high breeding, li" 

the two ears of a solitary wild bull in J!aumal (AKB)] : 
G ,., 0 ..... ' 

whereas such as ~ liJ~ is not allowable, in what is ,."., "-'" 
not a proper rnasC. ; nor may you say~' ~~ CL.;" 

by rejecting the femininization of ~~~ on the ground 

that the Ii denotes unity, not Jemininization, because, even 

if you reject it, the proper feminjnimtion remains, so tha~ 
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O. 0" 

it is like ~ rli , which is extremely unusual [21, 263J 

(R). As for the quasi-pl. n., some [specimensJ of it are 
. D 0., 9~, 

necessarily fern., like ~1 [257J, ~ , and ~ , in which 
case its state is like that of the broken pl. [270J, in the 

explicit n. and the pron. ; and. some of it may be rnase. or 

fern., like ~;, as e1I ~ ~1 e [257], in which 
'" '.-.-0,,,, 

case it is like the generic n. [above], as y$'r' ~ or 
." ",-c, ." ..... , 
~,and ~ y$'r' or ~ or'~ (R). 

§ 272. As before remarked [263J (IA), the' offemin
inization is [of two kinds (IY, IA ),J (1) abbreviated (IY; 

"., 
1M), as I$~ [248] (IA), which is the o. f. (A) ; i. e., 
single, not accompanied by another' " so that it should 

be prolonged; but only one , , quiescent in continuity 

and pause [643J, so that no inflection enters it [16] (IY) : 
_,.0, 

(2) prolonged. (IY, 1M), as ~'r [248] (IA), preceded 

by an' of prolongation [248, 683] (IY). The [aug. 

abbreviated (R)] 'added to the termination [of the n. (R)J 
, II , ..... , 

is of three kinds, (1) for femininization, [as in ~ and 4l.., 
. _ .. 

tIY)J : (2) for co-ordination, as in ~)' , [which is co-ordi-

nated with;.:'; (IY)]: (3) for multiplication [of the letters 

(R)] of the word, [and amplification of its form (IY),] as 

in I$;:~;S [401] (IY, R), this , not being for femininiza

tion, be~use it is pronounced with .Tanwm (below] ; nor 

for co-ordination, because we have no sex. o.f. for it to be 

co-ordiuated with (IY). lbe [abbreviated (R)] 'of feIni--
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ninization is distinguished (1) [from the two others (IY) 1 
by [the n.'s (R)] not having the Tanwinaffixed to it [when 

indet. (IY)] ; nor the i (IY, R) offemininization, in order 

that two signs of femininization may not be combined: 

whereas the other two kinds have Tanwin affixed to them, 
I 'II- •• ", ..... ,.... 0 .,.. . 

as ~~)' and 1.5~ ; and the i , as iLb)' [below] (IY) and 

i~~;:i (Jh) : (2).from the' of co-ordination exclusively, by 

your putting a J in place of the' , whereupon, if no n. of 

that measure occurs, you know that the , is for feminin-

ization, as ~r and' 1.5~;' [below]; for no n. on the 
8 ' ........ 

measure J..la.; occurs, that the two ns. might be co-ordi-

nated with (R). The formations [whose , is (R)J pecu-... , 
liar to the fem. are (1) ~, (a) a substantive, (a) an 

.". ., "". ., 
inf. n., like 1.5~ announcement of glad tidi1l1Js, ~) ... , 
[248] (M, R), and ~ nearness, as XXXIV. 36. [539J 

.... 0' ,. , 
(IY) ; (b) not an in/. n., like ~ [258J, 1.5,,. (M, R) 

a place in AdDahmi, one of the countries of Tamim (IY), 
" , ... IU. .. • , 

.r> fever, ~') a dream [248] (M), an,d ~ a calf of 

a wild cow, transmitted by As with :pamm of the initial 
8 ,,0, 

(IY) : but S transmits il....ti as anomalous [258] (IY, R) ; 
. o .... J., • • 

and some transnut il:t,) , whIch also 18 anomalous (R) : 

(b) an ep., [(a)fem. of the Jdr of superiority, like~', ,. , ,., 
which is regular; (b) not so (R),] like ~ [248], ~ 

~ ~£ ....... 
(M, R), cr.) (M), and ~, (R): (2) ~,(a) a suh-

, .... , '- ' .. 
staintve, like 1.5;1.) [248, 375] and ~, (M, R), names or 
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places (IY, R), and ~;;. [below] (M) : (b) an inf. n. (R), 

[sometimes used as] an ep. (M), like \SF [below], ~.; 
.". .,.". ,.." ". 04 , ." " 

(M, R), and ~i" [248] (M), as ~~"~ ,$6 and 

~;" and ",1P, lIe runs quickly, i. e., with this 
".". G '" • 

kind of running; and as \S~ )~ a qu'/,ck he-ass and 
, "'" "" ..... , • DO.". G,." 

~ iiU a quick she-camel, lIke J~~) [142, 143] 
."., 8."..". •• 

(IY) : (c) an ep., like ~'Ij"~ a mare leaptng qutckly 
'" ,.". G .... ." • ' ttl' , • 

and ~ Ail.; a swift she-camel (R) : (3) ~ , [whIch 
" ... , 

occurs -ooly as a substantive (R),] like ~ [a place 
...... ~ "'''~ 

(IY, R), ~o), a place (R ,] and ~)' [below] (M, R) a 

name for Calamity (IY, R): (4) ~ , like ).;, [273, 
" "" " ",' .". ." II"". 

381]: (5) ~, like ~)~ [below]: (6) ~, like 

~~~ a place [below] : (7»)~ ,like ~LU. [below] : (8) 
"' .... " '" ." 0 , 

~ , like ~~ a clan of the An~ar [282, 397] : (9) 
,.;;' .... Ii' ,. 
~,like ~ a game [for boys (Jh)]: (10)~, 

like ~!:~ [below]: (11) ~,l;.i, like .;,'.:.; compassi<!n: 

(12) ~;;;, like ~1~ Calamity [398]: (13-14) 

;,;;; and j:;J , like )S~ and j~ a l-ind of gait, 

wherein islooseneBsoftheJoints [273] : (15) ;:i;, like 
iii ..... , ""'..... Ii .... 0,. 

~JI*-! naught [below]: (16) ~, like ~),M mean 

.[below] : (17) ~ , like ;~~ the down under, or amid, 
,. 0 '" • 

the hair of the she-goat : (18) ~,like ~~~ a kind 
• •• • ' '" ,0", 

oJ walk, ~ncl'/,nzng to one ~de [397J : (19) l:!~, like 
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,.,.""....... ~ ".~ G"",-, 

4~~F a l below] 520) '.. ,[31!) Lol .) 

mit!1 : (21) ~1~ , like 4}) Zacht4criah, whieh to 

be foreign: (22); i;~~, like ' 0 , a sidelong gait 
~ " 

[282, 385] : (23\ ~, like ~~ a sort of pace : (24-25) 
, 

. j~;j,like ~s.; c:;. a man's name [273,378] : (26) ~; like 

~ [below] : (27) ~~ , like ~)~ [248]: (28) ~ 1 ~ , 
,. "" iii ... ... 0 ",-

like .~~ [397] : (29)~, 1ike~~ a swaggering gait. 
~. ... ... ~.~ 

• 
[391] : lSI :,:~lcl ' ~T~."!"sol custifm, [:!16] (II). The 

[foematirws IY)] eomIoon mt4csc. 

are ) cl';; whirlx., WhO?l is f~,minioization, il 

of four kinds, (a) a substantive, either concrete, like ~ 
[a man's name, and one of the two mountains of Tayyi . ~ 

(I ll, I1..r6; a AIMallna and ~~ 

[000 Ihe Maoriool the dve ~,tarl 

called the Haunch of the Lion (IY)]; or abstract, 

[vid. what is an inf. n. (IY},] like ~~~ [248J, ~;; 
• ,. ... 0 

~~ recrlt communing, ~& ~ i>1, 
XVII. !)o. And wdz:n ,ore 

together, for which reason it is made sin~9~ (IY)], 

and ~~ blame: (b) an ep., either sing., [fom .. of r.;)~ 
p.O", "". "0,,. ",0 __ -

(IV],] ~U tdl,rsty, ~, and ~~ [248, 250] ; or 
... 0, "" .... 'IE 

pl~, like ~r and ~rl whnn its is c,w 
...... .-0, 

ordination, 1$4>/' and ~.,.i>;. [241, 371], booaUS>l 
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[their Tanwin indicates that they are triptote ; whereas, 

if' the , in them were for femininization" they would be 
I. .... • ..... 

diptote ; and because (IY)] the Arabs say iU,), and ilili 
."....... "."". ,., 

[258] (M) : [thus] when ~ isfom. of \:J"j.."j , [like \S~,] 
,., ..... , ,., 

or an inf. n.,like \5~' orapl.,like ~ro [259] and~~, 

its , is for femininization: and, when it is a substantive 

not an inf. n., the , is sometimes for co-ordination, as in 

;~ , according to those who pronounee it with Tanwin, 

and say il it;; and sometimes for femininization, as in 

\S;rt like or match (R) : (2) ~ , whioh, (a) when its 

, is for femininization, is of two kinds, (a) a concrete sub

stantive, either sing., like ~!'~ [a black wood of which 

platters are made (IY)], J.l~ [[a plant (IY)], and \5;~ 

[248,875] ; or pl., like k and ~~ [237, 250]: (b) 

an inf. n., like iA [248, 875] (M), as XXXIX. 22. [284] 

(IY) : (b) when its , is for co-ordination, is of two kinds, _0 . _. 
(a) a substantive, like \5'~ goats [3.75] and \5~ [248, 

- .' .. 875] : (b) an ep., like ~~) a man that eats alcme, and, 

according to Th, ~;,; ; while S does not authorize ~ .... 
as an ep. except with the i, as il,jo.~ (M) too haughty, ..... 
to be· amused by play, said of a man, and ~ [248], .. 
which ·is the most wicked of the ghoUls (IY) : [ thus] when 

~. is . ali inf. -n., like \SA ' or a pl., like ~ , its , 
14.9 
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is only for femininizat~on: and, when it is an ep., in 
which case, sallS S, it is only with the i, its , is for co-ord-

0."08,, 0,0 ....... " 

ination, as iU.~~) and ~ Bf;-e~; while IS)'!~ and 

k, says he, are orig. with Damm of the oJ [718] : 

Dud, when it is not an ep., nor an inf. n., nor a pl., its , 

is sometimes for co-ordination, as IS~; sometimes for 
.... 

femininization, as ~~; and sometimes for either, as _. ,. ,. 
~~~ or ~~~ (R). ~~ has two dial. vars., triptote, 

its , being regarded as for co-ordination with ~;'?; and 

diptote, it being regarded as fem. (IY). Each of the two 
f s of femininization has certain measures (lA, Aud), 

ordinary or extraordinary (Aud), by which it is known 

(IA). The ordinary measures of the abbreviated are 
'- .... '. ..... .... " , .... , 

[12 (Aud, Sn)], (1) ~ , lIke rsI)' [248, 375], ~t , and 

~:,;, [above] (lA, Aud, A), as eft ~ tJ;;'[Note on 

. p. 161, 1. 16J (Aud) : (a) IKb asserts that these have no 
. ... ... £ 

fourth ; but he is refuted by ~)' a grain whereby milk 

is curdled, lSi~ a place, and ~~ big ants (Aud, A); 
- '*,,' 

though 1M's reckoning ~ among the ordinary measures 
is evidently dubious (Aud) : (b) 1M in the Tashil makes 
this measure common to the abbreviated and prolonged, 

which is the truth; and hence ~ [273], and in the 

ep. ,s:.;": and ,t,: ii [248, 273]; while it is frequent in the 

pl., as ,"Col [246, 273J and ~ [246] (A) : (2) ~ 
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[above] : (3) ,;;; , (a) a substantive, like ~~;.; a stream 

at Damascus [389J; (b) an in/. n., like~; [above] ; 

(c) an ep., like ~;);:: (lA, Aud, A), as ~J;:; ;'~ a 

he-ass shying at his own shadow became of his liveliness: 

(a) Jh says that no ep. of the rnasc. occurs upon the 

measure of ).d except ~~ ~ ; but ~;:;. [above) also 

occurs (IA): (b) 1M in the Tashil reckons this measure 

among the common [measures]; and hence ~t,;; [273], 

~ri;~ ,and ~1;, no other being remembered (A) : (4) .. " .. 
~ (lA, Aud, A), which is one of the common measures ..... 
(Sn) : (a) if ~ be a substantive, its f is sometimes ..... 
abbreviated, as ~ [above]; and sometimes prolonged, 

_IG,O 

as ~,,..,, , one of the Mansions of the Moon, the' in which 

is abbreviated [above] and prolonged (A); and so too, if 
,., ,., , tA' 

it be an. ep., as ~~ and ~~ (Sn) : (5) ~ , [(a) a .... , 
substantive (A),l like ~)4- [248, 378] (lA, Aud, A), 
which is applied to the rnasc. andfom. (lA, Sn), and 

" ,. J , " 

~l...., [248, 278J (Aud, A) ; (b) a pl., like ~;t.s:- [250] ; 

(c) an ep. in the sing., as asserted by ABZ, who transmits 
, ..... , .......... 

..s~~ ~ a sturdy he-ca,mi/, (A) : (a) it is said [by Jh] 

in the $a~ih that the' of ~~ is not for femininization, 
[nor for co-ordination, being, as it were, a part of the word 

itself (Jh)] ; but this is a mistake, for he agrees that it is 

diptote (Aud), when det. and when indet., i. e., is not 
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",., ...... , . 

pronounced with TanwIn,(Jh) : (6) ~,lik~ ~ a 
....... ..... , ...... 

falsehood [above] : (7) ~, as \5~ [and c.sU~, each ,. 
meaning (Aud, A)] a kind of gait [397,385] : (8) ~ 

[above] : (9) ~, [which occurs only as an inf. n. 
" 

(A),] like j!~ (lA, Aud, A), ;!~ (Aud), and \5~~~ 
[335] : (a) 1M in the Tashil reckons this measure among 

-'. ." ." the common; and ~j, ~~ ~,. He is acquainted 

'With his inward mind, ~~ ,;. particularizing, ~~!~. 
,." ., , 

boasting, and J;!i:. tarrying, loitering, ha.ve been heard, 
prolonged and abbrevia.ted: (b) Ks makes this measure 

regular ; but the truth is that it is confined to hearsay 

(A) : (10) ~ , like \5~ a $pathe of a palm-tree. (lA, 
Aud, A), which has Fat-lt of the second also with all three 

II' , II t ' 
vowels of the ~ (A) ; and like \5)~ naught and \5)~ 
7Wught (Aud, A) : (a) 1M in the TashtlandIKtt transmit 

.r;; r: a tortoise or turtle, [which A thus makes out to 
be with :pamm. of the J (Sn)]; and, according to this, ." ~ is one of the common measures: but Fr transmits 
........... , .......... I 

81 • t- ,.which appears to show ~t the I of ~t;$\ 1 w is 
not for femininization, unless it be treated as anomalous, . . ,., ; .. , , .. , 
like i~ [above] (A) : (II) ~,like ~l,;", oonfusion 

" ... , ,,. 
(lA, A.ud, A), as \SLI! ... ~ ~ 11l.ey fell into confu-

. , 
. .,. °a' 

8100 (IA) ; and like ~ a Bort of sweetmeat (Aud, A.). 
~ .. , ...... , ." .... , 

and ~P.AJ (I riddle [253]: (a) ~~~ ~ ,. [a~~e] .. 
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has been heard, and nothing else with the prolonged t 
,.J ,e, 

(A) : (12) ~, like I$)W a plant [above] (lA, Aud, 
, ., ' . , 

A), I$)~ a plant, and I$)~ a bird (Aud, A), or, as 
the KF says (Sn), aplant (KF, Sn). The extraordinary 

".,., '''0'' 
measures of the abbreviated are (1) ~,as I$~ 

,,,.., ".".." . 
perdition: (2) 1$# ' like l$~fI a plant, [its, being aug. i 

,.",. ...... 
but said by some to be ~ , its , being rad. (Sn)j : (3) 
"., ".' ". ,., 
~,u , like ~~ a kind of old man's gait: (4-5) ~,a¥ 

'" ,...... , t....... '" ,...... ., ,.". , , ...... 
and ~~~ , like ~~ and ~y6'" , [as ~~ ~".., 
• J '.' ". ,.,. 

~ and~,..,.. Their goods are held in common, or pro-
muC'UO'UB, among them, with abbreviation and prolonga-

"". " , "'J 
tion (Sn)]: (6) '-ij.,d, like '-il..p [a word of (Sn)] 

'I.tJO'nCler ; [bat no other word of this measure occurs (Sn)] : , , , , 
, '.. , ...... 

(1) I$~' , like I$jl&,), [with J;>amm of the Hamza and",:, , 
says Shm, and so in the KJf, sitting cross-legged (Sn)] : 

, ", , ", , ", 
(8) .ss~, like .ssr.-) }ear [and .ss~) supplicating, , , 

,.,. ". ...... , . ." ., 
petitioning (Sn)]: (9) ~~, like ~,s~ (with 

". ". , , 
Fatl) or Kasr of the C ,Fatl}. of the ~ , and :pamm of 

the first U , or with Kasr of the C and ~ , or with Fatl} or 

Kasr of the. C ' and Fatb of the ~ and first U (Sn ),] a plant , 
. ,., ,., 

[its ~ being rad. i but said by some to be ~~, its 

"." "." 
~ being aug. (Sn)] : (10) ~ , like wiOt.!:'" a swagger-

I. i,~ gait: (11) ~ J like 1$;';; [above]: (12) ),11 ~ 
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. " lIke ~1 a place [or, says As, a man: (a) IUK dis-

tinctly declares that the ~ is pronounced with Kasr ; 
" .... 

but Syt makes its measure ~1 with Fat~ of the e 
(Sn)] : (13) ~, like ~;~ having a large tip to the 

1W8e ; [though in other senses its r has all three vowels, , 
.",., 0', 

as ~)~~) (I profligate, or mean, or short and broad, 
IG"",., ...... , 

man, according to the KF (Sn)] : (14) ~, like ~),M 
having a large end to the nose, said of beasts : (15) 

• • • • 
,~ , like ~~T,' 3leepin,g much, [but in the KF, a man 

quick in his affairs; while' IA on the Tashil says that 

the r is pronounced with Fatl} also (Sn)] : (16)~;J , like 
......... rl~.. •• 

~)~,~ large in the two testicles: (17) ~ , like ~ ~;~ 

thefruit ofa plant: (18) 4LJ , like l~; [389], denot

ing ~tation, [and said to be aplace (Sn)]: (19) t,ijj.d, 
like ~~;;. [above] (A); though IKtt mentions that its 

,measure is li~ (Sn) : (20) j~ , like ~j'~ [above] 
(A) ; but AH, IUK, and Shm mention that' its measure 

is ~id ; and this is in the Dm also, and is more pro
bable than what [R followed by] A says (Sn). But 

that all these are extraordinary requires consideration (A). 

§ 273. The prolonged' of femininization has [many 

(IA)] measures (lA, A), ordinary and extraordinary 
(A). The measures of the prolonged' of femininization 

are (1) .. 'i.d, [which is of two kinds, (a) a substantive, , 
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which is of three kinds (M),] (a) a concrete substantive 
-'. , 

[in the sing. (M, R)], like ~~ a plain [248,263] (M, R, 

IA; Aud, A), ~rs.~ a desert (M), and ~r,.;;,;, 10M (R) ; 

while they say ~~;.;,. it the sley, as though they held the 

stars to be like Y~ mange upon it, orig. an ep., [meaning 
mangy,] but become a substantive by prevalence of appli-

cation; and ~ from their saying r-!+it" ~T:"';i[78, 
147], meaning the multitude, a simple substantive, not 
an in/. n. (IY) : (b) a [concrete substantive sing. in form 
(IY),] pl. [in sense (IY, Aud, A), a quasi-pl. n. (R), Or . 

rather a collecti ve generic n., not a pl., because ~~ is not 

a formation of the broken pl. (8n)], like ~u~ [258] (M, 

R, Aud, A), ,1;.d (M, R), ,Ut;., andJ!.1t things (M): 
this is the opinion of 8 ; while Mz transmits from As that 

the n. un .. of ;-lJ~, ~t.;;;, and ~UI;isij~[258J, i;~, 
G... ... 

and ~ respectively, the last alone having the e pro-

nounced with Kasr : and the dispute is not as to whether 

these nB. are broke:r:t ph. or not, but as to whether they cor-

respond to & and 1.1 ' which have no sing. of their own 
... ." . ". . crude-form ; or to ~~ and~"4 , which have such a "'ng. 

vid. ~ and i~ [257]: and, as for ~t;1.i , it is [diptote, 

BaYs Khl, because (Jh)] orig. ~ti!·i, upon the measure of 

~ , like ,t; ~i and ~u~ ; but, disliking the proximity 
of the two Hamzas [at its end (Jh)], they shill the first 
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to the position of the u , saying ,r; ,;.i upon the measure 

of ,r;;s : and what proves it to be sing. is their giving it 
,. ". 9 ., •• 

a broken pl. \SjLt' (IY) or ls!Li' , and [a sound pl.] ~'jlt ~, 

also (Jh) : (c) an inf. n. (H, R, Aud, A), like ;-~ hap

,piness, ;-~ distress (H, R), ,Ci /aoor, [as ;U;~i ~; 
;;,';'; -T? ~~ .r;:, XI. 13. And, if We make him taB~ 
f(Jll)or after distress, that has a.ffticted him (IY),] and 

Jt:t? hardship (M), whe~ce i4i; supplicating, petitioning 
(Aud, A) ; but the truth is that these are quaai-inf. nB., 

notinf. nB. themselves (IY) : (b)anep. (H, R, lA, Aud, 
, ,..-

A), which is of two kinds (M), (a) fem. of Ju' (M, R, 

lA, A), where it is regular (R), in colors (IY), as ;r;;": 
black and ,t~; white (Hl, [and] as ,~:,;, red. [248] (R, 

lA, Aud, A) and itJ;) blue; and in defects, as J;':; 
blind, a;~ lame, and ,r;; one-eyed (IY) : (b) not fem. 

of Jdi (H, R, lA, A), as ~ ~.) incessant still rain ,. 

(H, R, lA, Aud, A), Jt;,~,;' i~ a handsome woman 

(M, R, A), ,i'~ it; a new dress, [because rough 

to the feel (IY),] ,t;,;Jr ~~, the pure Arabs (M, 

R), like ~Jw."~;;, (1Y), ,~; ~~ a Be11en3 calamity 

(IY, R), ,r;;; ~ or UG a spirited mare or she-camel 

(IA); and ,~; r;! [248] (IY) ; whereas ~ ~ is 

not said (IY, lA, Sn), but·~ (lA, Sn) or JUa;. (Sn) ; ,. . 
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. nor ~;'t~i~; , nor e;;, J :.; (IA), nor ~ =i ~; : a~ .. 
the Hamza at the end of "Y;; , in its different kinds, is 

only for femininization, because there is no j~ in the 

language for this to be co-ordinated with, except in what 
• ' < • , • .". a ..,..0" 

is reduplicated, likee Jft'> [332, 396] and JI.i..li [382] (IY) : 
j, . 

(2-4) ~r, like "t;jJWednesday(R, lA, Aud, A) : (a) 
--".. . 
~, is one of the oomBWn measures, as 1M mentions in 

, , .. 
the ~ashil, whence ~, said of a ge:neral invitation 

[272, 381] (A), as ';';::'i" ;1;;, ~~; I in",ited the per>ple 

generally to the food, or, as Um mentions, .'Y..k;;, (Sn) : 

(b) ,,~ (M, R) is eithers{ng., like "t;,;J ; or pl; (R), like' 
, ~ I 

"ti~r[246] (M), which is frequent (IY, R) in the pl. 1 , 

of [the ep.J ~ [unsound in the J J, as "t!jj~r and .r;ut 
, -", 

(IY), like J~;." [278J (R) : (5) ~ , like "t;)h[399J 

(M, R, lA, Aud, A), denoting a place (Aud, A, MKh), 

and (Sn, MKh), as is said (Sn), a female. scorpion (IY, 
lA, Sn) : (a) this is one of the common measures; and 

'" ..,..0, _'" 
~ence ~~ a woman's. name (A) : (6) ~[with Kasr 

of the i.J (Aud, Sn, MKh)], like ~I ~ retaliation (lA, 

Aud,.A), as transmitted by ID, no other.instance being 

remembered '(A).: (7) 3.. id , [which occurs only as a 

substantive (A),] like "t;,;} [40] (n, lA, Aud, A): 
, ,., .... ",,. 

(a) IKtt transmits ~f'" ..us ; and, ~cording to this, 
. lW 
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;jj,d is a ·common measure': (b) the 3rd [letter)" or 

a:J} may be pronouneed with Fatl;t or Damm (A) ; (8) 

;-~;(j, like ;~~~ (M, R, lAy Aud, A), the tenth dag of 

the Mul}arram exclusively, from i;;.: ten (IV) : (a) this 

is a common measure, whence J,~4 the name of' a place 

(A): (9) ~'Lu (M, R, lA, Aud, A), h"ke ~~t.: [247] (M), 

~hence ~t;~u [247, 390J (R, lA, Aud, i.)-: (10) ~l;i, , , , 

-like ~~ [389] (M, R, lA, Aud, A), an inf. n. (IY), 

meaning greatness (IY, IA) : (11) JY;:;; (R, lA, Aud, 

A), likei~';';;[257J (R), whence ~t=:;'::;[257] (lA, Aud, 

A) : (12) JYLd' (M, R, lA, Aud, A), (a) an in/. n. (R), like 

3~ [246, 248, 390] (M, R, Aud, A); (b) a simple su

stantive;likeiGU[390] (R), whence~t..:~ (IA,..Aud, A), 

a dial. var. of JW;' [899] (IA) ; (c) an ep., like ."G4.' 
[390) (R) : (a.) IKtt authorizes ~ abbreviated in some 

words, among them ~~ [like ~ (KF, Sn)J, the 
IlAme of a mountain [whereon the Arabs used to kindle 

fire on the morning of a. foray (Jh, KF, Sn)] ; and, 

according to this, .~ is a. commo~ measure (A): 

(13) ii!~i(R, IA,Aud, A) as~~;[246J (R, And, A) : 
.... 

(a) 1M in the Tashil reckons it among the oommon 

[measures], whence ..sr..! oum-'ragacooth, (A) and~} 

[282](Jh): (14) i,;i (M,R,IA,Aud, A), like~;' (M,R) . 
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i. q. ~i";' [above] (IY, R), whence ,ti;'; human dung (IA. 
,...", -", -", 

Aud, A), ~~~a dial. var. of ~~r~ [above1 and ~~,~ 
, . ,,. 

a place, in relation to which the ~)'~ [ a sect of schis-

matics (Sn)] are named [311]: (a) 1M in the Tashil 

reckons ·this measure among those peculiar to the pro-
. '" ,.1, 

longed; but IKtt authorIZes ';,u, whence ~)~ a 

p~, ~~ a dial. var. of ~ti;'~ [above], ;,;; a town in 
,. , ". ",.",. 'J 

AlBabrain, ~~ a clan in J urhnm, and ~ ",:,Lb [545] 
in the poem of Imra Al~ais; and, according to this, it 

is common, which is the truth (A); (15) ~~ , like 

.tii• a place [272] (R, lA, Awl, A), ~~~ a place, [with 

U aocording to S, and U 8OO0rding to Jh (R ),] ,Ur; 
[885] (R, Awl), and J~ & spite (!t), the only [four (R)] 
words 0( this measure {R, Aud), so that 1M's reckoning 

it among the ordinary [measuresJis dubious (Aud) : (a) 88 

already remarked [272J, this measure is one of the common 

[measuresJ (A): (16) ~~, like ~T~ (M, R, lA, Aud, 

A) a garment (made of sille (A)] containing [yellow (IA)] 
stripes (IY, lA, A), liTce thongs, and also said to mean 

gold (IY), the only woM of this measure (R) : (17) ~ 

(M, R, lA, Aud, A), like':;~ pride (lA, Aud), (a) sing, 

(R), like ;r;.,;,; BWeat offever (M, R), whence it:'.,; 
(M, A) and ~r;,;.: [248] CR, A); (b) pl., like,.T": (R), 

I *1[~46J (~I), and I>~ [247 (R) : these seventeen arc 
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the ordinary measures (Aud, A), as herc mentioned by 

~M: (18) ~"i(~;i, like l.t:~;j) a [large herd or (Sn)] 
" " 

flock -[below]; (19) ,.-~~, li~e ~~ a place: (20) 
" " rj: i;, like ,~ a swaggering gait ; [while AH, IUK, 

and Shm say "and ~~i is said" (Sn)] : (21) iYi ili, like 

"t:.G;' [below], i. q. "t;:,;' [above] (A): (22) ;y~, 
like "t.:G;' [400] (R): (23) ~~ (R, A), like "t;~~~ 
~nd'iv~ [399] (R), whence a.:..o~ a dark night (A); or 

I , 

riJd, li~e"r;~·so(R):(24)~;t;,like ~r;"i~ [247, 
" '" I , -' ;., -,,-, 

248, 390] ()I, ~) and ~~ the squill (A) : (25) ,,~, , ~ 

like,L.ji:"(R):(26)~Y,1d, like ,,¥,;:.;; or"~ evil 

~nd tumult: (27) ~ ~ , like ~ ~ !.t~ ea'l"flat endeavour. 
" " 

, [and ~'t;;; the down beneath the hair of tke 8he-go~t (Sn)] ; 

(~8) ~4.~~;;, li1~e "t;!~;; meaning 'Amr Ibn' .Amir, king 

of AlYaman (A): (29) ~-~,lil~e~~(M,R) abird's 
" , " 

tail ; but here the usual form is abbreviation [below] 

(IY) : (30) ~ , ~e ~-Cb Zachariah {18]: (3n ~~, 
like ~~j)~ [below] (R). The measures common to 

'" 
the two's of femininiZation are' (1) ";';';'; (2) ~: (3) 

.;u;i [or 'ii:,·, like ,~~ with abbreviation or pro-
~ ,=,., '" 

longatio~ (Sn)]: (4) ~: (5) )!~: (6) );:;: (7) . 

, ;~G:[(8)~': (9) ~ (Sn):f these 'have been 
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already noticed: llO) ~1' .like ~;!~:O1 [272J a~d . 
~ ;1 [above] : (11) ~ , like ));J:. [272] and a:c,~ 
a birfl. crop: (12) J:;;' like J;~;' [272] and ~t:t;; 
i. q. it:'!;~ rabove]: (13) ~ , like ~ and ~ the. 

place ojgrowth ofa birfls tail [abov~J: (14) ~, like 
r!(' ~~(' ~~ [272J and ~,~ [a king's name ; but, in the KF, 

l)amm of the J is approved when the' is abbreviated, 

and F~t1}. when it is prolonged (Sn)] : (15) ~, like , . ~ 

~~ &Jld ~t;~~ a kind of [green (Sn)] locust (A), 
~ ~ . 

long in the two hirullegs [400]; (16) ~ : (17) ~U;) . 
like ~~ or ~~Ui , as in the Dm (Sn). As for [the two . 

~easures (Sn),] (1) ~ , like ,~ and j~.~ (248, 385, . 
~ 

683], ~d j~(the row ofvertebrm oJ(A) a back (IY, 

A) and ,C:!.t. dates t~at do not Jorm hard stones (A), ... 
whence ,ti~ and rt}i) both ~eaning rough ground (IY)), , 

and (2) ~ (~5()], like ,~ [a plant" {whose color 
- --a, 
remembles that of ~e wolf (IY) }, n. un. i.~ (IY, A)], 

;~ [ a kind of (A) wine (IY, A)], and iti,i ringworm . 

[below] (M, AJ, and [similarly (IY)] J;,~ , (orig. ;t.;'.;,,=: 
(Bn),] the bone projecting behind the ear [272] (IY, A), 

they are not measures of the prolonged [ , of femininiza

tion], because (Sn) their tis for co-ordination (M, A) with 
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.,. 0,·, . 
U"~~ [253] an~ Ut'Ur a crag jutting out from a moun· 

tain fA), not for femininization (IY, Sn), siBce it is 

·pronounced with Tanwln (A), they being triptote, because 
• .... 0 .... , 

co-ordinated with C'j)r.: [253, 396, 673] and U"'~ (IY) 

i. q. ~~ (Jh, KF). But a;; [385] has two dial. 

"ars., (1) ~t;;;, of the cat. of ~~; [above], diptote, 
. 0 ... , 

because, there being no ~ among the formations, 
that it might be ccrordinated with, its Hamza is for 
~ ••••. ( ) T" din-L_..l· hOle:; lemlDlDJr.atlon; 2 l4~, co-or IMItSU Wlt U"'-r' and 
therefore triptote (IY). Some of the prolonged-are 
sometimes abbreviated by poetic license, the elided" being 

then' the first, not the last, because the latter has a 

meaning; and because, if it were elided, the n. would 
become triptote, on account of the removal of the , offemi

ninization [18]: and, when the first is elided, the last 

returns to its o. f. of' , since the cause of its conversion 

into Hamza was the combination of the two [248] (R) 
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TED. U T V E N U N~ 

§ 274. The dVm. is the [exprei3i3ioli (J rh)] [~ugmekRte[l 

[by something (Ry J i3b)]' urdi3r that it mt~y s's, s",us ........ " 

d~iminuti():&l (SH). W i3 srry the frterprrssiyrn, alid liOt the 

as in rom.e d the CY[IDru.entaries, in order to include 

... J .... r 8""] d "t.h·" t " " .l",f.<'>' \.A L2 8 ; an we say some mg, no a 1$ !UJ ... 
some of the Commentators say, thn 

is KH?t Ci3,liUlied to thn \oS , rn.3 you willlrarn [293] (:Jrb). 

1M mentiolRn. thID cat. imruedintely nfter the cat. of the 

broken pl., becausn, as S says (A), the dim,. and [broken 

(M, AArb, A)] pl. follow on.e conrse [247, 686J (8, M, 
AArb, A), which means that their treatment is one (IY), 

because they have many questions in common. as will he 

mentioned (A), each of them bLling altered alid . ". , .... ," 
n.p;DLle (A .• A:urb, Sli)" For, WliekR you i3ay~) in the dim. 

e , 
{)f ~) , you alter the form of the latter by pronouncing 

its initial with :pamm, and its second with Fatb. and by 

adding a quiescent \$ third; while you rut.er itB i3enFlie, 

be(',B,use you transfer it from geeatnes8 i3myi3llni388 just 
°t" .. b " 

frS, whon you i3ay J~) In its rekOli pl., you alter ita , 
form. by adding the' ,and pronouncing the preceding 

letter with Fatl;1 ; while you alter its sense, bec.!tu,"!e yea 

gill d D u ''- ~L' rr 



1 

tran;;;sfer it from the individ1U:tl to the (Alrnh). 

According to the BE (A), the dim. formatfon imports 

[four (A)] :meamugs A]§ ~(l) of 

what may be fancied to be'big (IY, A) in substance (Sn),. 

as ' a r'Ynallman nnd J ~;;. ~mall he-CtJi/iiz,el 

(2) the conternptibleness of whtft may be fnnded be 

great (Jrb, A) in degree (Sn) : (8) that is either vague, 
O.~' 0.,' 

as rl~'Y~) anP 1 ~ you 
nounce him to be contemptible without explaining what 

• §~ ~ 

necnrritaPrr conlnrnpt hin" ; or d'Y§lnite, ~~ possess-

ed to §r§'Ycet~t§2,tm, 
where you pronounced him to be conteinptible in respect 
of smttPnesr hi;;;s team"p,mg hir nrid 

I .... £ , .... £ 
similarly ~, and ~ [287], where you mean the 
faint'Yz,e8s ~ his and (Jrl : (3( 

fewnR-~S of what may be fancied to be many [in nun§ber 

(Sn)], as ~,; 9~j) a few dtrhams (IY, Jrb, A) and 
., ((0"" 

'=-"lZ,~~~:jj) rb) ; IS to 
pls. [285]: these are the meanings common, and fre

que:a:&t, in cz,rt (J rh : (4 ( lheff,~U{lrne~Sd3" of ff'if hat may 

be fancied to be far [287] (IY, Jrb, A] in timuyas 

~§§J;;; a little before the afternoon and '-:t}:;;r ",!:; 
>"a sun,a:et ; pb&ury, ar ,~ ff,I a ~ittle 
this and clfS ~~ a little below that [286( . (c) as 
-'0 • ,,~ 

~ ~, [287] (A): this meaning is anomalous, ~are ; 
\ : - ~-. - - -~"~'" -

JlgltlZ( 
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and occur. in the OOv. more often than in anything else 

\Jrb). The KK add another meaning, vid. magnifica.

.tion, as in el.J;:' Y'Gt jJ; [117, 177J (IY, A), because 

there is no ca.la.mity greater than death (IY) ; the saying 
[of Aus Ibn 1;Iajar (Jsh)] 

i:~'j~~~'t!. ~~;~~l.t,~~;;~~ 
... " -

(IY, A) A little above a. huge mounta.in, lofty in summit, 

that tJwu art not one to reach 'Until thou, tire thy8~lf 

and walk hard (Jsh), because he says lofty in summit .. ' ....... 
(lY) ; and the saying of 'U mar on Ibn Mas'ud ~ ~ .. ---Ua a great wallet filled with lea.ming and the say-.. 
ing of an Arab [AUIubib Ibn AlMundhir (Jh, Md, 
lAth, Is) Ibn alJ amub alAn~a.ri (Md, lAth, Is)] 
, ..... ,.... '" ,." i.J"'· ... ,'~ l • ~,....... . 
~~ 14is!~ ~~ I '+"l~ ul I am their great 8t'Ump 

mooh nibbed· against, and their big palm-tree proppetl 

'Up [282] (A), because the oocasion is one of eulogy (Sn). 

But, according to the BB, [all of (IY)J that is reducible-
. (by interpretation (A») to [the meaning of {IY)J con

temptibleneu (IY, A), i~~ being meant to intimate 
... 

". that the death of living beings is sometimes brought 

! about by small calamities (Sn) ; and to the like (A), such 

~ the smallfte88 of what is fancied to be big in substance 

(Sn), J;;~ being meant to intimate that the t'1U>'Unta.in 

is small.. breadth, [though high (Sn),] difficult of ascent 

(IY, Sn) because .of its tallness and.height (IY), and 
161 
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~ 0, .... , ..... , 
.~ and ~~ and ~~ that abundance of sense 

sometimes goes with smallness of substance (Sn). And 

I other] instances of tropical diminution of subBtances are 

the dims. importing (1) affectUm and kindness, as in ;.; 4 
.,f,. , 

o my darling son, ~,~ 0 my darling brother, and 

~ci,.; ~ ThO'U art my dear friend, because the small 

are treated with affection and kindness; (2) prettiness, 
_,0 .... ,", ... -

whence e" &' l,o l,i[171, 28B], because the small are 

mostly graceful,pretty (R). The dim. formation in an., 

being an indication of the smallness of its named, is an 

embellishment and qualification of the n., because by .. " 
~) you mean a small man [25, 282] (IY). The 
~xpreBBion that the d.im. is formed from has certain con

ditions, that it be (1) a n. ; so that the v. and p. have no 

dim., because the dim. formation is a qualification in 

sense; while the dim. of the v. of wonder is anomal

ous [288]: (2) declo [293]; so that the prons. have 
.... .... e,," 

no dim. [292] ; nor have ~ [292], ~, and the like : 
.while the dim. of some dems. and conjuncts is anomalous 

[293] : (3) susceptible of diminution; so that such as 

~.1 great and ~"f corpulent have no dim., (because, if 

they had, a contradiction· would result (Sn)]; nor have 

the magnified names, [like the names of God, of His 

Prophets, Angels, and Scriptures, of the Codex, and of 

~he Mosque (~n)] : (4) devoid of dim. forms, [original or 
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Actual (8n),] and of their like, [i. c., forms }laving the 

same vowcls and quiescences as the dim. (Sn)]; so thai'-
• e.,.. , ...... , . 

such as ~ [289] and ~, [in which the dim. form .. " ,.,. 
is original, hut forgotten, and ~) a little man and ~ 
Little ZaU:l, in which the dim. form is adventitious 
without being forgotten (8n),] have no dim. ; nor have ...... , 
such as ~ afarrier, or veterinary surgeon [289] and 

;!!.: a guardian, watcher (A), which are not di"""., hut 
have the same conformation as the dim. (8n). The dim. I 

[of the declo n. (M)] has [only (M, R)Jthree paradigms 

(1I, R, Aud, A), as 8 distinctly declares (IY), (1) J;;';, 
•• ,... •• " • e,,' .., , .., J 

as ~; (2) ~, as ~:)->; (3) ~, as ~->(M. 

A.ud, A). For, (1) if the n. he tril., whicheveI:. of the ten 

measures [237, 368] it be upon, then its dim. is j;;; : 
(2) if it be quad., then, (a~ if its four [letters] be not 

accompanied hy a letter of prolongation fourth, its dim. 

is J!;';;; and, (h) if they be accompanied hy such a letter, 
• ." 0 • ~J 

its dim. is ~ (R). As for ~ , it is for every n. , , 

of five letters, whose fourth is a, or , or 't$ , as ~l~ ~ . . .,.., .... . ." . .., 
dim. ~~!-AA [283], J.",~4! d'l,m. J.",~ (below], IJI,¥ 

.. . .... ' . '" 
dim. U"":!~f' [283], IJ?'!J' a pommel of a saddle [396], 

• .,J D,.,.. 
dim. ~t"~' and UA!~." , a sour vegetable growing . . .... , 
in sandy places (285), dim. ~~ , the multitude or .. 
paucity of the vowels not being heeded, nor their 
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vanatien (~). What is meant by these fOrD)atioDs is the 
measure, not the actual paradigm, which is sometimes 
, ... ~ , ... ~ .... ' .... , .. " 
J.a.t.;I ,as ~,; and ~, as .. ~ ; and ._,:1:.';'" as 

..... , ..... I~-- ~ . . -, ~ 

~r [below] (IY). But the use of these three para· 

digms [alone] to denote the measur~s of the dim. is a con 

ventional notation peculiar to this cat., the mere form 

. being here considered, [without regard -to correspondence 

of 'rOO. to rad., and of aug. to aug. (Sn),] in order that. 

the number of formations-may be minimized; and is not 

conformable to the conventional notation jof etymology : 
, ...... f,. •• ", • 0,,' 

for in the dim. the measure of'~' and r~ I:nd ~ ..... , .....; ." 
is ~ ; whereas their etymological measures are~' 

and j.;:; and ~ (A]. Four ('roo. letters (R)] are , , 
not exceeded (SII) in the dim. [293] (R). Only the Wil. 

and quad. ens. (IY, R)] have a dim. (M, R, Jrb), not 
the quina (R), according to the chastest dial. (Jrb), the 

aim. of the quina being disapproved, like its broken 

pl. [245], because of the elision of its 5th ['rOO.] 
(MI. If, however, a dim. be formed from the quina 
(M, SH), notwithstanding its weak authority (SH), 

a letter (IY), (vid.] the 5th or some other (R), is 

elided (IY, R), in order that the quin. may be 

reduced to four [letters]; and the dim. is then formed .. " .... , 
on the paradigm of the quad., vida ~ , as E~: 

•• " ...... " e.", 
SO ~hat (IY) "ji~ ~said from ~)~, andr,"!Q~ from 

-, -_.. -'" 
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.. ,.... . ..... ' .. " 
t.J.~: while some of them say '-'i!'" and ..;.~' 

[belowJ, eliding the r because it is one of the aUfP. [671], 
and the c) because it resembles one of them, vide the IoU 

[732] (M). They elide (1) the 5th [275] (IY, SB), as 

in the broken pl. [245] (Jrb), which is the best way 

. (SH), because the heaviness results from it (IY) : (2) 

as is said, the quasi-aug. (SB), (a) one of the letters 

of augmentation [671J (IY, R, Jrb), although it is a rad • 
•• ,J ..... ,'" 

(R), as u;:!~ from Uol)~, where the ~ is elided, 
" although it is not aug. (IY); [and, according to Z and Jrb,] .. ,. , 

as ..;.~ (below] by elision of the r (J rb) : but, [accord-

ing ~ IY and R,] the quasi-aug. rad. is elided only 

when it is' near the end, being 4th; 80 that J.r~ 

. [below J is not said, because the r is far from the 

end, [being 3rd (IY)]; while Z says that BOme of 

the Arabs (IY, R) elide the qu,asi-aug. wherever it 
. 0 ..... J 

be (R), [so that theyJ say tJ.~ [above] (IY), which 
, ... I 

is a mistake (IY, R), as I think (IY), [and] as Sf and 

An distinctly declare (R) : (b) like one of the letters of 

augmentation [in source (R), and near the end(IY, R)],as .. ..".' . ,." 
Up'" from \Jc),.. (IY, R, Jrb), where the c) is elided 

... 
because it resembles one of the letters of augmen-

tation, vide the I::.J [671] (IY, Jrb), since the c) pro

ceeds from the same source as the I::.J [782] (R). But 
that [elision of the quasi-aug.] is anomalous, rare, for 
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which reason Z says that (IY) the best way is the 
........... 

~rst (M). Akh [says that he (M, Jrh)] heard ~r-A-

(M, 8H) with the ~ (IY) mohile (M}, the five letters 

being retained, from dislike to elision of a roo. letter ; 

and the Fatl}a of the ~ being preserved (R), [ or] the 

~ being pronounced with Kasr (J rh) : and 8 transmits 

from some of the GG [in the dim. and hroken pl. such as 
0" ." J, " 

(R)] ~1*"- and ~),~ [with Fat~ of the ~ in both 

(R)l ; while K.hl says" If I were forming a dim. to the 

"quin. without eliding anything from it, [as some of the 

"GG say (IY),] I should make the penultimate letter .. . ..... ' 
"quiescent, saying ~pA-' by analogy to [what is 

. ,.. . . .... ' 
"authentic in their language, vid. (R)] r.:~~,) , because 
"the 1$ is quiescent" (IY, R). In forming the dim. [of 

the declo n. (M) three processes are necessary (Aud),] 

(1) the initial is pronounced with l>amm ; (2) the aecond 

is pron~unced with Fatb; (3) a quiescent 1$ [497] is insert· 
ed third (M, Aud). Then, if the n. be tn"Z., one restricts 

0· .... ' ...... ' 
oneself to that formation, which is ~, like ~ [from .. , .. .."., ." 
u-U] and ~) [from~)]: hut, if it exceed three 
[letters], a fourth process is needed, i. e., the letter after 

the 1$ of the d~m. mu."t be pronounced with Kasr ; and 
then, if this letter pronounced with Kasr he not followed 

b~ a soft letter in the penultimate, the formation is j;~;; , 
like ~;,~; . from ;;::;'; while, if it he followed by a soft 
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letter in the penultimate, the formation is J~.;;j , like . , 
• ., , II· 

.Jt!~ from ~ [283] (Aud). When the second , , , 

{letter] of the n. is a ..s [retained in the dim., as in e;': , 
....... . '" .. " ...... , 
~, and ~~v', it is best to say ~ and ~, with 

...... .., 
:pamm; but(S)] B:OmeoftheArabssaYe!.t~"~!!Z,[and .. , 
~ (S), with Kasr, from fear that the ..s may be con-, 

verted into, because of the l)amma on the letter before 

it, and (R)] from dislike to [the heaviness of (R)] the ..s 
after the :pamma [242, 247] (S, R) if they were to remain 
like that. When the ..s of the dim. is followed by two 
homogeneous letters, one of them is incorporated into 

the other ; so that the Kasr is removed by the incor-.. ,~ .- .. , . 
poration, as ~, [281] and ~cM [663J (R). The..s of 
the dim. is sometimes changed into' for the sake of ligh~ 

ness, when immediately followed by a double letter, as 
6 ..... ' o. ,J o c." a.e.."., . 0." .. , 

.il',.> and il'r for ~,j) and i4a,..-t , d1/1ns. of ilb and ilL.t. 
[639] (Sn). The rule that the letter after the ..s of the 

dim. should be pronounced with Kasr in [the dim. of] the 
n. exceeding three letters is subject to exception in four 
cases, vid. when the letter is before (1) the sign of femin-

inization [below], i. e., (a) the i , as in ;;~ : ... ; (b) the', 

as in ~ : (2) the aug. letter of prolongation preceding. 

~he 'of femininization, as in ~~':; [263, -683] : (8) the t 

~f J\3t[be~ow], as in ~i: (4) the' of the ~iu tha~ ~oes 
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r , ,,, "., 

Dot form the pl. ~ [below], as in '-='~ [250] and 
, ,., 
~w:a [250, 285] : for in these four cases the letter after 

the IS of the dim. must remain pronoUnced with Fatb. 
as it was before the formation of the dim. : you say (1) 

;;~" ;,., and ~ [282] ; (2) ~ [282, 283] : (~) Jt;;;t 
, , . ., , . , ..... , 

[288, 285] ; (4) '-='~ [283] and '-='~ [285] ; whereas 
• 0" • • .... , • ,. 

you say ~r [above] and ~!~!I ... from ...,l.i..r , and 
• ,e, -, .,'" 
~lJa..1-" because their pl. is ~!1- [280, 282] and 

~~ [250] (And). The expression" before the si~ 
of femininization" [ above] means" immediately before 
[the sign of femininization (Sn))", as exemplified; for, if 
the letter be separated [from the sign], it is pronounced 

. '\. .,,* ..... , 
With Kasr, accordmg to the general rule, as ~~ (A). 
The I offemininization being a word compounded. with the 

first [266], and the final [letter] of the first of two words 
compounded together being pronounced with Fat!} [211], 
the predicament of the I, in having the letter before it 

pronounced with Fat!}, is the same in the dim. and non

dim. (R). The last member of a comp., being treated like 
the I of femininization, as 1M says in the Tashil, is 

governed by the same rule as the I ; and therefore you say 

.d ;r;;; with Fatb of the J [290] (A): but, when the first 

member ends in IS , as' in ~~~, the letter [immedi-.. 
ately] before the last member is not pronounced with 

Fa1;\l, because it does not follow immediately after the 
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~ of the dim., but it remains quiescent; while the 

-letter f0110wing immediately after [the 1.5 of the dim.] 

remains pronounced with Kasr, [becalJ8e it is not imme

diately before the last member of the 'comp.]; 80 that 
, ., ." 

you say '-:'~~ [290J (8n). The letter before the 
abbreviatecf and prolouged 1 of femininization is not 

pronounoed with Kasr, in order that they may be pre

served from being CODVerted into 1$, since they are 

.signs of fe~nization" and the,sign, so far as possible, 

is not altered. As for the conversion f)f the sign of 

femininization into 4$ • that would obviously be entailed 

in the case of the abbreviated; while in the case of t~e 

'prolonged, although the sign is the Hamza converted 

from the , of femininization" the • before it being a letter 

.of prolongation, as in ;~ , still, since the coDversion of 
the , of femininization into Hamm, not into, or 1.5 , is on 

.account of the. before it [248, 683], conversion of the 

mst into 1.5 would necessarily entail conversion of the 

second also into 4$ , as in el ,U ~ir (248]. The' of 

j~ is not altered, in order that the sign of what ill 

deemed strange- in the dim., vide the pl. [285], may be 

preserved, because, if they did not preserve its sign, the 

hearer would not refer the dim. to the pl., on account of 

the apparent incongruity between them; and, even when 

you use ~I':;"T as a name, you say jt ;;; t [bel~w ]. In such 
~ 0,0 9 " 0 

~ '!"~! and ~~j)1, however,}ne , , t40ugh the sign of the 
, ~ - 162 
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inf. n., is converted into ~ in the dim., since the dim.· of tb,e 

inf. n. i$ not deemed so strange as the dim. of the pl. (R). . . .. 0_ 
1M [followed by IHsh in the Aud] mentions Jluf [above] 
without restricting it to the pl., so that it includes the 
Bing. ; and some MSS of the Tashil have " the , of ~ 
whether a pl. or a sing.": and therefore, if we follow 

" .. ~-those who authorize lJ~f among the sings. [146, 256, 

257], then the unrestrictedness of 1M's language here 

and his saying "whether a pl. or a Bing." in the Tashil 

· necessarily imply that its dim. is jt; ;;;, [which is the 

preferable opinion (Sn)] ; while the language of those GG 
· . 8 .... 

who ,say" the' of Jl:d' when a pZ.", like Jz and IB, 
necessarily implies that its dim. is j!.~t with Kasr j 

· .. 
and [J rb,] one of the Commentators on the SH of IH, 
says that (A) he adds the restriction" when a pl." [below] 
in order to exclude what is not pl., as ~, ,~,:; [146, 257], 

the dim. of which is ~~;;r (Jrb, A). BD, howeve~, says 

" the , of J,dj when a pl.," adding the restriction, in which 

he follows J z and those who agree with him: but Shl, 
referring to the dictum of J z, says" Tliis is a mistake, 

'because S states that, when you form the. dim. of jt:dT a 
8 ..... ~ 

man's name, you say ~, , as when you form its dim. 

before it is a name"; and 1M spealts without restric. 
tion in other books than this; nay, in some MSS of the 

Tasbil, be expressly c;leclares the generality j so that 

.his language [here] is to be interpreted according 
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to that (A). The I before the aug. ~ is ~ot converted into 

is , because it is assimilated to the' of ~t;; [above]. The 

'aug. 'and ~ , however, at the end of -the n. do not always 

resemble the- prolonged 'of femininization, so that the 

conversion of its 'into 1$ in the dim. should be disallowed. 

They resemble it when they are in (1) a coined proper 
, .... J , ..... J,fI, , ... " 

name, like ~Wa [4, 250], ~~ [4], ~,~, ~~ [4, 
, ,." 

282J, and ~U."w, because the I of femininization is not 

aftixed to it, since the quality of proper name is a preven-
• ' #1' ...... , 

tive ; and, according to thIS, you say ~~ [above], 
, ,.,' , .... , , ,...." , , "." 
~f~, ~,~, ~~, and ~~ [below]: (a) as 

...... J • ,. , 

for ~WA a young,bustard and ~f~ a plant, their di'ITWI • 
• ..... ' 0 ...... , : 

are ~ [below] and ~~ : (2) an ep. that refuses the 
, ,., "., 

i, like, ~~ hungry and ~f~ [250], because of the 
" ..... , ',0" 

absence of the I, so that you say ~~~ and ~~ 
[ above). And, if they be in an ep. that does not refuse the . ,., . ".... .",. ... " . ... ", 
~ ,like ~~~ [250], ~lA~, ~~ , and ~t,.bi slow [in 
walking (MAR)], they resemble the , and ~ in the cat. 

of ~tj::., because they are epa. like it, although the i 
8 ... ' ...... '811 .. ' 

is aftixed -to them ; lJO ,that ~~ , l;)l.itlJ , ~~. and 

~,II!'i are said. If, however, :they be in a substantive 

not a proper name, they do not resemble the' and ~ in 

the cat. of ~.;i.:' unrestrictedly, since qualification does 
o .... J , ,., , 

not UDito thom, as it uuiWs. f;)G~ and ~~ ; but you 
• 
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consider whether the' be fourth or upwards. If it be 
fourth, then, (1) if the substantive be equal in number 

of vowels and quiesoences to & substantive whose final 

illl A J preceded by an aug. t, even if not equal to it in 

actual measure, its t is oonverted in the dim. into ~ , by 

~i1ation to that t whioh precedes the J: but that 
, "., ". , , 1Itr.:f • ... 

occurs in only three measures, 1;)'Yv.J, I;)~ , and I;).l\aj, , 
• ".,. •• • ,OJ 

as I;)~ a plant grow1,ng tn the desert, 1;)Ut.J,.;." and 

~~~ , the I;) of which oocupies the place of the J in l~ 
• rO' • ,,0 [332], U"'l.bJ' ,and c'~ ~peotively; 80 that you say 

• 'I" , • • , , • 0 .. , ., .. ~f • ° ,,' ~!.!'.~ , ~~! Lw, and ~!r' like ~F) J ~J' 
[283], and (:.;;';: : (2) if the ,substantive be not equal to 

what we h.ave mentioned, like :'t.;.r' and ~t;;.: , and like .. 
J ", J 4. , ttl '. ''-.''.. "l'~ 
I;)~ ,~~ , I;)~ , [~~ .. '] and I;).l\aj , if these occur in 

their language, its t does not resemble the' preceding the 
J , since an aug. , followed by a J does not occupy [in any 

other substlmtive J the place or the' and I;) in these sub

stantives ; but the , and I;) In them resemble the , and I;) 
, ".;-

in the cat, of I;)'F ' (since both are aug.] ; so that the' 
• ,. 0" , • "0", . 

is not converted into IS I as .;:,l+.!,"" and ~~ : and by . "" . "" . ,malogy such (substantives] as I;)u), and 1;)',1' [250] 
... .. • ,. J" 

ought to be like t,;)4J!b [and I;)~]' sinoe a J does not .. 
OQcupy the place of their I;) , as it does not occupy 

.... 'ia. a .. '" • the place of the I;) of 1;)4r and t;)~ ; but, smce ep6 •• 
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. .. ", ......... , 
also occur on this mealjure, like l;)~ and l;)~ , and 

their , resembles the' of .;~ , which is not converted, 
as before shown, the Arabs intend to make a distinction 

between substantive and ep., and therefore convert the . ......... ..,' 
, in the substantive, saying \:J!';r!;, and ~'!-r' because 

assimilation of ep. to ep. is more meet and proper than 
assimilation of substantive to ep. If, however, the , M 

after the fourth, then, (1) if it be fifth, as in ~~) .... ,., ... ,.~ 
'affron, l;)~~ a male 8Ccnpion and l;)',ai' a male viper, 
and ~~ a plant, it may not be assimilated to the' ...... 
preceding the J ,and be converted into ~ , since that, 
is not converted into ~ in the dim., except when fourth, . ...... . ,. 
as in C~ and C~ [283] ; 80 that the only alternative 

remaining is to assimilate it to the , of femininization, . ... ..... . ...... , ..... ,,~ 
saying l;)7!!O) [282, 283], l;)4r [and l;)' !!tJ']' and 
• ..... f' .. . • .... ,J-'-
l;)' !~! .., (R) : (a) In formmg the dIm. of ilt,aJf and 
.,,'.' ........ ,j. ...... , ...... ' 
il'~ you say il~ and ill !~!~ , as though you were 

.... ' ~. . .. '.' 
forming the dim. of l;)~ camom'l.le [390] and l;)~ 

• • ..... ,,' 0 f,. 

[389] (S) : and by analogy the dIm. of au~' a column, ." .. ',,~ portico, cylinder ought to be au~' ; but, the, in it 

being anomalously elided, the , becomes fourth, 80 that .... ,,~ ..... , ...... 
Ii!»!"" is said, like ~ [above] : (b) the dun.. of l;)Wl .. .. , ... 
[on the ~~ure of ~ (Jh, HH)] ought by analogy. 
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to be ~f [286], like ~~; but, since a ~ is an~ 

8 .... 

malously added before the , [of ~l-l1J, ,according to the 
d [ .. ] h be fift ..... ,.~ soun est OpInIOn, t e' comes [ h,] as In ~,,....f and .... ,., . ... . ... ~ 

~4~ , [so that ~~, is said (HH)] : (2) if the' be after 

the fifth, then, ( a) if the aggregate of the letters preceding 
it contain one that must be elided, so as to make the' 

after the elision fifth, the' remains unaltered because 
... ,e, 

it then becomes [fifth,] as in ~4~; so that you say , 
• "",e,,, • ., e;, 

~~~ d~m,. ~'i!!O [283J, because the, is aug. : (b) if 

the .case be not so, the' and ~ are elided, as il~Ji 
• ., 0"", 

[266,,401], d1m. I:~o!;i [283J, ~uso you elide the md. 

before them, and therefore cannot leave them. As for 

the proper name transferred from something, you say (1) 
, 0, ' "'" 

~l,;.r:. S1r1}iln (Wolf"), ~u,); Warashan (Pigeon) and 
J , . '. • • .'" • 
~Lb.1.w Sultan (King), when proper names, dIms. ~r 

• .... , • er , [below], ~!'!'o!)" and ~t~! w [below], diptote in the 

non-dim. because of the quality of proper name and [aug
mentation by ] the , and ~ [18], and triptote in the dim 

because 1)£ the removal ot the , by its conversion into ~ : ... 
(a) this is as you make ~~ Goats, when a proper name, 

diptote [in the non-dim.], because ot the resemblance of 
its t to the , offemin;nization [18]; and triptote in the 

dim., because oftha ~~version of its , into 4$, as"';':' : (~) 
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.,., , " '0 , '*'. "" , , • ~ 
\:1~zl" ' ~4~ , ~'r- ' and ~l:-c.U '. when proper names, 

dims. ~~]Jb, ~4;'i:, ~'rw.'-', and ~t.:;;;, [diptote,] 
as they were before their transfer to the state of proper . ".... -
name: (a) this is as you say ~" when a proper name, 

dim. ~r[ above J, with the' , as S mentions. The GG 

say, in describing [the dim. of the n. ending in] the , and 

. d assimilated to the' of femininization, "Whenever the 

'" is converted into 1$ in the [broken] pl., convert it 

. II into 1$ in 'the dim. also; and, whenever it is not converted 

"in the broken pl., do not convert it in the dim.": but 

that does not hold good in such as ~t.;.z' ' because they . , ...... , ".-' ., "'" 
. say ~~~ and ~~ [248, 250] (R). As for ~~J!b ' its 

dim. is :'~:1' ' as though you formed its broken pl. from 

1>'4[', not from ~G~ , since you say ~~ , as they say .,,, , , "'" 

~~ [248] (S).. If the pl. ~t..;; be anomalous, it is not 
, , ." , ,., 

regarded, but the dim. is ~~, as ~lj~ [250] and 
G ,. ",' .... 

~l-lllabove],pl8. ~~ and ~U, [248] anomalously, 
, "." . "" ..... " 

dims. ~~~ and ~~, [286] (A). And, when it is 

not known of any n. [ending in an aug. 'and ~ (A)] 

whether its' be converted [by the Arabs into 1$ (A) 

in the broken pl. (R), i. e., whether it take the pl. 
~~ (Sn),] or not, then [Sf and F say that (R)] its , is , . 

not converted, because it is made to conform. to the cat. 

of ~~, , since this is the most numerous (R, A) : while 
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An- says that the rule may be said to be either absence 

of alteration ; or Conformity with the most numeroUS 

[cat.], and consequent alteration (R). Except in these ..... , . .~, .. ... , 
cases, only ~ [above], ~ , and ~ occur (SH) ; ... ... 
'\v hereas in the excepted cases other paradigms are found. 

The three paradigms, however, oCcuif before (1) the i ot 
femininization [277,282,283], as S;;~ [264], iG;t~t:., (dim. , 
.""'.'. . ..... ", 

of 4f.Lw big-bod.ed mare (MAR)], and ~;;l) dim. or 

i;;';; a hornet; (2) the prolonged' of femininization, as 

;~;. [above], ,t;~,;~ [282], and ;'~~;; [282J: and (3) 

the' and ~ , as ~~c., (ab~e], ~tt;:; [above), and 

, ~.;..,';;.~ with ~he ~ as a compensation for the elided, [28S 
, GO", • , .... f. 

284]: but only ~ before (1) the I orthepl., 8S~' ; and 

(2) the abbreviated' of remininization, [as) ;:::,J because, 

when fifth [or upwards in the non-dim.], it is elided in the 

dim. [282]. IH ought to mention the IS of relation also, as 
• 0 ... ' •• , • • ... ,. • .... ', 

.~~~ dim. of \oS~~ [248, 294], I$~'''''. d.m. o{ I$~ 
\Wi1,..,. ",,/ 9 

" " . . ... ,. . .... , . 
[265], and ~ 1 ~ d'tm. of ~ Ua". [284], saytng "Except 

..... .... " 
in these cases, and the case or the rel. no formed with the 

\oS, only such and such [paradigms] occur": for, if 
.~, .A . 

he say that ~ is ~ , the IS being additional, we say 

that, though the 1$ is no doubt additional, still it becomes, 

as it were, p~ of the word, like the i of femininization, 

I'S is proved by the fact that the inflection of the word rests 
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upon it, as. upon the i ; and the objection holds equally 
"0,, , ...... , _, • ." 

good of such as i~ [below], ~, and ~~, 

which are J;;";, the i and the two's of femininization 

being additional [282]. And why does he not mention 
, ..... ,. , ..... ,. 

the duo and pl., as ~~ I!-nd ~,~" saying that 

(R) the letter after the 1$ of the dim. is pronounced with 

Kasr in the case of the en. containing (Jrb)] four [or 
• • ... , 8 0 ... , 

more (R) letters, as ~ (R, Jrb) and ~ (R), for 

the sake of affinity between the 1$ and the letter 

after it (Jrb)], except before (1) the B of femininization, 

(2) its two [abbreviated.and prolonged (R, Jrb)] I s, (3) 

the , and c;) assimilated to the prolonged I of femininiza-
. • '0. 

tion, (4) the I of Jldl when a pl. [above] (SH), (5) the 

1$ of relation, [which 'ought to be omitted, because the 

letter before it is pronounced with Kasr, as in ~~ .. J 
(6) the land 1$ ofthedu., (7) the, ofthepl., (S)the I of the 

[sound] pl. fem., and (9) [the last member of] the compo ? 

(R): Every dim., when its formation does not take away 

one of its two causes [of diptote declension], is diptote; 

and otherwise is triptote (Dm). The dim. formation spoils 

the following causes of diptote declension :-(1) deviation 
, ."., fa ..... , 

from. one measure to another, as e4) [IS], dim. f:!!) , 
because the measure deviated to is removed by the dim. 

formation, and that measure is observed in deviation, 

SlDce deviation is a. lit. matter: (2) the ultimate pl., aa 

153 
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, ". • 0 ." , 8" ." , 
~~ mosques [18J, d'tm. ~!."'''' [or rather ~I~!:w..tOJ, 

~ ~ ~ 

because it must be restored to its sing. [285] : (a) even 

if used as a name for a masc., and then formed into a dim. 

• [283, 285J, itis triptote, because, [though it is not restored 

to the sing., still] the sign of the pl. and its regarded 
measure are remov~d; [contrary to the flm., where 

the quality of proper name and femininization are found 
, ~ ~ 

(MAR)] : (b) when w4.,1,- [18,285] is a proper name, 
~ 

its dim. is diptote, because the dim. formation does not 

take away the id. femininization in it, so that it is iike 

~G,; [194] when formed into a dim. after being used as 

a name: (3) verbal measure, if its initial be not an aug-
'.' 0." 

ment like the verbal augment [404J, as ~ dim. ~ ~ 
, 0, . 8 0" 

and ~r~ dim. ~~~ ; but not if its initial be such an 
, ,. 'It ,0 ,t. 'O~ J. "" ". , 

augment, as ~, dim. ~, , ~~ dim. ~~ , ~ 
~ 

, 0, , , -." , 0, , 

dim. ~ , and ~ dim. ~,because the dim. is . 
T;~ , " 

on the measure of the aor. of J ;~ , as ~ aor. ; ~ ;; 
[482] (R on the diptote): (a) [the diptote declension 

'01-
of the dim. ep. ~, is similarly explained by A, who 

~ 

says that] the best way is to make the predicament [of 

diptote declension in the ep. J depend upon [the ep.'s 

being on] the verbal measure more appropriate to the 
,~~ . 

v., not the measure of J.aJi [18], nor merely [the measure] 
, . ~,. 

of the v., in order to include such dims. as )".' aDd 
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j. ~t [281, 287J, which are diptote because of their being 

on the measure mentioned, [vid. that which is more 

appropriate to the v. (Sn),] like ;~;j I practise farriertJ 
1# ""'..... I 

or veterinary surgery, [aor. of ~ (Sn)] : nor may such 
..... , 8 , 

reps. ] as J.k.i valiant, heroic, J~ hard and strong, and , 

~~ intelligent be cited as instances to the contrary ~ 
for, though each of them is orig. epithetic, and i!3 on a 

verbal measure, still the measure, being common, not more 

appropriate to the v. than to the n., is not taken into 

account (A on the diptote) : (b) if the measure supervene 

in the dim., not being found "in the non-dim., as ~:I ~ 
8 ., 
, ." l. 

when a proper name, dim. Yr rAJ, and ~ [372J, dim. 
s ,. ., , . 

~ [below], some do not regard it, because it is 

accidental; but others regard it, because the dim. is 

a fresh measure: (c) one Grammarian says that the 

qualification supervening in the dim. is regarded, because 

the dim. is a fresh formation, as the qualification 
"",., , """ 

supervening in such as ~ and ~~ [18J is taken 

into account, because it is a fresh application; and 
,.,1. G'·S 

that T;~' dim. of )'~, [242J is diptote because of 

the [verbal] measure and of the qualification super

vening in the dim. : (d) he also says that analogy requires 
, ,0"",' 

the proper name to be triptote in such as !i~ [above] 
' ..... "'" 

dim. of !i~ 1!amza, because of the supervention of 
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qualification, which is incompatible with the qu~lity 

of proper name; but that, since the qualification is not 

obvious in the dim., they do not take it into account : (e) 

what he says, however, requires consideration, because, 

if the qualification were not obvious, it would not be taken 

into account in ~~t ; and it is best to say that there is" no 
.incompatibility between qualification and the quality of 

proper name: (4) [augmentation by] the' and ~, if the 

'be converted into r.$ in the dim., as ~UJ.:., when a 

proper name, dim. ~~~r..:. [above] ; but not if it remain 
, .". ,. , ';.' , ,." , ,.,' 

unaltered, as \:J~ and \:J~ , dims. \:J'r-:'- and I,;)~ 
[ above]. According to this, then, the dim. formation 

spoils deviation from a measure and the [ultimate] pl., 
unrestrictedly ; and [verbal] measure and [augmentation 

by] the , \:J , in one case, not in another : but does not 

spoil qualification, the quality of proper name, feminini

zation, composition, and foreignness (R). When, how

ever, the foreign [proper name] is quad., but one of its 

[four] letters is the 1$ of the dim., it is triptote-, [as :;:; 
80,' ~. 

and ~ (283,291),] the 1$ not being taken into account. 
1M says in the OK that what is diptote with refereIi.ce 

to its being non-dim. or dim. is offour kinds, (1) diptote 
~ .. (., ,.,., ".' -,., 

in the non-dim. and dim., as ~ , i.s\..lJ:, , ~ , ~,.. , 
, ,." , I. " • .. , ., 

I,;)~ , ~1 ' r--" and ~r' because they do not 
lack the cause of diptote declension in the non..dim. or 

d1·m. : (2) diptote in the non-dim., triptote in the dim., 
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,,,, '.' J,. ".,- '" 
as ~ , ~ , f;)lJ.r" ~, and J~~, when proper 

names, because the cause of diptote declension is removed 
.0.... • .., , • ., J 

in their dims., which are ~,~, ~~o!r[above], 
0, , • ." . . 

~ , and J~ , by removal of the paradigm of devi· , , . , ,. ",. . .,. 
ation, the verbal measure, the , of f;)lJ.r, , the' of ~ , 

and the form of the ultimate broken pl. : (3) diptote in 

the dim., triptote in the non-dim., as ~ [above], , , , .. ,,. . ...... . . 
. .b-~, yl;3 [372, 678], and ~ [379J, when proper 

names, because the cause of diptote declension becomes 

complete in their dims., which are ~~ [above], .b-;;i, , , 
, ...... ' ,. , . '" .; 
~;3 , and ~ , upon the measure of the aDr. of ~; 

whereas, if a \5 were put in the dim. as a compensation 

[284] for what is elided, [vid. one of the two double 

letters in C;; and .t.ti! (Sn),] triptote declension would 
, 

o ...... 8 0" 

be necessary, [as ~~ and ~~!ofj (Sn),] .from the 

want of verbal measure : (4) either diptote or triptote 
• • J. 

in the non-dim., and only diptote In the d'l.m., as c.)..UD , 

[18], dim. i~~;~ [264, 282] (A). 

§ 275. The fl.. either contains a cause of conversion 

or elision, before the formation of the dim., or does not. 

If it does, then the formation of the dim. (1) removes the . , . , 
cause of (a) conversion [2781 as in 10:'4 and ":Iu [684,703, 
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_ 0 '" 9 , 2 ..... 
711J ; ~'.~ [247, 685] 21nd .Ii:u,.o [686] ; ~ 

IF - ., 

2, 
J r6°'" 1:1 L 0;), 

7 ~7·,,~"'t:'" ·d ''''<[~~8·~3· 7"1 7"3' ,,,-:,,~[ "] T' 4) , ~~ aIr J'--; 0 ~~, Lo, £,0 J ; ~',21 241J ; ~1.10 

[below] fmd, af:cording to Mb, Jtj [2781 ; ~ [blllow 1 ; 
5 _, f2 .=", ,0, 0]%01' J.-- ~ I 0; , 

.-!iu and ,,,uL, [6R3: 708] . ),..,! and »~ [683] ; and ~.~ 
I"........... m " ~,. 

9, , 'H- m g£;"... ",,'" 

aod £.\~M! [689J . (b) elIsion, as in ~ 1}6, 278, 719J, ~ 

[278: 293], and ~ ,the cause being 1fombinotilln 1)f 

two . a~·d a1r)p"o"I'n~a4-o +0 th~s ··o .. t =s +hat l'n • m .. n,. 1 2., ""~ Lilli 'Ln:;.,., SJ ]i",". Q i i v 

wr.ich the formation of the dtrn. does n21t remnV13 th.e 

causr of t1lisYOll, hut dim. something supervenes, 

which prevents that cause from being rogllordrd, like the 

tril. oufti:iled of loUer: either Ca) because an irregular 
.... ~ . 0, ~b 1 - dO, 

alleviation is intended, as in &ow [ flOW J ao ,~[153, 231, 
o 0 ' 00 0 I> " ... 

292'J, .. ~.&.i -..' f2771. and ~~, [277J, and ~.~. ~ r ;, i... .JY i 

fbelow 1: where: if alleviation be mtended by the elision, it .. ~ 

cannot be rognrdrd in the thr measure is not • 
oomplet.e without the elided, or (b) of a rogular 

0... 0'" 
alteration, as !g~ aild 1.1:": [below] . (2) dOtlS remove ... ~ 

• • 0 ... , _ ,~ _ 9 ~.I> 

tho coure (:f (a) convermOll, as m ~)3l689 J and ..,..,f [278] : 
_ 9 0", "'-. ~ .'"% 8,' 9 .... 8" 

«b) elision: as in ~ l2/6 J, )l1li , U"'u ; ~ 
""", .".-." . 

(276J ; t.5p (276J, 1,$)' and \$~ nnd \Sf ; and ~ and 

rl:" r2761. .And, if it does not contain a cause of oonver~ 
... ... 

sion or elision, irf thr dim., then 

[«iause] (1) supervenes in the f'Ormation of the dz:m., 

like the CifcUfe of (5:1;) thr comaeraion [279J of (a) the t of 



• 
(1 ) 

., 0-- .. , 

y~W [278J and )l..=; [281J : (b) the , of ~,~ [279] ; of 
<7 "" • ,F£ 9mm%$ .... ,s, 

J,~ [279], ~,...." , and ~,~a bodkm ; Ii,~ [279, 280] ; 
0' , . 

and )~ [003J . (b) the [20 ] of(a) Ohe 

in ~~;~: [004J· of IS, a;:;R in 

~-: .. ,I': .: , ""t L. ;: , " " .............. ~ ........ .- , of SU;:;Rhas ~~Lj! [20;tJ, 
" " 

is elided 
o~o,o, 0"'0. 

as ond ;o:'-S'~~' ~) - , 

and the like . (2) does not. 

supervene in the formation of the dim., as in 1:;.; and 

~ [274] (R) .. An. ofless than three letters may not 
~""" 

is uot diodV.:v.oible fro:a:n [074, 002] 

(lY)~ Supplement the defective [n. (lA, Sn)] in forming 
ii2 ..... , .. 

the dim., [in order that the formation ~ may be attain-

able (A), so long as ~ft.en th;:;R elinion it 

nOlllliaE1L ari [aztd. (Sn)] [leOter (Sn)( other 

than the Ii [below] (1M) and the conj. Hamza [277J 

(Sn). The" defective" here means 41 deficient in a letter" 

Sn). ouo sayiog ~~ug~ is bedrieible a 

by [006]· and the pro¥~so 

means that the defective should not contain a third a.t 

ail, like ~ [below] ; or should contain a third such as is 
0" • 

menti{:>ned, liko ~ [below] I.::I~' [077] Th~ Ii 

Ull""~""Q'La"'.c.c [abz)Ve (IY A)y OeCl~ili.tge 

is [oocol!!lted (IY) virtuaJJy (Sn)] separable (lY, Sn), . 
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equivalent to a n. joined on to a n. [266]; so that, as 

you form the dim. from the first member of two m. [com-
, ...... ". ,., 

pounded together 1 saying I.:.J,...~ [290], and not from 

the second, 80 the formation of the dim. falls upon what 

precedes the i of femininization [274, 282, 283] (IY). 
Every [declo (IY)] n., when bu., [which happens only by 

elision of a· letter from it, since declo m. contain at least 

three letters (IY),] is restored in the dim. to its o.f., 
in order that it may arrive at the paradigm j~;'; (M), 

restoration to its o. f. being better than importation of an 

extraneous letter (IY). It is of three kinds, what is elided .,., ., 
being (1) its \oJ, as i~ , [il~ (IY),] and I!~ [699], dims. .... . .... • ....... , .a ... . .' ........ J. ........ '-
I~, " [~, (IY),] and~, (MY; or B~' [683],~, , .a ... J. • , • , 
and ~, (IY) : and as JS' and ~ [428, 659], when names 

[of a man (IY)1 dims.l;!f and J ~t: (2) its e, as J.; 
[203, 292] and j..::, [from l:,., .Ask thou by elision of the ... . .... , 
Hamm (IY)], when names [of a man (IY)], dims. ~ 

0· .... ' ., .,e,.. 
and J..:ljow ; and as &- [667], dim. I.f.!.i- [277] : (3) its J, .... .... ........ .. 
as ~, [~(IY),] iU [269], ~ a wlva, [<>rig. C1~ 

8, - .... . ' ... , .- ... , 
(IY),] J.j [56. A], and ~ [16,687], dWIJI. ~j), [~~ 

(282) (IY),] i.f.,;i#., ~;.:., ~ (j [by restoration of the 

J, which is the ~ ,but not of the , , because it is aug., 

and the object is attained by restoration of the J alone ..... ' . 
(IY),] and "i~ (M). And 80 you do in every defective 

·s • '" 
tril., . like the contracted ~'[525] an~. e~. [200], when 
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•• ,,'- 9'" , , " 

used as names, dims. ~, and ~ ; and like ~) r306~ 

505] in the saying [of Abu Kabir alHudhali (AKB)] 
, ." , ~ ~r _ f "'" • ~ " 'c ., , -(....... ,. ..... ,,' .. 
~~~~~) .lUuJt~'~~l~' 

.",. ., ~"". It" ,. J .. ) rO Zuhaira (his daughter), if the back if the head ~ I 

hoary, verily the case is this" many a noisy host llave I 

,joined with a host in fighting (AKB)], when used as a 
........ , 

name, dim. ~) (IY~ 1M says in the CK that some-

times the elided is one letter in one dial., and another 

letter in another diaZ.; so that the . dim. is formed 

now by restoring this, and now by restoring that: 
."" ....... " 8"·' .;; .... , ~ 

as i.\-, o[ orig. i,-'- or i+A- . ( Jh),] dims. ~ and 
_ .,. ..... ' 8,. 0"" 9,,-.,,' 
~ [271]; and w...; , dims. ~ and i4+~ [306] (A). 

G ,."., '" 8Ci ... ' 

He that says \:.I~ years [234, 244] says ~ ; while 
- " ..... , 
he that says il.fl~ I conl'racted with him, by the 

0 ... ·" , 
~r [234] says ~ (IY) : and the letter deficient in 
• .... • 0 '" 0 .... 
it.G.c is the 15 , becnuse It forms the pl . • ~ , like .~ 

, " , 
{260] ; or, as some '·say, the, bee"ause it forms the pl. 

~~ [234,244] (Jh). The original bil. also is supple-, 
mented in the dim., like the defective, in order that it may 

s· .... , 
arrive at the formation ~ , except that for this sort 

no third [letter] is known, that may be restored to it, 
contrary to the defective (A). If the word be orig. biZ., 
or you do not know what letter is gone from it, you add a 

\6 at its end in tp.e dim., by analogy to the moat frequent 
154 
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case, because the letter most often elided from 
Q... 0... 0'" 0 

the tril. is the J , as in ~ and ~ (260, 719], ,... and ~ 

(above], not .the u or e; while the letter most often 

elided from the n. is the unsound letter, either a , or 

a \5; and, if YOh added a" it would' necessarily be 

converted into c.5 [280J; so tllat you put the \5 from 

the very first, as;;' [277, 298J and ~ , the subjunctival 
... " . . 

~,and the eond. ~1 ' when used as proper names, dl,m8. 
~- ... , I! ... I. • 
~ and~' (R). 1M In the Kafiyaand the Tashil allows 
two methods, (1) that the word should be supplemented 

. ., , , 
by an unsound letter, [a c.5 (Sn),] as ~ and J.JD , when 

. .~, e ... , 
used as nam~s, dim$. ~ and ~ ; and (~) that it should 
be treated as belonging to the class of the reduplicated, 

...... , 0 .... , 

as ~ and J+.Le : but in the Tashtl he expressly declares 

that the first is better, and so some decide [below J (A). 

And [the full explanation of this matter is that (A)], 

when what is orig. bil. is used as a name, then, (1) if itS . , ..... 
second [letter] be sound [306], as ih J,Jt a~d J..J , nothing 

is added to it until its dim. is formedt when it must be 
I 0 0 ... , .... , 

reduplicated,' or a '05 must be added to it, as ~ pr ~ : . 

(2) if its ~econd be unsoundt reduplic~tion is necessary 

before fQrmatio~ Qf the dim., [to obviate the existence of 

an injl, n, oonsisting of two letters, the last of which is 

a mobile soft letter, this being unprecedented (Sn)] ; so 
., 0,. .... 

that for" , ~, and L., when proper names, yo~ a4'~ 
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,.. ... _.. -
,J (191, 200), ~, and ,Lo changing the second, into 

-,.." 
Hamza., [as in ,,.. (263, 683) (Sn)] : and therefore, 

when their dims. are formed, they are treated like ;; , 

~ , and ,'G , as ~;; , like ~,~ , orig. ;;';i and ;.;; [280]; 
... , . . I .. , I ... ' It ... ,. 

~ wIth three 1.$ s , like ~ ; and 1.$,-0 , like &:!,-o dUll,. 

of ,'G water [2781, except that the J of this, being a I 

[683J, is reconverted into it (Aud, A). And-[similarly 
'." • 0 • 

(S)] you say ~.)a.sd~m. of,,~ (S, R)qUlescentinthe" (R), 

if it be [a name for] a woman (S), because the I is a sub~ 

atitute for the 1.$ (S,-R), as the r in ;; is for the, (S), 
the o.j. being\5~ [171,263] (R) . .. 

§ 276. That [no (IY)] which, after the elision, has 
_ enough [letters (IY)] remaining, [vid. three (IY),] to 

form the paradigm of the dim., is not restored to its 

o. j., [because the elision does nqt proceed from a cause 
removable in the dim., but is made in the non-dim. 

merely for a kind of alleviation, which is more needed in 

the dim., because of the augmentation of its letters 
80.... 0.... " .... , ..... ". 

(1Y),] as ~ [251, 703],)UtJ [in the text '"!fi" W ~ 

l~ IX. 110. ,On tke edge of a crumbling bank, orig._ 
~ -

it;, the e being ~lid~d for alleviation (IY),] and ~u 
...... , ...... , .. ."., 

[52], dims. ~, r-'-' ~nd U""'=!~; where, if it were 
..... , .... , 8 .... ~ 

,restored, ~;! II , ~,- and ~,would be said (M). And 
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~;; [below] by restoration of the elided, [vid. the, (8n) 

of it;. wig. ;~~,] is ~omalous [as dm. of)~] (A). 

This is the rule in S's' opinion; and, accordingly, if he 
til" t,' s." 

named a man ~ or ~ "he would say in the dim. ~ 

I and ~~, without restoring the elided, vid. the, [482, 
~ 8 0" 

699,700] (IY). Y, however, asserts thai some say ~Y' 
o 0" 

[upon the measure of ~Y' (8)] ;andherel&tes that IAl . ,,' .. ". , 
used to. say ~r-' like (!;A' as dim. of;: showing 

*..... • " 
(8, IY, R), act. p'arl. of IS;' (I~), and.~ as dim. of 

lSi! he shows [6581 (8), putting the Hama, and pro

. n;uncing [it] with Kasi' (8, R); like'~;~ dim. of ~ .. . , 
givin;g (R),. because . [the IS in} it is treated like the IS 

of u/lli [16] (8); and [Mb, as also (IY)] Mz, used to .. . 
. ~" .. .... ., ·,f 

restore [such as ~ and)~ to its {)orf. (R)1saying ~~ 
• 0;', S ..... , 

and if.,- (IY, R): but [8 says that (IY, R)] *--Y' is 

dim. of;t:; [below1, not of;~ (S, IY, R); and [8f'adds 
. , ."" 0 .",. • .", 

(R)] that he who says &-r- and ~.,- ought-to say [0.=1 ;t.-
.w .. ~ 'w .. ~ ~ ... , 

and~' , and (IY)] ~, and p.-ot' (IY, R) as dim.s. of 
0·" a.. '..... II,., 
~ better and ~ worse, because their o. f. is~' and ~, ; 

.... , 0 ." 

whereas the 00· are agreed upon ~ and ~...rl without 

restoration, and similarly they say ;.;;. and ;;.;, without 

restoration; and there is no difference between the two 
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mefniS bn his 
~ " " 1275] 

exceeds two letters, even though it be (1) an initial, as 

III he £lees 1058JJ when used as n~me, dim. ;; 

without restoration [of its , vid. the Han::zza (S:n)], 

because the aOrIstic letter [404J IS reckoned: but IAI 
0,""" 

andiiiiic3torii~tlOn, at$;f£ a HJiiJiic3ztl. 

after the r.$ of the dim., and a Tanwin of compensation 

for 4$ dided of CJiinnJ4rrennn 02 two 

cents (Sn)] ; while Y restores [the Haw.2~"], but doeii rwt 

pronounce [it] with Tanwln, [saying ~7- ,J according to .. 
the of opimnn on [~ writtnn in iinme MSS 

with the aocorrund to his opinion, and in iiK):tne (Sn)} 

~; [without a 4$ , according to the prefera.ble opinion or .. . 

othnrii (Sn ),[ di7n~ [N ntn onh)~ 43, and the 
. 0 • .-' .... 

like· (2) a medial~ as exemplified (A) in '=""~ [abtrweJ, ;;lJo JI 
; 

8n,d cl~ [below]. The dim. of l-- and '4Li. [708] is, in .. ",," ." """"".-

the '.¥;w.om. !!rffi and :gJ~ iiiith Kasr c3,f the ) ;;md 
f/J 0 .... ' til CII ..... ' 

.• 1 [L' ft"', A "he' 
~ n~r"- " 
of ~r; and ~-w. is ;~ [above] and ~;l with the double 

IS' [a.cconding J r'ii OpiZTK,n gInen . anh the 
, 0.... 0 ...... ' 

dim~ of ~ is [afiliEeve] a 

single ~ (Sn). 

277~ Everh n2 hegim;;ing Kith Hm:K)za 

drops its Hamza in the dim. p whether the n. be complete, 

JlgltlZ( 
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!l, Ii. • t) .... • 6,. " 0 0' , 

as .. ~, ltild ,~ d'trns.·": I . .lc.l and w~ [283]' Dr' U.."., )"..".' ~ ~ .. .."... t 

n. 6·- 0 • • ... , I .. , 
defective, as ~~ [667], F~ , and ~~, dims. ~ , ~ , 

..... 0..,. , 

and ~ [275J. The conj. Hamza is elided, because, the 

mobilization or what follows it ena.bles it to be dispensed 

with, since it is prefiJ5ed only as a means to pronouncing 

the quiescent; while, in the dim" the initial is always 

mobilized, so that the Hamza is not needed. And [ift the 

defective], when the Hamza is dropped, the elided [J ] is 

restored, because the remainder does not suffice for the 

formation of the clim., since it consists of [only J two letters 
6 • 0 01-

(IY). The ~ [of ~ and~' (A)] is not reckoned .. 
(R, A) in the formation, because of the tinge of feminini4 

zation in it [295], since this substitute [263,.689] belongs 
05 .. , 

exclusively to the fem., not to the mase. (R); but ~ and 

. i~b.i are said, by restoring the elided (A) , converted in 

the dim. into loS [279, 280J, eliding the ~, and putting 

the i offemininization (Sn). There are only seven words 

for whose J is substituted a 1::.1 preoeded by !o quiescent, 

and pronounced as a 1::.1 in pause [307, 646], vid. (1-2) 
o. 0-1>, 6~ .. 
~ and ~'[689]; (3) ~ [Note 'on p. 18, l. 9]; .. 

"." "'., ,. 
(4-5) ~ and ~~ [227]; (6) 1;)1 • U [313]; and, according , .. ". .., 
to S, (7) Lx!( [117, 307]: while,~ with quiescence of .. . 
the I;) [183] is like them; but [the 1::.1 in] it is not & sub· 

IStitute for the J , since ~ has no J by constitution. You 
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6 iii .. ,. 0 iii .. '- Olli .. , 

say, in their dim., (1) ~ and~' [307]: (2) ~ and 
a"." •• ,.... . 
~ ,because the J of~. IS blform, lIke [that] of 
.,. ., G IG .... , 9 ,.. , , D~" , , 

i~, dims. ~ and ~ [275]: (3) J4iw0, as you form . " "'''." .... ;; .... , 
the dim. of~[275]: (4)l44"and~.>, because the Arabs . 

.... 1lG,. .... ;;; .... 

also say '4S' and i:!,) in the non-d-;'m. [227]; but he who 
"""., ,,.0 ". 

says that their 0, f. is i:!,fand i:!,.> [685,741], because 
.... ,. Ii .... 

the conjug. of 15~ is more numerous than that of ~ , 
.... 11 .... ' .......... , 

says ~.,r and i:!,') ; while, in the dim., you pronounce the 

letter . before the i with Fatl.l, and change the i into " 

in pause, because, when you restore the J , the i is not 

a substitute for it (R). And, when you use ~~ as a. , ,." 
name [for a woman (8)], you [say ~~ , and (R)] make 

. "., , 
its dtm. ~~ (8, R), eliding the I,::.,t , and putting the i 

in its place (8), because the word is transferred to the 

cat. of ns. (R upon IH on the proper name): and so says 

1ql1 (8). 

§ 278. The substitute [682] is of two kinds, (1) per-' 

manent, i. e., substituted for a lrind of alleviation, not 

for a necessitating cause; (21 not permanent, i. e., subS'ti

tuted for a necessitating caus~, either a vowel neces-

' .. sitating, or a consonant in a state neoessitating, the con

version of what follows it. A.nd, in the dim. and broken 

pl., the necessitating cause being removed by the removal 

either of the vowel, or of the state of that consonant, the 

aubstitute i~ restored to its t. f. (IY). The substitute, 
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(1) when not permanent, is restored to its o.!, as in the 
o .,., '''' 

brokenpl.: you say (a) ~:r-'" [and ~)'''' (IY)], dim. 
... '" 8 '" . 

[and broken pl. (IY)Jof I,;)~ [247, 685J ; and [hence (IY)] 
.0 "" '" 0 
J.:'~ , dim. of J+.i (when a man's name (IY)] or ~ (M) ; , , 

s "." 0 .... 01£ G 

and ~') [282] and c',;, , dim. and pl. of ~J [685J ; 

because in the dim. and broken pl. the , is mobilized, and 
80", ., ..... , 

the Kasra removed: and simila~ly ~ and ~ , dims. 
9' 0' -

of I.;)'!'" and r,'" [686], because the quiescence of the 1$ 

is removed by the.formation of the dim. (IY): (b) l;i;. 
8 ." Q Ii' 0 Ii, 

and ~ , dims. of ~ and ~ [689] (M), because 

the ~ of j~, is elided in the dim. [283] : this is the , , 

opinion of Zj [below J (IY:) : (c) ~;.; and ~ ;;t , dims. of 
6 '" 0 .. ,"=,,4 and l..:-'u [684, 703, 711] (M), because the' dges not 

co-exist with I)amm of the preceding letter (IY): (2) 

when permanent, -is not restored to its o. j, you say (a) 

~;i dim. o~ ~ti (M), and &-;.; dim. of at; [683, 708], 

with Hamza, which none of our school dispute, except 
8 ...... "'" , 9" .... , 

Jr [below] (IY): (b) ~ dim. of i.S\.3 [689J (M), by 
common consent of our school, because the substitution 

is only for a kind of alleviation, which is as desirable in 

the dim. as in the non-dim. ; nay, is more suitable in the _ 

dim., because the dim. is increased in heaviness by 

the augment in it (IY): and similarly with the \:J of 
o .. , 0 _'" , 9 .. J. 
~~ [689] (M), dim. ~ji (IY); and the Hamza of~..>f . 
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a • J. 
{below] (M), dim. ~~, , because it is pronounced with: 

~mmin the dim. also (IY); (c) l;;~ dim. of ~afesti
"al, [where the substitution is considered pe~anent 
(IY),] because you say ~t;J (M) in the broken pl. [below] 

(lY). Restore the second [letter (A) of the dim. (1A, 

Aud, A) n. (lA, A)] to its o. j., when it is soft, con
verted (1M) from a soft letter (Aud, A), as 1M says in the 

CK; but p'roperly from anything but a Hamza immedi

ately following a Hamm: so that this includes six things, 
• 

(1) a, converted into (a) ~ (A), as i:t; price [685], dim. , 
• ,." 8" • • 0 ,J 

L:!"; (1M); (b) " as y~ cl~m. ""r":!,r.[above] :(2) a ~ con-
a' a 0,..' 

verted into (a)" as ~"" dim. ~t.! If [above]; (b) , , 
G ..... a ..... ' 

as ,-:-,u dim. ~ [above]: (3) a Hamza converted into 
8 • 8 •• ' 

~ , as ""r":!~ [658, 68~], d~m. ""r":!,:' [below]: (4) a sound 
8 ' a .. 

, letter other than Hamza, as )~~ and k~ [685], dims. .. .,' .. " . J!; ~~ and ~r-:;i [below] (A). 1M means by "conversion" 

unrestricted substitution, as he phrases it in the Tashil, 

hecause conversion, in the conventional language of the -

'Etymologists, is not applied to the substitution of a soft for 
.0..... 8..... • D 

a sound letter, [as m )~ and l,!r--!, and as In ""r":!:', upon 

the ground that the Hamza is a sound letter (Sn)]; nor 
• II' 

tAl the converse, [as in ~ (Sn)] : but to substitution of .. 
one unsound 'letter for anot~er. The soft letter substi-

tuted for a Hamza immediately following a Hamza is 
165 ' 
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~ be excepted from his language, as he excepts it i~ the 

Tashil, lil~e the' of ;;rand the ~ of ~r[661], which are 
. ,,- . 
not restore~ to their o. fi, the' of r>' bel~g cQnverte4 

into, [below]; and c; having a. hom.o~orp~o~ di~ 
0, ... ,. 

CA.), i~o!' (Jh, Sn), says Mz, whQ doe~ nQt convert i 

while .l\kh says ;.s.;t, converti~ the Ham.z& into , 

(-!JJ.). And t~e sam.e [rule (l\.ud A), as to resto.; 

ration of the second to its o. f. (A),] is prescribe~ 

for the [broke~ (lA, Aud, A)] pl. (1M), in which 

[the vocalization of] the initial ~s altered (Aud, A), 
. 0 0 .... 0.. • .... 

as [~4 pl. (lA, A)] yt,.?,; [~u pl. (lA, A)] ~4l' 
• 0 , , " 

(IAt Aud, A), and [~~ pl. (A)] ~~~ (A~df 4), 
o .... 

filxcept what is anomalous, like j)~' [below], and 

~t;J;.oJ a; ~,;;;f'JW j; • ~;~ ='1 ;;JJf'J~ ~ ~ , 
. ... 

[by 'lyac1 Ibn U mm Durra atTa'l, a heathen poet, Our 

:rresery-e is a preserve that is never made free, save by 

pur leave; nor do we ask of the peoples the contracting of 

. ~ngageme~ts (MN), dted by IAr (Jh)], meaning~;.n 

(A), which I have seen in the N al\'adir of AZ (MN) : 
0., ., 8.... . 

~ontrary tQ s~ch as [~ pl. (A)] ~ and [i.tl~pl. (A)~ 

~~ [23,8] (A~d, A), i~ ~hich, [the "focalization of] the 

~nitial not being altered, t~e second rema~ns as it was. 

(A). Syt, however, in the Ham', does not make resto
ration peculiar to the soft second, since h~ says that the 
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substitute is restored to its o. I, (1) if it be a final, unres • ... , 
trictedly, whether soft, as in ~ [229, 727]) or not 

T' T.::' -r' D _~f~ soft, as in '''''' and 'I.ii- [683], dims. ~ , Corig. ~ ,] the 
... .. " 

'being reconverted into, ' which is then converted into c.s , 
0- ... ' I ... , 

because of its finali ty after a Kasra, ~,-o [below], and ~ ; 

as one says in the broken pl. Ii; [248], :4,.0 [below] and .. " 0'8_ D" 8_ 

It,...', and it! w' ;. because the formations of the dim. and 

broken pl. restore things to their O. ft. [282] : (2),if it be 
not a final, then on two conditions, that it be soft, and 

that it be a substitute for something other than a Hamza 
D, 

immediately following a Hamza, as JLo wealthy [703], 
• ,. ,. If.... 0 #I' • , 

~ [above], I.:)~:> [below], I.:)'~ [above], and ~.Y' [above], 
• • 0 .... ' 0 ..... , 'eli .", 0 0 .... , 9 .,. , 

d."ms~ ~,..,~,-3, ~li,) ~ ~~,-o ,and ~t!. 0 , because 

the cause of the substitution is removed; and as ..b~ 
.. 0 .... , 0011' 

and ~~ [above], dims. ~~;i and "'r":!'~ : whereas, if it 

be a sound letter substituted for a sound or soft letter, it 

is not restored to its o. I, but the word forms its dim. 
e .... ' , 8 .... 0 ." 0 .... , 0 ...... ' 

as it stands, as i4S\3 dim. ~ and ~~ dim. ~;3 
• "f, D .... f,. 0 _... 0 .... , 

[ above], "'="~, dim. ~, [683], and ~l.i dim. ~,.; [below] ; 
. ... ... 
and so, if it be [a soft letter] substituted for a Hamza 

, .... ". ,.,," . 

immediately following a Hamza, as r~' dim. r~" [below], , 

without restoration of the' to its o. I, the Hamza (Sn). 
·When .the formation of the dim. removes the oause of 
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conversion [275J, then in some cases the GG dispute 

whether the effect is removed by the removal of the 

Muse, or is not; while in others they agree that it is. 

They agree upon the reversion of the converted letter to 
its o. f. in the case of ( 1) the t converted from the , ctr 

\$' , when second, because mobile, and pr~ded by a lett6r 

pronounced with Fat\l, as ~t; and ~u [above J, dims. 
80,., 0 0 .... , 

~r. and ~, because the Fatl}.a of the preceding letter 
80"', 

is removed (R): {a} the KK al1ow~,-l with the, in the 

dim. of such as ..;ti , the' of which is a 1$ ; and they also 
00 ... 

allow the ($ in such ~ ~ to be changed into, , [as 

e;~(Sn)] ~ while 1M agrees with them in the Tashil 

that the substitution [in both ~u and ~.;, , as distinct

ly stated in the Tashil (Sn),] is allowable, though inferior; 
• o ... o~ 

and he' IS corrobo.rated by the fact that ~r. has been 

heard as dim. of i ~"i , which, according to the BB, is . .... 
anomalous (A): (b) the t [in such as \.:'4 (R)], when its 

~. f. is unknown, is converted into , , [according to S (R), 

because the clas& of the , is more numerous in this cat. 
• .... 8_ 

than the class of the ~ (IY),] as [\.:'LG and ilS' , which 
• 0 .... , o~o ... '" 

are two trees, dtms. ~~ and i4,' ; while Akh makes it 

a. \$ , because of the lightness of the latter, sa.ying ..:,;; .. 0' 
and i~t: but'he says (R)] ~~ [and~;:':, with the 

, only (R ),] in the dim. of ~u.: timid [and' J~ 'Woolly, 
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the o. J. of whose' is unknown, because they are (R)] 
o ~.:" • r'" 

orig. either ~~ (IY, R) and ~\...a [708], the e 
being elided, in which case the" being aug., must bo . 

o 0." G , 

oonverted into" &8 in '":'z:!'-" [below] (R); or u~ 

[and ~ (R)], like ~ [above] (IY, R), in which c~e 
... 

o • '" 
the' is restored to its o. I, as in ~~: (c) similarly he 

aays that the , in ~ [275, 293] is restored to its o. I, . 
because ,the FatJ"ta of the preceding letter .is removed; 

and so in ~ [275], though the, is then converted into 

1$ [279, 280J: (2) the 1.5 converted from the" because 

quiescent, and preceded by a letter pronounced with Kasr, 
• ,. • •• • ... , • ", 0,' 

as ~I i!~ [685] and ~J [above], d~ms. ~!~:r' and ~')' 
", . , .... 

as you say in the pl. ~~,.. [and Cf,)f (Jb, KF)] : (a) 

lOme of the KK relate that there are Arabs who do not 

reconvert it into, in the pl., as e" ~ 'i ~ . [above] 
..... _ 0 .... ' 0 

(R) and Cl:!)f (Jh, KF) : (b) they say ~ dim. of ~ ..... , 
[above] (1M, R), anomalously (1M), by analogy ~~ 

(lA, A), in order to distinguish it from the dim. of J; ..... . 
(R, A ud, A) ; and so they say ~~, [686] pl. oC ~ ... 

• ..... 0' • 

[above] (R, A), and ~f~' pl. of ~~ a paece of wood (R): . . ... , .. ... , 
(3) ~t-J' ~nd r-!.~;~ [above], because the Kasr necessi-

tating conversion of the first of the double letters into 1$ 

,"',. '"'' 
is removed, as in [thepls.J ~~and ~U~ [685]: (4) the 
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~ substituted for the, because of its combination with 
• I, ~ 

the \oS , and the qUIescence of the first, as ~ and ~ 
. I " 1,'1' 

[685, 7 47], d~rns. \oS~ and !.Sr" ooca.use the first is mobile 

in the dim. ; and similarly ~t.;r; lank-bellied and ~t;; satis-
, iii, J , iii" 

.fled with drinJcing [above], dims. l;)~~ and l;)~') , as you 
.' -"",." ... 

say ill the pl. "f~ and "f,) (685, 713]; and sImIlarly ~ 
G. ., 2,. 

a desert,.orig. \oS~, [dim. r.S,-i (8)]: (5) the Hamm sub-

stituted for the, or \oS because of its finality after the aug. 

, [683, 721, 723J, as ~ dim. ~ [279, 281], and "f..ii 
[dim. ~ (8)]: (a) similarly you convert the Harnza. of 

coordiI1a.tion in such ~ ,i4~ [273, 385, 683] into \oS , 

saying ;.;;:. [282], because its o. j is \oS: (b) if the 
, 0, .. ,'1.. 8 _ ...... 

Hamza be original, you leave it alone, as ~ d~m. of ii.~f a 
, 

bitter tree ; and, if you do not know whether the Hamza 

be origina.l, or a substitute for the , or \oS , you leave it 
in the dim. as it was, and do not convert it, unless there 

exists some indication of necessity for its conversion, 

because the Hamza is present, and there is no indication 

that it was orig. anything else : (c) similarly you restore 

the o. f. of the second \oS in ::;. creation, manlcind [658], 
., 

vid. the Hamza, aooording to those who sa.y that it is' 
"" from !r- He created, because the Harnza is converted into 

\oS only on account of the quiescence of the \oS before it, 

in order that the ~ may be incorporated into it; while 
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.. , ". 
those who say that ~r- is from I$.r" dust do not pronounce . , 
jt with Hamza in the dim.: (d) similarly ~ a prophet , 
(658], ~ccording to S, is orig. with Hamza, which is aIle 

viated by incorporatioI). [of the ~ into it], M in :;.,;; so 
I. w" ' 

that the dim. ought by ~n~logy to be #: but, says , 

S, when you form its dim. or its pl. ,.~r, you discard the 

Hamza, because alleviation of the Hamza is prevalent in 

~, saying in the dim. ,;;.; ~ith two 1.$ s, byelisi<¥l of the 

third, M in~t[281]; and in the pl. ,,4.~'[273]: (6)the' of 
, 

"-rl' [661, 684] in the dim. and pl. [247, 661, 686J; though, 
in both of them, somethIng happens to the Hamza, which 

necessitates its conversion into, [below]: (7) ~~~ when . . '" 
a man's name, dim. ~,~ with two HamZM inclosing , 

,-" , ...... 
the ~ , because ~f,~ is orig. ~,,~ with two Hamzas, 

since it is pl. ·of i;r,~ [246] : (8) Ie am! ~U [683]: S says 

tbat the dim. of Jt~ is ~;..i , [whil~ that of sG. is .0"';;4-
(S)]: for iLi, says he, is orig.;;~ Ol';;..i, the e being 

converted into' , and the J into Hamza; though this is 

~noina~ous, involving a combination of two alterations, 

while analogy requires only conversion of the J into , 

[728]: and, says be, ,t,£ is not from ;~, b~cause the o. f-
a .... • .... 

pf tbe latter is iJD,...t. [260, 683], M is proved by [its dim. 

(Jb)] it;;.i [above]; but ;Lt in relation to L is like 
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.... ..... -
i~ [in relation] to s,..! [21, 255, 257]: and he cites t'he 

- . ... . ... 
pl. ~,..:. , like ~ [237, 255, 257], as a proof that its J 

... . ... 
is an unsound letter: but lib says that ~ IS a hetero-.. 
morphous pl. of ,u" which is orig. :;;. ; so that -,tt is 

• , •• '" ,. '" •• , 8,·, 
from sLot [ong. IsO,..:.], like;.3 from 1;.3 [254]; the e being 

converted into" according to analogy, as in ~L; [684, 
703, 711]; and then the IS into Hamza, because of its 

'faintne:s after the', which also is faint ; and that, this 

being like It; orig. :;; , you say ;;;i dim. of'~, like 
•• , J. _" 

&:'~ d."m. of ,l.o [275], because, the faint' being removed. 

in the dim., the J is restored to itS o. j., as you say in the . .. ... . ... 
pl. IS~ [260] and 14-0 [above] : (9) the r of ~ [275], .. ..-
because the, was made a r lest it should be elided, 
in consequence of the combination of the two quics

cents, in which case the n. would remainunil. [687]. They 

dispute about the reversion of the converted letter 

to its o. j. in the case o.f· (1) the cat. of ~ti [and 

~~ (8)]; (2) the cat. of ~: [and ;:i:] ;.(3) [the 
8'·" 0 f,... 'nd' ad l cat. of] ),.>, and ),,-l' ?'go, WO , amp-black [683]. 

S says that, in the whole [of these cats.], the con

verted letters are not restored to their o. j8. in the dim. : 
9' ... , 9 ." • • h 

but you say I"?-~ [and &~ (8)] and h.>' with Hamza 

9 w .... ' • b ~ • .,.. after, and J!;.~ with Hamza elore, the ~ ; and ~ 
#' 
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. {below J and ~;;:;: with the \::>, by elision of the \::> of 

~g, [283J (R). Jr, however, [differing from him on .... 
• ..... , 0..", 

the first (R),] says J.i..,.. and e!-r without Hamza (IY, R), 
'" 

because the condition of the alteration is gone (R), 

since the Hamza, says he, was only on account of 

the transformation of the e by reason of its occurrence 

after an aug. " and its vicinity to the end [683, 708], 
whereas in the dim. the' is removed; while S and his 

school rely upon the strength of the Hamza here, by reason 
,--".... , -" 

()f its retention in the broken pl., as ~',.s and ~)~ 

(247], which all the Arabs pronounce with Hamza, for 

which reason the Hamza in ~ti and ~'Si is considered 

permanent (IY). And Zj, differing from him on such as 
Gil' 8 II' 0 0 .. , 8 ... ' 

~ [and ~], says ~,... [and ~], because the 

eause [of conversion], vide the occurrence of the , [or 1.5 ] 

before the 1:1 , is gone, since the \::> is elided in the dim. 
. 8 0." 8 .".' 0 0' , 

[283] (R): while S says ~ [above], I.:)t ..... , and ~ , 

because the rule, in his opinion, is that, when substitution 

is necessary in the ease of the u or e on account of a 

ca~e, which: is afterwards removed by the formation of 
the dim., the substitute is not altered, as though the for

mation of the dim. supplied the place of the cause; so 

that, when the \::> of JI ;~9, is elided in the dim., the first I 

"" . 
~ remaiDs as it was. The first [opinion, that of Zj,] is 

U6 
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approved by Z and IY as being] more conformable to 
analogy (IY): but 1M's rule [for restoration of the con

verted second] excludes what is not soft, [which hi there-
6 ." fore not restored to its o. f. (A)]; so that you say ~ . ... 

• 0 ..... ' • .. 0 It' Gil';, 
[and ~] In the d",m. of ~ [and r.;M ], contrary to the 

opinion of Zj (Aud,A) and F(Aud}; the opinion ofS being 
G 0" ...", . 

correctJ because ~,.., [and ~] would be fancied to be 
6"" 0·... 6, 6 0 ... 

dim. of ~r' or ~r' [and of r,r' or~] (A). As for 
o,"OJS 0 ,"'" 

such as ),j), and )'~ , the fact that the cause of the conver-
sion of the ,into Hamrl;a, vid. its being pronounced with 

~amm, disappears in the dim. is not heeded by S, 

because such conversion, though universally allowable 

in every , permanently pronounced with :{>amm, is still 

only approvable, not necessary, the use of the pure 
o , , 

, pronounced with :{>amm being also allowable, as ~, 

[683] ; so that this cause also is like no cause: but Mb, 

differing from him, says ~tt with the double ~ [279], 

and ~) with the pure, [658]. There is no dispute 
fa,. ,,, 0 .... , . 

about such l\S i4S\J and ~~ [above 1 because the 

-conversion of the, into 10::.' is on account of its being 

pronounced with l;>amm at the beginning of the word, 

since they dislike to begin [a word] with a. heavy let~r 

vocalized with the heaviest of the vowels, while the 

J)amma exists in the dim. also; and because this conver .. 

Slon is not uhiversal, contrary to the eonversion in BUob 
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. as ~ [689J (R). ~~, Udad, [a name '(8),J i.e., Udad , 

Ibn Zaid Ibn Kahlan ~bn Saba, father of a clan of 

AIYaman, (triptote, like':;; holes, pe".forations, bor-es, 

not made to deviate (IY), like ;; (8, Jh), and not used 

with the a".t. (8),] is [said to be (R)] mg. ~~; [from 
, , 

:;n (IY)], its, being converted into Hamza because 
, 

[deemed heavy to begin with, when (R)] pronounced 

with :pamm, as in [ =;..' and (R)] ~~t [683] (IY, R) ; 

but I do not know what induces them to assert that the 

Hamza of ~~, is converted from the, ,and what pre-
0,( 1 . oS • 

vents c.)I,) from bemg composed of .,).,)" whence .,)~' 
• meaning the great matter and other words (R). The 

aug. '(1M ), [or rather] every aug. letter of prolongation 

other than the, (R), is [necessari1y (IA)] converted [in 

the dim. (R, IA)] into, ' when it is second (1M, R), 

because the letter before it is pronounced with pamm 
9 ' 0 , 

(R), as y)Y [275, 281, 373] (R, lA, Aud, A), Y~ 
, , 

(332, 685], and )\;,..b [377] (R), dintS. yt-~ [287,293, 
• 0" 9 ...... t 

686J (R, lA, A), ~i~' and ~~; whereas, if not 
o 9 ' 

aug., as'~ tar and yU a canine tooth, it is not convert. , 
0 ..... ' 8 0 .... ' 

ed, but you ,say y..~ and '-!'!.~t:l [above]. (R). 8imilarly 

the' whose origin is unknown (1M), as y~ (Aud, A), 
• • .,. , 9 tI' • - • 0 0 .... ' 

d1m. ~~ [above] (A), whence ~l.A ?"vory, dtm.. C'~ 
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(lA, A) ; and the' substituted for a Hamza immediately 

following a Hamza, as ~T dim. ~f, as above inti-
, 

o , 
mated (A); and the' converted from a" as yl? above. 

Thus the , , when second, is converted, in the dim., into 

, in four cases; as it is converted into c.5 in one case, 
. 0 , 

vid. when it is converted from a c.5, [as yU above] (Sn). 

And [the predicament of (A)] the broken pl. [in conver

sion of the', when second (A),] is like [that of (A)] 

the dim., as ~)~ [247, 686] (lA, A) pl. of ~;l~ (IA), 
" , , 

, ,,1J. 

and r>',' [247, 661, 686] (A). When you form the , 
dim. of a word containing a transposition, you do not 

restOre the letters to their places, as ~y and clLt, orig. 
~ ~ 

• "-, 0 r-~ I , . 
~y and ~~ [708J; ~ when a proper name, orig. 

, " . 
• " 0'" • 0,·1J. .'1 
t.n~ [243J; and ~, [238], ~. u,-l' [256]; dims. ~~ 

.A • a,,: 
and ~..r With Kasr of the ..;., and c:J [276J, ~ by 

~ 

elision of the third c.5 as forgotten [281], and ~;r; , 
" because the inducement to transposition is convenienee 

of speech, which is Dot removed by the dim. formatioa 

(R). A transposed n. [ then] makes its dim. according 

to its (present] form, not according to its o. f., as :L;. 
,., "#l e • • 0 ", . 

ronk, from i.IO~,Jt, [bemg ong. ~,(Sn)]; but trans-

posed, [the e being put before the u, and the u then 

converted into " because' mobile and preceded by a ..... , 
letter pronounced with Fat-b (Sn)] ; dim. Xi~ , without 
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reVHT'HIOn th4,;3 f, IS of that 
(A). 

§ 279. [Z followed by] IH here [279-281J sets 

forth the of ns~ m l+~tter 

after the ..s of the dim. must be converted into 1$ , and 

havH the of di'ji?~~ It. They s:&'re 

of two kinds, (1) those in which two ..s s are combin4,;3d at 

the tormahon the dim. [2tst, 280J; (2) those in which 

thrHH 15 s HT'e 28 (J rb)~ Wl14s:n c.5 the 
9 .... 0 , 

dim. is immediately followed by a , ' [as in i,~ (J rb ),] .. .... 
or an in ~ rb),] or aug., [as in 

iJL:" thir lettoso is into.c.5 and lias 
,I 

the:S of the dim. incorporated .into it (Jrb),J as i;; 
[280 i;.cft 14 [280, 082], ond ~"'; ond ir sounded 

, w",J. 
tru14 th+~ {sat. ~I 

8w ..... ' 
s:md hn~ ]SH]; dims. of 

.... 
,,,,0. 0",.0"'" ,."., 

1,),-1 ond ht~ whroo l,)-!,r~·1 [2thJ 
8 • .... , 

J~14I~ oi:;s:ur, 
.... 

which is not a chaste dial. var. (Jrb). Such 11.8. belong 
to cat. in whl!:·h CaOT'H of 

in the formation of the dim. [275J. The, or' is not 

cODorrted upoo condition it be 

not followed by two letters KlCcuodng the of 
<& .~""' :? 

. the [se~ondJ e and the J of ~ in the dim.; for, if 

followed two ruch it bn elidod, as 
o ..... , 

wise must everh in such poSItion, ~7i14 dirry.. of 
.... 
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J.,~ by elision of the' ,since j.;;; with double 1$ is 
, - ,." 

not one of the formations of the dim.; and similarly 
• 0..... .,., , ... 

J.;!u dim. of ~3,.as , when a proper name, by elision of 
9 ... , a.. • 

the , ; and similarly r.~ dim. of )'~, , by elision of 
. , , , 

the 1$ together with the con;'. Hamza [283]. The' 

and, are converted into 1$ only when they occur in the 
90 .. , I .. ~. .. 

position of. (1) the J of J+.u , as I.S~' d'l,m. of ,~, when a 
0 ..... '. 0,.' .. 

proper name [292], and i:J~ d'l,m. of i,~ [280] ; (2) the 

[second] e of j.~;';j , as i (;-.:; dim. of i1t;,) [above], and .. 
8 .. 'J .', 

~ dim. of )~ [below]. They are converted into 1$ .. 
only because, in that case, they must be mobilized; and, 

when the ,is mobilized, while preceded by a quiescent 

1$ , it must be converted into 1$ [685]; and, when YOl1 

intend to mobilize the', then to make it a 1$ is better, 

bec~use, if made a , ,it must be converted into 1$ for 

the reason mentioned; while to make it a Hamza would 

be strange, though it is from the same source 88 the 

Hamza [732], because approximation in quality is .more 

frequently regarded in the unsound letters than approxi. 

mation in source. The, occurring [immediately] after 

the 1$ of the dim.-I mean the, ~hat is not elided-is 

either ~ J [280], or not a J (R). The" when i~ occurs 
0 ..... , "" 

88 a medial, is second, [88 i)~ ] ; or third, [88 ~,..." ; or 

fourth, as i;,~] (IY). When the, is second, it is no~ 
" 
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altered in the dim., because it is mobilized [with Fatl) 

in the dim. (IY); so that its being followed by the 1$ of 

the dim. does not change it into \5 (8)J, as i;~ dim. 
0 ..... ". , 

IJ=!~ (8, IY). When the, is (8, M, R) third, [a medial 

(M), either a.n e or an augment (8),] as in ~r and ., . .,. 
J,~ [369, 675] (8, M), not a J (R), then, (1) if it be 

quiesce~t [in the non-dim. (R) J, as in)~ [and ;,;.;. 
(R)], it is always ponverted into \5 [in the dim., and has 

the 1$ of the dim. incorporated into it (IY)J, as ~ 

(lY, R) and ;;. (R): (2) if it be mobile [in the non-dim. 
,. 

(R)], then, whether it be [roo. (R), an e (IY),] as in 
, ..... " 0 ..... • 
0,-' [and ~,~ (R)], or aug., [for co-ordination (IY),] 

. ,. 
8 ..... • , 

as in J,~ , [you have two ways of forming the dim. ; 

for (IY)] cenversion [with incorporation (IY)] is [more 

(R)] frequent (IY, R) and excellent (IY), but may be 

omitted (R): (a) the [more (M)] excellent way is to 
, .. .,..f., Ow"., Ow,, 

say ~, (8, M), ~~ (8), and ~~ (M), because the 
.,. .' , 

quiescent \5 changes the, after it into \5 (8); but some 

of the Arabs display (8, M) the, (8, IY) in the whole 
• , ... J. .0,., 

of what we have mentIoned (8), as j)~' , [j)r.:r- ' ] and 

J";~ (8, M, R), which is the stranger ofth:two ways, .. 
leaving the , as it was before the formation of the 

dim. (8): (b) the latter way (a) is [said by some to be 

(R)] allowable for conformity with the broken pl. ;,L.:i 
... 
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. , .".., , '" '" 
~rpents, [~~ (8),J and J~'~ [253J (IY, R), since the 

dim. and broken pl. follow one course [274J (IY); whereas, 
0 ..... ' oe" 

if that were so, ~ and Jt!; 0 would be allowable as 

• " 0 "'., ", "-' 
dims. of rl..i.o and Jl.i.t 7 like [the broken pls.J r?li.o and J,lA.O 

... ... 
[below](R): but(b) is [correctly (R)] said to be because 

the, is strong by reason of its mobility (IY, R) in the 

sing., since they convert the, into 1.5 in the broken pl. 

~Q [24,2], where it is quiescent in the sing. [~;S], but .. " ,-
do not convert it in J~ [246, 713], where it is mobile 

o ... 
in the sing. ~,» (IY) ; ~nd because it is not at the end, 

... 
which is the seat of alteration; and because the 1.5 of the 

dim. is adventitious, not permanent"(R): (c) the former 

way is preferable, because conformity with the broken 

pl. is weak, not universal; since ~ey say ~li,; and J,u.; 
,. ... 

[714, 717], displaying the, in the [broken] pl. of ~ 
o "'" 8 .... J Ow,, 

and rlLo; and still say ~ and 1";;0 in the dim. (IY). 
" ", As for ~,laA [281], the same treatment is allowable in 

.-, ..... 
it as in ~, , because the , is part of the word itself, is 

~. mobile, and is retained in the pl. ,t:;,; (8). And ,. 
similarly the Hamza converted [from the , converted 

from a, or ($ (R)] after the [aug. (R)] , (~H), which 

immediately follows the 1.5 of the dim. (R), is converted 

into 1.5 (R, J rb), which is afterwards elided [281] (R), 
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I ,. , 
as in [~~ and ~,d1,ms. of] 

.". r":':'-[anY ll..liiU], odg. 
o .".". 0."." 

,~Lan"d s,Sl..c.;] (Jrb). 

§ 280. The [ , ' when it occurs as a (M)] J [279] 

(M» R), whether it be sounded true or altered (M), is 

alwp'icys conn%3rted mto 1.$, [ 'iT raidmg and 
8 .... ' i, , OG", , i'r a loop or handle, dim, Ls~ and eR )] ~r [279] 

_,,0 
, t); [27::L 3md ~I~weak-h'&ghted, 

w .... J _Iii "" , 0 ".,'" 
by night, dim. [~g and (M)] ~~ (M, R); ~,,~ 

D ti,- 8~ 0 ... _ • , 

ra?dm,g, .. ,We:r ~,.~ n. "~l28 d",m, l'~":r~ '-" •• } ... ~ ~J//I "";;1 
,. .". ". ,. '" 

with two double 1.$ s (R); ~ [and Lu (IY)], dim. 
0" ~, 

~':r?r [279, ::82] and [28 and nlay be 

sounded true, as in ~,,~.~..t[279J, because the J is weak by 

rel'3htHI of finali8y [28 whil:r t,he e strony by 

reason of its mediality (IY). 

881. 1.$ f3re combined IY, 
[i. e.,] when two 1.$ s are combined with the 1.$ of the 

dim, (M), the of the ,gord , J rh 8hen, the 

first be the 1.$ of the dim. (Jh), the last being final, 
, ..... .,. • '.,..-,.J 

li8en3?lly, as ~'{ir as JZ,~ ,. ~ 

and the second being pronounced with Kasr, [and having 

the first] iornrporated into [it] (R), the l~t (M, SH) 

on'l the In (Jh) elidnd LJh, SHy forgett?m, 

according to the chastest [usage] (SH), the dim. be-
,. , 

cooling of pf,rf?digm The elision is 
157 
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(IY, R, Jrb) necessary for the sake of alleviation (R) 

on account of the heaviness of the [combination of (IY)] 

1.$ s; and the last is peculiarly distinguished by it, 

because of the frequency with which alteration makes 

its way to the final [280, 306] (IY, Jrb). That [elision .... 
of the last 1.$] does not take place in the v., as ~ 

preserved alive, saluted, ao'r. ~; nor in the po"rt., as 

~ [below] (R). For eve;y n. wherein three 1.$ 8 

are combined must be examined: and then, if it be not 

a part., the J is elided from it, as ~ dim. of its;,; and 
" ... ~ ..... . 
~, dim. of I.$~' [below]; but, if it be a part., the J 18 

w" 8,." .' .. " 
retained, as ~fem. ~,from ~ aor. ~ [301] 

1# _., ; a ~ ., '. Ii ,. , 
(Jh). You say (1) ,~ [orig. ,~ (Jh),] d'Lm. ~ 

[above] (Jh, M, SH), the' being converted into 1.$ [279J 
•• , . 8 .. ,.' 

(IY, R, Jrb), as In)~ [275] (R), d'Lm. ~ [282, 293], 

(ID, Jh, KF); so that the Hamza reverts to its o. j., 
. 8. ,., 

vld. the, (IY, R, Jrb), as ~ (Jrb), because of the 

removal of the' before it (R); and is then converted 

into..s [279], because it is [final and (R, Jrb)] preceded 
Ow , , 

by a Kasra [685] (IY, R, Jrb), as ~ (Jrb); and, 
thr~e 1.$ s being then combined, the third is elided (IY, 

R, J rb) as forgotten (R, J rb ), the dim. becoming like 
! ... , ! ... , 

the dim. of trils., as ~ [280] (IY); so that ~ 

remains, the inflection being placed upon the second 

(R, J rb), as ~ ,~~ This is ct, little gift; whereas, if 
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-" , 
the third were reckoned, ~ [below] would be said in 

*' , 0 ........ 

the nom., like t.fU [16, 720] (Jrb): (2) ii,'o)l a small 
o"',,~ r."" water-bag [721, 726], dim. i:!o)' (M, SH), like, lu 

(IY, R, Jrb), there being no difference between them, 

except that the J of :;'';1 is not converted into , , and 

then into Hamza, because it is not final, as the J of ,u;,; 
D, '" • ,,.' • ." 

is (R) : (3) i:!,LA ernng, [ ~u from ~ error (IY), and .. ' 
8, " DC ..... ' 

i. q. i:!,~ a camel carrying wate't' (KF),] dim. i:!~ , 

(M, SH), on the model of iI..;,;; , but really upon the 
J .......... , G ..... , J 

measure of ia:J~ (IY), being mg. i:!J':!"~ t J rb), because , 
the' is converted into, (IY, R. Jrb) in the dim. (Jrb), 

8 .... G .......... , 

as in ,-:,)u [278]; and the [second (Jrb)], [of i:!r.~ , , 
(Jrb), which is the e of the word (IY, R),] into IS (IY, 

R, J rb); and the IS of the dim. incorporated into it 
.......... , 

[279] (IY, Jrb), as ~~ (Jrb); so that three IS s are 

combined (IY, R, Jrb) ; and the last is then elided, as 

above (IY): (4) i:i~t,;;, a bitch in heat and a fox-cub, 
alii, J " .... ' 

dim. ~ (KF), [and] i:!,LU Mu'auiya, [the son of Abu 
, 

'0,0000 .............. 

Sufyin (KF ), from ~ IS,W The people hallooed one 

another on, i. e., called one another, to a fight or some 
,ra, J , ..... , , 

thing else (ID),] dim.· ~ (Jh, M, SH), orig. ~~ 
, 

o ,,' 
(Jrb), because its' is elided (IY, R, Jrb) , as in [ '-:')~ 

and] ~LJ.: [283] (R); and the, ' [which is the e (IY, ,. 
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R} of the word (Iy),] is converted into ..s (IY, R, Jrb); 

and the ..s of the dim. incorporated into it (J rb), accord-
, -... ~ 

ing to those who say ~f [279] (IY); and, [it being 

followed by the ..s, which is the J of the word <IY),] 
three \5 s are combined; so that the last is elided 

I , " ... , 

(IY, J rb) as forgotten (J rb) ; and ~ remains, upon the 
, .......... , . 

measure of ~ (IY), as 

vi~ ;r ~ ~;r ~ • ~ ~ i;.;; Li JU; 
.....,. ". '" ~." '" .... 

Keeping a promise, 0 little Mu,'dwiya, on behalf of his 

father, is proper for him that keeps a covenant (YI' a .... 
compact (IY, R): (5) ..s~f ]l,aving dark-red lips [800] 

,...... 85, 

(Jh,M, SH), Ja,;f from i~, its e and its J being a, ' . 

and the, that is fourth being converted into \5 [685, , .. ~ , "'~ 
727] (IY), dim. ~'(Jh, M, SH), orig. ,~, , the last ,. 
, being converted into \5 because preceded by a letter 

, ... ~ . 

pronounced with Kasr, as \5~' ; and (Jrb) the [first 
... 

(Jrb)J" [which is an e (IY, R),] being [then (Jrb)] 

converted into \5 [279] (IY, R, Jrb); and the \5 of the 
; w ... " 

dim. incorporated into it, as ~, (Jrb); so that three 

\5 s are combined (IY, R, Jrb); and therefore the last , ,~ . 
is elided (IY, Jrb), as ~f [above]. The GG differ as 

to whether the elision in ~r is euphonic or arbitrary: 
IIU, S, and many GG holding that the elision is arbi

trary; while IAI holds that it is euphonic. Moreover 

those who say that it is arbitrary differ as to whether 
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.. , 
~, is triptote or not (Jrb). After the elision of the 

third 1.$ (R), ;.t-is .(1) [still (R)] diptote (S, Jh, M, 
" " SH), according to Y, who says ~, (S, Jh), which is the 

regular [and correct (S, Jh)] form (S, Jh, SH), in the 

opinion of S !Jh, IY, R, Jrb) and many GG, on account 

of the qualification and verbal measure [18], regard to 
which is not prevented by the formation of the dim., as .,. , ..... ", , 
is proved by their saying ~ ~',so [274,287] (Jrb), 

because the [quasi-aollistic] augment is extant in its 

beginning (S) ; and [similarly] in the aim. of IS;~ John 
.,J . , ...... , 

you say ~, Congo ~] (Jh): for, although the 
,.,f. ,., , • ,f. 

verbal measure [ ~, or ~] is removed[in ~, and , .. 
~ ], literally and also constructively, by the elision en 
the J as forgotten, still the Hamza [or IS ] in the begin .. 

ning directs attention to, and gives notice of, it; just as 
, -- '", 

such [proper names] as ~ and 1.$7- are diptote by 

common consent, although they are deficient in verbal 

measure by reason of the necessary elision of the \oJ and 

e respectively (R) : (2) triptote" according to IIU (S, 
I .. f. 

Jh, M, SH), who says ~'(S,· Jh, IY): but, [says 

S (Jh),] this is a mistake; and, if it were allowable, . 

~r would be triptote (S, Jh), because it is lighter than '.... .~. 
~, ; and so would U'?)' heads [below], when used as a 

, us 
name, and pronounced U"')' without Hamza (S); and so 
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l.e,J. 
would ~, [274J (Jh). Here nu [apparently (IV)J 

J. 
regards the fact that ~, is [permfibnently ( deficIcnt 

Ill, 5:md eecluded (), the mefcCjUre 
"C " •• 

(IY, R), contrary to such as U")' ,a contraction of U"')' 

[abczvz~], cau;3ed elisinu the 

Hamza is not permanent; but this is of no account, 

becz:tUve nev{i{sard [ defit:;iencd and the {zUowfibhle 

[defieiench as have mentioned, are alike m such 

cases when the [quasi-aoristic] letter exists And 
,J. '. ,,, 

IAI cays GZ~' Jh, ~~~ I [below J 
~.. .. 

as though he made it defective (IY), not eliding the 

thirh . as elidH1g with Tanuln, 

vs the ...s in veU is elided; and restoring it with the J .. 
w'£''10 

and prothesis, as ~~, (R): but [8 says that (Jh)], if 
=." , 

this GZczre sah ~ as .. 
(" , .. 8 ~ 

of" ~ ( ,,)h), th'f elided is a likE, this 

and follows a ...s pronounced with Kasr; and i~~i w' as 
9 .... __ " 

atm. li.,!~[belos,"J F, that fAI .. 
this only 'GGit;lo"'~IG nf its eosemblancn in to the 1.'., ns 

W ,me' yO 

though itwere a part., like ~ [above]; a:nd that so he 
.... , 0 ". 

:;i./ould eay ~~ dign, of \So: ~ it 
, , ..... f,. 

no Tf,czwin '(R). Those who eay ne:_' [279J [oz11y 
e,J. 

(IY)]~' [aboveJ (Jh, M, 8H), making it defective 
';;:. 

0 .... • @M $"" 0 

(IY); and i:':t-,c (R) and ~~= ii (lA, R), with,e./Ft 
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converting or eliding anything [except the , ] (IY); 

because three 1.5 s are not combined (IY, R) at the end 

(IY), so that the third should be elided as forgotten (R). 

If, however, the first 1.5 be not the 1.5 of the dim., you 
• • • alii J' • 0 ...... J 

elIde nothmg, saymg ~ a serpent, d~m. ~ [297] ; 
, ..... .'"'' , ".. , ...... £ 
~ Mayya, dtm. ~ ; and '-:-'~, Job, dim. ~, with .. 
four 1.5 s, which you tolerate because they are in the 

middle of the n. ; whereas, if they were at the end, you 

would not combine them (Jh). Jh says that (MAR) 

[all ofj this is the saying of the BB; and, as for the 
, .... w""" 

KK, they elide nothing, saying ~ according to those .. 
, ..... £ " ..... ' 

who say~' , and i:!~ according to t.hose who say .. , , .,,. 
~J+.-' [279] (Jh). IR's saying "the last is elided a.'J 

, 

forgotten, according to the chastest [ usage]" suggests 

that it is not elided according to the less chaste [usage] : 

whereas this is not so; but, subject to. the restrictions 

mentioned, elision of the 1.5 is ne~essary, by common 

consent, [as regards: both the fact and the character of 

the elision,] except where the initial is a quasi-aoristic 

letter, as in ~t , where' IAI, as above shown, [ehues 

the 1.5 euphonically, but] does not elide it as forgotten. 
. rt" If...~ 'T"'.~ I " Sf says "You say J~ dim. ~ and JI..oCJ dim. ~ [278], 

..... " 81i ... '- 0 .... , • SCi, , •• 

i"~l dim. i:!~' and i:!~ dtm. ~ ; and nothmg else IS 

allowable in thil:!": and IKh says "Analogy requires 
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alteration like that of ueLi [16J, but the [usage] heard i~ 
* 

elision of the t.hird as forgotten." Jh and An, indeed, 

say that the elision is omitted by the KK; but I believe 

what they attribute to the KK to be a mistake of theirs. 

Similarly you elide the final double IS following a double 

IS' when the second [double ISJ does not denot.e 'relation, 
8- .~ "" GeG .... J 9Q." 

as i:!,,.. pass. part. of IS,), dim. i:Jjt' orig. ~:r: and 
" DII -I> 

similarly the dim. of i:!p' a female mountain-goat [is 
811,,1> DII .. I> ~" ' -I> i:J:;' (S)], according to those who say that ~:i)f is iJ,u' ; 

'II _, . 

whereas those who say that it is ~ , the IS denoting 
. " 

OCw .... J. • • Ii w~ , 

relation, say ~:;' wIth two double IS s, lIke ~~ dim. of 

~,)i rel. n. of;~ [280J. Similarly the dim. of ~,r; and 
" " I , , • _" , I. " , . 
IS,~ is ~ and ~~ WIth two double IS s [299]. 

" , " 
The reason why you do not elide anything when the 

dim. formation invades the rel. n., as in the exs. mentioned, 

while you elide the IS of the dim. when the rel. forma-
• • . Ii "I> (;" , 

tion invades the d",m., as In IS,-o' and IS~ l299], is only , .. 
that, in the dim. of the rel. n., the rel. n. is the principal 

[part of the formation], since it is the qualified, the sense 

of ~ being ~ ~,.r; a diminutive 'AlawI, so that its .. " 
sign may not be discarded; nor is the sign ~f the dim. 

discarded, since the dim. is the invader, and, when the 

invader is prevented from annulling the predicament of 

the invadod, the' least that can happen is that its own 
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predicament HhouM not be annulled by the inva~led: 

whereaR, in the ,·el. n. of the dim., the dim. is not a prin

cipal, since it is not qualified; but it is subordinate to the 
.j ,., 

'i·d. n., the sense of ~~ being 1'c[a.tcd to lfu~ay,l/, so that .. 
its sign may be di.,cardetl in compliance with the induce

ment of dislike to heaviness; whereas, the rel. n. being an 

invader, its sign i:~ not disen.rded. And, according to 
, ",(I ,. , ! " 

thiR rule, the 'i"d. n. of [the dim.] ~::;o- Jnh airvt is ~ 

[297], hyelision ofthe loS ; and then the dim. of [the ?·el. n.] 
fi', ~ 0,' 
~~is~(R). .. .. 

§ 282. The ii [of femininization (M)J, (1) when ex

pressed [in the n. (IY)], is always retained (l\f, Jrb) 11l 

the dint., whether its letters be few or mn.ny (IY), M 

6,,, 0,0' , 

~)LD dim. i..:Jr-yC, to distinguish between the dims. of .. ' 
the masc, and thcfom. (Jrb), because, the ii heing equi-

valen.t to a n, joined on to a n. [266], as in ~;O~~ 
[4, 215], the process is to form the dim. of the n" of 

whIchev~r cat. it be, and then put the ii, as you do with 
n ... o, 9 ..... ,' 0 ........... 

the co·mp. [290], as ii,rJ a date, dim. ii~; iirr a 'i'U1nb-
. 0.... 0." 0 .... , " ." ." 

lin!), cooing, dim, ii~:I; and i.l..::--;i-w a qu·ince, dim. 
e... 0,.' 
~~ (IY) : (2) when supplied [264], is expressed ill 

[the dim. of CIY)] every [fem. (IY)] t'i'il. (M, Jrb) n., 
• 0 ,. ,. • 9 .... 0 ;' , 0 '" 0:; , , 

as r~ a foot, chm. 4.!~ [below], ~:! a hctnd, (Um. &:!W, 
90 "." 

[275], and ~ IIind, dim. ii~[:Z64, 274] CIY), except 
" 

158 
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00" 80" 

in such anomalies as ~r and "":I':'r [below]; but not 

in the quad., [because it is deemed heavy (Jrb),] except 
5" • ..,. , 0 ... w .... , 

in such anomalies as ~~~ and ~, [below J (M, 

Jrb). rIte i [of fcmininization (1M)] is added to [the 

dim. of (1M)] the flm. bare [of the i (SH, Aud, An, 

when tril. (SH, 1M), (1) orig. and (Aud) actually (Aud, 
a 9... 0 .. 

A), like ~ a tooth (1M), l~ fi1'e (Jh), and ;',) a hOU$e 
9"'. , , 0 .... 0 .... , 9 .......... , 

(Aud, A) dims. ~, [ir.~ (Jh),J and ir.,,) (A); (2) 

orig., [but not actually (Aud),] like eli (Aud, A), dim,. 

~~: (3) ultimately (A), if its triliteralness supervenes 

because of the formation of the dim (Aud), which [tril.] 

is of two sorts, (a) what is quad. by reason of a letter of 
prolongation before an unsound J (A), like ,r;::. sl'Y 

oc" , 
(Aud, A), unrestrictedly (Aud), dim. i4.+-w [below] (A) ; 

..... , _ .... 0" 

and (b) [the n. ~f three rads. (A),] like ~ [and j.~ 

(Aud) J, when the dim. is formed by curtailment [264, 

~91J (Aqd, A). Then 1M excepts from the rule men

tioned two sorts [of tril. flm. n.J, to [the dim. of] whi~h 

the i is not affixed, indicating the first by his saying 

(A) "so long as it is not seen to be ambiguous by reason 
o , , 0', 

of the i , like ~ and ~ [254] " (1M), according to the 
I 8 ..... , 

d-ial. of those who makethemfem. [271J (A), dim. ~ 
GO .,. , 0.... , , 0 .... 0 .... , 

and ~, because ii~ [274J and iir.~ would be con· 
• • 0, '" " G .... '.,. .. 

founded with the dun. of ii~ and ii~ [254] (lA, A) ; 
80, ...... , 

" and [like (Aud)J ~" (1M), dim. ~ (lA, A). 
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! 80,' . 8 ... 0 ... , 

and ~ [dim. ~~] (Aud, Sn), because ~ [and ... . . 
9 ",0,. , 

i-:!~ (Jh)] would be confounded with the dint. of [the 
G.,·" Got; 

mast. nmn. (IA)] ~ (lA, A) and iiI!" [314, 758J (Jh) ; 
00 .-"" G" .... , 0 ..... ' 

and similarly ~ and ~, dims. ~ and ~, because 
0 .... 0 ,' 0 ... ·" 
~ and ii~ would be confounded with [the dim. ofj 

0""" G .... "" 
the masc. num: [~ and .iS~ (Jh, KF>J: and the 

second by his saying ( A) "and omission [of the is (Aud, 

A)] without ambiguity is anomalous" (Il!). The is is 

affixed to the dim. of the fem., when it is t1-il., because 

of two matters, that the fem. gender is generally accom-' 

panied by a sign, and that the tril. is light; and, since 

these two matters are combined, and the formation of 

the dim. restores things to their o. ft. [278], they express 

the sign supplied for that gender (IY). The dim. for

mation produces in the substantive the sense of the ep., 
~Orl .... 9'~ 

since ~) means ~ ~) [25, 274]; so that the dim. 

n. is equivalent to the qualified [non-dim.] together with 
0... , Ii ........ 

its ep.; and therefore, as you say is~ rw a small foot 
0 ..... "', 

by affixing the Ii to the end of the ep., so you say 4:w 
[above], by affixing the Ii to the end of this n., which is 

like the end of the ep. Some GG, seeing that the dim. 

formation produces in the substantive the sense of the 

ep., and that there is no sense of qualification in the pro

per name [147], say that the dim. ·of proper names [287] 
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is not correct: but what they imagine i~ of no account, 

becnw;;e by forming the dim. you do not ninke the non~ . 

dim. it.self an cp., so that their .objection should apply; 

but you qualify the 1wn~dim., except that you make the 

single expression, vid. the dim., like the qualified and cp. 

[together]; and qualifieation of proper names is ~ot dis~ 

approved, but is common, frequent (R). As for the 

quwl. n., the jj of femininization, when not expressed in 

its non-din!'., is not expres$ed in i~ dim., because it is 

heavier [than the t?·il.]; and the fourth letter, according 

to them, correSpO}lrls to the sign of femininization [300}. 

because the n. becomes long by means of it, the numbt..~r 
9 w ... , 0 ... .., 

of [letters in ] ~ r dim, of U~ J being like t1~e nuiuber 
... 

o 'o~ , 

of [letters in] ~w [above] (IY). In short, when the 
tl'il., which is t.he lightcst of the formations, is invaded 

by the sense of qualification, they venture upon adding 

the jj , which is affixed to the end of the ep.'i. of the fem.: 

but, when they reach the n. of four or more letters, then, 

since the jj, though nn entire word [266], is still like a 

letter of the word that it is attached to, they do not 

think fit to add It letter to letters already so numerous 

that, if ~ rcul. were added, they would rejccf it in the 

dim. [274}; so that they assume the last letter to be like 

the jj, which is needed, because the n. is an ep., saying 
• w'" q ,., 0 • "" , 0 .... .,. , 

~ dim. of ~~ (tiL env'e, and ~*, [not ~~ , 1,...,. 
o ., 0 , , "" 

(D),] dim. of ~;k a scol'lJivn (It), like "':";!.!) dim. of 
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~) (D). If, howovor, the Fm,. [1/ .. (H)] eX('~l'IJillg Lhroo 

letters contains something that' necessitates its being 

reduced to three in forming the diut" the i must be 
_"'., OG;., , 

added [in its d;m, (Ri], as tL.- dim, J4+.w [a1>o,'eJ (IY, 

R), o1·ig. ~,;:., like ~ dim. ~ [281] (IY): and , 
similarly, in the curtailed dim. of [the augmented tril., 

fI .,.... 0 .,' , .,0.... , ., , 
as u~ a she-kid, ylh (R),] ~) Z(tinab, [and ..>La,..;. 

fa ..... ." fa ......... , , .,0"', 

Su'fld (IY),] you say [ ~,~ (R),]~) (IY, R), 
, .... 0 ... , .. 

and i~ (IY). If the tril. is a generic n. o1·ig. mase., 
9 0 .... 01£ .... 0 9 • '" _ 

but used as an cp. of the fern., as JI..4 i!;-o~ or r"'" or ~J 

[143], you regard the original gender, vid. the 'mCtsc., in 
9 0 .... , 011: 0 00 .... , 

the dim. ; and do not ad~l tho i , as <.4.1..4 i!;-o', and ~.,..., 

! " 
and~) (ll). In the proper name, however, no regard 

is paid to the gender of what it is transferred from [4] : 
, ......... , 0'" 

but you say ~) as. dim. of ~) when a proper name 
o ..... , 0 ..... 

of a woman, and ~ as dim. of ~ when a proper 

name of a man, contrary to the opinion of IAmb, who 
• , 0 .... ' 

. regards the original gender, saying ~) in the first, an~ 
, .... 0"" , 

~ in the second (A). When you usc a tril. as a . 

name for a female, you add the i in its dim., when the 
9 "" .... 0."" 

t'i'il. is (l)masc., like ~and w,); (2) a·fem., to whose 

dim. the H is not affixed before the tril. becomes a 
0·, o. 

proper name, like y~ and e)~ [below]. The reason 
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. why the original gender is observed in such as j;.~ ~, 
, 

o· , , . 
and ~,..." but not in the proper name, is that the ep. is 

not totally excluded from its original meaning, since 
o " .,. 91£ .... 0 

J~ ii~! means that, from abundance of justice, she, as 

b d· . . [ ] d tJ:t"'" 91>,· it were, em 0 les JustIce 143, an ~I.:> S'.;.o! means 
o _, 9 ,.0 

~L:.. ~W, [268] ; so that in both cases you intend .. ~ 

the original meaning, which the expression is applied to 
denote: whereas in the proper name that is not intend

ed, because it is transferred, and is a Eecondary applica

tion different from the primary, the ohject·of the name 

being to explain the [person or thing] named, not its 

own original meaning; so"that, when you use ~ Stone 
, ,,,,,' 

as a name, it is as though you used ~~ Ghafafan [4] 
or some. other coined [proper name]; and it is seldom 

that in the proper name the meaning [of the expression 

that the name is] transferred from is regarded. Similarly, 

when you use a fern. [h·il.] bare of the 8 , like :,~t an 
(;. .... ~ 

car and ~ an eye, as a name lor a male, you do not 

affix the Ii to its dim., because this use is, as we mention

ed, a new application (R). Y, however, allow this 

[regard to the original, as he allows regard to the actual, 
, .... "..J,. " 0, , 

gender (Sn), saying iA.:!~' and ~ (R)]; and cites in 
' .... 0'' 

proof of it [the saying of the Arabs 8r ..,-l Nuwaira (A),] 
, .... 0 ,J. , ..... ", TT • b 
iA.:!~' Udhaina, and ~ u ya~na, . names of men: ut 
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that is no proof, becaus~, [according to tlle GG (R), it 

may be that (A)] these words were taken as names [for 

a male (R)] after the formation of the dim,. (R, AJ. 
• 00 9~" 

When you use ~ and~' as names for a female, you .. 
elide this I.::.J, [as when they are not used as names at all 

(Sn)]; and then form the dim., and affix the ii of femi-
'5 .... , , G .... J. 

ninization, saying i.~;! and i.~' [~77 J (A): and, when 

you use them as names for a male, [and form their dim. 

(R),] you [elide the I.::.J; but (R)] do not affix the ii, 

[bocause the dhn. is then masc. (R),] saying [~ and 

(A» ~ (R, A), by restoration of the elided J [275] 

(R). The Ii is anomalously omitted, [notwithstanding 

the absence of ambiguity (lA, Aud),l in [the dim. of 

(IY, R, Aud)] certain [t1il. (R, Aud)J ns., [not to be 

ccpied (A), three of which are me~tioncd by S (IY, R),] 
9 ... 

vid (1) y~ war [above] (IY, R, lA, Aud1 A), dim. 
o ..... , 0 .,. • G .... , 

'-:"':'~; (2) yU an aged she-camel, [don. y~ (IY, R)]; 
o " • GO.,., 

(3) U";J a mm'e, (1 Y, R, A), d'tm. U"":';;J: and three men-
00 0* 

tioned by J r, vid. (IY, R) (4) e;~ a coat of mail, [ e;~ a 
0"" . 

woman's shift being rnasc. (Sn), dim. of the former ~.;~ 
00' 0" 

(Jh, KF)]; (5) U"r [or U"r (Sn)] amarriage-feast (IY, 
R, Aud, A), which isfem. [241~, as 

L'I~ ~ r-o, ~ , l;, ~fj .... ji~.~o'T ',~ G~" u, 
~.,..- ~ ".. "M'.. U",1 • , .. 

• .... • ~". "Gii 1'0........ .... 0 , 

~4sV" ~~, r: ~,)..l 
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(R), by a R:Ljiz (Jh, lIAR), Verily we found the rwt1'ri~ 

age feu,st of the 1lIhec't~scller to be 9ncctn, UamrU)orthy ill, 

'rcspect of the manctgers, we be-ina ilH,ited to it 'with the 
. o· 

'weaver and the tailo?' (MAR), 01' more properly U"r, 
, .. t: d I' , 8) z· 0 0, , a m:\n S 1O".Je, an a IOU s m':tte ( n, £ tm. ~~ (IY); 

5 0" 0 0 .... ' 

(6) U"',s a bow (IY, R, lA, A), dim. ~~ (IA): and the 

rest transmitted by others, vid. (R) (7) :;;; Arabs (IY, 
o 0 .... ' 

R, Aud, A), dim. ~~, as says Abu~IHinJi [Ghalib 

Ibn 'Abd A.l~{uddiis (KA, FW)] 
0.", ., 0-0 , " ,. ..... "" 0 .... ' 0-0' , " ., w -0 ,. ..... " 

~I U"'~ ~UJ~, #. ,;,,~:rJ1 rlab '1~1 ~, 

And the eggs of the lizards called "';'.-6 w'e the food of lhe 

gi'and Arabs, while the souls' of the foreigners lon!) 1Wt 

for· the'm, (IY), using the dim,. for magnification, as in 
_ ., , ." , ... 15: s., 

~I 4-4.~ UI [274] (Jh); (8) 0,),'> afewcamcls(R, lA, A), 
c.. D." .". , 
dim. ~,.> (IA'; (9) IS~'" eady fm'enoon [286J (R, A), 

clim. ~~ (KF); (10) J,;; a sandal (lA, Aud, A), (l!:m,. 
0 ..... ' s·..... 0 .... _ .... 

~ (IA); (11) J,-"' [quast~pl. of ~u. o/.,'e;· whom, sel'en 

months have pu,ssed from hc;' conception, or delillery, so 

that her milk is scanty, said of a she-camel (8n), dim,. 

j.~;l]; (12) J.~~ middle~aJed, said of a woman (A), 
8 0 .... ' • 

dim. ~ (Jh, KF); and the like (Aud). But some of 
8 Q, o. 

the Arabs make '-:'~ and e)~ mase., in which case they 

nrc not of this class; while some affix the ii to [the din'&. 
'4 " , 8 0" • 6 .... • .... , 9 ". ,.' & ~ .... 

of] U"''; and U"~ , saylllg ~~ and i-:!,s (A): and U"'~ I 
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being [a masc. n. (IY)] ~pplied to the male and female, 
• " • 0....... .. .. [like ~Wl and ~ (IY),] forms Its dtm. accordmg to Its 

[original (IY), prevalent (R),] gender (IY, R); whereas, 
, ., . ,. ..... , 

if the f~male were [specially] meant, only i."'?~ would 
be said (IY).' One Grammarian has combined [ten ofJ 
these words by his saying 

, .... ., "'" 9'" G ." ,. ""'- 6' • """" .". G.,.'" 0 0" •• ,. 

y~ ~ U"'T:. ~ '~yU • U"'~ ~)~ y~, U"',.s, ~,~ 
A. few can'tels, and a bow, and war, it.~ coat of mail, a 

mare, an aged she-cantel, simila/rly a middle-aged woman, 

a marriage-feast ora wife,earlyforenoon, Arabs (MKh). 

The affixion of the i to [the din'/,. of (IY, R, Aud, A)] 

what exceeds three letters is anomalous (IY, 1M, R), as ... , -," 
r'~ (IY, R, lA, Aud, A), ,')' (IY, R, Aud, A), and 
8 ..... 9' 0,,' rL.o' (R, Aud, A), dim. ~~~ [264J (IY, lA, A), on the 

, ., .,J 8, .... , 

measure of iJ!.~.~u (Sn), ~)' [264] (lA, A), with [a 

double IS before (Sn)] the Hamza [belowJ (A), and 

~~;i (R, A), the last being transmitted by AHm, who , 

says that it is not aut~entic (R). That [affixion of the i] 
is because, the normal-gender of advs. being mase., if the 

sign of femininization were not expressed in the dim. 

[of ~'li and it';;], there would be no indication that either 

of them was fern. (IY). Sf says that the i is affixed to 

these two, because they are advs., not predicated of, nor 

qualified, nor qualifying; so that their beingfem. is not 

explained by any of those processes, as you say ~ , 
169 
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J , ..... 0... 0 ........ 8'., 
y,u.'t The scorpion stung, ~'j Y~ a stinging scorpion, 

,,,......... , 
and YjW' ~~ this scorpion; and therefore they are 

made fem., in order to explain their gender (R). A's 

language necessarily implies that these three advs. are 

fem., as though from regard to the i i=:: direction: but 

it is transmitted, on the authority of IU, that all the 
_,"'" 0 c;, • • 

advs. are masc., except ~')' and r'~ ; and accordmgly the 

affixion of the i to [the dim. of] ~Ct is anomalous in two 

respects, its being masc., and its heing quad. (8n). As 

for if;;, its J is variously said to be (1) a Hamza [above] ; 
« .... ,J!.G:t .... 

for some 'say that ,~ .. I::J~, I made a feint, or pretence, 

qf such a thing is said, whence the tradition ~;'r :" 
• • .11'1 .. 

,,;.~ r;; ~i,;. ~~i 61 ~'i ~; ~ :JJr ~ Verily the 

. Prophet (God bless him, and give him' peace!) was wont, 

when he intended a journey, to make a feint, or pretence, of 

somethiYLg else; but the Traditionists' do not put the sign 
. ., ~ 

of Hamza, giving the version !~. ~ 1$), : (2) a, or 1$ , as 

in J~ or JI;;, , from 1J4 ~;;: which is the best-Known 
o c', 

form; and, according to this, its dim. is only ~:>, ' by 
8 G .... , _ .... , 

elision of the third 1$ [281], as in ~ dim. of JL.-
0'_' , "'" ., , 

[above] (R). IAI allows i~ as dim. of 1$)40- [265], 
0.... • .... ' 'o~, 

and i~ as dim. of 1$p.aJ , putting the i as a compen-

sation fOf the [a,bbreviated (R)] I [of femininization (R)J, 
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,vhich is elided (R, A), when fifth or upwards, as will be 

seen below (R) ; while 1M in the Tash!l appears to agree 

with him, saying" the i is not affixed without anomaly 

" to [the dim. of] any [font.] other than what has been 

"mentioned, except what the' of femininization, when 

" fifth or sixth, is elided from" (A). That; however, is 

not transmitted by any o.ther Gramm.\rian, except IAmb; 

and he elides the prolonged· also, when fifth and up

wards, substituting the i for it, as for the abbreviated: 

but no one agrees with him in eliding the prolonged (R) ; 

and 1M [in the passage just quoted] means the abbrevia

ted, because he afterwards says "but the prolonged 

" is not elided, so that it should be compensated for, 
0" 0', 

" contrary to the opinion of IAmb, who allows ~:r. and 
9 ~ 0.,., _, ,. _, ,0., 

" i"'~r as dims. of ~~4 beans and ~L-ur [273, 400]" 

(A). The abbreviated' [of femininization (IY, Aud)], 
• ., • J 

when fourth, [as in ~ (Aud),l is retained (M, Jrb, 

Aud) in the dim. (IY), because of the lightness of the 
,0, , 

n. (Jrb), as ~ [274] (M, Jrb). If, however, the' 

[fourth] be not for femininization, it is converted into 1$ , 

because you pronounce the letter before it with Kasr [in 

the dim.], as you pronounce [the letter after the 1$ of the 
",.,. 0;' 

dim. in] the quad. [274], as ~;A a butt [229], d,im ~~ , 
.,.. 0 ... " .,.0;-

and ,~" [248, 272], dim. ~:>' , the' in 45"rt being the 
, 0,;" 

J of the word, converted from the 1$ of ~) ; and the" 
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in cst;r being aug., for coordination (IY). As for ~;, 
,0 ",., 

[248, 272], I.S;-i~' and 1.S,z; [689J, those who pronounce 
..... J .,J ..... , 

them with Tanwin say ~ , ~~ ,and t. 'S ; while those 
,." ,0 .... ' 

who do not pronounce with Tanwin say ~ , r.5~~ , 
",0" • 

and 1.S)"!.u (IY, R). The [abbreviated (M, R, Jrb, lA, 

Aud, Sn») , [of femininization (8, IY, R,. lA, Aud, A) 

er of anything else (S, IY)] is [always (IY)] elided [in 

the dim. (IY,IA)] when (1) fifth [274] (S, M, R, Jrb, 

lA, Aud, A), if not preceded by a letter of prolongation 
.",0, • 8 .,' 

(Aud), as I$ff [397] (S, M, lA, Aud, A), dtm. ~;.i 
.",., 8 ."" 

(S, M, lA, A), and cs!~ [272, 397J dim. ~f'~ 

(M, Jrb), in both of whieh the' is for femininiza· 
'" 0, .• ..... ,. • 

tiot;t (IY), whence ~r; [272], dim. ~ ~l~ , and I.S~ 
0., !o,' 

[pl. of ~ (Jb, KF, MAR)], dim. ~ (S, R) ; and as 
*"" 80,' ""." 

cI'~ [253, 397), dim. clr (S~ IY), and I$J.£\ L, a 

strong he-camel, dim. ~,Q ;1.,;, , in both of which the t is 
.-

for coordination (IY): (2) upwards (8, M, R, Jrb, lA, 
',0' 

A), [i. e.) sixth or seventh (Aud), as 4Y~ [248, 2721 ...... , , ..... ". 

(8, M, R, Jrb), dim. ~~ (S, IY, R, Jrb), the' of 1.S'1,.-

being converted into I.S , because preceded by a letter 

pronounced with Kasr in the dim., and being then ineor· 

porated into the 1$ after it, so that~;:' results (IY, 
,," , 

Jrb), which is triptote, because 4'1~ was diptote only 
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because of the' of femininization [18], and there is no 

such' here (Jrb); but, in the M88 of the }I (IY), dim. 
o ,,' 
~~ (M), defective, as though Z elided the , [of femi~ .. 
ninization] and the letter before it, leaving 9;~ , the' of 

which was then converted into r.5, because preceded by a 

letter pronounced with Kasr [in the dim.] (IY); when~e 
",0 G, 9 .,. J 

~Y.:aJ [272] (8, R, lA, Aud, A), dim. ~ (A), so in 

A's handwriting, but, in some M88 (8n), 'dim. ;'.~;'; 
. [284] (8, R, lA, 8n), which is the regular form (8n), 

,; .",' 
because you do not elide the ~ (8, R) fourth (8) of ~p.iJ, 

since it does not spoil the formation of the dim., but 

be-comes a letter of prolongation before the final, as ill 
8 ." ,., .... ,. r:!!IACl [283] (R) : and 4~~r- [272] (8, R,Aud A), dim. 

;~; (8, R, A), by elision of the' [of femininizatioll 

(80)], and [afterwards (8n)] of the' and ~ (R, 8n), 

because all would spoil the formation (R). This is the 

sa.ying ofY and Khl (8). The rea.son why the f is elided, 

when fifth or upwards, is tha.t its retention would exclude 
G ...... , GO"., 

the formation from the paradigm ~ or ~ (lA, 
, " 

A); for, though ~ is ~;d', which is not one of the 

three formations of the dim. [274], still it is like j.;';; , 

in all but the Kasra, which the' prevents (8n). If, 

however, the' be fifth, but preceded by an [aug. (lA, 

A)] letter of prolongation, ~ou [may (lA, A)) elide 
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whichever of the two you please (lA, Aud, A). You say 
, ,.' , 0", , ,. • , , 

\5)4:> [248, 272, 283]. dim. \5~' [like ~ (R)]; or 
0 .. "", 9.,' 
~ (S, 1M, R), like .~ [281, 298]: for the two's 

are equal in spoiling the formation of the dim. ; and, 

whichever of them you elide, the formation is attained 
. , , ,.,. , 

(R): and [similarly (A)] ~t [246, 273], dim. ~.;i or 

.;;:;; (Aud, A).' The prolonged' of femininization is 

retained, unrestrictedly, [whet!:ter it be in the tril. or 

allY thing else, because, since it exceeds one let~er, it 

resembles another. word (Jrb),] like the second [member] 
" ",,0, . 

in ~ [below] (SH). The two's [263] are not altered 

from their 'state, [as it was] before the formation of the 

dim., because they are equivalent to the i [below], as 
_,0." , 

~~ [274, 283]. And every n. of three letters, that 

has two augs. affixed to it, and is then prolonged [230]. 

triptote, forms its dim. like the dim. of the prolonged 

that contains the same number of letters, but whose 

Hamza is a substitute for a rad. \5 , because the Hamza 

of the former is a substitute for- a \5 corresponding to the 

rad. \5 , as It.;.l: and i4~ [248, 273, 385, 683], dims. 
I .,., • 0.", _Ii ..... 

~ [below] and #-~ [278], like llL.. a water· carrier 
... ... 

"'::(.~ . , ..... , e· .... , 
Ilnd l.l\Ji.o a bandy, d'/,mB. ~ and ~; and, when ... ... ... 

the \5 , for which this Hamza is a substitute, is displayed, 

you form the dim. of that n. like the dim. of the n. m 
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which a roo. ~ is disp,ayed, and which contains the 
0" ., 0 

same number of letters, as ~~)~ short, fat, and big· 
G'; ..... J 0 .... c; ", ali 0",.' 

bellied [683J, dim. ~\o), like ~Ui.w , dim. i!.ii.~ii .. ,: and 
" 'I' , 

this is so because its au,gs., [the' and Hamza,J are not for 

femininiz~tion (8). Those who say ili~ locusts whose 

wings are grown say ;;~ ; while those who make it dip. 
" 

tote, [like J);; (8),] say ~r;;~ , [like ~r;.;; (8)J : and those 
,J g ..... , G ..... , 

who ~ay i4~ [248, 273, 385] say ~~ , [like ~ (8)J ; 

while those who say ~4;; say ~r;;;; (8, R), like ~T;';~ 
[above J, because the dim. of the n. that has the two's 

of femininization affixed to it, and is of three letters, 

whether it contain three consecutive vowels or not, and 
_,0.". J 

whether its vowels differ or not, is of the paradigm ~)4,.u 
, 

(8). As for the prolonged', as in ~C;, ;~ [273, 390] 

(IY, R), dim. ~t.:i~u:. [274] (8), the [aug. (IY)J' and 
" 

9 ,,0.... 8 .... 0 .... ' 
c,:.) , as in \;J~) [253, 399] (IY, R), dim. ~~!.C) [274, 

'. 8,..., 
283J (IY), and III ~4t' [274] (R), the 1$ of relation, as 

Ii "." , Ii .,' 
in ~ (IY, R), dim. ~L... (IY), and the' and 1,;)' 

of the du., the, and ~ of the pl. masc., and the' and \.::.J 

, '" .". J" G....",. 

of the pl. fem., as in l:J4).~, ~r.)~ , and 1::J4)~ (R), 
"', , 

they [all, because consisting of two letters (R)J, as like~ 

wise the i offemininization, [because mobile (R),]become, 

[with the first (IY) part of the word,J like a n. joined on 
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.I '''' 0" 

to a n. [266] (IY, R), as in ~~ [290J, the formation 

of the dim. being complete without these additions, and 

not being spoiled by them [283J (R). But the abbre

viated , is not like that, because it is a [single, faint (R), 

permanently (IY)] quiescent, [and consequently (IY)] 
dead letter (IY, R), not capable of being taken for an in

dependent word, but.like one of the aug. letters in the for-
o '" 

mation, such a~ the letters of prolongation in ;,-+=: [below], 

~!.~.:. , and;~ (R); so that it is elided [when fifth or 

upwardsJ, because it does not resemble a n. joined on to 
a n., but is u~ited to what precedes it, and considered as a 

part thereof, as is proved by its being retained in the bro- -
,OJ ,,,,, ,., ", 

ken pl., as ~ pl. ",J~ and 1$;:-pl. 1$;lJ:- [248] (IY). 

According to this, then, in forming the dim. of ~~; , 
'" , " 9""" • "." 

~,-A:':t' ' and I.::.)~~, when generIc ns., you say ~~~ , 
'w, , . 0 ,1M,' . 

0,~~' and I.::.)~~ wIth the double 1$ , by comlllon 

consent. And similarly, according to Mb, when you 

make them proper names, because, though these addi

tions, in the state of proper nallle, do not import any 

meanings other than those of the word that they are 

united to, so that they should be reckoned like indepen

dent words, but, on the contrary, the letters of prolong

ation [in them], by reason of the quality of proper name, 

become like the letters of prolongation in ;~ [above], 
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0, G ,,. • 

~r ' and ~~, still before the state of proper name they 
... 

were like independent words; so that the o.f. is observed, 

and not altered. According to S, however, their state, 

when proper names, is different from their state when 

generic ns.: for, in the state of proper name, they, .with 

respect to their o. /., are like the i; but, with respect to 
the quality of proper name, are like part of the forma

tion of the word: 80 that he retains these additions in 
• II" (0" their state, like the second of the two words in ,11 !!.: [274, 

"'" ""''' ...... ' .... ,0, ......... , 
283, 290], ~ 4.iS [290], and i~ ~; but elides the 
letters of prolongation before them, such as the 1.5 of 

" ,,, 8", " 
l:,}~~, ~,.i:!i'" and ~li:!i'" the' of ~~,~ [283J and 

."., , '" 
0".,. 0 .... "· 
~~Lq..~ , and the , of \;.!~~, when these ns. are proper 
names, because he treats the additions affixed as like 

part of the letters of the formation of the word, which is 
therefore deemed too heavy with them. And for that 

, 'r .... 
reason, in the dim. of~,-tiS thirty, [evenJ when a generic 

, ,." 
n., Y says ~~ [283], by elision of the' , because the 

.,. J'" 
, and ~ are like part of the word, since~,.w is not pl. 

o ,,.. 
of ~, otherwise the least number that it would be . 

applicable to would be nine [234J. And similarly 8 says 

on ~i;;' [or 3,,4. (8)J, ~if,;., and ~~t [283] that the 

, ' , , and 1$ are elided, because he treats the prolonged , 

as like part in one respect, and not like part in another; 

SO that he says ~~;. [or ;-~.4. (8)] and ~U;.;, with 
160 
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the single 4.5: while lib doubles [the 1.5 in] such [dims.] 
as these, beca~se he does not elide anything. But S 

says ·tha,t, if J."'J;i, with Fatb of the, ' ooourred in the 

langu~ge, you :would not elide its, in the dim., as 

you elide the, of a,L;. [246, 283], because, being then for 

coordination with [the r in] ;-~;S .Jarmal4, [a place (Bk, 

ZJ, MI, KF) , dim. ~:; (8),] it would be quasi..rad.; 

. whereas, the, of J.V;;' ~d ;-'i,L;. being w~k, its elision 

in accordance with the rule mentioned is not minded 
• _, I ..... 

(R). :aut, in forming the dim. of [such as (R)] J.~~ 

[257, 273] and J.t;.~ aS8~, bar~arlans, YOll do not elide 
-~ .<' ....., ..... , 

the, (8, R), but say J.~~!:.~ and J.~ [274] (8). 

because such a letter of prolongation as thjs, [being 

fourth,] possesses a state of permanence not possessed by 

any other [283], like the' before the ~ of ~j~ (above]. 

With the i of femininization. however, there is no 
..... " 

dispute that the letter of prolongation third, as in ~~ 

and l:Jl i:;.t.;.~, is not elided, whether the WOrq be a 

pl'opel7 name or not; because the i of femininization is 
. bl [ 0 ...... "" '''.'' png. separa e 266], as ~~ and ~I r..,.~~, by com~ .. .." 

• II .... "'." . 
~on consept, like o1J! t ! ~ [above 1. In forming the dim. 

of such as ~~ and ~~ [300], which is ~e:that of ... , ,," . 

~ [above], you pronounce the lett.er before the, 

With ~asr, bec~us~ the le~ter a~r the ~ ot the dim.. 
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in the quad. is always pronounced with Kasr [274]: so 

that the " being converted into a r.5 pronounced with 

Kasr, must be elided} as the IS is elided in ~Li and ~)t.£ 
, 

[801], elision of the ..5 of relation not being possible, 

because it is a sign, and is strengthened by doubling. . ., 
And the reason why the letter before" the, of r.5F 
is pronounced with Kasr [in the dim.], although the, 
is a substitute for a letter, i. e., the f of femininization, 

always preceded in the dim. by a letter pronounced with 

Fat", as in ~;.~ , is that, the appearance of the f being" 

altered, the original respect for it no longer remaInS, 

because the f itself is removed (R). 

§. 283. When the n. is of five letters, and contains an 

aug. letter of prolongation and softness, which is fourth, 

that augment is retained in the dim., as in the" broken 

pl. [258] ; and you elide nothing from the n. (IY). Every 

aug. letter of prolongation in the position of the [second] 

~ of j ~;d must be retained, being changed into ~ , if it , 
" "8 ., , • ,., 

benota~,[buta ,oranf(IY),] as ~Wdim. of I.)M,"/' . ." [which is a troop of horsemen (IY),] and c-;!.~ dim. of 

~I ; ~ a lOlmp, [because it is preceded by a letter pronounc

ed with Kasr, and is itself quiescent (IY)]; and [remaining 
o ..... ,. ... 

unchanged, if it be a 1$ (IY),] as J.:!~ d,m. of ~'!-~ 

(M). The reason why the aug. letter of prolongation is 
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retained, when it occurs fourth, is that this is a position 

where the 1$ is often added as a compensation, as in 

~; i ; .. [284] ; and, since you add it when it is not found, 

much more ought it to be retained when you find it (IY). 

If the letter of prolongation be not preceded by Kasra, 

because the letter after the 1$ of the dim. is not pro-, .".. '" , -~.,. , 
nounced with Kasr, as in ~~ [27 4], ~~, and 
jl: ~ , it ~emains unchanged (J rb). There is no neces

sity for the restriction [of the predic8.ment] to the letter 

of prolongation: but iJi the dim. every soft letter [253] 

fourth [in the non-dim.] becomes, if it be not already, a 

quiescent 1$ preceded by a letter pronounced with Kasr, 
.'011. ,.",0.". 

ex.cept the' of JlaJ, and ~~ , the two's of feminini-

zation, and the signs of the duo and two pls. [282]; so 
o 0,1 • 0 .. ' 0°,_ 

that such as pi t. 4- and ~, dims. of)~ a filbert .. .. .. 
o .'" 

and ~ a peach that sepa;rates from its stone are includ-

ed in it, although the, and r.5 are not letters of prolonga-.,.,. , 
tion : and similarly the mobile, and 15 , as in J,,-. [253] 

D,.,' 8."', •• " 
and~r-opruned, dims. ~~ and~:r- A • ., (R). As for 

~ [396], you do not elide its , ' because it is fourth 

in a n. whose number [ofletters] is five; and it is retained 
0 .... 0" 

in the broken pl. [253] (8). And so you say it.!lf as 
O .... J ..... 

dim. of Ii,s;l a collat,'-bone [385, 675]. Every 15 after 

the Kasra of the dim., when not a letter of inflection, as 
~ ... ~,,,,,, ~-- . 

in I ~;' ~~ 1 saw a small ~)' [248], must be qUles-
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cent, except when it is followed by the i of femininization, 
0 ........ , ..., ." 

as in i!!o!/ [above]; or the prolonged', as in ~~ 

dim. of ii~ III a mark [389]; or the' and ~ resembling .. , .......... , 
the two's of femininization [250], as in ~~ dim. of , 

~';i~ prime or bloom [389]. When the tril. contains 

one aug., you do not elide it, in the beginning, as in 
0 .... 0 ..... ' ..... " •• G .... ·~ • J.xi.o and j),.....' [372]; or the mIddle, as In ;,s- [373], 
8 .......... 0" 0, 0',, ..... 

J,~ [37 4], rl~ [373], )~ [37 4], )~, and r.:f'; or 
..... , 9 .,., 

the end, as in ~ [375] and J~) [681]. If, however, 

it contain two «ugs., neither of which is the letter of 

prolongation mentioned, retention of both is not possible, 

since even the rad. letter of the quin. is elided [274], 

and much more therefore the aug. But the elision, when 

unavoidable, is restricted to one of the two, since it is 

the quantity necessary, the word thereby becoming of the 

dim. formation. Either the two augs. are equal, or one 

of them is superior to the other [253] (R). If a tri/,. n. 

contains two augs., neither of which is the letter of pro

longation mentioned, [which is not elided, then, if one of 

the two be more inseparable from the n., and more useful 

(IY),] you retain the more useful, and elide its fellow, 
• ,0, G ..... , • .",., ...... , 8 ..... , 

as ~ [289], ~, ~),~ [281], r~'~, and 
. .. . 

I, • , ..... , • .... ' 8 ." •• " 
~ , dims. ~ [below], ~ [284], ~~, ~, 

Ione of the two j) s being elided (IY),] ~!~ [298J (M), , 
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b . . lid d , eliAlg e e, 
o ..... , 
~~~D (AI), beiliAg (IY). 

8 ,,'., • 

The of )l:i:-~ liS . -- .... , 
.~~~~e [244] 
r~:, 

o ..... , 
¥eDc:am;e. f\.AS~.f..I 

0 ........ 0' 
the 1;.1 f..?f Je~ 

i#elide (D} 
, ~ '" 

a man, is j)~:.u'A l274, 284], liim. of &,)~ ", .. , 

'" '" 
IS nliAHE.e 4..:>f a [ebje4..5t], ez..nd the of 

mf..4,ltitztz:.le 0/' mosq't£e~8 io n04 meez..nt The eet ~;k 
seoere is [formelie az:eoordlng to bd elirion 

the first beeauso, aro otill 

second is sUlierior and stronliere since it is mobile, ond 
• - 9 ...... , • 

the first qUIescent; so that lioU sali (R)] ~ liAr bnth 
o WIll .... ' 

D4..§mpensation (R)] ~~bc [284] (8e R), becaruJe 
'" , .... ." , , , 

liook44..n would bo !)4Uuz or o~,114C' (8) while Mh 
~ '" 

that ono of the two, s may bo elido~, lieCDuse 
8G........ oe." 

liA,h1!!! is likz:.g J,J""'" [abKftve]~ aod .the Hhen fonrthy; 

whether quiescent or mobile? is not elided· 80 thate as 
o • • 1M .... ' 

there you say ~~ , so here you say only ~ with 
/:;;c- 'f!"m 

prolongation (R). But, if the two augs. be equal [in 

inseparability and· utility (lY)], you are allowed an 
• "",,' iTh .,~~ 

option, [eliding whichever you please (IY),] as s,: .. :d.,l 
.... ".%, 

[253, 254, 3901 399, 675], dim. Be e;!U [by elision of the 
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.... .', rb li~· ~" ~h·· flY'] d '" • ,(IY)] or i.u>~U Lye ~SlOn 01 tel,,;) \ }; an ~ 
a .,_m, 

(shvrt (IY) and bigrbellied (Jh)], d~m. ~, [where 
..... :w 

you elide the' (IY)y] or ~ (M), where you elide thE3 

l;) , and retain the' except that you convert the' intcil. 

loS ' because the "" before it is pronounced with Kasr (IY)~ 
,. .... '1 .,. -L' [ "'S 'fj " • And 4S)4~, as oefore <le"m:n 'e<1 282j, is an Instanoe In 

which yOl1 are ~anowed an option (R). In [the d1itn. of 

(8)] ~W e'I:.ght y ~i~ [256]3 .and i;;I~ strong (8, R), 
0.... Om""" tift.... '0',., 8.... • .... , 

·t· bette .~ a",u "0 A ... 0 I '" ~ nJ· 11 ~ ~ "Sf [" ] 1\ IS .. ~ " ~r IIU .~"".f ~~~ ~, :t:t' -i~" ): 101" 
,. 5 

S prefers to elide the I baoau.se it iEJ~veak, while the \5 

is strong; and because the r$ , being in the pla.ce of the 

[final] 'rad. letter in such as 'jc;3.~ [253, 265] and Jil~ 
,. ,;-;. 

[39.5, 673], is coordinativ.e, contrary to the' (R). But 
o .... =,",m' a m= , 

rhe su.ys that (R',\] some of the Arabs say ~~ and i~A J..' 00 po 

(S, R), by elision of the last (attgo], becau;e it is at the 

end, which i;;s the se[~t of altera.tion [306] (R). In [the 
's:T........ '-' dim. of (S) such as (R)] ~\..;.3 [661] (8, R) or ,.:;~ [246, 

~- ...... 

:n 7] (R)§ when a [proper (R)] nZ:lome [of a. man, you say 

bc:'~, because (8)] elision of the • is preferable, accord • ... 
mg t.o EJll [and S, on account of it;§! weakness (It)]; 

0 .... , 

while Y [says ~~, beca.use he (8)] elides the Hamza ... 
(S, R)3 on account of ita nearness to the end. And, 

'" ,," "" '" '" EI ~- 1* • ~ '."" , according to both OPIDlOnBy you eAY \$Ja....; &.!:;! d~'nl. 0:2: 43 h.c 

{726]. For Khl elides the I after the.b so that it become!! 
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(~ ; and, this 1$ being pronounced with K~r after the 

15 of the dim.. the 'is converted into 1$, on account of 

the Kasra before it; so that, three 1$ s being combined, 

as in the dim. of il1,; ,the last is elided as forgotten 
[281]: while Y elides the 1$, which is a substitute for 

the Hamza, so that two's remain after the Jo; and, the 

first being then converted into a 1$ pronounced with 

Kasr after the 1$ of the dim. [279], as in [the dim. o() 
8 

)L.. [281], the second also is converted into 15' because .. 
of the Kasr before it, so that the third 1$ is elided [281]' 

• ,,' • o"J a • .,..., 
And a~ [for ~] with Hamza is not said, as~) 

is said by Khl in the dim. of ~t.;, because this ira~m 
is never retained in the pl., as the Hamza of ~t:.) is 

[246, 717]; but is converted iIito 15 [726]. In the dim. 
- 0 

of Ci~ [661, 726], however, you say ~';;+" with the 

Hamm as a final, because, (1) if you elide the 'after 

the Jo according to the opinion of Khl and S, then, (a) 

according to S, the 15 of ~~ returns to its o. f. of 

Hamm, because it was changed into 15 [726] on account 

of its following the f ; and, this Hamza being presently 

restored [by the removal of the f ] to its o. f. of aug. 1$ , 

which was after the .b in if:.hb. [246, 711], the J is ... 
restored to its o. f. of Hamza, because it was converted 

into 1$ [661, 726] on account of the combination of two 

Hamzas, the first of which was pronounced with Kasr : 
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(b) according to Khl, the [mel.] Hamza being transferre,d 

to the position of the [aug.] 1$ from fear. of the combina": 

tion of two Hamzas [661], it follows that, when the [aug.] 
1$ is not converted into Hamza, because the f of the pl. is 

removed, the Hamza is not transferred to the position of 

the 1$, but remains in its own position [at the end of the 

word]: (2) if you elide the \$ of ~~, according to the 

opinion of Y, the [final f converted from the mel.] Hamza 

reverts to its o. j., because two Hamzas are no longer 
o 
a.w' , 0_;, 

combined; so that here also you say ~, like ~ 

(R). If the attgs. [of the 'tril. n. (IY)] be three, and 

one of them be superior [to its two fellews, the superior 

is retained, and (IY)] its two fellows are elided, as 
8 ...... J. • ..... , • 

U',,";IL;;" <I,m. ~ [below], (M), where you elIde the ... ... 
~ and one of the two U" s, and retain the ~, because it 

"indicates the act. part. This is the opinion of S ; while 
• ., J 6 ...... , 

Mb says ~, ~use u"'',;.';· jj. is co-ordinated with 
•• ,., 0·" 
~~, where you say ~~~ [helow]; but the first 

opinion is preferable (IY). If one of the augs. be the 

soft letter mentioned, i. e., the fourth, you do not elide 

it at all, but deal with the two remaining augs. as though 

that soft letter were not there, as ~i..t [332, 678], dim. 
, ...... 

~~;:; ,one of the two J s being elided, though it is ~ 
duplicA.te of the rad., beca,use the .::.I is superior to it by 

reason of being initial, and of frequently occurring in int 
161 
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nsf without reduplication, as in ~W and ~ [332, 

. ... 

678]. All the coni. Hamzas Pore elided, whether in th~ 
8 '" " 8." • 0 • ,~ • Of ! 

tril., as)l.iA.;' and u~', dims. ;t0tu and ~tw; or 
'" '" ., '" ,. ,. 

a ,. • • o. 'J 

the quad" as ~r!' dim. ~.~~ [below]. In tha 

tril. containing four augs., inclusive of the letter of pro· 
8 ..... 49 0 ", 

longation, you say (1) c:;~~~, dim. &z!Sl; (below J, 
~liding the U'" rather than the 1.::./ , since the ",,"!I is not w;ed 

~ an aug. at the beginning of.a word, ex.cept when con· 

pled with the I:.J; so that, if we said ~~ ,:,' it would 
q, ,,=- • 

be ~, for which there is no precedent; whereas ... 
G " ,.J •• tIr J • ". 

~ is like ut.At.?"; [dim~ of~~ a (:ataphract (8)1 ...... ... 
the ~ being used t\.s an (lug. at the beginning without a 

0," s' ~ 0 ...... 

U": (2) '-:I' ! t."! ";'1 [332, 391~, ~,~~~, and U"'~~, .dim.s. 
• .,J a ..... , fJ" , 

\oJ t. ~~ , ~~<.U, and ~ .~;;, eli~ng tb,e Hanua. unaT . ,. ,. '" 
yoidably, as mentioned; and afterwarqs t4e \5 and. \:J 

:r~ther than the duplicate of the rad. (R). You say 

~,~~, dim. kt.i~ ~ [mig. ~;.~ (R),] eliding the Hamza, 

Jl,nd [one (~), (yid.) the ~rst (8),], (8, R), because it 
G.... " ....... 

!,orr~PQ~ds tq the \$ ill ~'w.~~ and the ~ in r4'U~~ 
o ~, • 0 ..... , • 

(8) ; and Y~!' dl,ffl,. ~1#' ~estoring the» to Its 

o. f. the I:.J , because it was made a "" only on account of the 

quiescence of the va [7~6] (R). As for the quad., every 

~ug. is elided from it [in the dim. (IY)], as ~~ [399], 
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of • .... , I ... 0, " 
aim.' ~, ahd ~ trembling, shudde'l'1.ng, din'. 
o • .,..' .. . . 
)!t:·; ; except the letter of prolongation described, b which 

. 0 ,.. • . 

is not elided (IY),J as "~~' ... crowding together, dim. 
o • .,.. , 0 ,0 0 0 .... , 0' • , 

~f> [below] (M), C'~~ [253], dim. ~~r' Ur'fr 
• ..,,' D. 8 ." 

dim. ~~, and ~c.Mi dim. ~~ [above], since the 
;",1- " , 

dim. is noi excluded by this aug. from the formation 
o • ,,' 
JtPt". (IY). You say, (1) [where there is one aug . .. 

a,. • " 0" , .,0 , , ..' 
(R),] rrr,tJr-o [U~~ (IY),] and J ~ [395], d"ms. , 
•• " G." 0 0" 

(t~, [u~-r (IY),] and J. ~~ j. (2) [where there . .,., .." 
are two (R),] ~~ dim. ~f> [291]; (3) [where 

. ft.,.... a." 
there are three (R),] r~r~ dim. ~!!T'"' [284] (IY, 

R). And you say l;~ [S9'9] and it ~ L: [272], dirri8. 
D ,Jf> • " G......" , 0.,.. ..... 0 ., 

I~' .i and u~; and I ILJ tS3, l .o [676] dim. I lLJi 4.S.\': - ..'~. . , ~. ... , , .,.. .". , 

ton the ground that the i1rst ~ is aug. (R),] ~ce you 

s~y ~I~;; and ~i~ strong (290, 674, 67'6], dtm. ' 
D .,J. . 
u-.'~ , [because Khl asserts that the ~ is aug. (8),] 

.;;iII' G,. ,.. 6: " • .; . 

since [ U""I"~ is from (R)] i-r' [which (R)] means 

taking by force; and ~;.:;; swift, stou~J strong camel, .. '. G ., , 

dim; J.~~ot\a, becaUse one of the two J s is' aug. (8, R), .. 
that being indicated by the doubling, while the \:J is roo. 

o , " • ." 
(8); and [similarly (8)] \:J~ [398, 675, 676], dim. 

e .,J n • "J 

~:.~.~i. (8, R), which is ~ (8), because, one of the - ' . , 
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last two \:J s being aug., you elide the nrst, not the 

second, since, if you elided the second, you would need 

to elide the , also, and because the pl. heard is 
• ,.... • • 8 .... J." •. 
~u.o (R); and [SImIlarly (R)] ~l.j, tranquill",ty and , ,. 
~ ., ~ ~ ~, tr-1. M a trembling, shuddering (332], dims. 1;!;tJ., and 
..... . "" 
I;t-.t,·\i by elision of (8, R) one \:J [and)] (S), [vid.] , 
the nrst (R), because it is aug. (8). But As heard . . .... , 
t,::,I.':<!~.~ [674], which is anomalous (R). And [8 says 

" , 
, I • 'r • ,., , 

that (R)] the dims. of ~~ and ~1 are ~r-

and jt·~~,,: by elisiO'll of the Hamza (8, R), which , 

he imagines to be aug., since, the n. being foreign, 

its derivation is not known; and -this saying is good 

(Jh). But Mb refutes him with the 8I'gument that 
a ..... 

the Hamza, being followed by four rads., as in ~1 

[672], is not aug. ; and, in that case, these two ns. being 

quins., the last [rod.] letter [274] is elided [together with 
'o,~ ~., ~ • 0 .. , 

the aug. ~], as "='~ and~', like ~~ (R), dim. 
o ... 0 J., 

of c" .. ~ or c'r4' a date-stalk (MAR). Analogy re-

quires what Mb says; but the form heardfrom the Arabs. 

as transmitted by AZ and others, is what 8 says. And 
.... , II·" 

S transmits the curt. dims. &.:!r- and r::- [274, 291], 

which show the r to be aug. in ~~~1' and the J in 
, I· 

~1; 80 that the initial Hamza is followed by lonly) 

three rads., as in ;:;"[672] (R). As rorJ;i:1 thick ~l: 
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8 ... ~ 0 ... J 
brocade (8, R), its dim. is u)~f or ~~f [284] (8) : [for] 

it also is O);,g. foreign~ being ~r.;'·"l in Persian; and, when 
Arabicized, is made to conform to what it is akin to among 

Arabic formations: while it is not akin to any of the for

mations of the n. ; but is akin to such formations of the 
,,..,,. 

v. as ~~ by reason of the combination of the' , U'" , 

and 1::.1 at the beginning; so that we judge the three 

letters to be aug. in conformity with [the corresponding 

letters in] its counterpart: and, suppression of two of the 

aug. letters being unavoidable, we retain the Hamza, 

. because it is superior, as being initial; and is not a 
o ..... • 

conj. Hamza, as. int::~! [above], so that it should 

be elided; and therefore we elide the U'" and ,=-,. And 

similarly the augs. are elided in the quin., together with 
..... , .,. ..... " . '",., . 

the 5th rod., as iU~ [236] and ~ft [401], dims . 
..... ..... ' . .", 
i:~JI [274] and ~I (R). And [in short you]attain 

• • "" G ..... , 

the paradigm [~ or ~ (lA, Aud)] of the dim. .. .. 
[of what exceeds Cour letters (A)] by the same [elision 

(lA, Aud, A) oCa racl. or aug. letter (IA)] as [the para-
,." , .... , . 

digm J,Jlu or ~ oC (lA, Aud)] the ultImate [broken .. .. 
(IA)] pl. is attained by [245, 253] (1M), the elider here 

exercising the same preference, and the same option, as 
.,." .0" 

there (A). Thus you say (1) ~ dim .. ~ (lA, 
I ",,,, 8 ,.,,, • 

And, .an), as you say () .. ~ [245] (IA) ; and U()~ ,d~m .. 
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..... ' G .... , "..... .,J 
~.r-,.s or Ur~ [274] (And, A): (2) ~~ dim. ~; 
G ,."... • ..... , G ......... , a ..... ' 
~~ dim. ~~; and ~J-A dim. ~~~ [above]: (3) 
8 , ., 0 .;. 4:.. 0 .• , , • • .... , 

)~, U"u,;! and ~~~, d'tms. }!~!tAO [282], ~I 
a .,J • ..... • ...... , 

[274], and J.:!~u [above]; and U",~ and ~,., dims. 
S .... , 8 0" "' ....... , & 0,., 
~~~ and ~~,a: (4) ~~ dim. ~~!.~ (A): (5) 

.",..J .... ' " 

e.~ d'tm. (lJ-A (lA, A), as you say e'J-A [253] (lA): 
:41'0 ~ 0, . ., 8 ..... ' ..... -. . 0 ..... I 

~~S\;"..,. d",m. ~ (Aud); ~~~ d'tm. ~~Q; 
8 ... 0, 8 ...... ,. D ..... , 

[above]; and ~ and u" .. at· I dIms. ~ and , .. , 
•• ,., 0,.,': O-:~(' I .,~ 

~ [above] (A): (6) ~~, and ~~, dims.~' and 
I .... t 0 J,., •• .... , 0 " ...... 

~: (7) ~~~ dim. ~~~ (Aud, A), and In' .. ~ 

dim. ~.! .. ;~ [284] (A): (8) \$~' dim. ~ or J~G .. , , 
,. ..... , 0 .,. • .... , 

(lA, Aud, A); and l.S~r ,dim. ~.ljr or ~r (Aud, 
, ,,, , , 

A); as you say ~~ and ~~ [253] (IA). ~"rom that 
.. -

rule are excepted the prolonged' offemininization (Aud, 

A), as ~t..d;; [40, 273] (Aud); the Ii of femininization 
a, ..... " I . & 

(Aud, A), as iJ.f4.i.:. [below] (Aud); the ~ of relatiorr . ,., . 
(Aud, A), as 15F- [below] (Aud) ; and the' and ~ (Aud, , , 

G ............ 0 "0,,, II' 
A), as ~~) (Aud, Sn) and ~;~ [below] (Sn); when 
these things occur (Aud) after four [or more (A)] letters 

(Aud, A), this being the number from which the ulti~ 

mate pl. is formed (Sn). For [all of (Aud)] these are 

retained in the dim. (Aud, A), not being taken' into 
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acoount, as will be' shown (A); whereas in the [broken, 
, ,,, , ." .,. 

(Aud)] pl. Y0U [elide, and (Aud)] say [~!Jl ' ~~ I 
, ",,, , ,." , " 
~ (Aud),] ~~) [253] (Aud, Sn), and ~4A (Sn). The 

pre., as Lf"tiir;~ [4], forms its 'broken pl., like its dim . . ,.~ , ..... 
[290], without elision [of the post.], as ~, ~lL..', like 

, ..... ~ .,f. 
~, ~~" because the pre. and post. are two words, 

" each of which h~ an inflection peculiar to it (Aud). 

The following [eight (A)] things are not take,n into 

account in forming the dim. (lA, A); but are reckoned 

separate, i. e., considered as an independent word, the 

dim. being formed from what precedes them, as from 

what does not end in them (A):- (1) the prolonged , 
-,.", -,.." 

of femininization (lA, A), as ''ra- dim. ,~ [274, 

282] (A): (2) the I offemininization [274, 2771 as i~ 
. 0,·"" 

[254], d",m. i~t.: (3) the [aug. (IA)] ~ of relation, as .. 
~t~ [relating to ' Ablcar, which the Arabs assert to be 

the country of the Jinn, to which they refer every thing 

1lJ(m,derful (Sn, MKh) for the beauty of its manufacture, 
w ,0", .:',., ..... ,' .("J,~ .~ "" 

as in the tradition '-1t;c cs-' ()..:p , 'J. ,..-l-, ~ &.UI ~ 0,;)1{ 

He was wont (God bless him and give him peace!) to 

prostrate himself upon an ~;~ , meaning a carpet dyed, 
,.. II ... , 

and embroidered (,MKh)], dim. ~t!. ~: (4) the post. (lA, .", ,.", . ., , ., , 
. A), as ~ ~ [4], dim. ~ ~ [290] (A) : (5) tb~ 
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last member of the [synthetic (A, MKh)] cotnp., as .:';1~ 
dim . .d; G;'; [274, 282, 290] (lA, A) ; whereas the att. 

c, r-'" {comp. (MKh)], like ~ ~u [4], does not form a dim. (Sn, 
M,Kh): (6) the aug. , and \:1 after four or more letters , 

0".' 0"".,., ., ." 
(lA, A), as \:1!;A&.) and ~~~ [400], dims. \:1~~) [274, 

0", .... , • 

282] and \:1~ [274]; while the' and \:1 after three , 
"., .,. 

letters, as \:1~ and \:11:ar.,' have been already men-
... ., 

tioned [274] (A) : (7) the sign of the du., as \:1u-' dim. , ... 

,0" "., 
"il~!""" : (8) the sign of the sound pl., as \:1~ and . '" ., ". , ..... , . "". ,.' 
\;IU-., dims. ~~! • ...wo and ~W!""" [285] (lA, A). , , ... 
According to S, however, the prolonged' is not in every 
respect like the i of lemininization in not being taken 

into aooount; because his practice in the case of such as 

;-oJ,J.;. [282], £~~ , and £~;, whose third is a letter of 
'" 

prolongation, is to elide the" " a~d -s in the dim., and 

~y ,~;~ , £~;;, and £~Ji with the single ~ , contrary 
..... , , 

to [such as (Sn)] u,,. [246, 265, 269], where he says in 
0'.,.' 

the dim: ii:l~ with the double 1$ [279], and does not elide; 
... 

so that the' is evidently taken into account in this l'f'S-

peet, [vid. elision of the, , , , and 1$ (Sn),] contrary to the 

B , [since, if the , were not taken into account, the letter 
of prolongation before it would not be elided, but would 

remain, the' and , being converted into 1$, as in the 
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9 '" G"" a , 
di'nUl. of J~ , .:J~ , and ~:t without an , of femininiza-

... 
tion (8n)]: while the practice of Mb is to retain the" 

, , and t.S, and say ;'1..;' £;.. , ,.'&:;:.;, and ,.u;.~ with incor-., ,~. "'~ 

poration, putting the' on an equality with the Ii of femi-

ninization. And here 1M's putting the prolonged' on 

an equality with the Ii of femininization [in his saying 

" And the' of femininization, where it is prolonged, and 

its Ii are reckoned separate" (8n)] necessarily implies 

agreement with Mb; but elsewhere he pronounces the 

practice of 8 to be correct. There is a [similar] dispute 
, ", 

about such as \:J,ill also, whether a proper name or not; 
,., ;" 9" 

and about such as \;/~'wt [282], \:J~ljQ, and '=-'~t', 

when proper names; vid. those ns. which contain the sign 

of the duo or sound pl., and whose third is a letter of 

prolongation: for the practice of 8 is to elide, saying 
.,. , ..... ' , • .".,." , ..... , G ,." 

\:J~ [282], \:J~~ , ~~~ , and '=-'~~ , because their 
... 

augment, [vid. the sign of the duo or pl. (8n),] does not 
, " .... 

invade an expression bare [of it, since ~,ill was orig. 

formed with the augment, having no sing., and in the 
rest the augment was found before their employment as 

proper names (8n)], so that they are treated like ,.V,..t; ; 
while the practice of Mb is to retain the letter of prolon

gation in those cases, and incorporate, as he does in the 
_II' " 

case of,.y~ [above]. But 1M does not mention this 
distinction here (A). 
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§ 284. If part of the n. be elided in the dim. OM), a 

[quiescent (R, Aud)] ~ in the penultimate, [if the non

dim. do not contain an unsound letter in that position 

(R)a may be put as a compensation (1M, R) for the 
........... , 

elided, whether "ad, or a1l!J. (R, A), Q.S [J..:i.;A-w dim. 
o ..... , fl ..... ' 9 ...... 

(lA, A)] e-~ [283] (lA, Aud, A), ~ dim . .bt:t~ 
G ...... , • 0 .... ' 

(lA), and ~ dim. ~ltb.· [274] (A). Compensation ... , 
.. II .... ' .., , 

Is the transformation of the paradigm ~ into ~ ... ... 

o ..... , ...... ' • • .... ' 
by addition of the ~ ,as ~ for ~ [283], j":!~ 

•• " 8 ...... ' D ..... ' 
for ~ , and ~ ~ for ~ ; and similarly the rest r;.---;;;--- , .... 

(M) . . Compensation is [said by 8 to be (U)] the doctrine 

of Y (8, R) and Ithl (8). :aut from the words" may 

be " used by 1M [and R] it Is known not to be necessary 

(A). Co~pensation is good "beca1.lse of th~ debility 

brought on by the E\!ision ; but omission of comt>ensation 

is allowable, because the elision is for a kind of alleviation, 

Rnd compensation is detrImental. to this objeot. This is , ... , 
when the paradigm is not ~ (lY). If, however, ,. 

III ..... , 

[after the elision (lY),] th~ paradigm be itself ~, 

there is no [way to (lY)] compensation (M), because 
compensation woulq exclude it from the formations of the 

9 ".... 0 .(' 0 , If" Col" 

dim., as U"'~ dim. tf"':':~~ [283], and )~" ".~ [398], 
o .... , - " 

dim. ~t::rc , in both of lvhich the 1$ is elided, and after 
• • ... J 

the elision the dim. becomes of t4e paradigm ~ , 
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(IY). For, if the non-dim. contain 8n unsound letter ill 

the penultimate, as in ~r~ [below], the 1.5 is not sup

posed to be compensatory, because the place [of the C0111-

pensatory 1.5] is pre·occupied by its like (R). 1M says 

in the Tashil " And a quiescent 1.5 in the penultimate, as 

a. compensation for what is elided, may be given to what 

is not entitled to it otherwise than for compensation, ., 

[e. g., because of its presence, or the presence of what 

it is converted from, in the non-dim. (8n),] meaning 

thereby to exclude such as [).t~.;j dim. of .(8n)] \5;;.:r 
[253, 272, 282], since its' is elided, but compensation is 

not needed, [nay, is impossible (8n),] because its IS' which 
• h .• . d (A) d h 0 ... , was 111 t e non-d"m., IS retaine ; an sue aS~-;=a 

[283], dim. of ;~ ~~ [above], since compensation is , 
impossible, because its plaee is pre-occupied by the 1.5 

converted from the t that was before the ~: and A's 

intention is to restrict the language of 1M here by his 

language in the Tashil (8n). 

§ 285. When an t·xpression inlports plurality, then, 

if sing. in form, like the quasi-pl. n. and the [collective-] 

generic n., it makes ita dim. according to its own form, 
. 80 .... 

whether a sing. of its composition occur, as ~ sing. 
a .... 0...... 9 .... , a..... 0 .... 

~) [257], ~ s-ing. ;J;.l-.A, and~) sing. ~~, dims. 
O.~ ...... ' .-" s ..... 
~) [257], ~ , and ~); or do not occur, as ~,.s and 
G " 0 ..... '.-.... ' fi [293], dims. ~,.s and ~: and similarly in the generic 
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0 ..... , 0 0 .... ' 

n., as pt3 [254] and C"!!:p; (R). But, if you pluralize 
8 0, 0 • , Q ..... , .... 'S 

r~ and J:zJo) [257J, saying r'~' and ~~, [255,256J, you 
o G .. I> 9, •• 

say in tho dim. (1) r4i" making the dim. of r'~' accord-
ing to its form, because it is a forPlation of paucity 

" , . ." 

(below), and converting the, into ~ [279]: (2) \:J~) , 
, ... 

restoring ~~, to its s-ing., [because it is a pl. of multi~ 

tude,] and then pluralizing it with the, and ~ [below J ; 
9 ,.JS G ... 1> 

while IS transmits ..b.sD)' , the dim. of which is ~:), (IY). 

And the opinion of Akh that ~i) is pl. of ~;: and ~ 
.is pl. of ~~ [257J, necessarily involves their restoration 

. , , . -', , , ." 
to the sing. [below J, as ~~') and cJ,~; and so he 

does. I f, however, the expression be pl. in form, it is 

(1) a sound pl., in which case it makes its dim. according 
, , .. 

to its o'vn form, whether it denote the masc., as [ cJr.)t:./, .. ,t." 0"" ., ..... ' 

dim.J ~r.t-yD; or the /em., as [~4;u dim.] ~~t..,..o : 
(2) a broken pl., denoting (a) paucity, in which case it 

s , •• 
makes its dim. according to its own form (235J, as [#' 

D • 1t,...J. G, •• 9 ..... ",£ .,... G.... .",*" 

dim.] ~I, [~, dim.] J~" [Ii~' dim.] ij!!;' ,and 
0,0 0 .... 0, , 

[ 4U dim.J ~ [below]: (b) multitude, in which case .. 
it either is accompanied by a pl. of paucity of the same 

G.. c ~2' 8 " G' •• 
crude-form, like '"="~ and ~" and U"'';'" and u-U'; or 

, ,.... ' .... ' 0 ' 

is not, like ~~j) [245], ~uj), and J~) [235]' The .. 
second [kind, which is not accompanied byapl. of paucity,] 
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is restored to its sing.; and from thnt sing. a dim. is 

Cormed, which is pluralized (I) with the, and ~ , if that 

pl. be rational, (a) masc. in form and sense, as j~) . 
, . '" " . . . dtm. ~~) [234], beoauso reason eXIsts In It at first, 

and qualification supervenes upon formation of the dim.; 
a o ' til ." • 

and as ~ [249] an~ ~~ [250J In the masc., dims. 
II' , • ,f". , , • ." , • • 
c,:)'~' and ~,-i~ : (b) fem. In form, masc. In senso, 

as ~;:; and ~ [259J in the masc., dims. ~~;. 
and .;~~f: (2) with the' and I::J, if that pl. be (a) 

rational, «(J) masc. in form, fem. in sense, Ri ;;;. and 
o , • 0" ..... , 0 """."., 
v.~ [248] in the fem., dtrJ1,s. ~,,~ and I::JI!.::-.*~ : 

,0, ,0, 
(b) fem. in form and sense, as ~T!" and ~ in the 

o , ........ , 8 ., 'O"J 

fem., dims. l;I~fr and I::J',~: (b) not rational, 
a ". 0" * .... , 0 " 

whether masc., as ~ dtm. I::J¥'; or fent., as )'W dim. 
e ...... ", _" J .'" J "", 

1::J',.,t~ (R). You say ~~ [247J, dtm. ~'~r; and 
G' , • 0 0 

~ latchets [of the sandal, Stng. ~ (Jh, KF),J dim. 

':"I':~.~ . .i (M). The dims. take the sound pl., although 
that is not allowable in the non-dims.; and similarly you 

8,· ..... ' . f '~', s_, 
say I::J~~ as dtm. 0 ~,~ pl. of ~~ [247], 

, " " 

although ~G: does not take the sound pl. [234]. But , 
in the first kind, which is accompanied by a pl. of pauoity, 

you have the option of reducing the pl. of multitude to 

the pl. of paucity, and forming the aim. of the former 
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like the d·im. of the latter, as ~i! and ;,.u, dims. 
G • • ".J: 8 .,,~ 
~, and u-4.-=' [below J ; or of restoring the pl. to the 

.- ... 

sing., and forming a dim from that smg., and then plu· 

ralizing it with the, and I,;) or with the I and ~, exactly 

as in the second kind (R). You say (1) ~l ;'ij [243], dim • ... 
• ",,' b d' . 8 ... • IY .. ' .. ' [ .. -tU Lyre ucmg It to i~~ ( )] or I,;)~u by restormg It 

to the sing. (IY)]; (2) i~;;' , clim. tt;.si[by reducing it to 
.-.G .. .",. ,."t ." . It., 

iJ.>I (IY)] or ,-,,..4.!'> [by restormg It to the stng. J+.J'> (IY)]; ..... .. 
(3) ~L:ll [246], dim. i:;~ [above] or ~;.!.f.l.; (4) ;,~ 

[256J, dim. :;1 or ::.,(~;; (M); (5) ~iu'," dim. ~ 1;11 
J, J .• , '" 

& ".", 8, , • G.,," 8.",. ..... , 
[above J or ~~; (6) U",.u , dtrn. ~, or ~~ (IY). 

The reason why the pl. of multitude does not make its 

dim. according to its own form is that the object o( 

forming the pl. into a d·i·",. is to denote diminution of the 
!! ..... (.' • 

_ number, the sense of ~ 1.5~ I hat.'e a fell) se')~va1it8 
... .-

being a small number oj the.m, not dilninutwn of tlte 

substances; and the Arabs do not combine diminution of 
the number by formation of a dim. with m'ldtiplication. of 

it by retention of the form of the pl. of multitude, because 

that would be a contradiction The quasi-pl. m., however, 

are common to paucity and multitude; and so are the 

two sound pis. [235] : so that all of them have dims. 

from regard to the paucity, DO contradiction being thus 

entailed (R). But not one of the pis. of multitude has a 
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o " ." 0 JI 
d ' ( ti5". , e:'hCept I.:J~-",I pl. of ~I 

" !b £0 "'. ,w" is 
lation to I.:JWc [250,274J; so that I.:J~I is said; and 

D _m ..... stm 

sometimes the J is substituted for its I.:J' as J~I [286, 

691], which is an anomaly upon an anomaly (R). The 

KK, that [l)l. of n:ndtitudeJ which has a 

countc'hpart, anwng thn pk&mdigmr of shtg. to a 
8 "., 9 ,,0· .... ' , ... 0' E """'_, 

(l.m., ~~) [2:.'o.5~ ~.,:J. [5~ .. ).~6·~'·li.r::.O/' like uW
£. dtm. I.:Jl ... ,:<;c 

[27 ang ,::,>~""" "'.... ai, inrtanet2 of thfU,t, 
0 ... 0" 0 JI 

asrerting that IF3 nf~~1 pt, sJ:,::;,' [2!j6] Bnt 

wh2'&t asnr,rt is hy eonRider2.'±,tions, (I) 
0 ..... ,. 0 JI 

th:Fu,t I;)"j~' , thn same Ineaning ",hI~I camwt 

1\ pl" bee2'ms5" thn dii'fz, the pl. pi, in ?:nef,n-
9 ... Co ,. 

109 ; if it were dim, I;)JI,-",I it wonld 
6 ..... f,. ~" .... 

l.:T:r~l, beeauRe the pI, of I.:JJI,~ when 

they 
, ........ 9 ,," '" 

\,;i~w [250J, like 1.:J~_'4A 
..... 

~~~/ thing 
~ ",'" 
1;)71~ 

, .... " 0 " 

bmken pl, ~ta,; ~~: .• ;: and 
0,'·",. , 
1.:J7I~1 is a dun. [of h~r (Sn)], 

,. 0'tmmJ. , i? .... , 

1.:)1 .~' , ,I 1.:)4r [280] (A). And.K.s and Fr 

allow sucl> [pIs. mul titude] as I;)S; .t. and I;)I~,- , pls . 
.. 'e ,JI.. .. ' 

ot ~I and 1,),-1 [5 519], to mahe their dims. according to 

their 'Iwn fori?:As, 

})l, [of multitulde 

4:-" ~m. .... ._"'" , 
I;))-t 0 ":'. and 1.:J1w.:r (R). And, if a 

hahhen to no sing., [regular 
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or irregular, of its own. form (8),] used [in the language . ' ., ..... , ., ", 

(8)], hke ~~~ (8, R) or ~~ [255,257] (R), its dim. .. .. 
is formed according to its assumed regular sing., [and 

, , ...... ' " ...... , 
then takes the sound pl. (R),] as \,;),~~ [or :.:J,c,).!.!!.~ 

" ... 
(R)], because ~w is pl. of J,l~ or ~ or J~ (8, 

", .,.. , "" . , ..... , ", 
R); and, whIChever the sing. of ~~~ [or ~~] be, 

" .. 
this is its dim. (8). And, if some pl. occur formed from 

an obsolete sing., but having an irregular sing. use.d, it is 

restored in the dim. to the [sing.] used, not to the obsolete 
", '" . regular [sing.], as ~~ ~nd &?L..i..o [255, 257], d·ims. .. .. 

G ....... , 0 ,Oi" • ." , ...... , 

~~ and ~~, and in the rational masc. ~,..!." >. 
.",. , ..... , 

and \,;)~; though AZ used to restore it to the obsolete 
'" ..... , , , ..... , .,,, ...... ' 

regular [sing. J, as \,;),.. toO ~ 10 and \,;)~ ! ... ~ . .o, and \.::ott ~ ~ 10 .. .. , 
o " " .... , 

and ~~!..1. 10. Y asserts that some of the Arabs say 
" 8.... .. ..... , 9 0 .... , • ,,, " 

f,;,I~:r [or \.::ot~~r ] as d,m. of J.:!]!;- drawers, trousers 
G ......... 

[18,274] (8, R), believing it to be pl. of iJI,r, , because, 
this form being peculiar to pls., they make every piece of 

, , , G ........ 

the ~'1- a iJI,~ , as says the poet 
, .,., cA ,. '.'*", a ... ,· J.ir" II" 

u.l:a~J Up U""~ • iJI,r,- ~,"""I ~ ~ 
[Upon ldr;; is a "raY of ignobleness~ so that" he does not 

soften to a seeker for kin:lness (MN, AKB)]; while he 

that makes h,,~ a sing., which is the better opinion, 
9 w ..... , 9 ....... , 

says ~r or ~~r [279]. Some pls. deviate from 

analogy [in the for~ation of their dims.], as 
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.... .,...... .... ...... , , II ,," ..0 G ..... ~ ..... 

li:!1~', I.::.l~ • ~~~, Yl ~r w 
~ ".". "" .,. 

0.... D .... , 0 .,. ., .... 

[234], by analogy I.::.lUc~,) and I.::.l~' (R). When you 

form the dim. of:'h [234, 244] (R, A), according to 

the dial. of those who inflect it with the, and the ~ 
• , ".. G Ii .... ' (A), and [similarly (A)] of ~,...o;, [234], you say 1.::.l4.-i-. .... ..... , . 

and I.::.l~;)" because the, and ~ In them were a compen-
a .... • , 

sation for the [departed (R)] J [in By\- (R)], and for the 
8 •• 

i [supplied in ula;' (R)]; and, these two being restored in 

the dim., their substitutes are not put (R, A), but the pl. 

reverts to the regular form with the t and I.::.l (R). When, 

however, you make the ~ of ~;~, the seat of inflection, 

[without using the word as a proper name (R),] y~>u make 
8 ...... ' 0 ....... 

its dim. ~ (R, A), upon the measure of.~ (Sn), 
8 .... ' 

since it is quasi-sing. in form (R): while ~ [upon the 
o. ,J 

measure of' ~, by elision of the aug. IS between the 

two ~ s (Sn),] is allowable, according to the opinion tha.t 
8 [ ]. • [8 S f 0'" • ~!.;t;: 236 IS or'fJ. ~:~ ( n), the u 0 ~,whIch 

sometimes occurs in the pl., as "';!.~, being here pro

nounced with Kasr on account of the Kasra of what 

follows it (Jh), then (Sn)] ~';,. with two ~ s, the first 

aug., and the second a substitute for a , ' vid. the J of the 

word, ,but afterwards changed into ~; and that, as in 

forming the dim. of ~ ~ , the aug. \5 would be elided, 

163 
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[because of the succession of three 1.5 s (Sn ),] and the 1.5111 

the position of the J would be retained, so in forming the 
o 

dim. of ~ , when the I.:) is be-lieved to be a substitute-
" , 

for the last 1.5 , the word is treated as it would be if the- f.;)' 

were not substituted (A) for the last 1.5 (Sn) : butZj used 

to restore it to the o. j, saying ~I~l :' here alsO', from 

regard to the sense, since, notwithstanding that- the l:J 

is the seat of inflection, the word is pl. in sense. But, 
, , ..... 

when 1.:)-,"",,' IS not used as a proper name, its I.:) may not 

be made the scat of inflection, because the I.:) is commonly 

made so only in the n. whose J has departed or in the 
.,. ..... 

proper name. And, when you use I.:)~)' as a name for 

a man or woman, then, (1) if you make its ~ the seat of 

infledion, you form its dim. like that of ~ ,0:::' [274], .. , 
• 8 .,J.. ,. 

saymg ~f.~.!)" trlptote In the mase., dlptote m the/em. : 

(2) if net, you still do not restore it in the dim. to the 

sing., since it is not a pl., though it be inflected as one, 
, , .. 

just 'as, if you form the d1:m. of ~~ when a proper 
G ..... J 

name, you say ~:,:w.o [274, 283], and do not restore it .. 
, d h I I" . 8"· .. , to the S'/,ng. an t en p ura lze It, saymg '=-"~t' '11; so 

, , .... £. '" ...... ," 
that you say I.:)~)' in the nom., and ~f.~)' in the ace, .. , 
and ge'l'/,. (R). But, if you use I.:)~ as a [proper (A)] 

name (R, A) for a man or woman, then, (1) if you do 

not make its ~ the scat of inflection (R), you restore the 
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[elided (R)] J (R, A), because the sign of the pl. remains 

attached to a bil, n. [275], and the formation of the dim. is 

not complete, as it is in ';,.i;;f; but you do not elide the 

, and I.:J ' because, though orig. a compensation for the 

elided J [244], still, by reason of the application as a 

proper na.me, they become a part of the proper name 
~ , .... , . .... ..... , 

(R) : so that you say I.:J~ 10 the nom., and ~ in 
.... , ...... , 

the acc. and gen. (R, A); or I.:J~ (A) in the nom., 
.... . .... , 

and ~¥; ... in the acc. and gen. (Sn): (2) if you make 
• 

its I.:J the seat of inflection, you say ~.:., triptote in 

the masc., diptote in the fom. ; and Zj does not differ 

here, as he differs when you make its I.:J the seat ofinflec

tion without using it as a proper name, because, in the 

state of proper name, whim the I.:J i~ made the seat of 

inflection, the word, being quasi-sing. in form and sense, 

cannot be restored to the sing. (H). 

§ 286. \Vhatcver contravenes the preceding rules iH 

(SR, 1M) irregular (1M), anomalous (SH) in form 

[below] or sense [287] (Jrb), used when heard (A), to 

oe remembered, not copied (lA, A). The dim. is some

times formed from an expression other than its non-dim. 
• D,. • .,., 

(8, ~I, IA) used 10 the language (8), as (1) it..~!,,~'c 

(8, M, 8H, lA, Aud, A), dim. ofi~.!.; evening (8, IY, R, 
GIG ' , 0 ......... , 

Jrb, lA, A); by rule ~ (Jrb,8n), mig. it.f~~ (Sn), 
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Ie ... J 

the last of the three 1.5 s being elided, as in ~ [281] 

(R, Jrb); for, i;',;'; being liable to be mistaken for the 

dim. of ;;,;,; , which is the period from tILe beginning 

of night to the end of its [first] quarter, they change the 

middle 1$ into J;., since the addition of a letter homoge-

neous with the e is easy to them, as in, the conjug. of s.:; 
[489] (Jrb) ; as though it were dim. of it ,;,; (8, IY, R, 

o Ii ... J • 31 ... 
Sn) : (2) I;)~ (8, }ol, R, Aud, A), dtm. of ~ [293] 

(8, R), [or] dim. ofl~ 'nightfall (Aud, A); as though ... 
G ~. '" 

it wero dim, of \:)~ (S, Jy, R, Sn): (a) another irre· 
I", 0, ..... ' G"", ..... ' 

gular dim. of ~ is \:)lt~,t,~,C (R): (3) ..:J4pU (8, M, .. o .... 
R, lA, Aud, A), dim. of ~t'" (8, IY, R, lA, Awl, A); 

... o , It, 9 II" 

as though dim. of 1;)4~ (8, IY, So); by rule ~pU 
... ... 

8 .,. "". 
(IY) : (a) they pluralize [these dims.], saying [\::,1\!,·;'!.'h ... 

o ., c .... , 0.,'." , 8 '" .... • " 
(Jh),] 1O:o'l..;~ or ,=-,lJl!"~·t·t~, and ,=-,l..;4~ as though ... ~.. . 

they nameq every p~rt of it an evening or a sunset: (4) 
• ,. .,,.£. . 
~~, [285], which is a.nomalous as being a homomor-

phous dim. of the pl. of multitude, as though they made 
8 " 'f..~ .... t. 

overy part ofit an ~, evening; and ~~, [691], an ... 
9 ... ..... t. 

anomaly upon an anomaly; by rule '=-'~, [285] (R): (a) ... 
0 ..... ° , 

as for i,~ early morning, it has a homomorphous dim., 
.G"" , 8 ,. , fI , , ,J' 

as i:!c.U [280]; and so have;A- and ~ [282], ~ l..;U1 
*0, J C ... , 
~ He came to usa ve'l-y little bpfore day break and ~ 
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very ea'l'ly in tlte forenoon; (b) in putting these ns. into 

the dim. you do not diminish the ti-me ; but you mean to 

approximate time to time, and to diminish the interval 
", ..... ' ~ ..... , 

between them; just as, when you say cll') ~,.) nnd Uo:!,.. 
dIS [274], you only approximate [292] thing to thing, and 

• • G , .,.f,. 
dimlDlsh the space between them [287] (S) : (5) I,;)~' ... 

o .... 
[below] (S, M, SR, Aud, A), dim. of I,;)wl (S, IY, Aud, 

o .,,#. ' ''. 
A) ; by rule [ ~I if its pl. ~l;I be regarded, and 

... ... 
o .... ,,~ 

(Sn)] I,;)~' [274] (J rb, Sn) if it be not regarded (Sn); 

a I,§ being [anomalously (R)] added in the dim. (IY, R) 

that was. not in the non-dim. '(IY); so that the dim. be-
G ., ..... , 

comes like 1,;)4~ [274] (R), as though it were dim. of 
,. 

o ... • 
L:J~1 (S, IY, Jrb, Sn), which is unknown (IY): (a) the 

G , ..... , G .,. & ..... 

. KK say that ~~, is dim. of I,;)wl, because ~Wl is 
• ",. J,. 

orig. 1,;)4-,)1 upon the measure of I,;)~' [390]. with Kasr 
.. II .. " 

of the Hamza and e ' [the t.5 being elided for lightness, 
o .. 0 

because I,;)wl frequently occurs upon their tongues, and 

being then restored in the dim., because the dim. is not 
,,,. ,,, ..... , 

frequent (Jh, RR),] while the dim. of 1,;)~1 is I,;)~' .. ... 

[274]; and this is based upon their saying that ~Wl is 
o .... 

derived from I,;)~ f01"getfulnes8, [which they allege to 
. ."'.... ,w' ,. 

be proved by the saymg of Ibn 'Abbas uwI . __ WI " ~-.... " .... " ., ....., " c.. ,. . 
~ ~1 ~ ,u~ He

4 

was named I,;)wl only because he 
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toas comman-led, and thenfo'l'got (Jh, HH),] its measure 
, ,. 8 ,. D ..... 

being 1,;)\....;1 : but, according to the BB, I,;)Wl is from ~1 
, ' • 0 ..... , 

sociability, its measure being I,;)~ (Sn) : (6) ~') (S, 
• 9 '" M, R, Aud, A), d~m. of~) a man (S, IY, R, Aud, A) ; 
G ,. Q " G ", 

as though dim. of ~~ (IY, Sn) i. q. ~) , though ~~ 
.0,' 

does not appear to be used in this sense; by rule ~) 
G ,'. n .",. 

(IY): (a)~) occurs m the sense of ~~ , as says the 

poet 

~l~~ ~1 ~ ,~ ;r • ~-; ~ ~~ ~ ~~i~i 
(IY, R) Shall11l,0tfightfor my faith, riding ttpon my 
mare, or going on foot like tilis, except 'with my comrades, 
meaning alone, not needing the help of comrades 1 (MAR), 

"'" .- " ." 0 .". 
i. e., ~~: so thi\t J.~')' being orig. dim. of ~~ , in 

the sense of which ~) occurs, is said to be, as it were, dim. 
e " 0 ,. 

of ~) in the sense of ~~ ; and to be afterwards used as 
• 9', • G , 

dtm. of~) a man unrestrICtedly, whether he be ~~ 
.. " ",,10 0" II ,,10 

going on foot or not ~R): (7-8)~' and~' [246] 
... ... 

_ .,.,£ ...... 0 

(S, M, SH, Aud, A), as C' ..s:!.~!."" ~)~ [237] (IY) ; 
0..... 8,. 

di~/'s. of &....U and ~ (S, M, R, J rb, Aud, A); as 
... " 

0... "It 9...1t 
though dims. of i+.ll' and ~, (IY, J rb, Sn); by rule .. .. 
; ...... , , GGi' , 

~ and &~ (S, R, J rb), which are used by some of 
., I.,' "'" '" the Arabs (S, R) : (9) I,;)~' [234], dim. of I,;)~ (S, R, 

. ., 0, • ., .,' 

Aud, A); as though dim. of I,;)~' (Sn) ; by rule ~~ 
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0., ...... , 9.,. 0, 

(R): (10) ~ dim. of i..4J (8, R, Aud, A), by addi-
. s" .... , ., 

tion of a ~ , as in ~~, [above] ; as though dn}'/,. of 
G, ..... • - ",.,' . 

ii~ (R, 8n), as 10 C' t.;;o ¥ ~ [255] (R). These are ex-

p~essions that deviate trom analogy, being in the dim. like 

(:!9:A [an extraordinary, heteromorphous pl. of ~ a 

likeness (.Ih)] and ~l,; in the broken pl. [255, 257] 

(IY). If the non-dim. of any of these anomalous dims. 

be used as a name, its dim. is quite regular, as ~Wl' 
, ., G,. fa " • t,. ..... , 
i.4J ,and ~) , when proper names, dnns. I,;)~l', 
, .;. ..... , G " " 
~ ,and ~)' because th~ proper name is a secon .. 

dary application (R). 

§ 287. What is anomalous In sense [286J is of two 

kinds. For the dim. means that the thing [signified by it] 
is deemed small: so that it.'3 id. anotnalousness is because 

it means either (1) not being deemed small, but nearness, 
.,.." ''' .... f,.., , 

[274] of one thing to another, as in ~~, ~ [below], 

which iinports not that he is· small, since the e1pressioll 

~ already indicates excess in smallness, but that the 

difference between them is small; 01' (2) being deemed 

snwll, not in the case of [the thing signified by] the dim., 
til 0,,, ..... ,,, 

but of another thing, as in ,~~ ~, Lo How handsome 

little, or young, Zetid is! [288], since the act cannot be 

described as small, but only the person that the act is 

attributed to (Jrb). The dim. is sometimes employed 
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to denote that one thing is near to, though not [quite] 
". , 0,£" 

like, another, as in your saying ~ ~, ~ He is a little 

smaller titan tho'll [274], when you mean only to diminish 

the difference between them (S, M), because, if you said ". ., .. " , 
~ ~, ~ lIe is smaller than, thou, the difference 

between them might be little or much; so that you ex

plain by the dim. that it is little, and that one is almost like 

the other ill smallness (IY): and [similarly (IY)] in [the 
, , "."" "" '- I ".""" 

six relative locations, as (IY)] I!J'~ ~,..> ~ and IJ.Jo Uo=!-" 
0, ".", ", 

[274, 286] (S, M), because ~) u,;,so lIe is above Zaicl 

." "" and ~ 1,;),"> below Baler might mean mucll. or littk; 
..... "0,, J,.,J 

whereas ~) \.Jo:!,-i or Ll:!,..> [289] must mean little: and 
, '" , • .,t 

similarly [in adt!s. of time, as I!J'~ ~ , because], if a 
ClC;~ ",.,,,_ 

man said ~ ~.b ~ \Jl~' I will COOle to thee OOf01'e 

the rising of tM BUn, and then came in the night, he 

would not be breaking his word; whereas, if he said, 
• If ,.. "" .,' 

~, erUo ~ a little bef01'e the rising of the b'Un, be 
, . 

would have to come after the rising of the dawn, or at 

some such time approximate to the rising of the sun 
, w,~ . , "'~ 

(IY). And hence ~'blackish [279J (S, M) and ~I 

reddish (IY), i. e. [nearly(S, IY), not quite (M),] black 

(S, M) and red (IY). As for the Saying of the Arabs 
"'" I '.",,,' • .." I , , • .".f,. 
I~ ~ ~ He, or It, tS rather l,ke thtS and '~Jl4.Af , they 

mean to announce that the compared is as contemptible 
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as what it is compared to (S). What is intended 

by the dim. of quals. is mostly not diminution of the 

substance of the qualified, but diminution of so much of 

the quality indicated by the qual. expression as exists in 
o ..... ' 

the substance of the qualified [288] : for ,-:,p~ [278, 292) 

means author of little striking; while ~;::.i[279]. n..~t, 
, .~,. " 

and ~, yellowisl" [274] mean that these colors are not 
D·'" •• .... , 

complete in him; and similarly .r:t~ and p.~ a poor, 

or small, draper and perfu~r mean that these crafts are 
.... '0 .... ' ,J 

not perfect in them; and 'r ~ ~ IIe is a little, or .. 
r.ather, like 'Amr [292] means that the likeness between 

.... 0 , • .,J, .... , 

them is small. According to this, then, ~~, l~ 

means that his excess in smallness ove?' thee is little; and 
,. , .... , ,., .... £ 

similarly ~ b' and ~ ~, a little, or rather, 

more learned, and more excellent, than thou [274, 281], 
, .". .. 

and the like, because the JaJf of superiority is applied to 

denote [a person or thing] qualified by an excess ove,' 

others in the meaning [of the v.] that it is derived from 

[351). Sometimes, however, the dim. of the qual. does 

denote diminution of the substance [of the qualified], as 
...... .,,' ... 

in 'Ali's saying a-.U 15~ ~ 0 little enemy of thyself. 
"" 

As fo~ the dim. of the proper name [282], like 3.;; and 

,;:.;. , it denotes unrestricted diminution; and so "does the 
G '... fa'*, 

dim. of the generic substantive (3], like ~) and U";J : 
1641 
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there being nothing in them to indicate whether the 

diminution refers to substance or quality or both (R). 

§ 288. The general rule is that the v. has no dim~ 

(Jrb). The reason, why analogy forbids the v~ to have a 

dim. is that the object of the dim. is to describe the n., 
meaning the thing named! as small; for, ns. being signa 

for the things named, their expressions are put into the 

dim. form in order that it may Qe an indication of the 

~mallness of the thing named: whereas vs~ are not like that. 

being only enunciations, not "Signs, like ns.j so that the 

dim. form ~n them has no meaning. ,~d, this being so, 

the dim. of the 'I). of wonder is anomalous [274.], irregular 
.,. 'ClJi. 

(IY). But they allow the J.Uf of wonder [477J to have 

~ Jim. (ML), as eft &.~ ~ [171] (IY, J4L), because 
, ,". 

of its resemblance [360] to the J.&;f of superiority (l\IL)~ 
0", 0 , ..... '- G 0", 

which has a dim., as,~ ~ &f ~~) Zaid is a ~ittle 
, 0 , o,f, 

fJrettier than 'Am'!" and ~ ~f a little handsomer 

than he [287] (DM). What emboldens them to this is 

its being divested of the meanings of accident and time 

[402], which are among the peculiarities of vs.; and its 
. , ,,,f5. 

resemblance ~n sense to the Jaif of superiority (R). Kbl 
'." 0 .... " , 

~ays on &$\ ~+.Af LA lVhat a pretty darling he, or it, is! 

"they mean [to diminish] only that [thing (Jrb)] which 
d o.,' ...... 

you escribe as. pretty, as though you said ~ ~ 
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Zaid is a pretty darling" (S, M, J rb). And IAmb says 

that this is not said except of the young (ML). But no 
tI. or verbal n. [292] has lI. dim. except this and similar 

",-'It ~ 

instances of &oW, 1..0 (S). And that [dim. (DM)] has nob 

been heard except in the case of [ these two expressions ,.,.... ,,, ... 
(DM)] ~, and eM': so Jh [followed by the KF] 
mentions [in art. ~]; but, notwithstanding this, the 

C ~.... , 0,", , 

GG speak of it as regular, [allowing, e. g., 'w.~ uh~1 ~ . ' 
(DM)]; though 1M does not transmit the doctrine that 

it is regular from any [Grammarian] but IK, and it is 
. ;; .. 

not so (ML). According to the KK, the J.a.;' [of wonder 
(R)] is an., :so that its dim. is regular (R, DM) ; but, 

accordingtotheBB, it is a v. [477]. And, since the ~ of 

wonder, according to the correct opinion, is a v., it is not 

prevented by its formation as a dim. from governing, as 
o ..... , . 
Yp~ is [292] (R) . 

... 
§ 289. Some 1/,$. occur in the language anly as dims., 

their non-dim. being' discarded, because, according to the 

Arabs, they are deemed small (S, M, R), so that their 

non-dim. is superseded 'by their dim. (S, IY), as :;.;;; 

(S, M, R), which is a small bi.rd, like the sparrow (IY, 

R); ';;;'<[274] (S, Y, R), 'which is [said to be (R)] the 

nightingale (S, IY, R), but is said [by lIb (R)] to be 

like tke nigk~ingale, but not it (lY, R) ; and ';";;:Ibag 

[274] (S, M, R), which is applied to the mase. andfem. 
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.... ' 
(IY, R). S says (IY), I asked Khl about ~: and he 

said" It [is like J;;"; and (8)1 is made a dim. because 
it is between black and red, and [as it were (IY)] neither 
pure black nor pure red; so. that it is near to [each of 

(IY)] them, [and is ther~fore made a dim. in order that 

.it may. indicate th~t sense (IY),] like ~S ~;~ [287] " 
0 ... 0 ..... DO' 

(8, IY). But they say I;)~' I;)~' [and ~ <M, R)], .. .. 
using the [broken (IY, R)] pl. of the [assumed (R)] 

non-dim. (8, M, R) expression (IY),~ though pl. of ~ , 
·0 ", ',.. _,. , 

~, and ~, (M, R) or ~Ci.S" [248, 249] (IY, R); 
whereas, if they meant to pluralize the dim., they would 

say ~j;;~ [234, 270] (8), since their cus~m is to give 

the dim. no pl. but the sound, because, as is said, the 
dim., by the addition of a soft letter third, resembles the 

ultimate [broken] pl., which takes only the sound pl., as 
,.." G ", ,,, . •• 

I;))":!)fro and I::,)~'''''' [256]. But there 18 nothing to 
, e." •• ,. 

prevent you from saying that, since ~ and ~ are 

constituted as di'm,s. from regard to their being orig. 

deemed small, and are afterwards used without regard to 
•• ,' .,0,-

the dim. sense in them, because ~ is like ~ in sense, 

and the dim. . sense is not intended in j;.t;, though the 

nightingale itself is small, therefore the dim. sense is 

obliterated from them in usage, and they become like 

words constituted as non-dims., so that they take the 

same pl. as the non-dim. does; and, the non-dim. nearest 
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D " • , , 

to this shape being J,aJ, like ~~ a certain bird [237] 
6,' Q ~ 

and;lU young of sparrows, [pl. ~~ (Jh, KF),] they take, 

the same pl. as these do: and, according to this, ~I ;:~ , 
0., • 0 ..... , 0 • , , 

and ~~ are pis. of the expressions ~ and ~ , not , 
8· ..... , 

of their assumed non-dims. (R). And ~ is a curt. dim. 
o. CI • 

[291] of ~ (8, IY, R), which is the horse that comes 

in last (8, IY) of the ten reckoned (Jh) in a race (Jh, 
o ..... J 0 .", 

KF). And the aim. of ~~ [274] and ~ an overseer 

has the same form as the non-dim., because you elide 
o ..... , 

the 1$ , like the ~ in ~ [283], and put the 1$ of the 

dim. into its place (R). 

§ 290. Khl asserts that (8) the dim. of the [prothetic 

or (R) synthetic (8, IY, R)] compo is formed [only (8)] 
from the first member (8, M, R), the second being then 

put after it (IY), as ~ ~i Little Abu Bakr and i;;.~t .. 
e:,... ,,, 0" ..... " ;, ..... , 

~ Little Umm 'Amr, yf I$~ and ~ i",.~ [below] 
-"f ...... ' ' ......... 0,' 

(R). You say ..u~J..t~ [274, 282, 283], I::J"'~ [275] , , ..... , 
(8, M), and y~~ [274], because the pre. and post. 

, 
nB. and the two ns. compounded together are equivalent 

. 8,,·' . 

to one long n., like U"":'t"" [283]; so that, as you say . .,' , . ". "" , , ..... 
~t! ~ , so you say I::J"'~ [above] (lY), '=-',.. stand· 

..... , , .......... , 
ing [towards ~ (IY) in ,=-,,..~ (8)] in the same 

• .,. ., 8 ,., 

position as U""d) towards [ ~ in] UM=!r (8, IY), as being 
..., "". 
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lL supplement to it (IY) : and [similarly you say (IY)] 
.".",,, ,.,0""" "II' """., . 

~ ~ (8, M), dim. of ~ ~fifteen, [whether 
G", 

you mean number, or usa it as a name (IY)]; and 4.,.ij 
.," .". .". ",' ;.. . .,.". 0, "Q .... , ,. .... 

~ [282], dim. of ~ W~, [and i~ lit-u dim.ofl.W! 
.,,0 , ,,..,. .... 0'. 
i~ (IY),] because ~ stands, [towards W~(IY) in W1 
;,t,; (S)]'in the same position as the I,:) of [the du. in] 

I,:)WI [318] (S, IY). But Fr holds that, when the prothetic 
... " 
compo is a surname, the dim. is formed from the post., . ", ,,-
arguing from such as ~ r' [and sometimes in poetry 

~.~ if';t a beast the size of the palm oj the hand (IY 
, • ..". , 0.00 nt ". .... ,-.-0"'" " .... , ,. 

on §., 7)], ~!.oa.sU' r.' [7], and C' e;Y,JI r' li,i)U' [565] (R). 

§ 291. There is a sort of dim. named curt. (lA, A). 

This is formed by eliding from the [augmented (Aud) 

tril. or quad. (M)] n. [all (M, SH)] the aU9s. (M, SH, 
lA, Aud, A) contained in it (IA), which are retainable 

(Aud, Sn) in the uncurt. dim. (Sn), until the n. is're. 

duced to its rad. letters (M), and then forming its dim. 
(M, SH, Aud) from its rads. (Aud). This dim. is named 

curt. because of the elision in it (Jrb). It has two forms, 
...... , fa ..... ' 8 0 ", 

~ and ~; not ~, because this contains an 
,. '" . 

, augment (Aud). If the rads. be three, the dim. is upon 
G ...... , 8" 

[the paradigm] ~ (lA, A). You say (1) ~~ prais-
, ... , ,." , ,.,. 

ing, [I,:)'~ Qamdan (Aud, A), I,:)'~ Qamdun (Aud), 
•• ' a,·,. ..,. 
C)L.;. great pra,iser (A), c)~ praued (Aud, A), ~ 
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"." much praised (Sn), and~' more praiseworthy (Aud, 
0· ..... , 

A),] dim. ~ (lA, Aud, A), the ambiguity being dis~ 

regarded,. in reliance upon the [distinctive] circumstances 
fJ'· ....... , 

[of the case] (SQ.); (2) ~ a wrapper, dim. '-'-!:~ (lA, 
.... 

"._ ,.0 "" 
A); (3) ~)' bright, dim.~) (A). There is no difference . . ................ 
between the coordmatlve augment, as I,)~ [870, 378], 

G" ..... , 0..... .... ... ." ... ' 
dim. ~,[I,)~ stout, stupid, dim. ~ (A),] and 
o ...... , G .... ' 

U'",,1eii4 [253, 283], dim. ~ ; and the non-coordinative 
." • , 0· .... ' " •• 

(IY, A), as I/;J/~ a -",usband'l11an, dim.~.,=a , and 1,),-' 
black, dim. ,l;.;":' (IY). If the rads. be four, the dim. is. 

G· .... ' 
lIpon [the paradigm (IY)] ~ (IY, lA, A). You say 

.... 
o '" 0 9 • ,., 0 ,., 

(1) U"'u,~ dim. ~;i (M, lA, Aud, A), )~ dim • 
...... , 0'0' • 8 0 .... ' 8 ... ~ ..... 1 

~ (IY), and)~ d,m. ~ (lA, A); (2) ~c.).A 
00 ... , 0 ..... ' 

dim. ~ [~83] (IY, R); (3) ~~ [below], dim. 
e 0 ..... , 

~~~ [283] (IY). Two matters are :p.ecessary, [accord~ 

ing to IHsh,] that the n. should oontain an aug:rnent. 

f'nd that this augment should be retain able in the uncurt. 

dim. (Sn). The curt. dim. therefore, is·nat practicable, 

[as is distinctly declared in the Aud (Sn),] in such as 
...... " Q ...... " 

~ and ~;i-, because they are unaugmented; nor 
. 8 ..... " 0 ....... , 

in such as r::rc)..M and ~r"-" [ahove], because the 

~ugment in them is not retainable [in the UMurt. dim. 

(Sn»), on account of its spoiling the measure (Aud~ Sn). 
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D .... ' 0 ." 

80 that their dims. a~~ and I"~o!" [283J are not named 

curt. (Sn). But, [according to IY and R,] there is no 

difference in the quad. between the curt. and uncurt. 

dims except that the IS of compensation is not inserted, 

[nor is the aug. soft letter fourth in the non-dim. re-
o ., 

tained,] in the curt. dim., as it is in the uncurt., as ~?~ 
G 0'" • • ..... , 

and ~~ [284], and as J~~=?- [283] (IY). If the 
... ... 

curt. dim. Lbe rnasc., it is ~are of the i: but, if it (IA)] 
be fem., and its ra:ls. be three, the i [of femininization 

(IA)] is affixed to it, [because it is afem. ultimately tril . 
..... 0' ..... 0,1 _,., D,." 

(Sn),] as ~ dim. ~; £f.).,- dim. iw~ (lA, A) ; 
';J "0,',, 
~I.a..t,;, [18, 263], dim. i~; and ,-;:,")..A [a proper name 

, ..... , , 
(Sn)], dim. ~ [282]. The curt. d·im. of such epa. 

o _... 0' •• " 

peculiar to the fem. as ua.~~ and ~ [268] is ~ 
o ..... , 

and ~ , because they are orig. eps. of a masc. (A), 
o • , 0· .... ' s ..... , 

vid. ~ person, (Sn). S transmits ~r- and~ as [curt. 
, I. , I. 

(Sn)] dims. of ~r-l and ~1 [274, 283]. But these 

are anomalous [by common consent of Sand Mb, being 
, 0" , .... £ 

by rule I"~r- acbording to S, and 15~' according to Mb 

(Sn)]; and are not to be copied. For, [according to MbJ] 

they contain an elision of two rads., since the ~ and J are 

roo. by common consent, and the Hamza according to 

Mb ; [so that, the non-dim. being quin., only the 5th ratl. 

should be elided from it in the dIm. (Sn)]: while 
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according to S, the Hamza is allg.; [so that, the non-dim. 

being quad., its dim. should be upon the paradigm j:;d] 
(A). t'he Ctwt. dim. is anomalous, rare (R). Fr says that 

it occurs only in the proper name (IY, R), like the cur

tailed voc. [58] (IY), because in the proper name what is 

retained is an indication of wha.t is rejected, on account of 

its notoriety (R): and, according 00 this, the dims: of ;J..~ 
, .... ... 0 ..... ' D ..... , 

and c>,-' , when proper names, are ~ra and c>..:!,- 'when 
o ..... ' , _ .... , 

curt:, [and ~~~ and ~~, when uncurl.]; but, before the 
, 

o 0' , 

transfer and use as [proper] names, are only I/:.I~~ and 

~; ;,~ (IY). The BB, ho\vever, allow it in .wha; is not a 
, 

proper name also (R); [for] our school make no distinc

tion between these two (IY); and there is a provo ..j~ 
) .... ,,'" 0· .... ' 
~ ~ .A little fool knetl) his he-camel, [meaning the 

, ". .. 
(IY)] dim. of~' (IY, R), i. e., knell> so much, though 

Ile was a fool (Md). The cu.rt. dim.. is not peculiar to 

. proper na.mes, contrary to the opinion of Fr, Th, and. as 

is said, the KK, as is proved by the sayings of the Arabs 
4 .... ,,, 0 ..... ' fP .... 

r~' ~. \5~ A. little piebald runs, and is blamed, 
.,.. u· .... , • , ........ 

[where, howe~er, ~ (Md),] dim. of u;...4' , [is the name 

of a horse that used to outstrip, and still be blamed 

(Md),] and ~t ~ ~;n" ~~ .~ He brought Calamity 

upon a little dusky he-camel, which, says As, the Arabs 

assert to be the saying of a man who saw a goblin upon 
165 
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, ....... 
a dusky he-camel, the , of u;,' being converted into 
Hamza in the dim. [683J (A). 

§ 292. The following rna. (~I)] have no dim. :-(1) the 

prons. [160, 274J (8, M, 8H), because (a) the prOWl. 

resemble ps. [497J (IY, R) in not standing by themselveS', 

and in needing something else, and pa. have no dim.; (b) 

most p,·ons. are unil. 01' bil., and [a word ot'J that [num

ber of letters] has 110 dim., because it falls short of [the 

number requisite for the least of) the dim. formations 

[275] (IY) ; (c) the p,·ons. have tittJe plasticity, since 

they do not qualify, nor are they qualified, as dems. are 
'.. 11" [147] (R): (2) ~, and ~ [206J (8, M, SH), 'the 

interrog. and condo ns, having no dim. for the same reason 

as the p1'ons. [a.bove], because they resemble the p., and 

are not plastic in qualifying or being qualified (R): (3) 
, . .-
~ [202] (8, M, SH); and [similarly, among advs. of . , , . , 
time (IY),] ~1 and '~1 [204, 279] (IY, R), and JM [203, 

275] (8H) : these four being like the prons. in resem

blance to the p. ; and being less plastic than they, because, 

in addition to neither qualifying nor being qualified, they 

mostly keep to one sort of inflection, [the place of the 

acc, as OOV8. of place or time] (R) : (4) e [115]' (S, MF 
SH), because, [though mjl., it is aplastic in inflectionF 

and does not qualify, nor is qualified_; and moreover (Rn 
it is bil. (IY, R), and is believed to be a p. by those who 

make [the e in] it quiescent, [as] in el 4S;.~ [115] 
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(IY) : and [similarly (R)] ~ (S, M, R), because the , 

object of using the dim. of the adL'. is to denote appro.-ci-.,. , , ~ " " , . 
mation, as in ~ and Uo:!~ [274, 286, 287], while &.U.t; 
denotes extreme nearness; 80 that, since its form indi

eates what is indicated by the ·dim,. of advs., a dim for 

it is not needed (IY); [and] because, though iltjl., it is 
• t" 

aplastic [64]: and similarly \:II,),J [205], because it is 
" .,,' .. "'" 

aplastic (R): (5) 1o.A~~207, 274] (8): (6) ,~[90] (8, 
M, SH), contrary to J.~, which has a dim,. (IY, R), as , . 

.... , , ..... ' .... r 
,~~ f~ This is 'rather like tltis [287] (IY), because, 

t.hough difference, like similarity, is susceptible of being 
0- , 

.sm~ll or great, still ~ is deficient in plasticity, since 

the art. id not prefixed to it, nor is it dualized or . plura-

lized, contrary to j.~ (R): and [also (R)] 1..5~ (S, IY, 
_" D·' 

R) and If,..... [89], i. q. ~ (R), for the same reason (IY) : 
J.' ... ,."" . 

(7) ~ (M) [in] .!.l~_~ [24, 68, 69, 142, 143, 201] (8, 

SR), b~cause it implies the sense of the v. (IY, R, Jrb), 
, ..... ,,0,· 

since \:I~)~ ~ Thy sufficiency is tzoo dirhams means 
, ". .,... , 

'4.~)~ d.~ Let two dirhams suffice thee (IY); and 
"., ,,0, 

f.imilarly what is syn. ,!i;h it, such as ~r an~ ~ 
[69, 142, 143] (R): (8) I;)A [182, 274, 293] and l,;o [180] 

., , .. 
(S, M, SH) and I"+.!f [116, 184, 293] (8), because they . , 
are i. q. interrog. [or condo (IY)] ps. (8, IY) ; and [ I;)A 

and ~ ] are indecl; and bil. (IY) : (a), the conjunct ~ 
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and Go go farther in resemblance to the p. than I.5J,j, , 
. .' [293], because they are bil., and do not qualify, as 1.5~ 

••. 0 , 

does [147] (R) : (9) UWO' yesterday [206] and ~ to-morrow 
, 

[153, 231, 275] (8, M) because, being dependent upon 

the day that you are in, they" correspond to the prons. in 

needing the presence of to-day, as the pron. [of the 3rd 

pers.] heeds an explicit n. Ereceding it [160J (IY): and 0.. ,,,. 
[similarly (8, IY)] UWO' ~ J,I the day before yesterday, , , 

[the predicament of which is the same as that of U-='(IY)1; 

and b.)L;j, yesternight (8, M), and the like (8): (a) thQ 

[no of] ~ime limited on both sides, like ;i/· a month, ;;; 
0......... G.,.., 

(J day, i..4J a night, and iU.w a yea,', has a. dim., but only 

from regard to its containing events on account of which 

the time is deemed to fall short of tbe [standard] quanti-.. , .,.... . 
ty ; while the unlimited, like ..::oJ, ' \:JLo; and ~, has a 

dim., sometimes for that reason, and sometimes because 

the time itself is diminished: but, as for ~i a;d Ji , , 

they have no dim., although they are limited, like ;; 

and iQ, because their most important object is to 

denote that ono of the two days is before, and the other 

after, your (present] day, toithout any interval.; a.nd, in 

this respect, they denote what is not susceptible of dimi-
,., '0 .... 

nution, contrary to J.~ and ~ [287]; so that they have 

no dim. from regard to the events contained in them, 
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though that would be possible, just as they ha"'e no dim. 

from regard to the diminution of their time itself, since 

their most important object is to denote what is not 

susceptible of diminution (R): (10) the days of the week 
, ·5 .... 

(S, M, R), according to S, as ~...J' tile Sabbath, Satur-
J , •• , ..... .-0 .... 

d'JY, c,).~YI Sunl,-;r,y, and ~Lu~' Jlon:i'Jy (H,), whence 

~Uilit [273], ~~;~f [273] '(S, IY), and the like (S), to 

~ Friday, because, ~ccording to him, every [n. of] 

time whose being first, second,· third, etc., is regarded, is 
... a .... 

like ~'and ~ (R); and [similarly (IY, R)] the names 
, G .... ,., 

of the months (S, IY, R) of the year (8), as r~' 
a .... , G .... ' 

AlMu~rram, ,w $afar (I Y, R) to ~ ,.> Dlm-lIfiJ-
Ja (R) : for these names are applied to the month and 

[the day of] the week to make known that it is the first 

[or second] month of the year, and the first or second 

day of the week; and that does not vary, 80 that one 

should be pronounced smaller than another (IY): but 

[the KK and (IY)] Mz and Jr allow them to have a dim. 

(1 Y, R) : while one grammarian says that, when you say 
..... , , -#10'...... • c ... ,. ..... 
~, r~ on Friday or ~ rJ':! ~n Saturday, putting 
,..... ,.' , . . .. 
rJ'=! into the ace., then~' and ~, have no dim., 
since they are inf. ns. i. q. e~~' congregating and 

, . 
~7" rt'..8t; and that even the n. put into the ace. may not 

hav~ .. ~ dim., because it stands in the place of ~; occurred 
or ~ occurs or 'will occur, and the t'. has no dim. [288] ; 
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., " , . 
but that, ~vhen you put r~ illto the nom., then u.~' 

• Ii . • ..... 

and ~~ , being i. q. rr.:'" may have a dim.: and the 
converse of this saying is transmitted from another, vid. 

", . ... . .... 
that u.~' and ~f may have a dim. with r":! put into 

the ace., but not with r;i put into the nom.: (11) the 

verbal ns. [187, 288] (R): (12) the n. [governing (8H)J 

like the v. [330] (S, M, StI), when in the act of so 

governing (Jrb), whether it be an act. part., a pass. part., 

or an assimilate ep. (R); whereas it may hare a dim . 
."...... ..,., 

w hen not so governing (J rb) : and hence ,&,)..~~ ,-:,t.,..IJ is 
., , .... , 

disallowed [288] (S, 1\1, SH); while ~:!) Yp;--D the little 

striker of Zaid is allowed (S, IY, 8H), when ~)u 
striker denotes the past [345] (8, IY), becau3e the seMe 

of the 'I'. is then non-existent in it (J rb) : for the n., when 

in the dim., becomes qualified by sm~llness l27~. 282], 
8: ...... ' 0 , • ' 

the sense of '-:'~~ [287] being like that of ~.c '-:'~u 

a little, or small, st1iker; while the ns. governing like 

the v., when they are qualified, are deposed from govern-
--'0 ,., D· ... 

ment [147], so that you do not say "~I"~~~ '-:'JU~)' 
..... Ii ... 9 ,. G , 'S 

nor ~,~:rt I'*~ ,-:,,;l.;c, , because they are then far from 

resembling the v., since it is s:) constituted as to be 

attributed, but not attributed to, whereas the qualified 

has t.he ep. attributed to [the pron. relating to] it: (a) as 

for the in! n., its being attributed to does not depose it 

from goYernment, becauso the verbal sense in it is strong; 
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. , Ii .. ,. , • .,. ,,, •• 

anel, according to this, you may say Wo~f .!.4;-.6 ~.A' 
".e, •• ... , ;, .... , 

tWo> Thy hard str,king of ZaJd pleased me or ,~> ~~ 

Thy little st'riking of Zaid : (b) it is said that the reason 

why the n. governing like the 'IJ. has no dim. is because 

resemblance to the 'IJ. predominates in it then, and 

therefore, as the 11. has no dim., so what resembles it has 

none; but from this it follows that the inf. n. governing 

like the 11. may not have a dim. (R). 

§ 293. The dim. formation being one of the variations 

peculiar to declo m. [274], the l.minfl. ns. [ought to (A)] 

have no dim. (lA, A). The uninft. ns. [159], with 

regard to the dim., are of two kinds, (1) a kind that has 

.a dim., but ditf'erent from the dim. of the declo [below] ; 

(2) a kind that has no dim. [292] (Jrb). Only four 

of the indecl. [formations] have a dim., (1, 2) the 
",... . J.u' of wonder [288] and the synthetIc compo [290], the 

dim. ofwhioh is like that of the declo [n.]; and (3, 4) the 

demo and the conjunct n. [274] (Aud, A). But Syt 
. ' ~ 

adds in the Ham' (5, 6) the [1.minfl.] 110C. [48J and ~, 
."," . • 0",. , ..... ' ,. 

[187], as ~," like ,~ ~') [188] (Sn). I.> [171] and 

\5~([176] and [some of (Sn)] their derivs. have dims. , 
(lA, A), anomalously (IA). The demo ought not to 

have a dim., because resemblance to the p. predominates 
in it, and because its O. {., vid. ,~, is bil. ; but, since it is 

plastic, like declo ns., ,qualifying and being qualified, and 
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having a dll., pl., and fem., it is treated like them in 

having a dim. [274]. Similarly the conjuncts ought not 

to have dims., bec:\u3o resemblance to the p. predominates 

in them: but, since some of them are tril., AS ~JJI . , .... 
[292] and I5~I , and ILrs plastic, like deel. ns., qualifying, 

and .having afom., du., and pl., these and their variations 

may have dims., contrary to the other conjuncts, like 
.'" ., a. 
t:J.A and l.t [274,292] (R). I;)A and 1$'(292) have no dim., 

.... 
[even] when i. q. I.S~JI, beoause they are [also i. q.] 
. ., '. 
t.ntel'rog. ps.: wherea.s I.SJJI corresponds to I':' , because It ... 
is not [i. q.] an inte,·,·og. p. (8). But not all. the derivs. 

have di'l'mr. (A). That has been heard in five words of 

the dem., vid. (1, 2) I~ and G, (3, 4) ~IS and ~G, and 
... , .0:(' 

(5) [~,I or] .~,I: and in five words of the conjunct n. 

also, vid. (1, 2) ~~, and l5~f, (3, 4) the dus. of both, 
G ... 

and (5) the pl of l.S~f (Aud). The dim. of these ns. 

agrees with the dim. of the deel. n. in the following [three 

(Aud, 8n)] matters :-(l) a quiescent 1$ is added [third 

.(A), except in the instances mentioned below, where it 

is second (Sn)]: (2) it is [ahvaY3 (Au1)] prece:led by 

Fatha (Aud, A) : (3) such of tho3e n~. a~ are short of 

three [letters] must be supplemented [:l75] (A.ud); [so 

that] the racl. elided from ~,~fJf [176]. c.:/llJf, and 

~~f, from ,S and G , and from ""IS and r.;;1S [below], is 
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restored (Sll). It difters from the dim. of the ded. n. 

in the following [three (Aud, Sn)] matters :-(1) the 

original vowel of the initial is retained: (2) an , [497] is 

added at the end I\S a compensation for the :pamm of the 

initial (Aud, A) imported for the formation of the dim. 

(Sn) : (a) that compensation is put when the n. does not 

end in a duo or pl. augment (Aud, Sn); but, when it 

does, there is no compensation, because the n. is long by 

reason of the augment (Sn): (3) the 1.5 [of the d1:m. 

(Sn)] sometimes occurs second, vid. in ~~ and 4.3 , and 
a;." iii.... CM.,. 

",,4.'> and ~~ [below] (Aud, Sn). You say (1, 2) '-:!.> 
Ii... .... .... 

and ~ (M, SR, lA, Aud, A), dinlS. of f~ and ls (M, 

Jrb, lA, Aud, A): (a) the' is added at the end, as 1\ 

substitute for the :pamma, after completion of the word 

.s to thre~ letters by addition of a 1.5 at its end, as in 
I .... ' • ,. .... ;, 
~ dim. of I;)A [275] ; so that it becomes 4''> : and then, 

the 1.5 of the dim. being inserted third, after the [first] f , 

as it ought to be, what prModes it must be pronounced, 

with Fat~; and therefore the [first] , is converted into 

\5 , not into , ' in order tha.t it may differ from the a~tg. 

1 s in the decl. ns., which in such a position are converted 

into, because they occur after the :pammaofthe dim., asill 
• 0 .... ' c .... " 
Yr-~ (278] ; so that it becomes 4.:!~: (b) you may say that .. 
the o. f. of IS is ;.£ or 1.5;~' the J having been converted 

into' [684] ; and the e anomalously elided, as in:": [275, 
166 
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667]: and that the e being restored in the dim., as is necea .. 

sary, and the f,$ of the dim. being added after the e ' the 
. !.",.J 

. ~ reverts to its o. f. of 1.5 , as in [~ (8),] the dim. of 
f/I; """ c .... , . 
~ [275, 278] ;. so that it becomes ~.) or 4,.), though 

its e should rather be orig. a " because the caniug. of 

~;'" is more numerous than that of ;::; while the 
Imala oft~ [639] is because of the , 's being aJ in f,$',S, a.nd 

the e · s being elided: (c) then they elide the e anomalous

ly, because, the dim. of the vagu:e n8. being irregular, as 

above shown, one anomaly emboldens them to another; 
iii ... 

gO that it becomes 4.) (R) : (d) 1M says in the OK 
• Gjj "" iii' ....... II' 11,-, 

that the o. j. ofl~.) and 4,3 is ~> and ~ with· three IS s, 

the first being the e' and the third the J , of the 

word, [upon the ground that ,S is tm., orig. ;> (Sn),] 

and the middle one being the f,$ of the dim,.; but 

that, the succession of three f,$ S b~ing deemed heavy, 

alleviation by elision of one is intended; while the 

r.S of the dim,. may not be elided, because it indi

cates a meaning; nor may the third, because, the' 

being necessarily preceded by a letter pronounced 

with Fatl,l, it follows that, if the third were elided, the 1$ 

of the dim. which is not vocalized because of its resem

blance to the' of the broken pl., would have to be pro

nounced with Fath; so that the first must be elided, 

although that entails occurrence of the f,$ of the dim. 

second, which is pardoned because it helps to carry out 
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the intention that the dim. of what has no de9linability 

should be different from the dim. of what is declo (A): 

. (e) no fem. has a dim. except li and ~ [below] (~) : (f) c.s~ 

has no dim., [by common consent (Aud), the dim. of G 
being used instead (Jrb),J to avoid confusion (H, Jrb, 

Aud, Sn) with [the dim.. of (Jl'b, Sn)J the mase. (R, Jrb, 

Sn) IS (Sn); nor has 15.) (R, J rb), for the same reason . ...... 
(Jrb), being orig. c.s~ (H); nor has ~ [aboveJ, the dim. 

of li being llsed instead (Aud, Sn), contrary to the opi

nion of 1M [and RJ (Aud): (g) the language of 1M [and R] 

suggests the notion that.;;; , like li , has a dim. ; but the 

GG distinctly declare that no fem. expression has a dim 

except u; and. this is understood from [1M's words in] 

the Tashil, where he says" No indeel. has a dim. except 

. ,S and c.sJJf and their derivs. mentioned below", and does 
... -

not mention any fem. ~xpression except G (A): (3, 4) 

~4.S a~d ~4i (Aud, A), dims. of the du,o (A) : (a) in the 
.... .. 
(lu. t.hey elide the' added as a compensation for the 

J)amma, contenting themselves with the 15 of the dim.., 

because the I of compensation and the' of the du,. are 

combined; and, when two quiescents are combined, tho 

rule is to elide the first when a letter of prolongation 

[663J (R) : (5) 4.1; or .l~;t ,dim. of rj,t or 5>~,t (M, R, 
" ... ~ -" ... ~ 

Aud, A): (a.) the '.{)amma in ~,' [and 5>l~" (Sn)J is 
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origina.l (IY, R, Sn), not the I)amma [imported for the 

forma.tion (IY)] of the d·irn. (IY, R) ; and [for this reason 

(IY, R), as Y8 says (8n),J the' is [added as (IY, R)] a 

oompensation for the :{>aruma (IY, H, 8n) of the din}. •• 

(IY, 811), whioh ought to be in them, but is not, the 

original ::(>amma being retained (8n): (b) Mb says that 

the' of compensation is added before the final in ,,'Q,t ~ 
_"J 

becaQse, if it were added at the end, the dim. of ,,'j,1 
" J 

would be liable to be confounded with that of 'j" : for 
. _"J 

since you treat ~" like a declo n. [in giving it a dim.], 
you assume its Hamza after the , to be converted from a 

, or ~ , as in t~ and t;;;~ [~83]; and therefore, as you 
-".~ I"., .. 

MY"';)) dim. ~;)) by elision of the third ~ [281), so you 
w".', 

say ~,,; and then, the , being added at the end, it 
""J 

becomes L;J,', whioh is liablo to be confounded with the 

dim. of the abbreviated: and therefore you, add the , of 

compensation before the Hamza af'Wr the f ; and theu 
_, J 5 .. 

the f of "'j,, is converted into 1.5 [279], like the' of)l.=: 

when you say ~ [281J; but the 1$ is not proilOuDced 
0"", ., , 

with Kasr, as in ~ , in order that the t of compensa-
.. T" ... J 

tion may be preserved; so that it becomes .. ~,f: (c) 
_J 

Zj adds the' of c(lmpensation at the end of ,.'j" , but 
-"" assumes the Hamza of "'j,, to be orig. an f ; so that, when 

the ~ of the (Um,. is inserted, three's, says he, are COlli-
_,J 

hined after it, the fil'st being the one after the J of "'j,, 
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the second the o. f of the Hamza, according to what. he 

asserts, and the third the I of compensation; and then 
G., , 

the first is oonverted into 1.5 , as in ~ ; while the two 
-",., 

others remain, the last being made a Hamza, as in ,,~ 

[263, 683], and then pronounced with Kasr, as in the 

non-dim. (R). No other dems. have a dim. (A). The 

II of premonition is prefixed [174], and the I!J of allocution 

[and the J of distance (So)] affixed [172, 173], to the 
Ii... • .... 

dim. dems. (IY, R, A) 4.) and ~ [and their duo and 
• (' I .", ... Ii... , Gi ..... 

pl. (R)], as 4~ (IY, R) and ~1.iD, 1!J4.) and cl~ (IY), 

and ~~S , whence el ~4f ~ ~ [171] (R) : so says 

1M in the Tashil (A). And you say (1, 2) 4.ili and 
.... Ii ., II.... w .... 

4.illl (M, SH, lA, Aud, A), dims. of I.5JJI and ~I (M, 
" " 

R; Jrb, lA, A), as e1f '~;lff'~ [177] (IY): (a) the 1.5 

after the 1.5 of the d~m. is pronounced with Fatl,1 in order 

that the I.of compensation may be preserved (R): (b) 
~J1Jf and ,;;f,jf with :pamm of the initial are transmit

ted; but Fat1}. is more agreeable with analogy, in order 

that the substitute and the original may not be combined 

(IY, R): (3, 4) ~t;.J.Uf and I;J' ;.;ift (IY, SH, Aud, A) 

in the nom. (IY), and ~ili and ~~;fJf (IY, R) in 
the ace. and gen. (IY); dims. of the "du. (IY, R, A), 

eliding the' of compensation before the'two signs of the 

du., because of the combination of two quiescents (R) : 
., cI ......... 

(5) \,;)p.~ (M, SH, Aud, A) in the nom. (IY, A), and 
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,. ~lli [in the ace. and gen. (IY, A)], with :pamm [01 

the ~ (IY, R) before the, (IY, A)], and Kasr (IY, R, 
A) before th'3 \5 (A). So says S (R, A), who in the dUo 
and pl. elides the , of compensation as forgotten, like the 

III .. 

~ of \5~' in the duo [176] (R); while Akh, [who does .. . 
not elide it as forgotten, either in the duo or in the pl. 
(R), holding that the letter before the' remains pro
nounced with Fatb, to indicate the elided' (IY),] says 

[in the pl. (R)] 0;ili and ~~ (IY, R, A) with 
Fatb (IY, A) of the \5 (IY, Sn) before the sign of the ., '" .,. 
pl. (Sn), as in the abbreviated [234] (A), like 0~~ 

,.,." 0,0 

(IY, R, Sn) and l;)!:~": but the pronunciation heard 
in the whole is pamm or Kasr ofthc ~, as is the opinion 
of S (R). The.), according to both opinions, is pro
nounced with Fatb (Sn). And the reason why in the dim. 

~";cUJ(in the nom. and ~~fin the ace. and gen. are 
, G .. 

regular, while in the non-dim. 0,JJJI in the nom. is ano-
G .. 

malous [176], is only that ~~" since it has a dim., . , 
resembles the declo ; so that its pl. conforms in inflection 
[of the dim.] to the pl. of the deel. [285] (R) : [or] A in 

what he says, [like the oth~r GG cited above,] conforms 

to the dial. of those who inflect ~~i with the, in the 

nom. ; while, according to the dial. of the majority, there 
is no difference between the nom. and the ace. and gen. 

(Sn). And [for the dim. of the pl. of (IY, A) the flm. 

(IY) ~f (A)] you say ~4illf (M, SH, Aud, A), which 
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c .... c .... 
is the [sound (IY, R)J pl. of (IY, R, Aud, A) 4.ilil (R, 

Aud,.A), the dim. of (IY, Aud, A) the sing. (IY) ~jf 
., 

(Aud, A), the I [of compensation (R)] being elided [from 

'~;i" (8n)] because of [the concurrence of (8n)] the two 

quiescents (R, Sn), it and the' of the pl. (8n). 8 says 

that (IY, R, A), according to the soundest opinion (Aud), 

they use ~, ;.aJf instead of forming ,a dim. from <S!iJf 
(S, IY, R, Aud, A) or ~:lJf (R, Aud), which therefore 

. , 

has no dim. (8,. A) ; for, since the state of these ns. in the 

dim. is not the same as that of non-vague ns., some of 

them become used instead of otherS (8), as they use 
• .. 111,.', .... ""c"", <I 

U4..-0 but and b~ He came to us near evenmg instead 
9*" :1"'" I 

of forming a dim. from ~ i. q. [l~ and (IY)] ~~..; 
.". ..... .... ... Jl . 

[286J (S, IY) in ~ ubt He came to us at evening (8). 
• III , 

Hut Akh forms a homomorphous d'/,m. from ~YJI (IY, R) 

or ~'1ft, by analogy, not from hearsay (R), ;rguing that 

<S!ift [or ~.::iJf] is not a homomorphous pl. of ~f, but only 
8........ D..... . 

a quasi-pl. n. [176], like;Al and~ [285J, whICh is agree-
.... 'Ii , 

able with analogy (IY) ; so that he says [ lA:!,..ut as dim. of 

~iJf, by conversion of the' into, ' as in th~ pl. ~,lJf, ., , 
and elision of the \$, and (R)J c.;U (IY, R) as dim. of 

~'1i [below] (R). And Akh also allows C;.tJf as dim. of 

:SiJf without a Hamza [176] (A). Here the [final (Sn)] 
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.;i , _" ", 

~ of ~~)\J' Lor ~~, (8n)] is clic.lcd [in the dim.] (R, Sn), 
in orJer that, by the addition of the' of compensatiolJ, 

five letters besides the 1.$ [of the dim.] may not be com

bined (R), because, if the dim. were formed from the full 

complement [of letters], and t;~ [or 4.~~:'U(] were 
said, the dim. would, "by the addition of the' at its end, 

consist of five letters besides the 1.$ of the dim., and that 

does not happen in the dim. [274] (Sn). Mz, however, says 

thatt when elision [of a letter on account of the adventi

tious' (IY)] is unavoidable, then the' after the J should 
rather be elided, because it is aug. (IY, R), since .,siii , 

Q .. 

is assumed to be [upon the measure of] ~U [176] (IY) ; , 
Ii , ...... &G." 

so thnt the dim. of ~~ is 4ilJf , exactly like the dim. , 

of ~ [above]. And some of the BB say t ;. ..;,:ur and t ~ ~;.ti 
without elision of anything. But all of that is fan~ifulJ 
going beyond what has been heard on the strength of mere 

analogy, which is not allowable (R). S does not mention 
any dim. conjuncts except ~J1i and t ;ifj and their du. 

, ..... G , 

and pl. : but 1M says in the TashIl "and ,=,4:Z,.Ut and 

Li.;;1ft dims. of ci!iJT [aboye], 4;li dim. of ~'lJf [above], 

[by conversion of the' into, ' and of the Hamza into 1.$ I 

. ' ..... " ., . 
and eliSIOn of the 1.$ (Sn),] and \:)r.~' [m the nom., and 

~;1i in the ace. and gen. (Sn),] dim. of ';';"'1.Jf, [tbe 
double 1.$ being the 1.$ of the dim. incorporated into the 

1.$ substituted for the Hamza, and, in a MS of the CK, 
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~':;;1Jf with the Hamza retained after the quiescent 1$ 

(Sn»)"; so that he adds the dims. of ~Y.i, ~1Jf, and 

~'1.ft : and his language appears to mean that ~I ;.t.ltf , 

and Li;;.u. are both dims. of ~-JJf , which in the case of 

, .... f If ' ..... , 
~~ is correct, being mentioned by Akh ; while I;:.14.iUI 

..... c;" • • 

is only the pl. of 4..ill' , as above shown (A). This IS 

.what is said: but I think that, since the dim. of the 

vague 11.8. is irregular, as we have mentioned, a 1.$ is put 

as a compensation for the ~amma, and the 1.$ of the dim. 

is incorporated into it; so that in the dim. of all the 

vague ns. there existg 1\ double 1.$ ,the first of which is 

the 1.$ of the dim., and the second a compensation for the 

:pamma; and therefore the 1.$ of compensation, being 

necessarily mobilized [to avoid the concurrence of two 

quiescents], is pronounced with Fatl). for the l!Iake of 

lightness: and then, (1) if the second letter in the n. be 

quiescent, as in IS and Li , and ~'S and ~G ,this double 
'" '" 

1.5 is put after the first letter, because, if put after the 

second, as the 1.$ of the dim. ought to be [274J, a concur

rence of two quiescents would be entailed; sud, according 
• Ii .... ...... • • 

to this, the' of 4,.) and ~ 18 the one that was In the 

non-dim. : (2) if the second letter of the word be mobile, . .,,,. -", .... 
as In ~,' and .. ~" , the 1.$ of the dim. is put in its [proper] 

position after the second; and, accordinJ to this, the dim. 
167 
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of ~~, and ~,ought to be ;J.1J' and :;.. ill, with a .. , 
quiescent ~ at the end after a ~ pronouooed with Fat\a, 

but is lightened by conversion of the third [~] into' , 

from dislike to the combination of ~ s (R). 
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CHAPTER XI. -
THE R E LA T I V E NO UN. 

§ 294. The rel. n. is the n. to whose en<l a double t$ 

[preceded by Kasra (M)] is affixed as a sign of relation 

to the n. (M, SH) bare of the ~ (SH), like ~LsO des

cended from Hashim, ~;.; residing ~t AlBalra, [and 
• ... , " 8~r~ ~~S' 1 II seller of a lcind of cloth called ~ (IY),] as 
the i is affixed as a sign of femininization [263] (M). 

Relation needs a sign, because it is an adventitious 

meaning (J rb). The letter added is the ~, and not 

any oth:er, because analogy requires it to be one of the 

letters of prolongation and softness, since they are light, 

and are frequently added; while the f is not added, lest 

the 11.., becoming abbreviated, be debarred from inflection 

[16] ; and the ~ is lighter than the,. The ~ of relation 

is doubled for two reasons, (1) in order that it may not 

be confounded with the ~ of the 1st pers. [161]; (2) 
because, ifit were affixed single, the letter before it being 

pronounced with Kasr, then the :pamma and the Kasra[in 

the nom.. and gen.], would be heavy upon it, as upon [the 
"., , G, 

1.5 in] ~1.iJ' and ~~f~' [16J, and it would be exposed to 
~ , , . 

elision when the Tanwin was affixed to it. And the 

letter before it is pronounced with Kasr for two reasons, 

(1) b~ause the..s is a quies~ent letter of prolongation, 
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which is doubled only from fear of confusion; and the 

vowel before a letter of prolongation is always homo

geneous with it: (2) because the letter before ib, while 

necessarily mobilized because of the quiescence of the \5 , 

is not pronounced.with FatJ;t, lest it be confounded with 

the duo ; and Kasra is lighter than :pamma. This \5 is R. 

p., like the i of femininization, having no position in 

inflection. The KK hold it to be a n. in the position of 

a gen. governed by prefixion of the first n. to it ; and cite 

in argument the saying transmitted from the Arabs 
., .,..~ • -iii .. , ...... 

15~ ~ ~~ ~~ 18(110 the descendant of Taim, of tke .. , , 

Taim of 'Adi with the second &'in the gen., holding it 
... 

Ii •• 

to be a substitute for the \5 in ~,: but what they 
... 

transmit, if correctly reported, is attributable to suppres-
.. , ...... ., '" 

sion of t~e pre., as though \5~ ~ ~L..o (the clansman) 
fIJ'.... '" 

oJtht Taim of 'Ad;, were !!laid, like e ~tr jSf[127J (IY). 

As the [em. is divisible into proper and improper [263], 

so is the rd. n., the proper being what affects the sense, 

[indicating relation to one of the things mentioned, like . .. . . ... 
the ancestor, country, and trade, as u;!,-::'UD, 15~' and 

; . ..0;; (IY)]; and the improper being what depends ... . 

upon the form alone, [not indicating relation to any of 

the things mentioned, but having the augment of relation 

at its end (IY),] as ~jI[248], ~~ [~7 4J (M),;;;, 
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and ~ [248]. That is corroborated by the fact that . .,' .., 
~r and I$.;r- are subs~ntives, as you see; whereas, if 

they were really 'rel. '~., they would pass into the cat. of 

the ep. [below] (IY). And, as the iI is used to distin

guish between the genus and its individual [254J, so is 
- II' . • , • ., 

the 1$, as \S'!,) a Greek [310J and r,) Greeks, [~) a 
'0..... I '" ,. ., 

Negro and ei Neg,'oes (IY),] ~~ a Magian and . ,,, . , , ..... , . 
lJN~ MafPans (M). F says that U"'~, the Mafl1,ans 

, ',0, 
and &)~, the Je-w~ are made det. [with the art.] only on 

• ' ' ''. 8 J.... • 
the ground that lJN~ Magl,ans and &),+.! Jews are [t.ndet., 

I , , I " 0 , 

beingJpls. of ~~ a Magian and I$~ a Jew, as ~ .' .. is of ir-:'~" [254], and are then made det. with the art. ; 

otherwise pre6xion of the art. to them would not be 
. -

allowable, because they would be det. [as proper names] : 

and, says he, being fem., they follow the course of the 
o , I , 
~ , and are not treated like the ~ in triptote declen-

, 
sion [Note on p. 39, l. 11 J; and he cites the saying of 

Imra ~lKais . . 
, " .... ' ",., , " '.... "".,." _., '" .. " .. 
, lax..w'~" .. .~ W'. l...U& ~ li'r- ~ f ~, ~ , lJN".--- ) ,., -9) 

, ., '" '" 
o Ifarith, I will show thee lightning that has played at 

midnigh~, like the fir~ of the Magians blazing brightly 

(Jh). They affix to the end of the n. a -1$ like the 1$ of 

relation, (1) to distinguish between the individual and 
•• , II., o. I ., 

its genus, as eJ and ~J [253, 310] and clJ and ~jJ 
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0.... • .... 0.... • • .... • ..... "" 

[248], corresponding to ~ and i;=-J, and J.su and i..lAk ,...... ' ..... ,. 
[254J: (2) to denote intensiveness, as.~' red and "u' 

1,,0" • ".". • 8"" 
,orrel, ~r' vel'y red and ~t .t,' bnght sorrel, hke ~2~ 

... Ii" I ., 
and i4W [265] : (3) as a permanent aug., as ~.f[ above], 
• 0" • ." 
~r an excellent kind of date, and ~~r with Fatq, [of 
the y and quiescence of the) (Sn)]; and this is like the 

affixion of the S to the n. in which thefem. gender has 
G ..... , G ..... , 

no Jl\eaning, as iU~ and J4..lJb [265] : (4) 88 an accidental 
_ "" .... .".,. 0.-." 

aug., ns e" 4~' [581], i. e. )"~ (A); but here, says 
Dm, the ~ may denote corroboration of t~ intensivene88, 

8 ..... ., 

like the iI in i.<o~ [belowJ (Sn); and hence [the good 

ex. of the non-permanent aug. is (Sn)] the saying of 

A~~alatin [~utham Ibn Khablya al'Abdi (AKB)] 

e' ~t:., ~~~ ;+i :" ~ ~ f~' • ;~ ~ ~~~~ta:JrGT 
........ ....~' .. "" ... '='" 

(A) I am A~Salatan, whom ye have known. Whenever 

he a8S1tmes the office of judge, he is decisive by the 

judgment, the r of ~ being' quiescent for the sake of 

the metre (8n). The clause ff as a sign of relation 'to the 

n. bare of the ~" excludes the n. to whose end a double 
d d · . . I, • '." 

~ is affixe, enotmg untty, as m ~') and ~); or 
• "." I Ii" " , 

intensiveness, as in ~r=--' and ~)"~ ; or hAving no mean-. I.,..... ., .. 
ing, as in \$~r and IS":/': for these m. are not said to 

. ., ..... 
be rel. ns., nor theIr ~ to be the ~ of relatieD, as S,r-i 

.... c ... 
[254], where the ii denotes unity, and iA~ [312], where 
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D,· , 
it denotea intensivenu" and u~ [265], where it has no 

meaning, are said to be fom. 11.8., and their Ii to be the Ii 

of femininization, because they follow the course of the 

proper fem. in some things, like the femininization of 

their attribute [263], their becoming diptote in such as 
i.Q U, [18J, and the conversion of their Ii into I in pause 

[646J (R). The object of the rel. n. is to pronounce the 

related to be one of the race of the ancestor related to, or 

[one] of the residents of that city, or of the workers at 

that trade; and its import is that of the ep. (IY, Jrb). 

The n. compounded of the double 1.$ and of the n. related 

to becomes one n. [denoting] related to [what is denoted 

by] the n. bare of the I.S; and therefore indicates an 'Un

IPecified S'Ubstance qualified by a specified quality, vid. 

relation to [what il denoted by] the n. bare of the I.S: so 

that it is like the rest of the epa., such as the act. and 

pas,. parts. and the assimilate ep., eaoh of which is 

[denotative of] an unspe.cified substance qualified by a 

specified quality; and therefore it needs something that, 

by itself or by its belonging, will particularize that sub. 
"., .. ,.,.,.."" .".,.,. 

stance, as I,L.. I.S~ ~~, ~ ~~ 11.:,1,..0 I passed 
, ., "" ~ .,.". .I;" ,*'" '* ~ ;.. -'.I 

by a man descended from Tamim, and by a man 

tohose ass was Egyptian, where it governs in the nom. in 

the first case the pron. of the qualified, and in the second 

the belonging of the qualified, like the rest of the eps. 

mentioned [145]. But it does not govern the direct obj., 
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. ....., . , ..... 
since it is i. q. the intrans. ",:".;,X.i./O or y,-u [142]. 

And, from its want of resembla.nce to t.he v. in form, it 

governs only the pa.rticularizer of that vague substance, 
".. I • .' .. wh~ther an explicit n., as in I)~ I.$~ ~) ; or a proo., . .,.. ,.... . .... 

as in ~ ~): and nothmg else, except the ad v., for 

[governing] which a tinge of the v. is sufficient [64, 498], 
* __ f' I .. ' __ f' • 

as ,~t ~;i U' I am always 'related to lIuratsh; or the 

d. B., which resembles it [75] : 'Imrin Ibn I.Iittin says 
,." c."J .... ' ". Ct.... ...., .... ,.,........ ....; ",., 

~U~ 4~ ~ ~1, • ~ ,~ ~'j t~l '.:J~ l..t~ 
(R)' One day (I an:;) an inhabitant of AlYar::an [311] 

when I meet a man of Yaman ; and, if I meet a descendant 
I , ..... 

of Ma'add, I am a descendant of 'Adniln, O1·ig. ~U~ 

(MAR). The relation produces [three (A)] alterations 

(M, A) in the [rel. (IY)] n. (M), (1) in form, vid. [three 

things (A),] (a) the addition of the double 1.$ [of relation 

(IY)] at the end of the rel. n. ; (b) the Kasr of the letter 

before the 1.$; (c) the transfer 9f the inflection to the 1.5 

[309] (IY, A): (2) in sense, vid. the n.'s becoming 

denotative of what it did not denote (A), i. e. the related; 

whereas, before that, it denoted the related (0 (Sn) : (3) 
in predicament, vid. the n. 's [being treated like the assi

milate ep. in its invariably (A)] governing in the nom. 
the pron. or explicit n. [above] (IY, A). And in some 

f/.8. one or more alterations are added to these (A). The 

alterations are of two kinds, regular, universal in thai!: 
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language; and irregular (M). The alterations entailed by 

the \5 of relation on the n. related to are (I) common to all 

ns., vid. Kasr of the letter before the \5 , for affinity to it : 

(2) peculiar to some, vid. (a) elision of a letter [below], 

like the elision of (a) the i of femininization and the 

signs of the duo and the two [sound] pls. [295] ; (b) the 
J,.,. "0,, ft, 0 .... ' 

\5 of i..4d and i..4.U [297], and of J+.aJ and ~ when , , 
unsound in the J [299]: (b) conversion of a letter, as in 
! ..... £I...... II ...... 
\5~ and J,$~) [300], and in I.5r [301] :.(c) restoration 

of the elided letter, as in ~,;; [306] : (d) substitution of ,. 
. ." I .,,,, one vowel for another, as III 1.5~ and 1.5~ [296] : (e) 

... .. . a Yt.... ~ 1_ .... 
addition of (a) aconsonant, as in ~[306J and ";'':1 [300, 

• I,,,,, S ", 
306]; (b) a vowel, as III 1.5,~and·l.5~ [302]: (f) transfer 

... ... e ., 
from one formation to another, as in 1.5~ from 

"" • ' , . • '. !."., " • . 
~l.-A [310]: (g) ehslOn of a word, as III 1.5"~ from ,~~ 

0 ..... .00 

~, [306, 308, 309] (R). On account of this 1.5 ail( .. 
things are elided at tho end, (1) the double 1.$ occurring 

after three or more letters, whether both the 1.$ s be aug., 
II., II... Ii., II" 

as in ~r and ~u., rel. ns. ~r and ~Li [303]; or 
II 0" 

one of them be aug., and the other roo., as in ~~, orig. 

~;;, ret n. ~; [303]: (2) the Ii of femininization, as 
'...... I ...... 
aM rel. n. ~ [295]: (3) the' , if it be (a.) after four or 

more [letters], which occurs in the case of (a) the, of 
168 
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, ,,' . 
femininization, as I$)~ [300] ; (b) the t of coordinat~on, 

fJ·........ . 
as ~~ [253, 300,397]; (c) the' converted from a roo., 

.;."" 0' 
as ~ih 4P [300]: (b) fourth, when the second [letter] of its 

word is mobile, which occurs only in the case of the" of 

femininization, as IS;; [300]: (4) the defective 1$ after 
,., .,0, 

four or more [letters], as ~ and J.a.x-.o [301]: (5-6) 
~ ~ 

the sign of the duo and the sign of the sound pl. masc., 
"...... ...., 0"" 

as ~t~~ and """~~ ,when proper names inflected with 

consonants, rel. n. ;~5 [295]. And in the penultimate 

also six things are elided, vid. (1) the 1$ pronounced with 

Kasr, and having another 1$ incorporated into it, as ~~ .. 
G ..... I ... I 0 .. 

and ~,rel. ns. ~ and ~ [298] by elision of the 
!.( ~ "" fi,,,, 

second 1.$: (2) the 1$ of~, as ~ and i;~ ~ [297]: , .... ,. . 

(3) the 1$ of ii!~;';, as i;;i; and ii;; [297]: (4) the, 
J, " " , 0 .... 

of iJ,u, as i"~ [297]: (5) the 1$ of J.~ unsound in the 
I ... I ... • .... , 

J, as..sif and ~ [299]: (b) the \$ of ~ unsound in 
I .. , 

the J, as ~ [299] (Aud). These are the regular 

altera.tions; and, as for the anoma.lous, they will be de

scribed in their places (R). [Z followed by] IH puts the 

regular ·alterations first [295-310] ; and, after finishing 
them, points out the irregular ones [311] (Jrb). 

§ 295. You elide (1) the i of femininization (SH, 

1M), as il:' Makka, rel. n. ~ [294] (lA, A), and i;»Li 
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I ~ -

Fatima, rel. n. ~l.; (A), unrestrictedly (SH), 
~~ 

. 
1. c., 

whether'the n. containing the iI be a proper name, like 
, Ii "'" ,.". J...... 0,., 
~ and lU~' AlKiifa, or not, like u~ [238, 263] and 
G ..... J .,w yellowness, contrary to the augments of the duo and 

[sound] pl., which are sometimes not elided in the proper 

name [below]; and whether the iI be in a proper flm., 
, Ii.... ' .... 0 ..... 

as in ~ 'Azza, or not, as in ir~ l!am"(,a; and whether 

it be after the' in the pl, fem., as ill ~w.:; [below], or 
~ 

not (R): (2) the sign (1M), [i. e.,] the augment (SH), 

of the du,., [vid. the' and ~, and the 1.5 and ~ (R),] and 

of the [sound (1M, R, J rb)] pl. (SH, 1M) masc. [294) 

or fem. (Sn), vid. the, and ~, the 1.5 and ~, and the' 
,OJ "'0, 9,'" 

and I;J (R), as ~~, ~~, and I;J~~AI [above], 
I: 0 J .... 

rel. n. ~ (A), except when [the du,. or sound pl. 

masc. is] a proper name injl: with vowels (9H). The iI 

of femininization is elided (1) in order that two ii s [of 

femininization (A), ono before, and the other after, the 

~ (R),] may not be combined in the fern. 'j·el. n. [265] 

(R, A), as ~ (Sn); and then its elision is extended 
~ 

Ii ,9, ~ . 
to the masc . . 'j·cl. n., as ~/~) (R) : (2) In order that 

its retention ma~ not condu~e to the occurrence of the iI 

of femininization as a medial (Sn) : (3) as is said, because 

the 1.5 is sometimes like the i in importing unity and 

intensit·eness, and in having no meaning [294]; so that, 

if the iI were not elided, two 1.5 s or two is s would, as it 
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~ere, be combined; but, according to this reasoning, I;.J' 
or i;:.2 ~~ ought not to be said, since this also combines 

... 9 o~ It 0 

them. The I;) in~' and ~ [307], though not for 
.-

femininization [263, 689], as is proved by the triptote 
S flf,. 0 • 

declension of ~, and ~ when used as names, is elided 

because of the tinge of f~mininization in it [277] (R). 
I .- 0 .-

The saying of the theologians ~J~ from ~~ essencep 

I "', 8 ..... " 
Imbstance and the saying of the vulgar ~;,! ~ from ~ 

.- .- .-

a successor, Kl~alifa are solecisms, the correct forms 
I " e "'" being IoSt'~ [307] and ~ [297] (Aud, A). As for the 

elision of the I.:J ' [the reason for] it is manife~t, because 

the I.:J indicates the completeness of the word [84], while 

the loS of relation is like one of its parts. The elision of 

the' , , ' Rnd loS mentioned is because they are inflections 

[16], and n~ inflection is in the middle; and also because,. 

if they were not elided, two equal signs would he com-
.. ,0, .... ",., 

bined in such as I.:J~~ and I.:J~~' and the 
.-

or; ,., 

signs of the duo and pl. in such as I.:,)~~ and 
.- .- .-

, t. .. ., 
1.:Jr.:!~ , so that the word would contain two inflec-

o , 0 , 

tions. The' and '=-' in such as I.::.JL.J..-O are elided, be-
". 

cause, since both together import femininization, as they 

import plU1'alization [234], the retention of both would 

entail a combination of two i s in such ~ ~G;; [from 

;"u; below]; while neither of them is retainable or 
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removable separately from the other, because they are 
G 11" ~ _ " '" 

like one sign. You 8I\y ,=-,uk 'Anilt, reL n. l5~k' ~nd 
;0 

[13, 1 n. (R) tfatb ) 

[296] (KF, LL). The predicament of such [dus. and 

sound pls., mase. or !em.,] as are used as names, [inJl. 
~ccordiHS the imitabH~, e., as 

(Sn),) is similar [to that of the duo 

and pl., ~vhen not used as names, In elision of the SIgn 
;0 

rrstorati~n the )Sn)], rf~ 
! 0 .,.", 

~, I::JU~ rel. n. <s!~ (A). 
you make the duo and the pl. with the, and I,:) proper 

then, you their as was, 
~ In ~, ilie 

remains, for which reason, when you name a man ~,~ .. 
"., ,.,. 11""0 

rf~ , Sou may not I.:.}u,~ I,:)~'J "",P' :nor 
0' y, 0' 

anS H,g~: if you therH with 
vowefs, makin~~ th; I,;) after the' in the du., and after 

the ..s [236] in tho pl., the seat of inflection, the' and 

are n{)) HSectionai, does impo, t 
, ,", 

pl~teness of the word, but the word is like I,:)~ and 

~ ; so that their rel. ns. must be formed without 
.". ,. 11 • 

"H"""" of as [311 ] ~l'''' ~ 
2 ~ . , 

(R). And therefore ..sr ~ [from I,:)'r";o~ (Jrb)] and 
tiI·~ ,... , .~ 

~:l~ [from ~~~ (Jrb)] occur (SH), ~r '~ [with 

19111Z8d Dy , S L "-
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Fat~, and sometimes Kasr, of its second (MI)] being 

a proper name [of a city one day's journey from Aleppo 

(MI)], diptote because a fem. proper name [exceeding 

three letters] (Jrb). When the [sound] pl. masc. is a 
, , I 

name, then those who treat it like ~,~ [in inseparability 

of the, and in diptote declension because of the quality 
9 ,., 

of proper name and quasi-foreignness (Sn)], or like '.;)r.~ 

[in inseparability of the, and in triptote declension (Sn)], 

or make the, and the Fath of the ~ inseparable from it 

[by imitation of its o. f. in t,he nom. case (Sn )], say 
II , ., '" , ., 
~,....L-o from '.;),...L-.o when a name (A). F declines 

'" .. .. 
, , 0" . 

'-=',~ as a diptote because of determination and [virtual 

(Sn)] foreignness, [which is termed quasi-foreignness 
. , J ..... 

(Sn ),] holding that '.;),~ and similar proper names 

augmentecl at their ends by a , and ~ following a :pam

ma, but not denoting plurality, are llot found in native 

Arab usage, but in usage really or virtually foreign; so 

that they are co-ordinated with what is declined as 

a diptote because of determination and pure foreignness 
'" , ,. " 

(A on the diptote). As for such as '.;)~. and '.;),1' 
[234], when not proper names, they must be restored to 

the sing., when their rel. ns. are to be formed, whether 

the'.;) be made the seat of inflection 'or not [310] (R). 
G , .... , •• 

As for [such as (Aud» ~'J+3 ,[where the second IS mobile, 

and the' fourth (S~), if it remain a pl., then (Aud)] the 

rel. n., [being formed from its sing. (Aud),] is ~;; with 
'" 
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quiescence [240, 310] (Aud, A) of the r (Sn) : but, ifit be 
a [proper (Aud)] name, then [those who inflect it like 

its o. f., the perf. pl. fem., elide the' and 1;.), saying 

~; with quiescence of the r' as is necessarily implied 
... 

by A's previous saying" The predicament of such as 

are used as names, etc."; while (Sn)] those who make it 

diptote [17] treat its ~ like the ii of i1.; [above], and its 
""" It " 'like the' of ~~ [300], eliding both, and saying ~rl 

" 9 ,,, ..,. 

with Fat1;l. As for such as I;.)~, [where the second 

is quiescent, and the' fourth (Sn),] conversion [with or 
e ,.... I ...... 

without separation by the " as ~,~ or ~~ 
I • , ~ " 

(Sn),] and elision, [as ~, ] are allowable in its " be· 
.... , 

cause it is like the' of ~ [300] (Aud, A); but elision 
is preferable: and there is no difference between the 

o ,v , 8 ,.0 

ep., as· I;.)~ ; and the substantive, as \::.J'J.,.UO, rel. 
I ... • II .... ". ... 

n. [ ~,'J.,.UO or] ~,J.,.UO or ~J.,.UO (Sn). But in the' of 
iII'" ." ,." 

0'.' 8,,., 
such as \::.J~ and I;.)u'?!i- ' [where the' is fifth or up· 

wards, whether it be pl. of a substantive or of an ep. 

(Sn),J only elision is allowable (Aud, A). And the 

predica.ment of what is co-ordinated with the duo and ... 
Bound pl. [rnase. or fem.] is the same as theirs, aB ~W, 

... .. 
II. I ...... 

[16,306,313], rel. n. ~ or ~,..u, [by restoration to the 
...... " 

• • 0" ..... 

assumed sing ~~, orig. ,;.s, when \;1l.iS~ is not used as a 

name, or is used as a name injl. according. to the dial. 
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f · . d ! W'· I :.~ • d o ImItation, an ~.~ when \.;1w'!. IS use as a name not 

infl. according to the dial. of imitation, but treated like 
, .......... 9..... , ,0 ! • 
~,~ or ~'->r, (Sn)]; and ~,~ [234], rel. n. '.$r-: 
, e 0 I' 0 u ..... "'I ~ 

[or I$~t~·; or ~'r; (So)]; and ~'j" (17J, ,rel. n. ~" 
(A). 

§ 296. The e pronounced with Kasr in the [n. (IY)] 

related .. to must be pronounced with Fatl) in the rei. n., 

when the related to is of three letters, [whether the \oJ .. , 
be pronounced with Fatl}, Kasr, or J;>amm (A),] as ~ 

leopard, rel. n. ~? (IY, R, A), and.s;!:;. red a7~n1.one, . I 
, I ... , o. !, 0' 

rel. n. 1$;; Q. [294] (IY) ; ~1 [257], 'rei. n. ~1; and~.) 
~ I ., , , .... , 

jackal, weasel, rei. n. ~.J~ (IY, R, A). They say ~lht.QJf 
The J!.abi!s, [who are the Banu-UJarith Ibn 'Amr Ibn 

iii " Tamlm (Mb ),] 'rd. n. I$~~~ (S, Mb). For, if the e were 
not pronounced with Fath, the whole, or most, of the 

letters of the word fl>rmed for lightness, i. e., the unaug

mented tril., would become extremely heavy, because 

of the succession of likes, vid. the Kasras and the '.$ , 

.. ~e 1 d' hi .. SInce In such as .1 not a etter., an In sue as '.$~ 
........ '."I; 

iii , ' 
and ~~ only the first letter, would be free from Kasra. 

(R). The neoessity, however, for Fatl} is disputed by 
some, who, as AH transmits, allow the Kasra of the 

e to remain: so says 8yt in the Ham' (Sn). Those 

who pronounce the ..J in such as ~ [11] with Kasr, , 
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by alliteration to the guttural e pronounced with Kallr, . , 
say in the rel. n. ~ with Kasr of th~ ~ and Fatb of , , 

I .. " • , 
the e (R). Both ~ and ~ are good (8). But 

~!~~ with Kasr of the ~ and e is [said by S to be (R)] 

anomalous (R, A); and perhaps is 80 pronounced in 
order that the cause of the Kasr of the VO, vid. the 
Kaar of the e, may remain unaltered (R). It is under-
ltood from 1M's confining himself to the [unaugmented] 
tril. that the n. whose final is preceded by a Kasra is not 

altered when it exceeds three [letters]. That includes 
o , • , 

what ia of (1) five letters, as ..;.~ [245, 401J; (2) 
.,J .... 

four mobile letters, as J~ [302] (A), with :pamm or 
Fatl;t of the r:: ' a place in 'tohich stone" are collected (8n) ; 

(3) four letterlJ, its second being quiescent, as ~ [4]. 

The two firlt are not altered ; but in the third there are 

two ways, in the better known of which it is not altered, 

while in the other its e is pronounced with It'atb. And 

Fatl;l, in addition to Kasr, has been heard in ~ 
It ,., ,., 

[below], ~ oA.S\o! [from y t4,Ai! a clan of J;Iimyar (LL)], '.. , . .;., . ,.. , ... 
and IS!fi (A) or ~t' [311] (Jh, KF), from '-'r. [or 
, .. ,-,i' (KF), the land of (LL)] AlMadina (Jh, K~", LL) • 

., 
but its regularity is disputed. Mb, IS, Rm, and those 

who agree with them hold that it is universal, [so that 
• ..... I ... 

you say ~,... with Fatb of the) from ~;;M west (Sn)]; 

169 
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but. aooording to Khl and S, it is anoma1ous. confined 

to hearsay (A). Mb allows Fatb. in addition to Kasr, 

as an universal rule in such as ~:lAJ [below], ;;ii . . ,., ~ 

and ~~ , . because the second is quiescent. and, the 

quiescent bE)inglike the dead and non-existent [3011. the 

n. is co-ordinated with the [unaugmentedJ tril.; but the 
[oorrect] opinion is that of Khl, since Fath haa not been 

II ..... 
heard except in ~ [above] (R). 

§ 297. The t.$ of i.l!..l [294] is elided in the ra. n., .. 
J, , .;".' , 

as ~ Ifanifa, rel. n. ~ , and ~~ a writing, book, 

rel. n. ~ [3~0] (A). First the II of femininization 
is elided [295] (Aud, A), because it does not combine 

with the 1.$ of relation (Sn): then the 1.$ is elided (Aud, 
A), to distinguish the fem. from the masc. [299, 3021 . ... ..... .. 
as ~ orthodox, rel. n. ~. and '-':!-" noble, ret. n. 

~ , ., ~--

~; ; while they do not adopt the converse method, 
beCause, the i of femininization .being elid~ from the 

fem., the 1$ is elided in succession to it (Sn): and then 

the Kasra is converted into Fat\ta [296] (Aud, A), in 
order that two Kasras and the 1$ of relation may not 
tollow one another (Sn). As for [~~.:: (SH, A),] 

... .' \S~ , and ~ , they are anomalous [311] (SH, And. 

A), serving to direct !'ttention to the obsolete o. f. (A); . .., ..., . 
and more anomalous are ~~a and ~~ (SH, A) WIth 
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~mm [3111 (A), because, says IUK, what precedes is a 

reversion to an obsolete 0.1, while there is no reason for 

the :pamm (Sn). S co-ordinates il,d' [294] with ir!.~ 
(IY, R, A), eliding the', (IY, R), and pronouncing the· 

e with Fat!) (IY), regularly, universally tR), whether. 
" ,..... . ..... , ..... &J,u be sound in the J , as u,,. [246, 265, 269], rd. no . " . .., , 4S!" [with Fat~ of the) (Sn)]; or unsound, as I,~ . ,., 
[234, 246, 269], rel. n. \$'~ (A) wit\l Fatl) of the ~ 
(Sn): because he assimilates the, to the ~, on account 

of their equality in prolongation and in position after the 

e (R). The s of femininization is elided; then the, 'is 
elided; and then the Damma is converted into Fatb. 

(Aud). S's argument is [that the same heavineu is 

found in IJ,d as in ir.~; and (IY») that the Arab. 
, t , 

. say S.,.u. Skanu'a, [a tribe of AIYaman (Kh),] rel. no . " . " 
~ (IY,A). Acqording to Mb, however, ~ i. 

anomalous, not to be copied (IY, R, A); and you say 
• " !f" ." ~,u from every other &.I,u I as all say from J,u, 
whether it be sound [in the J], like j,L: Salal, or un

sound, like ~~ , since, by common consent, only !J.,.,.L: 
and ~;J..; lU'e said (A). He distinguishes between the .. 
,and ~ [and the llamma .nd Kasra in this cat. (R)1 

saying that, by common consent, the rel. n. of J~ is , 
, .', . ., ...... , ..... 

... ,~, while the rel. n. of ,~is ~,~ (299); and the , ~ 
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a,..,. • J, • 

fel. n. of r- [254] is I$;+-, while the 'rei. n. of 
... . .. .. .... . 

r,l is ..s~ [296] (IY, R): so that, SInce the :Vamma 
• .. 8' ... 

differs from the Kasra in r! and r- ' and the , from the 
I' Z;, ..,. ,." , .... 

..s in ..s~ and ,~ , the, in i.f,u must differ from the 
",. J""',, 

..s in ~ (IY); for how can i.f,u agree with L4~, 
.' '" • #I' j ' ... when J.u does not agree with ~ , nor ,... unsound in 

the J with J !.~ ? Thus S assimilates if,d' unrestrictedly, 

regularly, to i.l:..J in two things, elision of the soft letter, .. 
and Fatl,l of the e; while Mb restricts that to i.'; .:. 

I .... 
alone (R). S treats ~ as regular, though he heard 
no other instance, beca~se nothing to the contrary has 

been transmitted (A). The saying of Mb [here (R>] is 

sound (IY, R) in respect of analogy; but the saying 

of S is stronger in respect of hearsay, which is decisive in 

the field of controversy (IY). The..s of i r;;; [294] is 

I'd d . el , ...... , 7_.1. • • .. ' e 1 e In the r . n., as ~ "'fMc.alna, rel. n. ~ 
,,..,J • ..,., "." 

[281], ~" lIurai,a, rel. n. ~,., and ~". Mmaina, rel. 

11. ~~ (A). The i offemininization is [first (Aud)] elided 
.. J 

[295]; and then the 1$ (Aud, A), for the same reason as 
'... .. .... ' 

the ..s of ~ [above] (Sn). The saying ~j)) is ano-.... , , ..... , 
malous [311] (Aud, A); and ao is ~~ from ~.;a 
Khuzaina, one of the names of AIB~ra. The preceding 

'''' '" . • 1:~ "." rule that the rel. n. of ~ 18 ~, and of JL.4u is .. 
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I .-' 
~, has two conditions, absence of reduplication; , 
and soundness of the e ' when the J is sound. And in 

iJ';'; also, according to S's opinion, these two conditions 

are observed. They do not elide the \$ of i.4ai unsound , ., , 
in the e' when sound in the J, as [Ll.:!,.lo a tether and 

(Sn)] i.4,EJ AITawila, a tribe, [so in so~e of the MSS, 
.-

though I have not found it in the KF, where iL..,.w, is 
, .-

said to be a name for a particular meadow (Sn) in . .-
A~~ammin (MI, KF),] rel. n. ~,.», because, if they , , . ,.. . 
elided the rS, saying ~,.», it would be necessary to 

.- , ,., , 
convert, the, into' [684]. And i.4U is co-ordinated in 

! (~ , ,." • .;, 
that respect with ~ , as i;=!~ [282], rel. n. 1.Sp.~ , not 

~;; (A), though the foregoing reason does n:t apply 

here, because the unsound letter, when preceded by a 

letter pronounced with ::pamm, is not converted into' 

[684] (Sn). The proviso that the J should be sound il .. , . ." , 
meant to exclude loch lUI 1:2,.» Aea1·t, mlna and ~ .', .... ,' [281], rel. not. ~,,Jo and rS~ [302) (A), the unsound· 
ness of the e having no e'ft"ect when the J is unsound 

(Sn). And similarly they do not elide the 4$' when 
,,,, , "., , . ., , 
i.4Ai and L4ai are reduphcated, as ~ a she-camel , , .,." '. .' .. ,. and L4J.i a small J'U{J, rel. ~. ~ and ~, not 

~ and ~ , from dislike to [the heaviness in (Sn)] 
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the combination of two likes (A); while incorporation 

is impossible, because the measure of the first is j.;;, 
.', , ..... " 

and of the second is J.a.; [73~] (Sn). And iJ,u is like 
,,,. '. • • e..,.J, • • ..... 1, 

~ 10 what IS mentIOned, as &.I,,.. talkat'lrve and i),,.., 
. . " .' , . " . .. .. 

celibate, rel. m. ~,,.. and ~)'''''' not ~,.. and \$)~ , for 

the reasons mentioned (A), vid. necessity for conversion 

of the , into , in ~;, and dislike to the combination of 

two likes in ~)~ (Sn). , 

§ 298. When the sound final letter is preceded by " 

double ~ pronounced with Kasr, then, whatever be the 
........ . -, .. " 

forma.tion of the n., whether ~, lIke [ ~ and] ~ 
..... ..... . , 

[251], or j~i;, like ~;~ [and ~~;], or j~;;f, like 

~~j [279], or J~;;, like ;~:.:. [281, 282], or anything 

else (R), the second ~ [pronounced with Kasr (R)] is 

[necessarily (R)] elided, [when the ~ of relation is affixed 
• ., • ., I ." 8." 

(R),] as r.$~ and ~!., and as~ .. from [ ~ act. 
'., .. , .. "., 

part. of (R)] ~ (SH) in ~, ~ Lot~ drove him 
distracted (R), from dislike to [the heaviness produced 

by the combination otj two Kasras and four 4$ B (Jrb). 

You say ~ -; :! [above], ;';;":' , [and J~: J (8), diml. of ~ , 
;~ (IY), and ~t' a .ack or fodckr-bag,],.el, "B. J~t . ." . ." .... [below], r.$~ (8, M), and r.$~ (S); and ~ [251], 

•• J' 
reI. n. ~ [29.] (IY). One of the two r.$ s of relatiOD.. 
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may not be elided, because both together _re a sign; 

nor may the Kasra of the preceding letter be abandoned, 

because that letter is invariably pronounced with Kasr ; 

nor may the quiescent 15 be elided [below], lest there 

remain a 15 pronounced with Kasr, followed by a letter 

pronounced with Kur, followed by a double 15, for 

that would be much .harder to articulate than the two 

double 15 s: so that nothing is left but elision of 
the 15 pronounced with Kasr. If the final Jetter I.e 
uDsound, as in ~f [281], its predicament will be 
explained [301] (R). And, if the 15 [before the final letter 

8 ., 

(R)] be [single, as in ~ suckling during coition or .. 
pregnancy, or double, but (A)] pronounced with. )'at~ . . ..... , ...... , 
(R, A), as In the pass. parts. ~ and I"*¥ (R), [and] .. " 
as in ~ [384], or be separated from the final letter, 

as in ~~¥ dim. of ~,~ 1Jery thirsty, j;;! from;~ 
8.,' e." 

thirBua (A), or of r:+' or ~ [below] (Sn), it is no. . ., ..... 
elided in the reI. n. (R, A); but you say ~ , [ ~ ..... , . ...... . .... , 
and ~ and] I$~!:.' and ~ (A), because there 

is no heavinesa (R, A). But ~t' is anomalous [311] 

(lYon § 31.1, SH)! orig. ~i' ' the 1$ [pronounced with 

Kaar (R)] being elided (IY, R), as in ~.:t rei. n. ;~ 
[above] (Iy), according to rule; 80 that it becomes !!;..;, 
like ~!;;, with a quieec8nt 1$ (R): and the 1$ being then 
ooaveried into , (IY, R), irregularly [684], for the ub 
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of alleviation, from frequency of usage (R), as in idr, 
, "'" ..... 

which, according to S, i. i.ld [723] (IY).· Or the ano-

maly may oonailt in elision of the quiescent 4$ [above], 
the 15 that il an e being then converted into , , accordiog 

to rwe, bec&u.. mobile, and preceded by & letter 
pronounced with 1!'atl.t [68'] (R). If, however, ~;f·· . .,..." ,., , 
be cl,m. of r~ , [an (JOt. p~rt~ (H) from &- dozed, 
then~ says Z (IY, R), who is followed by IH (R), 

only (M, R)] ~W is said, by putting [the 1$ as a 
(R)] compensation [284] (M, SH) for the elided, [288], 

because, if you allowed the rei. n. to be formed from that 

[dim.] which does not contain the 15 of compensation, 
e • ." ,., 

but is [~ ] in the shape of the act. p~rt. of ~ , then, 
if you elided nothing from it, the heaviness mentioned 

would be produced; while, if you elided [the second 1$ , 

saying ~ ], the rei. n. of this dim. would be confound-..... 
ed with ;the reI. n. of the act. part. of ~ [above]; 80 

• w.,.., 
that you must keep to [the dim. ~ with] the 15 of 
.compensation, in order that the two double 1$ 8, being 
separated by two letters, the quiescent 15 [of compeD8&

tion] and the r ' may be farther apart than when separa
ted by one letter, and thus the combination of two 

double 15 s in one word may not be deemed so heavy. 

And similarly, according to their opinion, ought the rd. 
. e." .... , 

n. of the d,m. of ~ act. part. of ~ to be formed, 
i. e.. with the 15 of com:pelllation. This ,that we have 

I 
I 
I 
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9. " , 0", .... , • 

mentioned on the dim. of r~ and ~ , vld. that one of 

the two likes is elided, is the opinion of S on the dim. of 

~;,; [283] (R). But, [according to Mb (R),] the dim . 
...... , Ow."J •• " 

of ~ [or ~ (R)] ought to be [only (R)] ~ (IY, 
......... • w,' ... " 

R), as the dim. of ~,.Ju is only '" t~ (R), like ~J.f .. , . 
dim. of I.:J~~ d·regs of oil, because the second , [or ~], 

being fourth, is not elided [283] (IY) ; and, according 
o ... J 

to his opinion, in the -rel. n. formed from the dim. of r1+-.. 
• w .... , • 

01' ~, It is not necessary to put [the 1$ as] a compen-
sation for the elided, because he elides nothing (R) : so 

II ..... , 
that [here also (R)] the -rei. n. is [only, (R)] ~ (IY, 

.. R), like ~~~ (IY); but the 1$ is not a compe:nsation .. 

A nd, though the opinion of S, as to the elision of one of 
OIG, .,. 

the two, s in [the dim. of] such as ~"u , is what we 
have mentioned, still he does not say here that the ·rei. 

n. of the dim. is always formed with [the 1$ of] compen

sation, as Z mentions: but says that, when you form the .. ,' 
rel. n. of ~ , which contains a quiescent 1$ after the 
double 1$ , you elide nothing from it, because, says he, if 

we elide the 1$ that is before the r' there remains ~, , 
in the rei. fl.. of which one of the two 1$ s must be elided; 

o .,J . • II,., &." 
so that ~ reDl:a~ns, like ~~ f1'om ~ ; and, since 

the word becomes mutilated by the elision of two \$ S 

from it) they prefer to do that which will not necessitate 
110 
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an elision of two thing!;, i. e., to retain tlie 1.5 that is a 

letter of prolongation, in order that by it and the r the 

two double 1.5 S ll1a.y be kept f~lrther apart. And here 

the opinion of S ma.y be the same as (1) the opinion of 

lIb, vid. that the 'rel. n. is always [formed] with [a letter 

of] prolongation, since nothing is elided from the word; 

and in that case the 1.5 in ~~ is not for compensation: 
6" .... .,.. 

or (2) his own opinion on I,)~, vid. that one of the two 

likes is elided, with or without compensation; but that, 

ill the rei. 1i. of that [cll:m.] which contains the 1.5 of 

compensation, you elide nothing, from fear of mutilating 

the word by elision of two 1.5 s; while, in the rei. n. of 

that di'fn. which doel::! not contain the 1.5 of compensation, 
I • .. , 

you elide the 1.5 pronounced with Kasr, saying ~ , as 
...... 

in the rei. n. of the act. l)(£rt. of ~ , and in the 'rel. n. 

of~ , since there is no mutilation here, and the ambi-.. 
guity is not heeded. And the second of the two alterna-

ti ves is preferable, in order that the doctrine of Shere .5 ........ 
Illay not be altogether contrary to his doctrine on 1,),Ju ; 
but it is contrary to what Z and IH mention (R). The 

language of 1M "And the third of such as," [meaning 

"And such as the third of" (8n),] "~ is· elided" is I 

. . . -.... ' 
unrestrICted enough to include (1) such as ~~ dim. of 
0,., I ..... , 
J'~ (£ fJa/~clle, ret. n. ~~, which is unequivocally in· 
eluded by many, though [A a.':;I)Cl'ts that] S uses 0111y the-
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G"~ 

1Io11-dim. in his ('.ri~.: (2) ,.~, hrll'il1.? II~ 1I'I/l', or n() !IUS. 

band, 1'('/. n. ~i, which is necessarily implied by the 

unrestricted ness of the language held by S and the GG ; 
Ow. 9 ~. 

but Sf says " You say M.' 1~e!. n. ~, ,because, if you 

elided the mobile 1.5 , there would remain nothing to indi

cate it" (A), so that;';' would be 'confounded with the l·et. 0-. ,,_ 
n. of j":!' inf. n. of r' had no 1V~fe (Sn). 

n, GO .... , 

§. 299. They co-ordinate ~ and ~, when un-
".,. ' .... 0 ... ' 

sound in the J [below], with ~ and i.4U [297] (I~f) 
~ , 

in [the necessity for (IA)] eHsion of the [aug. (SIl)] 1.5 ' 

'and pronunciation of the e with Fatl), [ifit be pronounced 
Ii ... Ii ... , 

with KU8r (A),J as 1.5~ 'Adi and ~ lIu~a!J!j, 1·el. n.~. 
:: ".", !i" , , c; .,.. ,;;; ... f.. 
1.5,1.4 and 1.5~, like [~ Ghaniyrt and (A)] iJ4.o' C'mayya, 

" , , . 
! .,,. a .... " .... " 

'I·el. n. [1.5~ and (A)] 1.5,..,' (lA, A). The first 1.5 [in ~ 
~... '" 

50 " 5 , 

and ~] is elided; then the Kasra [in ~ ] is convert· 

ed into }'at~a [296]; then the second 1.5 is converted into 

, [684J ; and then the' is converted into, [300] : so that 

you say ~~ and ~~ (Aud). The elisioll.mul alteration 
... ... 

occur because of the number of 1.5 s: for, four 1$ s being 
s" ~ ... , 

combined in [the 'I·e7. n. of'] ~1.4 [and ~], they deem 
'" . 

that heavy; and therefore elide one of the 1.5 s, and 

convert the second into, , ill ordf'r to lighten the expres

sion by variety, hl'cnus(' what i~ deelUed heavy, accordillg 
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to them, is the combination of homogeneous things (IY). 

The language of 1M a!Jpears to imply that the co-ordina

tion is necessary; a'ld that is expressly stated by him in 
the ~ifiya, and by his son [BD, and by IA] also. Buil 
some mention two ways, elision, as exemplified; and . 

. I. " , I." 
retention, as ~ and ~~ [below) (A). Y asserts that 

I .. ,' 
(8)~' [301, 302] is said (S, M, SH) by some of the 

Arabs (S, :M:), the first 1.5 being retained, because there 

is little heaviness, on account of the Fat~a before it (R); 
I "" 1- , 

contrary to 1.5~ (SH), where [IH says that (R)] ~ 
". ~ 

does not occur (R, Jrb), on account of the Kasta (Jrb); 

whereas, according to what Y'transmits,_ ~:~ is some

times said (R). And [Sf says that (R)];~ [above] 

is said (8, R) by some (R). But!.;~ is heavier [than ... ,,' 
~, (R)], on account of the Kasra (S, R, A) of the 0) 

(A) in it (R). And the language of 1M comprises such 

as ;.:;-dim. of J~ a 'UJ1'apper [281], on which there are 
two opinions,' some saying that retention is necessary, 

I .. " , 
[which is th~ preferable opinion (Sn),] as ~with two 
double 1.5 s, [because, says AR, the 1.5 of the _ dim. may 

not be elided, since it denotes a meaning, which remains; 

nor the last 1.5 , because that would entail mobilization of . ' . 
the 1.5 of the dim, (Sn)]: while some allow ..sr5' (A), 
eliding the 1$ of the d,:m., and converting the second into 

" and then the' int.o , ; but ihiA is weak (Sn). S says 
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that some of the Arabs say ~,.;r [311] with Fat\1 of the 
, 

"Ii ... ' Hamza, as ,,·el. n. of ~', 1\8 though, says he, they 
restored it to its non-dim., from desire of ]jghtness (R) ; 

I .... 
but 15t" is anomalous (8H), the regular form being with 

• ....., OG, • 

:pamm (Jrb). And 15,.su from ~ a greetmg [301] is , ... 

I " OG ., 

treated like 15~ (8H), because, though ~ is orig. 
... ' ' .......... 

i.la.u [338J, still, since by incorporation it becomes like , 

il!..J in vowels and quiescences, and therefore shares , 

with such as ~ and ~~ in the cause for elision of the 

[first] 15 in the rd. n.,. and for conversion of the [second] 
15 into , ' its first 15 is elided, and its second converted 
into " because it shares with them in the cause, though 
it differs from them in measure, and in the quiescent I$'S 

I I 1 
being an e (R). The.,,'el. ns. of ~':;! ' [15~ breasts (8), . . " 
and ~, when proper names (R),] are 15~ (8, R), , , , 
• " I " . 
I$'~ (8), and 15~' the \oJ bemg pronounced with , , 
:{>amm, because it is orig. with :pamm, and is pronounced 
with Kasr only for alliteration to the Kasra of the e ; so 
that, when the e is pronounced with Fat1}. in the rel. n. 

[296], the u returns to its o. f. (R). If, however, ~ , .. , 
and ~ be sound in the J , nothing is elided from them, • 

• , I, a .... ' 
as J+.iA 'A.[cil, rel. n. 1;: 11... , and ~ 'U~'ail, rel. n. ,. ~ 

~;~ (lA, A). This is the opinioD of S, and is to be , . 
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understood from 1M's saying "when unsound in the 
J " [above]. But lIb holds elision to be allowable in the 

case of both [~ and j~;; (Sn)], the two ways, accord-
'" 

ing to him, being regular, by analogy to such instances . "'''' . '" , 
as have been heard, whence ~ [311], and ~ [311], 
I "" • '" , I «, I "" I .. , • 1S'!,s , ~~ , ~~ , cst}U , and ~ ; and Sf agrees WIth 

Mb, saying that elision in this case is not anomalous, and 
is very frequent in the dial. of AII;Iijiz. Mb's putting 
8, 0.', 
~ and ~ on an equality, however, is said not to be , 

II·' ~ good, since elision has been often heard in ~ , but in 
.'. . ' J+.a.i only In the case of ~ [311] (A). The rel. n. of , , 

[J;;, as (M, R)];~ [and ~,L; (R),] is [~,d, as (V, 

R)] ;,~ [297] (M, SH) and~,.L: (R), by common 
, ' 

consent (SH), no distinction being made between the 
unsound and sound in the J , and th~ ,not being elided 
from either of them (R). 

§ 300. The final of the n. is (1) an , [below] ; (2) a , 
[301,302, 305]; (3) a 1$ [301-303, 305]; (4) a Hamza 
preceded by an' [304] ; (5) a Hamza not so preceded; (6) 
some other letter. The last two kinds are not altered 
on account of the 1$ of relation. We shall now mention 
the [first] kind, whose final is an , [above] (R). The 
[final]' is [~cond,] third, fourth, fifth, or sixth (Jrb). 
If the' be second, then the word is either curtailed of . ." , , ,. 
its J , like [the pre. n. in] ~) u and JLA ,,) (16], when 

- -
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used as names, and like 8~ [260, i7~f, u!;3], whilt) there 

is no fourth; 01' constituted with no J, like IS [171], t,;, 

and j when used as names. If the I be third, it is either 
", ., --, 

('ou\4erted from the J, as in ~ and ~ [684, 719], 

which is more frequent; or 1·ad., as ill ;;:, [206] and ISl 
[204]. If it be fourth, it is (1) converted from the J, 

f/#." _0, , •• .,.CoI:., ,. ".. , •• 
as in [ ~, IS"]" ,] ~I, [ ~I, I5~I,] and ~I; 

". .:s .. tf 
(2) co-ordinative, as in ~)' and 15~~ [248, 272]; (3) 

denotative :of femininizatioll, as in j..;.::., [ ~; ,] and 

15;';'; [272, 359]; (4) ,·ad., as in if [598] and I$~ 
[501]. If fifth, it is (1) converted, as ill I$~ [727]; 

"" II,,. 
(2) co-ordinative, as in ~ [253, 395] ; (3) denotative 

, .. , 
of femininization, as in 15)~ [248, 378]. And, if sixth, 

• _0,0, 
it is (1) converted, as m 1$ ........... ; (2) co-ordinative, as in 

,,'0,.' ,.,. 
~l.l-.o, and in ~! [482, 483] when a proper llame; 

(3) denotativeoffemininization, as in 4.Y~[248, 272];(4) 

only for multiplication of the formation, as in 15;;:;; 
[272, 401, 497, 673]. The I Becond, (1) when curtailed 

of the J, (a) if replaceable by a sound letter before the 

formation of the rel. n., is converted into that letter in the 
., , I ' 

rel. n., as~) U when a proper name, ru. n. ~ [306]. , 
by elision of the post. [309], the I being here converted . 

into ,., because you never affix this 15 to a n. except 

when the n. is capable of standing by itself, and being 
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. .. , 
'nfl., without the ~ [301]; while the l·el. n: of ';:\'~ ,. ., 
[806] and ~) ~ [301], when proper names, is similar: 
(b) if not replaceable by a sound letter, has the J restored, 

" ., I,., 
as Jl,;t ,~ , when used as a name, and iU., rel. 1l-1. ~,,~ .. .. 

:t .. -. ' , 
and ~ [306]; whIle the rel. n. of fo,~ [306] and 

~ ~:> [301], when used as names, is similar: (2) when .. .. 
constituted with no J , has its like added to it [306], 

because the n. that the ~ of relation is affixed to must, 

as we said, be capable of being infl. without the ~ ; and, 

when you add an' to it, then, two's being combined, 

the second of them is converted into Hamza [683], as 

~S, ~t,;, and ~'Y[294], not into" as in';'; rel. n. 
! , .. 
~~) [below], because the occurrence of the Hamza as a 

final after the' is more frequent than that of the, [306]. 

Thus ~t,; [306] in the saYing .~ .. i;.st; 'he quiddity .. .. 
of the thing is related to the L:o used as an inte'l'rog. 

about the essence o/the tMng [180]; while he that says 
• Gi , • 

~L. converts the Hamza. mto I , because they approxi-.. 
mate one to the other. And the state of the, and ~ 

when second, having no third, is exactly like that of the 
·f .... • , , , as ,., , rel. n. ~iJ [306] ;. and ~ [301], rel. n. ~~ [306], 

. .. ." ... 
ong. ~, but treated like the rel. n. of ~ [302] (R). 
The' third is converted into, (IY, R, Jrb), unrestrict

edly (R), whether it be [converted (Jrb)] from a" as in 
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"., I .. ,.' _, ... 

l...aA G ,taff (IY, Jrb), rel. n. ~~ [294], and l,i.,I G 

certain weight, rel. n. ~,z' (1 Y) ; or from a ~ , as in , ." . ", 
~) G mill or mill-atone (IY, Jrb), rel. n. ~~) [294], -, . ~, " 
and ~ a youth, rel. n. ~,:u ; [or be roo., as in ~ and 

, "1 " • , 1.>1 when used as names, rel. nB. ~~ and ~,~1] (IY). 

They call hlm that carries the i,;~ inkhorn ~;;, which 
is a hideous solecism, and a sheer blunder, [such as does 

not proceed from many of the vulgar, much le88 from 

the distinguished (CD),] the proper way being to say 
~,;~, because, the i of femininization being elided [295], : 

, . 

the no remains in the form of f;~, commensurable with 

the abbreviated tril.; so that, its' being converted into, ' 
I • I 

as in the abbreviated tril., ~,;~ is said, like ;; rel. n. 

~,ii [above] (D). The' is ~ot elided on account of the' .. , G,." ,., 
two quiescents, as it is in such asl..i.:!~ ~, the smart 

youth L 663], because, if it were elided, the preceding 

letter would retain its Fat~a as an indication of the 

elided' ; fer, when a letter is elided on account of a cause, 

Bot as forgotten, the vowel of the preceding letter remains 
. ,,- , 

unaltered, as in ",U and ~ [719] ; so that th~ rel. m. , 

--" "" ."" .......... ~ of \,.;.. [306] and ~ would be ~ and ~ with Fattt, 0 •• 

• . einee, if pronoul'lced with Kasr on account of the ~ , 

they would be mistaken for [the rel. m. of) words whose 

!. ~_~li~~ as forgotten, like ~~ a~d ~~ [306] #, 'and 1 

In 
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thus the fundamental rule, that the letter before the 1$ 

of relation should always be literally pronounced with 

Kasr for affinity to the ~, would be infringed. Nor is 

the' changed into Hamza, because the unsound letters 

are more akin one to another. Nor is it converted into 

~ ,from dislike to the combination of ~ 8 [301] (R). 

There is no difference in this case between the' Wh088 
ff/J' t.;" 

o.f. is" like the' of W derived from I:;.J~ I and the 
", ,." . 

t whose o. f. is 1$ , like the' of ~ derived froll!' ~ , 
their predicament here being contrary to their predicament 

,. ,." 
in the du", where the' is restored to its o. j, as l:J',u ,. 
and 1;11~ [229]. The difference between the two cases 
is that, the sign of dualization being single, 'and the 

letter before it being always pronounced with Fatl;1, the 

elements of heaviness are not combined in the du. word: 

whereas, the sign of relation being a double ~ that 

stands in the place of two ~ 8, and the letter before it 

being always pronounced with KasT, if the' were con

verted into ~ , the word would contain such a succession 
. of .Kafra and 1$ S that the pronunciation of it would be 

found too heavy (D). Nor is the, of such as ~~; . 
... 

converted into', notwithstanding its mobility and ita 
being preceded by a letter pronounced with Fat~, 

bAcause its vowel is accidental [684], since the 1$ of rela-. ' 

tion is not 80 completely attached as to be like part of 

'What precedes it (R). The' fourthJ (1) if cODverted or' 
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co-ordinative [or rod. (R)], is most [commonly and (R)] 

commendably converted into , (IY, R), not elided, 

because it is a rad., or a substitute for a rad., or co-
I ,., 

ordinated with a rad. (R) : you say 15~ [306, 307J, 
••• ! II' , .. 

~t')', [and 15~] (IY); and we have heard the Arabs 
• ,... , _. , ,.". , o*' 

say I5",A' from 4..c' A 'yd, [ Ju' from ~, impotence or 
~ .. 

J~.yf impotence (ID),] the Bauo. A'y~ being a clan of 
.. . I .... , •• 

the Arabs of Jarm; and you say 15,~, from 15~' [281] .. 
(8): (2) if for femininization, (a) [when the second letter 

is quiesceBt (IY),] is most commonly elided (IY, R), as 
• ., I ., 
~ [307] (IY) and ~~ (Jh), because, when the very 

sign [of femininization] has to be removed, it should 

rather be elided, in order that the pure aug. may be 

distinguished from the rad. or quasi-roo.: (b) when the 

second [letter] of the word is mobile, as in ~;.; [272, 
294, 306, 307], must be elided, [as shown below,] 

because the heaviness is augmented by the vowel. If 

the second [letter] of the word be quiescent, the' of 

femininization may be assimilated to the converted, co-
''0' .... , 

ordinative, or racl. " as 15~ [307] (R) and 15~~ .. .. 
(Jh); and to the prolonged' of femininization, another t 
being added before it, and the' of femininization being 

I ,., I ... , 

converted into " as 15'~ [307] and 15'~~' like . ;., , '" '-.:, 
\S,~ [804J (R). But, as for 15~ , [~, and the , ... 
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. • " I " 
lIke (IY),] you say ~~ (S, IY) and ~ (IY), not . "., .'-" 
~~, nor ~~~, because it is· heavy, on account of 
the sequence of vowels (9). And, as the' of femininiza

tion may ~ assimilated to the converted, co-ordinative, 

or rad. , in conversion, 80 the converted, co-ordina.

tive, or rad. , may be assimilated to the abbreviated' of 
I feminininization in elision, as ~ [306], ~;i, and 

~ ; and to the prolonged , of femininization, as ~,Lf.i: ~ . ,.. . ., - ' 
~,u,), [below], and 15'~ (R). [Aocording to Jrb,} 
the co-ordinative , is in' the predicament of the' of femi

nin,ization (Jrh); and 1M's treating the preponderance 

of conversion as peculiar to the rad. [below] gives rise 

to the notion that the co-ordinative' is like the' of 
femininization in the preponderance of elision: whereas 

he di&tinctly declares in the Kifiya and its Comm.entary 

that conversion in the co-ordinative' fourth is better 
than elision, as in the rad. [below] ; but mentions that 

elision in the co-ordinative f is more suitable than in the 

mel. [below], because the co-ordinative , is similar to the 
, of ~ in being aug. (A), and elision of the aug. is 

better than elision of the rad. (S). By" rod. " [above J 
he means "converted from a rad., or 1$", because the 

'is not rod., when unconverted, except in the p., [like 
the p. ~ (8n),] or quasi-p. (A), like- the n. ~ [1801 

(8n). 8 mentions only two methods, [conversion and 

elision,] in the co-ordinative' and the' converted from 
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a rad.: but AZ adds a third in the co-ordinative" vid . . ,.." .,.." 
separation by the , , as in ..s,~ and transmits ..s,llD;' 

,. ,. 

[above] ; while Sf allows it in the [ 'converted from a] 

rad., as ..s,~;; (A). The [abbreviated (A)] , fifth or 
,. ~ 

upwards is elided unrestrictedly (R, A), without dispute, 

because of the heaviness (R), whether the' be [convert-- . ,. ,. 
ed from a] rad., as in ~ It::..o4A [294] and ~ '-.10 [727], 

:£± , 1!P '" ~ 

'1d. , ..... ~ i::a.,g,,, [below] and ~~, or for femininiza-

tion, as in ..s} ~~ and ~~ [272], rel. ns. ;JI·~ and 

~~~; or co-ordinative, as m ~;;. [294, 397], rel. n. 
AM ., _ ","" II,,,,,,. 

;;',;=-; or multiplicative, as In ..syt-:-i [272, 401], rel. n. 
1Ft"",_"""" ','*" 
~).·!i (A). The saying of the vulgar \5~ is a 

13· .1,.0,· I 

mistake, the correct form bemg ~ [above] (Jrb). 

When, however, the' is fifth, converted [fr9m a roo,. 
(A)], and preceded by a double letter, [as in ;;.:, the 

. method of S and the majority is elision; and this is the 

metliod intelligible from tbe unreslricted language of 

1M, but (A)] trf3ats it like fOiilbh 
"s ..... 

r~s £81...0 (R, A), which 
ISfr , 

wes13k (A)" anli Hir id1313 i13 the f 
fifth o131y becailse the J is doubledg letter 

doubled with incorporation being virtuallb a sinble 
c,., , 

letterg the , is, as it were, fourth (A); so that ~, 
Jed! •• 

according to him3 is like ~f [above] (R). But [S 

--, 
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objects that (R), if so (8),J he ought to allow [conversion 

in the , of femininization also, when fifth, as (R) ~,J tc; 
iii .. 

from (8)J ~~ [288J (8, R), since it is allowable when 

the' is fourth' (R), as [~~ is allowable from (8)] .. 
~ (S, R) ; whereas neither Y nor any other allows 
this. Y, however, is not liable to that objection, because 

e.lision, being the general rule in the' of femininization, 
when fourth, is necessary in what is like the fourth; 

whereas in the converted" when fourth, conversion is 
dIe general rule (R). And [8 objects also that (R)J, 

t.... • .. 
if a/em. upon ~e measure of ~ [375] (8, R), '-'~, . , 

or the like (R), similarly incorporated (8), be used as a 

name for a man, it ought to be [declined by Y as a 

(8)J trip tote (8, R), because it is then like ;~[below] 
when used as a name for a rnase. (R), the incorporated 

being treated like a single letter (8); whereas no one 

says that (R). For, when a fem. bare of the i is used 

as a name for a mase. (R and A on the diptote), the 

condition [of diptote declension] prescribed for it is that 

it should exceed three [letters] (R). If tril., it is trip

tote unrestrictedly, [i. e., whether its medial be mobile 
or not, and whether it be foreign or not (8n),J contrary 

to the opinion of Fr and Th, who hold that it is diptote,. 

whether its medial be mobile, as in lni; or quiescent, .. 
as in ~~: and to the opinion of IKh on the mobile 
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in the medial. But, if it exceed three [letters], literally, 
J" ,.", • 

as in [ UUD and] t.>La-, or constructively, but quasi~ 

literally, [the elision being regular (Sn),] as in j;; 
[658] contracted from j~ the she-hyama by [elision of 

the Hamza after (Sn)] transfer [of its vowel, such elision 

being regular (Sn)J, it is diptote (A). Neither mobility 

of the medial nor foreignness avails, because the influence 

of the original femininization, being weak on account of 

its sign's being supplied, is removed by the masculiniza

tion supervening in the application to the proper name, 

except when the l>]ace of its sign is occupied by a letter, 

the pre-existing vowel [of the medial] not being a suffi~ 
I D.. D, D' 

cient equivalent; so that ilL. and )~ [18] are like d 
D , • 

and "',J , because, all bemg proper names of a maso., the 
8..... 8 , 

i is not supplied: and therefore ~ [above] and )~ are 
, ;.,. 

triptote, for want of the additional letter; while ~~ is 

diptote, because the ~ stands in the place of the i of 

~emininization [282] (R on the diptote). 

§ 301. The final J,5 is (1) second, [the word being] 
...... , 

(a) curtailed of the J , as in ~~ ~ and ~l... J,5~ when 

used as names [300]; (b) constituted with no J, like ~ 
. ... 

[300, 306] and ;t'[306J; (c) curtailed of its \oJ , like i; 4-
... 

[306] : (2) third, preceded by (a) a mobile, the vowel 

of which is always Kasra, as in I$~a-the blind and ~ 
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. .. , 
the 300· (b) a qUiescent, (a) a sound letter, as in ~ 

Oor'B':P ,. 

[302], ~) a charm or spell, and i.~~ [243J, (2) an', as 
'" ..... ", 

in ~? bz:z:nners nr and ~~ or ,z:tand~ 

ard [302, 305J· (c) a ~ incorporated into it, as in ;.r; 
II '" J ( ..., and ~ [802 : 3) fourth, preceded dy (8) a letter pro-

n4:))mced nftTith n asr, in 7)§7-,,!Liif ~i~11 thn 

raider: (b) a quiescent, (a) an', as in ~li- [2~6, 302, 

305J ; (b) a r..5 incorporated into it, as In ~ and ~ 
o a" 1.57,; [302, 661] (4] 

fifth, prnz:;ftTded by (a) a letter pronounced with Kasr, as 

in ~9f the competitor in shooting: (b) a quiescent, (a) 
!F". , 

an as 302, 68a] and \n~,. ]a72] ]b) 
." "I I 0", ~ , , 

~ S,'""n!'''''''At.j:!,'§ mto it, aftT m ~j= [3031" (cJ 
o ..... '*' 

something else, as is ~1 [302] upon the measure of 
• M ~. .... 

J..27fus~1 ISdti 'rhe, 1) [thiR 
..... ~ " 

being] ftTurt~jled nf the J. as ~~ and Jt .. ,,"yT 

[300] ; (b) constituted with no J, as in;,J [300] and ~: 
~ •• 0·"" ...... w"'" 

(2] third, (a) quwftT,snnt, In s,~ 
• It .... ·, ~ 

[302], , and i,~ ; (b) a letter pronounced with ::pamm, 
D" ,_. 5 ... ' ,. 

as In S'''- upon the paradigm ot.ir- [254] " (3) fourth, 

prn,sndeg quiz:;ftTcent, as :;ri;:;" ]266, 1'02, 1'1'5] 
.', ..... 

(b) a letter pronounced with :pamm, as in 8,s~[248]8nd 
..... ;&'1?,,/t 

~,s [381'] " (4) ilfth, precz:;iled by (a) quiz:;nz:;ent, In 
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..... •. Ibo,. . -
,~ Short and btg-bellied [802J and ,j*A [302, 722] : (b) 

, 9 ... , • " 
a. letter pronounced wIth :pamm, as in ii~ [390,675 

721]. tf the letter before the final 1.5 and, werQ pro-. 

nounced. with Fatb, they would be. converted into' [684, 

~19J; if the letter before the final, were pronounced 

with Kasr, the, would be converted into r.$ [685, 724]: 

and, if the letter before the final 1.5 in the n. were pro .. 

nounced with I;}amm, the :pamtn would be converted 

into Kasra (R). The final ~, thEm, is single or double' 

[303J; and, if singlet is preceded by a mobile or quies. 

cent. The final, also is single or double: but [in the 

declo n.] the single [not followed by the i] is always 

preceded by a quiescent, because, if preceded by a ietter 

pronounced with Fat~, it would be converted into,; 

while there Is no declo n. in the language whose final 

is a , preceded by a :{>amma or Kasra [721] (J rb). 

~very thing that we have mentioned, or shall mention, 

as to the predicaments of the ($ S a~d , s in the cat. of 

the rel. n., is as may be mentioned: and those 1.6 sand 

, s whose predicaments 'We do not mention are not alter

ed in the 'tel. n. from their state (R). That being so, 

let us now speak of the single final 1.5 preceded by a 

mobile. The vowel of that mobile [in the n.] is always 

Kasra, because, if it were Fat1)a, the \5 would be con

'\tetted into', which is not what we are dealing with; 

while there is no. n. in the language whose final is a IS 
172 
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preceded by a :pamma (Jrb). The [single (Jrb)] final 

~ preceded by a letter pronounced with Kasr is [second,] 

third, fourth, fifth, or sixth (M, Jrb). [For the predi

caments of th ~ second see §§ 300 and 306.] The [final 

~ (IY, 8H)] third [preceded by a Kasra (IY, SH), as 

in rf and e.t. (IY, J rb ),] is converted into , (H, SH) 

in the m." n. (J rb), from dislike to the [combination of 

(Jrb)] ~ s (R, Jrb) together with the vowel of the letter 

before the first of them (R) ; and the preceding letter is 
. I ,,, I ~., 

pronounced wIth Fatl} (SH), as I.S~ [294] and ~,..,..,. 

(M, SH), the Kasra being changed into Fat\ta (IY; R), 

as in ~ [296J (IY, Jrb), because of the heaviness of the 

succession of Kasras together with the ~ of relation 

(IY). The fourth, (1) [if the second letter of the n. be 
, 0' ,. 

quiescent (R), as in uili (IY, R), ~~ a wine-shop .. , 
(IY), and ~;. (IY, R) a man's name (IY),] is (a) elided, 

. ., . , ..... 
as ~f.J [282] (M, SH), ~~ (M), and ~". (IY), from 
dislike to the combination of the ~ 8 and the two Kasras 

• ... 12·, 
( J rb), the o. j., being ~l.i and ~?- (IY); and this 
is the better way (M, SH), according to [Khl and (R)) 

S (IY, R), because the converted orrad.', when fourth, 

may be elided [300J, notwithstanding its lightness; 80 that 

the ~, being heavy in itself and by reason of the Kasra 

before it, must be elided when the ~ of relation is attached 

. ." I" t9 It (R): (b) converted, as ~~f.J [303] (M, R), ~r~ 
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I ,., , . fill 

(M), and I$r~ (IY, R), such as \fu bemg treatedJike r:o 
(R), according to him that says ~ (IY, RY and ~J; 
. I , .. 

(IY), like 15,rl, vid. Mb, because the quiescent is like 
the dead and non-existent [296] (R): (a) the poet 

['Umira (IY), Al A 'sha. (AAz), Al Farazda\c according 

to Th, or an Arab of the desert according to others 
(MN),] says 

I :w y; ~,;t£jf'J~ ~~~ .. W :;;";S ~1 ~;.:.,~ ur, i;<; 
(8, M, A) And how shall we have (the enJoyment of) 
drinking, if we have not dirham,s at the t";'ntne'r's nor 

~, ,~...... "." 
money? (AAz, MN), in full W ..x.xJI #. (AAz), i. e . 

.. til". ' 4'""1~( ,... ~ ... 
'-tr""! .)J..Wf UJ ~ (MN) ; but 4S!~ is better, as says 
the poet ['Al\cama Ibn 'Abada (8)] 

, , 8111,,~, ".. ., I.;:';' ~o .... , ~,,.~ 
i.U~ u, ...... _.1.. -.. ~~, .. IS 

~.. . 1) ~ y ~"":!~U'" 
,-~ , , .......... " ,.1 ..... :1 .... 

A l~8 cup ofwine made from g'rapes, that he has laid 

'Up till it is old for some of its patrons, heady wine (8, 

IY) : (b) 1M appears to say that in such cases conversion 

is universal: but others mention that the conversion is, 

according to· S, one of the anomalous alterations in the 

rei. n. ; and it is said not to have been heard except in 
" this verse (A) : (2) if the second be mobile, as in ~t:! 

III .. 

[when used as a name], contracted from ~X:! [759], must 
be elided (R). And in other cases, [i. e. when fifth or 

sixth (R, Jrb),] the 1$ is [always (M)] elided, [without . ,.. . .... , 
dispute (R),] as '.5~ (M~ __ S_H) and ~:"';:.. ... (H, R, 
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J rb), since the', notwithstanding its lightness, must be 

elided in this position [300] (R). The rel. ns. [in the 
_~, OWl" 

cat. (SH)] of ~:Q..A [281], however, [which is orig. ~ 
...... .." 

(Jrb, SIl), act. part. of~ Mr. ~ (IY, Jrb, A),] are 
.,; I·" I,f,. 

[upon the model of (SH)] 15~ and ~, like 15,-' 
1"1''-

and ~, {299] (M, SR, A), because the final 15 [in 

~~;, being fifth (R),] is [necessarily (R)] elided, as in , 
I,·, Ill,' 
I.!i~ [above] (R, J~'b); SQ that ~ remains, which. 

b;ing like ;,.;,i [299), though the 15 [in the former] differs 

from the 1.5 [in the latter], is treated like ~,as we 
o fa .... _ ,. , a ..... ' 

said of ~ [299]. And~:Q..A is not like MofA ' because .. 
the ~ fifth being necessarily elided, two double 15 8 are 

combined [in the rel. n.], contrary to such as ;.;+: [298} 
: ! , , 

. (R). Jr says that 15~ is better, [because there it; no 
~ 

'" 1_ .... JL • 

succeSSIOn of ~ s (So)J; but Mb says that ~ [WIth. 
. the two double ~ s (R)] is better (R, A), because, says 

he, I do n,ot heap elision after elision upon . one word 

(Sn). FoW" ~ s are [allowed i;o be (Sn)] combined in. 
11*,' .• 
~ , becaus~ the fifst and th~rd are qUlescent (A). 

: And the pass. part. ~ is 1ike the act. in that; for 

the' fifth il!l elided according to rule (300], an,d then you 

do what ,ve have mentioned in the case of the act. part. 

(IY). When the [single final], QCcurs third or upwards, 
&,. ....... 

preceded by a letter pronounced with Darum, as in i,,,... 
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:F4nd 
., 

th:F4iel. the mm4t be 4;4mvcrtid 

into \S, and the' Damma into Kasra; so that the n. 

becomes libe ~ and \.JItj [above]. That is because you - .. 
:F41ide Ii the n. ;md, we 

[300], the \S of relation is like an independent n. [302, 

:W6] th;~t the befcwii it GlTght be i:?f b:F4hig 

independent and infl. [without it]· so that» on elision of 

the , the, precehed by a letter pronounced with :pamm 

m n. 2md therdzire »xnveit4:?d 
-o~ 

into r.$ , as in J;' [243, 685, 721]. Then, in t.he tril., the -
eel. is fonnedntth otthe [2961» zend (4)iiVer)iOn 

• a ,.". • I ""'-s 
of the \S Into, ' [as , lIke \S~ i : and» whOrL the 18 

'. • .... ,. o· 
fourth or upwards, as m Ii,-i~ and ii,~ l3991, you say 

.... .• 2 a ",,, 

. ....i~ imd liko ~L:s and £)ft· ~~i in 
\::',.1 ,. ". .., . ,.." 
tourt»h. soxo of tho Ambs sah \S~r§§ with Fatb tho 

.... : 

like l$~lJ ; but, in the fifth and upwards, the only method 
II ...... 2 ... ... I •• 

lS 0], I$J~, like \S;!:'" and '-!Sji ......... 
.... , ... 

(abonn] 

§ 302. What was mentioned before was the predica

ment. nf fintil and \S by modile 

(30]]' and this is their predicament when preceded a 

quiescent. The." when prec~ded by a quiescent, is not 
In n., cox won whotlier be 

third, as \Sf [below], ~;; [from ,~ a. desert (Jh)], \S!~ . 

JlgltlZ( 
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from i;L.: Sawa, [a fine city between ArRayy and Ha-
o •• " 8.,. #' 

madhan (Ml),] and ~,', iu..~~ an ode rhyming in, ; or .. .. ... , I"~. 
fourth, as in I5,W (below]; or fifth, as in 15,~ and .. .. ' I.' 0" 

I5f~ [301]. For the" when preceded by a quiescent, 
is not deemed heavy before the 15 , because the heaviness 

is lightened by the difference of the two unsound letters, 
and by the quiescence of the letter· before the first of 

them; and, since you have recourse to the, , notwith. 

standing its being preceded by a mobile, i~ such as ~,..;; , 
I ,,, , 

and, according to some, 15~l.i [301], much more oughll 
you to leave it unaltered ;hen preceded by a quiescent. 

According to this, then, there is no discussion about the 

, preceded by a quiescent, except in such as i;}i [below], 
where, as will be seen, there is a dispute as to whether 

its e should be pronounced with Fatl). or made quiescent 

[in the rel. n.]; and the discussion is only about the c.S 

preceded by a quiescent. When tho 15 is third, and the 
preceding quiescent is a sound letter, then, if the n. be 

9 0 ,. 

bare of the Ii , as in ~ [below], there is no alteration 

in it, by common consent, because lightness is produced 

by the quiescence and soundness of the e' and because 
what encourages to alLeration is wanting, vide elision of 

•• , .. ,.. 0 .. 

the 8 (R). You say 15'~ [above] from ,~, and ~ 

from ~ [above] (8, M), without dispute (lY) ; and' do 

not alter the, or 15 in this cat. (8), because it is a quasi-
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sound letter [720J (8, IY). But there is a dispute about 

the n. that the i is affixed to (M). If the n. be conjomed 

'0,i;iththe Kdl and 8 ret" n. alttd:l"a. 
. e ... 

tion (yf i sadTIng nt~jj, [belnw], 
I ." e ., 
i5~ and ~1 [in the C'0,~t. of the ]; 
~m,., "" .". ~ 

e ... 

I: 0 5 ., 
[801]; c.5~t' and c.5t~ in the cat of the . with quies. 
cence of the e in the whole of them, since lightness is 

drodniJed§ and the deneral abeence §'0,f nlter'0,ihon 

[R)" Y tiJld rEtded ~Jb fr;em i~~:}, ; 
and [the statement] that the s are not altered is confiem· 

. e .. 
ed by their sllying 1.5?t!" from i,~ ~ the Banu Jirwa, 

who are a tride of the Arads (8) in ~umais Ibn U dd 

[IBd , l3aed prnnounee 

(lY)] e [in the whole of them (R»), whether the §7iat. 
;?: ,. ." a ... • .". 

of the , or 1.5 , with Fatl}. (IY, R), as ~~ from ~ a 
e 5""0 e fL"i 

doe-gazelle, c.5~ from it~ [724], and c.5)~ from g,~ a 

toop fif hrl/luile so tha cat, of 1.5 in 

thfit the wOg'd middt ligb,tened bd ('on""'''''''""W'" 

the 1.5 into, [300J and in the cat. of the, by assimilation 

the 1.5' That is preculiar to the tril., 
is foe whied is bheneiore 

nought as munh as dossible, thnt Bad 
I ...... . M'l cs1h~. 

0,,· ",. 
from ~1 [301]: and to the n. containind the i bectmse 

'he alteration by elision of the I enc01l!sges to [further] 

alteention by pronnncint"ion with and alsn befniUS§t 
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it is intended to distinguish between the masc. andfem.# .,. "., 
as in ~ and i.4.aJ [297]. What induces Y to venture .. .. 
upon this in the cats. of the loS and " notwithstanding 

its ex.treme irregularity, is their saying ~,;J [below] from .. 
.... 0.... I , 5 ". ,...." ', ...... 
~~ a town, and ~fi and 1oS~ from ~j ~ and ~t I 

which are two clans (R). Zj used to incline to this opi .. 

nion, arguing that the validity of the alteration is in the 

i of femininization, [the elision of which encourages to 
further alteration]. But, 88 for Y, no argument in favor 

of that [alteration] has been transmitted from him (IY). 

Khl used to make excuse far Y in the cat. of the ~ f 

though not in the cat. of the , , because in the cat. of the 

loS the mobiliza~ion of its e converts its tS into, [300}, 90 

that the rei. n. becomes somewhat light; for, though a 

little heaviness is produced by the vowel, more lightness 

is produced by it than heaviness: whereas in the cat. of 

the , nothing but heaviness is produced by the mobili~a .. 

tion of its e; nor has any instance of it been transmitted 
. ..... I, II, 
by hearsay, as have 1$,1 [above], I$,-l), and I$~ been 

, """ ... 
transmitted. Notwithstanding this [excuse], however f 

Khl prefers what we first mentioned. But ~,~ [311], 
. , 

bein~ from ;~ a desert, which is bare of the i, is anoma~ 
lous according to all. Such is the predicament of the 1$. 

third, when preceded by a sound quiescent. But, if the 

quiescent be not sound, it is ~ither a 1$ or an , ; though iii. 
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I, 
may be a , that has become 15 , as in ~ [685, 747]. If 

it be a 15, which is necessarily incorporated into the final 

\S , then in the rel. n. the incorporation must be dissolved, 

in order that four 15 s may not be combined in the forma

tion constructed for lightness; so that the e is mobilized 

with Fatl;i, which is the lightest of the vowels. Then 
. f I, the e' if it be a " returns to Its 0; "as ~ afold, rel. n. 

~,;1 [294J, because the cause of its conversion into 15 , 
, 

vid. the combination of . the , and 15 , together with the 

quiescence of the first, is removed; but, if it be a 15 , 

it remains unaltered, as ~ living [307], rel. n. ~,.;.~ [294, 

306J. In both casel:! the second 15 is converte'd into" 

eecause a 15 precede~ by a mobile would be deemed heavy 

before'the 15 of relation; not into', because its vowel and 

the vowel of the letter before it are accidental, since they 

owe their existence to the 15 of relation, which is like a 

separate n. [below J. But the e is not converted into', 

either because its vowel is accidental [684]: or because 

the e is not converted when the J is an unsound letter 

[728], whether the J be converted, as in :S,? loved; or 

not converted, as in ~,Jo was h11,ngry [below J (R). I .. 
OGi,. • .."". 

asked Y the rel. n. from ~ a serpent, and he saId 15~ 
[307], from dislik~ to the combination of 1.6 s, the p;oof 
.. I .,." '6 .... 

of that bemg the saymg of the Arabs 15~ from ~ 
",.,. , • ~«,i1' 
iJ~ ~; and, if you form a rel. n. from ~ [685, 747J, 

178 
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. .. 
you say ,$,;S (8). Those, however, [says 8 (R),] who 

I .. ,~ I.... I .. , 
say ~'[299] say ~ (8, IY, R) and ~Jc:, (IY, R), 

not minding the heaviness (IY), because the heaviness 

in them is one (R); and IAI used to say ~, and ~ 
.c, 1 .. ,1-

from i.t:J [above] (8). Apparently, however, ~, is 

better than ~, because the tnl., being orig. formed , 
for lightness, is bound to avoid, more scrupulously than 

the formations exceeding three letters, what conduces to 

heaviness, whence their saying ~~ with Fat~, but not 
I ,.,., , 
~~ [296]. If the quiescent be an , , which is neyer , 

."'- .-
aug., but is converted from the e.' as in ~, and 1.5', and 

0 .... ,. 8 ,. 

in ~? and 1.5? [301, 305, 723], the method most agree-' 
or I , 8., 

able wIth analogy is to leave the ~ unaltered, as In ~ 

[above]. Those who pronounce [the e.] with Fat ... there, 
2 ,,. ....... , .. 

saying \5~ from ~, do not pronounce the e. with 

Fattt her~, because this would not be possible for them, 
except by converting the' into Hamza", Of 1.5, which 

. .-
would augment the heaviness. rhough the 1.5 in 1.5' and 

, .", -" 
1.5~ is not converted into' , and then into Hamz~, as in ".,)J 
[683, 721], b.ecause the , before it is not aug. [723], still 

here, in the rel.' n., the 1.5 may be converted into Hamza: 

for, though the 1.5 is not deemed heavy before the advent 

of the I.S of relation, still, when the latter is attached. 

llC8viness is produced; so that the r.5 is converted into. 
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1_" &:" ...... , 

Hamza, as ~') from c.5~ and ~~ [305], by analogy to the 

rest of the final IS s deemed heavy after the' , as in ,T~) , .. 
although there i~ a difference between the two's. And 

it may also be converted into" because the final 1.$ 

third, deemed heavy on account of the 1.$ of relation after 

it, is converted into , ' as in ~,;; and ~;.:. .i. [301]. All 
of this is when the \$ preced~ by a quiescent is third. 

If, however, it be fourth, then, (1) if it follow a con

verted , , which is al~"ays [converted] from the Hamza, as 
0.. oL' 

in c.5~ softened from \5~ [.sOl, 661], because the e is 
not converted into' when the J is an unsound letter, as 

in ~; and ~,.b [above], the \$ is not altered in the rei. 
n.. because, the conversion of the Hamza into' being 

then Hot- necessary, the' is virtually Hamza: (2) if the' 
0 ..... 

be aug., which it often, prevalently, is, as in ~li- [301, .. 
305] and ~lil choice part, the 1.5 is converted into Hamza 

in the rei. n., because analogy would require its conver

sion into', and then into Hamza, if the i ,which pre

vents it from being final, were not present [72IJ ; and, 

since the i drops off in the rel. n. [295], while the \5 of 

relation is virtually separate [301, 306], the \5 becomes 

quasi-final; and is moreover in need of alleviation, because 

of its combination with the \5 of relation; so that it is 

converted into', and then into -Hamza, as in ,T~~ [above]. 

It is not converted merely because of its being quasi-final, 
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as in ~f.T~ll230] and i.ti.... [721], since the ~ of relatioD 
, '" ,. 

has a sort of attachment; but because of this, and of the 

heaviness produced by the combination of ~ B. . And 
8 .... ,,' . . 

hence the, of S,w [266, 301, 305J is not converted ill 
• .':.: b ]. h . I5t~ [a ove , SInce t ere IS no. heaviness, 8S there is ., , 
with the 15 s. But some convert the ~ of ~li..., in the .. 
rel. n. into, [305], because the ~ deemed heavy before 

the 15 Qf relation is converted into" as in ;,.:; and 

~~ :::" , wh~n it is not elided, as in ~Li [28;, 301]. 

Similarly in the case of the ~ fifth, preceded by an aug. 
9 .... , 0 

" as, in i:!L.)~[30lJ, you may convert the ~ into Hamza_ 

which is the general rule; or into" as in the fourth. 

If the quiescent before the \$ fourth be a ~ , as in ~ , 
and ~, its predicament has been already explained 

[299]. And there ',remains the predicament of the ~ 

fifth [or sixth], when the quie~ent before it is a 15 [303] 

(R). 

§ 303. The final double ~ [301] is after (1) the first . ' . .. . .. 
letter, as in ~ and ~ [302]; (2) the second, as in ~ 

I .. , • ... I., 
and ~ [299, 302]; (3) the third, as in IS'!;A and cr:r 

" " .. (below] ; (4) the fourth, as in 4S'!~ [below] (J rb). That 

[double ~, if fourth] is of two kinds: for (1) the two 15 8 
:2 ., .... 

lU'e aug., as in ~r[248, 301], ~~r. [274, 294], and 
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~;i[295], in which case both must be e~ided in the rei. 
I • .-

n., whether they denote relation, as in 1.5~ [294], rel. n. 
10;' • • I , ... I' 
1.5~; or umty, as In ~') [254, 294], re/,. n. ~J); or 

• 'OJ' . • ..... 

intensiveness, as in 1.5~' [294J, rei. n. 1.5,..'; or have. no 
. I .,'" • .," 

meaning, as in ~r [310], re/,. n. ~fT294J; from dis-

• like to the combination of two double 1$ s : so that the 

re/,. n. "is uniform [below] with the n. related to : t2) the 

second of them is roo" in which case, (a) if the second 

[letter] of the word be quiescent, (a) both I$s may be 
I 0' I ., 

elided, as ~~ thrown, shot, re/,. n. ~,. [294 J ; and simi-
, .-I ., • .... . 

larly ~;=! upon the measure of vt.~.o! a certain bitter 
", I ..... 

herb [379] from~), rei. n. ~Ji; the best course here 

also being to elide both on acoount of t~e heaviness: or 
(b) the first alone may be elided, and the second convert

ed into" [the first being dropped,] 'because the mel • 
• "., I "0" 

letter is deemed sufficient, as 1.5~" and I$t';=! ; while the 

letter before the, is pronounced wit~ Fat~, because two 

Kasras with the combination of three unsound letters· 
I ... , 

would be deemed heavy; so that the rei. n. is like I$"""U 
[30Il, according to Mb (R): but this is a rare dial.,'" the 

preferable [usage] being opposed to it: AH says in the 
I ,.... I .... . 

Ir ccbut 1$~1' from ~1' is anomalous" (A) : (b) if the 
second [letter] of the word be mobile, both 1$ 8 must be 

elided, notwithstanding the radicalness of the second, 
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.. " .' " " as i:!~ upon the measure of i~t.tO.Ct. [274] from ~ J 
, , . " rel. n. \5~' not otherwise. This, however, is based on , 

the theory that the first of the repeated [letter] is aug., 

(and the second rad.,] which is the opinion of Khl. The 

double \5 , if fifth, must be elided, without distinction, 
" £ '. whether the second be rad., as in ~~, enigmas, riddles • 

and :S~6r female mountain-goats: or both be aug., as in 

~~ [below], when a man's name, which is dip tote , 
because orig. an ultimate pl. ; while its rei. n. [below] is 

triptote, because the \5 of relation is quasi-sep~ate, not 

"reckoned in the formation of the ultimate pl. (R). The 

n. related to and the rei. n. are literally uniform [above), 

but constructively different (Aud). The first double \S 

is assumed to be elided, and the second to be put into its 

place, in order that four 1$ s may not be combined. And 
£ "', 

the effect of the assumption appears in such as ~~ . .' '" 
[above], pl. of ~ [248], when used as a name, from 

I " ", which a rel. n. is then formed: for you say ~~ tJ.Jt 
, 

nis is a BakJujti, triptote, whereas before the forma

tion of the rel. n. it was diptote (A). A prescribes the 

r~strietion 'of use as a name, because the broken pl., when 

not a proper or quasi-proper name, has no homomor

phous rei. n. ; but is restored to its sing., from which the 

rei. n. is then formed [310]. And IHsh in the Aud 
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imposes the further restriction of its being a name for a 

masc., in order to exclude the case where it is used as a 

name for a woman; for then its preventive of diptote 

declension is the feminihization with the quality of proper 

name, and is not the form of the ultimate pl. (Sn). 

§ 304. The final Hamza preceded by the t [300] is 

either after an aug. t, or not (R). The final Hamm 

after an aug. , is of four kinds, (1) a [pure] roo., as in 

;t;i a det'otee and s~; fair, clean (IY, R): (2) a pure 

aug., which is the Hamza (R) converted from the' (IY) 
-".,. -,.' 

denoting femininization (IY, R), as in'~ and ,~ 

[248, 263, 272, 683] (IY) : (3) neither a pure rod., nor 

a pure aug., which is of two kinds (R), (a) converted 

from a roo. letter, as in s'W' and sT.)) [683, 723] (IY, .. .. 
R); (b) converted from an aug. 15 (IY) co-ordinated 

with a rad. letter (R), as in JT~ and .. t;~ [248, 273, 

683] (IY, R). The n. ending in the Hamza converted 

from the' of femininization is diptote; while the ,/,s • 

.ending in the other three kinds [of Harnza] are triptote

(I V). The predicament of the Hamza of the prolonged 

in the rel. n. is like its predicament in the [regular (A)] 

duo [230] (lA, Aud, A). The Hamm, (1) if rad., ill 

[mostly (SB)] preserved [from conversion (Sn) in the . --' ret. n. (R)], 88 ~!i' (SR, lA, Aud, A), because it is 

.trong, by reason of its radicalneas (Jrb, Sn): (2) if [an 
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aug. (IA) substituted for the' (An denoting femininiza 

tion, is [necessarily (R)] converted into, (SB, lA, Aud, 
I "'0... -

A) in the- rel. n. (R), as ~"..'~ (SH, IA), whence .,.", -", .. , 
~,,~ (SH, Aud, A) from ~~ [below] (A), because 

... 
they intend to make a distinction between the pure md. 

and the pure aug., and the aug. is more meet for altera

tion ; while the, is the letter most akin to the \s , and is 

what the letter deemed heavy before the ~ of relation is 

most often converted into: (a) sometimes, but so seldom 

that the proceeding almost amounts to an anomaly, the 

roo. Hamza is assimilated to the Hamza denoting femi-
I Ii' 

nin~zation, and is therefore converted into" as ..s,'Ji 
I Ii, ... 

[306] and ~,Y, (R): (b) 1M's language here and in the 
... 

CK necessarily implies that the rad. Hamza must be 

preserved; and that is distinctly declared by BD, who 

says" and, if it be an unconverted rad., it is necessarily 

preserved": but 1M in the Tashil mentions both ways 

for it, saying that the more approvable one is to sound 

it true (A) : (3) if not so (SH), [i. e.,] if converted from 

a rad., or [from a letter (Jrb)] co-ordinated with a rad. 

(R, Jrb, lA, Aud, A), is either preserved, [byassimila-
l:r....... e:r"'~ 

tion to the roo. (Jrb),] as ~~ [312] and ~~; or , 
converted [into, (SH, Aud, A), by 88Similation to the 

Hamza denoting· femininization (Jrb)], as ~,W' and 

~,~ (SH, lA, Aud, A): for both kinds a:C ~in to 
,. 
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the pure rad., inasmuch as one of them is converted 

from, and the other co-ordinated with, a rad. letter; 

and to the pure aug., inasmuch as the Hamza itself is 

not the J of the word, as it is in tT;; an~ tC:; (R) : (a) 

the better method is -(R, A) what has been described 

[230] (A), preservation of the (Hamza (Sn)] converted 

(R, Sn) from a rad. (So), because it closely approxi

mates to the rad. (R); and conversion of the co-ordinat

eel (Sn). I have restricted "the du." by "regular" 

[above], in order to exclude the allomalous du., like '-='~~ 
, '" 

[230]; for that is not copied in the rel. n., as 1M dis-
I , 

tinctly declares in the Ki6ya, so that ~~ is not said 
(A). In every Hamz&, then, not denoting femininiza

tion two methods are allowable: but conversion is better 

io, the eo-ordip.ated than in the converted, and in 

the converted than in the rad.; being better than 

preservation in the co-ordinated, worse in t.he converted, 

and anomalous in the rad. (R). When the Hamza does 

not denote femininization, [being the J of the word (8n),J 
but the n. is fem., as in tt:..::, [whioh is always feme 

(Sn),] and in ~~ Qi'1'a and ,:t;i Jluba, [which are feme 
8 ..... , 

(8n)] when you mean the ~ patch of ground, [in which 

case they are diptote (Sn),] two methods are allowable, 

. conversion and preservatiop; but the latter is more 

approvable, in order that the n. may be distinguished _,.fII' _, .... , 
. from ~~ [above]: whereas, if Y(lU make J.~ and tl:;j 

171, 
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o '" '" masc., [from regard to the t:)1.S:A place, In which case 

they are triptote (Sn),J they are like iW' and iT~) [305] 
'" '" 

(A); so that preservation and conversion into, are 

allowable, but preservation is more approvable, as before; 

and therefore this distinction is meaningless, since there 

is then no difference between the fem. and rnase. [in the 

formation oithe rei. n.J {Sn). As for the Hamza after 

an unaug. " as in"~ and ~~, where the' is converted 

from the" and the Hamza is a substitute for the. [275, 

278, 683], it ought not to be altered; so that the rel. R, 

of iG is ~~ without alteration; and by analogy the rel. 

n. of iLi ought to be simil8tr, since the Hamza in it is a 

substitute for the. , as in ,,~(R). But the Arabs say 
I ... I '" ' 

[ ~,LA and (A)] IS,U. (lYon § 305, R, A)l contrary to 
~ '" 

analogy (R), converting the Hamza into, (A), whence 

the saying [of the Rajiz (Jh)] 
'J " "''' J"",,, ,. ., "".,.. 15 ..., "., , 
&j~ j ., ~ j • lU'l.t I .',:. UJt ~ j , :> ",' , ~ IS~ '-" 

In it his sheep profits not the owner oj sheep, nor his two 

nether stones, nor his thin upper stone, 'tI,hereon curd is 

put to dry (IY, A). lUsh says that (Sn) the rel. n. 

of ,'G is [like that of,t.:,.{; so that you say (Sp.)] ~t; , , 
I! , , 

[with'the Hamza (BS)] and t.5~\J, (BS, Sn) with the, r 
! r" '" I, 

like ~~ and ~~~ (BS), because the Hamza is a 

substitute : and YS says that the only objection to this 
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is that the original letter is different in the two, being 

a , in it:r, and a II in i~ (Sn). If, however, [ it,; or 
T~ I~, (A)] l~ be used as a name, the reI. n. is (1) [ ~I.A or 

(A)] ~G (R, A), which, according to analogy, is mo';e 

approvable, because the name is a secondary application, 
. . I ' 

[so that the Hamzais, as it were, roo.] (R) ; (2) 15,1..0 

or (A) ~u (R, A), which is allowable, as it was bef~re 
the use ~ a proper name (R), according to the !,ule (A) 
that hoth methods are allowable in the n. whose Hamza 

is a substitute for a rad. [above]. Thus IHsh allows the 

two methods unrestrictedly: whereas A makes a distinc

tion between what is not used as a name, in which con-

version is necessary, in conformity with hearsay; and 

what is used as a name, in which both' methods are 

allowable (Sn). 
~ 0,.. ,. 

§ 305. The 1·el. n. [m the cat. (SH)] of ~li- [and , 

~l~ (M)] is (1) ~ti.w (M, SH) and ~t~ (M), with 
, ' " e _, 1_' I , 

the Hamza (SH), like ';lJ' and ';J~); (2) ·15'~ and 
I , I" II ........ ' ,. , 

l5,l~ like 15,1-$' and 15"~): for, when you form the rel. 
'" , .. , , 

n., you drop the Ii [295], and then convert the J into 

Hamza ; so that the rei. n. is, as it were, formed from 

iri.;. and i~, like '4 and J;J [304] (IY). The 

rei. n. [in the cat. 
G .... "''' 04fl' ,-" 

(SH)] of s,w [and i,4A (IYJ] is . ", 
W (M SH) and 15} , 

I ,,, 
15'~ (IY), with the, (IY, 8H) 

, 
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unaltered (IY). And the rei. n. [in the Mt. (SH)] of' 
• "" 0 .... , ..... 

[\5~ and (SH)] ~~ is (1) ~~ (M, SH), with the\Sleft 
unaltered, which is the form most agreeable with analogy 

11-, • 
(IY); (2) ~~ (M, SH), with the Hamza, byassimila-

tion to il:(aud ";) (IY); (3) ~,~ (M, SH), by conver-
.... ." ' I, 

sion of the \5 into" as in r.5J'-{ and r.51'j)l (IY): and 

similarly in ~r [723], iiLi a fold, [ ii'-" a flat roof (IY),] 

and the like (M). The cat. of ~Li- [ and 8;1 i i. (R) and 
the like (IY)] is the n. that ends i~ [the i of fe~ininiza
tion, and whose J is (IY)] a r.5 or, preceded by an aug. 

" but not converted [into', and then (R)] into Damza. 

because [the n. is formed fem.; so that (IY)J the ~ or, 

is not final (IY, R), in consequence oftha unadventitious i . , ...... ' 
[266, 721]. The cat. of r.5~ and li~ is the n. that end& 
in a r.5 third, preceded by an unaug. '[723]. And [the 

formation of th~ rei. n. in] the whole of that has beeD 

already explained [301, 302] (R) • 

. § 306. The second [letter] of the bil. having no 

third is either a sound [275] or an unsound letter (IA). 
The' bit. ft. is or two kinds, what has orig. no third; and 

what has' a third, which is elided. The first kind must 

be uninft. in original constitution, because the iriff,. is 

not orig. constituted of less than three [letters]. When 

therefore you [proceed tol form a "d. n. from it, you begin 

by making it a proper name, either for its expression; 
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or for Homething else, as when you name a persoJ;l ~ or 

;J" (R). The second letter [of the constitutional1y bil. 

(A)], if in ~, be doudled:m fG,., ~ 

~[29'1] ; 
.-

. ~ 
doudled, as ,-!~ (2A A' "';.. ~, i' 

When bil. wOl'2 mf~de n~m,:; foe itt*R 

expreSSli ,:;n, is intended bo be it*R~fl. (Snn 

seuond lettnr, -r'" , , .. " .... , '.';.f' 
~"~~ 6<<=O'!~ ~eEr' I :;[*oo</<; 
In 00 

,t*Rn I,he an~±allt*Rst i?:1eaSUre of in.fl~ n8, (Sn),] whether the 

second letter be sound or unsoWld (R, Sn) : and in that 

case the doubling is necessary in its rel. n (Sn), as i~:f .. ~ , 
Ofi' e; ""', 

nnd :i~ [from r5 and rJ], with the double r in both; . 

3:±nd :;"s I epplied to him that often utters the word :r 
~ I 

9. >1"''''' ! -; .". 
~n?\..tO from Lo [300J, and 4:r~"j fr')Dl "j [294, 300], 

because, when you double the', and need to mobilize 

the second, the best way is to make it a Hamza, as in 
.. .",.- '" ]'~"'~ 1 • ,=' .. , /' 
~~ and J~ [682. bhmilar y you 82.%y ",~d from 1::J.Ar' 

AlLat, [a certain idol, i.£J from 1$;1 went round about (K, 
B, on LUI.59, KF), f.~ecoe,::Iing::l4'(KbE), bec2.,use 5hey 

to be deeoted te its 
{KU 
" F "'_ 

damot.ang E"LlL .... EEE ... £'GfEU,.'''', otthe 
• •• •• ~f ~ 

p2use upml It With If, t*Raymg llV1 [646]; 
II "',. 

el~ ... ' 

~[221] nnd ~, [300, 30 ], "EE""'EEI~C:: 
" 

II' I 
tOem ~ ~ anil til en 
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. C D 

like those of;.b and ~ [302J. That is founded upon 

the fact that the 1$ of relation is virtually a separate 

word [below] (R). When thE." bil. word is made a proper 

name for something. else than its expression, [and is 

intended to be infl. (8n),] you do not double its second 

letter, when sound (R, 8n), as ;s-~-t; Kam came to me 
fill, ........ 

and U;.o ~!> I saw Man; and in that case t¥ere must be 

bl' .. 1 (8 I . <' \"",'" • ... no dou mg m Its re. n. n), as ~ ~.~ and ~ 

A descendant, or partisan, of Kam, and Man, came to 

me; with the single r and ~ [307J (R), lest alteration in 

form and sense together should ensue without necessity .... 
,(Sn): but, when the second is an unsound letter, [as in,J 

~nd ~, and ~ (Sn),] you double it (R, Sn) before form

ing. the rel. n. (R), although alteration in form and 

sense together ensues, because the addition is com

pulsory, since the want of it would lead to elision of the 

unsound letter on account of its concurrence, when quies

cent, with the TanwlIl; so that the infl. n. would remain 

unil., which is [a formation] rejected in their language. 

When, however, the bil. made a proper name, either for 

the expression or for something else, is not intended to be 

infl., there is no addition at all. This is the sum of what 

is in the R, with some addition; and, wh~n you know 

that, then the saying of [IA and] A [above] that the 

second, if a sound letter, may be doubled or not doubled, 
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appears to require consideration (Sn). If the second 

[letter] of the [word (Sn) constitutionally (Aud,A, Mkh)] 

bil. [used as a name (Aud)] be a soft letter, you [must 

(IA)] double it [308] (1M) before forming the rel. n. 

(Aud), whether the bil. be a man's name, from which you 

mean to form a rel. n., or you intend to affirm the rela

tion of a person to its expression because of his making 

much use of it (MKh), as Y, [proper name ij (Aud),] 

rel. n. ~~ (1M) or ~}~ (lA, Aud, A), like ~~ or 

~,W'[304] (Aud), the Hamza being convertible into , 
(lA,'" A), because it is a substitute for a rad. (Sn) ; and 

..... e,.. • I, I, 
as ,., [and cJ' (Aud, A, MKl:\). proper names,J and c.I' 
(Aud)], rei. nB.~;r (lA, Aud, A) and ~7.(Aud, A, 

I ......... I '.... ' 
MKh), like ~i~ and ~~ [302] (Aud). Hut, says K4 

in the Tsr, on the authority of 1Khz, those who say 
1-:-( " We adq a Hamza from the first" say only ~~ ; aud, 

I "'. ' 
according to them, ~,Y IS not allowable, except accord-

... 
It c' 

ing to the saying ot some ~~';l [304] (Sn). As for the 
second kind, I mean what has a third, which is elided, 

that third is restored to it, if you intend to complete it to 
three [letters], and then to form a rei. n. from it, because 

restoring an original part of the word is better than put

ing an extraneous letter (R). The elided [letter (IY)] is 

(1) the...; ; (2) the e ' [~hich is the rarest (IY)]; (3) 

the J (IY, RI A), which is the most frequent (IY). The 

• 
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[inft. (IY)] bii. [no (IY)] is of three kinds, (1) th~t whose 

elided [ J (IY)] is restored [in the 'rei. n. (IY)], as ~;'i : 
(2) that whose elided [u or e (IY)] is not restored [in 

" I ' the rei. n. (IY)], as ~~ and 1$ ..... , ex.cept [in a case of 
" " 

neoessity, vid. (IY)J when its J is unsound, as in i; : 
.~ ., • 9,· 

[J'nd i:1~, Ol'ig. it'o{'l and ~~ (IY)], where you [restore the 
I , " , 

elided 'u, and (IY)] say ~~, [and ~,~, (IY)] ; while 
•• I·"'" " 

Akh says C$~' [and ~j)']1 according to the O. f. (M), 

like ;;~ [3;2]'( IY) : '(;) that in whose elided [ J (IY)] 
I" I" 

both matters are permissible, as ~~ or ~,~ (M). If 
,. .. 

the elided be the u, [whioh is always the case in the 

inf. n. whose u is a , ' and whose aor. is curtailed of the 
9", s, 9', S" 

U , as B~ and w , and ia- and b> (R),] then, if the , , 
9' 9' ., 

J be sound, [as in B"",;(IA, Aud, A), il) (Jh), and ~ 
, 

(lA, A),] the elided is not restored [in the rei. n. (R, A)], 
• "I I ,. 

as ~~ (R,IA, Aud, A), ~ (Jh), ~ (lA, A), and ~ 

(R), not ~~ (Aud), because the elision is regular, on , , 
account of "cause, vid. the conformity of the in/. n. to 

the v. [4:82, 699], and the elided is not restored without 

necessity while the cause of its elision exists ; and also 

because the u is not the seat of alteration [below], like 

the J, 80 that one should allow oneself to vary it by 

restoring the elided without any necessity, such as there 

is in the dim. [275] (R). But, if the bil. [whose u it 
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.wanting (iM)] be [unsound in the J (R, lA, Aud, A),] 
s" G' 

like it,t, [and ~.> (A)], the u must be restored (1M, R) ; , , 

and the e pronounced with, FatJ.t (1M), unrestrictedly 

(A), i. e., whether it be 01;'g. quiescent or pronounced 
, I" I 

with Fat~ (Sn),as~~; (lA, Aud, A) and ~,~, (A) with 
? .., , ,. 

Kasr of the [first (MKh)]" [as in the o.f. (MKh);] and 

Fatl). oftheJ.[and~] (Sn,MKh), according to [the opinion . 

of(Aud)J S (below] (lA, Aud, A) ; while, according to the 
I • I 0 . 

opinion of A kh, Y011 say ~, (Aud, A) and ~~, ( A), with 
" ., , '" 

Kasr of their first, and quiescence of their second (Sn). 

For the~ of relation is quasi-separate[ above], as repeated

ly mentioned [301,302] ; and is more slightly attached than 

the I [offetnininization], because y~u say ~Li- with the ~, , 
• I, .. . 

not otherwIse [266,721], but ~I.L., wIth the Hamza, ao-
, , 

cording to some [302, 805J: so that, when the I drops off in 

it·t. [295], and is succeeded by the ~ [of relation], which , 
is more slightly attached than it, the infl. word remains 

of two letters, the seoond of which is a quasi-final soft 

letter, since the ~ [ of relation] is like the non-existent; 

whereas in the infl. n. the soft letter, when second, may 

not be final, since it would drop off because of the concur

rence of two quiescents, on account of the Tanwln or 

something else, 80 that the infl. n. would remain of one 

letter ; and, that not being allowable, we restore the 

elided u , i. e., the, ' in order that the word may become 
l'i5 
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a lril. ending in a sott letter, like ~ [300] and ~ [301]. 

And, when the u is restored, the Kasra of the e is not;. 

removed, according to S ; nor is the e made quiescent, 

as it mig. was; because the u , though original, is not 

taken into account, since its restoration here is because 

of a'necessity, which is accidental in the rel. n., not per

manent: so that the Kasra inseparable from the e on 

elision of the u is Dot elided; and, the rel. n. thus becom-

ing ~-:J' like ~1· the e is pronounced with Fa.tl}., 
I ' Ii! " • 

as in ~1 and~.rl [296]: and therefore the ~ IS con-
verted into' [684, 719], and afterwards into, [300] ; or 

is converted into, from the first, as we mentioned in the . " case of ~~ [302]. But Akh restores the e to its ori-

ginal quiescence, when he restores the u , as;~ 4-, ' like 

~;i [302], not deeming the ~ 8 too heavy when the 
, 

letter before them is quiescent. And Fr puts theu elided 

in this cat., whether from the [bil.] sound in theJ, like ~ , 
8, 9' 

and il) ,or from the unsound, like i!~ , after the J , in 
order tha.t it may be in the seat of alteration [below], i. e., 

. I , • , 
the end, and thus be restorable, as ~~ [below], ~~) , 

and ~,.; .t . • He is induced to do this by the circums~~ 
, .-

that ~~~ is transmitted from some o( the Arabs ; and 

he (orms the others by analogy to it (R). If the elided 

be the e (R, Awl, A), which occurs in two M. only, :..; 
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[260, 667], by common consent, and J...o [203], according 

to some (R), its predicament, which is not mentioned 
by 1M, (because of its extreme rarity in the language of 

the Arabs, but is analogous to that of the elided u (Sn),] 

is that (A) it is not restored (R, Aud, A) in the reZ. n. 

(R), when the J is sound, as in ~ [and ~ (A)],orig . . " ,., 
&X.- (Aud, A) and ~ (A), because the e is not the seat 

of alteration, like theJ, and then. is capable of being inft. 

independently of that elided (R) ; so that, [when they 
• , I • 

are used as names (A),] you say c.stw (Aud, A) and ~ , , 
• "" I .• , 

(A), not ~ [and 1.5~) (Awl). ThuB loosely do 
many of the GG lay down the rule, which is not so, but 

is subject to the restriction that the biZ. should not be 

[contracted] from the reduplicated, like ~; [275,505] con

tracted by elision of the first y ; for, when used as a 
I .. ' 

name, it forms the rel. n. ~ [below], by restoration of 

the elided [e (Bn)] : that ~s unequ,ivoeally declared by 
S, and no dispute about it is known (A). But, when 

" ., 
the J is unsound, as in 4.Sr- [658] (Aud, A) 001". of 1.5~ 

,..... ...... ."..... • '0, 
(Bn), and 1.5;J' (A) act. part. of 1.5)' , orig. 1.5~ and ~,.." , 

the vowel of the Hamza being transferred to the ) , and 

the Hamza, which is the e ' being then elid~ (Sn), it is 
[necessarily (Aud)] rest;()red (Aud, A); while as to the 

Fat\l or quiescence [of the u , as in the Tsr and other 

works, not (8n)] of the e, [unless by the e he means 
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the) , which be names e because it is medial (Sn),] there. 

are the two opinions (A) of Sand Akh (Sn) : so that, 
.,,, J ., 

[when \Sp. and ~r-" are used as names (A),] you say (1) 
" " ., 
~p. (Aud, A) with two Fatl}.as,[and then a Kasra(Aud),] 
according to the opinion of S, that the vowel [of the \oJ] 
is retained after the restoration [of the elided (Sn)1 

110.... ...." 

because, \S~ then becoming 1$7-t upon the measure of 
""" ..... 

\S~ [300], the' must be elided (Aud, Sn) ; and';r-

(Aud, A) or. ~,~, according to the opinion of Akh, 
I., s',., 

like ~ or I$,-+Lo [300] (Aud, Sn): so in the [Aud 
, " "..... I .t., 

and] T.sr (Sn): (2)';r'" [according to S ] ; and ';.r" 
•• OJ."" ., ..... 

(A) or ~~~, , [according to Akh,] because ';7' is like 
..... 

~l.iJ'[301] (Sn). If the elided be the J (1M, R), then, 

(1) if it be elided on account of the [concurrence of] two 

quiescents, as in ~ [300] and; [301], it is restored 
'* without dispute, because the Tanwin before the t.$ of 

relation is removed: (2) if it·be elided as forgotten, not 

on account of an universal cause (R.I, then, (a) if the 

e be an unsound letter, [not replaceable by a sound letter 

before the formation of the rel. n. (R),] the J must be 

rest<>red, [as 1M mentions in the Kafiya and TashII, even 

if it be not restored in the du. and sound pl. (A),] as it.,;, . .. 
rel. n. ~L:. [300] (R, Aud, A), or, accordin'C to [the 

_ principle of (A)] Akh [explained below (A)]~ ~~ 
. . . :' 
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" ..... f) ........... 

(Aud, A), because iiL:. is orig. &ler [260](Aud, Sn) with 

quiescence of the, (Sn); and as,~ [i. q. ~;--t.,; (A)], rel. 
I " 

n. 1.5,,~ [300] (R, Aud, A), by common consent, because 

its ~easure, accenling to Akh, is ~ with Fatl1 [Note on 

p. 854, ll. 4-5J (A): (b) if the e be [an unsound letter] 
replaceable by a sound letter, the J is not restored, as ,; .' .... 
~), rel. n. ~ [300J (R) : (c) if the e be a sound Jetter 

(R, A), then, [say the GG (R),J (a) if the J be restored 

[without the 1.5 of reJation (R)J in [any of the following 

positions (R, A),] the du., or the sound pl. [mcuc. or 

(IM)]fom., [or the state of prefixion in the case of the 

six ns. (R),] it must be restored (1M, R) in the rel. n. 

(R, lA, A), because in the rel. n. what was not in the 

o.f. is [sometimes] added in the position of the J, as we 
81ii_,- I _..... . 

said on ~ and ci;Y [above], ,and much more then a J 
that was in the o. j, and that actually returns into use 

." I ... " after elision (R), as ~" rel. n. 1.5J"1' (lA, Aud, A), and .. 
• " I ,,, 8' ... I ."'" t:' ,rel. n. 1.5~' (lA, A); and as &A.w, rel. n. 1.5.tw or 
I," . 8' I ... " 
~ [below] (Aud, A), and ~,rel. n.l.5~ [below] or 

~, according to the ·di~erent opinions on the elided 
. , , ........... 

[Jetter] (A) : while you say I:J'~, rel. n. 1.5,,~, because 
, 

of two matters, the unsound~ess of the ·e, and the 
restoration of the J in the du. tl1;£ (23~] (Aud): (b) if 

the J be not restored in any of these .positions, it may bp, 
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~estored (1M, R) or omitted [in the rel. n. (R, lA, A)], 
I "" I , • ", 

as \5'~ [below] or \$~ [300] (R, lA, Aud, A) and \S~ 

[bel:w] or ~~ [300](R, Aad, A, MKh), from ~ [7;9] 
0 .. 

(lA, Aud, A) and ro) (Aud, A, MK~, accordiJ)g to 

those who say c:)t~ [and c:)~; (A, MKh)] in the duo , .. 
, " . ." [231] (lA, A), and c:)'~ [m the pl.] when ~ is a proper 

name of a [rational] male [234] (IA), no regard being 

paid to the sayings e ~9 ~ ~4~ and e11 \;?~lJT \Sfr 
[231]. because they are anomalous (R) ; while, according 

to those who say 1,;J4~ [and l:J,~; (A)] restoration is . .. . 
necessary lA. MKh); and as ~~ [below] or \S~ 

s· .. " I .. • ... 
and \$'~ [below] or \S¥ (R, A), from J"': [275J and ~ 

.. • "" ". .. I .. , 
[231, 275] (A); and as ~ [below] or ~ [and \Sr.3 

, "" I , 9" ' 9, , 
or ~ (A)], from ;.u [260] (Aud, A) and ~ [234, 244] 

, I .. " • • • .., • • 
(A); and as \$~ [667] or ~, [and \S~ or ~, 

•• ' " 8· ' '" ' ,. 

(Aud)] from ~, (lA, Aud) and 1""'" [below] (Aud), .. .. 
. ,0'. . 

because they say ~L4t rand c:)L.-t] in the duo (IA). So 
;i"" "" 9, , 

say Jh and others [on the rel. n. of i,i4,]; and the ..... 
saying of 1Khz that only ~ has been heard, even if 

we admit it, does not refute what we have said, because 
the question relates to analogy, not to hearsay. Those, 

I .... 
however, who say that its J is a, say \S"u when they .. 
restore [it]; but the correct (orm is what we have given 
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a .. 
above, as is proved by .lA..t. [260] (Aud). Therefore, .. 

"" " say the GG, those who say It.la [16], ~Uio [231], and 
, 

8 " I". ' , ,., 
\;Ita [234] allow ,.sy.sa or ~ ; but th~)se who say cl,a 

, 
'" • '" I I", 

[16], ~t,..ue [231], and \::.1tp [234] hold ,.s,..ueto be neces-
, , 

sary (R). The use of[IM'sJ mentioning the sound pl. 

rnasc. is, however, not apparent (A), because what is 

restored in it is restored in the du.; while the con-
• all a. 

verse does not hold good, lIke the J of ",:-,' and t' , 
which is restored in the duo [231], but not in the 

pl. [234], unless one asserl that it is restored, and 

afterwards elided (Sn):· and in the Tashil and the 

CK he confines himself to the duo and the pl. with the f 

and \;I (A). But IH says that referring to the duo and 

pl. is drawing on ignorance: and, meaning, therefore, to 
d~ vise a formula without that, he says that, if the E be a 

sound letter (R), when the elided is the J, then, if the 
bil. be orig. mobile in the medial, and a conj. Hamza be 

not put as a compensation [for the J (R)], the elided . ,. .,. 
must be restored, as ~, and \5,a' (SH), lest mutilation , , 
-ensue in the rd. n. through elision of the J and elision of 

the vowel of the E' notwithstanding that the [latter] eli

Ilion is not at the end, which is the seat of alteration 

[283]: whereas, if the biZ. be orig . . quiescent in .the E' 

, '" .' the elided may be restored or omitted, as ,.s,c.¥ or I$&.U' 
- " 
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d I.. I [ ]' 'I . d an ~T': or!.SJ:: 312 , SlDce no mut! ll.tlOn ensues:. an 

similarly, if the [conj.] Hamza be put as a compensation 

for the J , one may restore the J , and elide the Hamza, 
I .. , I, .. 

as !.S~ and ~ [below]; or confine oneself to the 
.. I • I. . 

compensation, as ~~ and ~~ [below]. But we say 

that the device adopted by IH, from fear of making a 

demand on ignorance, is not behind what the GG say in 

drawing on it, because many of t.he m. whose J is gone 

are in dispute among the GQ., as to whether they be 

3-d or j.d, like ~ and ~ [260]; while the state of 
9" 9 ..... , 

mos~ m. on the model of i4Jb and i.\.w [234, 244], as to 
whether they be quiescent in the e or mobile, is un

known. The J of some of these ns. curtailed of the J is 
0 .... ., 9 , 

biform, as in i.\.w and ~ [234, "24(, 260, 275, 277] : Sf , 
, ., , I " I .. 

says, Those who say ~l.w say ~ [above] and ~ , 
, I' 

8 " ... 
because the I does not return in the pl., since \::,)~ . ""'':.'''''''' 
[234] is not said; while those who say ~',-;.- must say . ", . . .,. , , , 
!.Sf- [above) : and Similarly those who say i.f.! .at [275] 

I'" 8 , .. 

say ~ and ~, since ~~ does not occur; while 
8 .. .. I " 

those who say \::,)~ say only I.S~ [311] (R), with .. 
Fatl;l of the e' irregularly (Jh). S says that (R) the 

...... . 6·..... . 1,tII' ." 
rel. n. of r-J [ong. ~ (8)] IS ~ or ~, according 

". " I" to those who say ,=,W [10 the duo (R)] ; but only ~ 
, , . 
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according to those who say ~,~ as in ell tii ~ [231] 

(8, R) : while Mb says that, if you do not say ~, you 
ought to restore it to its o. f. [16, 278, 687], and say 

~;; (It). The opinio~ ofS [and most GG (A)] is thai! 
the e of the n. whose J is restored, [whatever clas8 the n. 

be of, unless it be reduplicated (R),] is pronounced with 

Fatl}, even if it be orig. quiescent, as ~}~ and ~;; , 
[the elided ~ being restored, and converted into', and 

then into, from dislike to the combination of the Kasra 
• " e, 

arid the \5 s (Tsr),] and .\5~~ and.r:r:': (R, A), from 
8, 9, 8, 8 

~ and ~ [260], and ~ and ~ [275] (A.), for a reason 
like what we mentioned for the mobilization of the e in 

;~ ·t [above], because the e [on elision of the J ] is insepar
able from the inflectional vowel; so that, when you res

tore the departed letter, you intend to leave the e invest

ed with one of these vowels, as a notification of its 

inseparability from them; and, Fatba being, as is said, 

the lightest of them, you pronounce the e with Fatl) (R). 

Akh, however, holds that what is or;g. quiescent should 
I., I., e., 

be made quiescent, as ~~ and ~~, and \51c.U and 

~~, with quiescence [of their e s (R)], becalile it 
is [a restoration to (R)] the original state (R, A) of the 

I .' e in these words (A), aft we mentioned in ~ [above] 
" 

(R). But the sound ?pinion is that of ~ ; and hearsay 

accords with _it; while some relate of Akh that he 
176 
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reverted to the opinion of S (A). The Glossators, indeed, 

following [R and] Dm, object that (Sn), if the n. be 

reduplicated, its e is not pronounced with Fat!}., as in 

(1) the contracted y; [ab~ve], where you Say ~ [witt 

quiescence of the e' because of the incorporation (R)], 

by common consent (R, Sn), for avoidance of the heavi

ness that would result from dissolution of the incorpora-

tion ; and (2) iJi ' who are a tribe of 'Abd Al~ais, orig. 
'''' '.' . ~ , but contracted, where they say 1.5;: w~th ['{>amm and 

(Dh, LL)] double) (R). But their objection falls to 
, " , 

the ground, because the contracted Y) is, curtailed of the 

e' 88 A distinctly states [above] ; so that in the rei. n.. 

its e ,is restored, not its J ; whereas the discussion is 

about restoration of the J (Sn). In [the rel. n. of (A)] 
every tnl., where the J is elided, and the conj. Hamza 

[667] is put [at the beginning (R) as a compensation for 

it (A), the Hamza alternates with the J, for which it is 

a quasi-oompensation; so that (R)] you [may (A)] restore 

the J , and elide the Hamza, or retain the Hamza, and 
", e· I", 

elide the J , as 1.5~ or ~~ [above] ; 1.5~ [with Kasr or 

:pamm of the U" (R, Sn), and also ;,;.: with Fat\t. 
" j •. • .... I. 

(ft.), or~! (R, A) ; and ~ or ~! [312] (A). If 
'0 ,.,.". 

you named a man I;)W! or ~ u..,~ [308], you would say 
• I .... I. I'. 
ID the r('l. n. I.5r or ~J [295] (Jh). As for ,;-.e! [161 I 
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• • • •• Its r~l. n., [says S (R),] is [only (R)] ~~J, [like ~r" 
according to analogy (8),] because [it i; not a bil., ~~d 
(8)] the Hamza [here (8)] is not a compensation (8, R) 

for the J, which is present (R); while ~;;, [says he 
..... ·fIO ". 

(R),] from ~, ,,.-~[294, 308,309] is anomalous (8, R). 
But, says Sf, this is a form deduced by him from analogy; 

otherwise the rel. n. heard is ~;.; [with Fatb of the) (Jh)] 
J,. •• • ,.. J,. 

from 'r'J ' not ~~J [above]. The) in ~;A rel. n. of ,,.-' is 
pronounced with'Fat).l, because, when you elide the cOni. 
Hamza contrary to analogy, the vowel of the) remains 

in its state of alliteration to the vowel of the [final] 

Hamza, which is the J [16]; and, Kasr being insepar

able from the Hamza on JLccount of the 1.5 of relation 

[294], the) also is pronounced with Kasr, as ~.r, like 

~,,;l; and is afterwards pronounced with Fat).l, as in 

:;? [296]. But Fr transmits Fatb of the) in ;;.:! in 
... 8'. 

every case, and :pamm of it in every case. As for ~, 
[16], the Hamza and the r are compensations for the J;
so that, wheny-ou restore the J, you elide them (R). I 

asked Khl the rel. n. of;';;1: and he said, You may elide . '" .. 
the augs., saying 1.5~, as though it were rel. n. of ~, j .. .. • • • • • or may leave it unaltered, saying ~" hke ~, and . . ,"" ., , ", 

a 0 • • 

~! (8). But, says S, ~! is a form deduced from 
analogy by Khl, not spoken by the Arabs (R). 
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9 • 9 .f § 307. The rel. m. of ~ and ~ are disputed. 
,0 , e<,- '" ., 

And the predicament of ~~ , [below], ~ and ~ , 
... 9 • 8 .~ 

and lilS", which correspond to ~ and~', is the same .. .. 
as theirs (A). But the dispute as to the rel. n. of ~Ird .. .. 
[ahove] is apparent only before it is used as a name; and 

similarly afterwards, according to the dial. of imitation; 

whereas, according to the dial. that treats it like ~,~ 

o~ ~t.,;.~, its rel. n. ought by common conse~t to be 

~I ;i; [295] (8n). If the \:;.J be substituted for the J in 

the tril., which occurs in the few m. enumerated in the 
8 • 8 .,. 

chapter on the Diminutive [277], such as ~ and~' .. 
9.' ,. ,0.... ,., 

[above], ~ [below], ~~, and ~ and ~.), then 

(R), according to [Khl and (IA)] 8 (R, lA, A), the \:;.J 
is elided, and the J restored (IY, R, lA, A). That 

[elision] is because the \:;.J [263, 689], though a substitute 

for the J , contains a tinge of femininization, since it is 

peculiar to the fern. in these m. : and the proof that it 

does not stand in the place of the J in every respect is 

their eliding it in the dim., as ;;&:; and ;;:;'[277]; and 
•• • • " 8 , ...... 

BlDularly In the pl. [below], as \:;.J1.4 (689], \:;.J'~', and 
Il .... 

\:;.JUso [234]. And, wh~n the \:;.J is elided, the tril. reverts 

to the formation of the rnase. [below). For all these m. 
are orig. rnase. : but, when the \:;.J is substituted for the J, 
they are altered to the formation with :pamm of the ..... 
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. • • J • • ,. 
in ~, , Kasr of it in ~ and f,;Jl;.;j, and quiescence of , ,.., 
the e in all, as a notification that this femininization is 

• • • 9' 0 .... .". 
not regular, as It IS In y),LiI and l4)LD [265] ; and that 
the I::.J does not denote pure femininfzation, but contains 

.• • 8.~ .", 
a tinge of it (R). The o. f of ~ and ~, is i,.4 and 
8............ 8,......... .,'11 
Ii~' [234, 667, 689]. Then they transfer i,..4 and i~' , 

." •• 80, 
the measure of which is J,u , to J.d and J.d, co-ordinating , 

80 8 0' 

them with the measures of eJ.~ and J,ii by means of the , 
~ substituted for their J [689]. And the I::.J in them is 
not really for femininization, because the letter before it 

is quiescent. This is the opinion of 8, which he unequi

vocally declares in the chapter on the Diptote (IY). 
8 • 8 oJ 

And therefore [he says that ~ or (IY)] ~, , when a - , 
[proper (R)] name [for.a man (IY)], is trip tote (IY, R) j 

whereas, if the I:.J were for femininization, it would be 

diptote (IY). According to Khl (8, M) and 8 (M), you 
• " 8 • 80 

say \$,..4 from !.:;.>~ , [as from \:H~ (8, IY, lA, Aud, A), 

when ~ou restore its elided (Aud)]; and ~A from ~ , 
•• (8, M, R, lA, Aud, A), as from C' [306] (R, lA, Aud, 

• 9 ........ • ",,1J. 

A). That IS because they say 1::.Jl.4 and I::.J~' [234] by 

elision of the I::.J and restoration [of thefom.] to the ori

ginal formation of the masc. (Aud). And [similarly 
I " (8), according to S (A),] you say \$",u [,!ith Fatb of the 

..... • .... ' '" I, .... 
I:lJ (8n)] from '4.' n~; and [\$r-f and (R, A)] \$~~ from 
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[.;.;I and (R, A)] ~;; (S, R, A), because, when you 
..... Ci' .... ~..... 9. " 

restore the J , the n. becomes ~ and ~.) [227], like ~ , 
1 " I. r <" .... 

reI. n. I$~ [302J (R); and 1$,-'. [below] from Ii.lS'" (8, ., ..... ., ..... 

A) : their reI. M. being like those oft~eir mases. (A). A's 

saying" their maBes." necessarily implies that .;;t and 
,., 
~ also ha.ve a rnasc. [above]; but perhaps he means 

their o. f. before affixion of the I;:.t (Sn). The secret of it 

is that these formations, being all/em., must be restored 

to the formation of the masc. [above], as the I must be 
,111 , 8, ., 

elided in iM, and the [' and] I;:.t in 1;:.tU-A [295] (Aud). , 
9. 9,. 

Khl asserts that (S) the rnasc. of (R) ~ [or 1.4' (8)] . , , 

is aNy. jZ (S, R), with Fatb of the u and e, as is 
, " proved by the pe'lf, pl. ~,-4 [234], and the broken pl. 

;~r [667] (R). Similarly [the rnasc. of] .~..!..f is [orig.] 
8-", ..... ," , '. ,. IE. J.aJ, as is proved by cl~' [16], I!J~', and~'; and by , 

the saying of some of the Arabs, as Y asserts, ~T[2601 
9" . 

this being the pl. of J.aJ [237, 239] (8). Similarly (R) 
, .... 0 • 9 ..... 

l;)'rU!, [313,314, 667], which corresponds to L4~, [because 
, ., 0 ' ..... 

the sing. of ~W, and 1,;)\ x.s" if they were allowed one, 
........ , .... 

9 • 9"'0 8 • 9.... ." 
would be ~ and &AS! , like 1.:H1 and 1.41 (Jh),] is orig. J.a.i, 

since (S) they say ~i as pl. of ~LJjYt Monday (S, R). . , , 
8·, .', 

And ~ [belo~] is Ottig. J.aJ , as is proved by the say-
, " 

ing of some of the Arabs cl,a [16]. And not one of 
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these 11.8. occurs whose e is not orig. mobile, except [ .;,.;.s-
" .; 

and] ~ , [each of] which is an indecl. n. [227J. And, ". 88 for l.x.l!', the [original] mobility of its E is proved by 

:is' [below], like ~ a gut, sing. of J~ [237] (S). But , , 
the restoration of the J [in the rel. n.], whic4 is allowable 

• • "". 9 • '. 
in I.:H! [and ~W!], is necessary in ~ [and '4,' n~], as in 

~ (Sn). S ~ays, If it be said that, the J not being 
9 " • ' • " 

restored in 1:1'-4 [234], analogy requires that ~ and \5,t4 

should be allowable in the rd. n., because of the principle, 

which you have just mastered, that in restoring [the J] 
in the rd. n., the duo' and the pl. with the , and 1:1 are 

considered [306], the answer is that, although they do 

not restore the J in ~u.; , they do in ~~ [234], and'the 

object is restoration of the J in some of the ~ord's varia

tions other than the rel. n. (R). According to Y, how-. . . " .,. 
ever, [in additIon to \5~ and \5~' (R),] you [may also , .. . . . . ~ 
(R)] say \$~i.j and~' (8, M, R, lA, Aud, A), forming 

9 • 9 ., 

the rd. n. of ~ and ~, from their expression (lA, A), , 
and not eliding the I.::.t (A). He argues that the 1:1 is not 

for femininization [263] (R, Aud), since it is preceded by 

a sound quiescent, and is not changed into I in pause 

[646] (Aud); but that it is a substitute for the J (R). 

And that is admitted; but they treat [the 1:1 in] this for

mation like the i of femininization, as is proved by [its 

elision in] the pl. [above] (Aud). He ought, ihcrefore, 
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"" "" II .... 
[asKhl objects (8, to lals£z (R)] I$~ and . 

., 0.... • 
~ [from o.::;J.JIJ and ...:;MA (IK, ; whereas no une 

that (8, IY, R, A); but one says 1$':;'; , and, Q(."Cording 

to A's declaration that the sound second of the bil. may 
I... I -

be doubled or not, ~ or ~ [30(;]. laIlgmcge A, 
• 

like that of others, necessarily implies that ~ [above] . " 

and ~ are among the ns. in which the J IS elided, and 

the \=.J put as a compensation for it, and this is obuious 
8 ... . 

in o.::;J.JIJ" , because it, 

it, being or-ig. ~ 
, huweuer, 

t,Z'JO 
00 O.~_ 

"'~ g:?,nd ~I , Sl:TIce - ; 

~ , is mig. ,£i, but, as 
., 

bil. by [077] 
hmw the distinctionthaO thu 

im5epurablu, uuntl-",ry to 
8 • ..... • • 

\=.J ~-~,~~ 1" foz:md 

chanhed iuto in pau~~e (dn)] . 
In 

abseuO 
II • 

to Y, cs~u . und 
I • I .... .: .... 
~(below], I$f~' or K/":"J{, like 

thot (tY), accord· 

Keth the opieion£"'? anh Y (IY)], dOU say 

":Jf ~lJ5 fi-,zm Ws- (M) ; but it is true, because 
'-='... ... :ioO'., 

sads ~,1f[f¥'beue] uothing ubottt t;i!"; 
... 

he Bah thnt 
0-

o,;;,A~ 

rntention .. ~ 
~, Due is his 
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allowance of retention of the \:oJ in their rd. m. uni

versal, according to him, in the rel. n.. of every tril. for 

whose J a \:oJ is substit~ted, so that we should pronounce 
I * I ... e .... 

that he must say ~ [ above], l$~' and l$~liJf, like 
• ., • _ r ._' I ... , .. 
~ [300], ~~, and ~,~; and, if that were uni-.. .. . ... . ... 
versal, according to him, he would say ~~ and ~, 
and Khl would not make the objection that he does; and 

therefore IR's saying that (R), according to Y, the rel. n&. 
.... I * I .... I". 

ofLUf are ~above], ~,.ur, and 1$,t..U!' (SH), require. 
consideration, unless he mean that, if you were to form au 

assumed -rel. n. for it by analogy to V's formation of the 
• 0* 0.J. 

f'el. 1V.. from ~ and ~, I the three ways would be allow-.. 
able (R). And Akh adopts a third method with ..:..~ .. 

G • J. 
and ~ and the m. corresponding to them, eliding the 

~, [and restoring the elided J (Sn)]; but maintaining the 

quiescence of the letter before it, [if the rules do not 

require this letter to be mobilized, as in the rel. n.s. of .;;i 
t G ... 
and~.), as explained by A below (Sn),] and the vowel 

•• II. J. •• 
of the letter before the quiescent; as IS~' ~~" ~~, 

and ~,l(: and, according to his method, "the ~el. ,,:. ~f 
... .. , .. , , ., 

~ and ~.);when the elided [~(Sn)] is restored, ought 
. . .. . ".. . .... 
by analogy to be like that of ". [302], as ~~ and ~~~ 

. .'" '" 
(above] (A). According to [the apparent opinion of 

,. 8 • 

(A)] S (R, A), the ~ in UJ.{is like the \:oJ of[~ and .. .. 
177 
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fa ., 

(IY, A)] ~, (IY, R, A), since it [is not merely for 

femininization, but (R)] is a substitute for the J (IY, R), 
for which reason the letter before it is quiescent (R) ; 

while the' is for femininization (IY, A), the o. f. being .... ,. 
~~ like ~r~ [272] (IY): and upon this [apparent 

opinion (Sn)] is founded the preceding statement (A) 

that S says ~~ [above] (Sn). For that the J is un-
" , 

Bound is shown by the masc. is;, [ong. ~(Jh),]which 
is ~ ; and that the J is a , is more likely than that it 

should be a ~ , because substitution of the .::.I for the, is 

much more frequent than its substitution for the ~ [689] 

(IY). And the \:.:.J may have the' of femininization put 

after it, and become intermediate; nor is that [con

sidered] a combination of two signs of femininization; 

because the \:.:.J , as we mentioned, is not for mere femini

nization, but contains a tinge of it (R). When, therefore, 

you form the rel. n., you [restore the J, and (RJ] reduce 

the word to the [original (I V)] formation [of the masc. 
fa • fa • , ' ... 

(R )], as in ..::.-~ and~' ; [so that it becomes ~ with 
Fat!} of the e' the FatJ.i of the e being obvious in its 
ma.!c. (R);] and then the' of femhiinization must be 

"", .., . 
eJidcd (IY, R), as in 15~ [300] (R); 80 that ~il!'18 

said (IY). According to J r, however, the measure of 
,. 8 .... • 

U.1$' is J;:aJ (IY, R, A), the' being the J of the word, .. .. 
and the \:.:.J (R, A) a [co-ordinative (Jh)] aug. (A), noi 
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being a EiUbstitlite 

nor Eiontninhlg EAnns+:: 

nuya • (IY, R, 

(IY)~ 

harahigm 

(IY, R), shme 

1 ) 

liid. (Snl] , , 
of iCEl.iiI1JI3t 

I ". A), IikEA ,~~ \W1: ~ ,. 

( At 
.:f!!! 

(Ill)] 

?lned liS 

' ... 0 • 

nt.w TIS eli 
" 

thnirlzlngYEagn 

mihdl,s 

(S, IY),] is;:liptzkte, . det~ and whnn Z:ndet (S, IY~ R)i 

s?ccording to [the opinion of (IY)] ~ (IY, R), because 
f0' • , 

its I is the I of femininization (S, IY, R), 80S in ~ [18, 

248, 272] '(R), while its I::.t corresponds to the, in \$;~ 
[272] (S) ; but is triptote when indet., according to the 

opimon of Jr (IY). The well-known opinion, however, 

hrams.mitt,ed thii mf~ority thEA BY, and eii+:m 

by thii eM:, Lii<is suhsti~ 
" 

lute for the [os ~ (Sn)], thii J ?if word, 

~;l~f'f t;lr (Sil),] mfasnse which is ~J..d 
the [Of ~] beinb changed into ~ as an intimation of the 

feminini~tion (A). This is different from the opinion 

described above as apparently held by S, because the J , 
according to this, is preseilt, being orig. a, [or \$], 

which has been changezt into \i:i.J; accz:>fdifg the 

lormer, is nlidc:;h, 

smEie majnritg, 
I ., 

lige ~~ [Stt] 
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Sf says that those who hold the ~ not to contain the 

sense t>f femininization, but to be a [mere] substi"tute 

for the, ' as [it is for the c..r] in !~ , orig. ;~ [689, 
9 .... ' 9 .. ' I. 

7581, and [for the ,] in ~ and ~!J3 [6891 say ~ 

[above] (R). And, [according to what Sf says (R),] 
I ... I... I , •• 
\S~ and ~,Wf also are allowable (R, So), like ~~ 

arid .. ~,j;" [3<10] (R). A nd, according to this sa;ing .. ... 
Also, UJ.( ought not to be reckoned among the M. whOM .. 
J is elided, because the n. whose J is changed is not said, 

in conventional language, to have its J elided ;.otherwiae 

one would be obliged to say that ,e: has its J elided [683}r 
8,· • .... I • •• 

The. rel. m. of i.4~ are ~ and ~~, like those of~! 
[3061 by common consent, since the i [295] in it is not 

•• a substitute, like the II:oJ in ~ [689J (A). , 

§ 308. The rel. n. is formed from the first member or 

the compo (M, SH, lA, Aud, A) ()f all [four (Jrb)J kinds 

(R, Jrb), (1) aprothetic (Jrb), (a) att. (Jrb, lA, Aud, A),. 

an [imitated (IY, R)] prop. (IY, R, A) used as a name 

(IY, A), like ~ ~Ci [4J (M, R, lA, And, A) and ~ 
" . .,. 
.~ His breast gleamed (M, Aud, A), a man's name 

(lYon §. 4) : (b) not a prop. (R), [but] synthetic (IY, 

Jrb, lA, Aud, A), (a) not implying [the sense of] the p. 
. .-~ 

in the second member [209J (R), like~ (R,IA, Aud, 
'''' ., , ..... ,. , 

A), whence '-="~~ (IY, Aud, So) and 1I:oJ,...~ (IY, 
~ ., " ~ 
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A) : (b) implying [the sense of] the p. (R, Jrb) in the 

second member (R), anum. [210], which is shown by 
."., 

IUK to be a branch of the synthetic (Sn), like ~ 
;.~; (M, SH, A), when a [proper (SH)! name [below] 

, "',. ..... 
(M, ~H, Sn), and similarly ra W' when a (proper (IY)] , , ..... ,0, 
name [below] (1\.1); and [not a ftum.,] like ~ ~ [211] 

(R) : (2) prothetic (R, J rb, lA, Aud), according to a 
........ ". 

detail peculiar to it [309] (R), like ~ ,.,.-![ 4] (lA, A ud). 
And the second member, [which Khl treats as correspond

ing to the i offemininization (IY),] is elided (IY, Jrb, IA), . ...~, 
.Iike the B [295] (Jrh). You say (1, a) ~~u (M, SH, ... , . ., 
lA, Aud, A) and ~r (M, Aud, A): (1, b, a) ~ (SH, 

• ., I ... , 
lA, Aud, A); \5~ (M, Aud, So) or \5,~ (Aud, Sn), . .. , 

.,,, I ., 
because \5~ is like u:U [301] (Sn); and r$~ (M, A): 

I ., I • 
(1, h, b) ~ (M, IdH, A); and [hence (IY)]~! or . " ", 
\5,.u [306] (M, R) i eliding ~ (IY, R), as is the rule .. . 
(R), like the ~ in ~W, [295], because they assimilate .. .. 
", "". ..... ....', 
~ in ~ W! to the ~ in ~W~, as they assimilate ~ 

in ),;,; ~ to the i offemininization, since ;,;; occupies ,. . ..... 
the place of the ~ in ~W, and ~ [290,318], for which 

,., ,," • • reason you do not combine them (IY): (2) ~~! (lA, Aud) 
• ,," I 

with Kasr of the ) (MKh), or ~.,.- (Aud, MKh) with I 

Fat~ of the rand) [294, 306, 309] (MKh). The reason 

why one of the two members is elided from all the comps. 
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in the rel. n. is dislike' to superimposing the letter of 

relation, with its heaviness [309], on what is already 

hea.vy because of the composition. And the reason why 

the second [309J, not the first, is elided is that the heavi

ness proceeds from it (R). In the synthetic compo this 

way [of forming the rel. n.] is regular, by cOl!lmon con

sent (A). And [there are four additional ways, for (A)] 

sometimes the rel. n. is formed from (1) the [first or (R)] .... 
seoond member, [whichever you please (R),] aI:t [~ or 

....... .. 
(R)] ~: thl81S allowed by Jr (R, A) alone, and [accord· 

ing to A] by no one else (A); but Jh says that the rel. 
".,.... ... I ,., 

n. of r'''''~ [below] is ~~ or 1St'~ , allowing an option 

without anomaly (CD) : (2) each of (R) t.he two members 

[together, their composition being removed (A)], as 
• w ...... 

[~~, by analogy to (A)] 
e_,..... 'so.,. .... o. . II,.. • .... til. ,. J ... ~ , , • c" 

~~I ~ ~'jl ..,~, \5~ ~ • i,,'l~ ~~ ~r 
[below] I wedded her, a native of Rilma Hurmuz, by tM 

aid of the abundance of the maintenance that the Corn. .,., .... ' 
mander gave (R, A) from ,..,...~ [above] (R, Sn), a city 

in the confines of KhtIzistin (Sn): this is allowed by 

[some, and among them (A)] ARm (D, A) ; but [accord

ing to H] no one agrees with ARm in this; nay, the 

rest of the GG forbid it, lest two signs of relation be 
combined in the rel. n. ; and they account for the verse 

as anomalous (D): (3) the aggregate of (A) the comp., 
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[without any elision, when the expression is light (R),] 

- as ~~ (R, A): (4) a n. upon the measure of ~ .. 
I ,., 

constructed from the two members of the comp., as C5'!~ 
[309]. But these [last] two ways are anomalous, not to 

be copied (A); while the regularity or anomalousness of 

the first two is disputed (Sn). No rei. n. is form~d from 
, "" ,. 
[~ W! .and the rest of the compo nums., such as (lY)] 
'''' "., 
~ ~ when anum. (M, SH), because, both members 
being then intended, if you elided one of them, the sense 

• I • I" 
would be marred (Jrb), sInce~! or \5fS would be con-,. 
founded wi~h the rel. n. of ~W1..[306J (IY). The reason 
why the compo num., when not a proper name [above], 

may not have a rei. n. is that to form the rei. n. without 

elision would conduce to heaviness, as above shown; 

while neither of the two members of the compo intended 

to be a num. may be elided, since in sense they are cou-
, ~., "" " , 9 .... '"'' ."." pled together, the sense of ~ ~ being i~, ~ 

five ana ten [210],- and neither of two ns. coupled to-
J 

gether can supply the place of the other (R). But AHm 

allows the rei. n. [of ihe compo num. not a proper name 

(R)] to be formed from each of its two members [sepa-

rately, to avoid confusion (lY)], as [~l"'tt; ~~r, like 
fHI ,., _- , 

~.z-ot' ~J) above; and, in the case of the fem. (R),1 
•• ,.. ,"0, 
~~ \5~1 [with quiescence of the";' of i~ (R)], said 
~{a cloth [eleven ells long (R)], or, according to [the dial .. 
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,." . ." 

of (R)] those who pronounce the Ii- of .~ with Kasr, . "" .. . . .,,, 
f.5~ ~~1 [wIth Fatl) of the Ii- (R)], hke ~l~ [296] 

• ,,, I. ."" II,,, (IY, R): and similarly ~~ ~ or ~~~,..u to the 
, , ., " 

end of the comps. (R). In the prop. J r allows the re/,. no 

to be formed from the [first or (R)] second member, as 

(~t or (R)];;.t (R, A), and [~;. or] ~~ (A). 

And ARm allows it to be formed from the two together, 
• -" II ·f" • h h' d . as ~r ~\J , as m t e synt ettc an the num.: so m 

the Ham' (Sn). And [Jr says that (R)] they sometimes 
II ., , ., 

call the old man ~(IY, R, A) from '~I was (IY 

A), because he [often (Sn)] says" I was (R, Sn) such 

and such in my youth" (R), whence 
, ",., ......... " '" --" ,., .. , .. ".,.~, 
~~, ~ "r-" ~~;4-, • ~~ ..:,:.I~', I !:u' ..:,:.Is.: .,u 
Then I became a dotard and decrepit; and the worst of 

the qualitiu of the '1nan is being a sayer of " I was" and 

. decrepit (IY, A); for, since the pron. of the ago is 

[amalgamated with, and (IY)] inseparable from the v., 
the two become like one word (IY, R). But this is . , 
anomalous (A). And [S says that (R)] they say ~/ 

"(S,IY, R, A), which is the regular form (A), eliding 

the I::.' of the ago (IY, R), and then forming the re/,. n. 
. . , 
from~, but (IY) restoring the, (S, IY, Sn), which is 

the E. of the ~. (IY), since the cause of its elision, vid. its 

concurrenoe when quiescent with the ~ made quiescent 

OD. account of the attachment of the mobile nom. pron. 

I 
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to it, is removed (8n), because the ~ is now mo~ilizcd 

(8, lY) with Kasr, on account of its combination with 

the 1$ of relation (lY); and pronouncing the cl with 

l)amm transferred to it from the, after transfer of the. 

v., when meant to be attributed to the mobile nom. Fron., 
,.,,, "" , ",,' 

from J,u with FatQ, the original mea!ure of ~If , to J,u 

with ::pamm [403] (Sn). They ought to say ~tS', because 
,., ..... , " 

the prons. in s~ch as ~ and l..U3 are atiaehed to JL3 , 

the' being then elided on account of the two quiescents ; 
III , 

but the \oJ in ~/ is allowed to retain its original ::pamma 
anterior to the formation of the rel. n., as a notification 

of what the rel. n. is formed from (R). And some say 

~;Z?, introducing the ~ of protection [170], in order to 
, 0 , 

preserve the expression ~[with :pamm of the \::,J (R) 

from the Kasr (lY)], as 
J .. .,., 0 '0"G .,. w'" ~ " .,. J '" . (~ ., , !: 0, .". __ "., 
• ~ n'1<"11 Jl>.Jt .'. # . ~ u, LA ':"1< ... , l.o 
~ '~'" 'T'r' ~ ,~~, 

A nd thou art not a dotard, nor (tm I decrepit; and the 

worst of ' men are the' dotard and a decrepit (lY, R), 
! '0' 

cited by Th, who disapproves of~, saying that it is , 
,. ., ..... 

a mistake (lY). The predicament of Y,J, [Wl (S),] 
'" , • , ,,0, ......... 0. ' 
~ ,[and the like (8, Sn), as Lo,J and ~, (Sn), when 

used as names (A),] is similar (8, A) in the 'l'el. n. to 

that of the att. compo (A): for you form the rel. n. from 
:4 , . I 

the first member (8) ; so that you say IS,J with a single, ' 
. "". . 

s ." and \$~~ (A). A's saying" with a single ," is not , 
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inconsistent with 1M's saying" Doublo the second of a 

bil." [306], because what is meant by tho bil. there is 

the constitutionally bil., as A distinctly states; while 

here the word that the rei. n. is formed from is constitu

tionally quad., but becomes accidentally bil. on formation 

of the rei. n. (Sn). The elision in the rel. n. is Dot con

fined to the last member of the prop., but extends to 
whatever exceeds the first member; so that, if you used 
o 0,. ..... ,.... " 

"'-:!) ,.~, 0> Zaicl to-day went out as a name, you would ..... 
say ~~ (A). 

§ 309. W hen you form the rei. n. of a prothetic 

compo [below], ono of the two :members must be elided, 

(1) because of tho heaviness [308] : and (2) because, if 

you retain both, then, (a) if you affix the 1$ of relation to 
the post., the result is th.at, (a) if the inflection of the "

related to be transferred to the 1$ of relation [294], as in 

other reI. ns., the 1$ will be impressible by the op'. 

go,-erning the pre., and unimpressible by them because 

of its affixion to the post., which is permanently governed 

in the gen.; (b) if the inflection bo not transferred, the 

rel. n. will be mistaken for a non-rei. n. pre. to a rei. n., .. ..... , .... , . 
as "i~ ,.~ a man-servant of a Barr! : (b) If you affix 

~ ......... ., 
the 1$ to the pre., as ~'\5~ tlte 'Abdi of Alllais, .. .. 
the rei. n. will be imagined to be pre. to that gen., where-

as your intention is to affirm the relation of something 

to the n. compounded of the l>re. nnd post. (R). They 
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mean by the" prothetic comp." here what is a proper 

name, [i. e., a surname (Sn),] or [a proper name by (Sn)] 

prevalent [appli\:ation (Sn)], not such as ~j ;~ the 

man-servant of Zaid [below], because its aggregate has 

no single meaning, to which relation could be affirmed; 
G .. (! G ... 

and, though a rel. n. can be formed from r~ or ~) , 

that is a rel. n. of a single word, not of a proth"tic compo 

(A). The reason why the rel. n. maybe for~~ either 

from the pre. or fl'om the post., as will be seen, although 

each of them has orig. a meaning, is that the rel. n. is not 

formed from the prothetic comp., except when a proper 
• .,... • .0 , • .,0 ... 1-'. 

name, like ~yt \:H' and ~, '.i'" ; and the members of a 
compo proper name, of whatever "composition it be, have 

DO [separate] meaning. Since, then, it is settled that one 

of the 'two members must be elided, it is better to elide 

the second, because of what we mentioned [308 J : and also 

because, if a rel. n. were fonned from a prothetic compo 

before it became a proper name, the n. really rela.ted to 

would be the pre." because the post. is really like a quali. 
0, ' ... r.' 

fication of. the pre., since the sense of ~~ r~ [above] is 
..... 0",,-., •• 

~J! r'jJ:. a man-servant belongmg to Zaid [111]; so that, 

when the compo becomes a proper name, it is better to 
form its rel. n. from the pre., not the post. (R). You say. 

., 0, 0,0 ... '., a. 
, ~~ [below] from ~I ~, and [~l'0~ or (S, IY; A)] 

~; [with Fatlt oftha rand; (AAz,LL, ~ll), ns ill tIl(} 
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~ ~~~ 

verse below (AAz),] froUl ~',;-o' [294, 306, 308] (8, 
JtI, R, A), 'Abd al~ais [Ibn A.f~a, a'great clan (KAb) of 

Asad (KF) in Rabi'a Ibn Niziir (LL ),] and Imra al~ais 

[Ibn Zaid Maniit Ibn TamJm (IKb), a sub-tribe of M u4ar 

(Dh),] being two clans (A). Dhu-rRumma S9YS 

"'" _ ."., 0 ..... "0 "," ,,,,, J Ii..." " 
~4f iL?)' '~' I::J~ • ~ ~1 ~~wt ~ 
9;.~r i..(~ ;S ~; • ~ JT; Y~if0'~ 
,..... , 0..0 '" woO ., '" .... ".. .... ' ... , -= " • .,., ""'..... , "'.,.., 
~',..s"JI ~~, ~~aJ' W' # ,,.., l5~r' ~ ~~, 

(M, A) The t1YtCers oJlineage to Tamim reckon the hotlses 

of glory to be Jour great ones. They reckon A r Ri1.xJ.b 

[310], and the line oj Sa'e,l, and 'Amr, then the goodly 

I!anz"la. ,And the descendant oj Imra alllais goes among 

them left out oj account, as thou leavest the' ne'lO-born 

camel out of account in calculating the blood-wit (A Az). 

But, if much ambiguity be produced by forming the rel. n. 

from the p?·e., which occura where there is a regular series 

of names, in all of which the pre. is one, but the post. is 
01 ,. ttl 

different, as in the surnames [4], like~:> r.t and tl' 
'" '" 0-0 .".. " , '" O..ctt" , • 

~S\J', and w.:> r' and ~~I r' ,and similarly in I.:H~ 
.,.. ~ ,. 
11",.0 G; ,. 
~;J1 and l!'~ I.:.H! [10], then the rel. n. mU2t be formed 
.. I ., ., IS' • .', 

from tho post., as 1,5~ from ~ r.' [4] and 1,5~> from 

. ~jJr:H!, since the heading of surnames by ~r and ~t is 
s • 

regular, and of proper names by \.:HI is quatli-regular; se 
, a .. 6 !l_~ I Q 

that, if you said \Sy.' [306], ~" or~' from the whole, .. ~ ... " 
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the ambiguity would be universal. If, howcver, that 

[series of names] be not regular, but [only] numerous, 
.<'0'., ",0, ...... ..0 •• , 

like )'JJt ~, ,-!UA ~, ~nd ~ ~, then the rule is 
to Corm the rel. n. from the pre., because of what we have 

mentioned, as ~~ [abovc] ; but here also it is sometimes 

formed from thc"post., to remove the ambiguity, as [~l'; 
I " flo" 

Bnd.(KAb, LL)] (S!U,o. This is a statement ofS's lan-
guage, and is the truth (R). But Mb [followed here by 

Z (IY)] says that, when the p1·e. is made det. by the 
, 0 

post., then, if the post. be known [by itself (R)], as in ~?! 
..... " #0 , ,,' , 0 Ii '" ,. 

~I' ' [e'f' I.:.H! (IY), and ll'~ ~! (R),] the rule is to 
[elide the first, and (R)] form the rel. n. from the second; 

. • ..... .-0 ,..... j.,. 
but, if the post. be not known, as in ~, ~ and ,~! 

........ 
~, , the rule is to form the rel. n. from the first, because 

• ,..... • 8 ., 

~ is not a known thmg (IY, R), whereby ~ and .' . ,t'~ become det. But an adversary may disallow this, 
0 ......... 

saying U How do you know that ~ is not a clan, or a 
y.,o 0 0 .. 

man, or something else, to which 'r'! or ~ was O1-ig. 
[we. fOf. particularization and determinlltion [111], as in 

co ,e.. , «I, ... " 0 ". Ii J 0100 '''". 

the case of ~ lh." ~. ~ ~, \S~, ~, and 
#1'"", .". ~ 

\:PIiJT c.>.;; ?" (R). And [Sf points out that (R)] Mb is ... 
., 'It ., ,. 

refuted by the surnames (IY, R), likc ~ r' and ~.r.' 
[above] (IY), where he ought to form the 'j·el. 11.. from the 

9 ., s ..... 
first (R), becausc r+-o and ~ arc not [necessarily] I 
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known names, to which the first is pr •. (IY), since the 

[young (IY)] boy is sometimes given a surname, [such 88 ." I. '.' IS 

~ r.' or ~ r.' (R),] before he has any child (IY, R) 
.-'" .. 

•• J 8 .... 0 .... 

named ~ or ~; and in such a case the post. is not 

known, since it is a name for a non-existent [person]; but 

nevertheless the rel. n. is formed from it (R). It is 
therefore plain that the rule is to form the ,-el. n. from 

the first, and not to deviate to the second except on account 

of ambiguity(IY). Ill, however, answers Sf, on behalf of 

Mb, saying that the second in such surnames as these is 

orig. intended, because these surnames are prognostica. 

tive. as though the boy had already Ii ved until a child 80 

Darned was born to him; so that the sccond, though not now 

intended, n~r determinative of the first, was orig. intended, 

because' ~S ;.r, e. g., is not orig. said except of one thab 
........ , ., 

has a child named Zaid. But Sf may say that ~t ~ 
, ~ 

is not orig. said except of a person who is a slave, sert!(lnt, 

or worshipper of some being named lIais. And therefore 

IR's saying that, 'if the second be not orig. intended, as in 
........ , ., ....... 4 ",. 

~, ~ and ~ ,.;..0' .... the rel. n. is formed from the , 
first, is refuted by the same objection as Mb's saying 

(R). Sometimes [a n. on the measure of (R) the form· 
ft .......... 

ation (A)] J.Lu compounded of the pre. and post., [by 

taking the ..J and e from each of them (R),] occurs 

anomalously (R, A), as matter of hearsay (R), ill the 
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c." 
t'Cl. n. of the prothetic compo (A), in the case of ~_ 

0".... • ,." 
[or its syn. ~ ] pre. to another n., as ~ from 

..... , .... .. . 
~ ~; whIle, If the e of the second be unsound, [It 
~ 

is omitted, and] the formation is completed by its J , as 
• ,_, • ,." ......... ,." • .-0 ' .... 

~ and 15~~ from ~f ~ and J'~f ~ L311] 

(R). And ~; is formed from the u;·;iJi;:! of Kinda; 
........ ". 

but the rel. n. of every other ~, ,j"~ among the Arabs 

is~; [above] (IHb, R). The instances reme~bered 
• ,., ... '0", I ."..... • lIII0,,,' 

arc (1) ~ from ':;'~ ~ ; (2) 15~~ from )!~ ~ ; 
(3) ~,::,i;;' from Imra al~ais Ibn ~ujr alKindi; (4) 
: ."..... • ....... ,." t .... , 
~ from ~, ~ [311]; and (5) ~ from 

..... ,., 
~ ~ [311]. They do that only to avoid ambiguity ... 
(A). The excuse for this composition, notwithstanding 

its anomalousness, is that the rel. n., if formed from the 

pre. without the post., is ambiguous; and, if from the 
post., is formed from what cannot supply the place of the 

pre., nor have the name of the p,'e. tropically applied to 

it without restriction, contrary to ;,,;),~~, because the. 

name of one parent is often applied to the children 
o ..... ' J. 

without restriction, as ~..;i and u~ ~ (R), the children 
J • 

of AIYis Ibn Mu<Jar being called u~, because their , , 

mother, the wife of AIYas was so called [679] (IKb). 
."............. ... ,II" 

An<;l they say ~ and ~ (A), meaning lIe claimed 
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to be descended from 'A.bd Sharns and 'Abd alllais (8n). 
& 0 ......... 

But, as for ~ [with quiescence of the y (IHb, Sn)], 

son of [Sa'd Ibn (IHb, IKb,.ID, T)] Zaid Manat [Ibn 

Tamlm (IHb, IKb, I D)], it is orig., as IAI says, 
..... ..... . .... . 
~ ~ , i. e. ~, meaning Sunlight, the e being sub-

"" ...... 
stituted for the C ; or, as IAr says, ~ ~, meaning 

Sun-li.ke (A). 

§ 310. The word that indicates plurality, if it be a 
0..... 9" , 

[collective] generic 11,., like ~ and Y~ [254J, or a quasi-
0........ 9.' 8 

pl. n., like ~ [below], .bsc) , and~J, forms its rel. n. from . ... . .. 
its own expression, as ..sz+i and ~1 [296], whether the. 

quasi1Jl. n. have an expression of its own crude-form, 
. 0 ..... 8 ..... 

applicable to its sing., like~, sing.~); or have not, like 
R G,..... .... , 0 ..... 

J:;s1 [257] (R). Yon say ~ , rel. n. 1.5~ , and .I:ut) ,rel. n. 
e ..... • ~.... ,r-' 

"'~)' because, if you said ~::--) [257], you would say 
..... 00.... • • • 

..s~" as ,·el. n. of ~; whereas thIS IS not saId (8). 

The pl. forms its rel. n. from (1) its sing., when the sing. 
S " I! .. 

is (a) regular, as ~ [246, 256], rel. n. ~~~ (R, A) ; 

~~ ordained portions, or slLares, of inhe1-itances, [sing. 
g, , • ........ , , .... 

~t (Sn ),]. rel. n. 15..D;J [below]; and ~~, [sing. 
a .... ':"'.... • .:. .... 
i,.-ili (Sn),] rel. n. ~ (A), by elision of the" as .. 
the rule is when the n. contains a, fourth [301] (8n) : 

! , , 9 , , 

(Ct) they say ~ of a, lea?"'ner fi'om ~ books [246]~ 
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! .... " I! ... 0" . 
by analogy to ",slLa;,I and ~~I [below]: but, according 

to the BB, the correct (practice] is to throw the fOrma-
9....., S ,,. 

tion of the 'rel. n. on the sing. i ~, and say ~ 
! " , -" ~,. 

[297], li~e ~~ [a.bove] from ~~# and ~~ from 
, " 9 .... 0 

~l.iA shears, scissors (D), sing. uQ~ (Jh, KF); wliile 
J • ! _ .... ,. s " ! .... , 

the people s saymgs ~~ [below], ~-6; and ~~ 

are wrong (A): (0) this, however, requires consideration 

in reference to the first, because, according to somo of 

the learned, ~~f the science of the distribution of 

inlw1itances belongs to the class of the proper name, 
8 ,os S .... 

like )WI and Y~ explained below: nay, Syt says in the 
Ham' that some' allow the pl. to form its rel. n. from 

its own expression unrestrictedly, i. e., whether it have 

a regular sing. of its own crude-form or not; and so 
!l ___ , I! " 

explain the people's sayings ~~I~ [abovel t.5fS', and 

~:::~ii (8n): (0) IEr says" That the pl. does not form 
a 'rel. n. is the saying of the BB, and is the well-known 

[doctrine] ; but the KK differ from them, allowing the 

pl. to form a 'rel. n. unrestrictedly (CD): (b) a quasi-pl. 
_.... e 0 0 .... " 

n., as tW [255], rel. '1~ ",s~, because its sing. is i5~, 

which is : quasi-pl. n. [;1,'" 257]; and similarly;Lilr 
o .... O:JS. I .... ,. a" 

people and .k4l1 Naoatlueans, r<;l. ns.",s~ and ~: 
(2) the sing. of its sing., when its sing. is ~ lJl. that has 

, (~ 4 ~ ... 
a singo, ~ ~IS' [25-6J, 1·el. n. 1StJ.S' (R): (a) the reason 

179 
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why the pl. is restored to the sing. in the reI. n. is that 

the Bing. is [lighter in expression, besides being (AArb)] 

the original [and most prevalent (R)] form (AArb, R), 
the n. related to being thus made to accord with the most 

prevalent form; or, as is said, in order to make known 

tha.t the pl. is not a proper name, since the pl. used as a 
. ~ ~ 

name forms'its rel. n. from its own expression, as ~~ 
" a .,. 

and IS!.~ below (R) : (3) its own e~pression, when it 

[rese1ubles a. sing. in constitution: that includes four 

kinds, what (A),] (a) ha:s no mng., [regular or irregular, 
I . ", I,." 

in use (R),] as ~.)~ [255, 257J, Tel. n. ~~.)~ (R, A), , .,. , 

because the disuse of its sing.· makes it rcsemhle sucb as 
....... 9., 
r':; [below] and .bID) [above], which have no sing. [257] 
(A): 8 says (R), This is stronger than that I should 

Cldginate something, which the Ara.bs do not say (8, R), 
• ,., III • a.,. • 

even if it be regular, as ~.),~ or ~~~ or ~.)f~ " .,,......,, ... 
8 ,.. &I .,. •• 

(R): and similarly (a) Y~' [251] (R, Sn). rel. n. i.rl~' J 

0, ."... • 

because Y'r' is a pl. that hf),S no 81ng. of its own crude. 
8"..... 9 ....... 

fOl"Qlt'Tr not being its sing. ·now, since the y'~' are the 

in'ta~bi~ant$ qf the (lesert, whereas ~ is applied to the . , .. 
people of th~ desert and of cim'lized parts; though "':J~ 

9 ", 
appears to ha,v~ been orig. pl. of ",-!~, and to have after .. 

wa"ds become particular (R); while some say that 
• ,c.'S, 8 ,,, ,~ .. 

'-:-~' ispl. ofy~: (b) ~4' [257)·(8n):. (b) bas an 
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.. , ,. ~ s ., 0 .... 

irregular sing. (R, A), as e:J...o, sing. ~ [28G] ; but 

this kind is di~putcd (A) : AZ says that it tis like the 
first (A)] forn:;;,; its n. f'mm O\V:z~ 00'\I'."s""·h 

a,.,. 
sion, as [ <.$~"J..,o; and he relates that the Arabs aay 

"" , (0<" 

(A)] ,c-:z....,~"-n (R, "~""~ 
w """""" .....,. ,. 

~~; amI ! (R] bUI f'orm reI. no" 

it; sing., even though it be irregular (R, A), saying 

~~J ] A), ~ll':; ~ ~ If·. fmd !l; (R); 

follows that opini~n ill t~e rest of his'books. expressing 

th<l " of'Jhe alwmalzH.1ks is 

<)f thl neg?.E.IHr, n'lt like the pl. Hf thn disu.lud . 

contrary to the opinion of AZ00; and here too his langu. .. 

. inl<)lprelatioll IS a 

[proper] name (R, A), in which case, (a) if it he a broken 

9 ..... .,. 

,W" 
#' 

i·d. froaD th:z,t expaa01u~ion. (R), 

name (R),] and [similarly (R)] ,s"i([and 

'-J4...0 (R)], ~~ (R, A), the name of a town in Al'Iriilc . ... .. 
t 

( ), a of t,L). 
I ,o-e. '" ·2..,. a " a _,,, 
~i 00~1 [bahyw], ar~ 2md ~~ nll~'.M 

! "'''' 
(R, A), and ~1!.lA..; though sometimes t~e [broke~J plo 
ufie<l a n';0.k"e 18 to wllan 18 

, ,'0" 
d ambifiuity as <0.~~'_AJ, tht3 prop"r DZ3f2T&e of a 

~ "I 
2 .... 

sub-tribe of AIAzd, 'j'el. n. ~~:':~'I from its expression, 
! 0'" 

15-:T0fr~ siny., beaal';.::3e hhere Dc, fear 
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~ '" f 0, 

~ntbiguity, since we have no clan named .)~;-i1f (A) : 
• , J 0 '0 .... 

(4) so say A and others: but Dm object.s that ~,a.n is 

transmitted by more than one Lexicologist as being tlte 

lion's cub and the mountain-kid [and the lam,b (Akh)] ; 

"'hile ambiguity results whenever there is a word ;;;.; 

used to denote another thing, even if it be not ((, cltm, 
e '0' 

since there is nothing to indicate that 15~~~ relates to 
the clan, qecause it may rela.te to something else, and 

in that case the ambiguity remains: and the author . , ,., ...... 
of the Tsr' also objects that the ~a~aQ. gives ,,~,.u' 

[called also ~'~f (Mb, ID, Jh), whence Khl (Jh).] 
as a sept of Y a~mad, which is a sub-tribo of Al A zcl ; ." , 
so that ambiguity does result (Sn) : ({3) you say ~,; 
(Akh, Jh) fro111 the tribe (Akh), though Y used to 

e , 0' s , 0, 
say I!j';~~ (Jh); but only l5~t from the lambs 

(Akh) : (r-) if it be a sound pl., then, as we have men-

tioned [295], the' and \;.J are elided from the pl. fern-., as 
• , .... ,. ! " 
~~r" a man's name. reI. n. IS!ro with Fatl) of the e 
[240], because you do not restore it to its sing., but only 

III 0, 

eliJe from it the rand I:J, contrary to ~ [below]F 
which is pro~ounced with quiescence of the ~, because 

it is the rel. n. of the sing.: and similarly the, and ~ are 

elided from the pl. masc., when a proper name, if the ~ 

be not ma.de thc seat of inflection; but the pl. is not 
, ',. II ,. • h 

restored. to the sing., as ~,..o)' [below], rel. n. ~)' Wit 

a"" , J"'; 

Fatb of the) (H): (a) the rel. ns. of I;:.IfrJ [240], ~~f 
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[234, 255], and ~~ .[234, 236, 244), when these word:t 
• II 0.... II -111' S ........ ! ........ 

remam pis., are r.5~ [295], ~;' ~ and ~ or 1St-

[306] (A), with quiescence of the e in the first t\~O, and 

Fat~ of the u in the third, because the formation of the 

'j·el. n. testore! the 1-)l. to the sing. (Sri); but, when they 

are proper names, the e must be pronounced with FatQ 

in the first two, and the u wi th Kasr in the third (A): 
•• 9~ 5",,', 

and SImIlarly the rel. ns. of ~)~ and 1:.:Jl;~ [240J, 
II • II -, 

w~~n these words remain 1)ls" are r.5t~ and ~~ with 

quiescence; but, when they are proper names, are ;;ci.w, 
.... .... 

• !'. ; 't . . . 
hke ~1 [296], and ~~: so m the Ham': (~) thIS IS 

.". ,,"5 .,..' 
when you inflect [\:J,.-D;' or) \:J~ as a pl. (8n) : whereas, 
if you make the \:J the seat of inflection [236] (R, 8n), 

as in ~ (8n), nothing is elided from the 11,., as before' 
.... 

stated [29'5] (R) ; [but] you form its 'rel. n. from its 
II 

expression, as ~!:~ '::' because, being then sing. in form, 
s ..... 

pl. in sense, it becomes like & [above] (8n): (d) is so 

prevalently applied that it is treated as a proper name, 
, ,".".... 1 

like ;ku~' tlte A.uxiliaries, [who were AIAus and Al-
I .". OJ' _........... \ 

Khazraj (ID),] rel. n. r.5;ku'; and ~'-4jl the Sons, who 
were certain clans of the Banu 8a'd Ibn Zaid Manat 

Ii ,". , ,w' 
Ibn Tamim, 'j'el. n. r.5~l4' [below] (A). As for ",=,,41"" 
A'l'llibiib [309], vid. [five clans (R),] I)abba, 'Ukl, Taim, 

Thaur, and 'Adi, who, forming a confederacy, became 
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one power, [and \Vere then caned ~4J tILe Parties (A),] 

because [the sing., which' is (R, Sn)] ~;, Dike i;.i d 

dome or cupola, pl. ~~ (R \] means a party [of men 

(R)], its rel. n. is(l) ~; (R., A), ()\) because ~4t Lq 

not a name for one [individual] (A), but for a collection 

of five clans; 80 that it resembles what does not become a 

pl'Oper name, but remains a pl., and is therefore treated as 
such (Sn) ; for, when you form the rel. n. of a pl., you 

. ., .,,; I ..... 
restore it to thc sing., as ~~, rel. n. c.5~~~ [294], , , , 
unless you make . it a name for [one individual or ob-

ject, like] a man, in which case you do not restore it 
o ..... I ... 0. a 

to the sing., as )W" rel. n. c.5)W', and yY{, 'rel. n. 
II... ... 
cs?~[above] (Jh): but this is open to the objection .. ... , ..... ". , .". ....... 
that yGI' is then of the fourth kind, like )~'jf and 

~y; ... ; so that they ought to say ~4) , like ~;l ;;; 
, ... .. 

1 ... 0. I, 
and c.5,1.4' (Sn): (2) ~4\' formed from the cxpres-
..... ' .... . a _,.... 8 ". • 

810n of the pl., like ~I~ [above], because y~) IS lIter-
aHy on the measure of a sing.; and because, bein'g preva

lently applied to a collection of specified pa'rties, out of 

those to whom it is lexicologically applicable, it becomes 
I .... 0_ ~~.SO"" 

like a proper name. And, as for c.5,141 rel. n. of ~'-4~' .. 
[above], who are the Sons of Sa'd Ibn Zaid Maniit, and 
I ..... J' , ....... 0, 

c.5)~1 rel. n. of )ku~1 [above], they are so formed 
.,. 

because of the prevalence of application just mentioned, 
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!I ,,0_ 
and because the expression Jl.a.;, resembles the sing. SO 

strongly that S even calls it a sing. [146, 256]. One 
e ,,~~ a ,,0_ 

may, however, say that the ~ in ~l~' [above], ~,14', 

and ~4) denotes unity, as in ~,J [294], not rel;tion, 
" for which re~n it may be affixed to the pl. ; so that, if 

I! ".~ 8 "" . you afterwards say, e. g., ~)~, y',s an An~jri recom-
I ".s *" l" 

pense and ~,~, ~ or ~4) an Abnawi, or a R/:babi, 
, " " 

youth, the rel. n. is formed from these sings. by elision 
! ., 

of the ~ of unity, as th~ rel. n. of IS":r is formed by 

elision of the ~ [303], the rel. n. being then uniform 

with the n. related to. But an objection may be raised 

that the ~ of unity also orig. denotes relation, because 
I ." ~l) [253, 294] means a person related to litis collection 

... 
by being one of tT~em ; so that it is not excluded from 

the essence of relation, although the sense of unity 

supervenes upon it: and, according to this, the excuse 

for the affixion of the ~ to these (pl.] ns. is what was 

first stated. The rel. n. of (;"JG a.;:;; the Sons of th~ 
Persians [or l!'~T ~ (Dh, LL)], who [sottled in AI .. 
Yaman out of the force furnished by the Kisra, which 

(Dh)] accompanied [Abu Murrs (Tr)] Saif Ibn Dh} 

Ya?an [alij:imyari (Tr)] to [the kingdom of the Abys

ginians in (Dh)] AIYaman, [and then drove out the 
I "" Abyssinians from AIYaman (Dh),] is (1) '.S~ [3061 

.... 
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according to analogy, notwithstanding that they are a 

pa1'ticu'zw' collection, like the. Sons of Sa'd Ibn Zaid 
I: ,.-. 

Manat [above] (R): (2) ~,14', whence [tbe Follower 
(Nw, TH) Abu 'Abd ArRal,lmiin (Nw, IHjr, TH)] 

'fii.'us (Dh, LL) Ibn Kaisin (LL) alFarisi (IHjr) 

alYamanI alIJimyari (Nw, IHjr, TH),. their freedman 

(N w, IHjr), or, as is said, alHamdani, their freedman 

(N w) ; and [the Follower (N w, TH) Abu 'Abd Allah 

(Nw, IHjr, TH)] Wahb Ibn Munabbih alAbniwI (Dh) 

alYamanl (Nw, I Hjr, TH) ~f?an'ini (TH) adhDhi-
, ..... , ... 0 

mirI(Nw, TH). The rel. n. of ~~I the 'Ablas [240]. 
vid. Umayya the younger, 'Abd Umayya, [who died 

when he was eight years old (IKb),] and Naufal, [three 

of the (IKb)] sons of 'Abd Shams [Ibn 'Abd }Ianaf 

(IKb)J, is ~~ with quiescence of the '-:' [above], beCCltlse 
, ...... ,. 

each of them is named ~ after his mother, [a slave-girl 

called (Jb, KF)] 'Abla Bint Ubaid, of the Danu TamIm, 

and afterwards the pl. is formed. The 'rel. n. of 
III .... "11,, " ,,,.... I Ci .... ' I ..... 
~L+tJI and b.o~ [253] is ~ and f.5"+-A, because 

..... ." . , "" , . 
you restore them to their sing., elide tbe t.5 of relation' 

that is in the sing., and then form the rel. n. [303J. Or 
9 .. " 

it may bo said that every 011e of thorn is named ~ 

and e':'~ after his ancestor, and then the pl. is formed 
[253], as everyone of the 'Ablas is named after his an-

I! ." cestress, and then the pl. is formed; so that ~ is the 
. If" II." 

rel. n. of the sing., which is ~, not ~ [253J (R). 
. . 
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~ 311. Whatever [rel. n. (lA, A)] contrav.enes the 

preceding [rules (A)] is anomalous (SH, lA, Aud, A), 

to be remembered, not copied (lA, A). IH here indi

cates what oontains the irregular alte.ratiQns [294] (Jrb). 

This irregularity is of severnl kinds, as deviation from a 

heavy t9 a lighter form, distinction between two things 

denoted by one expression, and .assimilation to ~Jil8 

~hin.g having the same meaning (IY). AIanyexpressions 

occur contravening the rules for the formation of the 'rel. 

t,. (R). Some of these [e¥:pressions (A)] have beell 

mentioned before (R, Jrb, A) in the course of the 
• ,,' I '" 

.chapter (A), like ~ {~9i] and ~;J [299]; and we 
now meatian tb,e rest (R). The following are exs. of the 

irregular alterations (S, M, J rb) .:-they say (1) ~~ ~ 
(S, AI, R, IAI Aud, A), with Kasr (IY, R, Aud, A) of 

,.". " .,., 
t11e y (IY. R, A), from irc+" AlBa~1'a (S, lA, A), 

'''' " .,. hecause i~1 is so nil-wed on account of some [soft (Bk)) 
8 ..... ". 6~ 

~t:!Lite stones caUed ~ and ~ (IY, R), which are 
found in A I Mirbad, [QIl.C of the best known \Vards of 

AIBa?ra (MI).] and 9f which gYPJum is made (IY); 
9 .... " ,., 

and, sjn~e i~, before its usc as a proper name, is 

pronouneed with Ka8l' of the y when the i is elided, 

while in the ret ~. the i is elided [295], therefore in the 

rel. n. the y is prOllOllDCed with. Kasr: OF, as is said, 

the y is pronounced with Kasr in the reI. n.. for alliter

ation'to the Kasr of the) (R) : (a) by rule the y should 
180 . 
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be pronounced with Fat~ (l Y, R), which also is allow~ 
II " ... 

able (R): (2) I.S,~ [302] (S, M, R, J rb, Aud), from , . 

,. ,.0'" 
. ,~f the desert, by rule quiescent in the e' but pro-

/! " ... 
nounced w~th Fa:tl}. in order tQ be like I.S~ , Which is 

..... ,.., 
its oorrelative (R) j [or] from ~,,)4Jf the desert (S, IV, 

" 2,.,. I, , 
Jrb), by e~isio~ of ~he f (Au~), by rule 1oS~4 or ~,.>4 t 

Ijk~ tlle rel. n8. of ~u and i;'.66 [301], but made ~ - ... . 
accord with its opp. ~~ from; ~ jf civilized partSt 

(IY): (3) ~~ (S, M, R), from ~f (S, IY, R)~ 
... " 

certain places in the oountries of the Ambs~ vid. Al1:lijaz 

and the adjoining parts (l¥), [or] a place near. AIMadlo8 
. , ., ... 

(R).~ making it accord with the rei. n. ofits o'Pp. J.i-Jf' 
, ., ..... 

[below] (IY), as though ~t were the ret. n. of ,..wt ~ 
t ~ ~ , which is tlte high p~ace, opp. of~, the lO'lI} flace, ~inoe 

the Aliya mentioned is a high place; so that it is used as 
'.... .... " ... 

the rel~ n~ of ~Wf by sy,lepsis, the regular fo~ being 
.-: ... 

e" I ... " I .~ 
~~ or ~,.J~ [80l] (R): (4) loS;!'> (~, M, R, lA, Aud, . " ., 
~), with I)amm (R, Aud~ A) of the Il (R, A)t said of 8: 

8· " 
V~1"y old mall (IY, A~d)~ from;so.> 'ime, qn age (S~ lA, 

A), to distinguish it from, ~;;; (IY~ R) with F~tl}. (IY), 
" said of a kind of infidel (R), one who asser.ts the eternity. 

of time, and does not believe in the resurreotion (IY); 
I ., 

and ~ (S, M, ~,A), with Vamm of the 1.1' (R, A), 
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~o.. . 00,' 

trom J+.; smooth gro'ltnd (8, IY, H, A), opp. of ~~ 

rough ground, to distinguish it from [~ with Fat~ .. 
fa • ....; ". • 

(IY),] the rel. n. of ~ Sahl, a man s name (IY, R) : (5) 
t ..... , to, 

\6)'''' (H, Jrh, lA, Aud, A), from JT' Marv (R, Jrb, lA, 

A), by addition of the) (Aud): (a) this is said of a man; 
b I .... I 

ut they say ~'J'" according to rule, of a cloth, as .. 
though ther made a distinction between man and other 

. 1 ... 4 c .. 
objects (Jrb): (6) ~i~ from ~r' A.rRayy (R, Jrb, A). 

" 1_... .; I ~ 2 .. 
(7) ~lk [g98] (8; M). from t~ (S), and 15,1.> from ,I> .. .. ... 
[302], converting the 1$ and J into', because they are 

preceded by a letter pronounced with Fatl}, althouih 
'. iA 
they are quiescent [684] (IY.): (8) 1$,..1 [299] (S, M, 

... 
Aud. A), heard [by us (8)] from sOme of the Arabs (8, 

. , " .. ~ 
IY), with Fatf.l (IY, And, A) of the. Hamza, from ~, 

UmaV!la (IY, A), as though they restored it to the non-
, c" 0". 9 ....... 

dim., because ~I is dim. of i.ol a handmaid, orig. ii,-ol, 
I ... , 

the J being elided for lightness; and ~,.., also, which is 
" .. 

. the regular form (IY): (9) ~~, [with quiescence of 
... ,." , 

the I (H),] from ~ (8, R), a sub-tribe of Tamim (LL) j 

and ~,.f.I; with Fat~ of the lc, and quiescence of the I , 

.. I .. , 

which is more anomalous (H); and I.S~, according to . . ... ' - - .... " -' 
rule (8, R), like [~;i in] ~I ~.;.!;i ~ [below] (8): 

1 .... 8 .. 

(10) b!i'~ [299J (8, M, R), from tJ!:S (8, I~, MAR), 
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the father of a clan ,of Hawazin (IY, MAR), which is 

anomalous,. aecording to S, by FUle ~.:.ij; but is the dial. 
of some of the Arabs in Tihiima and its vicinity, among 
whom [such a formatieft as] il~8t is' 80 frequent as to be' 

I ........ 9 .,.. 

almost t€gular (IY): (11) ~~ CU, R), from ~t> 
autumn (R), said of a young anim~l when In-ought fm:tI~ 

! ,.. 9 , 

in the time of autum1l (IY), like \$~;~ (IY, R) from -'!!~'~ 
til "' .... 

[299] (R) ~ and ~;1> [with quiescence of the) (IY)1, 
I ' 

which is more frequent in their langmge than ~r (S,. 
. a " II .. 0 

IY) and ~;i:. , though ~~ IS the regular form (IY): 
I 0, ., 

(a) those who say ~I> [either (8)] form it ftom [the' 
9 ..... .... .... ~... , ......... 

in! no (IY~] oJ~ (8, IY)" from ~.br' ~~ meaning I 
fjathe)red the fresh ripe da.tes i1~ tltis rime (IY) ~ or form 

o ... Go 0.... 2 ...... 
~~ upon Lhe measure Jai (8) ~ (b) similarly ~;i:. is 

said of J every thing r'elating to autumn, as ~;::..~ 
9':; .. , q.... , 

(t'UtU1nnal1"ai1~ and ~f> ~l.i aUhttnnjruit (IY): (12) 
• " I " ... ... t 
~J..so [2!H>] (8,. M, R) and ~f (M, R), from ~~ (S, 

9 ." . 0 Ii "., , 
IY, R) and ~.;3' by rule, accordmg ro S, ~J;.sD (IY')~ 

. , 
whence 

• , ." "'" 0 =:.,., .... s • ~" "'" , , ." t).. , 
~ &.; ~ ~ L:JJ..so l.,,1 # ~ 0 l.i ...10 tSf --*" t"' LLcLo .' ~ :> ,,", . ~ ~, .. r- " ,~ 

(~r) A JI1.tdlwili maid tl~at ca?ls, 1vhen sIte boasts, UPO" 

, aII1.tIlhali si're come oft·aliant clu:cjs, the ~ of~";'; pl. 
G " 

of ~ being made quiesceHt by poetic license (AAz). 
" CI." and ~;i , whence 
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• .,..~..,,, ,~. ".... ,. 0 .... ',. "'" .'" .. ' 

~" lS..uJf ~;I.> ~1 t::r # ~4-0 ~ '1.:.!~ ¥-t 
fVith every lfu,raishz, on 'lvlwrri. is' dig'n{ty, swift to satisfy 

the claim" of libemlity and generosity [above] (IY): and 
! ", II", Y 9 0 ", 

tS~; and ~~lA (299) from the [eloo ~I,)] ~ of [tho 

Banu Malik Ibn (IKb)] Kinina, [wIlo were the post

i>oners of the months (IY) in the' time of beathenism 
9 ..... , 

(KF),) an~ the ~ of Khuza'a (S: M, R)f be~use the 
rel. n. of Fu~ajni 11m JarIr 1bn: DlrlIll antong' [the' Banu 

III .", 
(IY» Tamim is ~!,~,j ) [according to rule (R),] and of 

:M:ulai~ Ibn [AIHauT1 O'r' (ID)] Alltun [Ibn Kiluzaima 

(R), among AIHaun Ibn Khuzaima (IHb),] is ;~~ 
(iY, R), according to rule, and similarly' of" Mula;i.{l Ibn 

'A mr Ibn Rabl'a; in AsSakun, an:& the' intention is to 

distinguish them all: (a) Sf says" This cat' l according 

to nie, by reason of its frequency, is quasi-regular; and 

that is an)ong the Arabs in Tihuroa and its vicinity 
• Ill", i ( , 1 ", 

excluslvely, because they say ~~ and d~ , and ~ 

and ;~" (R). and [similarly (R)] they say ~ 
! ... , s. , , . 9 0 '" , • " 

[299] and ~ from ~ and ~ (IY, R), and~;; 
~ I .... J so .... , 0-,,' 

[299J and~;::. from I"=':;i and ~.;::. , who are of Hudhail ; 
and all of these are neighbours in Tihama and its vicinity 

e" , e " ,,, .. 
(R): (13) ~ [297] and ~l~ from the ~ of 

'" ,. ,,"...... " 
AIAzd and the i~ ofKalb, and~ from ~ nature 

(M, R), said of a man who speaks [grammatically (IY)] 
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by nature (IY, R), without being taught (MN)j and 

recites the ~ur'All in the sauie way, without following 

the Readers in the readings transmitted by theni. as 
, .,,, I j. j .". ~ "';' . ,,;,; ;;".; ." ,. ,.;. 
~r:u J,.;1 ~~, • a.;~ cl,.4 ~~ ..:.;.-J, 

[And "'I am not a gl'am~ian, who mumbies his tonflliR : 

. but a natU/ri:Jt speaker-I speak, and speak grammatically 

(MNJ] i (a) this means that, if there be among the 
. ,,;. . ' . .. '. 

Arabs a ~ ui any tribe other than AI Azd, and an .. 
~ .. . 
i~ in any bibe ather than Kalb, or; if a ~rson, tribej 

or aIi~thing . eil!le be now named i:!~ or ~ ,you say 
i . r'. 1 .. .; 
~ and I$~' according to ruIe~ what is anomalous ,. .. . 

. . , '" ' ,.... ,. 
being the tel. n. of ~ a clan of AIAZd; and I~ a 
clan of Kalb; as though they intended to distinguish be· 

. ,;; " , 
tween these two clans at1d ~he ~ and I~ of other 

folk (R): (14) ;;;=: from l;.;jL Ith,uzaifJa (M, R), iI 
I",;,. • 

clan (IY, R), by rule 1SJy:. (11.), the mtention being to 

make a distinction, as we mentioned, since a place named 
, ,.", . . ...... , .' i+.!y:. also occurs (R) ; and [similarly (R)] i!~~) CLo~ 

"." . Rudaini spears [297], from ~~) Ruda'tna, wife of Sam· 

har (IY, R), or AsSamharI (Jh), in relation to whom 

spears are called (~), because both of them used to 
straighten spears [in Khat! Hajar (Jh)]: (a) this ana. 

2, .. 2" 
maly is contrary to ~ii and ~J.,sD, because there the IS 

is elided, when the indication requires its retention; 
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while here the IS is retained, when the indication requires 

its elision: an4 th~ reason is th"t eaoh of them is made 

f,o accord with the other by as@imilatioo (IY) : (15) ~~) 
,,. ,. . s .,., 

from it!?) (S, M, R), a clan of Ba.ll1la~ by rule ~) (IY~· .. .. . , .. 
~)! ~i~e ~ [297] (R): (a) this' adIllits of two ~xpla .. 

nations, either that, since tq.e rqle is tQ elide the ..s to,. 

gether with the Ii of feQ.lini~ization, they imagine it to 

have droppc4 off, aqd pronounce thtl '-:' with ~ath, ~nd 

then convert the IS iQto , bec~use of the Fatl.t~ before it,· 

~ iu ~u, [~boyeJ; or that they i'mplete the FatJ.ta 'of , . 

the""=,, ,. so tliat an , is produced ~fter it, as in ll~ [491], 

whence f' ~t :;.~ ~ ~2Q4], and.in ~[187] (IY); 
! .tI' • ' , " 

(16) ..s~[wlth :pamm of the e (Sn from Ii~, [8 tribe 
,. .'''' 

of 'Adi (8, lV, R),] and, [w~ have been told by a trust-
• f" • 

. worthy person (8, H.), says 8 (R),] ~~ [wIth :pamm , 
. "", 

of the E (8, ~)], frOpl i4:!~ (8, M, R) of 'Abd AL\{ais; 

." • t'" • by rule, according to me, IS~ and ~~ With FatJ.t of , ". . .,,, 
the ~ and E' hke ~ [297]; but pronounced with 

:pamm, as though they sought (IY) to distinguish be ... 
" , 

tween those two clans and other persons named 8~ and ... 
,... ... ." II,.., 
~~ (IY, R) : (~) those who say ~~ and ~~ with ... .. ... 
l)amm, as though fur~ed from din/,S., are few, the pro· 

fiG .,., 

nunciation often met with being Fatl} (IY) : (17) it...; ..... 
. ~ 
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(8, IY, R), witl) Fath of the r (IY, R), said of camels 
9 ...... 9., ." 

when they eat ~ salt plants; but i't.ce> is better (S, , 
IY) and more regplar, and is more frequent in their Ian. 

0.' G ..... , 

guage (~): (a) Mb says that ~ and ~ arc said; 
and, [if what be says be true, then (IY), according to 

OCI "". this (R),] lit.ce" IS (IY, R) regular (IY), not anomalous , 
0111 " 

(R): (l8) ~~, [with panlln ofthc,IQ (R),] said of ., 
s • .; 

camels browsing on th~ e..tJo [254] (8, R); and formed . " 
~n the measure ~ , because this is ali intensive forma • . .. ~ 
tion in the rel. n., like ~l..;I, ~s explained b€low: and 

~i1, , with Kasr of the "", from the pl. [254], lik~ .. , 
"',, 0" 0' 
~~ from .~ pl. of ~ a great tlLOrn-tl'ee (R): (a) 

III.; 0" .. 9 , 

~ome say that. ~~ is from ~~ [j. q. ~ (R)], the 
#' ..... " , 

9 ,. 0 ........ , 0 , ..... 

n. un. of.~ , like i")W a t.,-a,gacfmth tree and ")\ii tra-. , 
. G" , 

gacanth trees (8, R) ; but i,sO~ is seldom used (U): (b) .. 
fj.... G ."" 

those who hold the pl. of ~ to be I;.I,~, and the , .. 
i ." 

departed letter to be , ' say c.SyA& [306]; but those whQ .. 
• , . ' ..... G' ". 

hold .~ to bp hke .~, and the n. un,. to be isO~, .... .. ..; . .. .. ' . ' ... 
say ~u:: (19) ~ from W [300] (8): (20) ~" 
[transmitted by AN B (Jh). with Fatl;1 (IY, R) of the 

o ,~ • 0 0' 
Hamza and \oJ (R),] from UJ' regwn, horizon, or UJ' (8, 

o ., 0 •• 

IY, R), which is contracted from I.JJ', like ~ from 
6" e..... 0., 9', 
~ neck: (a) they allow ~I (R) because ~ and J.a.i . ,. . 
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o. , Q ., ... 0 •• 

are often associated, as in ~ and ~ foreigners, y~ 
9 .,,, 9. , 0,. .. 

and A,.ab$ R), and Hzckne8FE 

(h) say [ [either )8)] 
9, , 

regular (8, IY). because the second of J.a.; may be made 

quiFE$(?FEilt [246) ; (21) 
2 ,,' 

from ~jj "', [a )dY, R, rfrf the 

(S) IY, R, A), whose ancestor [Swim Ibn Ghanm Ibn 
,,~) 0 .... 

'Auf Ibn AIKh$1ili?!~£,j (8R~ Dh)) was ~S\.J' 

~4'~Hfrf",;s'n~. becaun$ the of his (lY, 

whence [the enemy of God (SR),] 'Abd Allah Ibn Ubayy 

[aIKhazraji, called (Nw)] lbn Salftl, tSahli beIng his 

)ID, Nili?! Sn),] thFE hypoorite 

ha$1dili?!i'iting ), the the (ID, 

Sn) : (a) ~;~ is pronounced with FatlJ. of the y (IY, 

R, A), as thoHSh )IY) for diFEtinction )IY, R) from 
! ... 

"el~ nf the woman (R) I.S,.U:. 

quiesCence of the ~ (R), and !,ti (Jh, KF), "'like ~~, 
I "" ~ T~ .. and (Jh),) JI.A:4. ,#n55]55)O (8, as 

(IY) i~ : (n) said 
'" '" 

(R)] to 
0 ..... , a;. 0,", 

be pl. of i,x.:. , like u~ pl. of Us\.,Q a bowl 

{IV 
.", 

and of [h38J 
I .", 

~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ 
restored to the sing. (310J (IY, R) ; but his saying is 

invalidated bd~ th<£ unresldnl$1d apdlic:,,ffrbility 

19111Z8d Dy , S L '-
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wherever g;;~.;, is applicable (R): (23) ~,;:~ [from I-t;;.; 
(S, lV, R)" a city in AIYarnan (R)], and [similarly 

!! '" 0, ! "'..... _, ..... 
(IY)] ~,~ and ~L:.,) from,.~, [ac1an of~U(Ja'a (8, 

...... ",., 
IY, R),] and lolA,) (S, M, R), aplace near AIMadina(R): 

(a) Y told us that (S) some of the Arabs say [~,I;':; 
I ,. 0, s ..... , ~ 

flY},ll.5'~ , mld 1.5,6,) (8, IY), whi.eh aye the regular 
,. "I ,. .. """ 

iOrmfI [304] (IY); but 1.5,L.::;..,) is _more often used (8, IY) 
~ I,·... ' 
~haR 1.5~~ (S) ~ (b) ~he eonversion ofihe- Hamza into 

~, [although Mlomalous (R),.J is expJai,ned by the resem

blance' of the two' s or remininizatioIr tor ~ ~ and ~ 
I "., 

[250J (IY, R): (24) ~~~,.[withl)alRmoftLe~(LL)" 
. ! _i'" .. , " ., 

and ~',.x-~ (KF),] from ~ (s, R), with abbJ'eviatio .. 
! ,., 

(KF), a; tt>wn of AI'Ira\:,. by rule 1.5r-~ [300] (Bk):: 
I '" .' , _, , ,-

(25) ~r. and l.5i'T"' (8, M,. H, A.a,. A),. fro1ll ,.y~ 
-, " 

[240] and ,.~,T"' [2'73J (8, ~ HI' A), twO' prace~ (R" A1 
in AI'Irii~ (R), eliding the' aM HatD38. (IY,. R, And),. 

eD. aeooWlt of the length of the- n.,. by assimilation of the

t\VO fs to the Ii offemininization(IY, R): (a) the-regular 

form is ;'Si,L;. and ~,~,~, like ~,~:;. [39~] (IY) : (~} , , , 
gIG ~ .. sch· • h .l b the ~:l'T"' are lSmaties, w o' were so Dame. y the-

Commander or the Believers, ~1I (peace h upon him I), 
when they settled at lJarlira. on seceding from him (R): 

! .. , II·, , .. '" 
(~6) ~~ and ~~ (8, H, R, A), from ~l...~ (8, IY, 
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A), assimilating the' and \.:J [at its end either (IY)] to 

[the' of femininization, which is sometimes assimilated 

to (R)] the i of femininization (IY, R), and is therefQre 

elided, Illthough its elision is anomalous, as ill d,.L; and 
! ,,, . 

~"~ [above] (R); or to the augment of the du., and 

therefore eliding them (IY) : while those who say ~~ 
elide all the augs. (IY, R), and make the) quiescent 

8· , 

(R), forming thc n. upon the measure Ja.; (IY), for the 
I .,. , 

sake of lightness (R): (27) ~~ (8, M, ~, A), from 
, .,. ,.., 
~~ [236J (IY, R, A), when its \.:J is made the seat 

'Of inflection, in which case neither the \.:J nor the' of the 
, , 0 ,-, 

(lu. is elided [296]; as t~ough it were from \.:J~' [236], 

because this is the regular form, although seldom used; 
I ...... ., 

by rule ~~ (R): (a) ~hl asserts that they form .. ,.,. , ., . ." 
~ upon the measure \.:J~ (8): (b) by rule they 
should say ~~ (8, IY), eliding the sign of the du.· 
[296] ; but, disliking ambiguity, they distinguish between 

• • ... I .... 
the rel. n. of ~ , which is ~~, and the rel. n. ot 

d~~if, because AlBa1}.r8oin i; itself a. place (IY), on 
~ 

the shore of the sea. (MI), between..AIB~ra and 'UmRn 
II ... ,., 

(Bk, ZJ, MI, LL): (28) ~,,~ Indian, with Kasr or ... ~ 
p80mm of the I I from ~ India, said ofa sword (Jrb)J 
the I being pronounced with ::pamm by alliteration to the 

c,) (Jh) : (29) ~)i e:xisting from eternity, [this word being 
,-
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O1·ig. (Jh, KF), as some of the learned mention (Jh),] • 
......... * .... 

"rel. n. from Jp. "" He has not ceased, [said' of the Anci-

ent (Jh),] hy abridgment: for they say ~}i ; tnd then 

substitute an , for the 1.5 [683], saying :;')f, [for the sake 
a .... 

'Of lightness (KF),] as they say ~>f [of a spear (Jh, KF)] 
.,.... , . I ....... 

from ~p.,~ the name of a kmg (Jrh), and~,Jf [296] or 
a ... ,. a""" 

a blade (Jh): (30) .~~ from iilJ three, not from 
, ... , 
~~ [18, 325,A). because the meaning is not related 

to three eacl~, but "elated" to th'ree; and similarly 
a " 2 ... ,. • ... ... 
~~)' ~w., and the others: (31) ~ [309], 

~J{,"~' and ~)~ (Jrb) ~ (31) sJ~ [29.4], Cti., and ,til 
(8, R, A), which have no fourth'(R), from ~ AlYa-

' .... .!'" ',,, 
tnan·, rL:.Jt SY"-ia, and iA~ Tilujma (8, A), hut all pro. 

nounceci with Fatb ~f the initial (A); orig. ~ [256]p 

~;G (R, 8n), and ;4;i.,because~isTiootna (R},[or] 

~l.f3 with Kasr of the I:;.J (Sn) : (a) one olthe two 1.5 9 
... ... 

of relation is elided; and, [as Khl asserts (8),] the , is 

put as a compensation for it (8, R, Sn) in all three (R), 
[or only] in the first two, and the Fat1}a of the I:,;,J in 

the third, where putting the' as" compensation would 

lead to a combination of two l 8, one of which would 

have .to be elided, so that there would then be no sense 

in putting it as a compensation (Sn),: (h) you may say 
2 ..... If.... I ... 
~ [and ~u., according to rule (R),J and'~4: (S, R), 
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" , 
with Kasr of the I:.:.' (S), from uL.f:J (R) ; and Akh assert., 

, If, 
that he heard some of the Arabs say ~u (S): (c) some' 

'" I ", • _, a " 
say ~L.::! and cS'!U (S, R, Sn) and ~43 (S), anomalous-
ly (Sn), (a) because they combine the compensation and 

original (R, Sn) ; though that, says Dm, quoting IUK, 

occurs only in poetry (Sn); while an instance of the 

anomalous form is the saying of 'U mar Ibn Abl Rabi'a 
.,.. .,....,,, • ..', .., oJ. .. 

e=:~ ~ ~}l:£J' ~ ~~1,. ~t..! ~ ~ ~1 
Verily for me was a Yamani maid designed, one oj tl,e 

Ban1l,-lQdritl", of Madhlj,ij (11) : or tb) because these reI. 
"', 

,~. are, as it were, formed from the ,·el. nB. ~t..! and 
* 

rti [and rLfl] by elision of the ~ of relation, but not 
~ -of its'; since they are not deemed heavy, as the rel. n. 

of the n. containing the double ~ would be deemed, if 

the ~ were not elided [303]; while the meaning of c)~ 
~ 

and rU [and e43] in this case is [a place] belonging to 
- * 

~lYa'lnan and Syria [and Tiluima], the thing being 

then declared to relate to this place: or (c) because the 

t in ~~ [and;'43] is for impletion [497], as in , "'. ' ... _ . :-r..... " ., ,. , ,.".., ,., 
.. c:u:JI ~, J.Lo ;u4\ • i~ "f~ ~~ ~ ~~ '... ".,,, ,,__:1 J.. ,;.., c;w 

[by 'Antara, That flows from the projecting bone behind 

the ear of an enraged bulky she-camel, stepping proudly, 

like the pampered stallion bitten by the stallions (EM, 
, ",.' vfT:J\. I ' 

AKB), me.aning ~ (IK, EM, A.o.:,LJ)]; while ~t:4,.is 
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made to accord therewi~h (R): (d) IBr says thut ~tlJ .. 
with prolongation is a dial. var. of ;UJf, as in 

~i .~, rn.,1t I!JG. jl ~ • ~u r~4 ~ • .;, ;li ;.;, 
" ,.,. ..... '." I 

by the Majnun of 'Amir, God heal sick persons in Syria! 

li'or t·erily I am 'InOved by compassion for et'e1Y person 

aililtg in Syria; and then cites other well known verses : 

for it has three dial. t·ars., the chastest of which is 
,J, iii .. , iii .. 

rl..t.Jt with the quiescent Harnza, then rUJt with the 

Harnza converted into', tl1cn ;t1Jf with prolongation; 
I iii' 

and all of them have been heard (CD): (32) ~~ 

hat';'ng a long i:~ head of hai'1' l below], ~I;~! hat1ing 
D,. I ", ..... " .... 

a long ~ beard, ~4i) lLaving a tltick i4J) neck (8, 
. a,., 9-' 

lV, A) and ~~ having much,u hair (A) on the head 
(LL), adding the' and \:J to denote intensit'ene88 (IY): 
while Akh asserts that he heard some of the Arabs 
say ~~,; spiritual of tho Angels and the Jinn; and that 

the Arabs say it of overy thing containing ~,; a soul 

or spi1";'t [below], whether men, beasts, or Jinn (8). Some 

of these expressions are more anomalous than others (A), 

from the violence or multiplicity of the irregular altera-
I ..... i • 

tion: for ~),i" is more anomalous than ~~, since 
alteration by a consonant is more violent than alteration 
by a vowel; and ~4i; is more anomalous than either, 
since the alteration in it is by the addition of two conso
nants (8n). If these na. be used as [proper (R)] names· 
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, 

(8, IY, R) in any caRe other t.han this (8, IY), where 

we have mentioned that their 'I'el. 'Uf. are anomalous 

(IY), [i. e.] when they are either not proper names 
0..... 8 ..... 

already (R), like r-~ [and ~ (R)l, or [when they are 

applied to denote something other than what they 
,,, .. 

denoted at first (R),] like iii!:!) when a name (8, IY, 

R) for a man (8, IY), [e. g.] fora son of yours (R), you 

form their 'I·el. '11,8. according to rule, [and do not use the 
a ." :I 0" anomalous forms (IY),] as 1.5;:~ (8, IY, R) and ~ 

I 0' a 0' 
(R), not 1.5~,) (8), because they say 15Z-,) [only (IY)] 

, ... 
of the man (8, IY) advanced in years (8), whose life is 

:I "" long, and over whom ages pasS (IY) '; and as ~) (8, 
~ , .... 

IY, R), not ~~) (8, IY), because they USe the anoma~ 

lous foml [only] in the case of the tribe caned i.\0 
(IY); and similarly, when you remo-ve J t i1 from tbis , 

I ' 
ease, you say ~!!~1 (8): for these n6. are anomaToU'S 

[ only] in tbe cases mentioned; while, making them 

proper Dames for what you iniend is a secondary appH
ea.tion of them, so that in this application they ~evert 

to the regular form. The two 'oS If of relation ar~ 

IK>metimes affixed to the names of paris of' t'u~ boa'!l~ to 
indicate their bigness, they being then either upon the ."'. I.... 8~ 
measure J~ ,like ~l.;, [ above] for the mg in the ~ 

nose ; or augmented at their end by an t Rnd \.:1, like 
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II , • S ,,,' I G' 
~~ , ~4s)' and ~~ [above]. These two forma .. 

tions, however, are not regular; but are confined to 
I , " 

hearsay (R). They say ~~u (fruit-seller (CD)]. 
I G, • , • 9' , f_ ' 
~~~ ; and ~~ for the rel. ?lS. of l.f!l.i fruit, ~-4 

a • . 
beans,: and ~ sesame: but in this they mistake, 

because the Arabs affix the' and I.;) in the rel. ?l. to 

only a limited member of "'s., in which these two leLters 
.. . ~'" 

are added to denote 'tntensl.veness, as ~4J) [a.bove], 
• ". 0 ", • ,', 
~~ ,and ~~; (lond as ~L;.,) [with 1)amm (CD)] 

., Ie,. .,. 
from C') [above], ~~) [from ~) a master (CD)], said 

tI,., I "., I""., 
of him that ~~ masters learning, and cs!':J~ or ~u~ 

d'Ml.ggist from JJ!~~ or ;~;.;, O'I'ig. silvet· ore, and 
afterwards made a name for drugs : and the proper way 

I, I' ". 
is to say ~u [312J, ~4, and ~ (D). Such rei. 

tts. are used only in the sense in which the Arabs use 

them (IY) ; and, when you do not mean that, they are 

treated like their counterparts, which do not contaill 

that sense (8) : so that the rei. n. of the 1;1; neck itself' 

is only ~; cen>ical (IY). And, [when these us. are 

used as names, their rei. ns. revert to the regular form, 
I 

since intensiveness is then not intended: so that (R),l 
._ , 9, • • ..... " 

from [~ (8),] ~, [or 141) (8), when a name (8, IY) 

for a country or a man (IY)], you say (onli (IY) ;.:;. 
, 
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• •• • (9),] ~ (8, IY, R), according to (IV, R) Khl (R) 

rand] 8 (IY), or ~~ (8, IY, R), according to Y . ~ .... ; 

[302] (IV, R), And IS~) , becattse the sense is altered (8). 
, 

§ 312. What eontains the sense.?f relation is some~ 
. d 0 ...... s-..,. 

tImes torme upon the measure (1) Jw , as ~U? a ?naker 
9 II.... •• G Co!'" 

or seller, of cloa1cs [below], ~,~ a dealer tn wory, y'"s 
a clothier, [;.;; a draper (rY),] j~ an owner, or at-.. , .. , 
ten'.1ant, 0/ camels, [)ta.:.. an owner of asses, u!r" a 

money-changer, which are innu1l1erable, like;t.b; a per· .. , ----fumer a.nd uiw a aecorator or engraver (IY)]; or 

(2) ~(;, as ~~ a possessor of milk; ~6 a possessor of . ,. , . " 
dried dates, e)b (J possessor of a coat of matl, J.?ll a 

, , 
o , • .' possessor 0/ arrows, [Y1'u a possessor of ~l..i; arrows, 

o ' 9 , & a possessor 0/ a Weapon, and t.JMJU a pdssessor of a 

horse (IY)]; without affixion of the two ~ 's (M) of 

relation (IY). And j...; is [sometimes (lA, Aud)] .. 
accepted, with ~u and" jtd , as a substitute for the ~ , 

(1M) of relation, as & 1oell-0.i! for food (lA, Aud, A), 

~ having plenty of clothing -(lA, A), j.....; doing much. , ., 

tOork [below] (A), ~ having plenty of milk, and ~ 

[below] (Aud). ~u here is not participial, but is a ~. 
formed to denote possessor of the thing; for you do not 

182 
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say 'EJ~ (IY 1 J rb), nor ~ (IY), nor ;;; (J rb). But, if 
~ny of these things be [the material or implement of'] a 

craft or trade, and [of] a livelihood, in which its poss_es-

sor is continually engaged, its rel. n. is jt!.i, like ~41 
and ;43 for the seller of muk and dried dates, and ~ 
for the shooter with arrows (IY). The poet [AlIJutai'a 
(8, IY)] says 

• • "" .. o-are .... t' ;c"J!i. ,.".... .... ..... ,.t#, rfJ ~'-11:)'!~ ~, ~), ~)~, 
A. nd thou didst beguile me, and assert that thou 1IJast a 
possessor of mille in summer, a possessor of dried dates, 

i. e., [says 8 (A),] ~,~and?,~ (8, IY,. A)I meaning 

that he had got milk and dried dates, not that he sold 

them (8n); and hence C' tf! ~.~}f[149], i. el, '1:J 15~ 
(8, A), meaning productive of weariness, not an act. 

part. [from ..::, ~ he was 'weary], because grief is weary

ing, not weary (Sn). And Imra al~a.is [Ibn lJujr &1 .. 
Kindi (MN)] says. 

. ." ." • "" '" ." '" I ."., ,. ." 
II . L ...• 1 u...... ~,\ ...... 1 • iu 1 *, Ja.u pJO • ~~ .. u.1 
u~ ~, .. ~-r~, . ~ .. ~ ~ ~ . U""e', 
., '" , ;I '" "" __ "'.,. 

[below] (IY) .A nd he is not a P08sessor of a 8pea)', 80 

that he should pierce me with it ; and is not a possessor 

of a sword, and is not an archer, i. e., not a shooter of 
arrows (MN). And the poet says 

1;;i~; ~; ~;tj. ~ ~d,'" "l~r: ,~.:J r;--., ~, ~ ':- ~, c.p:-;: 
(8, lA, Aud. fl), cited by S (lA, A), but not attributed 
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by him to its author, I am not a worker by night, but a 

'loorlcer by day. I journey not in the night, but start 

early in the morning (MN), i. e., ~)4i (S, lA, AJ, 
, 

. • 0,. a .... 
mearung a worker by day (lA, A). ~u [or J.JU (lA, , , 
Aud, A)] is used to signify possessor of such a thing: 

while Jt:J is used in the case of crafts or trades (SH, . 

lA, Aud, A), to signify working at, or following, them 

(A); but is sometimes used to signify possessor of suoh 

a thing (IA). Sometimes ~(j takes the place of JI.d, , 
8 :r.... • IG .... 

&8 ~I..:.. a weaver, in the sense of clf~, because it is a , 

craft; and sometimes the converse occurs, 8.S ~~ ~; 
" - ., ..... 

~'e) [above], i. e., ~ ~tfJ a possessor of arrows 

(A)." But, [according to some,] d' e~ ~~ ~; ., .. 
[above], meaning ~ ~~, is anomalous (Aud). AFR .. " 

o II' It II' 
says that JL;l here is not good, because the J41 is the 

maker, or seller, of af'rOW8, while the shooter qf them is 

~u ; but AHm says that the like of this sometimes , 
occurs, 8.S JI ~.: swordsman [below], meaning the strilcer 

with the sword, and J~; javelin-man, meaning the 

stabber with the u~~ javelin (MN).. And [1M saya ) 

that (A)] to this is attributed [by critical judges (A)] 
, • ..... ". c; " 

, the text ~:;.al! ~~) 1.:.0, XLI. 46. Nor is thy Lord. 

a doer of injustice to the servants (lA, Aud, A), i. e., 
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~ 15~ (lA, A). Thus some ns. upon the measure or 
., " ... 
8' ....... <",-' 
~u and JW ocour in the sense of I~ ,~ without being 

act. parts., or intensive forms of suah, as the ar.t. part., 
a .. 

like t.U:. A·ttthor of forgit7eness, and the intensive fonD 

of it, like ;W Author of muoh forgiveness, are i. q. 
" , 8 iii., 

13,S' ,~ , except that Jla.i, being orig. an intensive form 

of ~lJ , is used only for a possessor of a thing, who deals 

in, or manipulates, or attends npon, that tl~ing, in some 
'd 1 . I' 8" :~ .. _- J way, VI . se ltng, Ike u~ a green-g'l'Ocer; or ~~. 

ing, like J4 and J~ an attendant of camels and 

mules; or using, like Jt ~ [above]; or otherwise: while 

j.cLi denotes the possessor of a thing without intensive-. ... 
ness. They are made to accord [in form] with the act. 

part. and intensive formation. One says ~9 of the 
8 c .. 

P08sessor of milk, and \:)41 of the dealer in it, by sale or 

otherwise (R). Sometimes both the expressions are 

used f~r one thing, as ~t.: and ~t.;; [above] (IY, R), 

and ~l~ ~ and ;9 meaning a man halving witA him 

a ~~ shield or buckler (IY). Sometimes one of them 

is used without its cOUlpanion, like ~t;i a make,. o/bowl 
8 .... 

and 1.1'!;l a make,. of shields or bucklers (R). And 

sometimes the 15 of relation is put, as;~ [above] and 
• _ II- 0 .... 

~~ for the. selle1' of ~ perfume, and I;.J~ [above J. 
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!.... • " 
and ~ for the tILe seller of '=-'~ cloalcs [below] (A.) • 

... 
. .... 0 ._ 

The GG say that ~L:; and Jld in the sense mentioned ... 
are i. q. the rel. n., because the possessor of the thing is 

. . .~ 
related to that thmg; and also ~ecause J\.d and the rel. . . ... 
n. formed with the ~ occur in one sense, like '=-'~ and 
I.... I ... cs!-? for the seller of the ~ cloak [above]. They are 
known not to be act. parts. or intensive forms of such 

by their (1) having no v. or inf. n., as j...~ possessor of ... 
s ."'" • _ 0,,, . . 

a he-camel and Jli-? [above] and J.tot 1;)lJ:A an "Mab",ted ... 
place, i. e., ~j,~: (2) having a v. and inf. n., but 

being (a) i. q. the pass. part., as ~G it,; water pou'red ... 
o ,.... 0 ... II 

out, [i. e., U~c.M (Jh, KF), like ~I{ r:' a hidden secret, 

9 ,., .'':'" , 
i. e., ~, because it is from ~\+I' ~ the water was 

poured out, and J:Ji ~~ is not said (Jh), since JJ~ is 

t'rans., according to the majority (KF)]; and as i9{~~ ... 
• ' , 0 ... ,.,.. 

~~ apleasant life, [i. e., i!~~found pleasant, because 
",,.,...,, . 

one says .. ·tt! ... ~') his life was found pleasant, not ... ... . . ,. ". \ 

~! ~) (Jh, KF) with Fat1}. (KF)]: (b) a feme bare of 
• T"'" OM n r~ the i as ue:;~ and ~\o.IQ [247, 268]; and for this reason ... ... . ., . ., 

they say that such as e~ [252, 268] and ~ [252] 
• ,. J • 

and [~ 10] LXXIII. 18. [268] ar~ i. q. the rel. n.: 

(c) an inteDSive ep. of what it implies, as ~~ ~ mighty. 
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. e ... a , 0 ... o. ~ 

power, J+.!,} J';' abJect meanness, r;Lt. ~ an exquisite 
8_, •• ' . 0 '., 

poem, ~Lo ~,.. a molent death, and ~I..; ,.so a weary 
... ... 

grief; for each of those eps. implies a. meaning, which it, 

though [properly] denoting the subject of that meani1lg, 
• 0" G '" 6 '" 9:r' 9.,-

since the r-y an~ ~.;, and ~L.t. and ~I.A and ~u are 

. • J' o. [properly] the subJects of the ~ and .;, and ~ and 
0·... • ...... . 
~,.. and ~ [142], is hyperbolically app1ied to denote, 

as the n. denoting a meaning is [sometimes] hyperboli~ 

cally applied to denote the subJect of that meaning, as 
00" 8 '" R • ". 80" , 

r~ ~) and J~ [142, 143] and )~ ,e; water Sinking 

into the ground [247~ 333J; the poem being made to be, 
as it were, author of another poem, as says AIMutanabbi 

~ ~ ~ ':l~ 45~ ~; .:JS-;: Ii ,rtS .::.. ~ 45~; GTt:; 
"", "" '" 'r::; .. ' "" 
[Nor have I alone produced this poe""" all of it; but my 

poem, on thee '"as a poem of its own, meaning I have not 

been alone in composing this poem j but my poem has 

helped me to praise thee, because it de.sires, as 1 desire, 

to praise thee (W)]; and the death to be, as it were, 

accompanied by another death; and the weariness to be, 
as it were, necessarily followed by another weariness: 

i. e., the poem not being a single poem, nor the death 

a single death, nor the grief a single grief; but each of 
them being doubled, repeated. The v. also is sometimes 

. '. III.. • • used in this sense, as II~ ~ HUl toil was redoubled , 
, J" ..... • ' 

and MW r-J It was completely fintahed. But, as for 
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'.'._]. , .. , 
[ ~L..t In ~u J.,&.t an engro8sing, or absorbing, OCCUPfJ4 

tion, it is not of this kind; but is really an act. part., 

the phrase meaning an occuj>ation such thaI one occupied 

by it is distracted from every other occupation, so that he 

has no leisure for anything else. And, as jLd, w hioh 

is orig. an intensive form of the act. pari., is used in the 

sense of possessor of the tl/,ing, so Ja;, which also is an 
; 

Intensive formation of the act. part., as J..; meaning ... 
~;r ~Jf [abovel, and ~ [above], ~,and .u, is 

used in the sense of the rd. n., even in the CasA of 

prima., as # ~ a diurnal man, meaning a worker by 
• ; 0'''' .... 

day [above]; and cr ~) and ~ a man addicted to 
. I I • . 

the 'VUlva and the anus, i. e., ~~ and ~! [306J, mean-
"" 

ing constantly engaged in that pursuit. According to 

this, then, the sense of the rel. n. is not confined to ~LJ 
8 Ii; 

and Jl,.u : but is found in the act. part. of the t,il. un-
s .. , 

augmented, [as exemplified,] and,,, augmented, as e~ 

and ;~~: [above]; and in the intensive forms J~ ,j~~ 

and J.d of the act. part. [343] (R). And hence, [says 
; 

KhI, they say (8, H, R)] (1) i!~~ i.t.~ a pleasant life, 
'* ,; 

[above] (S, M, SH), i. e., ~ll:l'.) p088e88ing pleasantness 
"" ., ..... , 

(8, M, Jrb), because i.·~.! ... life is not qualifiable by ~~ 
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" , ., " 
. finrJing pleasant, i. q. i.1:ll; but by ~t ~t.;, in order 

that it may be i. q. i;'~;;fottnd pleasant (Jrb) : (a) this 

is renderod dubious by the introduction of the i (IY, 

J rb), since thcy say that the i drops oft" from ~'G.. and 
; 

~ [268]. because they are not participial: while .. 
they mention that i~JA: is not participial, because li.~ .. / .. 

o. ., .., , 
is ~r" its v. bemg..::.> f. ~) [above] (IY) : but the i may 

be [i~tl"Oduced (Jrb)] to denote intensiveness, as in t~ ...... , 
a very learned man [294] (IY, Jrb) and ~w [265] 

(IY) ; or you may hold I,;t~ life to be I;.o~ by a trope, , .. 
the really u:~ being the pe1'sM leading it (Jrh): (2) 

l('6 ;:l1 [below] (S, M, SH), i. e., r:~; !;.:~,~ (S, IY, 

R), which is vituperative, meaning 1~a.ving no e:ecellence 
other than that he eau (lY, R) and drinl's (IY) and 

dresses (R). The poet [Alij:utai'a (IY, AAz)] says 
., ... ' .. <'0 , •• ,Ii '" • ,.... ' "e, • .". ..... " , ..... "'" 

~1.!J1 ~UJt ~t ~u ~".# lot:!'!! ~ ~ r)l.GJI e" 
(1):. R, A), satirizfng A.zZibri~in, Leave noble f~ 
alone j journey not in quest of them j but stay at home, fO'l' 

1)erily thou art the pOS8e8MJr of food, and of dress (AAz), 

not meaning eating and dressing (Sn). This verse, 

though not in the text of the M, is intended by Z's say-

ing U'!'6 ~u, [above] (AAz). But we need Dot hold .. , . ' 
~u, to be i. q. the rel. n.; nay, we had better call it an 
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, ,. ' .... 0 .... ' 

act. paf't. from ~ he ate, aor. ~~, deprh"cd of the 

sense of origination, [i. e., meaning eaie',., not eating]: 

whereas ..,.~ may be said to be i. q. the rel. n., becau.cm 

it is in the sense of the pass. part., [meRning dressed,] 
• , ... ' ,." 0, "" 

like UJ'''' Jl.- [above]; or to mean &-oil 1.1'1{ dressing , .. 
(himself), though the first is more obvious, because, when 

the trans. act. part. is unrestricted [by the mention of 

a.n obj.1 its action mostly falls upon another (R). ~~ , 
a.lso is sometimes used. as a substitute for the 1$ of rela-

.... G'O 'f 
tion, as )~ i!t'! a woman ka'Ving pe,./ume on, i. e., \C:,)b 

• 
~ (A), this not being inconsistent with its meaning 

• •• D, , 

also U61,ng much pe'1'fume [269] (Sn): and ~ , as iiU , .. 9... . ot " 

,r-~! a runnmg she-camel [252],1. e., F IC."'> capable 
. 8 0 • 

ofa ntn or o/running (A); and ~ aperfumer, whICh 

is mentioned in the ~I.tib as being i. q. ;~, besides 

meaning using much perfume [269] (Sn). Bottle of (A) 

these formations are numerous (IY, A), extensive (IY) ; 

and jW in the sense mentioned is mote ollien used than 
" .. ~u (R). But, [notwithstanding that (:B.);] they are .. 
not regular (IY, R, A), but confined to what has been 

heard (IY, R). This is the opinion of S, who says that 
8..... tl, 

(A) you do not saY)'r- of the possessor of r- wheat, nol' 
eG, 9, "'" 
,~ of the possessor ofi.fSufruit [311] (S, IY, H, A), .. 
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Gil... 8'" 8111 ... 

nor )~ of the posseSMJr of ~ barley, nor uU.) of the 
• '" I '" 

POSSe8sor of ~·jlour or meal (S, IY, A); but ~, . '" 
though Jl.i; is sometimes said (lY). But Mb allows 

these by analogy (A) to what has been heard, like )1.f,; 
8 II'" • ;:r '" ,.." 

and)!r. [above] (Sn). Similarly ~~ ~ maker, sell-

er, or wearer of wrappers or a wra,pper is a m. ft. --"., 
formed according to rule [304J; while "Jil' thefo,rri.er is 

formed by analogy to ;t;.if and ;~ [above] (IY). 
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mentioned by IHjr in the Is among the Converts (AKB). One of 

the two ..JS is red., as in elf ~~ ~ [62, 540] (AAz)-l. 20. 

alKalbi, an Islimi poet (AKB). 

P. 856, l. 17. By AlFarazda\<, satirizing J arir, whom he ridi-
o ,. 

cules, and makes out to be a woman. He likens each half of the ~ 
Imentioned two verses before;and] here meaning vulva, to theface of 
a Ttlr", the Turks being coarse, broad, and red in the face (AKB)-ll. 

The Mother of the Believers (Is), l;Iaf"a Bint 'Umar Ibn AlKhat18.b, 

is said to have been born [when ~uraiSh were building the House 

(Nw),] five years before the Mission [ofthe Prophet (Nw)] ; was 

married by the Apostle of God [after 'A'isha (Is)] in the year 2 or 

8, [th~ latter date being preferable (Is)] ; and died in the year 27, [28 

(Nw),] 41,45 (Nw, Is), 47, or 50, at the age ol60 (Nw). Between the 

Hijra and t~e birth of the Apostle of God were 53 years 2 months 

and 8 days; between the Hijra and the Mission of the Apostle of God 

were. IS years 2 months and 8 days; and between the Hijra and 

the dea.thof the Apostle of God were 9 years 11 months and 22 days ;' 

(LM). The Hijra is the beginning of the Islimi era (Nw, LM) ; 

and the first [person] that dated by the Hijra was 'Umar Ibn AIKha~ 

1ib in the year 17 of the Hijra (Nw). The Hijra occurred (LM, 

TKh) in the 14th year of the Mission (TKh), when AIMul;larram, 

~far, and 8 days of Itabi' alAwwal had elapsed. So, when they 

'l'esolved upon founding [the era of] the Hijra, they went back 

68 days, and made the beginning of the era the 1st of AIMul;larram 

()f this year. Then they computed from the 1st of AlMubarram 

to the last day of the Prophet's life, and it was 10 years and 

2 months j whereas, when his age is mally reckoned from the Bijra, 

be is found to have lived 9 years 11 months and 22 days after it, 
[the difference be~ween the two periods being 2 months and 8 days, 
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i. e. 68 days] (LM). But [the assertion that tIle period from the 

1st of AlMu\larram in the year of the Hijra to the last day of ilie 

Prophet's life was 10 years and 2 months is difficult. to reconcile 

with the statement tt-at] he died (God bless him, and give him 

peace Q in the forenoon, [or, as is said, at midday (LM).] on Monday 

the 12th of RaM' alAwwal in the year 11 (Nw, LM) of the Hijra, 

[i. e. 10 years 2 mont~ and 12 days from, and including, the 1st of 

AIMu\lalTam in the year of the Hijra] (Nw). He died at the age 

of 68, the [most correct and (N wU best-known [opinion]; or, 

as is said, 65 or 60 (Nw, LM). The preferable opinion is that he 

was sent [on his Apostolic Mission] at 40 years, and abode in Ma.kks 

calling [the unbelievers] to AlIslam 18 years and a fraction, and 

abode at AIMadina after the Hijra nearly 10 years; and that is 

68 years and some fractions (LM). If, then, ~aflJ& was bom 

I> years before the Mission, she was 18 or a little more at the begin

ning of the Hijri era ; 80 that, if she lived 60 years, she died in 41. 

P. 857, ll. 25-26. Of Himyii.n Ibn ~u\1afa (S). The troth is 

tha.t these two verses are from a Rajas by Khi~ alMujashi'i, an 

Islami poet j not by Himyan Ibn ~u\lii.fa (AKB), t1,te Rajiz (lD). 

P. 859, l. 8. Abu 'Ata was a contemporary of the two dynasties: 

lIe praised the Banu U mayya and the Banu Hashim (KA). Yazid Ibn 

'Umar Ibn Hubaira [alFazari (ITB), lJ. 87 (IKhn)], govemor of the 

two 'Irii.~s for Marwin Ibn MuJ.tamm9d Ibn Marwin Ibn AIJ;lakam 

[all~urashi (TKh) a,lUmawi (IKhn, TKh) adDimash~i (TKh), known 

as alJa'di and nicknamed AIJ;limar (IKhn), the last Kbalifa of the 

Banu Umayya (IKhn, TKh), 6. 72 (TKh) or 76 (Tr, lAth, ITB)], 

6. 127, k. 182 at the age of [58 (MDh),] 59, [62 (lAth, MAB),69 

(MDh, lAth), or 70 (MD'.l'], was put to death by Abu Ja'far 

aIMan~iir,' [afterwards Khl!ifi,] at Wasit in 182 in violation 
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of a capitulation (IKb). The advice of Abu Ja'far was to keep 

faith with him; but Abu Ja'far's brother Abu-I'Abbas 'Abd Allah 

asSaffil;1 Ibn Mul;1ammad [a~urashi (TKh) alHashi~i (ITB) 

al'Abbasi (ITB, TKh), the first Khalifa.of the Banu-I'Abbas (FW, 

ITB), b. 108 (FW, "TKh)], a. 182, d. [135 or (TKh)] 1~6 [at the 

age of 27 (TKh), 28 (Tr, lAth, FW," TKh), 29 (MDH),32 

(TKh) , 33 (Tr, MDh, lAth, MAB, ITB, TKh), or 36 (Tr, 

lAth)], insisted upon Abu Ja'far's ptltting him to death (IKhn). 

MarWin was called AIJa'di [because he had learnt (lAth, 

MAB)] from [his preceptor and master (TKh)] AIJa'd Ibn 

Dirham (lAth, MAB, TKh)the doctrines of the Creation of the 

Ij:ur'in and' of Predestination (lAth, MAB), etc. (lAth): and 

he was known as AlI;Iimar because of his bravery, from the 
• ~ ".00 ,., , "" 0 ' , 

saying'i~' ~ J~ ~~, I,;)'j.,j Sue! a OM i, more patient 

tAan a !l.e-al8 i" war; for he used not to flag in waging war upon 

the rebels against him, and was the bravest of the Banu Umayya. 

(TKh). It is said that AIJa.'d Ibn Dirham published his doctrine 

of t.he Creation of the ~ur'in in the days of Hishiim Ibn 'Abel 

AIMalik, under whose order he was put to death Ly Khilid a.l~asri, 

governor of Al'Ira~ (lAth). The Wasi~ of AI'lra~ was founded by 

AlI;lajjaj Ibn Yusuf athTha~i between AlKufa and AlBa~ra J aOlI 

for that reason was named WiBit, because it was int81'1'1tediate 

between the two cities, [the distance from it to each being fifty 

parasangs (M!), i. e.leagues] : it was begun by him in 84, and finished 

in 86 (Mk)-l. 12. The first hemistich is 
" .... " w' ., ,," " 

~'~~S}~~c.S~ 
II .. 

M!J Aeart ;, on fllowinfl erdera of tile wood called ~ ; and the verse 

is from an ode by AlMutanabbi : W says (AKB), He says M!Jltea,·t i, 

on gJowi#9 6",66ra fro1Jl, pa"io#, i. e. on account of their Lidding 
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fare wen and their depal'ting ; and mille eye i, revelling in the face of 
, ., 0 .. " ... 

the beloved in a garden 0/ lJeauty (W, AKB). \5~' t,;)A (W) for .. 

", , ..... 
P. 860, ll. 2-3. J.itc ~ TAe "ottom, or tOlD land, 0f'.1~1 .. " 

is [a place (MI)] on the road of the pilgrims of AlBaIlra between 

Rimatin and (Mk, MI) Amirra (Mk) [or] Immara (MI)-l. 4. 

'A~i1 is said to be a mountain (Bk,'ZJ} that lJujr, the father of 

Imra al~ais, used to dwell in (Bk). The author of the Mk, after 

enumera.ting eight places named 'A~il, the second of which he 

discriLes as "a mountain that the children of [J:lnjr (KA)] Akil 

cr alMurar, the ancestor of Imra al~ais, used to stop in", adds "Bllt 

I do not find myself confident that they" are eight [separate] 

places; and perhaps there ill some intermixture in them"-l. 8. See 

Md. II. 182 and P. II. 598-ll. 16-17. The R ("01. II, p. 142. 

1.1.) has "either because repetition of the fJ. is made a substitute for 

dualization of the ag.", which, thongh it occurs in all three ed,., 

I have ventured to invert-tt, 19-20. The two Indian ed,. of the 
R (vol. ii, p. 143, l. 2) have ~L.o Ai, companio.; but the Persian 
ed. h~ ~L.o ki, two companio,., • 

• ...' --0 0, J' ., 

P. 861,l. 1. J.S 1"""'4 P~ it.!" .,j nami"g a pare 6, t!e 1Ia1JI6 of a 
.,. , , *1 . 

fOkole (R), i. e., putting II fOltole for a parI, as pene, for pera., and 

t"ticl~' for two testicle, in the eres. given . 

. P. 862, U.8-4. I. e., to two or more of its kind. See p. 863, 

Zl. 6-7. The definition is inverted, plnralization being the addition 

of two or more to one, not of one to two or more. See p. 863, 

U.22-23. 

P. 864, l. 9. Read "NafDadir/' 
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P. 868, I. 1. The poet of ~uraish in AlIslim. He rebelled 

witb MUf'ab Ibn AzZubair against 'AW AIMalik [Ibn Marwin] i 

and, when MUII'ab was killed [in 71 tTr, lAth, ITB) or 72 (Tl', 

.ITB)], and 'Abd Allih [Ibn AzZubair] was killed [in 78 (1\-, lAth, 

ITB)], he took refuge with 'Abd Allah Ibn Ja'far Ibn Abl 'falib 

[all}uraishi alHashimi all$al}ibi (Nw), tl.80 (lAth, Nw, Is, ITB) 

or 82 (Is) or 84 or 85 (lAth, Is) or 86 (lAth) or 87 (Is) 'or 90 

"(lAth, Nw. Is), at the age of 80 (Nw, Is) or 90 (Is)], who peti

tioned 'AM AIMalik about his affair, and secured his pardon, [at 

which time he appears from a long story told in the KA to have 

been 60 years 01<1] (KA). His brother 'Abd Alliih Ibn ~ais left 

issue; but 'Ubaid Allah left none (AKB). The poet's name is often 

given as 'AM Allah, probably from mistranscriptions. .Del' '(['Abd. 

Alliih or] n before" 'Ubaid Allah" in the Note on p. 18, t. 6-lt. 2-3. 

TaIba was governor of Sijistin (IHjr, AKB) in 61 (lAth), [or] in 

63 (ITB); and there he died (AKB) -t.t. The author of this 

verse is Abu ~ais Ibn Rifa'a (Jb, Jsh, MN) alAnlJiri (Jsh, MN), 

whQse name was Dinar (Jsh) : so says ISf in his exposition of the 

verses of the l,tal} by ISk. And Bk [also] says that he was 

named Dinar, and was one of the poets of the J~ws; and, says Bk, 

I think that he was a heathen. But Kl says that the author is 

~ais Ibn Rifa'a i and AFI says that the a.uthor is Abu ~ais Ibn 

AIAslat &lAusi, his name having been altered (MN). See the Note 

on p. 788, t. 19. 

, , ..... 
P. 869, 1.25. Read I;)~' 

P. 870, I. 1. Lane (p. 812, col. 1) asserts, on the authority of 
8 .... , 

the 7'aj aI' A.ril, that " l;)~ has no pl. formed ~y the addition 

of, and I;) ", contrary to what is stated here by RJ and at p. 1020, 
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, ."., ~,o 41* 

I. 4, by S-l. 8. Read I.:J~-l. 19. i~ (Fk), a medley 

of III. 11 and XXXIX. 22. 

P. 871, 1. 17. A tribe of AlYaman (MAd). 

, ,., , ~T_ 

P. 872, It. 5-6. I have transposed I.:J'~~ and I.:J~ in 

accordance with the suggestion of YS, the former being an instance 

of the perf. pl. mtIlC., and the latter of the eo-ordinate-l. 14. 

From the same poem as a ,Ferse given on p. 96A-I. 17. Tumil.lir 

was his wife (AKB). 
8 .,f, 8' .;. 

P. 873, I. 19. I. e., pl. of ~'dim. of~' [286]. On the 
, .... f, 

diptote declension of ~, in I. 15 see p. 1182, I. 12-1" 1l8~, 1. +. 

P. 874, I. 12. Of [the Banu-lI;Iirith Ibn Rabi'a Ibn (AKB» 

AIAwas Ibn Al~ajr Ibn AIHanw Ibn AIAzd (KA, T, AKB) Ibn 

AIGhauth (KA, T) Ibn Nabt [Ibn Miilik (IHb)] Ibn Zaid Ibn 

KahliD Ibn Saba (T) Ibn Yashjub Ibn Ya'rub Ibn ~al}tin (IUb). 

AlA was is with Fatl;l of the ~amza j AI~ajr with Fatl;l of the 

undotted C' and quiescence of the t:: ; and AIHanw with aU three 

vowels of the IS , and quiescence of the I.:J • Some assert that Ash

Shanfam, meaning big-lipped, was his cognomen, his name being 

Thibit Ibn Jabir j but this is a blunder, like Al'Aini's blunder in 

asserting that his name was 'Amr Ibn Barri~, these being his two 

comrades in robbery (AKB). 

P.875. I. 15. SeeMd.I.834andP.I.691-1.17. In the 110 •• 
• 0 w , w . 

0,~ or ~e . Lane (I'. 2090, col. 2) gives ~~ as the name 
...... , 

of a place abounding with lions, on the authority of the KF and 
& w 

other works j but the KF (p. 803) has ~ ,and there is DO 
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reason why it should be diptote, unless we assume it to befem., 
~ £ 

since the form ~t,: may be accounted for as gen. of 0,~ . 
, , £ "'s 

P. 876, I. 7. After 0~ insert "[244]"_1. 12. ~UI has no 
0.. ... , ... , ... 

lin!l. ; or, as is said, its ,in!l. is i!:(~ on the measure of iJ,.,ul . ... 
0 ..... ' " _, 

(T). A better ez. would be i4J; , pI,. 0~ [above], ~lb , and 
oS 

~, [244] . .. 
p. 877, ll. 1-2. See p. 1361, I. 4, and the Note on p. 854, ll. 

,. ,.., '" ,. 
4-5-1.24. UoU;i "'="~ Her two rin!llet' "ave 6ecome wllite is one 

of the prop,. used as names : the poet says 
, , ." .' .,. ,. .......... '" .,." I ..... A~~'·'......L IC) ., ..... 0'.,.,. 
~ .. UoU .. '-'~.-4 • ~ ... 'j a.U I o,::....u .. J.5 . ,~ ~. ~ ... ' "','" ...... ,~ 
re llave lied, 6y tlle HOUle 0/ God I rot ,llall not wed "er, ,on, of 8!tii~a 
l{arnalla, f,it'!I Up tlle udder, andmitltin!l CIY on §. 4). 

P. 878, ll. 20-23. There is no difference in that between the 
" , . . 

generic n. not a. proper name, like~J+' ~I a two-yea'l'-old "e-camel, .. ... 
..... _, 0 . 

a~d the [generic (Sn)] proper name, like ~,I \.:HI tlee jackal [and 
... . ,. 

,!T: \:H~ elle weaIC1], the difference between them being that tbe 

second member of the generic proper name does not receive jf 
[7, 194], contrary to thegeneric n. (A). 

a ..... "" 8 , ..... 

. P. 811, I. 23. 1::.144 (YS. 'I. 143) : I::.I~ (Sn. IV. 282.) 

P. 882, I. 24. If it were a name for the/em., it would come 
under the rule in p. 881, U. 7-10. 

9 ... 
P. 883, ll. 9-11. Lane (p. (1703, col"] 1) has It ~Lo ......... pt. 

6 , , , ", 0 ..... ". 0,. ...... . ~,.a..o (M, TA) and~',-.o and [tliepl.of~L..;, is] I::.I~L., (TA)". 
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~'ems dDubtfDl whethe, he 'LV/it; justified in iIlEerting the wrZl\ts 
o 00 %%, 

tmckets-lo 14. I::.J~~ appe~rs from the context to be pl. of· 
OM" , o~"'~"'" ""'" G" 0, 

"'~ dim. of ~ [274J. It might be dim. of J~ pl. of J.,..:;.. , . 

[285]. SeD lYe 700, I. 17. In the DlISD it mer,ns littlD, Dr 

8mall, lte-camel8; and in the latter a few he-camel •• Read "[270, 
289J" 

P. 884, t. 22. Nr rr,yr that.J}"ais Ibn Jabir iR the man of whom _ ,,;0, 
ZDid says~' r?4-- ilz~\.e< [170], naming him by the name of his C.' , . 
father-to 25. 'I'hiD Sa'd is sDid to hUVD t%%.)er, zmf; the chiefi 

a.Dd of Bakr Ibn Wa'il in heathenism, and to have been a 

poet (AKB). 

to bz' the trihe Ka'h. With Ka.'b and Kizab c/. Kalb and Kilab, 

"[253]". 

P. 888, t. 4%. IM'r text is given at 1). 1114, l: 22 j and the 

Aud"s enumeration of the kzzkon per. in liP. 1032-108S. 

r,Uuwoo [132]. 

P. 888, t. 18. An Islami poot ,.of tho Maowani dynusty, ontl a 

]3H.flawi (AKB)~l. 22. From the same poem as verses cited on 

pp. 454, 651, and 854, r,el'se by H (D. 151) to 

AIMuth¥%.~1}ib a.l'Abdi. See the Note on p. 651, l.l-l. 27. An 

. Islami poet ,:sf the },.ia:swi.ni dynl" .. '1ty (AK.B). 

P. 889, l.I. Coupled to C' j~'i U4ir, thepreOO'.lh'g.er~ 
as r,'pp(%al's 
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, ........ _~ ~ ~._ y ...... ~, O";If# ..".", , • OS ..... 

~ ~ ~ ~')' • y~ ~ ~,La.. 0..41 YI , ,. , _~ '" C;:' 

~~ ;,"e; ~ ;11f Jt~ • I;~ ;J5 jG 'i ~ 
~ ~, 

NtWJ tell t!o. M.'itD'¥a IfJ. lIarfJ (aflll tie g.e" lit tA, .d"OtDII " 

cleared .p 6¥ ceria'.t,) tillt fIJ, "'all .01 cea,e to 6, fOl' to yos, 

t!rotlf/io.t tA, l'''ot! of Ii"", 'f) 10fl9 ., ti, flIOtI. of the ahe-camel 

for her young one "liard; but IA and IHsh in their CommeB-
..... -_. ., ,., ,. '" t:;. , 

tariea on the 1M tranamit it ~ l?I ~ ~ .t?' W ~D , ~"d 
~fJ.lJa,aw ,~U fDa, a good fat!". to ., (AKB1. According to the 

MN and FA, it is cited by BD (not IA) and IHsh. It is in the 

Aud (p. 12), with the version mentioned by AKB ; but is not in 

the IA or J, nor in the EC. Perhaps IUK should have been named, 

instead of lA, by AKB-l.l. One of the companions ~f 'Ali. 

I have not seen any mention of him in the Book of the Com

panions [of the Prophet]; and he is only a Follower (AKB)-l. 

11. I have not met with the name of ita author (MN). 

P. 890, ll. 8-9. Cf, p. 888, 1. II, and p. 1262, ll. 8-12-11. 
" .... ." 

1-18. This explanation fails to account for ,;,' :: " ~~u [above]. 

P. 891, l. 8. The poet is eulogizing the two Mu~mmads 
mentioned in flul. II, p. 468,1. 1-11. 12-14. Because the ~ 

stands in the place of the Tanwin. See p. 842, ll. 4-6, and p. 868, 

ll. 28-24--1. 28. "this sort" is the irregular pl. with the, and 
J , 

\:,) fl. 888 t. 11) ; and "the regular.pl,." are such as 0.t?;Y . 
_... ~ 

"'., '", 
P. 893, 1. 6. ~~I on tho measure of ~~ J so mentioned 

by S, ia a mountain in front of AIFalj (Bk). It is o,·ig. d •• of 
, ..... " e;,; but is treated by the poet like \:,)L.J..w, since, if he treated 
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.11' Ii. 
it like the du., he would say ~..Jl, (MN)-l. 13. After , .. 

J .Ii , ..... " ..... 

~-.u insert" [295] "--illid. ~~ or \:,),~ is a well-known 
~ ~.... ~.- ~.-

tract of sand in the abodes of the Banu Ba'd of Tamim (Bk)-l'. 

23-24. Mb says in the KAmU (HH), AU says that there is a dis

pute about this poem, which some attribute to AIA).)W&f, and some 

to Yazid Ibn MU'Awiya (Mb, HH); but the truth is tbat it is by 

Yazjd, describing a girl (Akh). The poetry of Yazid, little as 

there is of it, is extremely beautiful (IKhn)-I. 25. Al Mi,1U'Un is 

a place in Syria, near Damascus (MI). 

P. 8941, l. 1. Jilli, means Damascus; and is said to be a place 

near Damasclls; or to be a statue of a woman, from whose mouth 

water used to issue, in one of the towns of Damascus (Jk)-l'. 

3-141 .. This passage from the Aud contains a aummary of the two 

variations of the pl. discussed at length from p. 892, I. 20, to 1'. 

89.j" I. 8, with the addition of a third, the worst of all, with the 

description of which if. p. 891, U. 18-20-1. 11. An Is1i.mi poet 
. . 

(AKB). He composed poetry at the end of the reign of 'Ali Ibn 

Abl Tilib, and llraised Ma'Awiya, and 'Aba AllAh Ibn AzZubair, 

who bad made him governor over one of the provinces of AIY &maD 

(KA). It is said that this ode is by' Abd ArRa).)min Ibn ~n 

Ibn Thabit aIAnti"; and this is the opinion adopted by Jh and 

olhers; but the truth, saya IBr, is that the ode is by Abu Dahbal 

(MN). 

P. 895, l. 1. But 1M has reversed the practice by mentioning 

the pl. [Grst (Sn)], and then saying th:l.t this measnre is regular in 

such and such [.ting •• ]. And for each practice there is a reason 

(A), the reason for the Grst being that the ,i"g. is anterior to the pl. 

in existence; and the reason for thc &Ceond that the pl. h; the 
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[formation] really intended, because the disctlssion is aLout it (Sn). 

S, followed by Z and IH, with their Commentators IY, R,and Jrb, 

details the pi,. of each formation of ,i"g. j while 1M and his Com

mentators lA, 1Hsh, and A detail the ""g,. of each formation of 

pl. The present work attempts to combine the advantages of both 

methods j but this cross-division of the subject among the ~uthori

ties involves some repetition. 
I I 

P. 896, I. 8. And ~ [260]-1. 10. The [Iem.] pro". in , 
, ...... .." 
Ue~U)' relates to the"':; (MN), which is of common gender (Jh, 

KF)-I. 19. It is followed by 

~ l:! JJi:~':: ~;'i;:";u. ~ ~ ~ ~t{~;'i;r ; - , r- J '" .,., l". .,. ,-"-;, 

Tlou lad CMt e!eir '.pporeer i,do eAe holtom of II dark well (the 

dungeons being wells). TAe" forgive (.po" tAee he tlte peace of 

God I), 0 'Umar (MN). See AArb. 138-1. 22. A green valley, 

co~taining many trees [and waters (Mk)] , between Fadak and, 

AIWibisbiya (Mk, MI). 
, .... ...... .0, 

P. 897, I. 14. And (c) u..:, as i~ pl. of),s II h.U [257]-1. 
,.... .... 8.... 9 " 9." 

19. Read ~ -'I. I. And (b) ~, as e:~': pl. of ~ II IDor". 

o.t ,Ii. (A). 
,,, •• G .... 015. "" .... 

P. 898, I. 16. And (c) LlaJ', as it,;;1 pl. of Whack ofelle 
... , 

fUcl: [328] (A). 
... 0 

P. e99, I. 1. Read ~-l. H. Lane (p. 2213, col. 1) gives ... 
t " 0 II" 
~~, which his authorities explain as pl. of J~ 6tatldug , 

9 III, 

.aj8llticalt,; but this i. strange, becatlse Jt..J has no broken pt. 
., ", 

[252]. The M and And give ~4.,D, whioh AAz bolds to be pt. 
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of ~ pl. of j,:;t,; ,eaUin, maje,eicall, i while the Aud makes it 
" .. ...... . , 

pt. of ~ prowling, .eding for pre" which has another pl. ~ i .. .. 
and both the M, followed by IY, and the Aud hold the 15 to be 

, .... J"'., 
added for impletion, as in ~J44Jt &)li.U [252]. And the J'sh 

"" .. -gives a similar explanation of the 15, making ~ pl. of ~, 

and allowing either sense. See the Note onp.1086, U. 3-16. The 
8 " 1 ...... S and M have ~, explained in the Ish as a ,.he. for ~~; but; 

" .. 
IY and Lane have ~, explained in the MN as a qualified pod. to .. 

8, , 

its ep. [121]-1. 17. J.a.; is not given by any of my authorities as 
8 • 8, , 8 t.' • , , 

a pl. of ~: perhaps ~ may be contracted. from )~ ,like ~ 

.,'- ."." 'II' ." from ~, ; or pI. of)~, as i~' is said to be pl. of ~ 
•• 

[above]; or a heteromorphous pl. of ~ [255]-11. 20-21. And 
, ,.. .'.. ., .. 
J..aJ' , as ~, pl. of ~ a ,1u-".Yt8na (A). 

',0_ .' os •• 
P. 900, I. 10. And~', as L.~ Jll. of C~ (A) with 

Kasr of the U, and quiescence of the &), meaning aM arrOfl) lJej'orl 
J .... fJ..... •• 

ie i, featA".,d (Rn); and ~, as i!~ pl. of ~ [267]-1. 16. 

This is probably the proper f,)rm of the ~ in Lane, p. 1786, col. 
..... "" ..... 

8, I. 81-1. 2l. And (4) ~, as ~ pl. of U! a, •• [816] (A), 
..... G .... 

which is ONI. ~, like ~ (Sn) • 

P. 902, I. 21. Read lC gUlln-pl." 

P. 908, I. 6. A valiant poet, and a celebrated cavalier of 

Mu4ar• He was one of those who rebelled with 'Amr Ibn Sa'id 
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"'",11.111'*1, 'Atd Allwtdik llwn lwtE?,l'w~n j wlwE?,g had 

killed 'Amr [in 69 (Tr, IAth,ITB) or 70 (lAth)], he rebelled with 

NE?,jda thn Amir E?,~a"I",fi, 72 j anlw aftetwards he fled, 

**d j"ined 'Abd AllAh tbn ~i.th ~ho~ he Agyed till 

'Abd Allah was killed, when he came to 'Abel Al Malik. in disguiae, 

~~d tm5ked tim gi~ing Nm verr", may be 

th±~ poE?,m in KA. NIl. h6-tt thE?, venIA? of 

~u~'a at p. 896, I. 19. 

~('~ 8 ... " 8'" 
P. 904, I. 6. And (7) MAt, as ~ a Prida;y, pl. f~; and 
, ""' "'" 5..... '¥5,.... "==-

(8) i.l.d, as i'~ (J kite, pl. I~ [264] (A). 

0..... ~ f'" 
PI h06, 171 WE?, hold lL,:yl II be JA,~ E?,IA?Jlm~ we 

J ,.. !. ( "'~ . 
see them form the broken pl. Jul from LU.i when nothinA is elided 

from it, but do not see them form the broken pl. ~r from ~ 
~hen is E?,d,ied trom (8) 

PI h07, 6. 'Abd All~Ik, [Ok (T), Ib~ Mujih (T, ts)] 

Ibn AlMa4ra\li (KA, T, Is) Ibn 'Amir alHitfin ......... lbn Abl 

tIm thn Ibn Rab%',~ Ib", 'Amir Ibn ~''I&'a (KA) , 

th~ Aanh Abl dakr thn thown alKH~bi. AZ 

says that he was one of the poets of heathenism: but AU mentions 

tIzat w",~q imprikql,ned Ibg Alij:gkam; and, ±tccording 

thik, sayk Bk his on hbe .J.~lili KJ, WlZr kne 

of the Converts (Is). The K A. gives the second hemistich as 
's dcm 5p.... ,,'" 

152~b 1$; iil ~ ~::~ '~1 
~1 1nd teinH tmArd, t md Hood 

l",ci a.d w;y ill Z",ci, are talied dOflt-ll. 18-15. Derenbourg 
**,. G .... 

(8. n. 188, I. 16) prints J.a.i and ..;u and ~ . 
.... I~ , 
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ft" 
P. 908, II. 15-17. 1M says in the CK that J.,u sometimes acts 

• fill' r _' 9., • '" , 8 ..... • 
as a substitute for J.,u, as ~ pI of ~ and ~ pl. of ~ , , , 

." 't "" ~ 9, ..... ,. 
[238, 329. A]; and ~ fe,r v.u, as )y! pl. of i),-.o a ,AtI~, effig, 

* 9., 
and ~~ pl. of i,s Joree (A). 

" 
r ..... a 9,. 

P. 909, I. 10. See the last Note-I. 13. Ct. J~ pl. of i~ 

r310], according to R (p. 131, I. 19), who here follows S (vol. II, 
p. 86, e. 15). But sea p. 1069, II. 12-16, and p. 1089, e. 8 • . , , 

P. 910, I. 15. Read uJc, 
P. 911, I. 2. Read If [in them] ". 

P. 913, II. 16-18. This ea.use seems to be stated rather too 
. 0., 
broadly, because all 'p'. on the measure of J.u are not treated as 

. .-'. substantives. See p. 912, II. 22-28-l. 19. ~ IS regarded by 
t... .. ~,~. 

Z as a substantive. See p. 1123, I. 1-1. 21. Read ",IoU' • 

fI ,.. . 

P. 914, I. 12. Read J4.w' -1.15. The unmarried man would 
go further afield, when out hunting, than the married-l. 17. He 

compares the mare to a stait because she is long in the body, round 

in the barrel, and smooth ill the coat. 

P. 917, I. 18. The reference is to p. 1022, I. 21-1023,1. 1. 

P. 918, I. 1. Read" vowel " . . ,. 
P. 919,1. 9. Read~' -I. 17. In" !ai, Atart " therueema 

to be an enallage from the 2nd to the 8rd ~". 

P. 920, ll. 2-8. I. e. fOili o.r fOai,t-cloli, t.eietl .p i. 

readi,.,,,!or jlu"U"'U-I. 11. I am not acquainted with [the name 

of] its author (AKB). 
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P. 921, Z. 1. B. 60 (lAth) or 6} (IHjr, ITB), 4. [l4r7 or 

(IHjr)] US (lAth, IHjr, ITB). 

, ,. ,,,., 
P. 923, l. 17. After \;I~' insert" [810]". 

P. 9241, l. 9. ~ajs Ibn '.!tim was a Companion (AKB). He 

was ~ais Ibn 'A,im ......... Ibn Min1pu- Ibn 'Ubaid ......... Ibn 

SaId Ibn Zaid Manit Ibn Tamim (Is, AKB) atTamimi alMinlFari 

(1s), one of the Banu Min~ar Ibn 'Ubaid (SR). He came to the 

Apostle of God as an envoy [in the embassy of the Banu Tamim, 

and became.. Muslim (lsj] ; and then the Apostle of God said "This 

is the chief of the d wellen in tents of camels' hair" (Is, AK 8) -t. 11. 

The verse is preceded by 

t7~ ~C:} ~) l~l~ i • ~r i;;; ~f 4 ~ ~i 
~)l"~Li# ~ 0~. i;!:~y~u~::"" ~.~t:;; 

,. Oil" #I'" ,. -- .". 

Dott 14011 .ot kllOlO, 0 Umm 'Amra, tjat ta, fIIi,4:lp, of time 1at1, 

mi .. ,d flU, i. or.der tlaae I fIIil"t IrolO old, aU WU" fIIa., arri. 

fJal, of' A'IfI Ibn Ka'b Ibn Sa'd Ibn Zaid Manit Ibn Tamim, repair. 

illl to do j01llale to tje t.riJa. of .A.ZilJri~a,. d,ed tDitl ,ajJ'r01l?, 

the chiefs of the Arabs being wont to dye their turbans with saffron. 

But ~pparently this verse is disconnected from what precedes it, by 
,. ,. .. 

the loss of some verses between them. ~,is in the ,u6j., coupled 
,,0. , ", ...... 

to p$~ (AKB). And cl.f.I.', in L~ne (p.1285, col. 1) isa mistake, 

which should be corrected. On thE' rivalry between AIMukhahbal 

asSa'di and AzZibri~in see pp. 81 A-82A. 

P. 926, l. 23. I have not met with the Dame of its anthot 
(MN). 

.." I , 
P. 930, t. S. Put a comma after ;+f-l. S. Read ~~ . .. 
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P. 981, 1.9. Of the Madid [metre] (MN). Tbis version 

shortens the last syllable of the second epitrite forming the ftnt 

foot of the second hemistich-I. 16. This is the vemon given in , ,., ,., 
Tr. I. 761, except that the Tr bas ~~ for ~)~. Jh and IH.h 

may have confused the ending of this line with that of the next 
'" ",.". "..... " '" , .......... ' 

t,JLo lJ~ LJ"'l,;" • ~ ~1.D '-4' rJ 
p~_ tP~ ",.,,"11, tIIlIftag .poil 0/ cattl,l., tdill ~. left hdiflll .. 

died; but thi. again is dit!erently given in the MN, which bas 
'''' "', ., ". ..... , ",.,., 

',-lU 4-4i uJ:l' l:J'A • ~ <; ~~ L4t .j ", '" .,,"'" 1-

PI_ tOe rlt.,..,d, malti_g .poil ; aflll ~01lJ tIIlI.Y "''', iJI/ortJ ii, ~11' 
fIII."d (I'IIJ(IY I ; while the AKB agrees with the Tr except in giving 

til" , ,. '" " 

La.. ~lA tllaki.g .,oil togetMr for r-a.t ~LA [above]. The 
- * ~ 

true text seems to be uncertain • . , 
P. 982, I. 8. Read i1d . See p. 186.,Il. 10-18. The o.f. of , 

. • :! . 8" •• , 8 ., ... 

these ... 18 properl, J.u, as JU..w , ong . ..L.. or aA.w ; l:J , on,. , ;r-- , 
8' . • .. , ., , J! ; and ~ , tWig. ~ : and the I , being a compensation fo~ the 

lost J ,ought not to be combined. with it ; 80 that B.'s expreesiODS 
,O! .,., .,., . 

Ud [2U] and .Th's expression 1,-'- or I.f.A- [276] are not stnct-

Iy .:curate. Of. Sn. IV. 168, e. 9. When the I ia substituted for 

the elided. J, the e ' if ong. c{uiescent, is pronounced. with ~tl}, 
because the I of femininization is preceded by Fatl1a, except m the 

f) " 8 " 
abbreviated, as sw and IW • . ". ) P. 98', ll. 12-16. Some allow .:o:,J,,..t lLane". 103, col. 2 • 

P. 985, I. 9. Read "[in multitude, as is said (R) ,]". The c1&1188 

"as is said" is intended to throw a doubt. upon the qualification 
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"in multitude," which is based on the theory impugned by R that the 

pl. with the f and \::.I serves only for paucity, not for multitude (p. 

886, U. 9-18). When the ,i"g. has no i , the pl. jJ~ serves for .. 
paucity and multitude (p. 887, ll. 10-l1, andp. 934.11. 18-19) ; but, 

when the Ii"g. has a Ii ,then, according to the theory mentioned, , .. , 
the pl. with the f and 1;,1 serves for paucity, and J,Jla.i for multi-

, 

tude. Of. p. 1087, U. 1-10. 

P. 936, It. 11-12. 1M's words are 
.., 0 

,-~~j 
~, .. 

• "' .... :r» 0Il1O' " ... 'w' 
uAJu 1..Al' . ~f ~ I.}" K.. ;.. ;=:. ~ 

9,,0' " 
which I have rendered by an Alexandrine-I. 18. Ui-l)~ (A) ~ So 

8 ... "" ' 
in the MSS j but properly ~\~ ,as in the C and the Aud, 

0'0" -' 
because the, of UJ)~ is a co-ordinative (Jug. [247], whereas the 

8,0,;, 

discnssion is about the quin. whose letters are rad,., (Sn). ~),. 

is [said in the KF to be (Sn)] a castle [outside AI~ira (Bk)] belong

ing to AnNu'man (KF, Sn, MKh), the elder (KF, Sn), son of 

[Imra all)ais (Tr, AF), not of] AIMundhir (MKh). See the Note 

on p. 54, I. 11. But, according to IBd, it was AnNu'min Ibn • 

AlMundhir who built AIK.hawarn&~. See Dozy's Note on p. 96, 

1.3, of the IBd, and the pedigree in the Note onp. 947, tl. 17-18 

below. 

'tfII!" .,0 0 " 
P. 939, t. 8. And sometimes ~, as iJ.~ pl. of Jf~ a 

ga.du [267]-U. 14-15. Here R follows S ("01. II, ,. 198, 
G" go, 

ll. 10-l1). But Lane (p. 389, col. 8) makes)~ or )~pl. of 
00' .,OJ 0" 
)~, and \:J~~.pI. of )f~. citing Jh and the K.F among his 
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~ authorities. The KF mixes up the pll. of the two nn!ll.: but Jh 
" 9-, 8J, 0".". 8,0, 

says The pl. of )'~ is )~; and the pl. of )~ is ~~~, like 
& 0 ." 8 ..... , 

~~ and ~liJ:,." II [287], which is exactly the opposite of what 
Lane makes him say. Tlie words" former l' and "latter" in Lane's 

passage should perhaps be transposed. 

P. 945, t. 9. See the verse cited at p. 460, l. 2l. 

P. 946, t. 6. See Md. I. 401 and P. II. 86. 
o ,~ 

P.947, t.6. The U,u [with a ~and two Us, upon the 
S', 0'c.".8'. 

meMure of)~ (Sn) ,] is the ~~ b ~ '9 (A. IV. 155, t. 1). 

Frogs are of many sorts~ . some that croak, and some that do not . , ... 
croak (HH). The U,u, which is not in the Dictionaries, nor in 
the HH, seems to be the female of the croaking sort-II. 17-18. 

In the portion of the land of AI'Iri~ adjacent to Syria. There 

. AIl;lirith alGhassini, who owed allegiance to Cmsar, made an attack 

upon AIMundhh' [the elder, grandfather of AnNu'min (iD)] Ibn 

AlMundhir, and upon the Arabs of AI'Iri\<, who owed allegiance to 

KisriL; and AIMundhir was killed on that day by Shimr Ibn 'Amr 

asSul}aimi [alJ;lanafi (lAth)], of the Banu l;Ianifa (Bk). 

I 
'Amr 

Imra al~ais 

AnJ ulman the elder (builder of AIKhawarna\4 

ImJ alIS:ais_Ma. asSama 

AIMlundhir the elder __ Hind 
(killed at 'Ain Ubiigh) I 

AIM~ndhir Salmi. 
(Mu4arrit al1)ijira) T 

Abu ~iibiis AnNu'min 

I 
AIMundhir 

I 
~ur\<a 

I , 
Hinel 
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0"'; 

P. 948, I. 10. Read" (lA, A)"- ilJid. e~~ in the IA (p. 882, I. 
t) I take to be a misprint, because, though fem., it is an ep., mean-

o , ~ 
ing actifJe in ,pinning-I. 19. Read """,..u . 

[ 8] " 0 " P. 950, I. 1. Dele cr 24 -t. 6. Read ~ • 

P. 951, I. 5. IY here and R at p. 946, I. 8, restrict the pl. 
I' ::'/'''''' IS!:"'" to the '\.tow meaning rain: but there seems to be no reason 

for this restriction, because ,t:..:. meaning ,It II or AeafJeft is feme j 

and the KF does not observe it, nor does AKB (Il. 20-28 below)
lt~ 10-11. An ancient heathen poet (KA). But see the Note on 

(I. 882, t. 18-t. IS; IJ says " F used to recite it to us as~;; 
wc:, ~ abo"e ,ia: lleaven" and so have I seen him write it in 

"II' II' , 

the l¢il)". And so have 1 too seen it in the Diwiin of U mayya. 
And in that version what is.meant by the Aeaven of God is the 
.event" Aenen (AKB). 

9 ,,, 

P. 952, I. 11. Read J,.u . 
P. 958, t. 20. 1 have not met with the name of its author 

(MN). 

P. 957, t. 1. IY makes up his three formatiolls by counting 
!'l'" S , 

J,.J separately; while be omits Jl.a.i , which he afterwards mentions 
" 0", 

incidentally in giving the pl •. of Jl.a.i [below]. But, as Z does . .. 
9 0 , 

not mention J.u among the nine paradigms, 1 have treated it as a 
0" 0" 

mere flar. of J,.J -ll. 19-20. I think this means" in the pI,. J.aj 
9 .,.. _tI''''. 

and Jld", not in J~, which is not apt. of the fem., even In , 
o '" • ( 1 J+.ai, except in two mstances p. 969, It. lO- 1) • .. 

• ... '., ':f."'''''' P. 958, I. 6. ~ ~ (R) : ~I ii~~ firm it, !lea"', .. ,,~ 

• 0 GIi..o' .,. 0' .... 

said of she-camels (KF)-1.9. And they say ~I ~l'! ~) a 

·0" 
Man 'pare inft"", and we have heard the Arab!! say )I.;.f of the 
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big j and, when you pluralize, you say :;; and .lli (8). Pl,. ~ , 
9, , 0 ., 9 , r 

like; &:J,]"" 24:lil \!JLw , li:£f' YU; unife;f&:J,4 the 

P. 959y t. 7. By Jarir (Jh) Read .;~ -t. 16, Put a full 
e;t the; Kind the lilie;, 

-.,,.' -,,' , 
P. ~61y tl .. I8~14. ~~ (R): :t'~ f,t:~~ (IY), The 

18 llithe Kt' and Lan¥l;. but the Ie;E,ter t"ye;ms 
CIIoD discover no authority. 

96t L ha¥E¥E not met the; j48me; its Jkuthoj 
(MN). Its author has not been named (Jsh)-l. 17. The version 
, w r:.Jki¥. 9b~ ,L,e;ne 1332, jot. ine;:Zjjrect. See T. 281-

t. 2L Read U~..oD 

• 96t, It. The verses are by l:zmr Iln 'Abd AIJinn. 
say 8gh and others. And in the Jamnarat at.J.nsiib by IKlb he is 
saib to be¥?Jk a Tymf,khiy 'SJkniikh being e;lie 01 fhe <'lliDS 01 
AIYaman (AKB) , the descendants of Taim Allah Ibn Asad Ibn 
WlkhJkr8 Thty poe I was Amr 'Ah·b AIJi¥ktrl Ibn j .A'idb 
Allah ......... Ibn Jarm (AKB). And [his grandsonJ Asad Ibn 

[Ibn 'Amk' Ibn 'Ahd AI,Hnn (AKB) was 
cavalier in heathenism (AKB), [anhJ an ancient 
(KF). The author is also said to have been a heathen man, 
unhJkown namo but hbe etah<;ment more outrech (MN). 
And one M8 [of the JhJ adds CfI;lumaid Ibn Tha~r" after "poet" 
(\1,3 •. 1 h). Taim JarJki were e;elated 

Ta~hlib 
'V~hljjjj 
A~[d 

I 
Tnim Alliih 

Hulwan . I 
I 

Rabbin 
I 

harm 

-1. 19. AI'Azza ,¥EBS nMAlA? of idol to IImraish 
R.nd [the rest of] the Banu Kinana; or, as is said, a gum-acacia 
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tree belonging to Ghatafin, who used to worship it (MN)-l. 20. 

AnNasr was the name of an idol belonging to' [the clan of (ID)] 

Dhu-IKala' in 'the land of ~imyar j while Yaghiith belonged. to 

Madhl;1ij. and Yatii~ to Hamdan; [and all three were] among the 

idols of the people of Noah, a8 LXXI. 22, 23 [Note on p. ", I. 6] ., 
(MN). ISh says that the poet prefixes the art. to ~ redundantly, 

by poetic license; and 11 [also] says that the J in ~ is ,.ed. 
(AKB); and so says R on the Determinate and. Indeterminate. 

P. 9641, I. 8. Abu 'Um"r llY) al1armi R). The passage 
,. ,. ., , I. ;;, lSI,.. ,., 

~~ ~ ......... J,.;' ~ r.' Jl3, in S. II. 217, It. 4-6, appears 

to be an interpolation, because 1r was junior to S, an,d never met 

him, but studied his book uuder the second Akb. See NA. 198-U. 
G '" 8 , 

19-20. One says ,-:,,s) Uo:!t" a ,.oad mucl ridde. upon (Mb,1h), 
9 ,0"," • '" • , .... 

i. e. ,-:,Y"",,-e (Jb), wben it is tDOlt.t to 6e ridtle" -po" j and ,-:,,s) ~) 
- .... 1& -
,-:,"~ II man mucl givefl. to riding 6eaJt., when he is'1Dofl.t to ride 
, , 

8" 8" 
tjem (lib). Lan~ (p. 1144, col. I) gives y$) as pl. of ,-:,,s) in the 
sense of brolren, traifl.ed, manageable, •• b.'"ive, [quie' to ride,] 

~!"baps because it is then i. q. J';J~ pl. jJ~ .. 
, , J ." 

P. 965, I. 13. ~~ and ~ in the passage ~~ t,Ju . , , . 

~ ,,.,~ ,J, (lY. 647, I. 15) should be transposed, as is clear 

8 " 9 " .', ." 
from. ~ J~ ~,.u t,Ju, (I. 11) and ~, )~ t,JU 
8"0',. • 
~, J~, (p. 657, 1.1., translated m p.l01O, ll. 9-10, below), 
and from the corresponding passage in S.II. 217, tt. 10-18, which 

IY is follo\ving, 

P. 970, t. 8. ~~ in IY. 650, I. 21, seems to be a misprint 

for~~. 
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p. 979, ll. 16-17. Jahn prints ~f f,,...s; (lY. 653, 1.18); 

hut H,e (p. 268, 6) haE ,1AJI~, which l,y thEe 

<'ontExt. 

P. 980, l, 18. D,l;' the EOMEZEa «t thz] <end uf th0e liu«, 
9 , go.... • ' 

p, 982, l. 6. J]~ hereispl, of J~ not of J,,~, See the 
~ , 

, , 
on 412, t. l,whure tltewlEsio« l.So;:;;~ takuuUE5:IkIY 871, 

is a iliist«ke, as ap2ears from the and fro,u Mb, 25h, 
. 

SEe Md. n. 1 a«h p, 11. 225~l. Yra«E 

the same poem 8S the verse. at p. 846, t. 19, 

P. 990. t. 5. ALB composed a treatise in refutation of AU's 

GlIarib atllarW/t (IlKh). . He also composed a Gllar-ill all;laditl. 

<>f OWili, iu whizlh hEl <>omhinEh thEl wOEhs CUillPOEOO wmdeEl 

«nd hee De R'L,latiGn 

l'.EghPte, pp. 587, 5115, FW. II. 10, and BW, 188-1. 17. From 

the same poem as a verse at p. XXXIV, t. 5. 

P. 992, t. 2. The, is elided under the rule for the pl. of the 

augmented q'24rza. 1020, 8~20,. 

p. 99h, U. 19-hO. hee p. It. 18-2(), and tl1e No~ thereon. 

P, 995, U. 9-10. Recause it indicates not only a meaning, 88 

t,he but aIrel itE Eluug,;,,;~ 

t. e., not k he GLmfoundu2 wi2h anything 

4;lse, S4.'4; p. 297, ll. Ih~B, 

t. . )'~~ll. 18~20. ThE DicHonahes ho n02 .. 
giVG JI ::.. , ];nr du<>s allnili it (p. 

" . 
A allow it, following 
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• ".... ' .... (I, 
P. 999, I. 8. Read 1.5,.,.. -U. 12-14. R would add (SLu (p. 

993, U. 20-22). See the last Note-I. 21. For" that JJ read 

" like". 
- 0 .. 

P. 1001, U. 15-16. The KF, but not Jb, gives e4J aspl. of 
8 .... ' 8.1' 
~) fem. of (:!) iJ 9011119 ciJmel born in autumn; and Jb, R, tbe 

8 , 9 .... ' 
KF, and A give e4) as pl. of the male. C!) [237]-U. 17-20. 

,. 
r"'''':! T .... ,., 
~~ is like ~'-W on account of the mobility of the e' But, if 

it were ~t..:Lii , it might take the ultimate pl. ~lli (p. 1008, U. 

11-20) ; so that R's reasoning here does not seem to be sound. 
, .... ' 9....' " .... 

The KF gives ~I~ , as tho)lgh pl. of ~U, like ~I,...b pl. of 
8 .. uJU:, [247] . .. 

9 .. , 

P. 1002, I. 18. The words" and )~ (~in art. ~)" in 
o .. , 

Lane (po 20£:2, col. 3, l-. 2) and (( except)~ (~" in Lane (p. 
, ,0", 

2829, col. 2, 1. 2) should be omitted. The KF has U>~ meaning 
-, .,,' ,,, .... .... , J 0 .... .... .... , ,0,. 

.l..w.U ~ i but Lane seems to read L.so~, i. e. .t:.Ai ~ 
_,.... '''' .... ,0 .... , , ,0 .... 

• ~ , • The context [below] favors I.JD~; and, if L.so~ were 
8 .. , 

the true reading,)~ would be meutioned in the KF's articie on 
-, " . 
~~ among the pl •. of this word. The passage In the KF's 

article'on ~T,7,i\ is JJ,;,:; ;r:',i; ~~~ ~ e,;;·~"i.d ~; 
,'0, " ,,, ... 
lJo~ ~ ~,i and, if the sense were as Lane supposes, it 

'0, ,'os ........ ",0' 
would • have been shorter to write ~ ~W ,I ~~ ~ ~ 
-,' '" .,..":-! 
.~.~. 

P. 10041, I. 20. I have not met with the name of its author 

(MN). 
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I. .... 
P. 1005, t. 1. Rea<l ~,-tt. 4-6. 

[855], as in VI. 123 [below]. 
Or made del. by prothesis 

',0"", 
P. 1006, t. 1. Read ii.la.i -t.l. 

e< (8, IY /". 
Read ~ -i6id. Read 

P. 1007, l. 22. ~t..4 is ago of ~J..:;,.;, and ~~ its obj • 
... 

o ... , 

(AKB). But Jahn prints \;.I~, (IY. 668, t. 14), the sense being 

been /o.,uI to 6e 1I)i"e, of red, a",1 6Isek,. 

P. 1009, U. 14-15. The editor of the A prints ~)~ and 

~~, (A. IV. 172, t. 8) ; but the author must have written )1 ;:. .. 
and y~, because ~} ;; would be inconsistent with his previous .. ... ... , 
statement that the pl. of ~)~, when the first of its two aufl', is 

elided, is on the me&dl1re of JLd , to the exclusion of )~ (p. 999, .. 
U 4-12). 

P. 1012, t. 7. This was the" 'Al1,<ama.the braggart" mention
ed at p. 150, l. 3. 

P. 1013, fl. 1-2. In susceptibility of the ii of femininization 
in the ""9. (p. 866, ll. 24· 26; p. 867, ll. 3-4; and p. 1020, n. 

, ... 
8-9}-1. 6. Read I,;)~ -to 15. For cc he" read (( the". 

P. 1014, U. 8-9. See Mb. 260. These two verses follow the 
,.,. ." 

fonr given in vol. 11, p. 496-t. 9. He says ~~, not~,:s, 
although the address was at first to a woman, because he aftetwards 

transfers the address to a man; and the Arabs do that (Mb)-l. 10. 

~as& is [a way-mark in AdDahn& (Bk),] a [small \Bk)] mountain 

(Bk, ZJ) belonging to the Banu l)a.bba (Bk)-l. 21. The Djcti.on-
8 "" 9, • "" 

aries give I,;)',~ i. q. Je! . .;...; Uvel" said of a horae; not f;)~ 
.... . .... 

i. q. ~ , said of a man • 
... 
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P. 1016, t. 1. See Md. 1.878 and P. II. 30-1. 7. I. e.; 
, ~ u , ., .... , 

4:J~ as pl. of 4:J'j"u is not strange, because it is assumed to be , 
9 ...... 

IJI. of J.a.i • 
, ., 0 .... 

P. 1018, t. 16. The R after 4:J~ in this passage inserts 
..... , 

"whosefem. is 1.;." (R. 169, t. 5); but see t. 7 above. 
~ 0" 

P. 1020, t. 10. Read i~ • 
, , ... 

P. 1021, t. 10. Read I;)Y->Y' , 
P. 1022, t. 5. By Hind Bint Ma'be,d Ibn N~la. lamenting 

'Amr Ibn Mas'iid alAsadi and Khiilid Ibn Na41a alAsadi, her pater
nal uncles; put t.o death by AnNu'man Ibn AlMundhir alLakhmi, 
who erected over them the two monuments that are in AIKiifa 
(SR). Ma'Lad Ibn Na41a Ibn AlAshtar alFa~'asi was brother of 

~ ,.., ." 
Khii.lid Ibn Na4la, of whom AlAswad Ibn Ya'fur says \;JLo~, 2' [13] (T), meaning, [says 18k, Khiilid Ibn (lYon §.18)] 

1).ais [Ibn AIMu<Jallal (IY)] Ibn Miilik ralA~har (IY)] Ibn Mnn
~idh Ibn Tanf (T,IY) Ibn 'Umar Ibn ~u'ain and Kbalid Ibn 
Na4la [Ibn AIAshtar (AKB)] Ibn Ja\lwan Ibn Fak'as (IY). 

Khuzaima • 

, 
Fak'as 

i 
Jal}wiin , 
AlAshtar 

I 
NadIa 

i , , 
Khilid Ma'bad 

nlnd 

I 
A~ . 

T~rif , 
I . 

Munkldh 

" Malik alAllghar 
I 

AIMudallal J . 
~als 

I 
Khalid 
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III the Dw of .AIKba.nsa (p. 190) i..l4.; ~ ~ ~ ~ should 

Le e,)..f~~' ~. I suppose that 'A!pr Ibn Maa'iid must have 

IJcen a cousin of Hind's !ather Ma'b!l.d, aml in that way one of her 

paternal uncles. AKB (vol. 11,1'.29:2) traces thepooigree of Ule 

)lOet MwJarris Ibn . Rib'i through Khii,1id Ibn N:uJIa., wha was his 

great-grandfather, up to Khllzaima. 
Kbii.1id Ibn NadIa 

I . 
Lakit 
r' 

Ril/i 
I . 

Muc;larrls. 

1.21. Read ,t;::;. 
T ~~. 

P. 1023, I. I. Read ~~, . 

P. 102-10, t. 1. Rend iG';, . 
; 

0. ". ., , S , fI' 
P. 1027, ll. 20-21. Perhaps A means that)~ and ~l.i;... 

!orm b!'okcn pl •• when they are used as proper names, as Sn 6J.~ of 

the illi. n. at p. 1046, ll. 18-19. 

P. l02S, t. 19. AIAkhwal1 with the dotted . (AKB). Zaid 

Ibn 'Amr (K}', Is,AKB) Ibn I;:ais Ibn 'AttAb Ibn farmi Ibn Ri,i~ 
Ibn Yal'lJU' [Ibn 1Ian,lIlo. ......... Ibn Tamim (AKB)] atTamimi 

aIYar'bii'i (Is, AKB) arRiyii,\li, called at one time ArRiyi\li in rela

tion to his lower ancestor, and at another alYarbii'i in relation to his 

highel' ancestor (AKB), an [Islami (AKB)] poet and cavalier (KF, 

AKB), -mentioned [in the MSh] by AIMarzubini, who says that 

he was a Convert (Is), contemporary with Sul1aim Ibn Wat.bil 

(AKB), or, in the Is of IHjl'J W}lO is followed by 8yt in the 8M, 

Wuthail (AKB on the verse cited at'l}. 4.5~, I. 20}. Soo the :Note 

011 p. 1:511 t. t. 
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,~, if) " , 

. P. 1029, U. 4-8. IYand R m;tke p!lM pl. of *10 , but do 
. o,~, 

not Ray in what sense. S makAs it pl. of ~ ; but, like IY and R, 

omits to indicate the sense. Lane makes it pt. of ~ in the fense 
of cte""i"l or of a &ad deed. 

P. 1030, I. 15. He adds the ~ in -r.JI>~J.J, and u/;' .,:" (IK)-
"" ,. ,. 

I. 19. The Banu J;lariim are Madanis; and this is a name cur~ 

rent among the inhabitants of AIMadina. (Db). They are of the 

A~r, whence libir Ibn 'AW Allah Ibn 'Amr Ibn I;Iariim [Ibn 

Tha'laba Ibn J;lariim (SR, Tr) Ibn Ka'b Ibn Ghanm Ibn Ka'b 11m 

Salim:J. (SR, Tr, AGh, Is) Ibn Sa'd ......... Ibn AIKhazrnj (IHb, 

Tr, .Nw) alAn~ri asSalami (AGh, Nw, Is)] al~ariimi (KAb) 

nlMadani (Nw) n,'$a\liibi (ITB), d. 68 (Nw) or 73 (Nw, Is) or 74 

(AGh, Is) or 77 tAGh, Is, lTD) or 78 (Tr, Nw, Is, lTD), at the age 

of 94 (Tr, AGh, Nw, Is), said to have been the last of the Compa.

nions of the Apostle of God to d~ at AIMadina (Is). His 

.pedigre~ is otherwise stated [by Nw, who has Jii.bir Ibn 'AbJ Alliih 

Ibn 'Amr Ibn J.Iariim Ibn 'Amr Ibn Sawii.d Ibn Sa1ima] ; but this is 

the Lest known (AGh). 
, "" ' ",. 

P. 1032, U. 6-6. Io.:'~ is a d. I. to ~ lite honey; while 
, ,... 0]5 

:,~ tlla/, i. mitrea, the version in the Ib, is an ep. of \:J4J' milk. . . , 
,,., "" 

P. 1084, t. 8. A,ld (28, 29) &.flu and &.f,-.; [237, 265], (30) , 

~,.fi [247,253,255,261], and (31) ~~ [2~6], variations of 

, ~~ a~d j~.1 ~r;J , and ~t;J respectively; and (32-34) ~Gf 
, 'r--.",." " 

. ,,, '... , ..... 
[249,268, 2540, 256], ~u, [249, 256], and ~u' [254, 256, 

,,' ,. " , " 
.257], (35, 36) ~ld.and ~lA.i [2521 715],(37, 38) ~4,J a~d 
.. ,." , . 
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~~ [252, 258, 715], (89) ~W [250, 256], and (-to, 41) 

'""" , "",,,,,, 
~u.o and ~u.. [i52, 255.257], included by 1M in the like of 

'" , 
jJLd (below]. Other collective, pl., or fjflan-pl. fortnations will 

'" . 
be found in §§. 258-258, 265, 267,272, and 218-l. 21. IA (p. 

8S1, ZZ. 6, 15) has" angmented quad." and "at1coomented qui".", 

meaning "trit. augmented to four letters" and "quad. augmented 

to five letters" respectively. The Aud (p. 219) and A (fJol. IV, p. 

176, l. l.) here have "trU." ; but. the A similarly uses "q.ad." on 

p.177, and'''q"in.'' onpp.179, 180, to signify "augmented tril." 

and "augmented quad." respectively. In order to avoid confusion 

I bave here confined the terms "tril.", "quad.", and "qui"." to words 

of three, four, and five rad,. respectively. J rb also uses "qu.ad!' for 

"augmented tril."; and so does IY (p. 666, lZ. 12 and 28, and p. 

667,Z.1). 

f!IO. , , ,. • 

P.108o, ll. 6 and 19. Tbementionof ~and U~ requIre! 
<* 

<*0", 

consideration, because ~ is ODe of the aggregate previonsly 

mentioned, in which there exist broken pl,. o~ other formations, 

since A he previously mentioned it among the ft,. whose [broken] 

pl,. are ~Ld and Jt.d' [248] (Bn) •• See p. 998, ll. 15-16. But 

this objection seems to be groundless, because these two pl,. are 

not "of other formations," being Drip. ' 'ld , like ~ [248]. 
~ '" 

, -', 

... P. 1036, Z. 1. Derenbourg (S. II. 204, I. 14) prints i,lb., 
which is contrary to rule [7171 becanse the \oS in the ';1Ip. is not a 

1 • 0, 8 -, 
etter of prolongation-ll. 3-16. Under this rule~ , like ~ ,.. -;'. 

[251], is as much entitled to the broken pl. ~t.;j as j;~ I lib , 
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• ,0", ,;, '"" . 

u~ [above]. J'h, in saying that ~~ and c>.?l+.-, pl •. of . _.... . . ., 
~ and ~, are contrary to analogy, perhaps refers to the .. .. 
Hamza, adopting the opinion of Akh [7151. Other pI,. of tbis 

form are mentioned in § 715. And the KF is miitaken in calling 

j.:;~ ~ pl. pl., i. e. pl. of J~ pl. of ~ , because J;J does 
." ""'" .... 

not make a broken pl. like that of the quarl., as R here points out. 

See the Note onp. 899, t. 14.-1. I. Put a full stoPJLt the end of 

the line. 

tI ,'." 
P. 1087, 1.40. Read iJ.,..;t-l. 6. See the Note on p. 935, I • 

• ,0, 
9-U. 10-12. A foreign word, like Y)~' is of course, strictly 

fJ .... 0 .... 

speaking, not an augmented tril.; but is tr('8,ted as such, Y)~ 
being given nnder Yfr in the J'h and KF-l.14. Derenbourg 

8,· , 
(S. II. 208, I. 17) prints ~~ ; but the form in the Th, Jh, J'k, 

• "..... 0 ..... ",. ! .... r ..." ." "0,, 
andKFisl,:)t:pJ~,orig'c>"*,-I. 17. ~ (Jh, 1k) : ~ .. 
(IY, KF, Sn. IV. 118). Cognomen oUhe ~ifi, [Abu Bakr (IHjr, 

TH)] Mu\lammad, [or A\lmad (TH),] Ibn l;lilib. (KF) Ibn 'Abd 

ArRa}.lmin alBaghdidi alAnmiti (IHjr, TH) a,~Ufi lTH), rI. 271 

(IHjr, TH) or 272 (TH). 

P. 1088, I. 11. Derenbonrg (S. II. 209,1.1) prints ~, but ..... 
the content requires clY... , as given by J'ahn (IY. 666, I. 16). 

, ,. 
P. 1040, I. 21, ~4'1 [read with the rlilj. Hamza (K)] , 

, ,. 
in XXXVII. 180. is a rlial. tlar. of U"'4Jl (K, B), the addition of 

the ~ and \:J having perhaps some meaning in Syriac. I have not 

explained it as a p~., because, if it were so, it would be made del. 
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witl\ the art. [13J (K). It seems probable that in Mh.93, 1. 19, ana 
. ,,,.. , .... °4 
~2S, 1. 3, where ~4Jl is explained as a pl., Mb wrote ~4Jf , 

, ,·00 
meaning it to be pl. of U'"4JI {see p. 10410, 1. 19-p. 1041, 1. 4}. 

P. 1041, 1. 1. Ilyiis (IKb, Tr, K, B, Nw) Ibn Yi-Sin (Tr, K, 

D). of the tribe of Aaron brother of Moses (K, B), the Apostie of the 

Lord of the Worlds (N w), sent by God to the inhabitants of 

Baclabakk, who use to worship an idol called Bacl(IKb)-5. AlAsh'ar 

is Nabt, Ibn Udad (Tr, LTA, IKhn, Dh, KF, LI..) Ibn Zaid Ibn 

Yashjub (Tr, LTA, IKhn, Dh, LL) Ibn tArib Ibn Zaid Ibn'Kahlin 

(Tr, LTA, LL) Ibn Saba (Tr, Jb, 'LTA, LL) Ibn Yashjub Ibn 
. '·s' 
Ya1rubIbnE:a\ltfi.n {Tr,Jb)-U.16-17. In \5piJthe fourth beeomell 

o , ..... '" ." 0, 8' ..... , G ".. 0 

penultimate, and in ~~~ , ~ZO;A , U'""~ , and r~r""f 
the penultimate becomes fourth, by elision of another aug. in'tbe 

first four words, and of two other aug'. in the last. The first three 

fl'. are augmented tril,., and tbe last two augmented fJ.uad,. ; but 

the same rule applies to both kinds (p. 1050, ll. 18-15). The letter 

~f prolongation in the penultimate, however, of the augmented. fJ.rw]. 
9 , ... 0, 0 , ,,0, 
\::,)~ , or of the augmented fJ."in. U'"r.Jct ' cannot be made 

, .... 
fourth; and the pl. is ~l.a.i formed fl'om the fOllr ,.ai/,. preceding 

. D' (0' 
it. But if, as some hold, the fourth ,.ad. in U'"r.l:)J!,may be elided 

~nstead of the fifth, then the penultimate may become fourtb, and 
, .... 

the pl. will then be ~~. See p. 936. ll. 16.21, and p. 1051, 

ll. 14-18 j and note that the y is from the same 8O~e as the.aag. 

ietters rand, [732J. 

., ...... ..e • .,,, 

P. 1042, l.23. The version~' ~,printed by Deren-

Lourg in S. II. 4151" 1. 8, is wrong, and should be. corrected. 
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P. 10 H, I. 10-18. See what S says a.t p. IHO, ll. 19-22. His 
9 ... • , ... 

opinion that. the, of )~is not elided in the broken pl. or the 
dim. is apparently inconsistent with his opinion that on; of the 

BC ... , • 
two, s in ~,.~ must be elided in both formations. See p. 1242, 

It. 9-20, and p. 1316, I. e.-I'. 1318, I. 20. And perhaps it is this 
inconsistency which has prodnced the difference between R amI A, 

0 .... " ... 

the former going 1>y what S says on ),.¢', and the latte!: by what 
8G ....... 

he lays down on ~~ • 

P. 1045, ll. 3-9. The qllin., wh')se augment is always placed 

after the 4th or 5th rad. [401], loses it by this rule, in addition to 
, " 

the 5th rod. (I'. 1051, U. 10-I3), because JJw is completed by the 

preceding four rad,., unlells the augment be'a letter of prolongation 

after the fourth rad., and this rad. be elided, in which case the pl. 
, "" . 

is J+.Jld (Note on p. 1041, ll. 16-17). The 1J.7,ad., which may have , . 
. three a"u,. in various positions [393-400], loses all of them except 

the soft letter fourth and penultimate, or reducible to this position 

by eJision of the other aU9', (p. 1050, U. 8-20), because the positions 
' ... " ,,,, 

'of the ..... , e ,and two J s in ~l.J aud ~l.aj are occupied by 

the four rad,., so that there remains only the position of the 15 in 
, " J+.JLu for the aug. to occupy, aud this can be taken only by a soCt 

letter occupying in the ,ing. the position above described. The eril., 

which may have four aug'. in various positions [369-891], retains one 

to occupy the position of the ..... ,e ' first J , or second J in the pl. ; 

and may retain a second to occupy the position of the 15 in ~Ld .. , 
The latter can only be a soft letter fourth and penultimate in the 

,ing., or reducible to this position. But the former may be one 

of threo possible a8g', ; and various supplementary rules are given (p. 

}&15, I. 19-1'. 1050, e. 8) to determine the choice-. 
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G • '.' 
P. 1048, l.l. The A (vol. IV,p. 183) adds "and In,h!c II 

, "(p , " [898],.and after ~~ . 10 j,9, l. 3) inserts "and ~~ " 

[below]: but this tt». is oot of place here, being an augmented 

quad., tile elision of whose 15 is to be explained by tile role given 

below (p. 1050, u. 8-20), though Jll explains it by the rule here 
8 ' ..... ", 

given. A seems to have inserted U"~ here because he inserts 

it in the corresponding passage <vol. IV, p. 192) on the dim. (p. 

1249, l. 16-p. 1250, l. 18), where it is not out of place, since 

he makes no distinction there between the augmented eril. and the 

augmented quad., classing both of them, together with the un

augmented and aogmented qllin., as .,. exceeding foor letters. See 

the Note on p. 1250, I. 18. 

P. 1052, ll. 5-8. See the Note on p. 1198, l. 14. 

9 " •• , 
P. 1057, I. 6. Lane (p. 282, col. S) makes ul'~ pl. of ~, 

o .,., 
not of ~ ; but see p. 1060, Il.17-2), below. 

"'" e,., 
P. 1059, I. 1. Read ~l.AJt ~ -II. 10-11. The poem cited by 

, . 

H is attributed to [Sharaf adDin Abu-1Ma\lasin Mol}ammad Ibn 

N",r Ibn AI~osain (IKhn)] Ibn 'Unaio [alAntiri alKiin by origin, 

adDimash~i by hirth, the celebrated poet, 6. 049, d. 630 (lKhn) l, 
and occurs in some MSS of his Diwan ; but this is a mistake of the 

rhapsodists, the poem being by Abu SaId Ibn Hibat AI1ib Ibn 

AIWazir alMu\1alib (CD). Abu-lMa'ili Hibat Allih Ibn Mu\lam

mad Ibn AIMo~~lib, Wazir to AIMustqhir bi-llih (,..48'l.512), 

was one of the learned and most erudite and best. Wazirs (Fkbr). 

He was appointed in 501, and dismissed in 502 (IKhld). The verses, 

being quoted by H (d. 516), ca~ot, of course, be hy Ibn 'Unain. 
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P. 1060, ll. 17·21. The rule that the broken pl. should be 

assigned t-o the.. ..., though here obser,.ed by S, and exrressly 

laid down by R, is often neglected, sometimes by R himself, 
., •• 0...... g, 8,' 
"'="~, and ",="u,;, being treated as pl,. of ~ and~; [237], 

, ....' ,.".,. 6 ".",." 9 ,,0, .... 
and r£2.U- and ~';J aspll. of~;-i- and U~)~ [246]. 

I.- 8' ,." ....... 
P. 1068, l. 5. Read i~-l. 20. Read ii~. 

o "'_ 8 ,-
P. 1065,ll. 17·18. They do not say yO~' , nor yO)' (S). 8 

here (8. 11.197, ll. 9·13) seems to be repeating Khl's words-l. 19. 

Lane (p. 48, col. 2, t. 3) omits "~", i. e., Jh, from his list of 
• 8 ,,. 

authonties for yO,;' • 
'8 • 

P.1066, ll. 16·17. Derenbourg (S. II. 206, l. 20) pl"ints ~) ; 
8 " .. 

but R seems to have read~) here-to 19. These are pl,. of an 

obsolete ';"g., which supersede the pl. of the ,ing. used. This is the 

opinion of 8 'and the majority. But some of- the GG hold 

them to-beirregularpl,. ofth8lifl$. spoken: while IJ holds that 

the expression is altered to anoth~r shape, [for which that pl. would 

be regular (Sn),] and is then pluralized, as in the case of ~4;, 
" 8 • 8, .J. 

where he thinks that the •• is altered to ~1 or J,.~" and then 

pluralized (A on the dim.) j and this opinion is approximate to the 
-ant (Sn). 

P. 1067, t. 18. This verse, as appears from the next verse cited 

by Jh (art. ~) , forms part of a poem attributed in the KA (vol. 

XV,p. 167) to Abu I$'ais IbnAIAslat,and in the Is (vol. III,.p. 492) 

to ~ais Ibn Rifici. Bee the Notes on p. 738, l. 19, andp. 868, l. I .. 
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_, ~ "OlIO 

P. 1068, I. 8. Read ~'~, -I. 21. Not mentioned by 

HKh under this title.P;obably IBr's treatise styled by IKbn 

(p. 378) and HKh (~ot. III,p. 205).t'Glosses on", and by Syt (BW~ 

p. 168) and AKB (vot. II, p. 529) "Refutation of", the D. 

P. 1069, t. 1. The CD (p. 86) has ~li,.n ,for which I read 
~~r" -ll. 12-16. See the Note on p.909, e. 13, and see p. 

1089, t. 3. 

P. 1070, ll. 18-19. IY (p. 6~4, t. 10) attributes the fourth 

saying to AU. 

P.I072, t. 4. Put a full stop after "(DM)". 

-' -' P. 1073, t. t. ~~ unarmed flU. (IY) : ~~ weave" (Jh). The 

latter reading seems to be correct. 

P. 1076, e. 7. This looks like a transposition, meaning ttofl till 

,alt plant' of tke rugged grouad". See lJ. XXXVI, I. 11. .,. 
P. 1076, I. 12 •. Derenbourg (S. 11.208, e. 10) prints!~ 

-I. 18. B.a~i1 is a land. AnN umaira. is a water in the abodes of the 

Banu Tamim ; and ArRi'i says ..Ji ~ Lf1 ' which shows you C'", ", , 
that B,a~il is one of their abodes (Bk). 

P. 1077, t. S. "tlzat "ad flO ",ell-rope" means ",~rjlcfal, not 

. 8Unk in the ground, 1ikewell~water-e.l0. as;. ~akind of tolller

loel j and ISd says that it is also a/rog, Zuhair's saying ...,;:i~ ~ 
" , 

~?T ~ing so expounded by some (HH)-l. 22. Read J;"t.;'-
• • • ,j. •• 
,bfd. The MASH (p. 65) reverses the order of ~, a~d ~, , 
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Ttnaking of this i£3 
9,. 0_ 
uL;£3:&:f. 

P. 1078, t. 4. Lane (p. 73, cot. 3, andp. 353, col. 1) gives ~=~3:ftb1 
" """'" , ~~1S ,. 

-properly, as he suggests, ~", [661, 686]-and ~\jf as ultimate 

by but I not th;~ili in tbu BS 150)~1. 

7. From R. I. 33,45-1.16. The Kitab alQuiiatji ['ilal (NA)] 

(NAp IKhn) asS"d;; (NA) 

I " 
p, 1080, U~ 18-20, ~L,) is ;'6l. bom 

raf1a, [a city (MI)] in Spain (LL). The geographies do not give 
, ,Ill 

"d~;1 whicl; saiel Lan;' (p. 2), the of 

~ marginal annotation on a copy of the Jh, to be in I~dia. 

P. 1081, t. 10. j~ i.e not apt., but a collective generic n.; 

foo tbat £3;~O£3on is r;c;t 

P. 1082, U. 1-2. In Syria (ZJ). 

P~ 1184, " 
p~ 1186, lId 675, 9) prirts 

.. , 
8' .. 

U. 16-17, and the Note thereon-to 9. ii~!, according to R, is a 
9, .. 

bernnBe meas;3't=, that ii, ... " ... [halo£3:&:], is noy;;)riour in 

thept, p, 898, t, 16). 

P. 1087, l! 19. Bk says (AKB), U~a is a country; and is 

to a of "",,"' ..... , .... '" of nehicl; is corrf;ct 

AKB). 

P. 
to §. 275. 
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".,; , ,." 
P. l094!,ll. 17-19. The ling. of ~') [is ,=-,l?,); but (Ibn .. . -~ . "'" ,., 

[said by As to be (/b)] ~~ (5, Ih), like ~ j pl. ~ (Jb). 

P. 1095, ll. 18-15. It is said that AlKhans' was smearing her 

camels with pitch, having bared her arms j and she was a comely 

woman, having ~ore-arms firm in flesh. Then Duratd Ibn ~~m-, 
ma passed by her ~ and he sent to her, suing tor her in marriage ; 

and praised her in an ode containing this verse (AA.:&). 

P. 1098, I. 9. Ibn HishiDl, the anthor of the SR, cites 

this verse in his J~ife [of the Apostle, at p. 614], saying 

"One of those who fled on the day of Badr was Kb&lid Ibn 

AIA'lam, who was the man that said e!' ~ u.:.G, and did 

not lay truly in that, but was the first to flee on the day of Badr. 

and was then overtaken, and captured," which seems to say that he 

was the author of this verse; whereas it was not 80, but he quoted 

it only as an example {AKB)-l. 10. AI~u,ain Ibn All;tumirn 

Ibn Rabi'a ............... Ibn Sahm Ibn Murra alMurri (T, AKBJ, of 

the Murra of Ghatafiu (T), a heathen cavalier and poet (AKB). ... . " 
P. -1099, I. 10. Jh and the KF give ~t,l abroken pl. ,=-,,' • 

• f 

like ~~ [below]. 

~ , ....... ,., 
P. ) 100, I. 7. Iadhima alAbrash says en ~,t ~) [505] 

(Jh). 

P. 1102, ll. 11-12. Malik Ibn AIl;tirith an Nakha'i (lib, T • 

. Is), known as A lAsh tar, the chief of his people (Is), one of [Iaar 

. lIKhn)] AnNakha' Ibn 'Amr Ibn 'UIa Ibn laid (Mb) I~n Malik 

[Madh\1ij (IKhn)] Ibn Udad (IHb), a [great (IKbn)] clan of 

Madh\1ij (IKhn, LL) in A1Ya~ (IIUn),4. 88 (Is). 
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P. 1105, I. 22. By" it" is meant" what he mentions". 

P. 1107, I. 14. From the same poem as the verse inp. 980, I. 

22. 

P. 1109, ll. 10-11. This verse is attributed (1) l,y Abu Tam

mam to Tharwin Ibn- Fazira Ibn 'Abd Yaghiith al'Amiri, a Compa

nion, whose pedigree ill given by IKlb, and, on his authority, by 

IHjr in the Is, as Tharwin Ibn Fazira Ibn 'Abd Yaghiith Ibn 

Zuhair q~atm, also called Zuhair alAkbar, Ibn Rabi'a Ibn 'Amr 

Jbu '.!.mir Ibn Rabi'a Ibn 'Amir Ibn $a',a'a: (2) by S to Khidash 

Ibn Zuhair, this Zuhair \>ping the Zuhair q$a.tm mentioned j and 

Khidash being brother of 'Abd Yaghuth, grandfather of Tharwan 

at$al.labi j and being said by AIMarzubani to be a heathen, while 

IHjr in the Is brings him into the division of the Converts, who 

reached tho time of the Prophet, but did not meet him, saying that 

Khidash was present at ~unain with the idolators, and afterwards 

become a Muslim: (a) by AAA to Zurira Ibn Farwan, [a poet 

(ID)] of the Banu 'Amir Ibn $a'~'a j but I have not seen "his 

Zurlra in [any of] the four divisions ofthe Is, nor in the JamTta

rae al.J.",ab of IKlb j and God knows! (AKB). AAA here follows 

his Master ID (see ID. 180)-ibid. This is the well-known version, 

which is tranemitted by S and later GG. - But AMArb, in his 

Rebtation of ISf's Exposition of the Verses of S, says ., How should 

the gazelle and the I'" be mothers, when they are male animals? 

And the correct version is what AN recited to us, vid. 
" •• ,,11~ , , 6.':11 

)~ rt &ot clu ~t 
F/utlur • gaulle COfJeretl till moel",., or tU' all" (AKB). Yilf.iit 

[author of the Mk] says of AN, 1 do not know any master of his; 

nor any pupil other than AMArb i and I think that this was a 
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man who went out to the desert, and picked up his learning from 

the Arabs who dwell in teuts (BW). And AMArb used to try 

to blacken his color, anointing himseU with oil, and sitting in the 

SUD, in imitation of the Arabs of the desert, in order that his cog

nomen" AlA'ribi" might be justified (NA). 

P. 1110, ll. 18-19. From the same poem as verses on pp. 807 

and 510. 

.",." 
P. 1116,1l. 12-l4r. i.o~ is made/em. by the I; and, thele being 

..... ", 
DO corresponding male, since i.o~ itself denotes the fIIIIle here, is 

a lit. /em . .:....t. 22. From the same' poem as verses on pp. XXXIV 
. 0-' ." 8f' and 990-ibitl. ~, ong. ~ (IY) : ~ with two I)ammas 

. • • • "J . '" "I. of the ~ croll [246] of the Christians (MN). 
'" 

P. 1117, t. 6. I have Dot met with the name of ita author 

(MN). ~ jl loa king (Aud), to t4e liD4e o/fD40lejire I fJelde 
" * '" 

'''!''If· 
P. 1118, t. t. Put a comma after " (IY)". 

P.1127, ll. 18-19. Abu ~mza Anas Ibn "}dilik alAnfiri 

alKhazraji an Najjiri alBa~ri, the servant of the AposUe of God, 

tl. 90 or 91 or 92 or 98 or 95 or 97, at the age of more than 100 

years, having been ten years old before the Hijra (Nw). He was 

the last of the Companions to die at AlBatra lIKb, HH). 

P. 1128, t. 10. Read" or". 

P. 1180, t. 17. Read ~lJ . 
'" 

P. 1182, t. 8. Dele" to "_t. 19. Put a comma after "them""'. 

28. Read cc resemblance". 
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.... 
P. 1138 1.9. Read ~,~~. 

P. 1139, ll. 21-23. See the pedigree ~ven in the Note on p. 

947, ll. 17-18-1. 24. From the same poem as the verSe at p. 587, 

I. 8. 

P. 1140 I. 1. AIGhabit is a place near Falj on the road from 

AIB8fra to Makka (AKB)-l. 16. Diyif is not mentioned in the 

Bk (AKB). 

P. 1141, I. 20. Put a comma after "Nnwaira "-I. 22 From 

the same poem as vel'8¥ on pp. 353 and 42 A, and fJol. II, p. 341. 

P. 1143, 1.3. Here the use of the pl. with the smaller number 

is explained by IY as intended to prevent the pl. of paucity in the 

.p. understood from being taken for a ,ing.; but in ~. 825. B it is 

explained by R as adopted for agreement with the form of the 'p., 
which is a pl.; as the use of the nll!l. with the la.rger number is 

adopted for agreement with the form of the 'p., which is a ,i"!I. 

[815]. 

P. 1145, I. 1. Read ~Li . 
P. 1146, I. I. Read" stantive" • 

.... ~ . 
P. 1147, I. 10. ~;), (Jh, R, Atld, KF, A), with the;) (Sn). 

,,~ 

Lane (p. 45, col. 8) gives ~)' • 

, ,01£ 8 , "'" 
P. 1156, I. 22. Read J.bsol-i£id. IA and Sn have yLS..:w 

for~. 
P.1157,1.1. Dieterici (lAo 823) printsiti;; (p.1156, I. 21) 

and b;t, with the dotted e; but MKh (flOZ. II, p. 177, 'll. 2-4) 

shows that these words should be spelt with the undotted e-ll. 
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] 8-19. Dietericl is :wrong in p18nting ~'8IW 
~" "","' , 
~L.cL...:u 388), 

t828, cot. 1) right """Cll, ....... ,L;.I ;.,~ to 

p~ 1158" lt~ 15-19. )w as pt~ fI'I'8Uelit [248, 272l 

~~." - -~~, p~ t. :@?ul?:i (Ali":@?' 2) ~I?:i8j 
28). They are the same in measure and meaning [385]. 

P. 1160. t. 3. Aud I;>amm also of its initial is transmitted, 

as in [the Commentary of] IA on tho Tashil (Sn)-t. 4. With a 

pr(mOUi"(""* with 
with an8 th47n 

th47"l a huiea47I'nt) , thnn a proooulio«l 
dottlid (SY1). LaDI' (p. 1147, col~ 1) 

on±ws 8l,ab I'W:::S is incou:ect~t. 5~ With Kasr of the and cl 
d! ~} 

(SD)-l~ 11. The A (vol. IV,p. 127, l. 8) has .. ~.,..la.., an evident 
j!!!' 

mistake for .. ~,.tu. 

P.1165, t. 18. AIKhazraji as Salami, who was present at 

Ba8r, [when be mas 88 yours nid (hGh)] j diI'~8 tho Khilhfa 

of ~U Oinr (~hGh" Is)" nt an 1Lg'f* 50 healtE+ (Is)~l~ 14. He 

said, it on tho of )thE+ mooting of the AD~ar in] the Hall (Md, 

Agb, Is) of the Banu Sa'ida (Agh) Ibn Ka'b Ibn AIKbazraj (SR, 

MDh), at the swearing of allegiance to Abu BahI', weaning 

hss was (Md) wonld 

be 
6 • , 

P. 16d, n. d~9. ~!~ act~ 
'" ,0", • O,J 

of ~u (Sn) an,,] *~ 

of ~~::. 
P. 1172, 1. IA"s dormulli ii the of 

is ~?I iI' def47etiv47, 
, ",0' 

a 



( 17lA ) 

9-10. A here (A. IV. 195, 1. 20) refers to the passage (A. IV. 

194,1. 24) corresponding to the preceding passage (p. 1171,1. 

l7-p. 1172, 1. 9) from the Aud. 

8 .... , 
P. 1175,1.20. The stop after ~~ should be a comma. 

0", ",".,,, 
P. 1176,1. 13. There is no word ~~. There is ~~-J' 

[236, 250, 385], a name of a place; but the substantive here is 

by hypothesis not a proper name. 

• 0" 

P. 1177. 1. 5. Read I.;).~ ~'~:>' . 

P. 1179, 1. 14. Read ~t;~ -1. 15. And, if a.nything like , 
i4,1 occurred, the Hamza would be for femininlzation, because 

this" formation is not of the cat. of ~41; and It;~ (8). By 

"this formation" I understand 1>~ , as contrasted with J~ , , , : 

in which the Hamza is for co-ordination [213]; and therefore 
9 , " _, " 9 '0 _ ..... 

I read ~4t' a.nd -4;;'" for ,:,4~ and -4~ in S. II. 108, 
9'· -,. 

n. 8-10, where Derenbourg ill printing ~4J~ and -4* seems 
o "" G ..... 

to have been misled by S's comparison of ~4~ to 'J4~ 

in ll. 11-12, a compa.rison limited, in my opinion, to tho 

number of letters and the position of the flug. I, as appp,ars from 

what is said by S in ll. 1-2, and from the ere. ~u,;; mentioned . 

by him in 1. 12. The form ~r.;" or i4~ is not given in the! 

HH. The rule laid down by i (p. 1176, ll. 1-20) requires the 

: dim. of ~4~ to be ~~:1" whatever be the form of the broken 

pl.: but the rule formulated by the GG (p. 1171, 1. l.-p. 1172, 
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1.1, and p. 1179, it. 7-IO} requires the aim. to be ~~~", 0ec4llSe' . " ,. 
at the pl. ~,~; 35nd h35ving, the'"35wne,to anoount f'35r 

N" 

o .......... , , 
itn ",L...,.Jb thy eSBay to do so b" igrkoniniF the '.'="~'" r~, 

W' •. OJ J -" i;;j " \J';;':'~ 
. &. , w"" 

and pointing to the pl. ~1j:;, wbic1!, thOugil commonly regardeil. 

as derived from ~~i, by substitution of a!$ for'its I,;) [24.8, 

G85], h('re U2%ed V35 s'kggeS't tire e::dsf2%kn2%e uf un iml2%giz:±afY ,illg, 

~'G",lb where the prolonged Hamza IS for femininization· 80 that 
"t ' 

9 ~- ,,' ~, ..... 
the i and \,:) in i;)4~ resemble the, and Hamza. iu I>4z1b, sinc~ 
bt)th aBU £&"9, 1017, U, fS.,9) it is commOB! guonud that, 
wuen the, aud' I.:) resembl4; thu , and IIamz35, the i¥5 UZyt uonueuib:1 

int-o ;,S in the dirll, (p, 1175, t, l). 

P. 1180, t. 12~ rui; a" uOnlln& nft-er 288·". 

P. 1181, it, 4-11, Thn orrly l'e£±l·uxcupt~on to the rule that the 

letter aite2% the IS of thu dytn. shlyulil he with KiIoS35 ill 

th4; dim, of t.he n. exceeding three letters is where the said letter 
o ,o~ 

com,,2% immediately bef35re the i' of Jwt: for irk the thre" ~~35 

added by J Hand lHsh, and the five other cases added by R, th35 

fioal auguz35nt, 144stmflmber, beiug'" regardedi as l\ separate word', 

is not take" btu aez:()i',1ul&· in I(}Bming Uhf dim, [283J bd th35 tl~1i¥-' 

m formed from the preceding pa.l't of the word, whit'h part by 

J.~pothefi~ fonsifts of only three letter&, since we are dealing with 

wordf io wbichthe lettel' imrnl¥iliately bc,D:+re thE? f.inal augmed, on 

last member, COUles next after th" ~ the (p. 117.1, I. 17-

1(.11721 t. 11, a.nd p. U81, U. 6'-17), which is inserted after the

IItlcond lftter ef the 2%0 th&k.t those eight ~~ the

rJ.i.nI_ is not formed from a til eX(leeding, three let~J but L"Olila 



t 11'3:\ ) 

trite fragment, being simply J;'d with tbe final augm~t, OT 18~ 
m~mber, of the tum-dim. tacked on to it. Moreover one .of tlte 

eight cases is not an exception for anether reason (p. 1181, n. 13-
g ..... £ 

15). But the case of JL&;I is really an exception, beC'ause the' ana 

J are Dot separable from the preceding part of the word, since 

the J 's oot (Jug., but a. rad. part of the word.. 

P. 11810, t. 15. Read" the f and ~ ". 
0" , !a ", 

P. 1185, t. 4. ltead ~ -t. 8. Read ~~ • 

P. 1187, t. 5. ~~ in tIle non-dim. cont,ains a cause of COD

version of the J, but DO cause of elision. In the dim. the old 

1C0nversioll. of the J is removed; lilt a cause of conversion of the '., 

a new cause of conversion of the.J , and a cause of elision of the 

J sllpervene [279, 281]-16id. Read rt such as". 

P. 1189, t. 2. A Companion, entered in the first division of 

tbe ]s by IHjr, who does not meutioD his Dame [Note on p. 343, 

t. 21], but says (AKB), It is mentioned that he became a Muslim, 

and afterwards came to tbE' Prophet, 'and said to him" Make adul

tery lawful for me". The Propliet said "W oodst thou like 

such as that to be done towards thee?" lIe said (f No". The 
Prophet said ,f Then like tor thy bNther wha.t th.ou likest for thy

seU". He said 'e Then pray God [for me (AKB)] that it may 

depart from me (AGh, Is, AKB). And ~assin says, mentioning 

that, e" J;J,;., ~L:.. [658] (AGh). The Is has l?r' "!,ur;y for 

. l.;;-" adultery-e. 11. See the Note on p. 932, t. 8. 

e ..... ' '0;' 
P. 1192, t. 4. ~ lIY. 717, t. 3) ! ~ (S. II. 126, t. 18); 

lIut there is DO reason why Derenbourg should make it diptote-tl. 8-9. 
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.",.J • ,J 

Derenbourg prints ~I$;A , but -1$7- (8. II. 126, I. 16) 1 and appa-
88", 

rently would print (!-;A' if it happened to be in the nom. in S' • 
• '" G." 

text. Jabn gives ~~.t' and C!r (IY. 717, -I. 6), plainly contrary 

'*" to the explanations of 8 and R (ll. 10-18). '~.t' requires the ~ 
• 0, 

of the o. f. ';.t' to be restored, as well as the Hamza, and then the .. . " 
two to be transposed. al$.t' is evidently ~equired by the explana-

fU~' _III,. 0,' 
tions of 8 and R j and c:.t' is dim. of ~.t' II pll8t.rag8, like ~ 

'" 0 ,. .. • .... , , 0", 8 " .... , 

im. of ~ [278]-1l. 9-10. -1$7- is orig. ~-r-' being ~ 
J 0' , Q ,J 

from ';'r--: and is diptote for the same reason as e.!~ (I. 14), 

i. e., ~ause of the quality of proper name combined with verbal 

measure; but is pronounced with Tanwin for the same rea IOn 88 . ,. , , .,,' 
~ , orig. ~ [Note on p. 48, ll. 14-20]. Cf. p. 1198, ll. 
* ' , 0,' , 0 .... £ 

• 6-9-1. 14. On &~ see the last Note-I. 18. )It'(''' (IY.717, 

I. 18) j but see p. 1171, U. 10-18. 

. 0 , 

P. 1198, I. 22. All through §. 276 the letter elided in )Ub and 
G, G, a,. 8, 

clLt, orig. ),r~ and IJJ,L:. , is supposed to be the e of c,4u, i. e., 
...",. 9 ,. 

the,. If, however, it'be the 111Ig. , of ~Li, as Z says in the K on 
0, ., 8, 

IX. 110, then, ),1..stJ and IJJ,Lt being thus contracted into ),- and 
•. , .... ,. 9 , 0., , 

IJJ~, which afterwards become)'t" and ~L:. [68', 708, 711], the , 
S." 00,' •• " • 

dim,. are,of course 70'" and ~~, like ~~ dim. of ~4 [278], 

P. 1194, t. 6. IY (p. 717, I. 22) has " while, in the dim., what 

follows the initial": but I have pmitted "what follows" a8 out of 

place. 
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8 ,. ". 
P. 1198, e. 14. Pl. I)f U' ~.~,IO (MN). His saying ~4Jf, 

". not ~4,.Jf , is an instance of conformity to the opinion of the 
... ... 

KK, that the letter of prolongation in the penultimate may be elided . -
without putting the 1.$ as a compensation for it, as before explained 

[253] (Sn). See p. 1052, Zl. 5-8. 

I ... , 1 ... 
P. 120f, e. 2. For I.$~ in S. II.!128, e. 13, rea.d I.$~ • , . ..., 
P. 1207, e. s. ~ (S. II. 130, l. 13; Jh. I. 210), which is .... ' 

perhaps the proper rending here, instead of ~ printed by Jahn 

(IY. 720, l. 21) ; and means jole.,per/oratwlu, bore. smaller than 
:8 "J 

~. 

P. 1208, e. 13 .. The restriction " when a proper name" is 

inserted here, as in many other places, in order that the pl. may be 

regarded as a ,i1lg., and form its dim. as such, and not as a pl. [285]. 

Cf. the Note on 1'. 1321, l. 15. 

0 0 ... 

P. 1213, e. 5. Read,~. 

Q .. " 

P. 12U" l. 12. Not ~ , as strangely printed by Lane (p • 
... 

e83, col. 2, and p. 2085, col. 2). This is conclusively proved by its .... ' . . ... , ,Z. 0~' as '4~ in a verse cited in T. 45, explained in the 
" .... . ... , 

MN as orig. cl4.11.;)~' Lane is apparently misled by Jh's 
... 

saying thai. the J is retained, by which he means that the J is not 
.... , .,J... 

arbitrarily elided, as in ~ and~', where the third 1.$ is, in 

IH's words, elided as forgotten, i. e., completely;lopped off, together 

with the vowel of the second 1.$ , to which the inflection of the third 
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..... , 
is then transferred. The third 1.5 euphonically elided in ~ 

disappears in the presence of Tanwin; bnt re-appears in the absen~ 
, w" w ' ,. 

()f Tanwi.n,.as .u!.~ 10 and :. C\. • It: while, during its disappear-
, .~' 

anee, its memory is preserved by· the Kasr of tbe second 1.5 ; and 

for this reason, or because it sometimes appears in pause [6.48], it 

is often expressed in print, as in the Egyptian edition of the $a\lal;t. 

(vol. II, 1'. 468), 01' in MS, as perhaps in Lane's copies of that work. 

See p. 1336, l. 8. 

0'_ 
P. 1217, l. l. 1.1";' (S. II. 134, l. 7). But S he:oe means the 

Hamza to be elided (Cf. p. 1218, te. 4-6); not transposed, and then 
, '... "-

80ftened into'. For t..r;' , like J.S' 1 eat, would be as much on t.he 
, ~OJl • 

Jlleasure of the t1. as In;' . 
, ... J. 

P. 1218, l. 1. Sand. J'h me.'\n tha.t, if~' were triptote becau8f of 
, .... ~ " ... Jl , ,,, 

its variation from~' ,then ~, and t..r;' would be triptote because 

t ,." , .... f. 
.f their variation from J.u' , and ~, beca~se of ita variation from 
, .,J 
J.-#t-l.l0. In Lane (po 661, col. 3) dele It 'Amr Ibn-el-' Ala or" . ... . 

and (( (according to different copies of the $,)", there being no use in 

perpetuating the accidental omission of (( Abu" by some copyists. 

P. 1219, l. 20. Rea<!" elides". 

9;;.,' 
P. 1220, l. 7. Read ~t' -l. 8. In S. II. 182, l. 16, read 

... 

P. 1226, U. 41-6. Of. " J'ustice Shallow"-Ibid. The words 
,,,."'" ,II ., "" . 

1~ ~ ~ ~ in Lane (p. 424, col. 3, art. ~ , 5) should .. 
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I>e rendered" He or It, a".lIleJ .ruck a/o,."" or .rltape in my "e," 

not" Saclt .. t/li7e9 a.r.rumtd a/orlll, or fRape, i. m.f e!le, as Lal1e 
~~ _., 

translates them, fJ5 being in the ac::., like y~ in R's pbrase 
__ ..... 0,1&., .... 

y~ ..:;J • "''?i'S bere, not in the tlom., as Lane supposes. The e&. 

is designed to show the constructioll, ae well 1118 the sense. 

P. 1228, U. 1-2. Read" mcrriage-j'ea,t"-ll. 8-9. A bora 

poet, wbo was contempol'tlry with tbe two dynasties, tbe Umawi 

and [the beginning of {KA}] the 'Abbasi (KA, FW). Lane (p. 

1993, col. 1) gives his name as 'Abd. AlMuTmiD. 

P. 1229, I. 1. Read ,U'. 

P. 1232, I. 18. ~'i~ is a [proper (Jl'b)] name (IY, R, lrL) 
......... ,. 

of a man {IY, R}, [or] of a place (Jrb). 4Y~ is a place (ZJ),. 

town in AnNahrawin, ruined with it (MI). See-po 1147, I. 13-~ 

wherg R also ealls it a place. 

P. 1287, ll. 20-21. C/o p. 870, ll. 2"0-25. 

P. 1241, I. 21. Dozy (Supplement au Dictionneires Aralle., 
, .... -. 

flol. I, p. 49~ is quite mistaken in stating tbat ~.)t in the M, p. 

87, I. 4, ~ans "plus apte a ~tre ~lide'. The words of the 1\1 
, ". 0 f,. , 0.... "" " .... 0,. .... ", ... ,. 0,0. 

are ~'" ~~, !~W, ~ ~.), ~'Yo. retain t"~ 
fflore u.rif.l, and elide it, fellow, for which IH in tlie SR, p. 87, T. 

" .".....".... , 4'" , , 0 , 

8, has .~l;.l...tJ.i1" u~ T!e leu uBejul of Me two i. Ilided. 
u .. " .... ,.. .. 

The "=,,UO,) tmplied iD ~.), here d.oes not mean Il .... on, but eztenl 

ef uefu1ness j and the aug. that goe, /urtkcr in usefulness is ''mows 

apte a ~be elide," not "plus apte" • 
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, '0 , 0 "'~ 

·P. 1248, t. 17. The dim. of ~rl is Il~' (Jh) KF) ; and 
, ..... , ,0 .... fa. 

this is the saying" of Mb (Jh). Mb says ~~, and~' (Al, by 

eliding the fifth, and putting the ~ as a c;mpensation'" for it (Snl. 

This compensatory r.$ before the " and e in the dim. has no connec

tion with the aug. r.$ after the & and e in the .on-dim.-1. 1. Thus 

these .,. are trit., quad., or qui •. , according to different opinions. 
. ,,,,.,, 0,' 

And, when they are held to be tra., ~r and ~ may be 

defended on the ground that elision of the Hamza enables the 1.5 
''''''~ , ""'~ , "" {. , " ,,~ 

to be retained j and ~, or ~:.f"" 1 and e--' or ~, ,on the 

ground that the Hamza, being initial, should be retained in-prefer

ence to the rand J , which are final. 

P. 1250, U. 13.21. IHsh in the Aud (p. 222), being under 

the impression that the passage of the 1M paraphrased below 

(p. 1251, ll. 8-12) from the IA and A is intended by III as an ex

ception to the rule previously laid down by him (p. 1249, ll. 16.2), 

goes on here to except the pOlt., the last member of the synthetic 

comp., the sign of the du., and tbe sign of the sound pl. ; and, after 

observing that, if a ,.. ending in any of these terminations might 

form a broken pl., the yule of elision would necessari\y be applied 

to that terminatioll, raises the objection that, this rule not being 

applicable to the poat. in either the broken pl. or the tii •. (p. 1251, 

ll. 3-7), 1M ought not to have included the POlt. among the excep

tions to tbe rule that wbat is elided in the broken pl. is elided in 

the dim. This impression, which seems to have been shared by IA 

(p. 841, II. 6-7) and A (vol. IV, p. 198, 1l.26.28), is shown by Sn 

(t101. IV, p. 197, l.a-p. 198, l. 1) to be erroneous, HI'. intention 

being only to intimate that, with these eight things, it is sufficient 
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. for the form of the dim. to be constructively at.tained by tr~ating 

them' as separate, irrespectively of the consideration whether they 

are. similarly treated in the broken pl., or not·; while, as a matter 

of fact, seven of them, i. e., all but tbepolt., are not so treated. 

And this explanation is adopted by MKh (vol. II, p. 196, t. 30-p. 

197, ~. 2). 

P. 1251, U. 5-6. The eonj. Hamza of the ling. seems to be 

here treated as a substantive letter. 

1,., 1#,., 
P. 1252, I. 2. Dieterici (IA. 341., t. 8) prints ,!J! l.~~ • .-

, e.., 
P. 1255,.t. 2. And in ~~ [below] also, because the (5 ~fore 

the) becomes penultimate upon elision of tIle' of femininization-t. 

13. A (vol. IV, p. 198, t. 20) has "in the liug.", because 1M 

treats of comp~nsat.ion in the broken pl. and the dim. tOg'etber ; and. 

Sn (fJot. IV. :t98, l. 13) uses the same expression. The ,ill,. and 

the "owim. are of course identical. 

P •. 1256, t. 22-p. 1257, t. 15. I have re-arranged these 6:J: •• 

to make the meaning clearer. See R. 98, U. 15-l. t. 

P. 1257, ll. 2-8. The R (p. 98, l. 16) has "that ,ing." ; but 

lome of the e:J:I. require "that pl." -It. 8, 18. Jahn prints 
,,'.,' . 0,0" 

~~~ {IY. 731, l. t.} and i.::.'~~ (IY. 782, l. 1)-t. 9. See 
. 9 , , 

the Note on ll. 2-3-l. 16. Z intends ~ to be an e:J:. of a. pl. of 
. G ..... s 

multitude whose ling. has no pl. of paucity,; but some allow e~' 

[317]. 

, ,.,. " ". 

P. 1260 .. ll. 10.11. It is difficult to see how ~l£..o and ~~ 
.- .-

can relate ~o the rational male., and still remain pl., because, if 
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either o£ them were a proper name of a man, it would be ,iag. in 

sense. Perhaps R means to show, irrespectively of their actual-mean

ing, how their dim,. would be. formed if they related to the rational 

male.-t. 19. Its author is said to be unknown, and it is said to 

be forged (MN, AKB). 

G ...... 0 ...... 

P. 1265, ll. 18-20. I,;)Wl is orig. I,;)~! ,from which they 

elide the 15 j and therefore, when they have recourse to the tis .. , 
8 , 0,£ 

tht>y say I,;)~' , restoring the 15 in the dim. And they do that 
8., 0 ..... ' 0 ..... 0, 

in another word, saying ~ in the dim. of i..4} , because itS o. f. , 
0 ..... 0.... • 

is ii~ [below] (ID). Thus the Ba,ri ID adopts the opinion of the 

KK. 

.." ~ P. '1270, t. I. For ~ in Lane (p. 2732, col. 1) read ~:: __ . ' 
(dim. of &), as in S. II. 137, I. U, M. 88, 1.7, and lY. 13~ 

80' 

I. 28. 8 omits ~~ in this e:» •. . . .... , 
P. 127~, t. 21. ~t!.~, if authentic, is anomalous, like 

8 0" • ..... ...... 

~_~~ [283,674]. The dim. of ~r is said by Sana R 
" ~ 8 ..... , 

to be UN"At-~ [283]. 

D ." P. 1276, t. 7. IY gives ~ asaninstanceof.thel5of com-

pensation, which is plainly wrong-U. 19-20. Th~ Sn (,,01. IV, p. 
, .... ) '0,"-

208, t. 5) has ~r- and &:J~' ; 'but in the ellrt. dia. the aug. , ... 
letter of prolongation in the penultimate of the tw,,-ilim. disappe&lW, 

o ." 8 0 ..... , • 

as in U"'~~I for ~;i' and the 15 of compena&tioll is not 

inserted. Therefore, acOOl'fiing ~o 8, on elision of the Hamza the, 
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. , 0" 

a.g. t , and the a.g. t.5 , t.here remains ~r. ' which formsl"4f-r- ; 

and, according to Mb. on elision of the aug. , , the (l1Ig. 1$ ,and the . 
. J 0,,1-
last rad. r ' there remains 1Ir.' , whioh forms lip.-?' • 

.-
P. 1277, It. 13-14. See Md. 1.401 and P. 11.85-1. 19. See 

Md. II. 810 and P. II. 908-1. 92. See Md. I. 149 and P. I. 297 . 
• ott 

P. 1281. U. 7~8. Jh on lJ""A' says "except Friday", giving S 

as his authority. See Lane (p. 99, col. 2). But I do· not find thw 

exception in" S. II. 188, U. 18-14. 

P. 1282, I. 7. Read" 889 II. 

P. 1283, I. 8. After" Zaid" insert" [339] ". 

P. 1285, I. 22. Put a comma after" into, ". 

P. 1286, I. 22. Put a comma after" dim." 

P. 1281, 1. 14. Read" Tashil iI. 

P.1297,1.19. The second hemistich is by AtTau'amalYashkurf, 

who was engaged in a poetic contest with Imrs. Al~ais, in which the 

laUer gave out the first hemistich of ea\!h verse, and the former 

then supplied the second. 

P.1298,t.13. One of the Banu Mtt1)ii.ribIbn 'AmI' Ibn Wadi'a. 

[Ibn Lukaiz Ibn Af",a. (IKb)] Ibn' Abd AU~ais, in relation to whom 

he is called aI'Abdi,a well· known bad poet (AKB), who satirized Jarit 

(10). Mb asserts that Jarjr and AIFarazda~ made hitn judge 

~tween them: and that he·then adjudged. AIFarazcla~ to Le more noLle 

then Jaril', and AlFarazdalf.'s kindred, the Hanu Mujashi(, than Jarir'a 

kindred, the Banu Kulaib i but J anr to be the better poet of 
.}--= ~ , ,., 

the two (AKB)-l.l. 17-18.· There is another version ~lA ~ 

"'''e'IUver 46 " made j#dg, (AKB). See". 771. I. l.-p. 772, t. 9. 
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P. 1300. t. 12. Read "(I am)lI. 

P. 1305, t. 2. A place in the cultivated parts of AI'lri~, eaid 

by Khl to be adjacent to the region of Mesopotamia. Good wine is 

called after it. AIA'sha says 

" ,,, "" ". a;" .".", "." ," " ..... .,,, 

LoW ~~ UDn ~)' • ',sc&.> ~u~ ~f lJI~ 
An inkobitallt of'.iltiit I.tlecfed it once upon II time, and "opedfor 

,. '" ,JS. • ."" •• 

it, goodIJes, !leal hY!lear, also related ~U~ ~f (Bk)-l. 3. '=-'~~.), 

with Kasr [or FatJ.l (KF)] of the) , B place in Syria (Jh, KF, LL)-
e OJ' . III .. ~. 

Ibid. ~)~, (S. II. 83, I. 18) : ~)~, (LTA, Dh). See p. 1309, I. 
.. I o. 

7-1310, I. 8 •. Apparently it ought to be ~;~, -t. 9. Na,ibin, 

[or, as some of the Arabs say, Na!}ibiin (MI),] a [flourishing (Ml)) 

city in [the regions of (MI)] Mesopotamia (Mk, M.I, LL), on the 

main road of the carava.ns from Ma.u~il to Syria, and nine parasaoga 

from Sinjar (MI). 

P. 1306, t. 2. It was ftourishing, populous: but, when the Greeks 

t.ook Aleppo in the year 361, the inhabitants of ~inna8rin were alarm

ed, and evacuated !t, dispersing a.broad in the countries; and nothing 

remained in it, except a caravansary, where the caravans stop (lU). 
I.... 5.... I .. , 

P. 1308, ll. 9-12. The ret. ",. 45~ , 451i ,~ , and ~,&.> may 

be derived from the pr?per names AnNamir, S~ira, and AdDu'il

Ibid. N amari is from (1) AnN amir Ibn ~i8it ..... :, , ,Ibn Aad Un 

Rabiea Ibn Nizir Ibn Matadd Ibn t Adnin, among whom are many; 

(2} AnNamir Ibn 'Uthmin (KAb) Ibn N8:'r Ibn Zahrin ......... lbn 

Malik Ibn Nafl' Ibn AIAzd (IHb). Sha~ira is [Mu<awiyalbo 

(lHb)] AII:Iirith Ibn Tamim (lHb, Mb, LL)Ibn Murr (IHb). And 

AdDu'il [Ibn Bakr Ibn' Abel Manat Ibn Kinina (III b) ] is a clan of 

Kinina (lKbn) Ibn Khuzaima, the kindred of AAD (IHb)-I. 13 
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AIHirith received the cognomen AIJ;lal,i~(The man with a swollen 

belly), because he ate much gum, and his belly swelled fl'om it (ID). 

P. 1813, I. 9. A,Samman in [red (ZJ, Mk, MI)] mountain [in 

th~ neighbourhood of AdDahna (Mk), in the land of Tamim (MI)], 

extending fpr thr~ nights'(Bk, ZJ, Mk, MI), not lofty (Bk, 
, Ii Ii 

Mk, l\fI). named ~~ because of its ruggedness (Bk). 

P. 1821, t. 16. The restriction "when proper names" is intend

ed to obviate the necessity for restoration to the ling. [310]. 0/. the 

Note on p. 1208, t. 13. 
c .. , ~ ... 

P. 1329, It. H-20. In S. II. 76, I. 9, read ~ (like ~ ) ... , 
for ~ printed by Derenbourg . 

.. , , 
P. 1832, I. 20. There is no B,J"" in the Dictionaries or Geogra-

phiel. I t seems to be an iD:.laginary word. 

P. 1339, ll. 11-12. Jirwa Ibn NacJla (lHb, I¥) Ibn Malik 

......... Ibn J.iumais (IHb)-I. 19. Put a comma after "[300]". 

,,,,. ., 
~. 1340, I. 5. ~" as in S .(flol. II, p. 70, t. 21), R (p. ]28, , 

-9,. 0 

I. 8), and KF (p. 924, l. 4) : not ~ , as in Lane (p. 222, col. 1) • ... 
Lane's authorities appear not to be aware that it is & proper name. 

P .1345, ll. 2-6. The clause " whether they denote .....•... combi

nation of two double ~ s n is interpolated from R. 109. U. 6-8, in the 

passage from R. 126, I. 4, commenced at p. 18441, I. 21. 

P. 13.,..9; l. 21. J;lira. is a mountain at [the distance of three miles 

from (MI)] Makka (Bk, MI). As says, It is made m("c. and tri~ 

tote by some, andfem. and diptote by others (Bk)-IhSti. ~nha is 

the name of two places, one on the road from AlBatra to Makka, 
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. and the ·otherat. AlMadina. It i. made fllfUC. and triptote by some 

~f the Ara.bs, and/em. and diptote by others (Bk). 

P. 1352, It. 23-t. t. In order that you may be able to inflect 

it, lecause then. that a:ret. n. is. formed from must be sllsceptible 

of being injl. independently of the 15 of relation [800]. 

P. 1854, U. 20-22. Bilt in that case it has no rd. n. 

P. 1355, U. 140·18. According to those who add an , , and theD 

convert it into Hamza, the Hamza of a is like that of .. t..::fi and 
Ii .,. 

, 

on this ground lA, IHdh, and A allow 15,'j. But, according to those 
, 

who add a Flamza from the very first, the Hamza of iY is like that of 
~ I , . 

t.fji i and on this ground they disallow 4$'.,.'j. Whatever be tho 

origin of the Hama in i!i, however, .the , , which is rad., differs 

f~om the' of it...::s", which is aug. j and on this ground R does not , . , -, 
allow 15,'j. Cf. t)le opinion of R, IHsh, and A on .. ~ water [SOlo] • .,. 

. 4 " ...... 
P. 1360, t. 1. For" be" read ,e h. "-t. 11. Read ~r-" . 

If, a9 S holds, the vowel of the u be' retaiu"ed on restoration 
,., 'o~ 

of the e, then 15,J' becomes ~,;Jf; so that, the second being 
. ..... ..... ' 

mobile, the!$ must be elided, as in ~i:; [301] ; and, the word .. 
being thns reduced to three letters, the second must be pronounced 

• 0 , , 0,0, 

with Fat!), as in ~j) [296]-Ibid. lfead ~,Jt-l. 1.~. Read 
, "Of 0.,. 

l5,frl' . 
, P. 1863, It. 6·11. See p. 1371, I. 13, and the .Note th~D. 

e,o .,. 
P. 1367, t. 1. N ot ~r'J and ~r-J ,as priDted by Derellbourg 

in S. II. 81, ll. 1-2. See. U. 10.12 below ; an~ p. 1317, II. 21-22; 
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IY ~ 766, 23. F7his i8 to diat tJl8.t lli8kes 
.. 

vowel of the) conform to the vowel of the Hamza in ,,,..~ [16J. 

to th;;Y~ makFi the 07 1he ) F;;l\1 in 
2 '" 

cases or I)amm in all cases, the ret. n~ is , or ~~ 

P. 1369, ll. 21-22. The" original formation of the malc/' 

lli8ans ori~;;Fal of...; ewheth;;r the 

restored, 8S in ~I~i; or not, as iu ~U; [234-]. 
TIt 

P. 7770, Derenhourg S. IF 78, t. 

#3hould IY. t. and hH. l. 8~ 

P. 1371, t. 13. But see p. 874, t. 26, and p. 1368, ll. 0-11 ; 

if~ 16~ 2l~t, 16 t.4, Fhe, p#3S1!ag#3 in th'FF 

(vol. II, p. 78, ll. 15-17) here paraphrased by R is extremely 
e 

and ohFFcurFr~~l. ] 7. I adopt the FF'or. ($';' F: givzFn in S . .II 
. , , 

noDF 18, plaidh reFlui8ed whul R saO#3 hero und 
.. , 

(p. 1372,l. 21-p. 1313, t. 13); not ~ given by Derenhourg in t. , , 

of text~ 

! , 
p~ 1375, /, 8. I.Sdl..$'in IY, 76P; t. 15; FFoems be a llililpnI&ili~--

• ~ • ? il;,? • ? 

Ibid. And apparently he says ~ and IS}UJ{ also, like ~ 
II ,0 ' 

lS,hf...Lo 4-7 7Y, 8SIEds that Jr c{;t%ziderz 
, .. 

to tho of 

that the Ii is not a rign 

givez f~wo <>ther 000 <onss (I) 
femininization in the ling., except 

_ 0 < 0 

when is p~>;;onded am, 08 " .En i:tlli~ 

[272] ; while the J in ~ is quiescent.: and (2) that the sign of 

7nminininatio?:; is nEy>;;nr a wedial, hut a 7na1. hut these 

are inahh,licable according to the opinion distinotly stsnted 1h 
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and evidently implied by Jh and-A, that the .::J does not contain the 
sense of femininization-l. 7. The object of the condition is to ,. , 

tnm li.ls'into a,s1Ig. [117],10 that it may become declo as a trip-, 
tote or diptote. 

. . ,. 
P. 1879, 1.241. Here and in p. 1380, I. 2, IY has ~,,~1 for 

I • .... • ;'. , 

~1 given by R. ~~1 being like ~ , either form is allow-
s , 

able [:301]-1. I. e~~ an ill isfe •• 

P. 1880, I. 2. See the Note on p. 1879, I. 24-1. 10. ht a 
. I .... 

comma after" IY" at the end of the line-I. 19. Not ~r ,88 

printed by J ahn in IY. 766, I. 8. 
o ... 

P. 1881, I. 16. The ~~ is he that, from old age, is unable 

to rise except after bearing on his two hands, as though he were 

headi1tg (&)-1. 19. IY has" but Abu-I-'Abbis disapproves"''

which 1 take to mean Th, mentioned just before. See the head-not. 

to the Abbreviations of References • 

• ., ' ... 1' ~o, 
P. 1388, I. 21. Or rather ~r, r~' tlte fIIan-.tervllnt 6elollg-
, . I .... 

i1lg to ZaU. See p. 843, ~l. 10-12-1.24. Not ~T'~, as printed 

by Derenbourg in S. 11.85, l.ll. See the Note onp. 1867,&.1-1.1. 
I .... 

Not ';;A , as printed by Broch in M. 92, 1.6, and Jahn in IY. 768, 

I. 28. See p. 1867, U. 7-16 j and p. t377, Il. 22-28 j a.nd S. II. 
- .... 

81, I. 4, and 8-6, I. 11 j and IHb. 8 and Dh. 477. Of course '.t', a 
". I 0, 

dial. t1a1'. of 'T'! ' would make ~J'" See Lane, p. 2703, col. 2. 
fill ..... ""'·. • " ........ 

P. 1384, 1.6. Read ia.?;'-l. 8. Not ~,J" ~ printed by 

Broch in M. 92, I. 7, a.nd JahJf in lY. 766, I. 19, and 767, l. 16. 

See what is said above by AAz (p. 1383, I. 1.-1384, I. 1). 
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P. 1387, I. I. ~;~ii (A). SO in the )ISS, with precedence of 

• the U j but analogy requires the e to precede, because the word is 
...... !"O , ..... 

[formed ~romJ a ,d ••. of ~ ~ Sn.) 

P. 1393, I. 23. The Ribib were Taim. [Ibn 'Abel Manit 

(IKb)], 'Adi [Ibn 'Abd Manit, of whom wasth&poet Dhu-rRumma 

(IKb)], 'UKl, [Muzaina (ID),] and I)abba (IKb,ID). They were 

80 named [because they formed a confederacy, saying "Band your-

• selves together like the i4l.s; 11, wbich is a rag wherein the arrows 

are collected together: or, as some say (ID),)'because they dipped 
I J 

their bands into Y) datt-jllict, and then swore one to the other 

(ID, Jh) upon it (Jh) j but the first saying is better (I D) : or, as 
, 5' .... 

As says, because they ~I f~rt"ttl a coalitiun (Jb). Jh, followed 

by R and A, substitutes Tbaur for }lnzama. 

U dd Ibn Tibikha 
I 

I 
Mmr J I I I 

'A . Manit J;abba 'Amr-l\f uzaina l;Iumaia 
I I :Dint Kalb 

I I. I I 
Taim 'Adi 'Ukl Thaur 

Tamim 
I 

I I 
Zaid Manit 'Amr 

I 
I . 

Imra alI~a18 MLik 
I 

. Han~l& 

P. 1394, II. 8-18. Lane (p. 1005, col. 1) gives the following 

extraordinary paraphrase of this passage from, the Jh :-'·according 

to & 1"\11e generally obse"ed when a [single] man has a ,1. word for 

h· • <a,., 11 Dame, AI y.#J etc.", which is wrong on the face of it, beca1ll8, . , 
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. IS - ..... 
according to it, the r,l. n. 0' u~ ought to be~; whUe it is 

exactly the opposite of what is laid down by Jh, who says that, when 

a single individual has a pl. word for his name, it is not reatored to 
. . ; 

the ''''9.-1. 16. Read ~~J • ., 
!'. 1396, I. 21. Read" Abu ". 

P. 1396, U. 8-S. A learned Jurist (Tr, IHjr). His JWDe is 

~id to have been Dhakwan, Ta'lis being his cognomen (IHjr). 

He dwelt in AIJanad, a well-known town in AlYaman (Nw). He 

died in the year 106 (Tr, Nw, IHjr, TH), as the majority .y 

(Nw) ; or 101 (TH); or 110 and odd (Nw, TH) : but the first is 

the well-known date (Nw). He was then more then seventy years , 
old (Tr, Nw, TH). See flol. II, p. UA-l. 6. Read it alFi-

riai "-U. 10-11. From Dhimar, a town two stages from the 

~n(a of AIYaman (Nw). ~e wasborn in the year 84 (TH). ADd 

he died in the year 110, [118 (Til),] or 114 (Tt, Nw, TH), or 110 

and odd (IHjr). 
, 

P. 1402, 1.4. I have not met with the name of it. allth~ 
(MN)-l. 18. Khuzail. is the name of a mine ()(I). 

P. 1406, I. 13. Ile died lNw, MAB) in the year 9 (KAB), 

during the lifetime of the Prophet, who praTed OYIf him, uul 
shronded him in his own ahirt (N w). 

P. l4tOS, I. 11. Read ft 82 ". 

P. 14.10, I. 10. Read" 83 u. 

P. 1412, I. 4. When you double [the J of J!41, you abbre- . 

viate [the' ], and put the I;) before the 1$ of relation; but, when 
.~~ .. 

yon prolong [tIle' ], yon make [t~e J !-nlit single.and,_y ~~ 

witb a HamfOa (CD). And [H sap that (CD) 1 thOIl8 who prolong 
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[the t of] .. ~~ albw ita rd. .,. to be ~'~4 and ~~4 ,as , 
,. I ,. • :r"0 

the rll. n,. of i4~ are 1S]~r:: and ~4T': (D). But tile 

Hamza of ;-i.-4, being for feminioization, must be converted into , . ,.,. . 
,; whereas th~ Hamza of i~ [and '4~], being a .co-ordina-

tive aug., may be converl*l or left [8041] : 80 says IBr (CD). And 

[similarly (CD)) ~~" tA, Co_fection,r [or ~,;r. i, (Dh'] 

is sajd of Shams alA'imma 'Abd. Al'Aziz Ibn A\1mad (Db, CD) 

alBukhiri~ the learned man of the]4ast, d. 4156 (Db), which, IHjr 

says, is with a Hamm (CD). It is [said in the KF to be (CD)] 
. ."" '. 

a rd. n. from i,~ IfDU'fI6" or lfDe,t".,aI (Db, CD): but thIS . , , 
is a bluuder, because, if it were so, 15',~ would be said [302]; 

-,., 
and the truth is that it is a "d. ft. from .. ,~ ,,,,a',,.,a' (CD). 

, , 
P. 14120, t. 7. lahn prints .~!~) (rr: 778, t. 22). 

P. 14122, II. 5-6. K8 was 80 called because he entered AlKiifa, 

and came to IJamza Ibn I;Iabib azZayyit, enveleped in a wrapper, 

whereupon Hamza said tt who will read?" and it was said to him 

tf 2'1, ""a"" oftM ",rapper" i or, as iuaid because he entered the . , . 
holy land, elatl ,. a ",rapper (IKhn). See "01. II, p. 241A.-t. 7. 

Ff was 80 called, though he neither ",a".fact.r,d '.r" nor ,old tM"" 
"" ,0... ." ~ 

because he r~1 15~ r,;)lt ."d to trim 'M '}H,eA (HUn, MAB). 
"" 
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